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ABSTRACT
On behalf of the Texas Department of Transportation (TxDOT), SWCA Environmental Consultants (SWCA)
conducted testing and data recovery investigations at the Little Paint site (41KM226), a prehistoric multicomponent site in the US 377 right-of-way along the South Llano River in Kimble County, Texas. While the site
revealed Archaic and Late Prehistoric components, the earlier components were stratigraphically intermixed.
Consequently, data recovery focused almost entirely on a discrete Toyah component, which, based on earlier
test excavations conducted in August and September 2006, had previously been determined to be eligible for
listing on the National Register of Historic Places and as a State Archeological Landmark. SWCA performed the
investigations under Texas Antiquities Permits 4184 and 4318. Kevin A. Miller served as Principal Investigator.
The excavations recovered approximately 102 m2 of a stratigraphically-discrete Toyah component consisting of
rock-lined hearths, Perdiz points, Cliffton points, a bird-bone bead, bone-tempered ceramics, bifaces, scrapers
(notably end scrapers on blade-flakes), various informal lithic tools, drills, awls, debitage, and faunal remains.
Based on the assemblage, the site is interpreted as a Toyah basecamp as indicated by a diversity of tool forms
and site furniture. The component has good integrity, is vertically and horizontally discrete, and contains a
substantial amount of archaeological materials. The suite of 16 radiometric dates indicates intermittent Toyah
occupations between 240 and 570 years ago, a time range that is generally consistent with recognized span of
the Toyah assemblage. The archaeological assemblage and site structure, however, suggests a possible single
Toyah occupation.
While not a focal point of the data recovery investigations, the excavations also recovered mixed Archaic
components below the Toyah component. Artifacts include diagnostic point styles that indicate Late Archaic
to early Late Prehistoric occupations, representing 1,000 to 2,000 years of the regional cultural chronology
compressed within a thin stratum. Based on the findings, the depositional conditions below the Toyah component,
as was previously determined by the testing data, were found to be generally not conducive to the formation of
stratigraphic separation of the successive occupations. This compression resulted in intermixing of components
and poor integrity. Below the mixed Archaic zone, deeply buried Middle to Early Archaic deposits were identified.
These retained a better potential for significant isolable strata, but these deeper deposits were beyond the project
impacts and therefore were not the subject of mitigative efforts. The deeper deposits are preserved by avoidance.
As previously determined and further substantiated by the data recovery investigations, the Little Paint site,
because of the Toyah component and perhaps earlier deposits, is eligible for National Register of Historic Places
listing under Criterion D, 36 CFR 60.4, and eligible for State Archeological Landmark designation under Criteria
1 and 2 of the Rules of Practice and Procedure for the Antiquities Code of Texas, 13 TAC 26.8. The excavations
have mitigated the adverse effects of the US 377 bridge replacement by recovering the vast majority of the Toyah
component within the area of potential effect of the roadway undertaking. No further archaeological work is
recommended. Portions of the site outside of the right-of-way have not been fully evaluated. The artifacts and
records from the project are curated at the Center for Archaeological Studies, Texas State University.
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MANAGEMENT SUMMARY
Project Title: Testing and Data Recovery Investigations at the Little Paint site (41KM226), Kimble County, Texas.
TxDOT CSJ Number: 0148-03-024.
Project Description: The Texas Department of Transportation (TxDOT) rehabilitated the existing US 377 crossing
structure and constructed new, wider approaches for the crossing at the South Llano River. The crossing structures
have approaches with an overall width of 40 feet, with two 12-foot travel lanes and two 8-foot shoulders. The
project does not require new right-of-way. The Little Paint site, a multi-component prehistoric site eligible for
inclusion to the National Register of Historic Places and for listing as a State Archeological Landmark, is located
within the area of potential effect for the project. The archaeological investigations recovered the significant
portions of the site to mitigate the project impacts to the site.
Location: The Little Paint site is located adjacent to US 377, west of the South Llano River, 1 mile north of
Telegraph in southern Kimble County, Texas. The site is located within public property controlled by TxDOT,
extending beyond the right-of-way onto adjacent private land. The data recovery investigations were confined
to TxDOT property. The site area appears on the Telegraph, Texas USGS 7.5-minute topographic map.
Excavated Volume and area: 43.5 m3 and 104 m2.
Principal Investigator: Kevin A. Miller.
Texas Antiquities Permits: 4184 and 4318.
Dates of Work: Testing was conducted in August and September 2006 followed by data recovery in November
2006 to February 2007.
Purpose of Work: As the construction project involved federal funds from the Federal Highway Administration
(FHWA) and state land controlled by the San Angelo District of TxDOT, investigations were conducted in compliance with the Texas Antiquities Code; the National Historic Preservation Act; the Programmatic Agreement
between the FHWA, the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation, TxDOT, and the Texas Historical Commission (THC); and the Memorandum of Understanding between TxDOT and the THC.
Recommendations: The site is eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places and as a State
Archeological Landmark. However, the data recovery investigations have mitigated the project impacts on the
significant portions of the Little Paint site within the area of potential effect. SWCA recommends no further
investigations. Intact portions of the site lie beyond the project area, and any future work in these unassessed
areas would require additional investigations.
Curation: The artifacts and records from the project are curated at the Center for Archaeological Studies, Texas
State University.
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Chapter 1

The Little Paint Site - Objectives and Reasons for its Study
Stephen M. Carpenter and Kevin A. Miller

Introduction
On behalf of the Texas Department of Transportation
(TxDOT), in 2006 and early 2007, SWCA Environmental
Consultants (SWCA) conducted consecutive phases of
testing and data recovery excavations at the Little Paint
site (41KM226) in Kimble County, Texas. The site is
a stratified prehistoric multi-component occupational
campsite in the 80-foot-wide right-of-way of US 377
on the western banks of the South Llano River, 1 mile
north of the three-person town of Telegraph, Texas
(Figure 1.1). Of principal significance, the site contains
a discrete Toyah component that is interpreted as a
residential base camp. The site is situated on alluvial
terraces west of the river, a perennial stream that flows
north-northeast past the site towards its juncture with
the North Llano River about 20 miles northeast of the
site.
As the construction project involved federal funds
from the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA)
and involves state land controlled by the San Angelo
District of TxDOT, investigations were conducted in
compliance with the Antiquities Code of Texas; the
National Historic Preservation Act; the Programmatic
Agreement between the FHWA, the Advisory Council
on Historic Preservation, TxDOT, and the Texas
Historical Commission (THC); and the Memorandum
of Understanding between TxDOT and the THC.
The testing and data recovery investigations were
performed under Texas Antiquities Permits 4184 and
4318, respectively. Kevin A. Miller served as Principal
Investigator on both permits. The fieldwork took place
in three phases from August 21 to September 8, 2006;
November 13 through December 21, 2006; and finally
from January 22 to February 2, 2007.

Project Description and Area of
Potential Effects
At the time of the excavations, US 377 was a twolane paved road (20-feet-wide) with no shoulders.
Since the completion of the excavations, TxDOT
has rehabilitated the existing crossing structure and
constructed new, wider approaches for the crossing

at the South Llano River. The area of potential effects
(APE) extended approximately 950 feet south from
the river’s edge at the bridge crossing and was 80-feetwide, with depths of impacts varying from about 2 to
4 feet below surface in the site area. The Little Paint
site, located immediately south and west of the US 377
bridge across the South Llano River, would be affected
by the undertaking, therefore triggering the need for
archaeological assessment and data recovery. The
original roadway, though it follows an old route, was
likely constructed in the 1950s. The road construction
likely cut down into the site, removing portions
of the site deposits. However, along the margins
and shoulders of the right-of-way were relatively
undisturbed archaeological deposits, which were the
focal point of the data recovery investigations.

Overview of Project History
In May 2006, archaeologists from TxDOT discovered
the site during an archaeological impact evaluation
prompted by the planned replacement of the existing
crossing structures at the South Llano River and the
creation of wider approach to the crossing. During the
investigation, the Little Paint site was discovered south
and west of the South Llano River crossing on the
western side of US 377, which cuts through a portion
of the site revealing a 1- to 2-m-deep profile along the
edge of an upper terrace (Figure 1.2). Eroding from this
cut, various artifacts, burned rock, and organic soils
provide an extensive exposure of the site. Looking at
maps and aerials, the project area likely transects only
the southernmost portion of a larger site that runs along
the river’s edge an unknown distance to the northwest.
Based on their assessment of the available exposures,
TxDOT archaeologists recommended the site
for testing. Accordingly, SWCA conducted test
excavations from August 21 to September 8, 2006.
The investigations uncovered stratified prehistoric
cultural materials buried in deep Holocene alluvium
that was overlain by a thin veneer of historic-aged
overburden. Diagnostic artifacts indicated at least
4,500 years of intermittent cultural occupations. The
testing phase, which focused on the western side of the
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Figure 1.1

Project location map.
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excavations. Additional excavations followed from
January 22 to February 2, 2007.

A Succinct Introduction to the Site’s
Toyah Assemblage

Figure 1.2

Site overview showing data recovery
excavations on the western side of the
right-of-way. South Llano River and
bridge crossing are in background.
Facing north.

right-of-way where most of the intact cultural deposits
are located, identified a stratigraphically discrete,
intact Toyah component overlying a mixed zone of
Archaic to Late Prehistoric occupational debris. The
Toyah component was determined to have significant
research potential and was consequently recommended
for further investigations. The lower Archaic materials
were considered to have poor integrity and a rather
limited research potential.
While the majority of the site likely lay beyond the
road right-of-way, a 2-m-wide strip of the distinct
and isolable Toyah component on the western side
of the right-of-way was determined to contain good
integrity and a substantial and diverse collection of
cultural material. Based on the site’s potential to
address significant regional research issues, namely the
possibility of identifying a distinctive Toyah artifact
assemblage, a regional expression within the larger
Toyah culture, the site was recommended as eligible
for listing on the National Register of Historic Places
(NRHP) and for designation as a State Archeological
Landmark (SAL). SWCA recommended data recovery
investigations, focusing on the Toyah component,
to recover the site’s significant information prior to
planned construction impacts.
In October 2006, SWCA submitted an interim report
detailing these findings and recommendations. TxDOT
and the THC concurred with the recommendations,
and from November 13 through December 21, 2006,
SWCA returned to the site to conduct data recovery

The commonly recognized Toyah assemblage, with
its distinctive constellation of diagnostic artifacts
and formal tools, is an archaeological culture with a
discrete temporal range (ca. a.d. 1300 to 1600/1650
conservatively) and spatial distribution (Johnson
1994:258). The Toyah component at the Little Paint site
is a discrete stratum that appears to be relatively “pure”
in that all the diagnostic materials recovered from
within it are consistent with the Toyah assemblage,
indicating little or no mixing. The Little Paint
component contains Perdiz points, several rock-lined,
shallow, basin-shaped hearths, a possible oven, bonetempered ceramics, drills, an oliva shell bead, beveled
knives, end scrapers, and a suite of other materials in
an approximately 10-cm thick depositional unit along
the South Llano River. The data recovery and testing
excavations were limited to a narrow strip along both
sides of the existing right-of-way, and therefore broad
areal exposures were not feasible. To a degree, this
aspect strongly affects the structure of the data (i.e.,
creates a cross-section or transect rather than areal
coverage), imposing certain interpretive limits.
The Toyah materials from the Little Paint site
constitute a sub-assemblage, the archaeological
traces of a community, which when added to other
sites contributes to the definition of an assemblage of
Toyah society. As Arnn (2007:198, 2012) discusses,
Toyah likely comprised, and emerged from, a rather
diverse cultural landscape consisting of numerous
distinct social groups. Such complexity tends to
be obscured by the widespread uniformity in the
distributions of some of the more iconic artifact
classes, such as Perdiz points. However, to begin
to discern some of the constituent identities within
the broader culture, Arnn (2007, 2012) suggests an
analytical approach that contextualizes material culture
at various spatial and temporal scales documented in
historic and ethnographic works. During the course of
investigations, the findings contradicted some of these
initial assumptions.
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Research Objectives – Going Macro
The study of the Little Paint site entailed two basic
objectives:
 Address the broader sociocultural issues as
framed in the research design.
 Define the context, structure, and function of
the Little Paint site with particular emphasis on
discerning various behaviors occurring on the
site that contribute to unifying characteristics
of Toyah.
The focus is on comparisons of specific sites within
a regionally specific geographic and ecological area,
notably a subdivision of the Live Oak-Mesquite
Savanna of the Edwards Plateau. The basic objectives
are briefly introduced here and discussed in more detail
in the research design chapter.
The overarching goal of the analysis of the Little
Paint site is to break down the monolithic Toyah
archaeological culture into sub-assemblages that reflect
constituent social groupings. The approach seeks
to discern internal divisions within the assemblage
through comparisons among sites, primarily within the
Little Paint subregion. The main supporting supposition
is that prehistoric identities can be discerned in the
archaeological record. There is a reasonable amount
of evidence, and middle range theory, to indicate the
feasibility of such a notion at certain levels, though
there are quite a few difficulties in drawing clear
conclusions, notably at more localized levels. The
primary methods entail defining social boundaries by
clusters, or discontinuities, of stylistic and technological
attributes. However, a more complete picture relies on
a cumulative population of data rather than any one or
two lines of evidence in and of themselves.
From these objectives, a two-tiered analytical approach
is developed to interrelate different scales of data.
On one hand there is a low-level comparison of a
small group of sites on the western margin of the
Edwards Plateau. On the other hand, to address larger
issues, there is an overarching effort to tie Toyah
into an enormous economic and social macrosphere.
Accordingly, a fundamental undercurrent in this report
is a rather unusual process of interweaving micro-scale
(site level) and macro-scale scale patterns, largely
bypassing the mediating meso-scale.

The first step establishes the basic set of issues to
be solved, and consequently dictates the course of
analysis by specifying what sorts of information are
relevant. The second step is vital to define which
segment of the hunter-gatherer settlement system
the Little Paint site represents so that comparisons
can be made to generally analogous sites. The site
is interpreted as a residential base camp, which is
defined archaeologically by high intra-assemblage
diversity in both structural and artifactual components,
representing both male and female as well as various
age group activities (Binford and Binford 1966;
Binford 1980; Ebert 2001:131; Kelly 1983; Yellen
1976:71). This second step entails primarily low-level
inferences through basic characterization of the site
artifacts and ecofacts and analyzing the site patterns
in relation to other Toyah sites.
The report also focuses on diversity among
archaeological material classes that can be attributed
to sociological or behavioral aspects of Toyah
culture. Diversity is considered here as the qualitative
equivalent of variance in statistical distribution (Shott
1989:283). The ultimate goal is to discern patterns that
reflect several levels of identity from micro- to macroband (endogamous marriage group) to supra-band
(areal, nación-level, or socio-economic cooperative).
The methods entail analyses of spatial and temporal
distribution of multiple material attributes (including
but not limited to both stylistic and technical attributes
of ceramics, marine shell [Oliva sayana in this case],
and stone tools) from several sites including the Little
Paint site to determine whether there are statistically
significant clusters. As is discussed, stylistic attributes
are expected to best reflect certain mid-levels of social
identity (evidence of direct cultural transmission/
enculturation) and technical aspects should reveal more
extensive boundaries to the broader economic (e.g., a
technocomplex) identities.

Structure of Report
This report is designed to be a cumulative and coherent
narrative that moves from the data to the interpretations
in ever-widening contexts. The report includes requisite
information to fulfill requirements of the Antiquities
Code of Texas. Following this chapter, Chapters 2 and
3 provide an overview of the physical context and the
prevailing views of the Toyah assemblage, the people
behind it, adaptive patterns, and social milieu. Chapter
4 presents the methodology and research objectives that

Little Paint Site - Objectives and Reasons for its Study
guided all phases. Chapter 5 provides an overview of
the investigations and general findings, in large part
to provide a context for the more specific analyses
in the subsequent chapters. Chapter 6 is Dr. Charles
Frederick’s geomorphological assessment of the site.
Chapter 7 presents the data on features, artifacts, and
ecofacts. Chapter 8 is an analysis of site structure to
establish cultural strata and components, the necessary
step to define assemblages, the Toyah one most notably.
The remaining chapters are entirely focused on the
heart of the site, the Classic Toyah component, and
addressing the basic research questions, as amended.
Chapter 9 is Dr. Leslie Cecil’s study of the Toyah
ceramics. Chapter 10 is an analysis of the variation of
Perdiz stylistic attributes within the in-group sites in
the general vicinity of Little Paint. Chapter 11 is largely
interpretive, addressing perennial archaeological
issues of context, function, and structure. Chapter
12 places the Little Paint Toyah assemblage within
the large context of regional assemblages. Finally,
Chapter 13 presents a synthesis and conclusions. All
archaeological projects rely on the expertise of many
who work behind the scenes, and the appendices are
a compilation of independent reports and analyses
that comprise the data foundation on which the
interpretations rest.

A Note on Terminology
The designation “Toyah” refers to many things,
whether an assemblage, technocomplex, culture,
phase, horizon, adaptive pattern, people, or otherwise.
Ultimately it is an archaeological phenomenon
that has yet to be clearly defined. In this report, the
designation refers to differing facets. The literature,
however, is replete with a generalized, nondescript
usage that is simply: Toyah. In such usage, it refers
to the phenomenon in its entirety. In this report, when
referring to specific aspects, such as component or
assemblage, the subject is explicitly stated as such,
but when addressing the general phenomenon, the
term is just Toyah.
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Chapter 2

Environmental Context
Stephen M. Carpenter

Introduction
The environmental context of the Little Paint site forms
the fundamental backdrop of regional adaptive patterns,
providing both possibilities and constraints. Some
parameters have likely remained fairly unchanged
through the millennia, such as the surface geology
and general topography, while others, such as flora
and fauna, have been in constant flux through time.
Using various lines of evidence, from early accounts
to paleoenvironmental data, this chapter provides an
overview of the prevailing notions on environmental
circumstances during the middle to late Holocene,
with a particular emphasis on Toyah times from the
Late Prehistoric period into the early Historic period.

General Setting
The project area lies on the western terraces of the
South Llano River in southern Kimble County in
central Texas. The area is within the central portion
of the Edwards Plateau physiographic region, which
is bound by the Balcones Escarpment to the east and
south. Its principal area includes the Hill Country and
a broad plateau, which are capped by hard Cretaceous
limestones. Local streams entrench the plateau as
much as 1,800 feet in 15 miles (Wermund 2006).
The upper drainages of streams are waterless draws
that open into box canyons where springs provide
permanently flowing water. Sinkholes commonly dot
the limestone terrain and often connect with a network
of caverns. Surficially the central interior of the region
alternates between hard and soft marly limestones to
form a stairstep topography (Wermund 2006). With
westward decreasing rainfall, the vegetation grades
from mesquite juniper brush westward into creosote
bush shrubs.
Within this setting, the Little Paint site occupies a
slight floodplain rise in a relatively wide alluvial plain
of the South Llano River (Figure 2.1). Approximately
15 m east of the right-of-way, the river, bordered by
a narrow line of large sycamore and oak trees, flows
past the site. To the west, extensive pastures of the
Little Paint Ranch cover the gradually rolling valley.

Figure 2.1.

South Llano River along the eastern
margin of the site.

Beyond the 500-m wide alluvium plain, the margins
of the valley to the west and east of the site are steep
limestone bluffs.
A review of the local geology and soils as mapped
by the Bureau of Economic Geology and the United
States Department of Agriculture’s Soil Conservation
Service, as well as local USGS topographic maps,
aerial photos, and excavation and site profiles, provided
the basis for the general site setting descriptions of the
Little Paint site.

Physical Geography
Lying in the heart of the Edwards Plateau, the physical
geography is composed of an extensive tableland
dissecting by downward cutting drainages (Figure
2.2). To the north and west, the plateau merges almost
seamlessly with the Llano Estacado and Southern
Plains. Of significance, there are few if any geographic
impediments between the plains and central Texas,
facilitating a natural biotic corridor.
At varying scales, the physical geography creates
ecotonal settings, and in many cases there are highly
distinct junctures of critical resources on the landscape.
At the headers of many of the regional drainages,
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Figure 2.2.

Physiographic map showing the Little Paint site setting. Adapted from Raisz (1957)
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where valleys and riparian corridors meet the upland
plains and plateaus, there are often major springs, such
as in Lubbock, San Angelo, and Big Spring. These
circumstances fostered ecological sweet spots that
allowed economic exploitation of resources from the
different settings.
The eastern and southern margins of the Edwards
Plateau are defined by the Balcones Escarpment, which
separates the Cretaceous limestone uplands from the
Gulf Coastal Plain with its various subdivisions, such
as the Blackland Prairie. “Balcones” refers to the
tiered appearance of the many finger-like ridges in
the scalloped transitional zone separating the regions
(citation needed).
To the west, across the Pecos River, the Stockton
Plateau is an extension of the Edwards Plateau. The
Toyah Basin is a continuity of the Southern Plains.
Farther to the west is a basin and range setting that
marks the continuity of the Sierra Madre Oriental and
the Rocky Mountains.

Topography
The site is located along the riverside edge of a broad
alluvial terrace that extends westward covering the
South Llano River valley. As noted, several hundred
meters west of the US 377 right-of-way, steeply cut
Cretaceous limestones form the valley walls. Within
these confines, the river has meandered and formed
a succession of terraces. The highway runs along the
natural break at the transition of two of the terraces, an
upper and a lower terrace. The upper terrace extends
only several meters into the right-of-way on the
western side of the road, dropping steeply to the lower
terrace that covers the remainder of the right-of-way.
The roadway cuts through the margin of the upper
terrace and sits atop the lower terrace.

Geology
The geology of the project area is particularly
relevant for several reasons, including its affect on
the immediate depositional context in which the site
is buried, but also aspects such as lithic resources and
traces minerals in clay used to make ceramics. The site
is mapped as Quaternary Holocene alluvium (Barnes
1986). This formation consists of sand, silt, clays,
and gravels that form low terraces above flood level.
Bordering the alluvial setting, rather steeply downcut
valley walls include the Fort Terrett member of the
Edwards Limestone formation (Figure 2.3). Overlying

the Fort Terrett limestone, the Segovia Member forms
the surface geology of the uplands overlooking most
of the South Llano River. Both members are chert
bearing, and nodules are secondarily deposited in the
bedload gravels in the area. Consequently, chert is
fairly ubiquitous, but the uplands tend to have the most
abundant, high quality chert. Stream-rolled gravels
tend to be reduced in size and quite often have checks
and flaws produced during the process of secondary
deposition.
One other formation warrants mention. The analysis
of some of the site’s ceramic sherds identified plutonic
(volcanic) minerals within the paste. The formations in
the immediate vicinity of the site do not have igneous
components, nor do upstream formations. However,
several kilometers downstream, the Hensell Sand
contains plutonic rocks, which become increasingly
common towards the Llano Uplift approximately 60
km to the northeast. So the source clays for some sherds
likely derive from downstream.

Soils
The mapped soils for the site within the right-of-way
are Frio silty clay loam, occasionally flooded, with Dev
series soils to the east of the project area adjacent to
the South Llano River and Nuvalde clay loams west
of the project area (Figure 2.4; Blum 1982). The Frio
series soils occur on bottomlands and are deep, loamy,
and well drained (Blum 1982). The Dev series soils
are deep, very gravelly and loamy sols on bottomlands
that formed in calcareous, loamy or gravelly, recent
alluvium (Blum 1982). Nuvalde clay loams, 0 to 1
percent slopes, are deep, nearly level loamy soils on
upland plains of ancient alluvium (Blum 1982).

Flora And Fauna
In 1767, Marques de Rubi’s expedition traveled up the
Nueces River to its headwaters, then crossed the upland
divide and dropped down into the South Llano River
valley. Their descriptions provide some of the first
ethnohistorical accounts of the natural setting (Foster
1995:180–182). They noted pecan trees, cedars and
cypresses, black or dewberry bushes, and not far to the
north saw and killed their first bison on the expedition.
In the general vicinity, large herds of bison were noted,
a bear was captured, and several turkeys were killed.
With the exception of bison, these basic resources
are still present and likely were in the centuries that
preceded the Rubi expedition.
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Figure 2.3.

Geologic map.
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Figure 2.4.

Soils map.
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The project area is located in the Edwards Plateau
geographic region of Texas (Black 1989; Correll
and Johnston 1979; Spearing 1998). Specifically,
it is within the Live Oak-Mesquite Savanna of the
Edwards Plateau natural subregion encompassing the
Live Oak-Ashe Juniper parks and Live Oak-MesquiteAshe Juniper parks vegetation type areas (Figure 2.5).
Although the right-of-way is devoid of vegetation
besides a mixture of grasses, the area immediately
adjacent to the South Llano River, east of the rightof-way, displays the typical Edwards Plateau riparian
flora of a hardwood overstory, sundry grasses, sedges,
and reeds, as well as shrubby plants.
The plateau corresponds to the Balconian biotic province
of Texas defined by Blair (1950). The most characteristic
plant association of the province is a scrub forest
comprising Ashe juniper (Juniperus ashei), Texas oak
(Quercus texana), blackjack oak (Quercus marilandica),
Lacey oak (Quercus glaucoides), Escarpment
Live oak (Quercus fusiformis), Live oak (Quercus
Virginia), and Spanish moss (Tillandsia usneoides)
with an understory that includes agarita (Berberis
trifoliolata), prickly pear (Opuntia Lindheimeri),
claret cup cactus (Echinocereus triglochidatus), King
Ranch bluestem (Bothriochloa ischaemum), Texas
bluestem (Schizachyrium scoparium), and sideoats
grama (Bouteloua curtipendula)(Gould 2002; Kricher
and Morrison 1998; Niehaus et al. 1984; Niering and
Olmstead 1990; Petrides and Petrides 1992; Simpson
1988; Stein et al. 2003; Vines 1997; Wrede 2005).
Common mammals in the Balconian province
include white-tailed deer (Odocoileus virginianus),
opossum (Didelphis virginiana), raccoon (Procyon
lotor), collared peccary (Dicotyles tajacu), coyote
(Canis latrans), nine-banded armadillo (Dasypus
novemcinctus), western spotted skunk (Spilogale
gracilis), black-tailed jackrabbit (Lepus californicus),
rock squirrel (Spermophilus variegates), eastern
cottontail (Sylvilagus floridanus), and deer mouse
(Peromyscus maniculatis) (Burt and Grossenheider
1976; Davis and Schmidly 1994; Schmidly 2004;
Whitaker 1989). In addition to these common
mammals, bison (Bison bison), mountain lions (Felis
concolor), and black bear (Ursus americanus) would
have been in the area during prehistoric times (Blair
1950).

Hydrology
With its headwaters in Edwards County, the South
Llano River flows 89 km northeast into Kimble County.
The river joins the North Llano in the town of Junction
to form the main stream that eventually feeds into the
Colorado River. The South Llano is a spring-fed stream
originating from the “700 springs” which pour out of
high limestone bluffs several miles south of Telegraph,
about 8 km upstream from the site. Because of the
springs, the South Llano in the vicinity of the site has
a relatively stable, perennial flow at all times (Figure
2.6). In most areas, the stream averages 75 cubic feet
per second.

Paleoenvironment
Paleoenvironmental reconstruction has long been as
much an art as a science. The data can be vague or
contradictory. Nevertheless, the cumulative data are
increasingly lending credence several broad trends.
The main concern is the Toyah era, but the site yielded
earlier components as well, and so a broader purview
of past climates and settings is presented here. The
earliest dates and diagnostic artifacts recovered from
Little Paint extend back 4,000 to 5,000 years ago as is
discussed later. Accordingly, those limits will be the
timeframe for the following discussion.
The general perspective on Central Texas climate is
one in which the long, dry Altithermal prevailed from
as early as 8000 b.p., but at least 5000 b.p., until finally
dissipating around 2500 b.p. as the setting yielded to
relatively wetter conditions (Figure 2.7; Bousman
1998; Collins 1995:377; 2004:114; Toomey et al.
1993; see Nordt et al. 2002:186 for a contradictory
view, however). These wetter conditions prevail for
a while, then around 750 years ago or so there was a
very distinct return to drier conditions and the advance
of grasslands. Within this overarching generalization,
finer resolution is emerging from fairly recent data.
Refinements, however, must proceed cautiously since
any single dataset is beset by many problems, such
as its validity in representing regional environmental
patterns rather than local ones. To overcome these
concerns to a degree, a system of checks and balances
among the different data sets can move towards higher
levels of confidence in the regional picture. The intent
of this section is to overlay a series of lines of evidence
at multiple scales to determine whether concurring
patterns are discernible. The prevailing model theorizes
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Figure 2.5.

Map showing the location of the Little Paint site in relation to the Live Oak-Ashe Juniper parks
and Live Oak-Mesquite-Ashe Juniper parks vegetation type areas within the Live Oak-Mesquite
Savanna of the Edwards Plateau natural subregion.
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Figure 2.6.

Regional hydrology.

Figure 5.1.

Site map of Little Paint testing investigations.
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framework in data from any depositional unit
typically comprises a few critical dates. For example,
in Toomey et al.’s (1993:Figure 6a) Hall’s Cave
data, there are seven radiocarbon dates that provide
intermittent anchor points for fairly continuous data
deposited over an 8,000-year period. Clearly, the rate
of deposition was never a constant—it varied over
time creating compressed or extenuated time scales.
The same is true for the bog pollen data, such as
that presented by Bousman (1998). Both sets of data
show general trends, but also very specific peaks and
valleys. We can correlate general trends, but because of
uncertainties in the depositional rates among different
contexts, there is considerable uncertainty in precisely

drawing correspondences in meso- and microscale
variations among datasets. That is the limits of the
current data. Refinement of temporal parameters in
paleoenvironmental data would be a considerable
achievement.
In due consideration of the limits, the two data sets
nevertheless show some concurrences on specifics.
Both the pollen and shrew data seem to indicate a sharp
rise in grassland settings during Toyah times, though
Toomey et al.’s chronological data are not precise.
At some time between 1460 and 420 b.p., the desert
shrew became increasingly predominant. However,
both concur on the major mid-Holocene dry spell
commonly referred to as the Altithermal followed by
a wetter climate beginning anywhere from roughly
3250 to 2500 b.p. At some point after 2500 b.p., there
is a significant shift to grasslands or drier conditions,
followed by a substantial period of woodlands and
wetter conditions.
The trends in both datasets can be further assessed in
light of global data. Mayewski et al. (2004) synthesized
50 globally distributed paleoclimate records to identify
six periods of significant rapid climate change (RCC),
several of which could be shown to “coincide with
major disruptions of civilization, illustrating the
human significance of Holocene climate variability”
(Mayewski et al. 2004:243). The Greenland Ice Sheet
Project (GISP) is among the more stunning sets of
data in terms of chronological resolution. Based on
the cumulative data (Figure 2.9), worldwide data on
Holocene climate variability is used to identify major
changes.

Figure 2.8.

Hall’s Cave desert and least shrew data
showing environmental implications
(Toomey et al. 1993:Figure 6a).

In the mid-Holocene, two major swings in climate are
identified, one from about 5900 to 5300 b.p. and the
other from about 3300 to 2500 b.p. (Mayewski et al.
2004:248). A shorter, less widespread RCC occurred
between about 4200 to 3800 b.p. In all three cases,
the Central Texas data show a similar pattern: an
abrupt increase in arboreal canopy cover coinciding
with the advent of these RCCs, followed by a major
decline in canopy and increased grassland settings.
During each of these RCCs, North American glaciers
advanced (Mayewski et al. 2004:Figure 4). The
overall interpretation of these RCCs is one of cool
poles and arid tropics. While the plunge towards cool
dry grasslands in the Central Texas data is perhaps
predicted by the global model, the preceding sharp
rises in arboreal pollen are curious.
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Figure 2.9.

Climatic data showing global correlations of environmental data. Adapted from Mayewski et al.
(2004:Figure 4).
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Like the 4200 to 3800 b.p. event, the 1200 to 1000
b.p. RCC is also evident in fewer global records,
but synchronous evidence is nevertheless fairly
widespread. Once again North American glacials
advanced, and the lower latitudes were cooler and
dryer. The global data also show a dramatic change
beginning at around 700 to 600 years ago. Tying
the Central Texas data into the macroscale patterns
indicates the shifts at these periods transcended local
or even regional contexts.
To draw back to the relevant timescale for the Little
Paint site patterns, the data suggest major, widespread
environmental change between 3300 to 2500 b.p.
and 1200 to 1000 b.p. The pollen data indicate the
predominance of grasslands during the first of these,
followed by encroaching woodlands that peak around
1750 or 1800 b.p. Grasslands returned after this date.
Subsequently, the timeframe that overlaps the Austin
phase marks a resumption of woodlands before the
recurrence of grasslands in Toyah times. An important
aspect of the Little Paint site setting is that it lies on
the ecotonal margin between the Plains and Edwards
Plateau uplands to the west and the dissected Balcones
Canyonlands to the south and east. Some aspects of
the settings were fairly static and perennial, whereas
others ebbed and flowed, creating different adaptational
circumstances.
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Cultural Context
Stephen M. Carpenter

Introduction
The Little Paint site yielded a prehistoric record going
back at least 4,000 years, and so the cultural context
presented here will briefly address a fairly broad
swath of time. The focus, however, will be primarily
on Toyah. The term “Toyah” is a many-faceted rubric,
and at least six different usages can be discerned in the
literature. Toyah has been defined as an archaeological
culture or assemblage, a people (biological population),
a spatio-temporal division (phase or focus), a technocomplex, a configuration of stylistic traits, an ecological
or economic adaptive pattern, or a social community
(akin to an ethnicity). It could also be a linguistic
entity, and efforts to isolate a linguistic affiliation of the
Jumano have had some degree of success (Hickerson
1988). Some of these facets are notoriously elusive in
the archaeological record, but part of the intent in this
report is to address some of the lesser studied aspects
of Toyah, contributing complementary perspectives
that lead to a more comprehensive picture.
In the analysis of the Little Paint site, the study of the
social, political, and economic framework is a central
concern. Technology, subsistence, and chronology are
significant to the degree that they contribute to more
fundamental processes and structures. Considering
the many aspects of Toyah noted above, approaches
to understanding Toyah that fail to consider a broader
context and multiple facets will likely engender more
discord than synthesis. Each trait or facet of cultures
can have different spatial, temporal, and formal
trajectories, and the different lines of evidence can
lead in very different directions. For example, lithic
technology may lead directly to the Southern Plains
affinities as Shafer (1977) theorized, whereas the
ceramic technology may offer subtle hints leading to
the Jornada Mogollon as Johnson (1994) suggests.
The two conclusions can be pitted against one
another as being contradictory, but a broader purview
may show that they are not mutually exclusive. The
relationships between any two aspects can be relatively
autonomous. One aspect may change, but there could
be continuity among other aspects. Accordingly, the

approach here begins with a broad context, forming
a foundation for a perspective that ties the myriad
layers together. As Toyah is the primary focus, a brief
review of the history of Toyah studies is presented
first, followed by a general overview of the regional
cultural chronology that covers the final millennia of
prehistory. Subsequently, a review of the macroscale
context, of the developments surrounding Central
Texas, is presented to address the circumstances in
which Toyah emerged.

A Brief History of Toyah Studies
Johnson (1994:241–242), among others, has discussed
the evolution of Toyah as a conceptual structure. Rather
than reiterate what has been said so well, the intent
of the following section is to hit upon main points,
findings, and issues that are of particular relevance
here, building a context for the larger issues that are
addressed in the study of the Little Paint site.
J. Charles Kelley (1947a:103) defined the archaeological
culture that he designated the “Toyah Focus” as the
“archeological remnant of the culture of the Jumano
Indians, who were found in this region between
1500 and 1700 a.d.” He listed Perdiz points as its
sole diagnostic artifact, but also identified a large
assemblage including “snubnose” scrapers, drills,
flake side scrapers, alternately beveled “double
pointed” knives, blades, and tubular bone beads
(Kelley 1947b:122–123). The Lehmann Rockshelter
in Gillespie County, in addition to providing the above
assemblage data, confirmed Toyah stratigraphic and
chronological position above what is now called the
Austin phase. The shelter also yielded one of the few
burials attributed to Toyah, a loosely flexed burial
with its head to the east atop a large rock, face to the
north, and a tubular bone bead near its left foot (Kelley
1947b:123). Unfortunately, the burial was heavily
damaged during removal, precluding a detailed study
of the physical characteristics.
Though he is often cited as the first to identify the
Toyah culture and its assemblage, Kelley’s discussion
seems to indicate the notion had been around for some
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time, just unpublished (see Kelley 1947a:103, 105
[Footnote 32]). Nevertheless, the seminal terminology
(Toyah and Perdiz) derives from creeks in Kelley’s
principal research area, the Trans-Pecos region of far
west Texas. Of note, Kelley uses a rather discrete,
fundamentally spatial designation, focus, to describe
the materials. This designation has long been debated,
as discussed below.
Excavations at the Belton Reservoir recovered
a substantial record of Toyah artifacts, but the
organization of the data into archaeological assemblages
was quite confused. The Toyah Focus was listed as
comprising Ellis, Gary, Yarbrough, and the “East
Texas Archaic,” in addition to Perdiz points (Miller
and Jelks 1952:186–189). The preceding Austin Focus
included Scallorn, Perdiz, Cliffton, Foyle Flake, Ensor,
and Darl points. Foyle Flake points, distinguished
by less prominent notches and broader stems, were
defined as an intermediary form between Cliffton
and Perdiz (Miller and Jelks 1952:177). Miller and
Jelks (1952:177) note the widespread distribution of
Cliffton and Perdiz points, identifying their presence
in Rockport assemblages on the Gulf Coast and the
Frankston and Henrietta foci of Northeast and North
Texas, as Krieger (1946) had previously documented.
Dee Ann Suhm (1957) reported the results of
excavations at the Smith Rockshelter, which contained
one of the only isolable Toyah components investigated
at the time of her report. The significance of the site,
in part, is that it considerably fleshed out the Toyah
assemblage as including Perdiz points, basin-shaped
fireplaces, bone-tempered plainware ceramics, bone
awls, and end scrapers. However, in retrospect, the site
collection differed from the typical Toyah collections
in other ways. Subsistence remains indicate a focus on
deer, mussels, and small animals, with a very minor
bison component. Harahey knives are absent, while
drills and end scrapers, though present, are poorly
represented relative to many other Toyah sites. The
ceramics include the typical Toyah-like ceramics, but
also vessels with shell and sandy paste more akin to
those found on the Gulf Coast or eastern Texas. The
sum of the evidence indicates the occupants employed
portions of the Toyah assemblage, but did not have a
bison-oriented subsistence base and had clear ties to
the east and south.
In 1962, Ed Jelks (1962) substantially fleshed out the
material assemblage of the Toyah based on excavations
at the Kyle site in Hill County of north Central Texas.

The rockshelter site, which offered preservation
conditions that open camps rarely if ever have to
offer, provided rare views of typically perishable
materials such as fiber, wood, hide, and bone. Among
the assemblage were cane arrows, one with a Perdiz
base still hafted, basketry, cordage, a partially cremated
burial, sundry decorative items such as beads and
pendants, perhaps a painted pebble (though the
context is not entirely certain), and a wide suite of
technological materials from hearths to lithic tools.
The recovery of a single corncob fragment is among
the only evidence of corn consumption among Toyah
peoples (see Harris [1985] for a corn cob fragment in
association with Perdiz in Timmaron Shelter in Hays
County). He also revised the chronological placement
proposed by Kelley to an earlier span, suggesting
from the thirteenth through sixteenth centuries (Jelks
1962:91). The 1962 Handbook of Texas Archeology
lists the Perdiz diagnostic as dating from a.d. 1000 to
1500 (Suhm and Jelks 1962:268), a clear contradiction
of the earlier chronological placement.
Jelks’ (1962) publication was quite seminal in
defining the Toyah assemblage, and his interpretations
established several basic characterizations, some which
have been subject to continuing debate. There are three
main issues that emerge from Jelks’ (1962) work:
 In following Kelley’s original terminology, Jelks
maintained the “focus” designation throughout
his work, but in the end defined broad patterns of
associated cultural materials that persisted over
a fairly extensive span of time, characteristics
of something other than merely a focus, such as
complexes and phases. He stops short of using
these terms, however, but others have continued
to revise the terminology.
 Jelks argues that the Late Prehistoric Austin focus
emerged directly from the indigenous Archaic
patterns and the subsequent Toyah focus “clearly
developed out of the Austin focus,” though
with the adoption of certain technologies from
elsewhere (Jelks 1962:91). In other words, the
archaeological record did not indicate influxes of
new peoples, but rather a continuous population
adopting different technological traits in response
to changing conditions.
 Whereas Kelley (1947a:121) suggested Toyah
were the Jumano of early history, and Suhm
(1958:84) suggested they could equally be the
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Tonkawa, Jelks (1962:99) provided a third
alternative that the Toyah focus came to an end
during prehistory, perhaps being replaced by those
bearing triangular arrow points and other pottery
types. Therefore, Toyah is not associated with any
of the ethnohistorical groups.
Each of these issues has become part of the long debate
regarding Toyah as additional data clarified other
aspects. During the 1970s and 1980s, the geographic
and temporal distribution of the Toyah assemblage was
gradually fleshed out. From its original observation in
two extremes, western Texas and the eastern margin
of Central Texas, it was identified as extending into
South Texas and the Coastal Plain, into prairies along
the Balcones Escarpment, and prominently in western
Central Texas.
In his 1981 revision of the Central Texas cultural
chronology, Prewitt proposed the most complete
set of archaeological traits for the Toyah “phase,” a
fundamentally temporal term. His trait list included
Perdiz and Cliffton points, Covington bifaces,
beveled bifaces, end scrapers, drills, grinding stones,
freshwater mussel shell pendents, bone beads, bone
awls, ulna flakers, bison bone tools, Leon Plain
and Doss Redware ceramics, imported ceramics, a
specific suite of perishable materials, several types
of hearths, and cemeteries with semi-flexed burials
(Prewitt 1981:83). Prewitt (1981:74, 84), consistent
with previous observations, draws a close connection
between Toyah and bison, asserting that the latter
are an economic mainstay and the distinctive lithic
technology is designed for bison hunting and
processing. The term “phase” denotes a rather holistic
cultural-historical entity that encompasses material,
behavioral, ideological, and other aspects of society
in a specific temporal and regional framework. This
ultimately proved to be a controversial point.
In a study of the Hinojosa site in Jim Wells County of
South Texas (Figure 3.1), Black (1986) critiqued the
description of Toyah as a “phase”, arguing for the term
“horizon” instead. At issue was whether the spread of
the Toyah assemblage across a diversity of cultural
regions was the result of a migration of a people
bringing their culture, or whether it was essentially
indigenous South Texas groups adopting an adaptive
technology. Though the data from the site were not
definitive, Black (1986:262–263) suggested the latter,
that it was native South Texas peoples using a borrowed
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tool kit. If such were the case, the term “phase” would
be inappropriate.
On the South Concho River in Tom Green County,
site 41TG91 revealed a Toyah component dating
to a.d. 1350 to 1600 (Creel 1990). The faunal and
artifact assemblage indicated the site was a base
camp likely formed by intermittent occupations. Deer
and bison dominated the faunal assemblage, but the
diversity of remains was relatively high, indicating
a generalized foraging strategy focused on highranked resources, bison being at the top of the chain.
Underlying the Toyah component, Creel (1990:15)
defined a component attributable to a newly defined
taxonomic unit that he called the Blow Out Mountain
phase, a designation that alludes to a rockshelter
partially excavated by E. B. Sayles in 1930. This phase,
roughly contemporaneous with the Austin phase and
Scallorn points of Central Texas, is of importance in
part because some have indicated Blow Out Mountain
could reflect ancestral Toyah (Boyd 2004:329;
though Johnson [1994:274] suggests otherwise).
Boyd (2004) suggested the possibility as a testable
hypothesis and noted additional work is warranted to
draw a firm conclusion. Nevertheless, the differences
in assemblages between the two phases on 41TG91
potentially illuminate the distinguishing characteristics
of Toyah. On the site, bison bone, beveled knives, and
end scrapers were found in the Toyah component,
but were entirely lacking in the underlying Blow Out
Mountain component (Creel 1990:16).
The fundamental contention over whether Toyah
phenomenon represented migration or diffusion became
much more defined and refined in 1994, which was a
bit of a watershed year. The specific archaeological
implications of the two sides of this debate were clearly
set forth in Johnson’s (1994) study of the Buckhollow
site in Kimble County and Ricklis’s (1994) work on
the Mustang Branch site in Hays County. Johnson
(1994) hypothesized that the sudden arrival of an entire
technological and stylistic assemblage very likely
represented an ethnic group or larger suite of affiliated
groups that may have some sort of linguistic cohesion,
at least initially. Ceramics, specifically the technical
homogeneity of Toyah pottery, is one of the bases of
Johnson’s (1994:268–270) argument. He surmised the
influx of Plainsmen moving from northwest to south
and southeast. This view that Toyah was a group of
people, rather than merely a toolkit, is somewhat
similar to Prewitt’s (1981) position as discussed.
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Figure 3.1.

A map of Texas showing the Toyah region and subregion as defined by Johnson, the Toyah area
and the catchment basin. Adapted from Johnson (1994:Figure 105).

Cultural Context
Ricklis (1994:300–304) framed the debate in two
hypothetical scenarios: 1) Toyah as large-scale human
migration versus 2) Toyah as technological diffusion.
Ricklis (1994) argued for the latter. To establish
the groundwork, he draws distinctions between
cultural traits, cultures, and social identity (such as
ethnicity), and notes that these various aspects can
be relatively independent trajectories. He cites case
studies that illustrate cultural traits, especially a
technological complex, often cross-cut and conceal
social boundaries. Specifically, he notes the presence
of Toyah assemblages and practices on Rockport sites,
which are linked to the linguistically and ethnically
distinctive Karankawans. He argues that the Toyah
phenomenon is a technocomplex spread rapidly by
diffusion across existent social boundaries (Ricklis
1994:304-306).
More recently, Arnn (2007:198) points to the
diversity reflected in the historical documents and
its discrepancy with the archaeological record that
suggests homogeneity. He frames a model that Toyah
likely comprised, and emerged from, a rather diverse
cultural landscape consisting of numerous distinct
social groups.
To summarize the debate, two main competing
scenarios have been proposed to address the relatively
sudden and widespread emergence of Toyah. The
different approaches are fundamentally dissimilar
in their basic conception of the nature of the Toyah
construct, whether it was a distinctive sociocultural
unit or a techno-complex that spread across a wide
matrix of distinctive cultural identities. The problem
is largely an issue of degrees and boundaries. Johnson,
Ricklis, Black, and others in the debate all explicitly
acknowledge that what may hold true for one part
of the Toyah record may not be applicable for other
areas. Johnson and Prewitt, whose works on Toyah
predominantly drew from Central Texas sites, argue
for a Toyah cultural identity, while Black and Ricklis,
with substantial bodies of work in South Texas and the
Rockport areas, respectively, see diffusion as a more
distinct possibility.
Rainey Sinkhole (41BN33) was at once a most
promising and problematic Toyah site. Its promise
lay in a series of very precisely delineated, discrete
depositional units that contained multiple Toyah and
Austin phase strata and substrata (Henderson 2001).
The potential was there to show diachronic change
from the preceding Late Prehistoric assemblages into
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Toyah and then break Toyah into substrata to see change
through time. While the site does contribute quite a bit,
several fundamental problems were encountered in the
analysis of the site. First and foremost, it appears many
of the radiocarbon samples were perhaps contaminated
by insecticides during storage or in the field (Johnson
2001). With the exception of one date, the first round of
19 radiocarbon dates was entirely dismissed as flawed.
The one date was associated with Toyah outside the
sinkhole and dated the component to about a.d. 1600
(Johnson 2001:343). By using several procedures
designed to remove contaminants, a series of samples
were finally obtained that yielded results with some
degree of confidence in their accuracy. However, these
dates, which date Toyah to around a.d. 1190 to 1240
(Johnson 2001), are slightly inconsistent with many
regional dates for Toyah. This inconsistency is not
automatic grounds for dismissal, but, given the history
of problems with the samples from the site, the dates
warrant corroboration before they can bear too much
interpretive weight.
The Rush site (41TG347), which has perhaps the
finest resolution and integrity of any Toyah occupation
yet excavated, identified stratified components,
including most notably an intact bison processing
camp (Occupation 4) dating to 375 b.p. (Quigg and
Peck 1995:164). Additionally, a lower component
(Occupation 5) yielded a date of 550 b.p. (Quigg
and Peck 1995:164). Several overlying components
could not be dated. Occupation 4 yielded butchered
bison, cooking features, ceramic vessels, and stone
and bone tools that present a very discrete glimpse
of bison processing and bone grease extraction. One
interesting aspect of this component is the presence
of Harrell and Garza points among the Perdiz points.
Quigg and Peck (1995:183) interpret these findings to
indicate communal hunting among several culturally
distinct hunting groups, a general practice among
Southern Plains groups that has been documented in
the ethnohistorical literature.
Arnn (2007) focuses on distinguishing Toyah cultural
identity in the archaeological record in order to
reconstruct hunter-gatherer social interaction across
a large region. Using a multi-scalar approach and
drawing from the Janee site (41MN33), Arnn (2007)
suggests the maximum extent of the Toyah materials
represents a regional social field that transcends
boundaries, both ecological and cultural. Within
this larger field, the endogamous marriage/linguistic
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group is the middle tier of identity. The Classic Toyah
as defined by Johnson (1994) perhaps consisted of
multiple marriage groups. The third tier consisted of
communities or bands that occupied a series of sites
over the course of an annual cycle. To operationalize
these three levels of identity, Arnn (2007) places
the Janee site into ethnographic, environmental,
historical, and archaeological contexts to develop a
regional model for Toyah from roughly a.d 1300 to
1700, extending into the historic Tejas alliance. Arnn
addresses a significant facet of the Toyah phenomenon,
one that synthesizes other lines of evidence that go into
the composition of social identity. This report is an
effort to address a parallel, but relatively independent,
facet: political economy.

Cultural Chronology
The following chronology draws from a fairly
substantive body of literature that, when considered
cumulatively, yields a consensual view only in very
general terms. The principal sources for this overview
include Collins (2004), Story (1985), Ricklis and
Collins (1994), Prewitt (1981; 1985), and Johnson
and Goode (1994). The last of these is largely focused
on the eastern Central Texas, but the Little Paint
site is just on the margin of their study area, and
so Johnson and Goode’s (1994) work is applicable.
There are significant differences of opinions on the
timing and many other aspects of the cultural and
environmental changes that took place in the final four
or five millennia of prehistory. Of particular note, we
agree with quite a few of Prewitt’s observations and
interpretations, but rather strongly disagree with his
dates on the critical timeframe discussed in this report,
preferring instead those offered by Johnson and Goode
(1994). Nevertheless, in general the following is an
overview of the economic, ecological, social, and
technological development during the Late Archaic,
particularly the Late Archaic II. Some of the following
is interpretive, and is intended as a research model that
warrants rigorous testing.

The Beginning of the End – Late
Archaic I
The regional paleoenvironmental data for Central
Texas indicate the long, dry altithermal prevailed from
at least 6000 b.p., until finally dissipating around 2500
b.p. as the setting yielded to relatively wetter conditions
(see Chapter 2; Ricklis and Collins 1994:320; Toomey

et al. 1993). Bison were present during the end of this
time, from roughly 4000 to 2500 b.p. or so (Dillehay
1974). Johnson and Goode (1994:35) define the Late
Archaic I subperiod as extending from about 4300 to
2500 b.p., which coincides with these environmental
conditions at the end of the long mid-Holocene dry
spell.
Authors have suggested that during the altithermal,
the general foraging strategy of the area’s occupants
can be characterized as “approaching a logistical
collector strategy” (Ricklis and Collins 1994:324;
for similar interpretations in adjacent regions see
also Dering [1999] and Turpin [2004] for the Lower
Pecos, and Story [1985] for the broader western Gulf
Coastal Plain). In a landscape with highly variable
distributions of resources, principally between
resource-poor uplands and rich riparian zones,
populations concentrated in optimal locations on
the landscape where game or plant resources could
be extensively exploited. Larger groups occupied
base camps for longer periods of time, creating highvisibility sites with large cumulative features such as
burned rock middens. Johnson (1994:34) notes that
groups “came to thrive on upland semi-succulents”
during this time, and burned rock middens are
interpreted as a signature of such exploitation.
Such a strategy would have relied on smaller, task
specific groups foraying out onto the land to procure
needed resources, leaving behind relatively low
visibility resource procurement and short-term camps
in upland areas. Their technology would have been
organized accordingly, with a very high diversity of
tool forms (intra-assemblage variability) in the base
camps, technology ranging from the very expedient
and informal to the highly formal “personal gear.” The
subsistence strategy would expectedly be broad-based
with evidence of intensive processing of low ranked
resources such as vegetal materials.
Technologically, projectile point forms exhibited a
gradual stylistic evolution, but the business end, the
blade, remained fairly consistent. Bulverde, followed
by Pedernales, Marshall, and Montell forms, are
distinctively broad-bladed and researchers have
discerned an evolutionary relationship among the styles
(see for example Carpenter and Paquin 2010; Johnson
and Goode 1994).
The period includes the Marshall Ford, Round Rock,
and San Marcos phases as defined by Weir (1976) and
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Prewitt (1981). Prewitt (1981:79–80) notes that the
diagnostic artifacts (notably Bulverde and Pedernales
points) of the first two phases have a predominantly
Central Texas distribution. However, in the following
San Marcos Phase, Marshall points begin to extend
far beyond the Central Texas area. Concurrently, the
presence of exotic materials such as whelk suggests
“an extensive trade network” (Prewitt 1981:80).

Juno Interval and the Advent of the
Late Archaic II–2500 b.p +/- 300 Years
Several sources of paleoenvironmental data show a
distinct but relatively short-lived climatic interval,
perhaps analogous to what Bryant (1966) defined as
the Juno Interval for the Lower Pecos area. With the
exception of the detailed Lower Pecos chronology (see
for example the Flanders Subperiod as described in
Turpin [2004]), few regional chronologies discern a
distinct lifestyle shift during this period. Nevertheless,
at the terminus of the Edwards Interval, a brief, but
significant, xeric period is inferred around 2500 b.p.
This period is perhaps the most elusive to characterize,
in part because it was fairly short-lived and pushes the
limits of chronological resolution.
The depositional record on in many parts of the region
has a missing segment, perhaps a hiatus that dates from
approximately 2720 to 2380 b.p. (Nordt 1992:21).
Nordt (1992:65–66) implies, but is not directly explicit,
that such a discontinuity indicates widespread erosion
as a result of drier conditions and reduced ground cover.
This indication is reinforced by stable carbon isotope
data that indicates a shift to C4 grasslands at about this
time (Nordt et al. 1994:117, 119) and a decrease in
arboreal canopy in Central Texas (Bousman 1998:212).
In this dry interval bison appear more commonly in
the archaeological record, coinciding with the end of
Montell points, but more distinctively with Castroville
and Marcos point styles. In the Lower Pecos, where
chronological resolution has been refined as much
as anywhere in the state, a concurrent brief period is
archaeologically evident by the prevalence of Shumla
dart points, broad-bladed points that contrast sharply
with the more narrow-bladed points of the following
period (Turpin 2004:273). Accordingly, the suggestion
is that this brief subperiod or phase was apparently
short-lived, but widespread and archaeologically
highly visible.
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Prewitt’s (1985:81) Uvalde Phase coincides with this
era of bison, for which he notes “middens apparently
did not accumulate during this period.” However,
as Johnson and Goode (1994:35) note, the regional
inhabitants continued “baking of semi-succulent
xerophytic plants, and accumulated or added to
burned rock middens during the same period that they
sometimes barbecued buffalo.” And so the period
around 2500 b.p. seems to be a lessening of the more
intensive processing strategy of earlier times, but
earlier practices continued as most clearly evident
in burned rock midden formation. While bison were
surmised to have been around for some time, it was
not until the terminus of the Edwards Interval and
transition into the Mesic Interval (around 2500–2100
b.p.) that bison became an economic mainstay (Story
1985:50), a distinction of this time that contrasts with
the subsequent era. As previously noted, the causal
relationship between bison presence and climate is
indirect and has yet to be fully understood.
This brief time period is inferred to have been a basic
economy shift towards a more narrow diet breadth,
focusing instead on high-ranking resources such as
bison. Evidence of intensive processing, such as large
cumulative burned rock middens and formal ground
stone, seems to have diminished from the preceding
millennia, though was still evident. However, over the
course of time from about 2500 to 2100 b.p., the climate
looks to have gone through a distinct dry period, after
which bison gradually disappeared.

Late Archaic II–The Mesic Interval
The dry interval appears to have gradually lessened
after about 2300 b.p., and by most accounts the climate
was wetter until roughly 1200 b.p. During this time
period, bison disappeared, and the distribution of
xerophytic succulents, which are so often cited as the
primary resources exploited by burned rock midden
technology, receded to the south and west. The strongly
heterogenous ecological patterns of the earlier drier
times lessened to create a more equitable distribution
of resources across the landscape. Between the riparian
corridors and the higher upland areas was “a wide
transitional zone composed of both arboreal and prairie
elements, the well-watered eastern half of the Edwards
Plateau ordinarily furnished plant and animal food
resources for a moderately sized human population
practicing Archaic hunting and gathering methods”
(Johnson and Goode 1994:41). While bison decrease,
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geophytes appear more often in the archaeological
record (Acuña 2006).
The later part of the Archaic period is marked by the
appearance of a variety of small, side- and cornernotched dart point types including Fairland, Frio,
Ensor, Ellis, and Edgewood (Turner et al. 2011). Darl
points follow, and are often cited as the final Archaic
dart point. Johnson and Goode (1994:37) point to social
interaction with the eastern United States as a possible
source for these new point types. These projectiles
may have been part of a package of new cultural items
related to the spreading of Eastern religious ideas as
far as the Edwards Plateau—these included the exotic
items noted above such as marine shells and atlatl
weights (Johnson and Goode 1994:37).
A critical break in the cultural chronology appears to
have taken place around 1800 to 1600 b.p., although
most chronologies do not recognize this change as very
substantial. Prewitt’s (1981) work, though refined and
critiqued over the years, is one of the few efforts to
define an archaeological assemblage associated with
Darl points, which he then called Mahomet points.
These points were defined as the “key index marker”
of the Driftwood Phase, and the characteristics of the
phase, to a degree, are the closest picture yet defined of
a Darl “culture” (see also Carpenter et al. 2006). The
artifact assemblage of the period includes, in addition
to Darl points, Hare bifaces, small concave unifaces,
gravers, fresh water mussel shell pendants, bone beads,
and bone awls. Features consist of medium and small
basin hearths. Burials, based on a limited database,
are isolated flexed burials, a distinction between this
and the later phases. Subsistence, Prewitt (1981)
hypothesized, “appears to be a definite emphasis on
the gathering aspect in the basic hunting and gathering
system.” On a wide social scale, the general paucity
of exotic materials during the phase indicates the lack
of extra-regional trade networks (Prewitt 1981:82),
a marked change from prior and subsequent phases.
Settlement patterns shifted to an increased utilization
of rockshelters, though terrace sites continued to
predominate as the preferred site location.
The differences between Prewitt’s Twin Sisters phase,
marked by diagnostic artifacts such as Ensor, Frio,
Fairland, and other points, and the later Driftwood
phase, marked by Darl points, are important and need
to be highlighted. Hall (1981) theorized a contracting
economic sphere during portions of this period, and
his observations are perhaps consistent with Prewitt’s

observation that the widespread trade network
observed in the earlier phase was not evident in the
later phase. In terms of subsistence, Prewitt (1981)
also sees a change from a relatively prominent focus
on hunting to the gathering side of the hunter-gatherer
economy in the subsequent phase based on both direct
floral and faunal data but also technology.
An important cultural trait of the first centuries of
Late Archaic II is the appearance of formal cemeteries
just beyond the Edwards Plateau, though the plateau
sinkholes continued to be used as repositories for the
dead (Johnson and Goode 199437–39). Cemeteries,
where many of the exotic items noted above have
been found, suggest that groups were tied to specific
territories. During this vaguely defined transitional
period that Johnson and Goode describe, the eastern
Central Texas archaeological area was on the
periphery of several major cultural networks. To the
east, the Woodland complexes developed during the
first centuries a.d. The westernmost extension of the
Adena-Hopewell sphere, as defined in the Marksville
regional culture, is represented in eastern Texas, most
notably by the Jonas Short mound site (likely dating
to shortly after 2000 b.p.) along the Angelina River
(Black et al. 2003). Whether these influences extended
as far westward as the Little Paint site has yet to be
clearly established.
The archaeological record of the Late Archaic II
reflects neither a strongly collector nor strongly
forager strategy, but a rather generalized economy
that exploited a relatively high-biomass setting.
Though generalized, the foraging strategy appears to
have fostered greater mobility of smaller residential
groups. There was very likely highly redundant
residential occupancy of the same location by these
residential groups, which should be evident in the
archaeological record, notably the formality of site
furniture. The presence of formal slab-lined features,
which are “elaborate and costly facilities for anticipated
reuse”, have been interpreted as signature of repeated
occupations by the same group on a very regular basis
(Smith and McNees 1999:118). The reasoning goes,
and it is supported by a body of ethnographic data, that
a costly feature would not be built for a brief stay, but
rather is designed with long-range plans in mind. Other
indications of residential redundancy include caching
and accumulation of grinding stones, usable tools and
raw materials.

Cultural Context

End of an Era and Advent of the Late
Prehistoric
Regarding the timing of the end of the Archaic and
beginning of the Late Prehistoric, the two periods
are intentionally left intertwined in this discussion
since the literature offers numerous possibilities.
Though Johnson and Goode (1994:39–40) place the
end of the era at 1400 b.p. or so, they acknowledge
the vagaries of the transition from the Archaic to later
lifestyles. They are open to the possibility that the
Archaic lifestyle continued to about 800 b.p., when the
climate shifted from a mesic to a more xeric setting,
perhaps fostering the return of the bison that persisted
throughout the remainder of prehistory (Johnson and
Goode 1994:40–41).
Despite the uncertainties in the criteria for defining a
clear break between the Archaic and Late Prehistoric,
there is a general consensus that the Late Prehistoric
period dates from 1250–260 b.p. (Collins 2004) and is
characterized by small arrow points like Scallorn and
Perdiz as well as a variety of specific use tools such
as end scrapers, small perforators, and beveled knives.
The Austin and Toyah intervals or phases of the Late
Prehistoric remain accepted divisions for the period.
These style intervals may represent distinct cultural
entities (Johnson 1994), although others challenge this
view (Black and Creel 1997).
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1200 to 1250 b.p. despite major technological changes
(Collins 2004:122–123). While the advent of the bowand-arrow or at least its more widespread use arrived
perhaps around 1400 b.p., most accounts continue
the generalized forager pattern until the arrival of the
Toyah phase (Prewitt 1981:83).
The most identifiable element of Toyah culture is the
Perdiz arrow point type, which first appears in the
archaeological record around 650/600 b.p. (Johnson
1994:257–258). Since it was first recognized, Toyah
was characterized by both a lithic assemblage—
consisting of Perdiz arrow points, beveled knives,
scrapers, and various perforators based primarily on
a flake/ blade technology (Johnson 1994:269)—and
a ceramic assemblage marked by undecorated bone
tempered bowls and jars (Johnson 1994:187–210;
Ricklis 1995:196–197; Suhm et al. 1954).

Developments Surrounding the Toyah
Region – A Macroscale Context

The Late Prehistoric was one of increased populations
(though this is not universally accepted), inter-group
conflict, increased territoriality, and the introduction
of new artifact types and ideas into Central Texas
(Johnson and Goode 1994; Prewitt 1981). Cemeteries
are more common in the early Late Prehistoric, and
many individuals buried in them show clear evidence
of violent deaths (Johnson and Goode 1994:40). Prewitt
(1982:Table 4) provides an exhaustive, if somewhat
dated, list of cemeteries and burials in eastern Central
Texas and notes many incidences of Scallorn arrow
points either with a skeleton or clearly imbedded in the
skeleton. The Loeve-Fox site (41WM230) contained an
Austin phase cemetery where warfare was “suggested
by the direct association of Scallorn arrow points with
fatal positions in several skeletons” (Prewitt 1982:12).
In addition to Scallorn points, Sabinal and Edwards
points are common markers of the early part of the
Late Prehistoric period of the western Edwards Plateau.

The “development…of any society is dependent
upon its relations with other societies… cultures
are open, not closed systems; and studies…that
fail to consider broader patterns of interaction are
necessarily incomplete and partial” (Kohl 1990:218).
Texas archaeologists in the early to mid-twentieth
century commonly addressed big picture scenarios,
such as the relationships among the Mississippian,
Puebloan, Plains, and other archaeological cultures that
contributed to the Texas record. J. Charles Kelley and
A. Krieger are notable examples in this regard. In part,
such a grand focus was fostered, rather ironically, by
the limitations of the data—precise data were few and
far between, engendering comparisons across broader
areas. Their recommendations were quite often to flesh
out local and regional chronologies, fill in the gaps.
Accordingly, a general trend in research objectives
has long been an increasingly regionalized, provincial,
and atomistic look at the archaeological record. While
the trend is much needed, at risk in the approach is the
loss of perspective, particularly regarding the many
influences that strongly affected the cultural trajectory
of a given area. As Butzer (1982) noted, adaptive
systems operate at various scales, and the behavioral
pattern at each affected the archaeological record
in some way. The contributions of the macro-scale
processes have long been neglected.

The generalized foraging strategy appears to have
persisted through the Late Prehistoric period about

Krieger (1946) conducted a sustained study of the
emergence of interrelated culture complexes in Texas,

Figure 3.2.

Krieger’s map of Central Texas and larger archaeological context. Adapted from Krieger (1946:Map 1).
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tying the developments of Plains cultures, Woodland/
Caddo of eastern Texas, and the Puebloan groups
in western Texas. Central Texas is located at the
confluence of these spheres (Figure 3.2). Krieger’s
(1946:Map 1) map shows the distribution of complexes
in the Late Prehistoric, roughly post- a.d. 700 to 800.
Of interest in the current study are the events following
this timeframe, from around a.d. 1200 to 1300 until
historic times. By most accounts, the later cultural
manifestations this time are marked by many dramatic
regional changes.
To the west, the Puebloan societies, which reached their
highest levels of organization in Pueblo III, collapsed
around a.d. 1250 to 1300. The subsequent Pueblo IV
timeframe from a.d. 1300 to 1600 is generally seen as
one of abandonment, stylistic decline, and contracting
macroeconomic spheres (Simmons et al. 1989:78). The
El Paso phase from around a.d. 1200 to 1400 is the
terminal period of the Jornada Mogollon in western
Texas (see Miller and Kenmotsu 2004:238–240).
Pithouses were abandoned around 1250 to 1300 b.p.
and a perceived increased agricultural specialization
coincided with the rise of multi-room pueblo blocks
from a . d . 1300 to 1400 (Miller and Kenmotsu
2004:238–240). The Jornada Mogollon pattern ends
and the archaeological record show a drastic decline
in radiocarbon dates from a.d. 1400 to 1500 (Miller
and Kenmotsu 2004:258).
The La Junta and Big Bend regions appear to have a
continuous occupation marked by the Cielo Complex
(a.d. 1330 to 1680), La Junta phase, (a.d. 1200 to
1400), and and Concepcion (a.d. 1400 to 1683) phase
(Mallouf 1999). These phases are of significance as
numerous researchers have suggested these complexes
and phases perhaps represent peoples associated with
the Toyah assemblage. Mallouf (1999) suggests the
remains at Cielo Bravo and related sites support the
notion that the historical Jumanos descended from
peoples who lived in the area by a.d. 1250, and they
had non-Athapaskan (not Apache) origins from either
the Southern Plains or northeastern Chihuahua.
To the east of Central Texas, the Caddo emerged as
a distinct entity around a.d. 800 continuing through
historic contact in the sixteenth century (Perttula
1994:13,18–19). The Caddo period was a time of
increasing population levels, sedentism, and social
complexity, including social ranking (Perttula 1992;
Story 1990). Cultigens, specifically maize, beans, and
squash, were significant in Caddo economies around
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1200, and maize agriculture intensified after a.d.
1300 to 1400. Mound-centered villages are grouped
in three main population centers in the Arkansas, Red,
and Neches-Angelina River basins and may have had
ethnic or tribal differences. Caddo ceramics were
usually made of sandy paste until about a.d. 1200
when shell-tempered ceramics were introduced (Story
1990:247). Bone, grog, and grit-tempered ceramics are
occasionally found among Caddo assemblages, but
usually in the earlier part of the ceramic sequence. Later
ceramics are tempered with crushed shell, a trait that
may have been introduced from groups living farther
north or east and may indicate increasing interaction
with those groups. Other characteristics that occur late
in the Caddo period, such as neck-banding and olla
forms, along with evidence of ceramic trade indicate
interaction with pueblo groups of the Upper Rio
Grande (Jurney et al. 1989:29).
One important manifestation that has been theorized is
that of the Prairie Caddo. Shafer (2006a:42) proposed
the Prairie Caddo emerged around a.d. 1000, and
moved westward to form a “buffer” zone around the
George C. Davis site before the complex dissipated
around a.d. 1300. Archaeologically, we know there
were strong ties after Shafer’s Prairie Caddo complex
with the emergence of the Toyah assemblage and all the
way into historical times. Essentially, eastern Central
Texas formed the peripheral, osmotic boundary in a
macroeconomic sphere by 1000 b.p., lasting for the
remainder of prehistory.
Northeast of Central Texas, in the middle Red River
region, which spans from the Oklahoma/Arkansas
border westward to the confluence of the Red and
Kiamichi Rivers, the late Caddo protohistoric is defined
as the McCurtain focus or phase (Bell and Baerreis
1951; Story 1990). As Perttula (1992:127) discusses,
this was a relatively long phase dating from about
a.d. 1250 to 1700, spanning the earliest historical
contacts, though its distinctive characteristics derive
from the later part of this range, roughly a.d. 1450
to 1700. The phase included large villages with substructural mounds, household cemeteries, shaft tombs
for multiple burials, and house sites along various order
drainages. Diagnostic materials of this period consist
of fine-ware red-slipped ceramics (Perttula 1992:127).
Throughout the later phases of prehistory, eastern
Oklahoma was occupied by the Caddo, while western
Oklahoma was occupied by the Plains Village
archaeological culture. The two cultures blend into
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each other in the Southern Tallgrass Prairie and Cross
Timbers region. Wyckoff and Brooks (1983:79) note
that sedentary Caddo farming villages predominate
south of the Arbuckle Mountains, while farming
and bison-hunting villages predominate north of the
Arbuckle Mountains.

lithic assemblages about the same time bison became
relatively abundant on the coastal plain (Ricklis
2004:175). Marine shell, most notably Oliva sayana,
are part of the Toyah assemblage, but the extent of
mutualistic economic relationships between the inland
and coastal groups is not entirely certain.

The Plains Village, or Village Farming period, emerged
from the long cultural trajectory of the preceding
Woodland period. From about 1200 to 400 years ago,
agriculturalists established permanent settlements
ranging from small hamlets to larger villages of up
to 200 persons (Brooks and Bowman 2005:16–17).
These groups relied on cultigens, mainly corn, beans,
and squash, as a primary economic basis. However,
their diets were substantially augmented by hunting
a variety of game such as deer and bison, as well as
gathering wild plants. Based on the Harrell site in
Young County, Texas, the Henrietta focus was closely
comparable to the Plain Village manifestations, but
this focus has not been sufficiently refined by later
studies (Krieger 1946:87–150). For the Elm Fork
region of north Central Texas, Prikryl (1990:80)
defines the Late Prehistoric I and II. Late Prehistoric
II (750 to 250 b.p.) is distinguished by a Plains lithic
tool assemblage, with many forms similar to Toyah as
well, but predominantly Harrell, Fresno, and Washita
arrow points. Bison were an economic mainstay in
Late Prehistoric II, and there is limited evidence of
agriculture in the forms of bison scapula hoes and bison
tibia digging sticks (Prikryl 1990:80).

The primary research question in this study regards
the relationship of Toyah with these surrounding
developments. Numerous studies show Toyah were
heavily engaged with the Jornada Mogollon, southern
Plains groups, Caddo, Rockport, and others.

On the Gulf Coastal Plain around a.d. 1250 to 1300,
a distinct archaeological assemblage emerges. The
Rockport phase is marked by a series of ceramic
types that are spatially limited to the central coast, but
also a lithic industry that incorporates much of the
Toyah assemblage (Ricklis 2004:172–175). Perdiz
points, unifacial end scrapers, a prismatic blade-core
technology, and thin bifacial knives (occasionally
alternately beveled) show a strong overlap between the
technologies of both groups. One of the few distinctions
between the Rockport and Toyah lithic assemblages is
the forms of perforators (Ricklis 2004:175). The former
made relatively narrow proximal ends, whereas Toyah
drills tend to have a wide proximal portion where it
was held or hafted. Rockport subsistence strategies
clearly emphasized maritime resources, though perhaps
on a seasonal basis. The relationship between Toyah
and Rockport is generally inferred to be one of two
distinct peoples, with Rockport adopting the Toyah

Summary of Regional Context and
Implications for Toyah
The time around a.d. 1250, or more generally from
1200 to 1300, appears to have been a watershed
moment in prehistory, a time when long cultural
trajectories came to an end and others began. Almost
all regional chronologies that ringed the Toyah world
reveal a substantial change at this time. The highly
centralized regional structure of the Puebloan societies
to the west collapsed around a.d. 1250 to 1300. To the
east, the George C. Davis site was abandoned (Story
1998:12), and the long tradition of mound-building in
the region came to an end. The Prairie Caddo theorized
by Shafer (2006a) faded. The Palo Duro complex
ended, and the Antelope Creek ensued. The Rockport
phase on the coastal plain and the McCurtain phase
and Late Prehistoric II in Oklahoma and north Central
Texas, all emerged at this time with very distinct
archaeological assemblages from the previous time.
With the exception of the Caddo area, the cultural
manifestations that follow this critical time adopt
what some describe as a “Plains” lithic assemblage
(for example, see Shafer 1977; Prikryl 1990:80), one
dominated by beveled knives, end scrapers, perforators,
and a blade industry. This technological assemblage
cross-cuts boundaries of both ceramic and projectile
point types. For example, few if any Perdiz points
are noted among the Fresno, Washita, and Harrell
arrowpoints in the Antelope Creek phase, though the
overall assemblage bears many similarities with Toyah.

Historical Regional Accounts
From the earliest accounts of the region until roughly
1750, the Native American regional context was one
of rapid change and turbulence. Many researchers have
studied the historical documentation to reconstruct the
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landscape, the distribution of peoples that can perhaps
be directly linked to the archaeological record (e.g.,
Arnn 2012; Bolton 1911; Wade 2003). Deferring
to these works for more exhaustive accounts, a few
salient points are recounted here, mostly regarding
the Jumano, which have long been linked to the Toyah
archaeological assemblage (Kelley 1947a, 1947b).
The earliest accounts by Cabeza de Vaca (in reference
to the “Cow Nation” that Hodge [1911] equated with
the Jumano) in 1536 and Espejo in 1582, place the
Jumano in the La Junta region on the Rio Grande
(Bolton 1911:68). But, the preponderance of evidence
indicates their territory, for at least portions of the
year, was situated from the upper tributaries of the
Colorado River down through south Central Texas
to the Guadalupe River (Bolton 1911), a distribution
that very much coincides with the preponderance of
the Toyah assemblage. From 1632 to 1680, numerous
Spanish groups, perhaps most notably Fray Juan
Salas in 1632, visited the Jumano in the lands on the
Concho River (Wade 2003:217–218). Based on the
cumulative ethnohistorical evidence, Wade (2003)
interprets the extent of the Jumano territory from
around the Concho River southward, covering most
of the Edwards Plateau. Gediondo were living along
the Pecos River when Castano de Sosa traveled up it
in 1690, suggesting to some that the group defined the
westward boundary of the Jumano, which were located
to the east (Wade 2003:217). The Mendoza expedition
of 1684, en route to visit the Jumano on the Concho
River, also identified the Gediondo along the Pecos
River “at the foot of a great rock which serves them
as protection against the hostile Apaches” (Bolton
1911:69, citing the expedition’s chronicles).
While the original territory of the Jumano may have
covered the western Edwards Plateau, by the middle
of the seventeenth century, the Apache threat had
become a driving force in territorial configurations
and alliances. In 1683, the Jumano chief Sabeata was
living in the La Junta region with a large party of his
group, noting that many of his people also lived on
the upper tributaries of the Colorado River. But this
late historical configuration may have been in part the
abandonment of their traditional lands after having
been “forced back by the Apache” (Bolton 1911:71).
Between 1716 and 1750, the record suggests the
Jumano, or portions of the group, had become allied
with the Apache (Bolton 1911). Numerous references
indicate the internal resolution for Native American
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collaboration to confront what they viewed as the
greater threat, the Colonial advance. As the effects of
European encounters began to decimate the indigenous
lifeways through disease, warfare, religious conversion,
and otherwise, several waves of unification developed
to confront the Spanish. It may likely be the Jumano
alliance with the Apache occurred much earlier than
1716. Juan Sabeata’s presence in the La Junta region
when a portion of Jumanos remained could indicate a
schism within the group. Those allied with the Apaches
remained and were documented as fighting the Spanish
throughout the Colorado River drainage until 1750
(Campbell 1988:61; Wade 2003:159–181). Conversely,
another group split off and emigrated southward to
La Junta and down into northern Mexico and were
gradually assimilated.
Part of the long debate about the Jumano identity has
been whether it was a distinct and isolable group, or
whether it was a catchall rubric that covered a set of
allied groups such as the Gediondo, Cibolo, Arcos
Tuertos (or Fuertes), Sana, and a bewildering suite of
others. Scholes and Mera (1940:275) asserted that “in
the early colonial period the name Jumano was used…
to designate all indios rayados (tattoed or painted
people).” Others, however, have rejected this catchall
notion, citing clear distinctions between the different
groups in the ethnohistorical records (e.g., Hickerson
1988). Nevertheless, in part, the two positions are
not entirely mutually exclusive. In the evershifting
landscape of alliances a lead group could designate
a larger confederacy or “nacion.” At times, the term
isolated a particular group and at times a set of allied
groups led by the Jumano.

Definition of Spatial Terms From Site
to Region
For the purposes at hand, five different spatial scales
are defined, each based on archaeological criteria to
the extent possible. In descending order from largest
to smallest, these include region, sub-region, area,
catchment basin, and site. The region and sub-regions
are defined according to Johnson’s (1994:Figure 105)
General (“greater Toyah cultural sphere”) and Classic
Toyah areas, respectively (Figure 3.1). Within the
Classic Toyah sub-region, the Little Paint lies within an
“area” defined by the overlap of the Edwards Plateau
and the Middle Colorado River drainage basin (Figure
3.1).
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The archaeological basis for this areal division is yet
poorly defined, but is partly based on the distribution
of ethnolinguistic groups that have been postulated to
have Toyah material culture (see Johnson 1994:279;
Wade 2003:216–223; also Campbell 1988:40, 52, 55).
If the Coahuiltecan, Sanan, and Aranama groups, all of
which are identities rooted beyond the Classic Toyah
areas and having distinctive archaeological signatures
of their own, are excluded from the Classic Toyah
delineation, the result is the “area” that comprises the
Concho, San Saba, and Llano river drainage basins as
approximately defined in Figure 3.1.
The name “Llano” River is reportedly a linguistic
derivation of the Chanes, an indigenous group first
identified by Massenet in 1690 (Drake 2006). In 1716,
Domingo Ramon reported being surrounded to the
north by “enemies of los Texas, namely, the Apaches,
Jumanes, Chanas,” and others (Bolton 1911). He goes
on to say the “Apaches at this time were occupying
most of western Texas and the Chanes River was the
present Llano” (Bolton 1911). The first clear depiction
of the Chanes River as the Llano is a version of Nicolás
de Lafora’s 1771 map (Figure 3.3). In terms of defining
a cultural area, the importance of the ethnohistorical
depiction is twofold. First, it provides some credence
to the notion of river basins as territorial domains.
Secondly, the Chanes are at some level associated with
the Jumanos, often considered the historical ancestors
of the Toyah archaeological culture.
The catchment basin is defined as the upper Llano
River Basin, which includes the North and South
Llano Rivers above their confluence. The catchment
basin cannot be inferred to be analogous to “territory”
or range, which encompasses a group’s perennial
movements and entire suite of site types. For the Toyah,
the configuration of territories is far from being defined
and may extend well beyond drainage catchments. A
vast number of ethnohistorical accounts of indigenous
Texas groups, such as the Jumano and others, reveal
extensive ranges on an annual basis. However, basins
include cross-sections of the landscape from upland
to riparian zones and have historically served as basic
units of analysis in settlement and site distribution
patterns (see Trigger 1967; Willey 1953a).
A site is the basic unit of analysis, though not the
smallest, and most comparison will be either intrasite
or intersite. Ideally, a site comprises a continuous
distribution of cultural materials deposited from a
series of interrelated and contemporary activities

of a group. More often, however, a site consists of
intermixed debris from repetitive occupations. The
issue of contemporaneity, whether features and
artifacts are associated, has important implications
for inferences of site structure and organization of
behaviors. At the Little Paint site, excavations were
limited to about a meter-wide transect, rather than
broad exposures, which precluded exploration of
some of these issues. Despite the limitations, the
collective materials recovered from the Little Paint
site can reasonably be further subdivided into isolable
behavioral components such as activity areas.

Figure 3.3.

Nicolás de Lafora’s 1771 Map of Spain’s frontier in Mexico and Texas showing the depiction of the Llano River as Chanes River. Photo by
Ken Lawrence of map on display at Los Adaes State Park in Robeline, Louisiana.
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Research Objectives
In the more than 40 years since Binford (1964:425)
described the archaeological record as fossilized
society, there has been an ever-growing realization
of the flaws in such a notion. When Willey and
Phillips (1958:49) wrote “the equivalent of phase….
ought to be ‘society,’” their word choice indicated an
understanding of the difficulties that lay ahead. There
is quite a gap between the material record and the
past behaviors, much less the society, that produced
it. Nevertheless, reconstructing past society remains
one of the most fundamental and enduring objectives
of archaeology. Towards that end, archaeologists have
developed a substantial body of middle range theory
that provides the basic architecture for bridging the
gap, for redressing the flaws in the initial conception.
Along these lines, the overarching goal of the analysis
of the Little Paint site is to break down the monolithic
Toyah archaeological culture into sub-assemblages
that reflect constituent social groupings. The main
supporting supposition is that prehistoric identities
can be discerned in the archaeological record. There
is a reasonable amount of evidence and middle range
theory to indicate the feasibility of such a notion at
certain levels. Yet there are quite a few difficulties in
drawing clear conclusions, notably at more localized
levels. The primary methods entail defining social
boundaries by clusters, or discontinuities, of stylistic
and technological attributes. However, a more
complete picture relies on a cumulative population of
data rather than any one or two lines of evidence in
and of themselves.
To address the broader question, the study of the Little
Paint site targeted two underlying issues:
 The broader socio-political and economic
issues of Toyah.
 The context, structure, and function of the
Little Paint site with particular emphasis on
discerning various behaviors occurring on
the site.

The first issue establishes the basic set of problems
to be solved and consequently dictates the course of
analysis by specifying what sorts of information are
relevant. The second issue defines which segment of
the hunter-gatherer settlement system the Little Paint
site represents so that comparisons can be made to
generally analogous sites. Going into data recovery, the
site was interpreted as a residential base camp, which
is defined archaeologically by high intra-assemblage
diversity in structural and artifactual components,
representing both male and female, as well as various
age group, activities (Binford and Binford 1966;
Binford 1980; Ebert 2001:131; Kelly 1983; Yellen
1976:71). The second issue entails primarily low level
inferences through basic characterization of the site
artifacts and ecofacts and analyzing the site patterns
in relation to other Toyah sites.
The objectives focus on diversity among archaeological
material classes that can be attributed to political,
economic and behavioral aspects of Toyah culture.
Diversity is considered here as the qualitative
equivalent of variance in statistical distribution (Shott
1989:283). The methods entail analyses of spatial and
temporal distribution of multiple material attributes
(including but not limited to both stylistic and technical
attributes of ceramics, marine shell [Oliva sayana in
this case], and stone tools from several sites including
the Little Paint site to determine whether there are
statistically significant patterns. As is discussed below,
stylistic attributes are expected to best reflect certain
mid-levels of social identity (evidence of direct cultural
transmission/enculturation) and technical aspects are
expected to reveal more extensive boundaries to the
broader economic (e.g., a technocomplex) identities.

Theory and Model of Toyah Society
A few salient points on research designs in general
serve to explain the organization of the Little Paint
research design. A research design is “an explicit plan
for solving a problem or set of problems” (Goodyear
et al. 1978:161). It includes relevant variables, specific
data for empirical testing, and a theoretical framework
that integrates the data. Theory is an argument for
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“why the world is patterned in a particular form”
(Binford and Sabloff 1982:138). Stated succinctly,
the set of problems, or hypothesis, addressed here is
that variability in stylistic and technological aspects
of the Toyah assemblage reflect socio-cultural
boundaries within the overall prehistoric cultural
sphere. The theory used to explain the variability
is cultural evolution, most notably the nature of
cultural transmission that is distinctive of all social
boundaries. Since the overall objectives changed with
revisions to the design, the basic theoretical framework
incorporates more of an emphasis on how societies
were organized economically. Instead of social
boundaries as laid out originally, the terms are couched
on more economically functional terms. Addressing the
social identity was highly contingent upon gathering
the originally proposed data.
Research designs ought to state the theoretical
framework within which research questions are
developed. Accordingly, cultural evolution is the
framework for the Little Paint analysis. Succinctly
defined, it is a materialist construct that presupposes
nonrandom culture change that occurs through
processes of cultural transmission (a definition
probably acceptable to its primary contributors
[Binford 1972; Clark 1970; Clarke 1968; Childe
1951; Flannery 1972; Sahlins and Service 1960;
Steward 1955; White 1949], but perhaps not to
later evolutionists and Darwinians such as Dunnell
[1996]). Though stereotypically viewed as principally
concerned with long-term developmental change, it is
employed here for more immediate reasons, notably
its capacity to model short-term social processes, the
distinction between style and function, and emphasis
on populations as the fundamental analytical data.
Each of these is briefly discussed below in the context
of prevailing Toyah research issues. The above-stated
objectives of the research design are consistent with
the broad goals of cultural evolution, primarily to
explain cultural processes rather than simply describe
and classify things (Willey and Sabloff 1980:181–186).
Additionally, these concepts underlie a general model
of Toyah society described below.
Very briefly, evolutionary approaches have developed
pragmatic methods, which are specifically cited below
in discussion of three research questions, of addressing
social processes across varying levels of organization
through different types of cultural transmission that
discernibly affect the archaeological record. From a

methodological sense, the Little Paint research design is
concerned with variation within populations (referring
to both populations of data as well as people). “Above
all else evolutionary theory hinges on variation” which
“mandates the abandonment of modal descriptions
that suppress variation, including such archaeological
favorites as phases, cultures, and periods” (Dunnell
1989:45). As discussed in the following section, this
central notion affects the organization of the Little Paint
site data and how we draw meaning from it.

A Model of Toyah Society
This study focuses on political economy. The hallmark
of hunter-gatherer society, such as Toyah, is a series of
ever widening social, economic, and political spheres,
different “levels of social integration” (Steward
1955), from the nuclear family, to band, to territorial
band cluster (probably dialectic group), to linguistic
group, to macroeconomic sphere (Caldwell’s [1962]
“interaction sphere” as cited in Binford 1965; Morril
and Pitt’s [1967] “information field”). As conditions
warrant, such as population loading, the organization
at various levels becomes more formalized to facilitate
such things as information and material distribution.
Moving from the smallest to most extensive context
(the individual to macro-economic sphere), the
cultural landscape is not smoothly continuous, but
rather is punctuated by transitions and boundaries that
demarcate each level. It is the boundaries that are the
primary focus of the research hypotheses.
At each boundary is a different sort of cultural
transmission, the operative process of cultural
evolution. The linguistic group boundary is of primary
concern here, where primary mode of transmission
changes from enculturation to acculturation. In the
milieu of Toyah studies previously discussed, the
social processes occurring at this boundary offer the
best archaeological avenues for addressing issues on
population migration versus technocomplex.
As stated at the outset, the crux of the problem is
bridging the gap between the levels of society and the
archaeological record. Turning to the archaeological
side of the equation, what are the archaeological
signatures of boundaries? Middle range theory indicates
boundaries are discernible in the archaeological record
in the distribution of material assemblages and in
stylistic and technological variation in attributes (Barth
1998:12). Social identities are culture-bearing units
and can persist despite the interchange of goods and
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personnel. Differences among groups are manifest
as differences in assemblages. However, there is
substantial variation in how and when boundaries are
manifest in the material record—social identities are
complex and fluid.
However, currently there is one approach that is
generally considered promising in terms of discerning
social boundaries in the material record, namely, the
identification of variability in material cultural along
the lines both technical and stylistic manufacturing
processes (Stark 1998:9). Along these lines, much has
been made in evolutionary theory about style, function,
and cultural transmission (see recent overviews by
O’Brien and Lyman [2003] and Bettinger et al. [2003]).
Specific studies are addressed in each of the three
research questions presented in this research design.
Basically, discontinuities in the archaeological record
of techno-stylistic attributes of ceramics, projectile
points, and assemblage composition are taken to
indicate social boundaries of some form.

Three Research Questions
Three research questions designed to address a primary
question, namely: can a Toyah subassemblage be
defined in the archaeological record? The questions
still form the underlying architecture of these
investigations, but the effort is relegated to a simple
characterization of variation within a group of five
sites, including Little Paint, Buckhollow (41KM16),
Varga (41ED28), Flatrock Road (41KM69), and the
Janee site (41MN33). The data used to address each
are generally discussed here, though more specific
descriptions of the data, sampling strategies, and
statistical methods are provided in the final section of
this chapter. The research issues are as follows.

Issue 1: The Geographic Distribution of
Toyah Ceramics
Two methods have proven feasible in recent studies
to define source clays for ceramics, petrographic
analysis and instrumental neutron activation analysis
(INAA). For the former, petrographic study of Varga
site Toyah ceramics concluded: “differences in the nontempering aplastic inclusions demonstrate clear local
acquisition of ceramic materials, and the analysis of
the Varga site soil sample established one strong case
study for the use of local clays” (Robinson 2008:D13). Additionally, several INAA studies have had some
success in defining subgroups in ceramic populations
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based on ceramic source materials. For example, Neff
and Glascock (2005) using Sandbur site ceramics,
Speakman and Glascock (2005) on Varga site data, and
Taff (2006) using west Central Texas ceramics, have
developed a body of data on Late Prehistoric ceramic
distribution patterns that contribute to a larger database.

Methods and Data for Addressing the
Hypothesis
Utilizing the two mentioned methods of analysis, the
basic data sets that are required to address this question
are the chemical and petrographic signature of Toyah
ceramics. INAA analysis of clays utilized in ceramics
were compared to other collections in the region. In
order to identify stylistic and technological patterns
manifest in pottery manufacture and exchange patterns
that reflect the possible differences in Toyah regional
identities, three kinds of analyses were conducted
to gather stylistic (type-variety classification),
technological (petrographic analysis), and chemical
compositional data (INAA) of the Toyah pottery used
in this study. After each level of analysis, preliminary
technological style groups were defined, and by
combining data at all the levels of analysis Toyah
pottery technological styles were defined to address
whether differences in regional identities existed,
as well as the presence of intra- and inter-regional
exchange patterns.
These three different analyses are complementary
in nature as each provides a different kind of data
to create a more robust and comprehensive dataset.
Because we seek to identify manufacturing and
possible exchange patterns of the Toyah (and possibly
those of other cultures in Central Texas), one kind
of analysis cannot take precedence over another
(Bloomster et al. 2005; Flannery et al. 2005; Neff et al.
2006a; Neff et al. 2006b; Sharer et al. 2006; Stoltman
et al. 2005). Past experience has demonstrated that
a combination of these three kinds of analyses is a
productive methodology for understanding the stylistic,
technological, and chemical parameters of pottery
manufacture and exchange and its associations with
different ethnicities and/or regional identities (Cecil
2001, 2004, 2007; Cecil and Neff 2006).
The use of INAA to conduct compositional analyses
of archaeological ceramics dates to work performed in
the mid-1950s at the Brookhaven National Laboratory
(Sayre and Dodson 1957). Numerous technological
advances in the years since the early experiments at
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Brookhaven have resulted in the large-scale adoption
of the technique by archaeologists seeking to identify
the chemical composition of materials ranging from
ceramics to chert (Glascock 1992; Neff 2000). The
immediate objectives of multivariate statistical
analysis of chemical data from a ceramic assemblage
are to identify groups within the database that are
compositionally distinct or, conversely, to determine
that assignment to a group is not warranted. In either
instance, the ultimate goal is to use the results of the
statistical analysis to inform interpretations of the
archaeological record. Specifically, the compositional
groups identified are assumed to correspond to
geographically restricted source areas based on the
“Provenance Postulate” (Neff and Glascock 2002:4;
Wiegand et al. 1977). The Provenance Postulate
explicitly states the fundamental supposition in the
chemical sourcing of artifacts, namely “that there exist
differences in chemical composition between different
natural sources that exceed, in some recognizable way,
the differences observed in a given source” (Wiegand
et al. 1977:24). The actual location of these sources
can be surmised by comparing compositional groups to
analyzed raw clays from known sources, if available, or
through more conjectural means such as the “criterion
of abundance,” which asserts that artifacts likely
originate in the areas where they are most common
(Bishop et al. 1982; Neff and Glascock 2002:4).
INAA of ceramics and raw clays is most commonly
undertaken in an attempt to determine patterns of
production, mobility, and trade. This is most often
accomplished through “sourcing” of groups or types
of pots by determining a similarity in the chemical
composition of the ceramics and raw clays from a
particular area. Existing compositional studies of
Toyah ceramics (Neff and Glascock 2002; Taff 2006)
have relied heavily on analysis of potsherds with
precious few raw clay samples from the Edwards
Plateau region submitted for INAA. Accordingly, there
have been no distinct production areas identified for
Toyah ceramics thus far and the data that are currently
available indicate that the chemical composition of
Toyah ceramics (and by extension, the raw clays from
which they were made) is quite diverse throughout the
Edwards Plateau region (Taff 2006).
The present study submitted ceramic sherds from the
Little Paint site for INAA. Multivariate statistical
analyses of the data resulting from these analyses
have the potential to address research questions at

the local (or site) and regional levels. At the local/site
level, statistical analysis of the chemical composition
of ceramics and clays recovered at or near the Little
Paint site has the potential to address the question of
whether the ceramics recovered at the Little Paint
site were produced locally. Unfortunately, without an
intensive survey and INAA of clays from throughout
the Toyah area the definition of “locally” will remain up
in the air as the geographic extent of these chemically
similar clay deposits will remain unknown.
An ancillary question that this statistical analysis can
inform upon is that of Toyah vessel use-life. If the
ceramic pastes of the sherds recovered from the Little
Paint site are chemically similar to raw clays from
the site, the presumption will not only be that the
vessels were produced in the area near the site but also
discarded there. Though it is possible in such a situation
that ceramics were produced, moved away from the
site, and then returned to the site and discarded, Arnold
(1985:153) notes that pots that are moved and handled
frequently have relatively short use-lives. On those
occasions where recovery has permitted restoration
and identification of Toyah vessel shapes, most are
determined to be jars or bowls—vessel shapes that
ethnographic studies have shown typically have the
shortest use-lives (DeBoer 1974; Longacre 1981). In
short, if multivariate statistical analysis of the INAA
results from the Little Paint ceramics indicates that
they were produced locally it seems likely that these
vessels were produced, used, and discarded at the site.
Beyond the scale of the immediate locale of the Little
Paint site, the chemical compositional data from
the Little Paint ceramics and clays was added and
compared to existing compositional data from Toyah
ceramics. The vast majority of this data was obtained
under the auspices of the Central Texas Ceramics
Project (CTCP), a joint undertaking of the Texas
Archeological Research Laboratory and a number of
public and private agencies (Taff 2006). Comparison
of the Little Paint INAA data with this larger body
of data has the potential to shed light on a number of
issues, from whether or not groups were sharing clay
sources to how ceramics were being moved within and
between different regions.
Though the multivariate statistical analysis of the
CTCP data did not link any vessel groups to particular
clay sources, it did indicate that Toyah vessels were
moving between the area of the Concho and Colorado
Rivers in the northwestern part of the Toyah area and
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the area of the Guadalupe/Comal/San Antonio Rivers
in the southeastern part of the Toyah area, likely along
the Colorado River (Taff 2007). Not surprisingly, the
majority of samples submitted by the CTCP were from
these two areas. INAA data from the ceramics and
clays from the Little Paint site will be an extremely
valuable contribution to existing data set and will help
to fill holes in the data set from the western portion of
the Edwards Plateau region. In particular, INAA data
from the Little Paint clays was compared to existing
INAA data from clays and ceramics from other sites
in the Llano River drainage. This has the potential to
reveal patterns of vessel movement and production in
the immediate vicinity of the Little Paint site.

Implications and Middle Range Theory
The issue of defining subdivisions in the larger Toyah
phenomenon addresses several organizational levels,
from local endogamous group to the distinction
between Classic Toyah and culturally distinctive groups
employing the Toyah technocomplex. Regarding the
latter, Johnson (1994) noted a series of technical
aspects of Toyah pottery that cumulatively suggest a
unified, homogenous tradition indicative of large-scale
human migration. However, there have only begun
to be sufficiently robust studies of the source clays
to determine whether the geographic extent of the
ceramics is substantially larger than the production
sphere, the core area where the tradition is based.
If beyond the Classic Toyah area, increasingly high
percentages of ceramic source clays are nonlocal, such
a finding would suggest a distinction between areas of
domestic use and the economic sphere.
In terms of the signatures of endogamous groups, in a
domestic mode of production, which is characteristic
of hunter-gatherer society, the primary distribution
of ceramics is “intracommunity” (Deal 1983).
Therefore, the “criterion of relative abundance”
(where the vast majority are found), should correlate
with the community occupational territory. Outliers
are expected to lie possibly far afield through
trade, migration, or other processes. If the ceramics
are locally produced, locally utilized, and locally
discarded, then the distribution of the raw materials
utilized in the production should correlate with the
endogamous marriage group. INAA results that show
strong intra-assemblage commonality would, in part,
support this supposition. The distribution of ceramics
far beyond the point of production indicates other
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mechanisms, such as trade or other sorts of diffusion
across boundaries.
The implications of the life cycle of a vessel relative to
endogamous grouping are further supported by other
considerations. In a vessel use-life there are a couple
of spatial relationships that provide evidence of the
social context of its use: the distance between the clay
source and its production, and the distance between
its production and ultimate discard. Two studies
address this issue. First, in a survey of ethnographic
literature, Arnold (1980:149, 1985:39–49) noted that
in 110 cases the location of the clay source relative
to the manufacture site ranged from 1 to 50 km, and
approximately 85 percent of the sources were within
7 km of the potter’s occupation. Secondly, numerous
ethnographic studies of hunter-gathers indicate ceramic
technology is transmitted through family members as
an aspect of enculturation. For example, Gosselain’s
(1998:94–95) study in southern Cameroon revealed 67
percent of potters learned their craft from their mother
or father; 26 percent from a family member other than
parent (e.g. sister or mother-in-law), and only 7 percent
learned from a non-relative. The implications, then, are
that if production, use, and discard are localized, the
suggestion is that the site occupants are territorially
indigenous, but if the ceramics are nonlocal, trade,
mobility, or other mechanisms (conceivably bride
exchange) are implied.

Social Underpinnings of Ceramic Technology
To help develop a fine-grained view of Toyah material
culture and possible diverse social differences in
time and space, it is necessary to more systematically
and completely analyze their pottery. By examining
the stylistic and technological characteristics of
Toyah pottery, we will be able to infer differences
in manufacturing recipes and potting traditions thus
“seeing” for the first time Toyah subdivisions in space
and time.
The existence of the variability within the stylisticallyand technologically-based pottery groups are a result
of the social processes of the Toyah. This variation
allows the archaeologist to study materials such as
clay and mineral inclusions and patterns of Toyah
pottery manufacture as practice. As such, the patterns
of manufacture are not merely “ ‘added on’ in order
to signal group identity,” but are choices made by
the Toyah potter “by which a sense of group identity
is formed and transformed as being coeval with and
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identical to the process by which a sense of technique
is formed and transformed” (Dietler and Herbich
1998:247). Potters, as well as other members of a
society, may continually construct and reconstruct
their identity by creating and recreating their social
structures through daily activities such as pottery
manufacture (Giddens 1984:17).
As a daily activity, pottery manufacture becomes
a social activity when the choices made during the
manufacturing process are examined as a social
phenomenon. The patterns of manufacture (choices)
are made in a specific manner, under the umbrella of
the Toyah social structure, and reproduced. As such,
patterns of manufacture may be reproduced without the
potter being fully cognizant of the set of established and
mediated “rules” or operational sequences (Lechtman
1977; Lemonnier 1992). For example, a clay source
may be continually used without question because one
social group does not have access to clay sources in
another territory or because it is customary to use that
source. “These dispositions of choice and perceptions
in the domain are interwoven with similarly formed
patterns of choice and perceptions in the domain of
social relations and cultural categories in ways that
evoke and reinforce each other such that they come
to be perceived as ‘natural’” (Dietler and Herbich
1998:246). Therefore, clusters of pottery traits
(stylistic, mineralogical, and chemical), together with
other clusters of material culture (e.g., drills, grinding
stones, hearths, and beads) are compatible with Toyah
social structures and they reflect the social identity
and history of Toyah culture (Arnn 2007; Black 1986;
Collins 2004; Johnson 1994; Kelly1947a; Prewitt
1981; Ricklis 1994; Suhm and Jelks 1962.
Technological and decorative variability results
from the relationships between form and decorative
elements and the patterns people produce through
various behaviors. When creating material objects,
the producer may have many choices (operational
sequences) to make. The objects reflect the social and
cultural constructs that underlie and direct her/his
actions, and subtle differences in a choice (e.g., matter,
energy, motor patterns, etc.) can influence the social
representation of material culture (Lechtman 1977:6;
Lemonnier 1992:23, 1993:9). Therefore, both the
material and the process of manufacture contribute to
an object’s style as much as does the surface decoration
because technological acts are embedded in a symbolic
system that reflects social reality and indigenous

knowledge. It is the combination of choices “defined by
these relationships that is stylistic in nature” (Lechtman
1977:6). Thus, the integration of behavioral events at
each level of manufacture defines technological style,
which is “recognizable by virtue of its repetition which
allows us to see the underlying similarities in the
formal arrangements of the patterns of [manufacturing]
events” (Lechtman 1977:7).
An object’s technological style reflects technological
acts that are also embedded in a symbolic system that
embodies social reality and indigenous knowledge
that is “translated by, among other things, implicit
or explicit classification of the materials treated, of
the processes brought into play, of the means and
tools employed, and of the results obtained, without
speaking of the presentation of the actor’s roles”
(Lemonnier 1986:160). Thus, style is a technological
aspect of social production and mental schemes that
need not carry directly observable meaning, and can be
learned and transmitted from generation to generation
(Lechtman 1977:6, 1993; Lemonnier 1993:3).
By combining the choices available from the
technological and stylistic realms, one can better
understand “emic behavior based upon primarily etic
phenomena of nature” (Lechtman 1977:7). This type of
analysis is possible because the social representations
behind the technological style presented on material
culture are the perspectives of the producer toward
the raw materials that are used, “the attitudes of
cultural communities towards the nature of the
technological events themselves,” and the attitudes of
the community towards the end product (Lechtman
1977:10, 1988:369). However, to fully understand
the technological and stylistic realms, we must
conduct a synchronic and diachronic analysis of the
design elements and the transformation and social
representations that permeate beyond the material
world (Lemonnier 1992:3).
Different technological styles may be developed and
operate synchronically, but they will not be perpetuated
unless the technological style is compatible “with the
natural environment and with the state of technological
systems at the time of creation” (Lemonnier 1993:12).
Because choices are arbitrary from a technological
point of view, technological styles are a result of
accommodation rather than alteration. As such, the
new style has to fit into an already existing structure of
social meaning and practices, and the object needs to be
able to be interpretable by those within the social group
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as well as by those from “competing” social groups
to be perpetuated in a culture (Lemonnier 1992:18,
1993:14). As a result of a new technology having
to fit into an already existing system, some choices
will impinge on the transformation of technological
systems. A technology also may not appear in society
because it is not “in fashion” or does not look like
something that already exists (Lemonnier 1989:166). If
this happens, some innovations will not be reproduced
and will never be seen by the cultural group at large
because selective pressures at the individual and
community levels always exist that decide what will
represent social structures, such as power, ancestry,
and identity (Lemonnier 1993:15). On the other hand,
it is possible to have many different stylistic schema
representing the same social group because there is
“no necessary or unique correspondence between the
expression of a socially defined technical aim and
the physical objects and actions that a given culture
uses to perform its function” (Lemonnier 1993:16).
Therefore, the resulting technological style is the
“source of precise information about the history of its
own manufacture” (Lechtman 1994:5).
Through the theory of technological style, we are able
to suggest that: 1) technological and stylistic choices
have a social context; 2) technology and style are social
reproductions of Toyah society; 3) some technological
and stylistic choices were more compatible than others
with Toyah society; 4) technology affects style; and
5) these compatible choices reinforced their social
identity and/or regional identities.

If the Hypothesis is Wrong
The results of the analysis could be inconclusive or
contradict the notion of locally produced wares. One
plausible reason why the wares on the Little Paint
site would be nonlocal is as follows. Neff and Larson
(2003:261) note that in arid and temperate regions, which
typically have a high temporal variation in available
moisture, exchange in the absence of specialized
production should be relatively high, therefore
obscuring social boundaries. Available moisture is
generally considered an indicator of environmental
risk and variability of resources. Binford (2001:82)
classes the Central Texas area that encompasses the
Toyah area as warm temperate. Effectively, Toyah
ceramics should be on the move through exchange or
other mechanisms, and clay-sourcing studies should
bear that out. However, Hypothesis 1 counters this
possibility along the following rationale. The core
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area of “Classic Toyah” is inferred to have had a more
predicable spatio-temporal resource structure than the
macro-climatic models indicate, in part because of the
perennial nature of relatively abundant water sources.
For example the South Llano River is a spring-fed
river never known to have run dry in modern history.

Issue 2: Perdiz Stylistic Variation
The second research issue is the determination of
whether Perdiz projectile points styles from the
Little Paint site are part of a localized stylistic
cluster that are distinctive, as a population, from
those on the periphery of the Classic Toyah region.
Johnson’s (1994) comparison of Perdiz points from
the Buckhollow, Hinojosa, and Las Haciendas sites
yielded variations among the groups. Accordingly,
there is some precedence for the feasibility of such a
study, though of a very low spatial resolution among
widely disparate locations. An initial review of the
Buckhollow and Little Paint points suggested the two
are rather consistent, a possible indication of a localized
stylistic cluster.

Methods and Data for Addressing the Issue
Affirming the notion that there are stylistic distinction
among regions would necessitate one of two findings:
1) as populations, the Perdiz points from the Little
Paint site are not significantly distinctive from those
at Buckhollow and 41KM69, and conversely 2) the
Perdiz points from the Little Paint site, as a population,
are distinctive from those of the margin of the Classic
Toyah area. The primary data used to address the
question are nominal data on stem morphology and
lateral blade margins, and metrical data on length,
weight, and stem width. These criteria were chosen on
the basis of a review of previous studies that indicate
these variables have significant spatial variation (see
for example Johnson 1994).

Implications and Middle Range Theory
At the most basic level, the question asks whether
there is stylistic variation in Perdiz points across
space. Theoretically stylistic variation is employed to
impart social information “with the appearance of a
non-continuous component in the human social world”
(Conkey 1980:230). Based on the model of the Toyah
social world previously presented, social boundaries
would have traces in the material record. The question,
however, is whether these can be discerned in the
archaeological record. Weissner’s (1983:265–268)
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classic study of Kalahari San projectile points show
almost indiscernible stylistic variation at the level of
individuals, bands, or “band clusters”, but very marked
differences among language groups.
Arnn (2007:158, 210) and Boyd (2001:11) have noted
a very abrupt distributional boundary at the Red
River, which Perdiz points seem not to have crossed,
suggesting a rather mutually exclusionary social
barrier. As these researchers note, the ethnohistorical
record suggest this boundary corresponded with a
linguistic one, Athapaskan-speaking groups to the
north (Boyd 2004:329). This would certainly fit
Weissner’s observations. These expectations then,
if applicable to the Toyah world, ought to appear at
boundaries between distinctive linguistic groups (such
as the Rockport/Karankawan sorts) employing the
Toyah “technocomplex” from those more culturally
enmeshed in the Toyah identity (i.e., Classic Toyah).
Such a notion is the basis for suggesting the points
from Buckhollow, Little Paint, and 41KM69, under the
operational hypothesis of the occupants being from the
same linguistic group, would be relatively homogenous
in terms of style.

If the Hypothesis is Wrong
If the analysis of stylistic variation is inconclusive
or flat out fails to show any significant differences
across space, there are several possible explanations,
three of which are itemized here. First, culturally, the
economic distributional patterns may have crossed
social boundaries, as noted, to such an extent that
spatial variation is overwritten and cannot be discerned.
Second, methodologically, the attributes utilized for the
study were of insufficient resolution to reveal patterns.
Third, archaeologically, the recovered samples may not
adequately represent the larger populations.

Issue 3: Assemblage-Based Systematics
Regarding Toyah assemblages, the prevailing
hypothesis is that the Little Paint assemblage
composition resembles those in the “Classic Toyah”
region and differs significantly from those in the nonClassic sites. This question draws from assemblagebased systematics that were most thoroughly developed
in Bordes’ (1961, 1968) work on Mousterian
assemblage types (Figure 4.1). Prewitt (1981, 1985)
defined a basic trait list for the Toyah archaeological
culture, and Arnn (2007) has compiled comparative
data of specific Toyah site collections, both works

that provide a basis for further comparative analyses
of sites. Currently, assemblage comparisons are the
foundations of all currently configured archaeological
cultures in Texas, but defining subdivisions within
a culture has been problematic. The problem is
comparability in assemblage variability/diversity and
distinguishing definitive variables.

Methods and Data for Addressing the Issue
Addressing the hypothesis requires 1) comparison
of multivariate data and 2) establishment of some
criteria of which variables are meaningful in discerning
cultural differences. Cumulative graphs, as depicted
in Figure 4.1, are a visually compelling means of
assemblage comparisons, though the graphs are
prone to manipulation depending on the ordering
of variables. Statistical methods to be employed are
described in the later section in this report. In terms
of selecting meaningful criteria, typically assemblage
systematics uses a holistic approach, viewing a
collection of materials as a single population with
internal variation in frequency of artifact types and
techniques of production. Variability is the basis for
distinguishing assemblages. Some of the theoretical
considerations affecting criteria selection are discussed
in the following section.
The data utilized to address the question comprise
frequency data of ceramic types, point types, scraper
types, feature forms, core types, biface forms (including
beveled knives), ornamental goods (including Oliva
shell), and exotic raw material (such as obsidian).
To the degree possible, the analysis includes stylistic
aspects in an effort to reveal trends in “isochrestic
variation” (Sackett 1977, 1982, 1986a, 1986b), but, as
is discussed later in this report, additional research had
to be done on the site collections to determine which
aspects are sufficiently available among the materials.
Therefore, specific aspects were not enumerated in the
research design. Since the objective is to distinguish
the hypothesized Classic Toyah from socially different
groups (Rockport phase groups, for instance) that share
the Toyah technocomplex, the sample of sites includes
those from within the Classic Toyah region and those
outside. Accordingly, for the former the archaeological
materials from Little Paint, Buckhollow, Janee, and
Flatrock Road sites were hypothesized to be Classic
Toyah. The Hinojosa, McKinzie (Zone 1), Sandbur
and other residential sites comprise the comparative
database.
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Implications and Middle Range Theory
As a pre-emptive caveat, assemblage studies may
smack of simple comparisons of trait lists, but that is not
the objective here. Barth (1998) noted the boundaries
between social identities are defined by structural
or organizational differences, not constellations of
traits, which can transcend boundaries. The objective
in assemblage studies is to discern differences in
organization of technology and strategies.
The question is drawing a distinction between an
archaeological culture and a technocomplex. An
assemblage analysis should reveal “structural” (what
remains the same under a series of permutations)
components of a technocomplex. These aspects of
the assemblage (likely unifacial end scrapers, Perdiz
points, blade core technology, beveled knives, flake/
blade drills, and ceramics) will pervade the Classic
and non-Classic areas. However, variation of stylistic
attributes in these artifact classes is expected to
become apparent at boundaries between the areas.
For example, in South Texas, the bone-tempered
ceramics interdigitate with other wares such as sandy
paste Rockport types, and flake drills are distinctively
different from the Rockport assemblage (Ricklis
1994:304). The non-structural components, typically
stylistic in nature, provide the basis for distinguishing
between Classic and non-Classic Toyah assemblages.
Some artifacts will have limited utility in discerning
boundaries. Meltzer (1981), for example, in a study of
end scrapers from widely disparate eras and geographic
regions, concluded their morphology was almost
entirely functional with no discernible stylistic aspect.
Once the assemblage analysis is completed, the
interpretation confronts a few difficulties. The main
problem derives from the meaning of variability,
whether the differences indicate different social
groupings (e.g., Bordes 1953, 1978, 1984) or simply
differing toolkits adapted to differing situations
unreflective of social identities (e.g., Binford and
Binford 1966). Rolland and Dibble (1990), in a
synthesis of Paleolithic variability, rather strongly
come down on the latter side, showing that much of
Bordes’s typological distinctions are the effects of
factors such as raw material availability, different
reduction intensity, seasonal differences, and variable
availability of game, rather than “ethnic traditions.”
Their synthesis did, however, hold open the possibility
of distinct cultural traditions represented by clusters
of stylistic variants (Rolland and Dibble 1990:492).
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Burmeister (2000) draws similar conclusions in
searching for archaeological traces that distinguish
migration and diffusion. As he notes, any group that
moves from its homeland to a new area will undergo
significant social transformation (Burmeister 2000:540).
Consequently, simple differences in assemblages
among different areas still would not yield evidence
to argue migration or diffusion. The resolution lies in
what aspects of the material record change or remain
the same. Certain aspects, such as domestic pottery, are
“culturally conservative” (Burmeister 2000:553), and
consequently, if Toyah and Rockport groups adopted a
shared technocomplex, domestic ceramics would show
respective continuities. Conversely, highly functional,
simple and efficient forms are shared across boundaries
among heterogeneous groups, possibly explaining the
Toyah technocomplex. If migration were the case,
domestic ceramics, particularly their technical aspects
such as temper, would supplant the prior indigenous
forms.

If the Hypothesis is Wrong
If assemblage comparisons show no real distinctions,
several possibilities may be considered. First, the nature
of the territorial boundaries between so-called Classic
Toyah and neighboring societies might have been
relatively osmotic or broadly overlapping regarding
some resources, such as game, allowing Toyah
groups to inhabit adjacent areas on seasonal basis. Or
there might be insufficient diachronic resolution to
distinguish cultural ebbs and flows. If there is strong
variation of assemblages from adjacent sites within
an area, such as among the Buckhollow, Little Paint,
and Flatrock Road sites, we may look to functional or
seasonal variation among the sites. This aspect would
generate a series of interesting questions since all are
in very similar environmental settings and the resource
variability would very likely be considered a constant.

Methods and Techniques
The methods and techniques used from the field to
final analyses follow standard archaeological protocols
in accordance with the objectives of each phase. The
field methods are briefly described here, followed by
analytical post-field methodology.

Field Methods
A total of 31 m3 of soils was excavated across the site
among 95 1 × 1-m excavation units. Using standard
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Figure 4.1.

Bordes’s Mousterian assemblage types as graphed by Binford (1983:Figure
37).

archaeological methods, the data recovery units were
systematically excavated in arbitrary 10-cm levels
and documented using standardized field forms and
photographs. When feasible, excavation units followed
natural or cultural levels. In the Toyah component,
which was bounded on both top and bottom by
stratigraphic divisions, the excavations could typically
scrape off the overburden and stop at the base of the
stratum.
Hand unit excavations focused on the upper terrace
in the western half of the roadway where test
excavations revealed the vast majority of the intact
site deposits. However, investigations on the eastern
side of the roadway revealed archaeological strata
with a previously unidentified research potential.
Consequently, the eastern side of the roadway was
more extensively excavated than initially proposed to
gather relevant data, such as to discern spatial patterns
and site structure.

All soils were screened through 1/4-inch hardware
mesh, though a representative sample of the site
sediments was collected for fine-screening (discussed
below). All artifacts and pertinent faunal remains
were collected for analysis. All features, which
mainly comprised hearths, were carefully exposed,
documented, and excavated.
All artifacts recovered from each provenience unit were
collected, bagged, and labeled accordingly. Burned
rock was counted and weighed (by size category)
in the field but not collected unless for the purposes
of special sample analysis. Special samples were
collected from areas initially identified as possible
features or locations with unique characteristics. These
locations concentrated in the 10- to 15-cm-thick Toyah
component in the western right-of-way boundary.
In addition to the hand excavations, the data recovery
investigations on the Little Paint site included two
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shovel tests and four mechanical trenches. The shovel
tests (STs) were utilized to determine the limits of
cultural material on the eastern portion of the site.
Each test was approximately 30 cm in diameter and
excavated in arbitrary 20-cm levels with the matrix
screened through ¼-inch mesh. The location of each
excavation was plotted using a hand-held GPS receiver.
The shovel tests (STs 1 and 2) were placed on the lower
terrace along the eastern right-of-way boundary beyond
the eastern excavation block.
The mechanical backhoe trenches were utilized to
further define the geomorphological context of the
site and the nature of the archaeological deposits.
Two of the three trenches were placed on the eastern
side of the right-of-way. The trenches were generally
6 to 8 m in length and 1.5-m-wide and averaged 135
cm in depth. Stratigraphic profile drawings with
soil descriptions were recorded for each trench. In
addition, sediment samples from each stratum were
taken from Backhoe Trenches 2 and 4 to investigate
cultural material recognized in the Backhoe Trench
3 profile. The column sample was roughly 30 × 30cm in size, extending from the ground surface to the
base of the trench. The soils from the column sample
were excavated in 20-cm levels and screened through
¼-inch mesh.
Since the objective of the data recovery field
investigations was to recover the intact Toyah
component, the relatively thin (20 to 30 cm) layer
of modern overburden, was removed by hand to
expediently expose the intact Toyah component.
Subsequently, the data recovery excavations focused
on the approximately 10- to 15-cm-thick Toyah
component; most units reached a maximum of 45 to
50 cm below ground surface. Horizontal provenience
was maintained in a 1-meter square grid. All point
proveniencing was maintained by northing and easting
coordinates within the grid system. Re-excavation of
earlier test units was conducted in several areas to
provide continuous profiles of the natural and cultural
stratigraphy for a geoarchaeological evaluation.

Site Mapping
The locations of all excavations, features, diagnostic
artifacts, and other categories of artifacts and faunal
remains at the Little Paint site were mapped using
a transit and point plotting during the data recovery
project. The excavations and site boundaries were
mapped and related to existing highway limits, modern

Figure 4.2.

Collecting samples during data recovery
excavations.

features of the landscape, the existing topography, and
natural features including the South Llano River.

Special Samples
In conjunction with the excavations, special samples
were systematically collected from appropriate
contexts across the site (Figure 4.2). Special samples
include materials for radiocarbon dating (from
features, geomorphic units, and other contexts), matrix
samples for flotation and/or fine screening (from
features), pollen/phytolith samples (from features and
systematic retrieval from site and controls) to aid in
paleoenvironmental and subsistence reconstruction,
sediments and organic residue samples. These types
of samples, often critical in interpreting the site, were
taken from both cultural and natural contexts.

Analytical Methods and Techniques
For many basic analyses, TxDOT protocols for lithics
and ceramics were employed, and the particulars of
those can be found in Version 2 (dated March 11, 2010)
of the TxDOT Ceramic Standards and Guidelines,
Version 2.1 of the TxDOT Debitage Analysis Protocol,
and the Chipped Stone Analytical Protocol (Appendix
A). The terms and quantified attributes are defined
therein. The following focuses on analyses that are
not covered in those protocols. To address the research
issues, the analysis compiled a body of data from a
sufficient sample of each analytical class to form a
viable statistical population. Some analyses, most
notably of Perdiz points, focused on stylistic attributes
to the extent feasible. The particular strategies and
methods of data analyses are discussed here, though
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the basic directions have previously been mentioned
above.

Statistics
While mindful that statistical methods can easily
outstrip their usefulness if they become too arcane, it
is also true that complexity needs to be addressed as
it is rather than reducing it to a simple few variables.
As noted, evolutionary theory generally avoids
statistical methods used to define types, phases, or
other “abstractions” that do not retain the integrity
of variation in populations, such as so-called centraltendency methods (means, averages, etc.). Though these
have their place, by and large the statistical methods
used for the Little Paint analyses will simultaneously
address the center (mean, average, middle percentiles),
shape (bell-shaped, bimodal, Poisson, etc.) and spread
(dispersion) of a statistical population. Dunnell (1971)
calls for the use of “grouping methods,” which are
defined as non-classificatory arrangements in data
analysis. One such method is bounded grouping
in which a critical boundary of some sort, whether
temporal, spatial, technical, formal, or otherwise, forms
the basis of defining groups (Banning 2000:40–41).
For comparison of assemblages, we avoid the use of
straight frequencies and address considerations of
intensity of reoccupation to the extent feasible. Kintigh
(1984, 1989) devised a method that assesses the
hypothesis that two or more assemblages are random
samples from the same population. McCartney and
Glass (1990) proposed several revisions that address
disparities in sample sizes and other factors. While
these have been critiqued on certain grounds as circular
to a degree (Baxter 2001), slight modifications can
account for these concerns.

Data and Sampling Strategy for Lithics
To address technological organization, it is necessary
to determine which quantifiable aspects of tools are
indicators of differing stages of reduction. For the
definitions of methodology of lithic tools, TxDOT
protocol were used in all analyses. The sampling
strategy for formal tools is rather exhaustive; basic
aspects of all formal tools recovered from the Little
Paint site were quantified as part of the analysis.

Scrapers, Knives, and Flake Tools
The Toyah tool kit has quite a few similarities to
Paleolithic assemblages, which have been extensively

studied for quite a long time, yielding a number
of analytical approaches to effectively address
technological issues. In a study of Paleolithic scraper
morphology, Dibble (1987:114) identified a direct
correlation between edge angle and variables that
reflect degree of reduction. In other words, edge angle
increases over life of the tool. This trend is likely
true of tools in the Toyah assemblage, most notably
end scrapers. In addition to non-metric variables
such as morphology and raw material, six attributes
were measured on scrapers, knives, and flakes tools,
including height of retouch, thickness, width, edge
angles, length, and weight. Statistical analysis of the
data focused on two aspects: 1) amount of variation
in these attributes within the site assemblage, and 2)
the ratios of the various attributes. One of the primary
interpretive objectives is degree and stage of reduction,
which is pivotal to study of technological organization.
Regarding the first aspect, within any population of
stone tools, there should be a degree of variation in
edge angles that is a direct result of edge modification
through the use-life of a tool and, therefore, a good
indicator of a tool’s reduction stage. As a population,
resharpening and use wear decreases tool length and
weight and increases edge angle. Thickness should
change little if any since the maximum thickness of
a scraper defines its maximum utility (Kuhn 1990).
Width variation, contingent upon the shape of the
original tool form, is not directly affected by distal
resharpening. However, in forms of end scrapers
with sharply contracting proximal ends, width will be
directly correlated with reduction.
The effects of reduction on the classification of tools
has long been studied and noted as a primary factor
in assemblage variability (Dibble 1987; Flenniken
and Wilke 1989; Jelinek 1976; Schiffer and Skibo
1997). Some tools are problematical in this regard;
for a given specimen, its morphology may change
drastically through its use life, though its function
remains the same.
Within the Little Paint collection the range of forms
is apparent, extremes of variation that are largely the
result of reduction sequence. The primary means of
verifying the relationship between form and stage
of reduction lies in the relationship of a number of
different variables, notably Kuhn’s (1990) Geometric
Index of Unifacial Reduction and other simple ratios.
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Arrow Points, Perdiz in Particular
Though Perdiz points have been subject to many
different quantification schemes, accounting for almost
every conceivable variable, the study proposed by our
research design is comparatively simple, focused on
the few stylistic aspects that are hypothesized to have
sociotechnical information. Stem shape, morphology
of lateral margin, and barb shape are all hypothesized
to be attributes with isochrestic variation, meaning
their variation is stylistic (a way of doing things)
without affecting function. Certain asymmetries are
perhaps related to handedness of the maker, a form
of isochrestic variation. The analysis of Perdiz points
followed the TxDOT projectile point protocols, which
include all the usual aspects, namely, weight, length,
width, and thickness. These attributes were codified
for all other points, as well.

Data and Sampling Strategy for Ceramics
Stylistic Analysis—Type-Variety
Classification
The first level of study on ceramics consisted of a
typological analysis using the type-variety system
(Smith et al. 1960). This hierarchical system uses
a series of categories in descending inclusiveness
to organize levels of variability in archaeological
pottery. Toyah sherds are typically classified as to
ware and type. For purposes of studying technological
and stylistic attributes, it is particularly useful to
consider pottery at the ware level because this level of
classification conveys information about geographical
location and manufacturing traditions (Cecil 2001;
Rice 1982:50). Toyah pottery wares can be categorized
based on their paste inclusions (e.g., bone, rocks,
and minerals). Types may “reflect the interplay of
both covert individualness and covert culturalness...
that the pottery type is telling us of the subconscious
ceramic value orientations of both the culture and the
individual...” (Gifford 1976:32). Therefore, pottery
types may reflect cultural integration and possible
interactions. Toyah pottery types reflect differences
in surface treatment. Thus, examining the pottery at
the ware and type levels has the potential to provide
additional information concerning Toyah technological
styles and identities.
While the type-variety system is the primary method
for pottery classification, we recognize that there
are many assumptions and problems with this
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kind of classificatory system. First, pottery types
do not necessarily correspond to different cultural
affiliations, potter’s knowledge, potter’s capacity, or
accidents of production (Shepard 1956:317). Second,
many archaeologists magnify slight differences and
unnecessarily define new pottery types (Ball 1982;
Rice 1976, 1987a). This is a result of archaeologists
not adhering to the original classification rules.
Finally, a strict use of the type-variety system often
leads to misclassification of sherds that come from
the same vessel. Because of differences in firing over
the surface or a vessel, uneven erosion patterns due
to deposition or placement of decoration on a vessel,
sherds from the same vessel may appear as two distinct
types (Demarest 1986). While there are limitations
to this descriptive methodology, it is the commonlyused schema by which Texas archaeologists discuss
ceramics, and, as long as the researchers understand
these limitations, type-variety analysis of a ceramic
sample can be fruitful.
As part of the classification procedure, information
was recorded concerning color measurements,
degree of dark coring, form dimensions (such as
rim diameter), estimation of firing temperature, and
surface treatment/decoration. Digital photographs of all
sherds were taken as part of the classificatory analysis.
Additionally, digital images were taken of the sherds
used for destructive analysis after they have been
sampled. Therefore, we have a before/after record of
all excavated sherds. These images will be placed in a
database that will be accessible to researchers.

Color Measurements
Color measurements describe the color of the interior
surface, the exterior surface, and the core color of the
sherds with the use of the Munsell Soil Color Charts.
These colors are important to record because they
may infer variation within ceramic traditions as well
as the degree of quality control of the manufacturing
process. By establishing different color patterns, if they
exist, it may be possible to distinguish technological
behaviors and stylistic identifiers. These patterns are
inferred through richness, evenness, and heterogeneity
indices (Bobrowsky and Ball 1989:formula 3; Pielou
1969:233; Simpson 1949).

Core Colors
Paste colors visible in cross-sections may show
distinctive colors resulting from a combination of
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paste constituents and firing conditions. Fully oxidized
vessels or sherds contain no organic matter and have a
uniform cross-section color. On the other hand, a darkcolored core may result from a lack of primary removal
of carbon by oxidation (dark core), or deposition
of carbon from a reducing atmosphere. Core colors
resulting from paste components and original firing
were measured with published charts and recorded
(Cecil 2001:Figure 2). The resulting nominal values
allow for statistical analyses of measurements of
central tendency (mean), measurements of variation
(standard deviation and range), and correlation
coefficients for the sample.

Form Dimensions
We measured various sherds and determined vessel
forms (e.g., bowls and jars) in order to suggest possible
changes in technological, functional, and stylistic
attributes. By measuring the diameter of rim sherds
that comprise more than 10 percent of the total rim
diameter of a vessel, we are better able to demonstrate
variation in vessel size of a given ceramic group and/
or form. Measurements of central tendency (mean) and
measurements of variation (standard deviation) and
ceramic ware/type aid in the determination of Toyah
technological choices.

Estimation of Firing Temperature
Refiring procedures provide insight into the original
firing conditions and original clay colors. By estimating
the original firing temperature, information on time,
temperature, and atmosphere characteristics of the
pottery firing are provided. When refiring sherds at a
temperature of 800° C, one is able to arrive at “a general
picture of the variability in the kinds of clays the
prehistoric potters used” (Rice 1987b:344). As a result
of such analyses, a researcher can ask questions such
as: 1) are particular clays used for particular vessels? 2)
are different firing procedures used for different clays?,
and 3) does dark coring result from an abundance of
organics or is it attributable to another cause?

Surface Treatment and Decoration
When possible, we described any surface treatment
and decoration. The most common Toyah surface
treatment is brushing, which can be visually and
microscopically detected because the potter brushed/
scraped the clay while it was plastic, leaving drag
marks. The drag marks were caused when grit or harder
inclusions are dragged across the surface. The length of

the brushings can be determined (if the sherd is large
enough) because the grains that were brushed remain
at the end of the drag. In addition to brushing, Toyah
potters also polished, engraved, incised, punctuated,
and sometimes slipped or washed (self-slipped) their
pottery. These surface treatments are described and
illustrated when appropriate to compare stylistic
attributes to technological characteristics.

Technological Analysis—Mineralogical/
Petrographic Analysis
Petrographic analysis of clays and pottery is the second
essential step of this project to identify variability
of the samples as well as manufacturing recipes
and potting traditions. Petrographic analysis allows
for the identification of naturally occurring versus
culturally added inclusions to a clay body because of
the differences in inclusion size and sorting (shifting
of temper ingredients, or levigating of the clay) (Childs
1989; Orton et al. 1993; Williams et al. 1954). This
determination can be accomplished by analyzing
potential clay sources and pottery. Differences in
mineral composition and character between clays and
sherds reflect human behavior and the choices made
during pottery manufacture. Additionally, when sherds
cannot be assigned to a specific typology (described
above), petrography can distinguish more subtle
technological characteristics that may have been
important to the Toyah, but were not detectable by the
archaeologist’s eye (Childs 1989:24; Robinson 2008;
Steponaitis et al. 1988).
Petrographic analysis has been adapted from geological
techniques to analyze soils and rocks and is useful for
archaeological ceramics because, to a large extent,
geological sources differ enough across regions to
allow for comparison of different clays (Blatt 1992).
These methods are applicable to pottery analysis
because pottery can be regarded as a metamorphosed
sedimentary rock due to the composition of a sherd
consisting of clastic grains imbedded in a clay matrix
which has been transformed to “rock” through the
process of firing (Bishop et al. 1982; Rice 1987b:376).
Understanding these basic principles of geology plus
other principles of optical mineralogy, allow the
description of pottery pastes and clays.
Additionally, petrographic analysis can be used to
establish technological characteristics within the Toyah
ceramic samples because petrographic analysis aids
in the classification of sherds into specific categories
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(Childs 1989:24; McIntyre and McGregor 1982;
Skokan and Perttula 1998). This aspect of petrography
is most helpful when a sherd or vessel cannot be
assigned to a typology based on surface decoration,
vessel form, or rim diagnostics (Shepard 1956:165).
We anticipated that the above situation would arise
during our analysis because many of the sherds are
not decorated and because the variability within pastes
may be so as to not be detected with a 10X hand
lens. As a result, paste characteristics (clay matrix
and inclusions) were examined to establish possible
differences between technological styles.
Once a sherd or vessel is assigned to a ceramic group,
we can develop additional behavioral information
from a classification based on petrography because
petrography can answer process-oriented questions
from a diachronic or synchronic perspective (Carr
1990; Cecil 2001; Childs 1989). It is possible to
create a time series that models shifts in technological
characteristics such as paste and temper characteristics
(Braun 1985; Carr 1990; Cecil 2001).
The most common geological method of determining
the quantity of minerals in a thin section (quantitative
data) is point counting. Point counting determines the
number of different minerals along a predetermined
area (for example, 10 mm) of the length and width of
the section (Stoltman 1989). Analysis entailed point
counting of minerals and pores along transects of the
thin-section as is a generally accepted ceramic and
geological methodology. As part of the point counting
procedure, the analyst also recorded mineral size,
shape, roundness, and frequency to provide qualitative
and quantitative data by which to infer manufacturing
recipes. After completing the point counting of
minerals and pores of the Toyah pottery, the analyst
converted the frequency data to percentages based on
the actual counts and the percentages examined by
ternary diagrams to aid in the identification of Toyah
slipped pottery technological styles.
Petrographic analysis alone cannot determine the type
of clay mineral in the sherd because of the refractive
characteristics of clay minerals. Because of this
limitation, petrography will be combined with INAA
to obtain a more comprehensive data set of clays and
tempers.
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Technological Analysis— Neutron Activation
Analysis
Although petrography can identify the different
minerals and culturally added temper to the clay,
petrography cannot determine differences in clay
sources and it cannot detect trace and rare earth
elements that are often used to distinguish chemical
composition groups. Because the determination of
different manufacturing traditions is essential to this
project INAA was used to identify the variability
in chemical signatures that indicate differences in
clay resources and/or recipes of the Toyah. Thus, by
combining the strengths of petrography and INAA,
we can obtain results that predict regional identities
and possible exchange activities because variability
informs archaeologists about choices in technology and
resources that are essential to understanding the Toyah.
A number of analytical techniques (e.g., x-ray
fluorescence and inductively coupled plasma mass
spectroscopy) can be used to determine the chemical
composition of pottery, but none have the ease of
sample preparation and fewer errors due to laboratory
procedures as INAA. We proposed to use INAA
because it has been proven to be a very valuable
analytical tool for determining distribution patterns
of ceramics in Texas and worldwide (Bishop 2003;
Bishop and Rands 1982; Bishop et al. 1982; Blackman
and Bishop 2007; Boyd et al. 2002; Creel et al. 2002;
Descantes et al. 2004; Neff et al. 1994; Nichols et al.
2002, 2006).
All samples for INAA were submitted to the University
of Missouri Research Reactor (MURR, Michael D.
Glascock, director of the Archaeometry Laboratory),
and prepared employing standard INAA and MURR
procedures (Bishop et al. 1982; Glascock 1992). We
then analyzed the 33 standard elemental concentrations
with several multivariate pattern recognition techniques
(e.g., base 10 transformation of the elemental
concentrations, principal component analysis, and
Mahalanobis distances). The goal of INAA is to
distinguish compositionally homogenous groups
within the database of analytical samples that may
reflect geographically restricted zones. Thus, INAA
data can be combined with the typological, stylistic,
and petrographic data previously attained to create
technological style groups that can infer various Toyah
identities.
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Cluster Analysis
Like most published cluster analyses in archaeometry,
the type of cluster analysis utilized in this study was
hierarchic agglomerative (Baxter and Buck 2000:705).
In this type of analysis, individual specimens are treated
as unique groups at the outset and are successively
merged until they form one cluster. The criteria for
merging groups are based on one of several clustering
algorithms; in this study, the clustering algorithm that
was utilized is average linkage. The average linkage
algorithm takes account of group structure by defining
dissimilarity as the average distance between all pairs
of points, or one in each cluster (Baxter and Buck
2000:705). The results of cluster analysis are presented
as a dendrogram showing clusters and the level of
dissimilarity at which they merge (Baxter and Buck
2000:707).
Inspection of dendrograms can be a useful method for
identifying preliminary groups within compositional
data, but this process is typically quite subjective
(Baxter and Buck 2000:707; Glascock 1992:17). The
interpretation of results from cluster analysis is further
complicated by the fact that clustering algorithms
can impose an artificial structure on a set of data
(Baxter 1995:166). Ultimately, other statistical pattern
recognition techniques must be used to confirm or
refine groups suggested by cluster analysis (Baxter
and Buck 2000:707; Glascock 1992:17).

Principal Components Analysis
Principal components analysis (PCA) is a powerful
statistical technique that can be used to evaluate the
coherence of groups suggested by cluster analysis,
though it works equally well as a pattern-recognition
technique in its own right. PCA transforms a data set by
creating new, uncorrelated variables termed principal
components. The first principal component created
incorporates the greatest variance within the original
data set, the second principal component comprises
the second-most variance, and so on.
When PCA is used to discern groupings within a given
set of data, these principal components are typically
plotted against each other in two or three-dimensional
space (Baxter and Buck 2000:702). In many cases, the
resulting plot will reveal structures within the data
that are difficult or impossible to perceive using other
methods, with groups evident on the plot as areas of
high point density (Neff and Glascock 2002:5).

According to Baxter and Buck (2000:702), another way
of looking at PCA is that it approximates the distances
between individual specimens in low-dimensional
space. The quality of this approximation can be
assessed by the percentage of variation subsumed
by the primary principal components. The first two
principal components frequently account for more than
50 percent of the variance in a given data set, with the
first four principal components often incorporating
80 percent (Baxter 1995; Baxter and Buck 2000:702).

Discriminant Analysis
Discriminant analysis differs from both cluster analysis
and PCA in that it cannot be used to discover groups
or patterns in an undifferentiated set of data. This
multivariate statistical technique uses previously
defined groupings such as those determined through
cluster analysis or PCA to confirm the assignment of
specimens to different groups. As Baxter and Buck
(2000:709) note, the manner in which discriminant
analysis works is similar to PCA. Both techniques
create new variables from a previously existing set, but
in the case of discriminant analysis variables termed
discriminant functions are created to maximize the
separation between existing groups. The probability
that an individual specimen belongs to a given group is
calculated by determining its distance from the group
mean using the discriminant functions.
Occasionally the discriminant analysis will determine
that a specimen has been misclassified; in this case an
alternate group assignment is suggested. This ability to
reclassify cases makes discriminant analysis a powerful
tool for linking additional specimens not included in
initial analyses to existing groups (Baxter and Buck
2000:711; Glascock 1992:18).

Mahalanobis Distance
The data obtained from INAA are often highly
correlated, presenting a unique challenge for patternrecognition techniques such as cluster analysis. To use
an example, it has been demonstrated that the average
linkage cluster analysis of highly correlated data can
result in the appearance of multiple clusters where in
fact only one exists (Baxter and Buck 2000:707–708).
Given this situation, many analyses of ceramic
compositional data utilize statistical techniques that
employ a measurement known as Mahalanobis distance
(Baxter and Buck 2000:709; Glascock 1992:17; Neff
and Glascock 2002:5).

Data Recovery Research Objectives, Methods, and Techniques
Mahalanobis distance takes the correlations between
element concentrations in a given group into account
when formulating probabilities of group membership;
for a multivariate group the Mahalanobis distance of
a group member to the group centroid is analogous
to the standard deviation from a univariate mean
(Neff and Glascock 2002:5). Unfortunately, the use
of Mahalanobis distance requires that the group size
numbers at least one greater than the number of variables
used to calculate the probability of group membership
(Glascock 1992:19). Ideally, the group size will be
many times the number of variables considered (Baxter
and Buck 2000:717; Glascock 1992:19; Harbottle
1976). Given that neutron activation analysis of
ceramic artifacts can yield element concentrations for
up to 33 elements, these requirements for group size are
often not met. One method of dealing with the issue of
group size-to-variable ratios is to base the Mahalanobis
distance calculations on principal components. This
method presents an objective criterion for lowering the
group size requirement (Baxter and Buck 2000:717;
Glascock 1992:19).

Effect of Bone Temper on INAA Results
The predominance of bone temper in Toyah ceramics
presents a problem for INAA in terms of determining
the effect of the calcium present in the bone on
the overall chemical composition of the ceramic
paste. Laser ablation ICP-MS analyses undertaken
on two Toyah sherds submitted to MURR by the
Texas Archeological Research Laboratory (Neff and
Glascock 2002) indicated that the majority of elements
within these two samples were present in similar
amounts in the bone temper and the clay matrix. The
chief exception to this trend was the element calcium,
which was found to be present in the bone temper at
concentrations approximately six times that of the
ceramic paste. Given these results, it was clear that the
addition of bone temper had the effect of diluting the
concentrations of other elements in the paste.
The large quantities of calcium in the bone temper
and its dilutive effect on the measured quantities
of other elements within the paste requires that a
mathematical formula be utilized to correct the
concentrations reported by the neutron activation
analysis. Fortunately, previous work with neutron
activation analysis of Mississippian pottery containing
shell temper (Cogswell et al. 1998; Steponaitis et al.
1996) resulted in the introduction of a formula that can
serve as an approximate correction for calcium dilution
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resulting from the addition of either shell or bone to
ceramic paste. This formula was used to correct the
elemental concentrations for all bone tempered sherds
used in this study.

Sampling Strategy for Ceramics
The entire pottery Little Paint sample was visually
examined to understand the basic diversity within
the assemblage. Refiring, petrographic, and chemical
analyses require a sampling strategy because of
the cost of and destructive nature of the analyses.
Although all excavated sherds was available for
the selection process for refiring, petrographic, and
chemical analyses, four restrictions were placed on
the sherds in order to qualify for the selection process
(Cecil 2001:64–65; Rice 1987b:321–324). First, only
sherds that are larger than 2.5 cm were considered for
analysis. Size restrictions are necessary because of
the destructive methods of analysis described above.
Second, only sherds representing different vessels
were selected in order to avoid over sampling one
vessel at the expense of others. We understand that it
may not be possible to tell which undecorated body
sherds belong to different vessels, but every effort
(including refitting) was taken to ensure that we did
not over sample one vessel. Third, unprovenienced
sherds were not be selected. Finally, when available,
rim sherds (and other diagnostic sherds) were selected
over undecorated body sherds because of their potential
for defining technological styles through form.
Stratified random sampling is the best method by
which to obtain a sample for this study because the
Toyah pottery from the Little Paint site represents a
heterogeneous collection with multiple subpopulations.
The sampling methodology also enhances statistical
precision so that “the variability of the sampling
distributions of whatever statistics are involved in the
research will be decreased” (Hinkle et al. 1994:161).
The number of ware categories was determined from
the initial visual typological classification. The sherds
were then divided into the ware categories and further
divided based on the feature from which they were
excavated (provenience). Each sherd of each ware in
each feature was assigned a number. A random table
of numbers was generated, and sherds were selected
based on the random numbers. This selection process
continued until sufficient sherds were sampled to
characterize the population. These sherds were
refired to obtain firing temperature and atmosphere
information and were analyzed through mineralogical
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and chemical methodologies. After completion of
this comprehensive examination, sherd stylistic and
technological data were combined with excavation data
to better understand the temporal and spatial variation
of the site ceramics and other sites.

Chapter 5

Overview of the Little Paint Site and Results of its Study
Stephen M. Carpenter, Abby Peyton, Mercedes C. Cody, and Kevin A. Miller

Introduction
The testing and data recovery investigations at the
Little Paint site were conducted in three field phases.
Testing investigations were carried out over the course
of three weeks from August 21 to September 8, 2006.
The findings of this first phase clearly determined the
site to be eligible for the NRHP, in large part based on
its substantial, intact Toyah component. Accordingly,
data recovery investigations to mitigate project effects
ensued from November 13 to December 21, 2006, on
the western side of the 80-foot right-of-way. Some
of the findings during data recovery triggered the
need for a third and final phase to address unforeseen
potential on the opposite, eastern side of the road.
Consequently, from January 22 to February 2, 2007,
additional data recovery was conducted. This chapter
presents an overview of the investigations and findings.
More detailed analyses of the recovered materials,
geomorphological context, and interpretations are
addressed in the subsequent chapters. The main intent
of this chapter is show how the site was investigated, the
basic layout of investigations to establish provenience,
and provide a thumbnail sketch of the site structure.
The testing phase results are presented first, followed
by those of the data recovery.

Testing Investigations
In the summer of 2006, testing investigations consisted
of 10 hand-excavated, 1-m-square units, three backhoe
trenches, and four shovel tests. The explicit objectives
were to determine the significance and eligibility
of the site in terms of NRHP and SAL criteria. The
hand unit excavations focused on the 1- to 2-m-wide,
150-m-long strip of right-of-way on the western side of
US 377 (Figure 5.1). Upon arrival at the site for testing,
a large amount of cultural material was observed
eroding out of the road cut (Figure 5.2). The observed
material included several lithic flakes, bifaces, burned
limestone, and a few utilized flakes. With US 377
running parallel to the South Llano River, the road
appears to have been placed at the juncture of two
ancient terraces of the river. This is apparent due to the
road cut truncating the terrace along the western side

of the road while the eastern side is flat and continues
at a slight slope till it drops into the active floodplain
(Figure 5.3). The road continues south, transitioning
onto the upper terraces beyond the site boundaries,
approximately 200 m south of the US 377/Llano River
crossing.
Although the initial survey stated that one burned rock
feature was observed eroding out to the road cut, an
examination of the exposed deposits during the testing
investigations could not clearly define a feature, per
se, though an area of relatively dense materials was
noted. The eroding cultural material appeared to have
an even distribution along the exposed portion of the
road cut. The exposed road cut is bisected by a twotrack access road that has leveled a portion of the road
cut (Figure 5.1). To determine site stratigraphy and
the extent of cultural deposits along this portion of
the right-of-way, eight 1 × 1-m test excavations were
set up along the western side of the right-of-way, with
six units placed along the level portions of the terrace
south of the bisecting two-track and two additional
units placed north of the bisecting two-track, along
the northern portion of the exposed road cut before
the road turns east to cross the river. The units were
placed approximately 30 cm from the western rightof-way boundary to test intact cultural deposits not
disturbed by the road cut. Two additional test units
(Test Units 8 and 10) were placed on the eastern side
of the road to investigate cultural deposits revealed
during mechanical trenching. A datum with an arbitrary
elevation of 100 m was set up at the base of a metal
pole with a concrete footing located on the high point
of the western terrace within the right-of-way. All
elevations referenced in relation to the arbitrary 100
m datum elevation.
Of note, four natural strata were recognized throughout
the site (Strata 1 through 4). Deferring to the more
detailed geomorphological study in Chapter 6, they are
briefly described in the first unit since the correlations
of cultural and natural strata from the inception guided
both the testing and data recovery phases. Although
slight variations within each test unit were recognized
with regards to these strata, the referenced strata

Figure 5.1.

Site map of Little Paint testing investigations.
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Stratum 3 was a black to very dark gray gravelly silty
loam from 54 to 80 cmbs (99.53–99.27 m). The lowest
stratum encountered within Test Unit 1, Stratum 4, was
a dark yellowish brown silt to silty loam from 80 to
137 cmbs (99.27–98.7 m), the bottom of excavations.
The lower sediments showed a distinctive absence of
cobbles and gravels found in the overlying strata.

Figure 5.2.

Overview of Little Paint site from
bridge over South Llano River, facing
southwest. Cutbank in right background
is replete with eroding artifacts.

number relates to general characteristics exhibited
throughout the site. The correlation of the strata
observed in each unit is provided in later chapters.

Test Unit 1
Test Unit 1 was placed along the western right-of-way
boundary in the central portion of the site. The 1 ×
1-m test unit was laid out on a relatively flat portion
of the upper terrace, west of the US 377 road cut.
Ultimately, Test Units 6 and 7 were placed on the
southern and northern sides of the unit, respectively.
In all, 13 arbitrary 10-cm levels were excavated in
Test Unit 1, reaching a depth of 137 cm below the
surface (cmbs), or to the arbitrary elevation of 98.7
m. Although the unit was placed approximately 20
cm from the western right-of-way boundary in an area
that appeared relatively undisturbed, the surface of the
unit sloped 16 cm downward from west to east unit.
Sediments in Test Unit 1 comprise four natural
strata, designated Strata 1 through 4 from top to
bottom, respectively (Figures 5.4 and 5.5). The strata
first defined in Test Unit 1 pervade the site, though
with some notable variations. The first stratum was
disturbed overburden with coarse sand and gravels to a
depth of 33 cmbs (99.74 m). Stratum 2 was subdivided
into Stratum 2a and 2b. Stratum 2a, from 33 to 42
cmbs (99.74 –99.65 m), was a very dark brown silty
loam. Significantly, the upper and lower boundaries of
Stratum 2a were very discrete. Stratum 2b, extending
to a depth of 54 cmbs (99.53 m), was a black silty loam
approximately 10- to 12-cm-thick. The underlying

The 13 levels excavated in Test Unit 1 revealed cultural
materials throughout the profile, though the majority
of the artifacts were recovered from the upper 80 cm
or so, correlating with Strata 1 through 3. The density
of cultural materials decreased gradually in the lower
portion of the unit, but the excavations never reached
sterile deposits. Levels 1 through 3, excavated in
Stratum 1, yielded a fairly high density of materials, but
recovery of a modern piece of metal suggests this upper
stratum is disturbed and, as noted, is likely overburden
pushed up during grading of the adjacent roadside
ditch. Levels 3 through 5, to an elevation of 99.5 m,
encountered what appears to be a discrete Toyah zone,
as evidenced by three ceramic body sherds, two Perdiz
arrow points, a Cliffton arrow point, and a marine shell
ornament. Along with the points is a prominent increase
in most other artifact categories, including bone and
burned rock (Table 5.1).
Levels 6 through 9 encountered a zone of rather
dense cultural materials in which there appears to be
collapsed stratigraphy to some degree. An Edgewoodlike point from Level 6 and a Pedernales point from
Level 9 collectively suggest Late Archaic period, a
temporal range of 1,000 to 2,000 years, within four
levels. Though the diagnostic artifacts are generally
in the correct stratigraphic order, no stratigraphic

Figure 5.3.

Overview of Little Paint site facing
north towards river crossing.
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potential for horizontal patterning, Test Units 6 and 7
were contiguously placed to the north and south.

Test Unit 2

Figure 5.4.

Overview of Test Unit 1 and adjacent
Test Units 6 and 7, which shows the
natural and cultural stratigraphy along
the western wall, facing southwest.

separation could be clearly defined within the 30- to 40cm- thick zone. Other diagnostics recovered from this
zone in adjacent test units further suggest a collapsed
stratigraphy.
Levels 10 through 13, excavated within the silty
sediment of Stratum 5, encountered a steady decline
in debitage. Materials recovered include lithic debitage
(n=223) and 14 pieces of bone (Table 5.1). Excavations
on the unit were abandoned to further explore cultural
components at higher elevations.
Though no features could be clearly defined in Test
Unit 1, at least two cultural zones, as previously
discussed, are evident, including the Toyah component
and a compressed, lower Late Archaic zone.
Test Unit 1 revealed four natural strata and two cultural
zones. The natural strata include an upper, likely
modern overburden layer, atop three dark organic strata
that contain the majority of the cultural materials in
the unit. These strata lie atop a lower silty layer that
contains sparse cultural materials, mainly gradually
decreasing quantities of debitage.
The two cultural zones consist of an apparently
stratigraphically discrete Toyah component that yielded
a relatively substantial amount of tools, points, an
ornamental shell, debitage, bone, and burned rock. The
lower cultural zone likewise produced a large array of
materials, but the diagnostic artifacts indicate multiple
components representing a long range of time that are
compressed and evidently intermixed. To further define
and explore both of these components and to assess the

Test Unit 2 was placed along the western right-of-way
boundary in the northern portion of the site (Figure
5.6). The 1 x 1-m test unit was laid out on a sloping
portion of the upper terrace, along the US 377 road
cut, where US 377 starts to make a northeastern turn
to cross the South Llano River. In all, 15 arbitrary 10cm levels were excavated, reaching a depth of 161 cm
below the surface, or to 97.9 m. Because the unit was
placed in the northern portion of the site where the
road cut slope is adjacent to the western right-of-way
boundary, the unit had a 24 cm slope from the western
to eastern unit boundary. The sediments within Test
Unit 2 were classified into three natural strata. These
strata had characteristics similar to Strata 1, 4, and a
dark silt loam stratum that temporally correlates with
Strata 2 and 3 observed in Test Unit 1.
Similar to Test Unit 1, the 15 levels excavated in
Test Unit 2 revealed cultural materials throughout
the profile, though the majority of the artifacts were
recovered from the upper 95 cm or so (Levels 1–8) as
shown in Table 5.2. The density of cultural materials
decreased gradually in the lower portion of the unit,
but never reached sterile deposits. Levels 1 through 4,
excavated in Stratum 1, yielded several modern
pieces of glass further suggesting the upper stratum is
disturbed. The lower portion of Level 4 through 9, at
the arbitrary elevation of 98.56 m, encountered intact
soils with a relative high number of artifacts. This
included 746 pieces of debitage, two possible point
fragments, one biface, one knife, one side scraper,
one core, and 18 pieces of bone recovered from these
levels. No diagnostics or features were observed within
middle stratum, although the general high number of
artifacts relates to the other units throughout the site.
In Test Unit 2, the middle stratum contained the
majority of the cultural deposits consistent with the
cultural zones recognized in Test Unit 1. Unfortunately,
the stratum could not be discerned temporally, and,
therefore, no distinct cultural zones could be identified.
Additionally, no features were clearly defined in Test
Unit 2.

Test Unit 3
Test Unit 3 was placed approximately 5 m north and
downslope of Test Unit 2, along the western right-

Figure 5.5.

Profile map of Test Units 1, 6, and 7.
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Table 5.1.

Artifact Recovery for Test Unit 1

Level

Elevation

Depth
(cmbs)

Ceramics

Points

1

100.07–99.9

13–30

0

0

2 Retouched
Flakes,
1 Groundstone

327

122 / 6.2

5

2

99.9–99.8

30–40

0

0

0

121

31 / 3.0

4

3

99.8–99.7

40–50

2 Plain
Body
Sherds

0

1 End & Side
Scraper,
1 Core

81

31 / 3.9

8

2 Perdiz

2 Bifaces,
1 Scraper,
1 Worked Bone,
1 Marine Shell
Ornament

293

37 / 2.2

89

1 Cliffton

1 Side Scraper/
Graver

192

55 / 6.0

33

3 Bifaces,
1 Edgewood1 Retouched
like
Flake, 1 Utilized
Flake

91

44 / 5.7

15

4

99.7–99.6

50–60

1 Plain
Body
Sherd

5

99.6–99.5

60–70

0

Tools/Cores/
Debitage FCR # / Wt. (kg)
Miscellaneous

Bone

6

99.5–99.4

70–80

0

5&6

99.6–99.4

60–80

0

0

0

4

33 / 3.2

1

7

99.4–99.3

80–90

0

1 Untyped arrow (barb)

1 Graver,
1 Core

112

81 / 10.2

21

8

99.3–99.2

90–100

0

0

2 Bifaces
1 Butted Biface,
1 Antler Billet

113

86 / 13.5

30

9

99.2–99.1

100–110

0

1 Pedernales

1 Biface

67

52 / 3.3

7

10

99.1–99.0

110–120

0

0

0

111

21 / 2.5

12

11

99.0–98.9

120–130

0

0

0

48

16 / 0.8

0

12

98.9–98.8

130–140

0

0

0

11

4 / 0.1

0

13

98.8–98.7

140–150

0

0

0
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12 / 0.5

2

of-way boundary in the northern portion of the site.
Similar to Test Unit 2, the 1 × 1-m Test Unit 3 was
laid out on a sloping portion of the upper terrace, along
the US 377 road cut. In all, 10 arbitrary 10-cm levels
were excavated, reaching a depth of 110 cm below
the surface, or to 97.9 m. Also similar to Test Unit 2,
the unit was placed in the northern portion of the site
where the road cut slope is adjacent to the western
right-of-way boundary, which accounts for a 24 cm
difference from the western to eastern unit boundary.
Because of Test Unit 3’s proximity to Test Unit 2, the
sediments in the unit displayed similar characteristics.

In this portion of the site, the western right-of-way
boundary begins to run down the road cut slope,
correlating with the US 377 northeastern turn towards
the South Llano River crossing (Figure 5.1). The
10 levels excavated in Test Unit 3 revealed cultural
materials throughout the profile, with the majority
of the artifacts recovered from the upper 70 cm or
so, correlating with the upper two strata. The density
of cultural materials decreased gradually in the
lower portion of the unit, but never reached sterile
deposits. The lower portion of Level 1 through Level
6, to an elevation of 98.3 m, encountered intact
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recovered within the upper portions of the middle
stratum, suggesting a continuance of the Toyah zone
deposits displayed in Test Unit 1.

Test Unit 4

Figure 5.6.

Test Units 2 and 3 location along the
artificial cut bordering the upper terrace
edge, facing north.

soils with a relative high number of artifacts (Table
5.3). Stratum 2, correlating with a defined Toyah
zone in Test Unit 1, could not be clearly identified.
Nevertheless, two Perdiz projectile points were
Table 5.2.

Test Unit 4 was placed along the western rightof-way boundary in the central portion of the site,
approximately 15 m south of Test Unit 1 (Figure 5.7).
The 1 × 1-m test unit was laid out on a relatively flat
portion of the upper terrace, west of the US 377 road
cut to explore the southern portion of the site. Eighteen
arbitrary 10-cm levels were excavated in the unit,
reaching a depth of 190 cmbs, or to 98.1 m. The unit
had a 13 cm slope from the western to eastern unit
boundary. Sediments in Test Unit 4 comprise the four
natural strata observed in Test Unit 1.
Cultural materials were observed throughout the 13
levels excavated in Test Unit 4, with the majority of the
artifacts recovered from the upper 80 cm, correlating
with Strata 1 through 3 (Table 5.4). As in the previous
units, the density of cultural materials decreased

Artifact Recovery for Test Unit 2

Level

Elevation

Depth
(cmbd)

Points

1

99.51–99.3

14–35

0

2 Bifaces

144

0

0

2

99.3–99.2

35–45

0

1 Biface

196

47 / 2.5

2

3

99.2–99.1

45–55

0

0

89

29 / 2.8

0

4

99.1–99.0

55–65

1 Possible
Point Fragment

1 Core

144

40 / 2.9

4

5

99.0–98.9

65–75

1 Possible
1 Biface,
Point Frag1 Side Scraper
ment

111

6 / 0.3

4

6

98.9–98.8

75–85

0

0

151

9 / 0.4

1

7

98.8–98.7

85–95

0

0

158

14 / 0.2

3

8

98.7–98.6

95–105

0

1 Knife

103

34 / 2.6

6

Tools/Cores Debitage FCR # / Wt. (kg)

Bone

9

98.6–98.5

105–115

0

0

79

9 / 0.3

0

10

98.5–98.4

115–125

0

0

22

5 / 0.2

1

11

98.4–98.3

125–135

0

0

15

12 / 0.2

0

12

98.3–98.2

135–145

0

0

12

13 / 0.2

0

13

98.2–98.1

145–155 1 Untyped dart

1 Core

25

5 / 0.1

2

14

98.1–98.0

155–165

0

1 Biface

47

15 / 1.1

2

15

98.0–97.9

165–175

0

0

31

6 / 0.2

1
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Table 5.3.

Artifact Recovery for Test Unit 3

Level

Elevation

Depth
(cmbd)

Points

1

99.0–98.8

10–30

1 Perdiz

1 Graver,
1 Side Scraper

239

20 / 0.6

17

259

17 / 0.4

8

Tools/Cores Debitage FCR # / Wt. (kg)

Bone

2

98.8–98.7

30–40

1 Perdiz

1 Core,
1 Core Fragment,
1 Tested
Cobble

3

98.7–98.6

40–50

0

2 Bifaces,
2 Cores

175

11 / 0.6

5

4

98.6–98.5

50–60

0

2 Bifaces,
1 Core

122

14 / 1.5

2

5

98.5–98.4

60–70

0

0

231

30 / 1.2

1

6

98.4–98.3

70–80

0

0

87

0

3

7

98.3–98.2

80–90

0

0

48

6 / 0.5

6

8

98.2–98.1

90–100

0

0

12

0

0

9

98.1–98.0

100–110

0

0

12

0

0

10

98.0–97.9

110–120

0

0

11

0

0

gradually in the lower portion of the unit, but the
excavations never reached sterile deposits.
Portions of Level 4 through 7 encountered the zone of
rather dense cultural materials apparent in Test Unit
1, which appears to have a compressed stratigraphy
to some degree. A Montell dart point and a Nolan dart
point recovered from Level 7, suggest mixed Late and
Middle Archaic periods, respectively – a temporal
range of 2,000 to 3,000 years within one level. Though
the diagnostic artifacts are generally in the correct
stratigraphic order, no stratigraphic separation could
be clearly defined within the 30- to 35-cm-thick zone.

Test Unit 5
Test Unit 5 was placed approximately 21 m south of
Test Unit 4, along the western right-of-way boundary
in the southern portion of the site. Similar to Test Unit
4, the 1 × 1-m test unit was laid out on a relatively
flat portion of the upper terrace, west of the US 377
road cut. At the location of Test Unit 5, the road cut
starts to flatten as US 377 rises to the upper terrace,
south of the site. In all, 14 arbitrary 10-cm levels were

Levels 8 through 18, excavated within the silty
sediment of Stratum 4, encountered a steady decline
in debitage. However, an additional untyped dart point
was found in the stratum at an elevation of 98.55 (145
cmbs). This projectile point was found in a level of
sparse debitage with no other artifacts. Excavations of
the unit were abandoned to further explore the Toyah
and compressed cultural zones identified at higher
elevations.
Though no features could be clearly defined in Test
Unit 4, the two cultural zones evident in Test Unit 1
are apparent, including the component consistent with
the Toyah zone and the compressed, mixed lower Late
Archaic zone.

Figure 5.7.

Test Unit 4 in foreground, Test Units 1,
6, and 7 in near background, and Test
Unit 2 in background along sloped APE,
facing north.
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Table 5.4.

Artifact Recovery for Test Unit 4

Level

Elevation

Depth
(cmbd)

Points

Tools/Cores

1

100.0–99.8

10–30

0

1 Biface

19

31 / 6.8

0

2

99.8–99.7

30–40

0

0

77

26 / 1.4

11

3

99.7–99.6

40–50

0

1 Biface,
1 Groundstone

51

83 / 15.7

4

4

99.6–99.5

50–60

0

1 Knife,
1 Core

90

41 / 5.7

5

5

99.5–99.4

60–70

0

1 End & Side
Scraper

33

3 / 0.2

1

6

99.4–99.3

70–80

0

1 Biface

185

16 / 5.5

7

0

134

8 / 3.0

9

Debitage FCR # / Wt. (kg)

Bone

7

99.3–99.2

80–90

1 Montell,
1 Nolan

8

99.2–99.1

90–100

0

1 Biface

27

3 / 1.0

3

9

99.1–99.0

100–110

0

1 Biface

24

6 / 2.2

0

10

99.0–98.9

110–120

0

0

11

2 / 1.1

0

11

98.9–98.8

120–130

0

0

9

1 / 0.1

0

12

98.8–98.7

130–140

0

0

14

0

0

13

98.7–98.6

140–150

0

0

16

0

0

14

98.6–98.5

150–160 1 Untyped dart

0

17

1 / 0.1

0

15

98.5–98.4

160–170

0

0

45

3 / 0.3

1

16

98.4–98.3

170–180

0

0

12

2 / 0.1

0

17

98.3–98.2

180–190

0

0

6

1 / 0.1

0

18

98.2–98.1

190–200

0

0

27

0

0

excavated in the unit, reaching a depth of 147 cmbs, or
to 98.6 m. The sediments observed within Test Unit 5
varied from the other test units placed along the western
right-of-way in the central portion of the site, south of
the bisecting two-track. However, the unit had a middle
stratum similar to the middle stratum displayed in Test
Units 2 and 3.
The 14 levels excavated in Test Unit 5 revealed
cultural materials throughout the profile, with the
majority of the artifacts recovered from the upper 70
cm or so, correlating with Stratum 1 and the middle
stratum. The density of cultural materials decreased
gradually in the lower portion of the unit, but never
reached sterile deposits. The upper portion of Level
1, excavated in Stratum 1, yielded several glass and
metal wire fragments further confirming the upper
stratum is disturbed. The lower portion of Level 1
through the upper portion of Level 5, to an approximate
elevation of 99.56 m, encountered intact soils with a

relative high number of artifacts (Table 5.5). The Toyah
zone could not be clearly defined within this stratum.
However, one Frio dart point was recovered in Level
5 near the bottom of the stratum. The Archaic point
is consistent with the compressed and intermixed
multiple component zone in Stratum 3.
Similar to Test Units 2 and 3, the unit revealed three
natural strata with a middle stratum that temporally
correlates with Stratum 2 and 3. This stratum contained
the majority of the cultural deposits consistent with the
cultural zones recognized in Test Unit 1.

Test Units 6 and 7
Test Units 6 and 7 were placed immediately south and
north of Test Unit 1 along the western right-of-way
boundary in the central portion of the site. The 1 × 1-m
test units were excavated to further define and explore
cultural components discerned in Test Unit 1 and to
assess the potential for horizontal patterning. In all, 14
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Table 5.5.

Artifact Recovery for Test Unit 5

Level

Elevation

Depth
(cmbd)

Points

1

100.07–99.9

13–30

0

1 Biface

20

13 / 1.2

0

2

99.9–99.8

30–40

0

1 End Scraper

165

32 / 2.0

1

3

99.8–99.7

40–50

0

0

79

12 / 1.0

0

4

99.7–99.6

50–60

0

1 Expedient
Scraper

76

16 / 1.5

0

5

99.6–99.5

60–70

1 Frio

0

67

7 / <0.2

5

6

99.5–99.4

70–80

0

1 Biface
1 Core

139

8 / <0.2

1

7

99.4–99.3

80–90

0

0

29

29 / 2.0

0

8

99.3–99.2

90–100

0

0

7

36 / 4.8

2

9

99.2–99.1

100–110

0

0

4

1 / 0.1

0

Tools/Cores Debitage FCR # / Wt. (kg)

Bone

10

99.1–99.0

110–120

0

0

5

3 / 0.2

0

11

99.0–98.9

120–130

0

0

6

4 / 0.1

0

12

98.9–98.8

130–140

0

0

6

0

0

13

98.8–98.7

140–150

0

0

14

3 / 0.2

0

14

98.7–98.6

150–160

0

0

17

1 / 0.1

1

arbitrary 10-cm levels were excavated in Test Unit 6,
to depth of 147 cmbs (98.6 m), and 13 levels in Test
Unit 7, reaching a depth of 133 cmbs (98.7 m).
Sediments in Test Units 6 and 7 comprise the four
natural strata observed in Test Unit 1, designated 1
through 4. Due to the close proximity of Test Units
1, 6, and 7, the strata shared common depths and
characteristics with only slight variations in original
ground surface elevations. The excavations in Test
Units 6 and 7 revealed cultural materials throughout
the units and, as in Test Unit 1, the majority of the
artifacts were recovered from the upper 80 cm or so,
correlating with Strata 1 through 3. The density of
cultural materials decreased gradually in the lower
portion of the units, but, again, the excavations never
reached sterile deposits. Overall the strata and cultural
zones in these units correlated with the excavated
levels discussed in Test Unit 1. Levels 1 through 3
contained a disturbed Stratum 1. Levels 3 through 5
contained what appears to be a discrete Toyah zone.
Levels 6 through 9 encountered a zone of compressed,
intermixed stratigraphy with Middle to Late Archaic
period diagnostic artifacts. Levels 10 through 14,
excavated within the silty sediment of Stratum 4,
encountered a steady decline in debitage.

In Stratum 2 of Test Unit 6, we recovered Toyah phase
diagnostics included one Cliffton arrow point and one
ceramic body sherd. In addition, 505 pieces of debitage,
two bifaces, one unifacial scraper, one retouched
flake, and one core, as well as 83 pieces of bone were
recovered (Table 5.6). Within Test Unit 7, Toyah phase
diagnostics were recovered in Levels 2, 4, and 5 and
included four Perdiz arrow points, one Perdiz preform,
and two ceramic body sherds. Levels 3 through 5,
within Stratum 2a and 2b, can be clearly associated
with the Toyah cultural zone. Artifacts recovered from
these three levels include 1,104 pieces of debitage, four
possible point fragments, four bifaces, one scraper,
and one retouched flake, as well as 206 pieces of
bone (Table 5.7). An example of the compressed and
mixed nature of the lower zones was found in Level
7, where a Late Prehistoric Chadbourne arrow point
and a Late Archaic Montell dart point were found in
close association.
The excavation of Test Units 6 and 7 further
substantiated the findings of Test Unit 1, and provided
perhaps the best data on the site and its significance.
The adjacent test units continued to show two distinct
cultural zones. The stratigraphically isolable and
distinct upper Toyah component was robust, yielding a
relatively substantial amount of tools, points, debitage,
bone, and burned rock. The lower compressed cultural
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Table 5.6. Artifact Recovery for Test Unit 6
Level

Elevation

1

100.05–99.9

Depth
Ceramics
(cmbd)
14–30

0

Points

Tools/Cores Debitage FCR # / Wt. (kg)

2 Bifaces,
1 Untyped dart 1 Mano & Nutting Stone

Bone

246

101 / 5.7

9

140

128 / 11.1

3

2

99.9–99.8

30–40

0

0

1 Biface,
1 Expedient
Scraper,
1 Core?

3

99.8–99.7

40–50

0

0

1 Retouched
Flake

119

22 / 1.8

10

4

99.7–99.6

50–60

0

1 Cliffton

1 Biface,
1 Core

178

70 / 5.2

45

5

99.6–99.5

60–70

1 Plain
Body
Sherd

0

1 Biface,
1 Scraper

208

69 / 5.4

28

6

99.5–99.4

70–80

0

0

1 Biface,
1 Scraper

127

56 / 5.0

16

7

99.4–99.3

80–90

0

0

1 Biface

145

56 / 6.3

39

8

99.3–99.2

90–100

0

0

0

113

101 / 15.8

23

0

2 Bifaces,
1 Core

68

24 / 1.9

7

9

99.2–99.1

100–110

0

10

99.1–99.0

110–120

0

0

0

80

25 / 3.2

7

11

99.0–98.9

120–130

0

0

0

41

8 / 2.6

0

12

98.9–98.8

130–140

0

0

0

6

1 / 0.1

0

13

98.8–98.7

140–150

0

1 Possible
Point Fragment

0

23

2 / 0.1

0

14

98.7–98.6

150–160

0

0

0

45

0

2

zone likewise produced a large array of materials, but
it contained diagnostic artifacts indicating multiple
components representing a long range of time.

Test Unit 8
Test Unit 8 was placed east of US 377, opposite
to Test Units 1, 6, and 7. The 1 × 1-m test unit was
placed east and adjacent to Backhoe Trench 3 to
assess the upper zone of cultural materials observed

in the trench wall. In all, one large 30-cm level and
four arbitrary 10-cm levels were excavated in Test Unit
8 to depth of 80 cmbs (96.5 m). The upper 50 cm of
Test Unit 8 was determined to be highly disturbed by
road construction. The eight levels excavated in Test
Unit 8 revealed cultural materials throughout, with
the majority of the artifacts recovered from 50 to 70
cmbs, which is the upper 20 cm of the beginning of
an undisturbed stratum. Two Perdiz arrow points were

recovered in this undisturbed stratum (Table 5.8). From
the diagnostics recovered, this upper portion of intact
stratum appears to be contemporaneous with the Toyah
zone observed in the units on the western side of US
377, indicating archaeological potential on the lower
terrace. The density of cultural materials decreased

rapidly in the lower portion of the unit, with the
last level only recovering one piece of debitage.

Test Unit 9
Test Unit 9 was placed along the western rightof-way boundary in the central portion of the site,
approximately 10 m north of Test Unit 7. The unit was
excavated to further define and explore discernible the
cultural zones revealed in Test Unit 1, 6, and 7 and to
assess the potential for horizontal patterning. The 1 x
1-m test unit was laid out on a relatively flat portion of
the upper terrace, west of the US 377 road cut and the
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Table 5.7.

Artifact Recovery for Test Unit 7
Depth
Ceramics
(cmbd)

Level

Elevation

Points

Tools/Cores Debitage FCR # / Wt. (kg)

1

100.2–99.9

0–30

0

0

2 Bifaces,
1 Scraper,
1 Core

99

20 / 9.7

3

2

99.9–99.8

30–40

0

1 Perdiz,
1 Possible Point
Fragment

1 Biface

45

22 / 10.0

3

3

99.8–99.7

40–50

0

0

1 Biface

177

39 / 4.4

1

803

115 / 8.5

187

2 Bifaces,
3 Perdiz,
1 Scraper, 1
4 Possible Point
Retouched
Fragments
Flake

Bone

4

99.7–99.6

50–60

2 Plain
Body
Sherds

5

99.6–99.5

60–70

0

1 Perdiz Preform

1 Biface

124

90 / 9.6

18

6

99.5–99.4

70–80

0

0

1 Biface,
1 Knife

161

69 / 12.4

13

7

99.4–99.3

80–90

0

1 Chadbourne,
1 Montell

1 Biface

115

65 / 8.6

24

8

99.3–99.2

90–100

0

0

1 Butted
Biface,
1 Knife

140

95 / 17.1

70

9

99.2–99.1

100–110

0

0

0

94

22 / 1.9

10

10

99.1–99.0

110–120

0

0

0

63

19 / 2.5

9

11

99.0–98.9

120–130

0

0

1 Knife

44

9 / 1.0

1

12

98.9–98.8

130–140

0

0

0

37

1 / 0.1

2

13

98.8–98.7

140–150

0

0

0

74

3 / 0.2

0

bisected two-track. Eight arbitrary 10-cm levels were
excavated in the unit, reaching a depth of 88 cmbs, or
to 99.2 m.
Cultural materials were observed throughout the
8 levels excavated in Test Unit 9 (Table 5.9). The
density of cultural materials never decreased in the
lower portion of the unit. However, since the unit was
excavated to further explore the two cultural zones
recognized in previous units, excavations in Test Unit
9 ended upon encountering Stratum 4. A large portion
(18 cm) of Stratum 1 was excavated without screening
or collecting any cultural materials, as to concentrate on
Stratums 2 and 3. Underlying Stratum 1, in portions of
Level 4 to an elevation of 99.62, a shallow Stratum 2
was encountered. The lower portion of Level 4 through
7 (99.62–99.30) encountered the zone of rather dense
cultural materials in an apparent collapsed stratigraphy,
with the recovery of a Montell dart point from Level 6.
Excavations on this unit were terminated once Stratum
4 was encountered.

Though no features could be clearly defined in Test
Unit 9, the two cultural zones evident in Test Unit 1,
are evident, including the component consistent with
the Toyah zone and the compressed, Middle to Late
Archaic zone. Although no diagnostics were observed
in the Toyah zone, the soils and relative elevation are
consistent with Test Unit 1.

Test Unit 10
Test Unit 10 was placed east of the road to further
explore the site’s boundaries on the lower terrace.
Excavations in Test Unit 10 consisted of four arbitrary
10-cm levels to 40 cmbs (96.7 m) (Figure 5.8). At
the base of the fourth level, a modern buried utility
was uncovered. Although a distinct trench outline for
the placement of the utility could not be identified
within the unit profile, the integrity of the deposits
was determined to be highly compromised. Upon
encountering the utility, excavations within Test Unit
10 were terminated. In addition, the disturbance was
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Table 5.8.

Artifact Recovery for Test Unit 8

Level

Elevation

Depth
(cmbd)

Points

2

97.0–96.8

48–70

0

1 Scraper

147

5 / 0.3

20

3

96.8–96.7

70–80

2 Perdiz

2 Bifaces,
1 Core

84

6 / 0.3

29

4

96.7–96.6

80–90

0

0

23

4 / 0.4

8

5

96.6–96.5

90–100

0

0

0

3 / 0.6

1

Table 5.9.

Tools/Cores Debitage FCR # / Wt. (kg)

Bone

Artifact Recovery for Test Unit 9

Level

Elevation

Depth
(cmbd)

Points

Tools/Cores/
Debitage FCR # / Wt. (kg)
Miscellaneous

2

99.9–99.8

30–40

0

1 End Scraper

49

65 / 4.1

3

124

20 / 2.1

6

Bone

3

99.8–99.7

40–50

0

1 Biface,
1 End Scraper,
1 Core

4

99.7–99.6

50–60

1 Possible
Point Fragment

2 Bifaces,
1 Retouched
Flake

103

31 / 1.2

3

5

99.6–99.5

60–70

0

0

189

44 / 3.5

22

6

99.5–99.4

70–80

1 Montell

1 Biface,
1 Hand Axe

134

65 / 19.8

13

7

99.4–99.3

80–90

0

1 Biface

128

38 / 4.8

15

1 Possible
Point Fragment

1 Biface,
1 Knife,
1 Core,
1 Xenolith

197

42 / 5.5

36

8

99.3–99.2

90–100

further demonstrated with the relatively low amount of
cultural material recovered, which consisted of a mere
21 pieces of debitage throughout the unit (Table 5.10).

S

In addition to the hand excavations, the testing
investigations on the site used four shovel tests. The
shovel tests (STs) were utilized to determine the limits
of cultural material on the southern portion of the site.
The shovel tests (STs 1–4) were placed on the upper
terrace along the western right-of-way boundary south
of the testing units. ST 1 was placed approximately 6
m south of Test Unit 5 with the remaining STs placed
south at approximately 20-m intervals. Recovery from
these STs was light, but aided in the site delineation.
Based on the shovel tests, the southern extension of
the site’s cultural deposits is between STs 2 and 3
(Figure 5.1).

MechanicaL Trenching

Figure 5.8.

Testing investigations on east side of
roadway.

Additional excavations on the site included three
mechanical trenches (Backhoe Trenches 1, 2, and 3)
placed within the right-of-way, east of US 377. These
trenches were utilized to determine the presence/
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Table 5.10. Artifact Recovery for Test Unit 10
Level

Elevation

Depth
(cmbd)

Points

3

97.1–97.0

30–40

0

0

1

0

3

4

97.0–96.9

40–50

0

0

1

0

0

5

96.9–96.8

50–60

0

0

8

3 / 0.1

12

6

96.8–96.7

60–70

0

0

11

1 / 0.1

4

Tools/Cores Debitage FCR # / Wt. (kg)

absence of buried cultural materials along the eastern
portion of the right-of-way and allow for further
investigation of the geomorphic conditions within
the site.
Backhoe Trench 1 encountered a very dark gray
gravelly loam to 44 cmbs consisting of mainly gravels
and cobbles. From 44 to 59 cmbs, a very dark gray
clay loam was encountered. A 23 cm thick level of
gravels, pebbles, and cobbles followed the clay loam
to 82 cmbs. A dark gray clay loam (from 82 to 119
cmbs) and a dark yellowish brown sandy loam (from
119 to 150 cmbs) were the final two strata exposed
in Backhoe Trench 1. Substantial disturbances from
road construction were noted in the upper strata and
no cultural material was observed in the trench profile.
The first 32 cm in Backhoe Trench 2 consisted of a
thick stratum of very dark grayish brown gravelly
sandy clay loam. The stratum appears to likely be
disturbed fill in association with US 377. From 32
to 102 cmbs, the trench had a very dark gray silty
clay loam with increasing gravels with depth. Some
debitage and burned rock was observed within this
silty clay loam. The final strata encountered a dense
gravel and cobble bed to 110 cmbs where the trench
terminated.
Backhoe Trench 3 encountered the soils described
in Test Unit 8, with a disturbed upper layer up to
approximately 38 cmbs. Since the test unit encountered
this disturbed layer to 50 cmbs, it can be inferred
that the disturbance is deeper closer to US 377. The
trench then encountered intact very dark grayish
brown silt clay loam with minimal gravels to a depth
of 102 cmbs. As previously mentioned in Test Unit 8’s
sediment description, the soils did not display the same
characteristics as any of the strata observed in the test
units west of the road. However, the soil does have a
similar color and texture as Strata 2 and 3 without the
associated cobbles and gravels. The occasional piece of
debitage was observed within this silt clay loam. From

Bone

102 cmbs to the bottom of the trench at 150 cmbs, a
homogenous brown silt loam stratum was encountered.
Column samples were excavated at Backhoe Trenches
2 and 3 to determine the extent and integrity of the
cultural material on the east side of US 377. The
column sample in Backhoe Trench 2 encountered
two pieces of debitage and one burned rock from 70
to 90 cmbs. Within the column sample in Backhoe
Trench 3, a piece of debitage and two burned rocks
was found between 40 and 60 cmbs and an additional
piece of debitage was found between 80 and 100 cmbs.
Test Unit 8 was placed adjacent to Backhoe Trench
3 to further investigate the deposits (see Test Unit 8
description above).

Summary of Testing Effort
The objectives of the testing investigations were to
define the significance of the site in terms of eligibility
criteria for the NRHP and SAL. The testing excavations
comprised 12.5 m3 of hand-excavated site deposits
in 10 test units, shovel testing, mechanical trenching
and other documentation at the project area. The work
defined four natural strata at the site, and test unit
excavations delineated two distinct cultural zones
within the APE, a Toyah cultural zone and a lower,
mixed and compressed Middle to Late Archaic zone.
The upper site stratum (Stratum 1) was a heavily
construction zone that lacked integrity or substantial
cultural remains. The depositional context of Stratum
2 was obviously conducive to the preservation of
cultural materials, containing a stratigraphically
discrete Toyah phase component. All diagnostic
materials recovered from the stratum are consistent
with Toyah assemblages, including Perdiz points, a
Clifton point or perform, bone-tempered ceramics,
and certain biface and tool forms (e.g. beveled knives,
end scrapers). Accordingly, the Toyah component was
considered to have very good integrity with substantial
intact cultural deposits that reflect prehistoric cultural
behaviors. Further work in the form of data recovery
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excavations was recommended should the project
impact this component.
Below the Toyah component, in Stratum 3, numerous
diagnostic artifacts were recovered representing a
suite of different occupational periods. Unfortunately,
the depositional conditions were generally not
conducive to stratigraphic separation of the successive
occupations, with widespread compression and mixing.
Diagnostic artifacts from the Middle to Late Archaic
periods, representing 2,000 years or more of the
regional cultural chronology, were found compressed
within an approximately 50-cm zone. This compression
resulted in intermixing of components and poor
contextual integrity. Consequently, the stratum was
not recommended as a contributing component to the
site’s eligibility. No further work was recommended
on the stratum.
Although the depositional context was favorable,
Stratum 4 did not contain substantial cultural deposits.
Notably, there were no features, diagnostic artifacts,
or significant spikes in vertical distributions within the
project’s depth of effects. Accordingly, no further work
was recommended for the deeper deposits.

Data Recovery Investigations
In accordance with the findings of significance for the
Toyah component, and as avoidance of the deposits
was infeasible, data recovery investigations were
subsequently conducted by SWCA over the course two
field sessions from November 2006 to February 2007.

Layout of the Excavations
Prior to starting the data recovery excavations, a formal
grid was established. Grid north correlated with the
western right-of-way boundary along a fence, and the
East 100 baseline ran north-south parallel to this fence
but approximately 30 cm east of it (Figure 5.9). The
primary site datum, a 24-inch-long, half-inch diameter
piece of rebar, was established at the North (N) 100
East (E) 100 grid point. A 100-meter tape was pulled
along the E100 line, and secondary datums (or data for
the purists), also rebar, were set every 10 m (at N110
E100, N120 E100, N130 E100, etc.). Excavation units
were established initially along the E100 line (Figure
5.10), then subsequently on the E101 line. Each 1 ×
1-m excavation was designated by the coordinate of
its southwestern corner. Units on the eastern side of
the road were established on the same grid system.

Vertical control was maintained relative to Datum 1, a
poured concrete casing around a substantial fencepost
located at approximately N184 E100. The datum,
which was the same one used during testing, was
assigned an arbitrary elevation of 100.00 m, which
correlates with an absolute elevation of about 1,832
feet above mean sea level. Stringline datums were
established in 2-m intervals along the E100 baseline
and at similar intervals for the eastern excavations.
Elevations of artifacts and levels were maintained by
these datums.
The hand excavations were laid out to systematically
recover the Toyah component. A total of 95-metersquare units was excavated during data recovery,
including 61 on the western side and 34 on the eastern
side of the right-of-way. In addition, five partial
units were excavated throughout the site. The most
substantial Toyah component deposits were located
between N140 and N171 on the E100 line. N171 is
the limits of TxDOT right-of-way and south of N140
the Late Prehistoric component loses its stratigraphic
separation, becoming intermixed with the underlying
Archaic strata.

Mechanical Trenching
Excavations on the site during the data recovery phase
included three mechanical trenches (Backhoe Trench
2, 3, and 4) placed within the US 377 right-of-way.
These trenches were utilized to determine the presence/
absence of buried cultural materials and allow for
further investigation of the geomorphic conditions
within the site. Backhoe Trenches 1, 2, and 3 were
initially excavated during the testing excavations
with Backhoe Trenches 2 and 3 re-excavated during
the data recovery investigations. Backhoe Trench
4 was excavated solely to investigate geomorphic
conditions at the site. A late Early Archaic component
was identified deep within Backhoe Trench 4 during
the geomorphic study, but was not further explored
during the investigations. The following descriptions
summarize the soils encountered during the initial
excavations of Backhoe Trench 2 and 3 while Backhoe
Trench 4 is described in detail in the geomorphological
investigations discussed in Chapter 6.
Backhoe Trench 2 was located east of US 377 in the
southern portion of the site just south of the Eastern
Block excavation. The deposits exposed in the Backhoe
Trench 2 were generalized into five groups by the
project geomorphologist: disturbed deposits, a thin
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Figure 5.9.

Site map of Little Paint data recovery investigations.
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excavation blocks, as well as the minor group of three
contiguous units (N162 E124 to 126) north of the
Eastern Block. These blocks consist of 96 1-m2 units
and 5 partial units with a total excavated volume of
31 m3.

Figure 5.10.

Initial layout of data recovery
excavation units, facing south.

wedge of colluvium, thin-bedded, fining upward flood
deposits, a massive gravel, and massive alluvial muds.
Re-excavation and examination of this trench by the
project geomorphologist served as the partial impetus
for later block excavations to the north. Specifically,
possible stratified cultural deposits appeared present in
the side wall of the trench within the Group 3 deposits.
Additionally, Feature 9 was encountered in Backhoe
Trench 2. The feature and cultural material recovery
associated with such is discussed in detail in Chapter 7.
Backhoe Trench 3, located north of Backhoe Trench
2 along the eastern right-of-way, was re-opened to
allow for further geomorphic assessment. The trench
revealed a disturbed upper layer up to approximately
38 cmbs. The trench then encountered intact very dark
grayish brown silt clay loam with minimal gravels
to a depth of 102 cmbs. The soils did not display the
same characteristics as any of the strata observed in
the excavations west of the road. However, the soil did
have similar color and texture as Strata 2 and 3 without
the associated cobbles and gravels. The occasional
piece of debitage was observed within this silt clay
loam. From 102 cmbs to the bottom of the trench at
150 cmbs, a homogenous brown silt loam stratum
was encountered. Though sparse and in undetermined
context, the presence of cultural material in the upper
portions of Backhoe Trench 3 led to the excavation of
units N162 E124 to E126 (see below).

Excavation Units
The data recovery excavation units were laid out in
two main blocks, designated as western and eastern

As noted, the data recovery investigations included a
detailed geomorphological study, which is reported in
the following chapter. A few salient points regarding
the sediments are worth noting up front, however. The
excavations focused on the Toyah component, which
lay discretely beneath the upper stratum. The upper 20to 40-cm-thick very dark brown silty loam consisted
of a layer of disturbed overburden. As discussed in the
following chapter, a thin but prominent flood layer of
very coarse sand and fine to medium gravels capped
the Toyah component. The importance of this flood
layer is that it served as a clear marker when stripping
the overburden by hand. There was a bit of reverse
stratigraphy in most areas. Grading for the roadway
had pushed more deeply buried deposits up and over
the historic ground surface. In some units, earlier
prehistoric artifacts were found overlying the intact
Toyah component, but the flood layer provided a fairly
continuous guide for discerning intact deposits from
overburden.
The following sections summarize the results of
the investigations within the Western and Eastern
Blocks. The Western Block is subdivided into four
10-m sections, which are described from the north
to the south, while the eastern section is divided into
a western (upper) section and an eastern (lower)
section. In addition, the three contiguous units north
of the Eastern Block are included in the Eastern Block
section.

Western Block
In all, the Western Block, focused on the 1–2-m-wide,
150-m-long strip of right-of-way on the western side of
US 377, consisted of 53 1-m2 units in an approximate
30 x 2-m linear block area set up along the western
side of the right-of-way along the level portions of the
terrace south of a bisecting two-track ranch access road
(Figures 5.11 and 5.12). The units were placed in line
with the test excavation units, approximately 30 cm
from the western right-of-way boundary to recover the
most intact cultural deposits undisturbed by the road
cut/shoulder. Additionally, eight 1 × 1-m excavation
units were placed south of the large block area to
explore the extent of the site to the south. These units
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Figure 5.11.

Close-up of Western Block data recovery investigations site map.
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were set up approximately 30 cm from the western
right-of-way boundary along the same western grid
line (E100) as the large block area units.
Because the objective of the data recovery field
investigations was to recover the intact Toyah
component from the site within the APE, the relatively
thin (20 to 30 cm) overburden strata, were removed
by hand. Subsequently, the data recovery excavations
focused on the approximately 10-cm-thick Toyah
component with most units reaching a maximum of
45 to 50 cm below ground surface.
Overall, the discrete Toyah component in the Western
Block yielded a relatively substantial amount of tools,
points, debitage, bone, and burned rock within an
approximate 10-cm-thick zone. This included 48 Perdiz
points and 198 ceramic sherds. In addition, several
burned rock features were discovered and explored.
Stratum 3 likewise produced a large array of materials,
but the recovered diagnostic projectile points indicate
that this lower cultural zone represents a long range
of time that is compressed and evidently intermixed.

N161–170 E100–101
Units N161–170 E100–101, covering 19 m2 (one of the
20 units in the block was not excavated), were placed
in the northern portion of the Western Block. A total of
5.8 m3 of site deposits was excavated. Although the
units were placed along the relatively flat portion of
the western right-of-way boundary, the units had an
average slope of 30 cm from the western to eastern side
of the 2-m-wide strip of the excavation units.
The excavations within Units N161–170 E100–101
focused on the 20 cm between elevations 99.7 and 99.5
m, which appeared to contain the discrete Toyah zone,
as evidenced by 10 Perdiz arrow points and assorted
ceramics. These elevations encompassed Levels 1 and
2 of the majority of the units except Units N161 E100
and N163 E100, which had higher starting elevations
for Level 1 at 99.8 m.
A rather dense deposit of cultural materials was
revealed throughout the excavation units with no
marked increase at any level. The amount of cultural
material continued into Stratum 3 at elevations
below approximately 99.5 m where excavations
were halted. Although only two diagnostic Conejo
dart points were recovered in Stratum 3, testing and
data recovery investigations indicate that this lower
stratum constitutes an older compressed Late Archaic

component. A few arrow points such as Chadbourne
and Edwards were recovered from the mixed Archaic
zone, indicating an early Late Prehistoric component
as well.
In all, Units N161–170 E100–101 yielded a substantial
amount of archaeological materials, including ceramic
sherds, projectile points, possible point fragments,
bifaces, chopper/hand axes, knives, gravers, scraper/
gravers, formal scrapers, modified flakes, cores,
debitage, groundstone, and bone, including a piece of
worked bone (Table 5.11). The vast majority of this
is Toyah zone deposits. Although no features could
be clearly defined in this block, at least two cultural
zones, as previously discussed, are evident, including
the Toyah component and the compressed, lower Late
Archaic zone.

N151–160 E100–101
Units N151–160 E100–101, covering 18 m2, were
placed along the western right-of-way boundary.
From this block, a total of 5.2 m3 of site deposits
was excavated. Unit N151 E100, one original testing
units, and Unit N158 E101, at the location of a large
tree root, were not excavated during the data recovery
excavations.
Unlike the units to the north, the units from N151–160
E100–101 encountered the discrete Toyah zone at
higher elevations. The zone was identified by 24
Perdiz points and ceramics in between 99.8 and 99.6
m. These elevations encompassed Levels 1 and 2 of
the majority of the units except N159 E100 and N156
E101, which had a dip in the layer of very coarse
sand and fine to medium gravels lending to starting

Figure 5.12.

Excavations in progress in the Western
Block, facing south.
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Table 5.11. A r t i f a c t s a n d E c o f a c t s
Recovered from N161–170
E100–101

Table 5.12. A r t i f a c t s a n d E c o f a c t s
Recovered from N151–160
E100–101

Artifact Type

Artifact Type

Prehistoric Ceramic
Arrow Point

Count
7
13

Count

Prehistoric Ceramic

98

Arrow Point

30

Dart Point

7

Dart Point

10

Untyped Projectile Point

2

Possible Point Fragment

33

Possible Point Fragment

9

Biface

58

Biface
Chopper/Hand Axe
Knife

41
2

Chopper/Hand Axe

1

Hand Axe

4

13

Knife

16

Graver

4

Drill

1

Scraper/Graver

2

Perforator

1

Scraper

10

Graver

3

Modified Flake

12

Scraper

21

Core

16

Modified Flake

12

Core

20

Debitage
Groundstone
Bone/Tooth
Worked Bone
Mussel Shell Umbo
Miscellaneous Stone or Mineral
Various Samples
Historic/Modern Material
Total

11,293
1
844

Tested Cobble
Debitage

1
16,138

1

Groundstone

2

23

Human Tooth

1

2
25
1
12,328

elevations for Level 1 at 99.7 m. Additionally, Stratum
3 was recognized at elevations higher than 99.6 m.
Units N151–160 E100–101 yielded the highest
concentration of Toyah materials on the site. The
component assemblage from the units included 98
ceramic sherds, 40 projectile points, 33 possible point
fragments, 58 bifaces, one chopper/hand axe, four hand
axes, 16 knives, one drill, one perforator, three gravers,
21 formal scrapers, two pieces of groundstone, and
many other categories (Table 5.12). Of interesting note,
a historic pipe stem was found in Level 1 of unit N156
E100. Characteristics on the stem resemble pipes made
in the United States from 1890 to 1950. It is a moldmade, high-fired, clay pipe with ridges or ribs along
the lateral sides. The Toyah zone deposits include two
features: Feature 4, a small oven feature, and Feature
5, a small fireplace feature. Both these features were
identified by a concentration of burned rock in a distinct
context likely representing single use events. These
features are discussed in further detail in Chapter 7.

Bone/Tooth
Mussel Shell Umbo

1,879
54

Ochre

1

Historic/Modern Material

5

Various Samples
Total

51
18,440

The compressed, lower Late Archaic zone contained
abundant debitage and assorted artifacts that included
projectile points, modified flakes, bifaces, 11 cores,
nine formal scrapers, three ceramic sherds, one piece
of groundstone, and bone fragments. Diagnostic dart
points from the units include a series of Late Archaic
types, specifically two Darl points, an Ensor point, a
Frio point, and six Montell points. Additional, one
single use oven feature (Feature 6) was recorded in
association with the lower zone.

N141–150 E100–101
In units N141–150 E100–101, crews excavated 4.5
m3 of site deposits from 17 m2. Three units in the
block were not excavated during the data recovery
excavations because two of the units (N149–150 E100)
were previously excavated during testing and one (Unit
N142 E100) was at the location of a large tree root.
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The sediments observed during the excavation of this
block were similar to the sediments in the northern
units. However, Stratum 1B, the layer of very coarse
sand and fine to medium gravels, tapers out heading
south in the units along the N142 line. Additionally,
Stratum 2 is no longer evident south of the N141
line. Therefore, the extreme southern portion of these
units had Stratum 1A directly over Stratum 3, which
continues into the N136–140 E100 units.
Although the Toyah component, the focus of the
excavations, appears to become shallower the
further south, the ground surface rises in elevation,
resulting in the units reaching a maximum of 63
cmbs. The component was identified in the 20 cm
between approximate elevations 99.9 and 99.7 m in
the northernmost portion of the N141–150 E100–101
units but thinned to 10 cm in the southern most units.
The Toyah zone was recognized throughout the units
by the presence of five Perdiz and one Cliffton arrow
points, as well as assorted ceramics. The majority of
the Toyah component was recovered in Levels 1 and 2
with the component only recognized in Level 1 of the
southernmost units, within the disturbed overburden.
The discrete Toyah component has a relatively
substantial drop in the amount of tools, points, debitage,
bone, and burned rock within the thinning zone. This
zone included five Perdiz arrow points, one Cliffton
arrow point, one Sabinal arrow point, and 89 ceramic
sherds. The high amount of sherds can generally be
attributed to 28 sherds recovered in one unit, N147
E100, at an elevation between 99.8–99.7 m. Despite
the Toyah zone’s lower amount of artifacts, Stratum
3 continued to produce a large array of materials,
including Late Archaic Frio (n=2), Fairland (n=2), and
Montell (n=1) dart points.
In all, unit N141–150 E100–101 yielded ceramic
sherds, projectile points, possible point fragments,
bifaces, knives, drills, perforators, scraper/gravers,
formal scrapers, modified flakes, cores, debitage, one
feature (Feature 7), and bone (Table 5.13). The Toyah
zone deposits became harder to identify as the zone
became compressed moving farther south from the site
core. But clearly, the Toyah component significantly
decreases in artifact density. The compressed,
underlying Archaic zone continued to contain abundant
debitage and assorted artifacts. Additionally, Feature 7
was recorded in association with this lower zone. The
feature was located in Unit N146 E100 at an elevation
of 99.7–99.57 m and is likely a single use oven.

N136–140 E100 and N125–129 E100
Units N136–140 E100 and N125–129 E 100 were the
seven units placed south of the large block area. The
primary purpose of these units was to explore the nature
of the site deposits to the south along the roadway
and determine the need for further expansion and
excavation in these areas. Units N136–140 E100 were
laid out in a 1 × 5-m block, and Units N128–129 E100
and N125 E100 were the southernmost units of the
excavations along the western right-of-way boundary.
In all, only 2.0 m3 of site deposits were excavated from
the seven units placed along the E100 line due to the
slope drastically dropping east of the southern units
and the mixed context of the deposits.
At the southern end of the block, the disturbed
overburden directly overlies the Archaic Stratum 3,
which was encountered at an approximate elevation
of 99.9 m. While the Toyah materials do not disappear
completely, they become stratigraphically intermixed in
the overburden and Archaic deposits. The excavations
in these units extended to approximately 50 cmbs
(99.60 m).
Table 5.13. Artifacts and Ecofacts Recovered from
N141–150 E100–101
Artifact Type

Count

Prehistoric Ceramic

89

Arrow Point

13

Dart Point

6

Untyped Projectile Point

3

Possible Point Fragment

11

Biface

46

Knife

9

Drill

2

Perforator

2

Scraper/Graver
Scraper
Modified Flake
Core
Debitage
Bone/Tooth
Mussel Shell Umbo
Ochre
Various Samples
Historic/Modern Material
Total

2
12
8
17
8,364
692
21
1
23
3
9,324
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Although the stratigraphy in Units N136–140 E100
and N125–129 E101 was drastically different from the
units to the north, a continued dense deposit of cultural
materials was exhibited throughout the excavation
units with no marked increase at any elevation. Several
diagnostic projectile points were recovered from the
compressed Stratum 3, including Late Archaic Darl
(n=2) and Frio (n=2) dart points, as well as four Perdiz
arrow points. In addition, seven undiagnostic projectile
point fragments were recovered from the seven units.
Feature 8 was recorded in N128 E100 between an
elevation of 99.91 and 99.7 m. The one burned rock
concentration feature is likely a rock-littered fireplace
as defined by Johnson (2000). The feature is described
in greater detail in Chapter 7.
In all, Units N136–140 E100 and N125–129 E101
yielded the lowest counts in the data recovery
excavations (Tables 5.14 and 5.15). Although the
number of artifacts is far lower than the previously
discussed units, the counts are relatively high
considering that only 2.0 m3 of deposits were excavated.
Additional units were not excavated adjacent to these
units due to the mixed context that was displayed in
Stratum 3.

Eastern Block
The Eastern Block was excavated to explore the data
potential in the lower terrace east of the roadway.
The excavation of Test Units 8 and 10 during testing
encountered Toyah materials on the eastern side of
the road but in questionable contexts. The presence
of several buried utilities along the eastern margin of
the right-of-way and obvious roadway construction
impacts appeared to have compromised much of the
area. However, subsequent geoarchaeological work
and trenching (Backhoe Trench 2) revealed the possible
existence of more intact deposits on a high point on the
southern part of the right-of-way on the eastern side.
Based on the geomorphology and materials exposed
in Backhoe Trench 2, it was hypothesized that wellstratified Toyah occupations could be present in this
area of the site, perhaps even with better preservation
than the Western Block.
To assess the potential, an initial three units were
excavated on the northern end of Backhoe Trench 2.
While these units did not encounter clearly isolable
Toyah occupations, some Toyah-aged material was
recovered overlying an apparently intact Late Archaic

component (including a Darl point). Based on these
results and in consultation with TxDOT, SWCA
expanded the excavations to include a large block
extending north of Backhoe Trench 2 (Figure 5.13).
An approximate 4 × 14-m large block area was set
up along the eastern side of the right-of-way along
the level portion of the terrace. The units were placed
in line with the three initial N118 excavation units to
recover the most intact cultural deposits not disturbed
by US 377 and an underground utility adjacent to the
eastern right-of-way boundary.
The following summaries are subdivided into the
approximately 2-m-wide sections coinciding with
each unit’s eastern designation and position on
the sloping terrace (e.g., N118–131 E118–119 and
N118–131 E120–122). In addition, the three northern
contiguous units are discussed in a separate summary.
The summaries include the general soils observed,
overview of findings, synopsis of artifacts and features
if any, and a brief interpretation of the investigations.

N118–131 E118–119
Units N118–131 E118–119, including 18 1-m2 units
and two 1 × 0.30-m units, were placed east of US 377
in the western portion of the Eastern Block (Figure
5.14) on a slightly eastern sloping portion of the lower
terrace. These units focused on isolating any intact
Toyah components indicated by materials seen in the
overburden stripping.
Table 5.14. Artifacts and Ecofacts Recovered from
N136–140 E100
Artifact Type

Count

Prehistoric Ceramic

1

Arrow Point

3

Dart Point

5

Possible Point Fragment

4

Biface

9

Chopper

1

Knife

4

Scraper

9

Core

7

Debitage
Modified Flake
Bone/Tooth
Mussel Shell Umbo
Total

2,162
3
194
8
2,410
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Table 5.15. Artifacts and Ecofacts Recovered from
N125–129 E100
Artifact Type

Count

a thin zone of Toyah-age artifacts present in the lower
levels of the block, but the component was difficult to
isolate within the 10 cm arbitrary levels.

Arrow Point

2

N118–129 E120–122

Biface

1

Knife

1

Scraper

1

Modified Flake

2

Units N118–129 E120–122, including 17 1-m2 units
and two 1 × 0.5-m units, were laid out just east and
roughly 40 cm lower than the N118–131 E118–119
units. The units focused on isolating an intact Late
Archaic component. Aside from a small contiguous
block of units north of the N127 line, units were
excavated in a checkerboard fashion, recovering 5.7
m3 of site deposits (see Figure 5.13).

Core
Debitage
Bone/Tooth

2
780
72

Mussel Shell Umbo

4

Various Samples

4

Historic/Modern Material

1

Total

870

Every other unit was excavated on the E119 line within
this block, following a checkerboard pattern extending
into the N119–129 E120–122 units (see Figure 5.13).
Because the Toyah component was difficult to isolate
in these units, excavations were limited to two levels
within most of the N118–131 E118–119 units at
elevations between 98.3–98.1 m along the E118 line,
and 98.2–98.0 m along the E119 line.
A total of 3.9 m3 of site deposits was excavated in Units
N118–131 E118–119. The upper levels of the majority
of these units contained Toyah-aged artifacts mixed
with historic artifacts, while the lower levels had a
thin seemingly intact Toyah age component. The upper
layer of artifacts included two Perdiz arrow points, one
Late Prehistoric Cliffton arrow point, and four possible
point fragments within the mixed context.
The lower and possibly intact levels of the N118–131
E118–119 units contained one Perdiz point. This intact
component was isolated to a thin level of Stratum 2 soils
that dropped significantly in elevation moving west to
east. In addition, this component dropped slightly in
elevation from south to north. Although the sloping
nature of this component made it difficult to isolate
artifacts attributed to the intact Toyah component, the
collected artifacts revealed a relatively low density of
cultural materials throughout the excavation units in
comparison to the Western Block excavations (Table
5.16). The presence of five Perdiz arrow points, a
Cliffton arrow point, and three ceramic body sherds
indicate the Toyah component is clearly present in the
area. The excavations of N118–131 E118–119 revealed

Unfortunately, the excavations were unable to isolate
any Late Archaic components. However, Toyah-aged
Perdiz points and possibly related materials were
recovered. Notably, historic-age artifacts were often
found at similar elevations to those of the prehistoric
materials. These materials were found at elevations
higher than one Langtry projectile point. Clearly
separating the materials of different ages is untenable
given the current data. It is conceivable that there is a
potential for very fine-grained field techniques (such
as excavating by sloping natural strata rather than
arbitrary levels) to follow and isolate cultural strata, but
that level of meticulousness could not be justified given
the data yield. In addition, it is a strong possibility that
the Toyah materials mixed with modern and historic
materials simply represent artifacts bladed off the west
side of the road and spread across the right-of-way
through construction or maintenance.
The recovered artifacts include 17 projectile points,
four possible point fragments, 11 bifaces, five knives,
one hand axe, one hand axe/chopper/cleaver, one drill,
seven scrapers, one uniface, one retouched flake, eight
cores, one obsidian flake, 4,507 pieces of debitage, and
five ground and battered stones (Table 5.17). Of the
17 projectile points recovered, four are Perdiz arrow
points, three are Cliffton arrow points, three are Sabinal
arrow points, one is a Darl dart point, one is a Langtry
dart point, and the remaining five are untyped arrow
points. No features were encountered.
The excavation of the 16 excavation units within
N118–129 E120–122 revealed homogenous, dark
organic strata similar to Strata 2 and 3 in the Western
Block excavations. To the excavators, the soil was
indistinguishable in regards to distinct depositional
episodes during excavations, resulting in an inability to
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Figure 5.13.

Close-up of Eastern Block data recovery investigations site map.
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Table 5.16. Artifacts and Ecofacts Recovered from
N118-131 E118-119
Artifact Type
Prehistoric Ceramic

3

Arrow Point

6

Possible Point Fragment

Figure 5.14.

Eastern unit block, stepped excavation
units. Facing northwest.

isolate cultural components at the level of investigation
carried out.

N162 E124–126
Units N162 E124–126 was excavated to investigate
the cultural material recovered in Backhoe Trench 3.
The units were placed in one 1 × 3-m excavation block
north of the Eastern Block excavations (see Figure 5.1).
In all, 2.2 m3 of soil were excavated in these units.
Approximately 30 cm of overburden was removed by
hand before the units were excavated in 10-cm arbitrary
levels. The excavations reached a maximum depth of
approximately 1.5 m in depth.
Overall, the excavations recovered a sparse collection
of cultural materials with a few diagnostic projectile
points at higher elevations. These diagnostics include
one Perdiz arrow point, two untyped arrow points,
and one possible point fragment. The points were all
recovered at rather shallow elevations between 96.7
and 97.5 m.
The excavations were unable to discern cultural
components due to the sparse materials recovered and
the homogenous silt clay loam encountered. No clear
spike in artifact counts or features were present to
indicate the presence of intact, stratified components.
Yet, the Toyah-aged Perdiz points were recovered at a
distinct elevation. This, accompanied with the Eastern
Block excavations, indicates the presence of the
Toyah component on the eastern side of the highway.
However, the nature and integrity of the component
was questionable, and further exploration was not
undertaken in this area given time constraints.

Count

4

Biface

10

Knife

6

Drill

1

Perforator

1

Graver

1

Scraper

4

Modified Flake

2

Core

4

Debitage
Bone/Tooth

2,254
305

Mussel Shell Umbo

1

Various Samples

5

Historic/Modern Material
Total

22
2,629

Units N162 E124–126 yielded three projectile points,
one possible point fragment, six bifaces, one knife,
four scrapers, one core, 461 pieces of debitage, and
121 pieces of bone. No features were encountered
(Table 5.18).
The excavation of units N162 E124–126 revealed
a large homogenous dark organic stratum similar
to Strata 2 and 3 observed in the Western Block
excavations and the soil revealed in units N118–
129 E120–122. The stratum, although possibly
chronologically stratigraphic as evidenced by a small
amount of diagnostic materials, was stratigraphically
indistinguishable in regards to depositional episodes.
Similar to the N181–29 E120–122 units, this lent to an
inability to isolate cultural components.

Radiocarbon Data
Although most of the analyses are discussed in the
forthcoming chapters, radiocarbon data is introduced
at this stage to provide a basis for the discussion of
chrono-stratigraphy in the following chapter. The
analysis and implications of these dates is presented
in Chapter 8 on site structure. The data set includes 18
radiocarbon dates (Table 5.19; Appendix B).
Before discussing the dates, a few points are warranted
regarding the presentation and use of radiocarbon data
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Table 5.17. Artifacts and Ecofacts Recovered from
N118-129 E120-122
Artifact Type
Arrow Point

Count
15

Table 5.18. Artifacts and Ecofacts Recovered from
N162 E124-126
Artifact Type

Count

Arrow Point

3

Dart Point

2

Possible Point Fragment

1

Possible Point Fragment

4

Biface

6

Biface

11

Knife

1

Knife

5

Scraper

4

Hand Axe

1

Core

1

Hand Axe/Chopper/Cleaver

1

Debitage

461

Drill

1

Bone/Tooth

121

Scraper

7

Historic/Modern Material

Uniface

1

Total

Modified Flake

1

Core
Debitage
Obsidian Flake
Ground and Battered Stone
Bone/Tooth
Mussel shell Umbo
Marine Shell Fragment
Historic/Modern Material
Total

8
4,507
1
5
1,022
1
2
27
5,622

in this report. There are two common but distinctive
approaches: one using calibrated and the other using
conventional (corrected for isotopic fractionation but
not calibrated) dates. The differences often stem from
which side of the temporal scale an archaeologist is
studying. Those coming from the earlier side of the
chronology commonly use uncalibrated (e.g., Collins
2004; Johnson and Holliday 2004; Meltzer 2009:10;
Stafford 1998:1039). Conversely, many archaeologists
operating near the historical timeframe prefer calibrated
dates to tie into dates in the historical record.
However, given the complications in certain parts
of the temporal range for calibrations, Johnson and
Holliday (2004:285) state “calibration of only part
of the sequence is not a useful exercise,” and so they
go uncalibrated from beginning to end. Some of the
comparative chronologies cited in this report do the
same, such as Collins (2004); Pertulla (2004) in the
comparison of Texas chronologies; and Prewitt (1981;
1985).
The short of it is that, as Meltzer (2009:10) argues, “real
calibration is a complicated and messy business.” As
discussed in Chapter 8, the calibration curve during
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portions Toyah timeframe is “messy,” resulting in
multiple calibration intercepts at certain times. For
comparative purposes, conventional radiocarbon
dates are used in this report. This data is the first
level of interpretation; calibration is a second level of
interpretation. Something is always lost in translation–there is a compounding of probabilities, particularly
during portions of the calibration curve in Toyah times.
To facilitate both approaches, Table 5.19 presents the
Little Paint radiocarbon data, showing the measured,
conventional, and calibrated ages with the dated
material and isotope ratios. The initial cluster of 15
dates falls within a nearly 350-year span from 240 to
570 years ago based on conventional dates. All of these
dates fall within the Toyah component and indicate
a timespan that is consistent with the commonly
accepted range of dates for the assemblage (e.g., Arnn
2012:63–65; Johnson 1994:256–258).
Below the Toyah component, three dates reveal
the site’s occupational depth. The 1840 b.p. date is
consistent with the Archaic component that is wellrepresented on the site, though highly mixed. The
lower and earlier two dates were largely taken for
geomorphological purposes. Both derive from deep
backhoe trench profiles. The charcoal for each was
likely associated with cultural features, but neither
feature was formally investigated. The significance
of the two early dates (4410 b.p. and 6040 b.p.) is
in providing a preliminary indication of the site’s
archaeological potential buried deeply beneath the
current project’s APE.
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Table 5.19. Little Paint Site Radiocarbon Data
13
SWCA
C/12C
Elevation
Measured
Conventional
Sample Beta #
Context 14
Ratio
14
(m)
C (BP)
C (BP)*
#
(‰)

C-2

234349

99.64

n/a

250 ± 40

-25.4

2-Sigma Calibrated Age
Estimate

Dated Material

240 ± 40

AD 1530 to 1560 (BP 420 to 390)
and AD 1630 to 1680 (BP 320 to
Unidentified
270) and
wood charcoal
AD 1740 to 1800 (BP 210 to 150)
and AD 1940 to 1950 (BP 20 to 0)

C-1

234348

99.7

n/a

220 ± 40

-23.2

250 ± 40

AD 1520 to 1580 (BP 430 to 370)
and AD 1630 to1680 (BP 320 to
Unidentified
270) and
wood charcoal
AD 1770 to 1800 (BP 180 to 150)
and AD 1940 to 1950 (BP 10 to 0)

C-22

234360

99.88

Feature 8

240 ± 40

-21.3

300 ± 40

AD 1470 to 1660 (BP 480 to 290)

Unidentified
wood charcoal

C-23

234361

99.61

Feature 6

330 ± 40

-25.8

320 ± 40

AD 1460 to 1660 (BP 490 to 290)

Unidentified
wood charcoal

C-9

234354

99.68

n/a

350 ± 40

-25.9

340 ± 40

AD 1450 to 1650 (BP 500 to 300)

Unidentified
wood charcoal

C-3

234350

99.72

n/a

380 ± 40

-26.1

360 ± 40

AD 1440 to 1640 (BP 510 to 310)

Unidentified
wood charcoal

C-14

234355

99.59

Feature 4

330 ± 40

-23.4

360 ± 40

AD 1440 to 1640 (BP 510 to 310)

Unidentified
wood charcoal

C-8

234353

99.62

Feature 5

420 ± 40

-24.9

420 ± 40

AD 1430 to 1520 (BP 520 to 430)
Unidentified
and AD 1590 to 1620 (BP 360 to
wood charcoal
330)

C-16

234357

99.61

n/a

440 ± 40

-24.9

440 ± 40

AD 1420 to 1490 (BP 530 to 460)

Unidentified
wood charcoal

C-15

234356

99.45

n/a

460 ± 40

-25.3

460 ± 40

AD 1410 to 1470 (BP 540 to 480)

Unidentified
wood charcoal

C-26

234362

97.8

Feature 9

470 ± 40

-25.7

460 ± 40

AD 1410 to 1470 (BP 540 to 480)

Unidentified
wood charcoal

C-27

234363

98.04

n/a

480 ± 40

-25.5

470 ± 40

AD 1410 to 1460 (BP 540 to 490)

Unidentified
wood charcoal

C-6

234352

99.65

n/a

530 ± 40

-24.9

530 ± 40

AD 1320 to 1350 (BP 630 to 600)
Unidentified
and AD 1390 to 1440 (BP 560 to
wood charcoal
510)

C-20

234358

99.57

Feature 6

520 ± 40

-24.1

530 ± 40

AD 1320 to 1350 (BP 630 to 600)
Unidentified
and AD 1390 to 1440 (BP 560 to
wood charcoal
510)

C-5

234351

99.6

Feature 4

560 ± 40

-24.5

570 ± 40

AD 1300 to 1430 (BP 650 to 520)

Unidentified
wood charcoal

C-21

234359

99.6

Feature 7

1830 ± 40

-24.6

1840 ± 40

AD 80 to 250 (BP 1870 to 1700)

Unidentified
wood charcoal

C-A

299319

130–140
cmbd

BHT 4

4410 ± 30

-20.8

4480 ± 30

BC 3340 to 3080 (BP 5290 to
5030) and BC 3060 to 3030 (BP Organic sediment
5010 to 4980)

C-B

299325

260 cmbd

BHT 4

6030 ± 40

-24.4

6040 ± 40

BC 5040 to 4840 (BP 6990 to
6790)

Unidentified
charred material

* Conventional Radiocarbon Age represents the Measured Radiocarbon Age corrected for isotopic fractionation, calculated using the delta 13C.
Dates not clearly associated with archaeological contexts: used to define depositional chronology.
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Summary of Level of Effort
The hand excavations, mechanical trenching and
sampling recovered a significant portion of the Toyah
deposits within the APE. The minimum requirements
in the scope of work were met and exceeded with 31
m3 of hand-excavated volume in 108 m2, adding to
the 12.5 m3 in test unit excavations. In addition, the
investigations included two shovel tests, the mapping
of all excavations and topographical features, and
the collection of all excavated artifacts and special
samples.
The data recovery excavations focused on the deposits
containing the stratigraphically distinct Toyah cultural
zone identified on the upper terrace. On the western side
of the right-of-way, the extent of the Toyah component
was an approximately 2 × 50-m area along the margin
of the APE, though the stratigraphically distinct portion
of the component was limited to a 2 × 30-m area.
With the exception of two small, heavily-disturbed
areas, the entirety of this large area was successfully
recovered by hand excavation, as well as a sample of
the less distinct portions of the Toyah component. A
total of 69 1-m2 units were excavated on the western
side. On the eastern side of the roadway, the Toyah and
Late Archaic components were spatially discontinuous
and in varying degrees of integrity. Additionally, the
stratigraphic separation was less distinct than on the
western side. A total of 39 m2, focusing on the margin
of the middle terrace, obtained a representative sample
of the more intact areas.

Chapter 6

Geoarchaeological Investigations at the Little Paint Site
Charles D. Frederick

Introduction
This chapter reports the results of geoarchaeological
work that was performed in tandem with the testing
and data recovery excavations of the Little Paint site.
This work involved examination of backhoe trenches
and hand excavated test units on both sides of the
highway, as well as a regional evaluation of the alluvial
stratigraphy of the South Llano River. Data recovery
investigations examined in detail the local stratigraphy
of the block excavations, but with particular attention
to the deposits on the Lower Terrace that is situated
east of the highway.

Methods
Field Methods
Both hand excavated test units and backhoe trenches
were used to examine the site deposits. In the case
of trenches, one wall or vertical column was cleaned
with a knife and/or trowel, and the deposits present
were described in general accordance with the criteria
described by Schoeneberger et al. (2002). The deposits
exposed by each profile were first separated into
physically distinct units termed “zones” on the basis of
variations in color, texture, stratification and pedogenic/
soil features (e.g., structure, mottles, nodules, etc.), and
each zone was then assigned a soil horizon. Toward the
end of the fieldwork, a select suite of soil samples was
collected for subsequent laboratory analysis in order
to document the nature of the sedimentary deposits.

Lab Methods
A variety of analytical methods was used to document
the physical attributes of the site deposits, and the
results of this work are presented in Appendix D,
Table D.1.

Particle Size Analysis (Texture)
Texture analysis was performed using the hydrometersieve method (cf. ASTM 1985; Bouyoucos 1962; Gee
and Bauder 1986). This work yielded data concerning
the percentage of gravel, sand, silt and clay, as well as

various descriptive statistics, such as mean, standard
deviation (or sorting), skewness, and kurtosis, which
summarize the particle size distribution.

Calcium Carbonate Equivalent (C.C.E)
The calcium carbonate equivalent (C.C.E.) of a 0.85 g
sample of <2-mm size soil was determined by means
of a Chittick apparatus (Dreimanis 1962; Machette
1986), which measures the volume of carbon dioxide
gas released when calcium carbonate reacts with
hydrochloric acid.

Soil Organic Matter
The soil organic matter content of the deposits was
determined by the Walkley-Black method (Magdoff et
al. 1996; Walkley and Black 1934). This method uses
an acidic potassium dichromate solution to oxidize
the soil organic matter and then employs titration with
ferrous sulfate to determine how much dichromate was
consumed in the organic matter digestion.

Phosphorus Analysis
The determination of phosphorus in soils has long
been used to assess past human land use (cf. Eidt
1977; Holliday and Gartner 2007) and was here
employed to see if it would be possible to identify the
Toyah occupation within the sedimentary deposits.
Two forms of phosphorus analysis were performed:
total phosphorus and the Mehlich 2 extraction.
Total phosphorus was determined by digestion with
sulphuric acid, hydrogen peroxide, and hydrofluoric
acid following the method outlined by Kuo (1996:872–
873). Phosphorus contributed to soils such as these will
generally be mineralized with calcium compounds,
and we originally planned to use a method that would
extract calcium bound P, but reading the literature
indicated that the procedure we had planned to employ
was less useful than a slightly more aggressive acid
extraction, specifically the Mehlich 2 extraction,
which employs acetic acid, ammonium fluoride and
ammonium chloride (Mehlich 1977). Both methods
of phosphorus analysis were determined on a Hach
Spectrophotometer.
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Magnetic Susceptibility
The reversible, low frequency mass magnetic
susceptibility of the samples was determined by
filling a 1-inch plastic cube with air-dried, <2-mm
size material from each sample. The samples were
then weighed, and then the low frequency magnetic
susceptibility was measured on a Bartington MS2
meter and MS2B sensor. Each value was measured
twice, and the average values were used to calculate
the reversible, low frequency mass susceptibility (c ),
lf
-8 3
-1
which are reported in SI units (10 m kg ). The precise
methods and equations used may be found in Gale and
Hoare (1991:222–226).

Petrographic Thin Sections
A single oriented block of sediment was collected
from Strata 1b and 2 in the Western Block excavation,
and this block was subsequently dried and embedded
in polyester resin. The cured block was then slabbed
and three 3 × 5-cm blanks were submitted to National
Petrographic, Inc. for thin section preparation. These
thin sections were then examined at a range of
magnifications. The slides were first scanned at 1000
dpi on a transmitted light scanner and then examined
under low magnification examination on a Leica S8
APO binocular microscope fitted with transmitted
light base and polarizing filters. Higher magnification
examination employed a Leica DMEP polarizing light
microscope.

General Setting
The site is situated upon and within two different
constructional geomorphic surfaces of the South
Llano River: the floodplain (T0; often referred to as
the Lower Terrace) and the first terrace (T1 or the
Upper Terrace). The existing road climbs from the
low water crossing bridge across the floodplain and up
onto the first terrace. In the area of the data recovery
excavations, the road is situated on the slope between
the two different surfaces.
The floodplain in this location is a relatively narrow
surface that is probably about 20 to 25 m at its widest.
About half of this is situated outside of the right-ofway. The first terrace rises approximately 2–3 m above
the floodplain and comprises a broad, gently concave
surface that extends from the margin of the road
westward to the limestone upland, a distance of more
than 200 m. This surface exhibits a gentle convexity
along its leading edge in the vicinity of the site, roughly

parallel to the fence line that marks the edge of the
TxDOT right-of-way.

Local Alluvial Architecture
In order to better understand the relative stratigraphic
framework for the South Llano River a reconnaissance
of cut banks between the site and Junction was
performed. This work was done by means of a kayak
and examined 19 cutbank exposures in the 12.5-mile
reach (approximately 17 river miles) between the site
and Lake Junction.
The two constructional geomorphic surfaces present at
the site were observed throughout this reach, but the
floodplain was often found to be more complex than at
the site. Throughout the reconnaissance the floodplain
exhibited multiple constructional surfaces, many of
which are gravel bars that result from large magnitude
flooding in the recent past (e.g., Tinkler 2000). But
beyond the extensive, broad, gravel strewn point bars,
the main floodplain of the river is a surface that lies
3–4 m above the mean low water level. This surface
is inset below a broad terrace (the T1 surface), which
lies between approximately 6–7 m above the stream
channel. In a few places it appeared to be possible to
subdivide the first terrace into slightly lower (~5 m)
and higher (6–7 m) sections, but given the difficulty
in estimating geomorphology from the river channel
this issue should be revisited when larger portions of
the valley floor can be examined in detail.
Four informally defined allostratigraphic units were
identified in the South Llano River valley, and these
are numbered one through four in order of decreasing
age (Figure 6.1). A brief description of each deposit
follows.

Unit 1
The oldest deposit observed, Unit 1, was found beneath
the first terrace (although a few exposures hinted at this
surface being slightly higher than T1) and was often
observed towards the margins of the modern river
valley. Unit 1 consists of light brown to yellow coarsegrained, gravelly alluvium with only minor amounts of
fine-grained sediment. The coarse texture and lack of a
fine-grained floodplain facies suggests that Unit 1 was
associated with a significantly larger discharge than
the modern South Llano River. A petrocalcic horizon
has formed within this deposit and the presence of this
feature, considered in light of the relative stratigraphic
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Figure 6.1.
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A hypothetical illustration of the alluvial architecture for the deposits idenitified during the
stratigraphic reconnaissance of the South Llano River. Vertical scale is approximate. Horizontal
not to scale.

position of these deposits indicates that this deposit is
of Late Pleistocene age.

and persisted into the late Holocene, with the surface
occasionally inundated to this day.

U

A deposit of similar appearance described by Quigg
and Frederick (2005) at 41MS69, which yielded
radiocarbon ages between 5140 and 3480 years b.p.
(Quigg and Frederick 2005), appears to be correlative.
Unit 3 appears to be under-represented in the cutbank
exposures identified during the fieldwork for this
project, which is reminiscent of Abbott’s (2008)
comments concerning deposits of this age on the
Guadalupe River at Kerrville and near New Braunfels.
In this particular case, it is clear that Unit 3 was
disproportionately affected by scour during the early
phases of Unit 4 deposition, and it may be that this is
the cause of the apparent absence of this age deposit
on the Guadalupe River as well.

This deposit was observed at several localities, most
notably along the valley margins, and is most often
manifest as a series of interbedded fine and gravelly
sediments which are slightly reddened (approximately
a 7.5YR hue) and exposed beneath the first terrace
surface. Deposits similar to Unit 2 were observed
filling gully-like depressions cut into Unit 1 deposits,
forming a thin veneer on top of Unit 1, and the main
body of Unit 2 sediment is inset into Unit 1. Deposits
thought to be cultural were observed in several cutbank
exposures on Unit 2. The interbedded gravel and fines
implies that deposition during this period of time may
have been more flashy than during deposition of Unit
3. Radiocarbon ages obtained from Unit 3 at the Little
Paint site (described in more detail below) indicate
that Unit 2 was deposited before 6000 RCYBP. Quigg
and Frederick (2005) identified a Llano River deposit
at 41MS69 that appears on the grounds of general
appearance to be correlative with Unit 2 that was
deposited between ca. 8000 and 5200 years b.p.

U
Unit 3 was observed to be inset into Unit 2, and often
appeared to lie beneath a constructional geomorphic
surface that is about 5 m above the channel. This
deposit is pale brown in appearance (most likely 10YR
to 7.5YR hues). In several cutbank exposures Unit
3 had been truncated by erosion and subsequently
buried by more recent floodplain deposits (Unit 4).
Unit 3 was examined in detail at the Little Paint site,
and radiocarbon ages from this work indicate that
deposition began sometime before 6000 RCYBP

U
Not surprisingly, the majority of the deposits exposed
along the banks of the South Llano River are
associated with the most recent depositional regime,
here identified as depositional Unit 4. These deposits
comprise several distinct sedimentary packages, which
can be identified as Units 4a through 4d.

U
The volumetrically most significant deposit is Unit
4a, which forms the core of the 3–4-m floodplain and
also comprises part of the sediments beneath the lower
terrace (T0 surface) at the Little Paint site. Depositional
Unit 4 appears to have been created by series of large
magnitude floods in the last millennium or so. This
deposit is internally complex and comprises multiple
event-specific depositional packages that are expressed
in both fine and coarse grained facies. The presence of a
reasonably well developed soil at the top of this deposit
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in several locations, as well as repeated occurrences
of Late Prehistoric (Toyah) occupations near the top
of this fill, suggest that aggradation of this unit may
have largely been in the 1500–600 year ago period,
but there is no information on when this unit began to
form. Work at the Little Paint site clearly demonstrates
that a thin veneer of Unit 4a may also be present on
the tread of the first terrace.

Unit 4B

Fine-Grained Floodplain Facies

Unit 4C comprises the modern point bar deposits and
as such is easily confused with Unit 4D.

In general terms, this deposit is usually dark colored
fine-grained alluvium. The floodplain facies of this
deposit often exhibits prominent cyclical deposition,
which, at least initially, appears to be manifest as a
series of paleosols. However, close inspection of the
modern flood deposits reveals that the fine-grained
sediment of this deposit is black and the apparent
“paleosols” within this facies may simply be largescale fining-upward packages of flood sediment. As
many as six “paleosols” have been observed in this
deposit.

Channel Facies
The channel facies of Unit 4a was observed exposed
in several cutbanks. These gravelly deposits are most
often found at the base of, and occasionally interbedded
with, the fine-grained facies, and gravel bars of this
deposit appear to have up to 3 m of topographic relief.
The fine-grained facies generally drapes the coarse
gravelly facies, and topographic variation of the top
of the channel facies appeared to determine the large
scale pattern of fine-grained deposition.

Figure 6.2.

Unit 4b consists of a low, fine-grained floodplain
deposit, which probably represents deposition during
bank full floods since the last major flood. This surface
stands generally no higher than a meter above the mean
low water level and is inset below Unit 4a.

Unit 4C

Unit 4D
Unit 4D consists of well-defined gravel bars whose
surfaces lie about 2–3 m above mean low water and
which exhibit prominent slip faces. These prominent
gravel bars bury trees on the floodplain surface and are
strikingly well-preserved. They occur most commonly
on the inside of the most recent floodplain, where
the thread of maximum current velocity would be
the greatest during a large overbank flood. An easily
accessible example of this deposit is visible just south
(upstream) of the entrance road to the South Llano
River State Park, just after crossing the low water
crossing.

Stratigraphy of the Little Paint Site
Two of the alluvial depositional (allostratigraphic)
units identified in the stratigraphic reconnaissance of
the South Llano River are present in the immediate
vicinity of the site (Figure 6.2). The deposit situated at
depth beneath the T1 surface appears to be Unit 3, an
alluvial deposit that was deposited during the Middle

Schematic illustration of the alluvial deposits thought to be present at the Little Paint site. Red
dotted lines are hypothetical occupation surfaces identified in trench exposures.
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to Late Holocene. The top of the T1 surface appears
to have been episodically flooded and was draped by
alluvial sediment during the latter half of the Holocene
concomitant with sedimentation of allostratigraphic
Unit 4. The top of the floodplain is mantled by a drape
of Unit 4a, which is of latest Holocene age. Although
Units 3 and 4a appear to be present on both sides of the
highway, it was not possible to correlate any specific
beds across the road, in part owing to the dramatic
change in elevation, which has had a significant
influence on the depositional processes at this site.

The Upper Terrace
The deposits of the upper terrace were exposed in
two places: Backhoe Trench 4 and the Western Block
excavations. Backhoe Trench 4 was excavated to a
depth of 3.4 m, whereas the Western Block excavations
were mostly less than a meter deep. The general
impression one gets from examining these two sets
of exposure is that the core of the upper terrace is
underlain by alluvial floodplain sediments of the South
Llano River that was deposited in the Middle Holocene
and continued to receive incremental sedimentation at
points throughout the late Holocene.

Backhoe Trench 4
At the core of the upper terrace lies a fine-grained
alluvial deposit that was formed primarily from
sediment that settled out of suspension from relatively
slow moving flood waters (often referred to as vertical
accretion). A column of 29 sediment samples was
collected from Backhoe Trench 4, at the southwestern
end of the Western Block excavation, and the analysis of
these samples, in conjunction with the field description,
forms the basis of the following discussion (see Figure
6.3 for an illustration depicting the results of the lab
work). There appear to be two main depositional
cycles preserved within the trench, a lower fining
upward cycle from 3.3 m to approximately 2.1 m, and
a coarsening upward cycle from 2.1 m to the modern
ground surface. Unlike the deposits of the floodplain
(or lower terrace) the deposits at the core of the upper
terrace are slightly reddened and exhibit a 7.5YR hue.
A gravelly sediment was exposed at the base of Backhoe
Trench 4, at a depth of 3.3 m (95.50 m elevation), and
was incompletely revealed. This may be the top of a
channel deposit, or merely a bed of gravel that was left
on the floodplain by a large magnitude flood event.
The meter of sediment above this gravel fined upward
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from a silty clay loam to a silty clay, and this fining
upward deposit ended at a depth of about 2 m (elevation
of 96.80 m) where it was abruptly overlain by a
significantly coarser deposit. A single bed of slightly
coarser sediment was present around 2.4 m (~96.35
cm; Zone 11) that most likely represents a single flood
event. An A-horizon was formed in the top 70 cm of
this fining upward unit (zones 10, 11, and 12), and
the deposit exhibited most of the features associated
with top soils (darker color, increased organic carbon
content, elevated magnetic susceptibility, and minor
leaching of calcium carbonate). The thickness and
clear preservation of evidence of incremental flooding
suggests that this is a cumulic soil that formed from
the deposition of very thin increments of mud during
a period of relative floodplain stability. A single
prehistoric occupation was observed within this soil at
a depth of approximately 2.6 m (96.20 m elevation) and
consisted mostly of burned rock. It was accompanied
by a significant magnetic susceptibility enhancement
of the soil. A basin shaped hearth was observed in the
side wall of Backhoe Trench 4, and charcoal collected
from this feature yielded an age of 6040±40 b.p. (Beta299325; 2 sigma cal age of 6990–6790 b.p.) indicating
a late Early Archaic age for this occupation.
A relatively coarse textured (clay loam and very
gravelly clay loam) deposit (zones 8 and 9) buries
the soil formed at the top of the lower fining upward
cycle, and is in turn overlain by a silty clay loam (zone
7). From a depth of 1.6 m (97.20 m elevation) the
deposit progressively and gradually coarsens upwards.
A prominent A-horizon is formed in the top meter of
this deposit, and there is a very incipient buried topsoil
at a depth of 147–162 cm (Zone 6, approximately
97.30 m elevation) that was slightly darker colored,
contained a slight increase in organic carbon and
magnetic susceptibility, and a slight decrease in
calcium carbonate. A bulk sediment sample collected
immediately above this soil yielded an age of 4480±30
b.p. (Beta-299319, 2 sigma cal age of 5290–4980
b.p.). This age implies that the scatter of burned rock
observed in Zone 5 at a depth of 137 cm (97.43 m
elevation) is a Middle Archaic occupation. Another
prehistoric occupation consisting of scattered burned
rock and debitage was observed around a depth of 78
cm (98.02 m elevation).
The coarsening upward character of the upper half of
the Backhoe Trench 4 profile is unusual for alluvial deposits, which typically fine upward, and the coarsening

Figure 6.3.

Plot of the stratigraphy revealed by Backhoe Trench 4, and the depth variation in texture, organic carbon, magnetic susceptibility and
calcium carbonate.
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upward profile observed here most likely a reflects
a progressive increase in discharge or peak flood
magnitude that began around 5000 b.p. and persisted
into the late Holocene. Within the upper 1.6 m the
calcium carbonate content increases and the magnetic
susceptibility decreases, both of which most likely
reflect the increase in limestone sand in the deposit.
The organic carbon content of the deposit increases
dramatically in the top half meter of the profile, but
this is not accompanied by a significant increase
in magnetic susceptibility, which is most likely a
reflection of the relative youth of this deposit. Evidence
of at least two, and possibly more, large magnitude
floods are present in zones 2 and 3, as indicated by the
presence of gravel which is scattered throughout zone
3, and that comprises a discrete bed between 25 and 33
cm (Zone 2, 98.55 to 98.47 m elevation). It is thought
that zone 1 in this profile is equivalent to Stratum 1a
in the Western Block excavation, zone 2 is correlated
with Stratum 1b, and zone 3 is equivalent to Strata 2
and 3. If these correlations are correct, there was no
evidence of the Toyah occupation in Backhoe Trench
4, but there were a few scattered burned rocks in zone
1/Stratum 1a (the top 25 cm).

The Western Block Excavation
During testing of the site, four strata were identified
on the Upper Terrace, and this stratigraphic
nomenclature was employed throughout the data
recovery investigations. The youngest deposit, Stratum
1 was subdivided into two parts: 1a and 1b. Stratum
1a was described as a disturbed overburden resulting
from maintenance of the roadway that contained both
prehistoric and historic artifacts whereas Stratum1b
was a discrete, prominent and thin flood deposit of
coarse sand that covered most of the Western Block
excavation. Stratum 2 was described as “a very dark
brown silty loam with a friable medium blocky
subangular structure,” and this deposit contains the
Toyah occupation. Stratum 3 was described as “a
dark cobbly to gravelly silty loam,” and Stratum 4 is
“a dark yellowish brown silt to silty loam that is more
than 100 cm thick.”
A single profile exhibiting the top 3 strata associated
with the Western Block excavation was examined
along the N166 grid line between E100 and E102
(Figure 6.4) the profile exposed Strata 1a, 1b, 2, and 3.
Stratum 4, the oldest of the Western Block excavation
deposits identified during testing, was not exposed in
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the N166 profile but is probably equivalent to zone 4
in Backhoe Trench 4.
Stratum 3 is a black (10YR 2/1) clay loam to sandy
clay loam that exhibited well-developed prismatic to
subangular blocky structure and a small number of
calcium carbonate filaments. This is the finest textured
deposit in the Western Block excavations, and it is an
A-horizon, which is reflected in the increase in organic
carbon and phosphorus that occurs with increasing
elevation in this deposit.
Stratum 2, which contains the Toyah occupation,
exhibits a slightly higher value and chroma than
Stratum 3, and is a dark gray-dark grayish brown
(10YR4/1.5, m) loam with a similar degree of
structural development as Stratum 3. The carbon
content of Stratum 2 is slightly lower than the peak
of Stratum 3, whereas the magnetic susceptibility and
phosphorus content are quite comparable. None of
the attributes associated with cultural enhancement
of the soil, specifically magnetic susceptibility and
phosphorus, were significantly different from Stratum
3. Examination of thin sections of Stratum 2 revealed
the presence of a bimodal texture with a fine-grained
groundmass and a significant amount of medium to
coarse sand. The most defining attribute of the deposit
was the abundant excrement pedofeatures, which were
about 0.5 to 1.5 mm in diameter and accounted for
most of the fabric of the sample (Figure 6.5). These
features pervaded Stratum 2, and, within 4 cm of the
interface with Stratum 1b, the downward movement
of Stratum 1b sand into Stratum 2 by worms accounts
for approximately 50 percent of the deposit.
Stratum 1b, which unconformably rests upon Stratum
2, is considerably different and clearly represents
a discrete large magnitude flood event. This gray
(10YR5/1, m) sandy loam contains significantly more
sand and calcium carbonate and less organic carbon and
phosphorus than Stratum 2. This distinctive sandy bed
lacked any sedimentary structures but in thin section
is clearly a clast supported medium to coarse sand
with a very small gravel component. As with Stratum
2, there is a significant amount of fine sediment that
has been moved upward into Stratum 1b from Stratum
1a by soil fauna (specifically worms), and excrement
pedofeatures are the most pervasive attributes of this
deposit in thin section.
Stratum 1a was thought to have been disturbed on the
basis of its field appearance and its artifact content,
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but the laboratory data obtained from this deposit
indicate that it is relatively intact and not completely
disturbed. This bed fines upward and exhibits attributes
one normally expects in A-horizons (e.g., decreasing
amounts of carbon, phosphorous and magnetic
susceptibility with increasing depth, and increasing
carbonate content with depth). The original inference
concerning the disturbance of this deposit is most likely
due to the mixed age artifact assemblage associated

Figure 6.4.

with this deposit, but unlike the introduced fill deposits
observed east of the highway, Stratum 1a appears to be
of natural origin and only slightly disturbed.

Summary
Deposition of the alluvial sediments beneath the
Upper Terrace began sometime before 6000 RCYBP
and continued in a punctuated fashion into the Late

Top Panel: Drawing of the north wall along the N166 grid line showing the strata in the Western
Block excavation and the location of samples collected from the wall for analysis. Middle and
Lower Panels: Plots showing the result of the physical properties of the deposits collected from
the N166 profile. The dotted lines delineate the boundaries of Stratum 2, which contained the
Toyah occupation.

Figure 6.5.

Top left: Scan of the embedded block collected from the N166 profile, showing Strata 1a and 2, and the location of thin sections shown at
right. Block is approximately 15 cm long from top to bottom. Right Side: Transmitted light scans of the two thin sections shown on the left.
Each thin section is 5 cm long. The top thin section is of the Stratum 1a-Stratum 2 interface. The lower thin section is from the approximate
position of the Toyah occupation. Bottom: Thin section view of the small box shown on the thin section from Stratum 2, showing several
pieces of angular chert microdebitage (C), adjacent to a void containing several worm casts (W) and lined with a thin coat of calcium
carbonate (PC).
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Holocene. Occupation of the Upper Terrace occurred
at intervals throughout this period resulting in the
preservation of multiple buried occupation surfaces
within this deposit.
It is clear that the leading edge of this surface has been
repeatedly flooded in the last millennium, including
at least one very large flood. Although there is little
detailed radiocarbon age information available at this
time, about 10 cm of sediment was deposited on this
surface during the Toyah occupation, and about 50 cm
of sediment was deposited in the years following the
Toyah occupation.

The Lower Terrace
The sedimentary deposits of the Lower Terrace are
divisible into three groups (listed in order of increasing
age): 1) Introduced Fill, 2) Allostratigraphic Unit 4a,
and 3) Allostratigraphic Unit 3. These deposits were
documented (described, drawn, and sampled) at four
vertical profiles exposed along the eastern side of the
road (Figure 6.6):
1) Backhoe Trench 2, which was first excavated
during testing and deepened during the data
recovery investigations (Figure 6.7);
2) The north facing wall of three hand excavated
units along the N164 grid line immediately
northeast of Backhoe Trench 3 (Figure 6.8);
3) The north facing wall of the N118 grid line
at the southern end of the block excavation,
referred to as Column 1 (Figure 6.9); and
4) A profile exposed in the west wall of unit N129
E120 within the Eastern Block excavation,
referred to as Column 2 (Figure 6.10).
For each of these exposures a field description
(Appendix D, Profile Descriptions) and detailed
line drawing were compiled, and, in most cases,
a photomosaic was made. In order to examine the
physical properties of these deposits in more detail, a
vertical column of bulk samples was collected from
two exposures within the block excavation, Column
1 (at the southwestern end of the block) and Column 2
(near the northeastern end of the block). The following
descriptions are based upon data gathered during the
fieldwork and subsequent laboratory analysis of these
deposits.

Introduced Fill
Only a few samples of the Introduced Fill were
examined in detail, as they were thought in the field
to be fairly easily identified. However, subsequent
discussion during and after excavation of the Eastern
Block made it clear that there was confusion regarding
the stratigraphic sequence and the integrity of the
deposits. With the benefit of hindsight it would have
been desirable to sample the introduced fill in as much
detail as the deposits that were presumed on the basis
of their physical attributes to be in situ late Holocene
alluvial sediments, but this was not done. As a result,
only two samples of the Introduced Fill were collected
and analyzed, and the remaining information on these
deposits was compiled from field descriptions and
photographic evidence.
The complexity of the Introduced Fill was greatest
close to the highway where multiple, often contrasting
texture beds (coarse and fine) were present, and down
slope it generally exhibited little or no stratification and
often contained matrix supported gravel. In some cases
(e.g., Figure 6.9) the coarse fragments were angular
crushed limestone, whereas in most of these deposits
the coarse fragments were rounded alluvial limestone
gravels. Perhaps one of the best examples of the coarse
textured nature of the introduced fill can be seen on
Figure 6.9, which shows the relatively coarse nature
of this deposit and the nature of some of the bedding
(specifically zones 1-4, and possibly zone 5). In this
profile, the introduced fill is thicker on the downslope
side than on the upslope, but the opposite trend, which
was thought to be more common (thinner down slope,
thicker upslope), can be seen on Figure 6.8. Zone 5 in
this exposure was thought in the field to be a natural
colluvial deposit in large part owing to the presence of
a significant amount of pedogenic carbonate, but there
was no easy way to test this interpretation.
On the basis of the four profiles documented east of
the highway, the elevation range of the Introduced
Fill was slightly in excess of 2 m (Table 6.1), with the
highest occurrence being the ground surface in the
southwestern corner of the Eastern Block (Column 1,
N118 profile) and the lowest being around 96.75 m
(the N164 E124–126 immediately north of Backhoe
Trench 3). In most exposures this deposit was about 25
to 35 cm thick. These observations do not adequately
describe the range of elevation of this deposit as it
definitely occurs beneath the road at higher elevations,
and it may well occur at lower elevations east of the
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Map of the Eastern Block excavation showing the location where stratigraphic information for the
Lower Terrace were compiled.

highway, but these points provide a basic bracket
for this deposit in the vicinity of the Eastern Block
excavation.

Allostratigraphic Unit 4A
The deposits of Allostratigraphic Unit 4a consisted of
five relatively distinct deposits (here called Local Beds)
that were often readily identifiable in the field: A, B, C,
D, and E. The term Local Bed is used to avoid conflict
with previous stratigraphic terms used for this portion
of the site, and also reflects that this nomenclature will
probably only apply to the immediate vicinity of the
Eastern Block excavation and not across a broader
spatial extent. Figure 6.7 provides a simple illustration
depicting the deposits in the vicinity of the Eastern
Block excavation.

Local Bed A—Basal Gravel (4a-A)
The base of the Allostratigraphic Unit 4a generally
consisted of a gravelly bed (gravelly sandy clay
loam), here designated Local Bed A. In the profile of
the southern end of the Eastern Block excavation (see
Figure 6.9) this gravel bed was observed pinching out
on the west (or road side) between the E121 and E122
grid lines. The elevation of the top of this bed ranged
approximately 60 cm (from 97.6 to 97.1 m), and the
base of the bed was only adequately observed in two
places (Column 1 and Backhoe Trench 2) where it was
noted at 97.47 m and 97.39 m, but these are thought to
inadequately reflect the basal elevation of this deposit
(Table 6.2). Local Bed A is clearly the result of one or
more large magnitude flood event, but the age of this/
these events are presently unknown.
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Figure 6.7.

Photograph of the profile exposed in Backhoe Trench 2 (left side of drawing) immediately southwest
of the Eastern Block excavation. Center column shows the strata recorded from this exposure,
showing the location of burned rocks (black) and alluvial gravel (white), and approximate textural
variation between the zones. Arrows show where in the profile prehistoric cultural material was
observed in situ. Right column shows the stratigraphic interpretation.
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Figure 6.8.

Profile of the south wall from E123 to E126 along N162 grid line immediately north of Backhoe
Trench 3, on the Lower Terrace. Note the eastward dip of the deposits within Allostratigraphic
Unit 4a, and the increasing complexity of this deposit towards the river.

Local Bed B—Sandy Upward Fining (4a-B)
This deposit rests on top of Local Bed A, and consists
of a fining upward bed of very dark gray (10YR 3/1,
m) loam, sandy clay loam, and clay loam. In both
of the columns collected from the Eastern Block
excavation this deposit fined upward, primarily owing
to an increase in silt, and the organic carbon content,
phosphorus, and magnetic susceptibility all increased
upward through the deposit (Table 6.3). Calcium
carbonate showed the opposite trend, decreasing with
increasing elevation. These general attributes may
reflect fundamental aspects of the latest Holocene
alluvium of the South Llano River, in that the fine
grained muds are dark colored and have higher organic
carbon and magnetic susceptibility and lower calcium
carbonate than coarser textured deposits.
Within the Eastern Block excavation no cultural
material was observed with Local Bed B, but several
Table 6.1.
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burned rocks and pieces of debitage were observed in
Backhoe Trench 2 at the base of this deposit, resting
directly on top of Local Bed A.

Local Beds C and D (4a-C and 4a-D)
Local Beds C and D were interbedded, and most of
the exposures examined in the area around and within
the Eastern Block Excavation contained multiple beds
of each deposit. These two deposits were inferred
in the field to represent individual fining upward
flood deposits, but in reality the coarser textured
beds (Local Bed D) are most likely attributable to a
single flood event. The interbedded dark colored fine
sediments (Local Bed C) may represent one or more
low magnitude flood events.

Local Bed C—Finer Flood Deposits (multiple
beds; 4a-C)

Elevation Range of the Introduced Fill

Excavation Unit
Column 1 (N118)
Column 2 (N129 E120)
E126–E124
Backhoe Trench 2

Zone(s)

Elevation of the
Introduced Fill

1, 2, 3 & 4 (possibly 5)

98.8 to 97.9

1

>98.0

1c, 1f & 1u

96.75 to 97.31

1

98.59 to 98.27

Local Bed C consists of one or more beds of
very dark gray clay loam that also exhibited
prismatic structure (like Local Bed E, discussed
below). This is the deposit that contained the
Toyah occupation. The clearest example of the
stratigraphic position of the Toyah occupation
was noted in Column 1 (Figure 6.9) where a
Perdiz arrow point (Lot 416) and a beveled knife
(Lot 418) were found in association with several
burned rocks while sampling the column (zone
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Figure 6.9.

Upper Panel: Photomosaic of the southern end wall of the Eastern Block excavation showing the
stratigraphy. Note that the mosaic does not include the base of the excavations which is shown on
the middle panel. Middle Panel: Line drawing showing the stratigraphy interpreted from the end
wall of the Eastern Block excavations. Red dashed lines are the boundary between the introduced
fill (zones 1-5) and Allostratigraphic Unit 4a (zones 6-9). Crosses in zone 7 are Toyah artifacts
(specifically a Perdiz arrow point (Lot 416) and a knife (Lot 418). Yellow boxes are bulk samples
collected from this deposit. Lower Panel: Plot showing the results of the lab work obtained from
samples shown in the middle panel. The Toyah occupation zone is highlighted with a gray bar.
Note that carbon, magnetic susceptibility and phosphorous all show elevated levels within the
occupation zone.

Figure 6.10.

Drawing of the stratigraphy exposed in the west wall of Unit N129 E120 within the Eastern Block excavation, with respect to variation on
particle size and depth variation in organic carbon, magnetic susceptibility, phosphorus, and calcium carbonate. Gray box is approximate
location of the occupation surface.
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7 fine) (Table 6.4). In Column 1, zone 7 exhibited
peaks in organic carbon, magnetic susceptibility and
phosphorus, and it is tempting to ascribe this to the
prehistoric occupation, but the same trend was not
observed in Column 2, where the peak in phosphorus
and organic carbon occurred at the base of Local Bed E.
Local Bed C ranged in elevation from a high of 98.1m
on the west to a low of 96.25 m on the east, which is
a range of 1.82 m. The occupation surface within this
portion of the site exhibited slightly less variation (1.4
m) with a high of 98.1 m to a low of 96.7 m (Table 6.5).

Local Bed D—Coarser Flood Deposits (at
least two beds; 4a-D)
The deposits associated with Local Bed D ranged in
texture from sandy clay loam to clay loam and the sand
component imparted a speckled appearance to the beds
when troweled. Although the texture of Local Bed D
looked in the field to be significantly sandier than Local
Bed C, in most places these sandy beds contained only
about 10 percent more sand and often are the same
textual class (clay loam). These beds were generally
slightly more brown (usually a dark grayish brown)
than Local Bed C. These sandy beds were generally
thin (2–3 cm was most common, but in a few places
Table 6.2.

Elevation Range of Allostratigraphic Unit
4a, Local Bed A

Excavation Unit

Zone

Column 1 (N118)

9

Column 2 (N129
E120)

8

E126–E124

Top: 97.25 to 97.6
Base: 97.47 where exposed
Top: 97.1
Base: Not Exposed

Not
Present

Not Present

9

97.69 to 97.39

Backhoe Trench 2

Table 6.3.

Elevation of Local Bed A

Elevation Range of Allostratigraphic Unit
4a, Local Bed B

Excavation Unit
Column 1 (N118)
Column 2 (N129 E120)
E126–E124
Backhoe Trench 2

Zone Elevation of Local Bed B
8
6&7
6
8

Top: 98.00 to 97.55
Base: 97.25 to 97.6

[e.g., Column 2, zone 5] the beds were upwards of
10-cm thick) and they rose in elevation and became
thinner to the west, toward the road and the margin of
Allostratigraphic Unit 4a (Table 6.6). The thickness of
Local Bed C between these sandy flood deposits also
decreased from east to west, which can be seen clearly
on Figure 6.9 (where the two sandy beds are depicted
with dotted lines labeled “flood beds”).
Most of the exposures in the Eastern Block Excavation
exhibited two different flood deposits, but there may
well be at least three but none of the examined profiles
contained 3 clear beds. In Backhoe Trench 2, the Toyah
occupation appeared to be in Local Bed C beneath
the first Local Bed D flood deposit. But in the Eastern
Block excavation the Toyah occupation was present
between the two Local Bed D sandy beds (D1 and D2).

Local Bed E—Jointed Clay (4a-E)
The uppermost deposit of Allostratigraphic Unit 4a
was a black to very dark gray loam, clay loam to sandy
clay loam that exhibited prominent prismatic structure
that imparted a jointed appearance to this deposit.
The dark color, elevated magnetic susceptibility, and
organic carbon content of this deposit suggests that it
is an A-horizon, but the calcium carbonate content of
this deposit suggests little or no leaching has occurred.
This deposit was observed in all of the exposures of
Unit 4a examined on the eastern side of the highway
(Backhoe Trench 2, zone 2; Column 1, zone 6; Column
2, zone 2; TU E124 E126, zone 2) (Table 6.7). The top
of this deposit exhibits over 1.6 m of relief, whereas
the base is slightly less variable (1.13 m), and this
deposit ranged in thickness from 17 to 35 cm and
exhibits a prominent increase in thickness toward the
modern river channel. It was everywhere overlain by
Table 6.4.

Elevation Range of Allostratigraphic
Unit 4a, Local Bed C

Excavation Unit

Zone Elevation of Local Bed C

Column 1 (N118)

7

Column 2 (N129 E120)

4

E126–E124

Base: 96.15 to 96.02
97.82 to 97.69

East End: 97.85 to 97.55
97.2 to 97.58
Upper: 96.7 to 95.8

3&5

97.45 to 97.1
Top: 96.47 to 96.25

West End: 98.1 to 98.0

Lower: 96.7 to 96.25
Upper: 98.05 to 98.00

Backhoe Trench 2

3, 5 &7

Middle: 97.96 to 97.93
Lower: 97.90 to 97.82*

* Denotes main Prehistoric Occupation.
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the Introduced Fill, and in some exposures (like the
southwestern end of the Eastern Block excavation) the
top of Local Bed E appeared to have been truncated
during road construction.

Allostratigraphic Unit 3
The deposits beneath Allostratigraphic Unit 4a,
Local Bed A were exposed in two places, Backhoe
Trench 2 and the three hand excavated units on the
N164 grid line north of Backhoe Trench 3, but these
sediments were not examined in detail as part of the
data recovery studies. These very dark grayish brown
to dark grayish brown loams are most likely part of the
core of Allostratigraphic Unit 3, discussed previously.

Summary of Deposits in the Vicinity of the
Eastern Block Excavation
Three deposits were identified beneath the Lower
Terrace in the vicinity of the Eastern Block excavation:
1) a modern age Introduced Fill, 2) a wedge of recent
(<1,000-year-old) alluvium (Allostratigraphic Unit 4a),
and 3) an older alluvium (Allostratigraphic Unit 3).
The Introduced Fill was not sampled or studied in
detail, but generally was differentiated from the natural
alluvial deposits on the basis of its composition and
lack of pedogenic alteration (specifically secondary
Table 6.5.

Elevation of the Occupation Surface
Elevation of Toyah
Occupation surface

Excavation Unit
N118

98.1 to 97.7

N129 E120

97.70 to 97.56

E126–E124

97.7 to 97.25

TU8

97.0 to 96.6

TU10

96.9 to 96.7

Table 6.6.

Excavation Unit

Zone (s) Elevation of Local Bed D

Column 1 (N118)

7 coarse

Column 2 (N129
E120)

3&5

E126–E124
Backhoe Trench 2

4
4&6

or pedogenic calcium carbonate). In some places
these sediments thinned away from the road, but not
everywhere, such as in the southwestern end of the
Eastern Block excavation where the Introduced Fill was
thicker at the east side of the block than it was on the
west. A sharp boundary separated the Introduced Fill
from the natural alluvial deposits of Allostratigraphic
Unit 4a, the latter of which exhibited a repeated
depositional pattern, elements of which (referred to
here as local beds) were identified in all four exposures
that were examined in detail on the Lower Terrace.
Five distinct local beds were recognized within this
deposit, and the two places where these deposits
were sampled in the Lower Terrace exhibit similar
depositional trends. The deposits of Allostratigraphic
Unit 4a pinch out to the west in the vicinity of the road
and thicken to the east towards the modern river. The
Toyah occupation was situated within the middle of
these sediments in Local Bed C. Direct correlation of
the alluvial deposits exposed on the Upper Terrace by
the Western Block excavation with the sediments on the
Lower Terrace was not possible on the basis of simple
stratigraphy owing to the broadly similar nature of the
recent age alluvial sediments of the South Llano River.
The older alluvial deposits beneath Allostratigraphic
Unit 4a were only examined in Column 1 and appear
to be consistent with Allostratigraphic Unit 3, but no
chronological evidence supporting this interpretation
was obtained.
Table 6.7.

Elevation Range of Allostratigraphic
Unit 4a, Local Bed E

Excavation Unit

Elevation Range of Allostratigraphic
Unit 4a, Local Bed D

West End: 98.1 & 98.0
East End: 97.85 & 97.55
Upper: 97.72
Lower: 97.58 to 97.47
96.7 to 96.5
Upper: 98.00 to 97.97
Lower: 97.93 to 97.90
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Zone Elevation of Local Bed E
Top: 98.27 to 98.20

Column 1 (N118)

6

Column 2 (N129 E120)

2

98.02 to 97.75

E126–E124

2

96.65 to 96.93

Backhoe Trench 2

2

98.27 to 98.05

Base: 98.10 to 97.85
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Features, Artifacts, and Ecofacts
Abby Peyton, Mercedes C. Cody, Stephen M. Carpenter, and Kevin A. Miller

Introduction
Archaeology is the study of the material record to derive
interpretations of past societies and their contexts. But
what endures through the destructive processes of time
is often only a small fraction of the overall material
culture. Things of hide, wood, and other perishables
disintegrated long ago. In addition to natural processes
that bias the archaeological record, there are social
filters that influence what is discarded on residential
sites and what is discarded elsewhere. Accordingly,
archaeological assemblages are inaccurate reflections
of the total material culture of any given past society.
This chapter presents basic descriptive data on the
features, artifacts, and ecofacts that were investigated
or recovered during the excavations. The materials are
not organized by component or stratum, but rather by
basic descriptive categories. The central intent of this
chapter is to present the data as objectively as possible
without imposing chronological or stratigraphic
divisions. A few low-level interpretations are provided
on functions of tools and features, but these are kept at
a minimal level. The subsequent chapters will develop
increasingly interpretive contexts that will address the
issues of moving from the material record to inferences
on prehistoric society and behavior, redressing the
biases to the extent possible.
The cultural materials recovered during the cumulative
testing and data recovery excavations on the Little
Paint site include features and artifact categories
composed of various materials, including stone, bone,
shell, ceramic, wood and other floral or faunal remains
(Appendix E). However, as a result of the depositional
and post-depositional (e.g., preservation) site formation
processes, stone comprises the vast majority of the
artifact assemblage. Inorganic remains are enormously
overrepresented in the archaeological record. Burned
rock, lithic tools, as well as reduction debris are quite
often the only things that endure, but ethnographic
studies show hunter-gatherer occupations typically
consist of as much organic remains as non-organics.
As a result, the total prehistoric material assemblage
often has to be inferred from lithic remains and site

structure. The Little Paint site, however, yielded a
relatively good collection of some perishable materials,
including bone, antler, and floral remains. Some of
these are artifacts, and many are ecofacts, defined as
plants, animals, or rocks that were not clearly cultural
modified or produced but were nevertheless culturally
introduced or otherwise part of the overall site context.
Charcoal, which forms the primary basis for
determining the site’s chronological parameters
through radiocarbon dating, was abundant and well
preserved. As discussed in Chapter 5, dates reported
in this chapter are conventional, corrected but not
calibrated dates (see Table 5.19 for calibrations.
Both macro- and micro-floral remains were also
well preserved. But, as noted in previous chapters,
project constraints precluded any macrofloral, pollen,
phytolith, or other studies to identify the presence and
potential for these. Nevertheless, the samples were
systematically taken from pertinent contexts and have
been selectively curated.

Features
A total of six burned rock features was documented
over the course of the testing and data recovery
investigations. It should be noted that a series of
features (Features 1 through 3) that were initially
documented during the testing phase of the project
were subsequently determined to be scattered burned
rock with no clear patterning. The feature numbers
associated with these scatters were cancelled.
Nevertheless, for the sake of maintaining a seamless
continuity between the original field documentation
and samples, the feature numbering continued
consecutively from the testing to data recovery phases.
During the cumulative investigations, six features,
designated Features 4 through 9, were recorded (Figure
7.1, Table 7.1). All but one of these features (Feature
7) were documented within the Toyah component and
yielded dates that are consistent with the prevailing
chronological placement of Toyah. In all cases,
pollen/phytolith, and flotation samples were collected.
Additionally, all or part of the remaining feature matrix
was collected and returned to the lab for fine screening
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Figure 7.1.

Little Paint site map showing data recovery features.

Hearth or fireplace

Oven

Oven

Hearth or fireplace

Hearth or fireplace

5

6

7

8

9

*** Dimension
undefined since it was
truncated by Backhoe
Trench 2.

** Dimension
undefined since it
extends beyond rightof-way.

* Based on Johnson’s
(2000:7273) burned
rock feature typology.

Oven

4
170 x 200

48 x 48

120 x 90

160 x 55**
85 x 70
70 cm
diameter***

N152–153
E100–101

N157
E100

N159–160
100–101

N145–146
E100
N128
E100
BHT 2 ca.
N114–115
E120

Toyah

Toyah

Late Archaic

Toyah

Toyah

Toyah

None

P7

P6

None

P2

P1, P3,
P4, P5

Radicarbon Age
(Conventional BP)

Associated Diagnostic
Artifacts (Lot No.)

None

All feature matrix
460 ± 40 (Beta 234362)
collected (S44)

All feature matrix
300 ± 40 (Beta 234360)
collected (S37)

All feature matrix
1840 ± 40 (Beta 234359)
collected (S34)

None

None

None

Leon Plain body sherd (720),
Perdiz arrow (198), Perdiz
All feature
arrow (248), Possible point
matrix collected 330 ± 40 (Beta 234361)
fragment (440.4), End &
(includes S19 & 530 ± 40 (Beta 234358)
Side Scraper (252), End &
S43)
Side Scraper (721), Graver
(435.2), Graver (710)

All feature matrix
420 ± 40 (Beta 234353)
collected (S9)

Leon Plain rim sherd (371.4),
5 Leon Plain body sherds
(357.1.1–357.1.2 &
383.3.1–383.3.3), Perdiz
arrow (165), Perdiz arrow
All feature
(170), Perdiz arrow (177),
360 ± 40 (Beta 234355)
matrix collected
Perdiz arrow (368.4), Perdiz
570 ± 40 (Beta 234351)
arrow (371.3), Perdiz arrow
(includes S8)
(371.5), Possible arrow point
fragment (368.7), Possible
arrow point fragment (371.6),
End & Side Scraper (355),
End & Side Scraper (356)

Inferred Functional Associated Dimensions
Cultural
Pollen Bulk/Flotation
Type*
Units
(cm)
Component Samples
Samples

Little Paint Site (41KM226) Features

Feature Number

Table 7.1.
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under controlled conditions, in part to recover easily
damaged materials such as small floral and faunal
remains. Given the aforementioned constraints, none
of the samples were processed.

Table 7.2.

Feature 4

Type

Burned Rock Feature
Oven

Feature 4

Johnson (2000)
Typology
Cultural Component

Toyah

Feature 4, the largest observed on the site, was a
discrete circular, slightly basin-shaped, burned rock
hearth or oven within the Toyah component (Table
7.2). Two radiocarbon samples taken directly below the
basal rocks produced conventional dates of 360 b.p. and
570 b.p. (see Table 5.19). These dates fall well within
the accepted age range for the Toyah component. The
recovery of numerous Perdiz arrow points as well as
ceramic artifacts from within and directly adjacent
to the feature support the temporal association for
Feature 4.

Stratigraphic Context

Stratum 2

Units

N152 E100
N152 E101
N153 E100
N153 E101

Center

N153.50 E101.50

The concentration encompassed a majority of four
excavation units centered on the N153 and E101 grid
intersection (Figures 7.2 and 7.3). The feature consisted
mostly of thermally altered limestone predominantly in
a single layer with a slightly downward slope towards
the northeast. A greater concentration of burned rocks,
which were stacked two or three rocks high, was found
in unit N153 E101. Stacked rocks in units N154 E101
and N155 E101 north of the main feature appear to
be in a secondary context, likely representing another
layer of rocks, or a lid, that sealed in heat for extended
cooking.
The dimensions of the tightly clustered concentration
extended 170 cm east to west and 200 cm north to
south. A sparse scatter of burned rocks continued both
to the north and south, though the majority appeared
to continue into units N154 E101 and N155 E101.
These burned rocks likely represent secondary discard
associated with Feature 4. The majority of the feature
was recovered from elevations ranging from 99.75–
99.57 m, but a few associated rocks were documented
to depths of 99.52 m.
Artifacts recovered from Feature 4 include six ceramic
sherds, six projectile points, two possible point
fragments, two unifacial end and side scrapers, one
biface, one retouched flake, one core, and 525 pieces
of debitage. Of the six ceramic sherds recovered, one
is a Leon Plain rim sherd, and five are Leon Plain body
sherds. Of the eight projectile points recovered, six
are Perdiz arrow points, and two are possible arrow
point fragments that cannot be typed. In addition to the

Top Elev. (m)

99.82 m

Bottom Elev. (m)

99.52 m

Origination (m)

99.7

Dimensions (cm)

170 x 200

Pollen Samples

P1, P3, P4, P5

Bulk/Flotation
Samples

All feature matrix collected
(includes S8)

Special Samples

S11 (Burned Rock
Lipid Sample)

C-14 Samples

C4, C5, C13, C14

Radiocarbon Age
(Conventional BP)

C5– 570 ± 40
(Beta 234351),
C14– 360 ± 40
(Beta 234355)

Leon Plain rim sherd
(371.4),
5 Leon Plain body sherds
(357.1.1–357.1.2 &
383.3.1–383.3.3), Perdiz
arrow (165), Perdiz arrow
(170), Perdiz arrow (177),
Associated Diagnostic
Perdiz arrow (368.4), Perdiz
Artifacts (Lot No.)
arrow (371.3), Perdiz arrow
(371.5), Possible arrow
point fragment (368.7),
Possible arrow point
fragment (371.6), End &
Side Scraper (355), End &
Side Scraper (356)
Burned Rock Characteristics
Burned Rock Size

Count/Weight (kg)

0–5

171/ 2.8

5–10

202/ 28.8

10–15

69/ 45.7

15+

48/ 99.6

Total

490/ 176.9
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umbos were recovered from this level in unit N157
E100.

Feature 6

Figure 7.2.

Overview of Feature 4, facing north.

artifacts, ecofacts recovered from Feature 4 include 85
pieces of bone and two mussel shell umbos.
Overall, Feature 4 is the most substantial burned rock
feature identified on the site. The size of the feature (2
m maximum diameter), quantity of rocks, and basin
shape indicate the highest investment of labor of any
of the thermal features on the site.

Feature 5
Feature 5 was a small burned rock cluster in the
southern portion of unit N157 E100 within the
Toyah component (Table 7.3). Besides one small
charcoal fragment recovered from beneath one of the
burned rocks, the matrix from within the feature was
indistinguishable from the surrounding sediment.
Nevertheless, the entire matrix from within the cluster
was collected as well as one wood charcoal sample
and one pollen/phytolith sample. The radiocarbon
sample yielded a conventional date of 420 b.p., which
is consistent with the Toyah core occupation sequence.
The circular feature measured approximately 48 cm in
diameter, and was documented at an elevation of 99.7
to 99.62 m (Figures 7.4 and 7.5). The tight cluster of
burned rocks was composed of 16 pieces of burned
limestone of over 5 cm in diameter, and one large in
situ fractured rock.
While only one biface was recovered from within
the core of Feature 5, the artifact count from the
encompassing 10 cm excavation level (99.7 to 99.60
m) was substantially higher. Specifically, one biface,
one possible point fragment distal tip, 387 pieces of
debitage, 41 pieces of bone, and two mussel shell

Feature 6 was a shallow, basin-shaped cooking feature
in the Toyah component on the northern end of the
Western Block (Table 7.4). The feature consists of
a dense layer of burned rock with charcoal-flecked
sediments in and beneath the rocks (Figures 7.6
and 7.7). The constituent rocks were predominantly
rounded and angular thermally altered limestone with
a few large thermally altered chert fragments. Although
charcoal was present, the overall feature matrix lacked
significant staining.
The feature was located primarily within units N159
E101 and N160 E101 with the extreme western portion
extending into units N159 E100 and N160 E100. The
concentration was principally a single layer of rocks in
a slight basin shape along the southern portion of Unit
N160 E101. The feature had a slight oval shape and
measured 110 cm north-south and 90 cm east-west, and
ranged in elevation from 99.6 m to 99.53 m. Although
several burned rocks extended north and south of the
main feature concentration, these rocks appear to be
in secondary deposition, possibly lid rocks, based on
their slightly higher elevations and lack of charcoal
flecking in the immediate area.
Two radiocarbon samples collected from the feature
produced conventional dates of 530 b.p. and 320 b.p.
The former date makes Feature 6 the oldest Toyah
feature on the site.
The artifacts recovered between 99.6 m to 99.53 m
in units N159 E101 and N160 E101 consisted of one
Leon plain body sherd, two Perdiz arrow points, one
possible point fragment, two gravers, two unifacial end
and side scrapers, two bifaces, one retouched flake,
two cores, and 810 pieces of debitage. In addition,
94 pieces of bone and two mussel shell umbos were
recovered from the level.
Feature 6 comprised burned rocks placed in a shallow
basin forming a basal heating element. The presence of
a lid in close proximity to the primary feature element
further supports this categorization.

Feature 7
Feature 7 was a dense concentration of burned rock
associated with the Late Archaic component (Table
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Figure 7.3.

Plan view map of Feature 4.

7.5). The feature consisted of a thin layer of burned
rock with a main concentration in unit N146 E100 and
apparent associated burned rocks extending into unit
N145 E100 (Figures 7.8 and 7.9). The feature appeared
to extend west of the excavated units, beyond the
western right-of-way boundary. The feature consisted
predominantly of flat slabs of thermally altered

limestone, and a sparse amount of charcoal throughout
the feature matrix.
The burned rock associated with Feature 7 extends in
an oval shape running principally south from a circular
main concentration. The overall dimensions of the
associated burned rock extends 160 cm north–south
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Feature 5
Type

Burned Rock Feature

Johnson (2000) Typology

Hearth or Fireplace

Cultural Component

Toyah

Stratigraphic Context

Stratum 2

Units

N157 E100

Center

N157.28 E100.36

Top Elev. (m)

99.7

Bottom Elev. (m)

99.62

Origniation (m)

Undetermined

Dimensions (cm)

48 x 48

Pollen Samples

P2

Bulk/Flotation Samples

All feature matrix
collected (S9)

C-14 Samples

C8

Radiocarbon Age
(Conventional BP)

C8– 420 ± 40
(Beta 234353)

Associated Diagnostic
Artifacts (Lot No.)

None

Burned Rock Characteristics
Burned Rock Size

Count/Weight (kg)

0–5

0/ 0.0

5–10

12/ 3.3

10–15

3/ 2.5

15+

1/ 2.6

Total

16/ 8.4

Figure 7.5.

Plan view map of Feature 5.

and 55 cm east–west with the main concentration
having approximate dimensions of 80 cm north–south
by 55 cm east-west. The elevations of the feature
extended from 99.70 to 99.55 m, with a majority of the
feature recovered from 99.65 to 99.57 m in elevation.
One radiocarbon sample collected from the feature
that yielded a conventional date of 1840 b.p., thus
placing the feature in the Late Archaic period. A pollen/
phytolith sample was taken, and the entire feature
matrix was collected as a bulk soil sample. These
samples were not processed due to the stipulations of
the research design.
The artifacts recovered in the vicinity of the feature
from units N146 E100 and N145 E100, at elevations
of 99.7 to 99.6 m, consisted of five bifaces, one flaked
tool, one core, and 447 pieces of debitage. Ecofacts
recovered from the nearby units included 16 pieces
of bone. A Montell dart point was also recovered
approximately 1 m to the north of the feature. It remains
unclear, however, if this Late Archaic dart point was
directly associated with the feature or not.

Figure 7.4.

Overview of Feature 5, facing north.

Similar to Feature 6, a secondary feature element likely
representing a discarded lid was documented directly
to the south of feature centroid. Given the limited and
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Table 7.4.

Feature 6

Type

Burned Rock Feature

Johnson (2000)
Typology

Oven

Cultural Component

Toyah

Stratigraphic Context

Stratum 2

Units

N159 E100
N159 E101
N160 E100
N160 E101

Center

N160.20 E101.30

Top Elev. (m)

99.6

Bottom Elev. (m)

99.53

Origination (m)

Undetermined

Dimensions (cm)

120 x 90

Pollen Samples

None

Bulk/Flotation
Samples

All feature matrix collected
(includes S19 & S43)

C-14 Samples

C20, C23, C24, C25

Radiocarbon Age
(Conventional BP)

C20– 530 ± 40
(Beta 234358),
C23– 320 ± 40
(Beta 234361)

Leon Plain body sherd
(720), Perdiz arrow (198),
Perdiz arrow (248),
Associated Diagnostic Possible point fragment
Artifacts (Lot No.) (440.4), End & Side Scraper
(252), End & Side Scraper
(721), Graver (435.2),
Graver (710)
Burned Rock Characteristics
Burned Rock Size

Count/Weight (kg)

0–5

7/ 0.2

5–10

71/ 12.2

10–15

33/ 19.9

15+

8/ 12.6

Total

119/ 44.9

partial exposure of the feature, the feature morphology
and function cannot be clearly discerned.

Feature 8
Feature 8 is a Toyah fireplace or cooking feature
composed of a single layer of densely clustered burned

Figure 7.6.

Central portion of Feature 6, facing
north.

rock with minimal charcoal flecking and staining
(Table 7.6, Figure 7.10). The feature was observed
entirely in unit N128 E100 and may have extended
to the east, but the road cut truncated whatever may
have been the eastern part of the feature beyond the
E101 line.
The burned rock cluster was circular in its overall
shape, with a tighter concentration towards the center
of the feature. The overall extent of the concentration
extended 82 cm north-south and 68 cm east-west with
elevations from 99.91 to 99.7 m. A total of 125 burned
rocks constituted Feature 8 with a combined weight
of 23 kg. The majority of the rocks were 5 to 10 cm
in diameter.
Samples taken from Feature 8 included one radiocarbon
sample, one pollen/phytolith sample, and a bulk sample
of the entire feature matrix. The radiocarbon sample
yielded a date of 300 b.p., which places the feature
firmly within the Toyah time period in this region.
Similar to previous features, the exact number of
artifacts associated with the feature remains unknown
as the pollen/phytolith and bulk soils samples have
not been processed. The artifacts recovered from the
associated N128 E100 at elevations 99.90 to 99.70 m
yielded one biface, 275 pieces of debitage as well as
one historic metal fence staple in the upper 10 cm.
Additionally, 15 pieces of bone and two mussel shell
umbos were recovered from the unit. Based on the
observed configuration and composition, Feature 8
likely functioned as a fireplace or small oven during
the Toyah period.
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Feature 7
Type

Burned Rock Feature

Johnson (2000) Typology

Oven

Cultural Component

Late Archaic

Stratigraphic Context

Stratum 2

Units

N145 E100
N146 E100

Center

N146.00 E100.05

Top Elev. (m)

99.7

Bottom Elev. (m)

99.55

Origination (m)

Undetermined

Dimensions (cm)

160 x 55*
(Central Area 80 x 55)

Pollen Samples

P6

Bulk/Flotation Samples

All feature matrix
collected
(S34)

C-14 Samples

C21

Radiocarbon Age
(Conventional BP)

C21– 1840 ± 40
(Beta 234359)

Associated Diagnostic
Artifacts (Lot No.)

None

Burned Rock (kg)
Main Concentration

13.4

Burned Rock Characteristics
(Entire Feature Within Excavations)
Burned Rock Size

Count/Weight (kg)

0–5

8/ 0.4

5–10

25/ 6.8

10–15

20/ 12.4

15+

1/ 1.2

Total

54/ 20.8

* Dimension undefined since it extends beyond right-ofway.

Figure 7.7.

Plan view map of Feature 6.
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Figure 7.8.

Overview of Feature 7, extending into
west wall of excavation units beyond
right-of-way, facing north.

Feature 8
Type

Burned Rock Feature

Johnson (2000) Typology

Hearth or Fireplace

Cultural Component

Toyah

Stratigraphic Context

Stratum 1/2

Units

N128 E100

Center

N128.48 E100.68

Top Elev. (m)

99.91

Bottom Elev. (m)

99.7

Origination (m)

Undetermined

Dimensions (cm)

85 x 70

Pollen Samples

P7

Bulk/Flotation Samples

All feature matrix collected
(S37)

C-14 Samples

C22

Radiocarbon Age (Conventional
BP)

C22– 300 ± 40
(Beta 234360)

Associated Diagnostic Artifacts
(Lot No.)

None

Burned Rock Characteristics

Figure 7.9.

Burned Rock Size

Count/Weight (kg)

0–5

32/ 0.4

5–10

71/ 11.5

10–15

22/ 11.1

15+

0/ 0.0

Total

125/ 23.0

Primary element for Feature 7.

Feature 9
Feature 9 was a fairly discrete, small basin-shaped
burned rock cluster observed in the east wall of
Backhoe Trench 2 (Table 7.7). A radiocarbon date
of 460 b.p. places it within the Toyah timeframe, but
the lack of excavations around the feature precludes
clear definition, or further associations. The trench
was located just south of the Eastern Block at an
approximate grid location of N114 to N115 E121.
The feature consisted of predominantly highly
fragmented thermally altered limestone. The exact
dimensions of the feature are unknown. However,
based on the remaining portion, the feature extended 70
cm to the north–south in a single layer approximately
5-cm-thick. The elevation range of the feature was

Figure 7.10.

Overview of Feature 8, facing north.

97.85 to 97.75 m (85 to 95 cm below surface) with
a slight depression of 5 cm towards the center of the
feature.
Only the burned rock from the intact eastern portion
of the feature was tabulated and weighed. A total of
30 burned rocks weighing 3.79 kg was recovered,
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Table 7.8.

Feature 9
Type

Burned Rock Feature

Johnson (2000) Typology

Hearth or Fireplace

Cultural Component

Toyah

Stratigraphic Context

Stratum 2/3

Units

BHT 2 ca.
N114–115 E120

Center

Undetermined

Top Elev. (m)

97.85

Bottom Elev. (m)

97.75

Origination (m)

97.8

Dimensions (cm)

70* cm diameter

Pollen Samples

None

Bulk/Flotation Samples

All feature matrix collected
(S-44)

C-14 Samples

C26

Radiocarbon Age (Conventional
BP)

C26– 460 ± 40
(Beta 234362)

Associated Diagnostic Artifacts
(Lot No.)

None

Burned Rock Characteristics
Burned Rock Size

Count/Weight (kg)

0–5

11/ 0.3

5–10

18/ 3.1

10–15

1/ 0.4

15+

0/ 0.0

Total

30/ 3.8

* Dimension undefined since it was truncated by Backhoe
Trench 2.

Materials Recovered from the Little
Paint Site

Materials Recovered

204

Arrow Point

100

Dart Point

40

Untyped Projectile Point

5

Possible Point Fragment

76

Biface

232

Butted Biface/Chopper/Hand Axe

13

Knife

61

Drill

5

Perforator

4

Graver
Scraper/Graver

10
5

Scraper

89

Uniface

1

Modified Flake

47

Core

93

Tested Cobble
Debitage
Obsidian Flake
Ground and Battered Stone

2
56,254
1
11

Bone Bead

1

Worked Bone

2

Bone/Tooth

6188

Antler Billet

1

Marine Shell Ornament (Pendant or Bead)

1

Marine Shell Fragment

2

Mussel Shell Umbo

Based on the observed portion of the feature within the
trench, Feature 9 was composed of a layer of rocks in
a slight basin. No associated lid or discard rocks were
identified. Unfortunately a definite interpretation is
impossible due to the disturbance of the western side
of the feature by the excavation of the trench.

Total

Over the course of the testing and data recovery
efforts, a total of 63,770 artifacts were collected (Table
7.8). Debitage accounted for 88 percent of the total

Count

Prehistoric Ceramic

consisting mainly of rocks between 0 to 5 cm (n=11,
37 percent) and 5 to 10 cm (n=18, 60 percent) in
diameter. In addition, a charcoal sample, a pollen/
phytolith sample, and the remaining feature matrix
were collected.

A
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176

Ochre

3

Miscellaneous Stone or Mineral

3

Various Samples

85

Historic/Modern Materials

60
63775

assemblage, and burned rock were likewise abundant
but for the most part were counted and discarded in the
field. Bifaces formed the next largest category, with a
total of 232 specimens recovered. This was followed
in quantity by ceramics and arrow points. Some of
the more interesting finds included a single bone bead
and a marine shell ornament that may have been a
decorative pendant.
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The analytical categories in this chapter generally
follow those mandated by the TxDOT protocols,
which entail standard artifact classes that are well
defined and grounded in the literature and in practice.
The particular types, such as for projectile points and
ceramics, rely on standard typologies, such as Suhm
and Jelks (1962) and Turner et al. (2011), but on a
case-by-case basis challenge standard types if there is
good reason to do so.
Additionally, a suite of various samples and burned
rocks was recovered. The total collection of materials
is described here. In the subsequent Chapter 8,
these materials are sorted into components to define
site assemblages, most notably an isolable Toyah
assemblage. Metric data for many of the artifact classes
is provided in Appendix F-1.

Prehistoric Ceramics
A total of 204 prehistoric ceramic sherds, all classified
as Leon Plain, were recovered from the site (Table
7.9, Figure 7.11). The Toyah ceramics are briefly
introduced here and analyzed in detail in Chapter 9 of
this report. No exotic wares were identified. All of the
collected sherds were either a quarter size or smaller,
bone tempered with a low to moderate luster, slipped,
and were fired a relatively low temperatures. Of the
204 specimens collected, only one exhibited evidence
of exterior decoration. Additionally, unsmoothed coils
are readily apparent on the interior of several sherds.
A representative sample of several of the sherds is
described here to provide an overview of the collection.
A sherd from N148 E101 between 99.6 and 99.5 m
is an undecorated sherd with a 10YR3/1 very dark
gray smooth, burnished exterior and interior. The
paste consists of a 10YR4/2 grayish brown clay
intermixed with small, white bone fragments. A body
sherd recovered from N151 E101 between 99.7 m
and 99.6 m is an undecorated specimen consisting of
a 10YR3/1 very dark gray smooth, burnished exterior,
Table 7.9.

Prehistoric Ceramics Recovered
from the Little Paint Site

Prehistoric Ceramic Type
Decorated Body Sherd
Plain Body Sherd
Plain Rim Sherd
Total

Count
1
199
4
204

with a 7.5YR6/6 reddish yellow interior surface that
is not smoothed or burnished. Both the exterior and
the interior surfaces contain miniscule, white bone
fragments. The paste contains a 10YR5/2 grayish
brown clay intermixed with white bone fragments.
Lastly, a body sherd recovered from N155 E100
between 99.7 m and 99.6 m. is an undecorated sherd
with a 7.5YR5/6 strong brown smooth, burnished
exterior and interior with the paste containing a
10YR4/2 dark grayish brown clay intermixed with
white bone fragments.
Of the 204 sherds, only four are rim sherds, and
though small, their very gradual curvature indicates
vessel forms were most likely wide-mouthed bowls.
The similar gradual curvatures of the body sherds are
consistent with this suggestion.
Regarding the spatial distribution of the sherds, the
ceramics were encountered in 27 different excavation
units at elevations associated with other Toyah
component materials. There are at least two distinct
clusters that possibly represent pot drop locales, as well
as a series of refits identified during post processing
within these areas. In N155 E100, a total of 59 sherds
was recovered from a single level. Recovery of
sherds from this unit and the five contiguous units
(5.6 percent of all units) account for 42.8 percent of
the ceramics recovered from the entirety of the data
recovery excavations. The second possible pot drop
is 8 m to the south, centered on N147 E100 where 28
sherds were recovered from a single level. Counting
this and adjacent units, 41.8 percent of the total sherds
recovered during data recovery are centered on this
focal point.

Projectile Points
A total of 140 projectile points, including both arrow
and dart points, was recovered from the site (Table
7.10). The arrow types include Perdiz, Cliffton,
Chadbourne, Sabinal, as well as 18 untyped arrow
points. Dart point types include Conejo, Darl,
Edgewood, Ensor, Fairland, Frio, Langtry, Montell,
Nolan, and Pedernales. Additionally, there are nine
specimens that couldn’t be assigned to a recognized
type. The remainder of the point assemblage is
composed of untyped points (n=5), as well as possible
point fragments (n=76). In general, the Toyah period
Perdiz points overwhelmingly dominate the collection,
followed by significantly lesser quantities of Cliffton
arrow points and Montell dart points.

Figure 7.11.

Representative sample of Leon Plain ceramic sherds collected on the Little Paint site.
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Table 7.10. Little Paint Site Projectile Point
Quantities
Type

Arrow Points

64

Cliffton

13

Chadbourne

4

Untyped

18
100

Conejo

2

Darl

6

Edgewood-like

1

Ensor

1

Fairland

2

Frio

6

Langtry

1

Montell

10

Nolan

1

Pedernales

1

Untyped

9

Subtotal
Projectile Point

40
Untyped

Subtotal
Possible Point
Fragment
Subtotal
Total

1

Sabinal
Subtotal

Dart Points

Count

Perdiz

5
5

Undetermined

76
76
221

Following typological designations, nominal
(qualitative) and metrical (quantitative) attributes
were recorded for each point specimen and entered
into a database (see Appendix F-1). Metrical attributes
recorded for each specimen were similar to those
measured by Hudler (1997), including variables such
as blade and stem dimensions (length, width, thickness,
weight), haft length, base depth, base width, and neck
width.

points are a common point type throughout most of
Texas, and are characterized as triangular-bodied with
well-barbed shoulders and contracting stems (Turner
et al. 2011:206). They may also be unifacial or bifacial
(Suhm and Jelks 1962:283). Several subgroupings have
been defined for Perdiz, including the whitney and
morgan varieties (Jelks 1962; Suhm and Jelks 1962:24).
The latter have shorter, more rounded bases. These
points have long been considered diagnostic of the
Toyah phase, horizon or other chronological division.
They have been found in archaeological contexts that
date to as early as ca. 1200 b.p. in Collins’s (2004:
Figure 3.9a) Central Texas chronology. However, they
are more commonly dated from approximately 700
to 650 b.p. until 200 to 250 b.p. (Arnn 2012:64–65;
Johnson 1994:87; Prewitt 1981:84).
There were a total of 64 Perdiz projectile points,
which includes manufacturing failures with sufficient
diagnostic attributes for typological assignment,
and several possible Perdiz preforms recovered
throughout the site (Figure 7.12). As commonly noted
in the literature, there is quite a bit of variation in the
technology and morphology of this type, and this
variation is evident in the sample collected from the
Little Paint site. Technologically, many are made on
blade-flakes using reduction techniques ranging from
minimal edge trimming, often unifacial, to complete
bifacial working. Morphologically, the collection varies
from the classic contracting stems with prominent
barbs formed by deep V-shaped corner notching to
straight-to-contracting (even rounded) stems with
notably less prominent barbs. The Perdiz points are
divided into four categories: preforms, unifacial flake
points, straight-to-contracting slightly rounded base
points, and bifacial contracting stem points.

P

Eleven Perdiz points are defined as preforms.
These preforms appear unfinished yet retain typical
Perdiz distinctiveness, such as the triangular shape,
contracting stems, and flake blank remnant surfaces.
All have well-defined barbs or shoulders and the
diagnostic contracting stems, but were discarded prior
to completion. Seven of these have transverse lateral
fractures on the body, lacking the distal tips. Two are
rather thick and have various hinge fractures, which
seem to suggest they were discarded for failure to thin.
Both are unbroken. The remaining two manufacturing
failures have either a broken base or barb.

The vast majority of diagnostic points recovered from
the investigations belong to the Perdiz type. Perdiz

Ten specimens are unifacial points made on flakes,
typically blade flakes. Nine are complete, though

A

A total of 100 arrow points was recovered from the
excavations. Since the emphasis of the excavations
is on the Toyah component diagnostics of that period
dominate the arrow point assemblage.
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Representative sample of Perdiz arrow points: a) Lot # 300.5, b) Lot # 437.5, c)
Lot # 366.8, d) Lot # 510.3, e) Lot # 183.

possibly unfinished. Six of these lack barbs, and have
moderate to strong shoulders instead. Four of the 10,
however, have prominent barbs. It appears the width
of the flake is a primary determinant on the presence
of shoulders versus barbs: the former average 1.39
cm maximum width with a range from 1.17 cm to
1.66 cm, while the latter average 1.86 cm with a range
from 1.70 cm to 2.01 cm in width (see Appendix F-1).
If the knapper had sufficient width to work with, the
classic prominent Perdiz barbs were crafted, shoulders
would do if the blank or flake lacked sufficient width.
The critical threshold seems to have been around 1.65
to 1.70 cm.
Fourteen Perdiz are straight-to-contracting stemmed
points. Nine of the 14 have transverse lateral fractures
on the bodies and lack the distal end; three have broken
barbs, and two are relatively complete. The breakage
patterns are very similar to the preforms, suggesting
these may be manufacturing failures, only at a later
stage. The straight-to-contracting or rounded base
might be part of the reduction sequence.
Twenty-one bifacial points with the strongly
characteristic aspects of contracting stems and strong
barbs were recovered from data recovery investigations.
These include 10 complete points, though some have
slight damage. The remaining 11 have transverse

fractures across the blades, and three are missing barbs
as well. Of note, this category of Perdiz has, by far, the
highest percentage of complete points. Of the broken
ones, it is uncertain whether the breakage patterns are
use-related or manufacture failures.
In addition to these, eight broken fragments are
tentatively classified as Perdiz points, though they lack
insufficient diagnostic attributes for certainty. All are
broken to some degree.

Chadbourne
A single Chadbourne arrow point was recovered during
the investigations on the Little Paint site (Figure 7.13),
These points have a triangular body, with straight to
convex lateral edges, and a wide and slightly expanding
stem (Turner et al. 2011:186). The Chadbourne points
have most typically been found in close association
with Scallorn points primarily in west Central Texas,
and have a temporal range of a.d. 900 to 1300 (Turner
et al. 2011:186).

Cliffton
A total of 13 Cliffton arrow points was collected during
the investigations (Figure 7.14). Cliffton points have
a roughly triangular shape, and a shallow contracting
and well-rounded stem. This type, which is mainly
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before breakage. If these are in fact preforms, they give
some hint at the manufacturing process.
The two specimens are complete for the most part,
though one is missing a barb. They are straight-based
and prominent barbs are formed by V-shaped corner
notches. One finished point is unifacial, something
that is common among Perdiz points but rare among
Scallorn and Edwards points. The smaller complete
Sabinal is entirely bifacially reduced.

Figure 7.13.

Chadbourne arrow point: Lot # 109.1.

Three of the four points were all found relatively close
together on the eastern side of the roadway. Two were
recovered from Level 4 of Unit N129 E120, and the
other was recovered about 1.5 m away in N127 E121.
The close proximity suggests cultural association.

Dart Points

dispersed from the Red River to the central Gulf coast,
is actually viewed as an unfinished Perdiz (Boyd
1997; Turner et al. 2011:206). Therefore, they are
contemporaneous with, and share many characteristics
with, Perdiz points.

A total of 40 dart points was recovered from the
excavations. The vast majority derive from the mixed
Archaic deposits immediately below the Toyah zone.
Temporally, these span much of the Late Archaic
period.

Sabinal

Conejo

A total of four Sabinal arrow points was collected
(Figure 7.15). This point style was a purportedly shortlived form dating from a.d. 1120 to 1250 (Henderson
2001:279; Turner et al. 2011:208). Sabinal points are
geographically specific to the southwestern margin of
the Edwards Plateau (Turner et al. 2011:208). Mitchell
(1982) more precisely defines the geographic limits as
within 50 miles either side of a line drawn along the
Balcones Escarpment west of San Antonio. The points
have expanding stems with slightly recurved lateral
blade margins, an aspect that is diagnostic of the type.

Rather surprisingly, two Conejo points were recovered
from the site (Figure 7.16). These are typically
considered Lower Pecos points, but Prewitt’s (1995:99)
distribution maps indicate Kimble County is within
their recognized geographic range. The two points
from the site are somewhat tenuously typed as Conejo
points since both are broken and lack most or all of their
stems. However, the recurved lateral body margins
that sweep down into strongly barbed shoulders and
broad blades are possibly distinctive enough to justify
the classification. Both were found in close proximity
and association on the northern end of the site along
the western side of the right-of-way.

Sabinal points grade into Scallorn points, particularly
Scallorn eddy as defined by Jelks (1962:28–30), and
Sabinal points have been found associated with both
Scallorn and Edwards points (see Henderson 2001, for
example). Of the four Sabinal points recovered from
the Little Paint site, two are interpreted as preforms,
discarded during manufacturing after breakage of
lateral margins. Both preforms are made of the same
pale white chert. A small amount of cortex remains
on the dorsal surface of both. The initial notching and
pressure flaking of the dorsal surface was done first.
The ventral surface was only marginally retouched

Darl
Six Darl points were recovered, though several do not
completely fit the classic type. These are relatively
weak-shouldered narrow-bladed points with slightly
expanding alternatively beveled stems (Figure 7.17).
Their bases are slightly concave. These points date to
the final era of the Archaic, possibly from about 1800
to 1250 b.p. (Carpenter and Houk 2012:117). Two of the
specimens are complete, but appear to be completely
exhausted from resharpening. The other three are
broken by impact fractures, missing their distal ends.
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Cliffton arrow points: a) Lot # 91.1, b) Lot # 138, c) Lot # 140, d) Lot # 151, e) Lot # 185, f) Lot
# 239, g) Lot # 359.6, h) Lot # 399, i) Lot # 420, j) Lot # 436.2, k) Lot # 542.4, l) Lot # 603.2.

Edgewood-like
One Edgewood-like point was collected during the
investigations. This point type is characterized as a
relatively small point with an expanding stem formed
by prominent side notches (Figure 7.18). Basal thinning
flakes form a slight basal concavity. Edgewood points,
which are generally found in northeast Texas but also
discovered in Central and South Texas, are grouped with
the Late Archaic II by Johnson and Goode (1994:Figure

2). However, within Collins’ chronology these points
would fall within the Late Archaic from ca. 4000–1300
or 1200 b.p. (Collins 2004:121), specifically within
the Ensor, Frio, and Fairland style interval dating to
1700 to 1300 b.p. (Collins 2004: Figure 3.9a). Typical
characteristics include a short, triangular blade with the
blade sometimes beveled, prominent to well-barbed
shoulders, a widely expanding stem, and a straight to
somewhat concave base (Suhm and Jelks 1962:183).
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McGraw 1985:105; Carpenter and Houk 2012; Collins
2004:113: Johnson and Goode 1994:Figure 2).

Fairland
Two Fairland dart points were collected from the
investigations on the Little Paint site (Figure 7.20).
Fairland dart points are large, broad, triangular points
with narrow shoulders, an expanding stem, and a wide,
strongly expanding base. Fairland dates very late in
the Archaic, essentially contemporary with Darl, Frio,
and Ensor (Turner et al. 2011:99). Black and McGraw
(1985:106) estimate its date as 1750–1250 b.p. Goode
(2002:Fig. 32) reports only three specimens from the
Anthon site in Uvalde County. The distinctive Fairland
base makes it easier to identify basal and proximal
fragments than with other dart point types.

Frio
Six Frio points were recovered from the site. The Frio
projectile points have a broad and short triangular
body, wide side or corner notches, and a shallow to
deep U-shaped notch comprising the concave basal
indentation (Figure 7.21). These points are typically
found throughout South and Central Texas, as well
as the lower Pecos and Trans-Pecos (Turner et al.
2011:106).

Figure 7.15.

Sabinal arrow points: a) Lot # 305.2,
b) Lot # 585.3, c) Lot # 605.2, d) Lot #
605.3.

Ensor
One Ensor dart point was collected during the
investigations on the Little Paint site (Figure 7.19).
Ensor dart points are not a well-defined type, which
has a wide a range of variation. Generally, the Ensor
type has a broad stem with shallow side-notches
and a straight base (Karbula 2000:272; Turner et al.
2011:94). This Late Archaic type is widespread in
Central Texas and dates to approximately 2150 to
1350 b.p. (Turner et al. 2011:94). Ensor points are the
diagnostic projectile point for the Twin Sisters phase
in Prewitt’s (1981, 1985) Central Texas chronology,
directly predating Darl points and the Driftwood phase.
Collins (2004) lists Ensor points as contemporaneous
with Frio and Fairland type points. Karbula (2000:272)
reviews the typological overlaps with Ensor, Frio,
and Fairland in the Late Archaic (see also Black and

These points are grouped into the end of the Late
Archaic and are within the Ensor, Frio, and Fairland
style interval dating to approximately 1700–1300 b.p.
(Collins 2004: Figure 3.9a). Two of the points have
distinctive impact fractures. Two are complete, and
one is thermally fractured. All appear to be heavily
reworked along the lateral margins of the blades.

Langtry
One Langtry point was found during data recovery
on the eastern side of the roadway (Figure 7.22). The
specimen is a contracting stemmed point with a broad
blade and wide prominent barbs. The point is broken,
missing its distal end from a lateral transverse fracture.
The point was recovered from one of the deeper
stratigraphic units on the eastern side of the roadway.
The Langtry type, which dates to about to about 4100
to 3200 b.p. (Turpin 1995:547), is most common in the
Lower Pecos region but also present in considerable
numbers in the southwestern Edwards Plateau and in
southern Texas.
This point is more characteristic of those found on
the Edwards Plateau rather than the Lower Pecos
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damage, indicating that the points were
discarded into a fire or were embedded
in cooked meats. At least two show
apparent radial fractures from side
percussion. This is may have been done
to use the resultant edge as a burin liketool. One point has a long burin scar
down one blade margin, but whether
this was impact related or intentional
burination remains undetermined.
Perhaps the most extensive study of
the Montell point type is Johnson’s
(1995) analysis of 88 points from
41ME29. One aspect of Montell, which
separates it from associated points such
as Castroville, is the extreme degree of
bifacial thinning. Montells have among
the highest width to thickness ratio of
any dart point in prehistory.

Nolan
Figure 7.16.

Conejo dart points: a) Lot # 512.5, b)
Lot # 504.2.

(see similar examples from the Plateau in Black and
McGraw 1985; Coleman et al. 2001; Decker et al.
2000; Houk et al. 2008). These examples, like the one
from the Little Paint, lack the beveled contracting stem
often found on Lower Pecos examples.

Montell
A total of ten Montell points was discovered during
data recovery excavations. These were found situated
stratigraphically just below the Toyah component.
The points exhibit the typical characteristics of this
type, such as a triangular blade, a rather short stem,
and a V-shaped basal notch (Figure 7.23). They
are commonly placed within the Marcos, Montell,
Castroville style interval (Collins 2004). These points
are mostly found in Central Texas and the Lower
Pecos and are dated to the Late Archaic, from as early
as around 3200 b.p. (Johnson and Goode 1994:Figure
2) to as late as around 1800 b.p. (Collins 2004:Figure
3.9a). Data from the Siren site in eastern Central Texas,
however, places them from about 2300 to 2100 b.p.
(Carpenter and Houk 2012; Carpenter et al. 2012).
The breakage patterns on the Little Paint site’s Montell
points are quite odd relative to the other types. All of
the points are broken, most with lateral transverse
fractures on the body. Half exhibit extensive heat

Nolan points have distinctive
characteristics, such as a triangular
blade, tapered and weak shoulders
slanting towards the tip, convex or
recurved lateral edges, and particularly steep, alternate
beveling on the stem edges (Turner et al. 2011:142).
One Nolan point was recovered within Test Unit 4
within the compressed Archaic zone, and within the
same level as a Montell point. The complete specimen
displays all of the characteristics of the Nolan type
(Figure 7.24). These points are mainly distributed in
Central Texas, most commonly on the southeastern
margin of the Edwards Plateau, but are also found
farther afield to the north, west, and south (Prewitt
1995:123). They are Middle Archaic points dated to
roughly 4400–4000 b.p. (Collins 2004: Figure 3.9a).

Pedernales
One complete Pedernales point was recovered from
the mixed Archaic zone in Test Unit 1 (Figure 7.25).
Pedernales points exhibit much variation in the blade,
shoulder, and barb morphology, with blades ranging
from triangular to leaf-shaped, shoulders ranging from
weak to narrow and right-angular, and barbs ranging
from small to large (Suhm and Jelks 1962:235). The
rectangular, bifurcated stem, and the thinning of the
basal concavity with a broad, flute-like flake on one
or both sides distinguish this type (Turner et al. 2011).
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Figure 7.17.

Darl dart points: a) Lot # 188, b) Lot # 192, c) Lot # 247, d) Lot # 280.3, e) Lot # 298.6, f) Lot #
488.2.

Tomka et al. (2003:133–145) subdivided the Pedernales
types into six subcategories based on stem morphology.
According to their classification, the Little Paint
specimen falls into the Stem Form 4 category,
which is distinguished by straight stem edges often
becoming slightly convex at the basal corner, rounded
stem corners, and deeply indented bases. Tomka et
al. (2003) indicate these stem morphologies have a
geographic structure. They note that Stem Forms 2 and
4 predominate in the Hill Country; Stem Form 1 is the
most prominent in the Lampasas Cut Plain to the east;
and Stem Form 5 is most prevalent in the Blackland

Prairie. For what contribution the sole point from the
Little Paint has to offer, it is consistent with these
general trends, as Stem Form 4 is a prevalent form on
the Edwards Plateau.
The specimen from Little Paint has a broad blade
with strong shoulders, a form that is consistent with
Tomka et al.’s (2003:136; Figures 12-2, 12-3, and
12-4) Blade Form 3. While basal thinning that leaves
flute-like scars on one both surfaces is very common
among Pedernales points, this one does not have it. The
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Figure 7.20.
Figure 7.18.

Edgewood-like dart point: Lot # 11.1.

common fine pressure retouch on the blade margin is
also absent.
Pedernales points were once designated Middle
Archaic in Central Texas chronologies and are still
defined as such in Turner et al. (2011). However, most
recent chronologies place it into the Late Archaic from
roughly 2500–3500 b.p. (Collins 2004: Figure 3.9a;
Johnson and Goode 1994:Figure 2).
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Fairland dart points: a) Lot # 171 and
b) Lot # 329.7.

Xenolith
The testing excavation uncovered an igneous rock,
far beyond its naturally occurring geological context
within the Archaic components of Test Unit 9 between
99.3 m to 99.2 m. It is an extremely dense, mafic
(highly concentrated iron content), fist-sized cobble
that is notably heavy for its size. It measures 73.9 ×
72.8 × 51.9-mm and weighs 482.0 grams. Based on
the mapped geological units surrounding the Little
Paint site, the material is not of local origins, but rather
likely originated downstream from the Central Mineral
Region of the Llano Uplift. Given its clear association
with the site materials, it is interpreted as a manuport. It
is difficult to discern whether it was culturally modified
by use as a hammerstone, or whether the edges have
been naturally worn.

Scrapers

Figure 7.19.

Ensor dart point: a) Lot # 159.

Scrapers are defined as “unifacially flaked artifacts…
and unretouched flakes characterized by relatively acute
working edges, often exhibiting unifacially distributed
microflaking and more commonly edge rounding on
either distal and/or lateral working edges” (Tomka et
al. 1999:30). Scrapers are typcially subdivided based
on the location of retouch and/or use wear; categories
include end scrapers, side scrapers, and end/side
scrapers (Tomka et al. 1999:32). End scrapers are a
common component of Toyah assemblages, and the
Little Paint site yielded a moderately large sample.
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Figure 7.21.

Frio dart points: a) Lot # 76.1, b) Lot # 144, c) Lot # 145, d) Lot # 226, e) Lot # 249, f) Lot #
345.5.

Johnson (1994) notes that during the Toyah time
period, end scrapers were heavily relied on to thin
buffalo hides. They were often made from mediumsized flakes, and the tip opposite of the remnant striking
platform was chipped into a scraping bit (Johnson
1994). In this case, the end scrapers, particularly those
fashioned from blade flakes, are considered formal
tools based on such elements as intentional tool shaping
and extensive, continuous flaking along the use-areas.
Of the 89 total scrapers collected on the Little Paint
site, 27 were classified as end scrapers (Table 7.11,

Figure 7.26). Within the end scraper category, 11 were
made from blades, or blade-like flakes. These are all
unifacially trimmed on the distal end to create a 45 to
75 degree angle on the bit. Some have a degree of edge
modification along the lateral edges, but it is unclear
if this is use-related or the effect of shaping during
tool production. Several of the end scrapers exhibit
a similar degree of shaping and formality, but are
made from secondary core flakes resulting in a nearly
dicoidal tool. Although the parent flakes for each of
these specimens are different, these are nevertheless
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A total of four perforators and 10 gravers was
recovered (Table 7.12; Figures 7.27 and 7.28). Previous
researchers (see Johnson 1994 for example) have
suggested a functional difference between the two
general classes, one being used for soft tissue such as
hide and the other for use on more durable items such
as wood or bone. Use-wear patterns typically lend
some support for these interpretations; however, no
use where analysis was done for this study.

Drills
A total of five drills was collected by the investigations
at the Little Paint site (Figure 7.29). Drills are bifacial
tools “characterized by a long and tapered bit that
is diamond-shaped in cross-section” (Turner et al.
2011:239). These tools were utilized to bore holes in
various materials, ranging from hide to bone to wood.
Basal shape varies, and Turner et al. (2011:239) note
that Archaic drills are often probably reworked from
projectile points, while Late Prehistoric drills were
typically fashioned from flakes.
Figure 7.22.

Langtry dart point: Lot # 282.1.

rather formally made tools that likely served a similar
function to the blade-flake end scrapers. A smaller subcategory of end scraper consisted of those tools made
from large core flakes, usually secondary flakes. These
exhibit less formal shaping and consequently less
investment of labor in their construction. The location
of the functional edge is more expediently located on
the most suitable margin rather than precisely along
the distal edge.
The remainder of the scraper tools consisted of end/
side scrapers, side scrapers, scrapers, and expedient
scrapers. In general, the scraper assemblage exhibits
a large degree of formal shaping, and consequently a
great deal of investment of labor in manufacture.

Perforators/Gravers
Perforators and gravers are “intentionally retouched to
form a point or projection” or “minimally retouched
specimens that have naturally occurring or incidentally
formed sharp projections” (Tomka et al. 1999:30).
Gravers are “intentionally retouched to form a point
or projection” or “minimally retouched specimens that
have naturally occurring or incidentally formed sharp
projections” (Tomka et al. 1999:30).

Three are classic long-bitted pieces that include a distal
fragment was recovered from N154 E100 and two
rather formal body fragments. The nearly complete
drills, each lacking the distal bits, were found in N147
E101 and N142 E101. The latter is a large secondary
core flake that was bifacially worked to form the
drill bit. The former is a bifacially trimmed proximal
fragment, which was possibly made from a recycled
unifacial scraper.

Bifaces
Simply defined, bifaces are characterized by sequential
flake removal that has occurred on both surfaces of
a flake or core to form a single edge. Bifacial tools
include a variety of types, distinct in terms of function
and/or morphology. Odell (2003:65) notes that these
include “projectile points, drills, axes, adzes, and
generic oval, rectangular, or triangular forms called
simply bifaces.”
Lithic bifacial reduction has consistently been viewed
as a stage or step-like production process along a
trajectory, from raw material to finished tool (Callahan
1974; Patterson 1977:60; Whittaker 1994). As a
biface is reduced, it goes through several sequential
stages or steps differentiated from one another by
the manufacturing implement employed, the size and
thickness of the biface, and its form. The sequence
and nature of these stages or steps differ, depending on
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numerous variables, including the desired end product
of the reduction process, the form and quality of the
parent raw material, and the style or technique in which
flint knapping is performed. Previously completed tools
may be reintroduced into the production trajectory and
be repaired, rejuvenated, or recycled into a different
form.
At the Little Paint site, a total of 232 bifaces was
recovered that exhibit a wide range of retouch or
completion (Table 7.13). The following reduction

Figure 7.23.

stages are based on TxDOTs chipped stone analytical
protocols. The initial reduction stage reflects the
beginning stages of tools manufacture and can consist
of cortex removal, preparatory thinning and shaping.
The second stage is defined as blank preparation, and
encompasses those bifaces with a less generalized
shape, and a limited set of possible final tool forms. The
third reduction stage consists of the preform. Preforms
display a significant reduction in overall thickness,
and exhibit nearly straight edges with minor sinuosity.

Montell dart points: a) Lot # 58.1, b) Lot # 109.2, c) Lot # 126.1, d) Lot # 142, e) Lot # 143, f)
Lot # 174, g) Lot # 181, h) Lot # 194, i) Lot # 243, j) Lot # 429.4.
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Figure 7.24.

Nolan dart point: Lot # 58.2.

Final stage bifaces are those that are very near, or have
reached the end stage of the manufacturing process.
These tools require minor reduction along the margins,
and typically undergo notching, edge grinding, and
final stem preparation. The final category, rejuvenated
forms, consist of artifacts with pronounced edge
retouch or remodel, display a noted reduction in size,
or show evidence of re-tooling as a result of initial
production failures. The biface assemblage for the
Little Paint site shows a strong preference for final
stage bifaces, followed closely in quantity by biface
blanks.

Butted Bifaces/Choppers/Hand-Axes
The butted bifaces, choppers, and hand-axes represent
a separate functional tool category as the artifacts
display a similarity in function, but were fashioned
using both unifacial and bifacial reduction techniques.
The butted bifaces exhibit bifacial reduction along the
distal curved edge, and cortex remaining on the butted
end. The two butted bifaces were encountered in Test
Units 1 and 7, Level 8 between 99.3 m and 99.2 m
(Figure 7.30). The specimens are bifacially worked
with utilized edges and (Table 7.14).
The choppers and hand-axes are chunky specimens
that presumably represent a more expedient tool

Figure 7.25.
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Pedernales dart point: Lot # 19.

manufacturing technique (Figures 7.31–7.33). Those
associated with the Toyah component were fashioned
from medium-sized cobbles and were unifacial with a
singular working edge.

Knives
Knives are defined as “tools with acute working
edges, with or without unifacial and/or bifacial
retouch, exhibiting use wear in the form of scalloped
working edges on unmodified flakes” (Tomka et. al
1999:30). A total of 61 knives was collected during
the investigations on the Little Paint site. Within the
broader knife category, four sub-categories have been
assigned to further classify the assemblage. These
Table 7.11. Scrapers Recovered from the Little
Paint Site
Scraper Type

Count

End Scraper

27

End/Side Scraper

17

Side Scraper

18

Scraper

23

Expedient Scraper
Total

4
89

Figure 7.26.

End scrapers made on blade-like flakes. End scraper: a) Lot # 258; End and side scrapers: b) Lot # 355, c) Lot #
390.2, d) Lot # 356, e) Lot # 400, f) Lot # 402; End scraper: g) Lot # 425.4; End and side scraper: h) Lot # 721; End
scrapers: i) Lot # 460.2, j) Lot # 522.5, k) Lot # 603.3.
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Table 7.12. Gravers and Perforators Recovered
from the Little Paint Site
Tool Type

Count

Graver

9

Expedient Graver

1

Perforator

4

Total

14

categories consist of biface formal knives, beveled
knives, flake-altered knives, and flake unaltered knives
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(Table 7.15). Of particular interest to the current study
is the beveled knife, which is thought to be an integral
part of the Toyah tool assemblage (Johnson 1994).
Three such beveled knives were collected on the Little
Paint site (Figure 7.34). These knives exhibit patterned
resharpening along the lateral edges and were likely
utilized for bison processing.

Edge-Modified Flakes
Edge-modified flake tools, often referred to as modified
flakes, are flakes with intentionally retouched edges
but lack standard formal and locational characteristics
(Odell 2003). Also included in this
category are flakes with edges have been
modified as a result of use as tools, also
called utilized flakes. Both forms are
considered informal tools, having been
minimally modified through use or
minimally trimmed when manufactured.
Typically, flaking scars do not extend into
the interior of the flake surface and are
confined to less than 10 mm of the lateral
margins. Modification may be unifacial or
bifacial, and these tools may have served
multiple purposes as expedient knives,
scrapers, or gravers. Utilized flakes can
be the most difficult to identify accurately
since edge damage through use is created
through intensity, duration, and type of
use.
A total of 47 modified flakes was collected
on the Little Paint site, consisting of
40 retouched flakes and seven utilized
flakes. The specimens range from lightly
modified, highly expedient flakes to
finely flaked, almost formal tools. Many
are modified along two or more margins,
suggesting a more formal technology.

Cores

Figure 7.27.

Perforators: a) Lot # 336.3, b) Lot # 353.6, c) Lot #
406, d) Lot # 621.

Cores are objective pieces of lithic material
from which another piece is detached
(Andrefsky 1998). Although they can be
utilized as tools, they are part of the lithic
debitage. They exhibit negative flake scars
created by fracturing, a reductive process
that involves the removal of flakes from
the core by striking it with a percussor such
as a billet or hammer stone. Flakes may
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Figure 7.28.

Gravers: a) Lot # 13.2, b) Lot # 135, c) Lot # 384.3, d) Lot # 401, e) Lot # 435.2, f) Lot # 443.4,
g) Lot # 449.3, h) Lot # 477.8, i) Lot # 487.2, j) Lot # 710.

also be detached through indirect percussion using a
punch and through pressure. The primary purpose of
cores is a source of flakes, which may be utilized or
further reduced into stone tools. In some instances,
a sharp margin of the core itself may be utilized as
a stone tool. The butted or backed bifaces probably
functioned in this role, as did the early manufacturing
stage bifaces.

Multidirectional cores have striking platforms on
different axis, and flakes are removed in numerous
directions. Bidirectional cores have opposing or
perpendicular platform surfaces, with flakes detached
in two different directions. Bifacial cores have flakes
detached along both faces of an edge, with the edge
serving as the platform. This category may have
been used as tools more so than the other core types.
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Figure 7.29.

Drills: a) Lot # 148, b) Lot # 197, c) Lot # 245, d) Lot # 557, e) Lot # 526.1.

Unidirectional cores have a single platform surface,
and flakes are detached in the same direction. This
Table 7.13. Bifaces by Stage Recovered from
the Little Paint Site
Stage

Count

Initial Reduction

36

Blank

51

Preform

43

Final Stage

75

Rejuvenated

1

Indeterminate

26

Total

127

232

creates a conical shape tapering towards the distal end
when flake removals continue around the platform
perimeter. Bipolar cores are held against an anvil at the
distal end as a flake is detached from the opposing ends.
This can split the core longitudinally. The resulting
pieces may then be used for further reduction, using
the new ventral surface as a platform. Small pebbles
may be split this way. On the Little Paint site, a total of
93 cores was collected (Figure 7.35). This includes 15
bifacial/bidirectional cores, 69 multidirectional cores,
six unifacial cores, and three indeterminate cores.

Groundstone
The ground stone/non-chipped stone tool assemblage is
divided into several categories, determined by inferred
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Figure 7.30.

Butted bifaces: a) Lot # 110.1, b) Lot # 134.
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Table 7.14. Butted Bifaces, Choppers and Hand
Axes Recovered from the Little Paint
Site
Tool Type

Count

Butted Biface

2

Chopper

1

Chopper/Hand Axe

3

Hand Axe

6

Hand Axe/Chopper/Cleaver

1

Total

Figure 7.31.

13
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function, as well as morphological and material
attributes. The categories include manos, grinding
slabs, smoothing stones, nutting stones, and manuports.
Manos are small-to medium-sized oval to rounded
cobbles that exhibit smoothing and pecking (Tomka
et al. 1999:32). The smoothing is created as a result
of grinding activities, while the pecking is used to
rejuvenate use surfaces, making them rougher. The
use of milling stones/manos is seen as a hallmark of
an Archaic lifestyle (Collins 2004).
Nutting stones are anvil stones where nuts and seeds
are placed in depressions to be pounded, pecked, or

Choppers and hand axes. Chopper: a) Lot # 304.5; Hand axe/chopper/cleaver: b) Lot # 558.5;
Hand axes: c) Lot # 378.9, d) Lot # 558.4.
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Figure 7.32.

Hand axes: a) Lot # 199, b) Lot # 673.

cracked (Oksanen et al. 2008). By this definition, the
artifact identified as a mano and nutting stone may be
more of a mano and hammerstone. One face and one
edge of this coarse quartzite cobble have grinding
surfaces. The opposing face, which is convex, is
heavily battered. This side was likely used for pounding
or hammering.
On the Little Paint site, a total of 11 groundstone
tools was collected. This includes two manos, two
nutting stones, two possible burnishing stones, four

undetermined groundstones, and one pestle (Figures
7.36–7.38).

Lithic Debitage
A total of 56,254 pieces of debitage was recovered.
Generally speaking the debitage exhibits all stages
of lithic reduction, including primary, secondary, and
tertiary reduction stages. The raw material consists
of mostly fine-grained chert made available through
local sources. Additionally, some of the debitage
exhibited evidence of heat treatment and/or burning.
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Hand axes and chopper/hand axes. Hand axes: a) Lot # 126.2, b) Lot # 373.1; Chopper/hand
axes: c) Lot # 426.3, d) Lot # 764, e) Lot # 779.

The majority of the debitage was recovered in the upper
30 cm below surface on the western side of the site.

Obsidian Flake
The data recovery excavations yielded a single obsidian
flake recovered from N119 E 120 at an elevation of
98.1 to 98.2 m. The specimen is a distal fragment of
a tertiary flake. The material is a black, translucent
obsidian with slightly visible flow lines, but otherwise

of a homogenous composition. The artifact was sent
to the Geoarchaeological XRF Lab in New Mexico to
be sourced. The lab determined that the obsidian came
from the Obsidian Cliff in Yellowstone, Wyoming
(Appendix I). The flake was found among Toyah-aged
materials.
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Table 7.15. Knives Recovered from the Little Paint
Site

dated to the Late Prehistoric period, was confined to
the Rio Grande Delta in South Texas (Ricklis 2004).

Knife Type

Bone Bead

Count

Biface Formal Knife

45

Biface Formal Beveled Knife
Flake Altered Knife

3
12

Flake Unaltered Knife

Total

1

61

One bone bead was recovered during backhoe stripping
on the eastern side of the right-of-way. Though
recovered mechanically, its provenience could be
clearly defined as N118 to N120 E118 at an elevation
of 98.2 to 98.4 m. Based on the elevation, matrix, and
two formal blade-flake end scrapers that
came from the same bucket of dirt, the
bead is inferred to be associated with
the Toyah component on this side of
the road.
The bead shell is a tubular cut segment
of either large bird or small mammal
(such as rabbit) long bone (Figure
7.40). It was made using the groove and
snap technique as described by Bement
(1994:75). According to this method,
the articular ends of a long bone were
removed by incising or sawing the
perimeter of the bone, then sharply
bending the bone at the cut to snap it.
Once the bead was made, the shaft was
polished to a smooth luster.

Figure 7.34.

Toyah diagnostic beveled knives.

Shell Ornament
One shell, an Oliva shell of marine origin, was
recovered from Test Unit 1, Level 4 between 99.7 and
99.6 m. The shell measures 4.2 cm by 2 cm with a
grooved indention running perpendicular to the long
axis near one end (Figure 7.39). At the center of the
grooved indention is a piercing. The groove and the
piercing appear culturally modified and display similar
characteristics to Oliva shell beads associated with the
Brownsville Complex. This complex, which can be

The Little Paint specimen measures
2.65 cm long and 0.71 cm in maximum
interior diameter, and weighs 1.0
grams. The interior has been hollowed
out, having a maximum diameter of
approximately 0.31 cm. Its exterior
is partially pitted and eroded by
taphonomic processes, but still retains
areas of its original polished surface.
The ends taper at about a 45-degree
angle, an effect of the width of the tool
used to cut the bone. Along one of the
cut ends, perpendicular to the long axis
of the bone, are a series of parallel v-shaped grooves
that remain from the initiation of the cutting. Though
it lacks many macroscopic diagnostic attributes, a
more detailed analysis would likely yield a species
identification.

Worked Bone Artifacts
Among the faunal remains recovered from the site,
two bone fragments recovered from within the Toyah
component appeared to have been culturally modified
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bone, such as deer long bone, was probably the original
element.

Antler Billet
A portion of an antler was recovered from Test Unit
1, Level 8 between 99.3 m and 99.2 m. The specimen
is broken into two pieces as a result of a fresh break.
The antler exhibits evidence of cultural modification,
particularly on one end that appears battered and
demonstrating use wear marks along the sides (Figure
7.41d). It was likely used as a flint-knapping billet.

Historic/Modern Materials
A total of 60 historic or modern artifacts was recovered,
most of which are mid to late 20th century objects.
These items include glass, bullets and cartridges
(primarily modern .22 shells), fence staples, a fish
hook, square and wire nails, sundry chunks of gnarly
and rusted metal, cans, a spoon, wire, a bolt, a shell
button, and an undiagnostic whiteware fragment.
Among these items was a historic ceramic pipe stem
(Figure 7.42). As best could be determined, the stem
resembles pipes made in the United States from 1890
to 1950. It is a mold-made, high-fired, clay pipe with
ridges or ribs along the lateral sides. It was a composite
pipe that required a stem, often a wooden reed, to be
inserted into the base stem, which extended about an
inch from the bowl. Additional work is expected to
define the temporal affiliation of the pipe.

Human Remains

Figure 7.35.

Cores. Discoidal core: a) Lot # 213;
Quasi-blade core: b) Lot # 372.3.

for use as tools. The fragmentary nature of the bone
pieces poses difficulties in clearly determining the tools
full forms and original functions. Nevertheless, the
tapered pieces are interpreted as the distal ends of awls
that were formed by abrasion and smoothing (Figure
7.41b, c). While the fragments are small, the remaining
thickness of the bone indicates a medium-sized animal

One human molar was recovered from N151 E101,
Level 3 at an elevation of 99.78 m. The provenience
was on the eastern edge of the unit near the graded
slope of the modern roadway. The association with a
specific cultural component is unclear. Both an Ensor
and Perdiz came from the level, and a modern shotgun
shell came from the overlying level. Although the
molar does not necessarily imply a burial, the area
was thoroughly investigated for evidence of graves.
Excavations revealed no burials or additional human
remains. This specimen will be repatriated.

Faunal Remains
The faunal assemblage recovered from the Little Paint
site is both robust and relatively well preserved. A
total of roughly 6,188 bone specimens was recovered,
weighing approximately 5,020 grams. Though a
detailed analysis of the assemblage has not been
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Figure 7.36.

Mano and nutting Stone: a) Lot # 87.8; Manos: b) Lot # 149, c) Lot # 168.

completed, a brief inspection of the materials revealed
several interesting attributes. The assemblage appears to
represent a fairly wide range of animals that may reflect
a relatively broad based subsistence strategy. Taxon
preliminarily identified in the assemblage include
bison, abundant white-tailed deer, beaver, porcupine,
wolf or dog, turkey, turtle (species unidentified), rabbit,
gopher, and fish (species unidentified). Apparently,
the site inhabitants were following the typical Toyah
strategy of bison hunting but supplemented with a wide
variety of animals, many of which likely were found
along the nearby South Llano River. The possibility of
the presence of domesticated dog in the lower cultural

components is also intriguing. Overall, the bone
specimens are varying in state of preservation, some
specimens with little fragmentation, while others are
more weathered or cracked.

Special Samples
The data recovery excavations at 41KM226 recovered
114 special samples, which include charcoal samples
for radiometric dating, feature matrix for flotation,
burned rock for possible residue analyses, wood
identification samples, fine-screen bulk matrix
samples, snail column samples, sediment samples
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Figure 7.37.

Nutting stone: a) Lot # 163; Pestle: b) Lot # 184.
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Figure 7.38.

Possible burnishing stones: a) Lot # 201, b) Lot # 717.
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roadway. A 10 percent sample of Toyah component
matrix was systematically collected from select units
along the E100 and E101 excavation lines. Other
samples included 16 pollen samples from sealed feature
contexts and from each clearly defined stratum on
the site, six feature matrix samples from each of the
features identified on the site, and nine snail column
samples.

Figure 7.39.

Oliva marine shell ornament: Lot #
7.6.

Figure 7.40.

Bone bead: Lot # 522.2.

for texture analysis, and pollen samples. A total of
32 charcoal samples was recovered from various
contexts throughout the site, however the majority were
procured directly from feature contexts.
Forty-eight bulk matrix samples were collected for
fine-screening. These were mostly collected from data
recovery excavation units on the western side of the
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Figure 7.41.

Worked bone and antler. Bone bead: a) Lot # 522.2; Worked bone: b) Lot # 7.7, c) Lot # 511.3;
Antler billet: d) Lot # 16.
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Figure 7.42.

Historic-age pipe stem fragment: Lot
# 394.8.
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Site Structure and the Toyah Component
Stephen M. Carpenter
Structure has, in its long history, referred to many
things, but it basically regards the order that humans
impose upon their circumstances. To draw more
precise definitions for the sake of rendering the concept
useful, structure is used here in two ways. One is
archaeological, and the other is behavioral. Although
both are integrally related, maintaining a distinction
between the two aspects imposes a degree of clarity
throughout the interpretive process. These are briefly
laid out here because they are fundamental principles
that define the entire interpretive effort in the remainder
of this report.
From the archaeological standpoint, structure refers to
the relationships among features, artifacts, depositional
units, and all other aspects of a site (Binford 1978,
1983; Leroi-Gourhan 1984). The fundamental premise
in studying these relationships is the venerable notion
that human behavior is patterned, which in turn results
in spatial patterning within the archaeological record.
Such a premise entails a crossover from the material
to the behavioral, the crux of all archaeological
interpretation. That leads into the second usage of the
term.
Braudel (1972) and others used the term “structure”
to refer to organized behaviors, attitudes, and
conventions, as well as to physical structures (i.e.,
buildings and features) and infrastructure (such as
roads). His body of work is essentially a middle range
theory describing how archaeological patterns reflect
behavioral processes. Once a pattern (the Perdiz point
style, for example) is established, successive waves
or generations of peoples perpetuate the structural
patterns. One of the objectives in this report is to trace
the patterns in the Little Paint assemblage back to their
origins. The significant premise in doing so is that
material culture is not a passive response to external
stimuli, but rather an active force in all aspects of
cultural evolution.
These behavioral structures can be applied to the
archaeological record. The occupational debris on
the Little Paint site derives from short-term activities
by individuals and small groups. Those individuals
were carrying out behaviors that were passed down

for generations. Patterns in the material record derive
from patterned behavior. There are many obscuring
forces, however, and “time’s arrow” is the incessant
dissolution of structure (Ascher 1968).
In inferring structure, by any definition, it should
be noted that there is major limiting factor on the
Little Paint site—a road runs through the middle
of it. The investigations were therefore limited to
long narrow exposures rather than broad horizontal
areas. Nevertheless, despite the limitations, certain
patterns can be discerned that contribute to the overall
interpretation, but more importantly to defining the
Toyah component, which is the primary objective of
this chapter. Once the component is defined, the site
assemblage can be defined.
This chapter addresses the spatial and temporal
arrangements of features, artifacts, and natural strata to
define and characterize components, notably the Toyah
component. In general, issues regarding time, notably
chronological ordering of archaeological materials,
are among the most basic objectives, as well as some
of the largest theoretical issues in interpreting sites.
Accordingly, the temporal aspect is first addressed,
followed by the natural strata, and subsequently
cultural strata. On a case by case basis, the patterns
observed on the Little Paint site are considered in a
broader context, in large part to determine whether
the patterns are unique or reflective of larger trends.
Finally, the arrangement of features and artifacts
within the Toyah component is addressed in an
effort to identify behavioral patterns. The nature of
the excavations (limited to a 2-m-widestrip) and the
modern roadway preclude addressing broad horizontal
spatial patterning.

Time

Behavior takes place over different time scales from the
brief immediacy (from seconds to hours) of particular
activities to long-term multi-generational cultural
processes (decade, centuries, and beyond) (Braudel
1972). For the most part, different types of explanations
are used to address the different scales of time. For
example, long-term processes are typically interpreted
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in terms of populations, ecology, economy, social
organization, and demographics. Conversely, shortterm processes are often analyzed in terms of individual
objectives and motivations, specific tasks, and social
processes. Bailey (1983) describes “hierarchical time”
as numerous different scales existing simultaneously
in which both short-term and long-term processes act
at the same time to affect behavior. The archaeological
record is built from the cumulative effects of short-term
behaviors and cultural processes taking place over a
long time.
To apply these principles to the analysis of the
Little Paint and the comparative sites, there are two
fundamental premises.
 The degree of temporal resolution directly
dictates the scale of behavior that can be
addressed.
 All scales of time operate simultaneously.
To address the second premise first, a driving issue in
this report is that any given site assemblage contains
individual behaviors that reflect the perennial structural
patterns forged by larger evolutionary forces. Starting
with the specific site aspects and tracing the etymology
or genealogy of the patterns back through time can tie
the immediate behaviors to the increasingly expansive
contexts. Those issues are addressed in Chapter 12.
Integral to sorting out chronology is the very common
lack of spatial separation of cultural temporal units at a
site, either vertically or horizontally. On the Little Paint
site, that is certainly true of the underlying Archaic
deposits. Significance for the Toyah component,
however, in part hinges on its being a very isolable
component. However, the problem of time recurs on
every level of analysis. In some sites, the Rush site for
example, there is readily apparent compelling evidence
of contemporaneity among the materials (Quigg and
Peck 1995:176–177). In the Toyah component at
Little Paint, there is a clear depositional unit, but the
chronometric dates range from 240 to 570 b.p., or
roughly a.d. 1380 to 1710 (see Chapter 5:Table 5.19;
Appendix B). The 2-sigma calibration range places the
occupation from a.d. 1300 to well into historic times
(1950 or so). Within the 330-year span of the dates, it
is not possible, from the dates alone, to tell if the Toyah
components represent many repetitive occupations
over several centuries, a few occupations, or even a
single occupation.

The variability in the range of dates found on Little
Paint is also true of the Buckhollow, Janee, and Varga
sites, each having a wide span of radiocarbon dates
(Table 8.1). Table 8.1 lists dates from the Buckhollow
site published in Johnson (1994:39), as well as
additional dates from that site that were run during the
Little Paint study (Appendix B). The table therefore
distinguishes between “old” and “new” Buckhollow
dates. In looking at the comparative chronological data,
two basic trends are notable. Calibrated dates from the
five comparative sites show 2-sigma ranges of two
centuries or more in most cases (Figure 8.1). Further
ambiguity results from the nature of the calibration
curve during Toyah times. Figure 8.2 shows the Janee
site dates on the curve. Between roughly a.d. 1350
and 1550, the line is straight, but immediately prior
and afterwards, the configuration results in multiple
intercepts and extended 2-sigma ranges. Consequently,
direct comparisons of contemporaneous patterns
among different sites are limited based on the current
data. Associations among artifacts and features within a
site is currently the best avenue to define contemporary
behaviors. As a strictly exploratory analysis using the
centroids of conventional dates from the five sites,
Figure 8.3 presents the frequency of dates by 50-year
increments. If throwing out the highest and lowest
dates, the remaining dates range from 130 to 620
years b.p.
The so-called old wood problem would suggest a
later occupational date than the assays indicate. In
areas where dendrochronology and radiocarbon dates
can be directly compared, such as New Mexico and
Arizona, radiocarbon dates are commonly 150 to 300
years earlier than the actual occupation (Dykeman
et al. 2002:148). Theoretically, “all radiocarbon
samples provide a terminus post quem (‘date after
which’) for their find context” (Bowman 1990:51). In
other words, any dated material would have ceased
exchanging biospheric carbon prior to its cultural use.
The lag between the radiocarbon date and the actual
cultural event being studied has been described as a
“disjunction” (Dean 1978:229). Failure to recognize
this discrepancy, especially in wood radiocarbon dates,
has long been emphasized as a bias in archaeology
that pushes chronologies towards excessive antiquity
(Schiffer 1986:309).
On the various Toyah sites compared here, the majority
of radiocarbon dates are on unidentified wood charcoal
or long-lived species, most notably oak (Quercus) and
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Buckhollow

Janee

Site
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Radiocarbon Dates from Toyah Components on Comparative Sites
Lab #

Measured 14C
(BP)

Beta-305766

170 ± 30

13

C/12C Ratio (‰)
-26.8

Conventional 14C
(BP)*
140 ± 30

Beta-305765

340 ± 30

-25.4

330 ± 30

Beta-305767

380 ± 30

-24.5

390 ± 30

Beta-305763

400 ± 30

-25.1

400 ± 30

Beta-305762

450 ± 30

-24.9

450 ± 30

Beta-305764

450 ± 30

-25.2

450 ± 30

Beta-305769

500 ± 30

-23.1

530 ± 30

Beta-305768

650 ± 30

-28.2

600 ± 30

Tx- 2856*

110 ± 50

est. -25.5

110 ± 86

Beta-305752

160 ± 30

-26.7

130 ± 30

Tx- 2855*

190 ± 30

est. -25.5

190 ± 76

Beta- 30201*

230 ± 70

-26.3

209.1 ± 70

Beta-305758

200 ± 30

-23.9

220 ± 30

Tx- 2854*

230 ± 50

est. -25.5

230 ± 86

Beta-305757

240 ± 30

-25.3

240 ± 30

Beta-305751

220 ± 30

-23.9

240 ± 30

Beta-305753

220 ± 30

-23.5

240 ± 30

Beta-305754

260 ± 30

-25.9

250 ± 30

Tx-2852*

260 ± 60

est. -25.5

260 ± 92

Beta-305756

250 ± 30

-22.9

280 ± 30

Beta-305760

300 ± 30

-26.1

280 ± 30

Beta- 30202*

310 ± 60

-26.5

285.9 ± 60

Beta-305759

290 ± 30

-25.0

290 ± 30

Beta-305761

280 ± 30

-24.6

290 ± 30

Tx- 2853*

330 ± 70

est. -25.5

330 ± 99

Tx- 2851*

350 ± 60

est. -25.5

350 ± 92

Beta- 30204*

440 ± 60

-27.7

396.6 ± 60

Beta-30200*

470 ± 70

-26.1

452.3 ± 70

Beta- 30203*

530 ± 60

-26.5

505.8 ± 60

Beta- 30206*

520 ± 70

-23.6

542.4 ± 70

Beta- 30205*

580 ± 50

-24.8

583.1 ± 50

juniper (Juniperus). The “old wood” problem, which
is very applicable to oaks, is based on this principle
according to Bowman (1990:15):
It is well known that trees grow by addition of rings,
usually though not always annually. Once laid down,
rings cease to exchange with the biosphere. Hence if
one considers a long-lived tree, say a 300-year old oak,
the innermost heartwood will give a radiocarbon result
300 years older than the sapwood.
There are other problems contributing to the old wood
problem. Juniper, for example, is resistant to decay

and can remain viable firewood for some time after
death of the tree.
Consequently, given the old wood problem, the entire
population undoubtedly is skewed to some degree
towards greater antiquity than is actually the case.
To briefly illustrate the discrepancies on radiocarbon
dates between long and short-lived species, Table
8.2 provides comparisons between lily bulbs and
wood species from three features on the Siren site
in eastern Central Texas (Carpenter et al. 2013). The
discrepancies are considerable at the finer levels of
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Table 8.1. (Continued) Radiocarbon Dates from Toyah Components on Comparative Sites

Varga**

Little Paint

Site

Lab #

Measured 14C
(BP)

13

C/12C Ratio (‰)

Conventional 14C
(BP)*

Beta-234349

250 ± 40

-25.4

240 ± 40

Beta-234348

220 ± 40

-23.2

250 ± 40

Beta-234360

240 ± 40

-21.3

300 ± 40

Beta-234361

330 ± 40

-25.8

320 ± 40

Beta-234354

350 ± 40

-25.9

340 ± 40

Beta-234350

380 ± 40

-26.1

360 ± 40

Beta-234355

330 ± 40

-23.4

360 ± 40

Beta-234353

420 ± 40

-24.9

420 ± 40

Beta-234357

440 ± 40

-24.9

440 ± 40

Beta-234356

460 ± 40

-25.3

460 ± 40

Beta-234362

470 ± 40

-25.7

460 ± 40

Beta-234363

480 ± 40

-25.5

470 ± 40

Beta-234352

530 ± 40

-24.9

530 ± 40

Beta-234358

520 ± 40

-24.1

530 ± 40

Beta-234351

560 ± 40

-24.5

570 ± 40

Beta-170401

290 ± 40

-25.2

290 ± 40

UGA-12734

300 ± 40

-24.7

300 ± 40

UGA-12730

190 ± 40

-17.8

310 ± 40

UGA-12728

320 ± 40

-24.8

320 ± 40

Beta-183623

360 ± 30

-24.0

380 ± 30

UGA-12707

380 ± 40

-24.9

380 ± 40

Beta-175400

390 ± 60

-25.3

390 ± 60

Beta-175397

420 ± 40

-26.5

400 ± 40

Beta-175409

550 ± 40

-25.1

550 ± 40

Beta-183626

570 ± 40

-26.2

570 ± 40

UGA-12732

630 ± 40

-26.6

600 ± 40

UGA-12726

640 ± 40

-26.7

620 ± 40

Beta-175404

660 ± 40

-25.0

660 ± 40

*Toyah component dates from Johnson (1994:Table 39). Two early dates of 1270 B.P. and 1150 B.P. rejected by
Johnson are not included.
**Dates reported by Quigg et al. (2008).

temporal resolution. Nevertheless, conservatively, the
dates on the western Edwards Plateau as reflected in the
data likely post-dated a.d. 1350, continuing until as late
as a.d. 1750. The very late dates of 110, 130 and 140
b.p. are not entirely implausible as indigenous groups
still were common through the early 1800s. Whether
they were Toyah is another matter.
The second notable trend is that the range of dates at
each site shows the degree of temporal resolution at
several centuries. Consequently, in comparisons among
site assemblages, we are not so much dealing with the

courte duree, but the mesoscale, akin to a phase level
of analysis. These are what Braudel (1972) described
as the social, economic, and cultural patterns, often
spanning several centuries.
Nevertheless, for the purposes of comparing the site
component assemblages for the five sites of concern,
it is important to note that there is quite a bit of timeaveraging. The highest degree of certainty is roughly
the mesoscale, roughly the phase level, the cumulic
Toyah assemblage covering approximately three to
four centuries, mainly from 600 to 250 b.p. or a.d.

Figure 8.1.

Calibrated dates from four of the five comparative sites. Dates from the different sites are denoted by letters suffixes: b–Buckhollow, v–
Varga, j–Janee, and no letter indicates Little Paint site dates.
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Figure 8.1. (Continued) Calibrated dates from four of the five comparative sites. Dates from the different sites are denoted by
letters suffixes: b–Buckhollow, v–Varga, j–Janee, and no letter indicates Little Paint site dates.
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Figure 8.2.
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Janee site dates depicted on the calibration curve illustrating areas with multiple intersects and
extended 2-sigma ranges in portion of the Toyah timeframe.

1350 to 1700. Accordingly, in this specific comparative
analysis, we are not addressing diachronic change, or
temporal subdivisions, within the Toyah assemblage.
Temporal limitations carry over into spatial limitations,
as is discussed in the final sections of this chapter.
However, to draw a clear distinction, at the site level
it is still somewhat feasible to look at diachronic
change. Specifically, by looking at individual structural
components, such as dated features, it is perhaps
possible to identify change through time on certain
aspects.

Natural Stratigraphy
Site structure derives from the cumulative input of
both natural and cultural formation processes. The two
aspects are considered independently here, and then
combined to define correlations that provide a basis for
isolating archaeological strata, most notably the Toyah
component. To establish the natural stratigraphy, salient
aspects of the depositional architecture discussed in
Chapter 6 are briefly reiterated here. Frederick defined
allostratigraphic units that were identified in numerous
locales throughout the South Llano River valley,
and site-specific strata. The investigated cultural
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deferring to Chapter 6 for
more detailed descriptions.

Stratum 1
(Allostratigraphic
Unit 4a)
Identified across the site, the
upper Stratum 1, ranging in
thickness from about 20 to
40 cm, typically consisted
of a very dark brown to gray
sandy loam with layers of very
coarse sand and fine to medium
gravels. Though prehistoric
cu ltu r al mater ials w er e
recovered from throughout
the stratum, common modern
roadside debris was intermixed
Figure 8.3.
Histogram of radiocarbon dates from Little Paint, Janee, throughout (e.g., metal and
Buckhollow, and Varga sites. Chart shows number of individual
glass) indicate this is a layer of
dates per fifty year increment.
overburden, probably pushed
up from the many years of
components on the Little Paint site are all within
repeated grading of the roadside drainage ditch.
allostratigraphic Units 3 and 4, which are mid and
With few exceptions, Stratum 1 was removed and
late-Holocene units, the first of which began aggrading
discarded without screening during the data recovery
sometime prior to 6040 b.p. based on a radiocarbon
investigations.
date from Backhoe Trench 4 (Figure 8.4). Within
allostratigraphic Unit 4, three site strata, designated
On the western side of the site on the highest terrace,
Strata 1 through 3 from top to bottom respectively,
Stratum 1 is divided into two substrata, designated
are defined. Basic descriptions of each are presented
1a and 1b from top to bottom, respectively. Stratum
here to provide a basis for the subsequent correlations,
1a is generally as described above and is modern
Table 8.2.

Discrepancy between Radiocarbon Dates on Short-lived Species versus Unidentified Wood or
Long-lived Species on the Siren Site in Eastern Central Texas
Date from Short-lived Species

Context

Feature 23

Feature 8

Feature 35

Date from Long-lived Species or
Unidentified Wood Charcoal

Dated Material

Beta#

Conventional 14C
(BP)

Geophyte
(Liliaceae)

299317

1930 ± 30

Unidentified wood
250561
charcoal

2180 ± 40

Geophyte date 250
years younger

2400 ± 30

Two oak
(Quercus sp)
samples and
three unidentified
wood charcoal

2460 ± 40
2480 ± 40
2490 ± 40
2590 ± 40
2590 ± 40

Geophyte date
60 to 190 years
younger

2390±40
2600±40

Geophyte dates
equivalent to one
and 160 to 230
years younger than
other

Geophyte
(Liliaceae)

299318

Two Geophytes 215922
(Liliaceae)
250581

2370± 40
2440± 40

Dated Material

Beta#

215916
250572
250568
215920
250562

Unidentified
250576
charred material 250570

Conventional 14C
(BP)

Discrepancy in
Radiocarbon
Ages
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Frederick’s profile of Backhoe Trench 4 showing the larger depositional context of the Little
Paint site.

overburden. Stratum 1b, however, is high-energy, large
magnitude flood deposit that unconformably overlies
Stratum 2 (Figures 8.5 and 8.6). There is quite a bit of
fine-scale pedoturbation, largely from worm and other
insects, that has obscured the boundary to a degree.
However, Stratum 1b is significant since it is a singular
event that sealed the underlying cultural strata. It is
approximately 2 to 15 cm thick, with a bottom elevation
ranging from about 99.80 m at the N170 line—sloping
very gradually upward—to an elevation of about 99.0
m at the N147 line. The stratum gradually attenuates
and finally disappears around the N143 line. Stratum
1b is not defined on the eastern side of the roadway.

Stratum 2 (Allostratigraphic Unit 4a)
Discretely underlying the sandy overburden, Stratum
2 is a dark grayish brown loam identified most clearly
in the Western Block’s west wall profile between N145

and N170. It is also defined in the southern and western
profiles of the Eastern Block, though not as discretely.
Its upper boundary is a very discrete layer of coarse
sand or fine pebbles, part of Stratum 1, although insect
faunal turbation has moved sands from the overburden
downward. Overall, Stratum 2 is an intact natural
stratum. It is most distinct in the higher terrace, though
strata in the lower terraces are considered to correlate,
pedogenically and temporally.

Stratum 3 (Allostratigraphic Unit 3)
The underlying Stratum 3 was a black clay loam to
sandy clay loam identified in all of the excavations,
though correlation between the eastern and western
sides of the roadway is rather interpretive. For the
most part, the data recovery excavations stopped at
the upper part of the stratum. On the higher terrace on
the western side of the roadway, the upper 10 to 15
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Figure 8.5.

Frederick’s thin section from the Western Block excavation profile showing the
abrupt contact between Strata 1b and 2.

cm of Stratum 3 is a black silty loam with increasing
gravels with depth. Its distinguishing characteristics
appear to derive from cultural occupational debris,
such as burned rock and charcoal flecking, and would
consequently be an anthrosol. Below the upper 10 to
15 cm, the stratum contains increasingly dense matrixsupported gravels and cobbles.

Cultural Components
Cultural components are initially defined by
chronometric data and diagnostic artifacts that indicate
site use during different phases or periods. Once
identified, associations aid in defining the components.
To draw a distinction between stratum and component
up front, the former is a physical partition of the site,
a layer. A component is often defined as the physical
manifestations of a phase or similar sociocultural
unit on a given site (Willey and Phillips 1958). As it
does on the Little Paint site, a stratum can consist of
numerous contributing components. In this report,
for the sake of clarity, a stratum refers to depositional
unit, and a component to a cultural unit. Besides the
Toyah component, underlying archaeological deposits
indicate the occupational sequence extends far back
into the Archaic. Data from excavation units and
backhoe trenches across the site are used to define
cultural components. However, it is worth noting that
defining correlations of related units across a landform

is an inexact and complex science that requires
extrapolation (see Johnson 2000:20–22).
Diagnostic artifacts provide the preponderance of
data on occupational chronology. Out of a total of
221 projectile points, including discernible fragments,
113 could be typed and include Perdiz, Cliffton,
Chadbourne, Sabinal, Conejo, Darl, Edgewood, Ensor,
Fairland, Frio, Langtry, Montell, Nolan, and Pedernales
points. Of the remaining points, all are non-diagnostic
and untypable point fragments. The typed points, in
addition to ceramics and historic debris are the primary
cultural and temporal diagnostics used to delineate the
components.
Nevertheless, based on the best available evidence,
four cultural components are defined, including, from
earliest to latest, Late Archaic I, Mixed Late Archaic IILate Prehistoric, Toyah, and Historic components. One
of the components would perhaps best be characterized
as a cultural “zone.” The stratum underlying the Toyah
comprises densely compressed cultural stratigraphy.

Historic/Modern Component
From approximately ground surface to about 20 cm
in depth on the Western Block, a suite of historic
materials was found intermixed in the overburden.
On the eastern side of the road, the historic materials
seem to lie predominantly on a sloping contact between
possibly road-related fill and the underlying intact
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points or preforms, numerous arrow point
fragments, 204 bone-tempered ceramic sherds
typed as Leon plainware, 124 bifaces, 68
scrapers, informal lithic tools, cores, debitage,
a marine shell pendent, a bone bead, bone
awl tip, bone fragments that include bison,
and burned rock. Table 8.3 shows the cultural
material assigned to the Toyah component.
Three features, all slightly basin-shaped
hearths, could be clearly associated with the
Toyah component.The horizontal extent of
the Toyah component, while as previously
discussed extends beyond the project area
right-of-way, largely spans from N141 to N170
on the western side of the site in a 2-m-wide
strip (E100 and E101) along the outer margin
of the right-of-way. Within this area, the
Figure 8.6.
Frederick’s particle size analysis of Western component has an elevation of about 99.75 to
Block profile. Stratum 2 was buried by a high 99.60 m. In the Eastern Block, the component
energy flood event evident by coarser-grained could be distinctively defined in the E118 and
sediments.
E119 lines, though it became harder to identify
going from west to east within the E119 line.
terrace deposits. The vast majority of the recovered
The
component
was recovered from about 98.30 to
historic or modern debris dates to the early to mid98.40
m
in
the
E118
and E119 lines but it dove slightly
twentieth century, and includes glass, cans, a fish
to
the
north
to
about
98.20 m or so around N128.
hook, and sundry other common items. However,
Several Perdiz points were recovered in the E120 and
among the collection is a ceramic pipe stem, which
E121 lines at a rather consistent elevation of 97.70 to
dates to the latter half of the 1800s to the first half of
97.60 m. Appendix E provides the site inventory and
the 1900s. These dates coincide with square nails that
specifies which proveniences are attributable to the
were found on both the eastern and western sides of
Toyah component. No structural components, such
the site. Generally, the historic and modern materials
as features or clear concentrations of artifacts, were
are widely scattered and in a secondary context.
identified on the eastern side. Within this broader
The vertical extent of the Historic/Modern component
distribution of materials, however, was likely the core
within the right-of-way was primarily limited to the
residential or activity area as is discussed below.
upper 20 to 30 cm of the profile throughout the northMixed Late Archaic II and Late Prehistoric
south length of the site. Horizontally, it blankets the
Components
site. In the Western Block, elevation of the component
generally ranges from ground surface to 99.85 m. On
Beneath the Toyah is a moderately thin zone containing
the eastern side of the roadway, the historic materials
multiple Late Archaic II components, as well as
dip rather sharply from an elevation of about 98.30
Late Prehistoric components consisting of relatively
m in the E118 line down to about 97.8 m in the E120
dense cultural materials with a high degree of
and 121 lines.
compressed stratigraphy. The identification of temporal
components within this stratum is largely based on
Toyah Component
diagnostic artifacts, although one feature, Feature 7,
Immediately below the overburden and historic
provided a radiocarbon date of 1840 b.p. The date is
materials, is an apparently “pure” Toyah component,
consistent with the Ensor, Frio, and Fairland stylistic
meaning it is stratigraphically discrete and contains,
intervals, within what Prewitt (1981, 1985) defined as
with very few exceptions, only diagnostic artifacts
the Twin Sisters phase. The Mixed Late Archaic II and
consistent with the Toyah cultural assemblage. The
Late Prehistoric zone was best characterized during the
component comprises 64 Perdiz points, 13 Cliffton
testing investigations, and only incidentally excavated
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Table 8.3.

Toyah Artifact and Feature Assemblage
from the Little Paint Site
Type

Count

Basin-shaped Hearths

3

Ceramic Sherds

204

Bone Bead

1

Oliva Shell Pendant

1

Arrow Point

86

Possible Point Fragment

69

Biface

124

Hand Axe/Cleaver/Chopper

6

Biface Knife

13

Flake-based Knife

8

Drill

3

Perforator

2

Graver

5

Scraper/Graver

1

End Scraper

17

End and Side Scraper

15

Side Scraper

14

Scraper

13

Expedient Scraper

4

Modified Flakes

25

Bone Awl Fragment

1

Total

615

during the subsequent data recovery investigations.
During data recovery, the intent was to go slightly
through the Toyah component to ensure full recovery,
and consequently most units went into the uppermost
centimeters of the underlying component.
Because of the inability to clearly segregate the
components underlying Toyah, the cumulative artifacts
from the Late Archaic II and early Late Prehistoric
components are collectively tabulated in Table 8.4.
The materials include at least two small burned rock
hearths, a diverse set of lithic tools, and an antler billet
(Table 8.4).
The diagnostic artifacts from this zone include seven
Montell points (2250 b.p. plus or minus a few hundred
years), Frio points (1900 to 2100 b.p.), Edgewood
points (1800 to 1250 b.p.), Darl (1800 to 1000 b.p.),
and the poorly dated Late Archaic Conejo points.
Additionally, arrow points, such as a Sabinal points,

dating to the early part of the Late Prehistoric period
were found in the upper part of the stratum. These
temporal diagnostics indicate approximately 1,500
years of compressed and intermixed components
within the 10 to 20 cm of deposits below the Toyah
component.
The Mixed Late Archaic II and early Late Prehistoric
component was identified across the entire right-ofway, but there are somewhat segregated distributions
of the various point styles. Seven Montell points
were recovered from immediately below the Toyah
component in six different units between N147 and
N159 in the Western Block at an elevation of 99.50 to
99.70 m. The five Frio points were found in the Western
Block between N136 and N156. Elevation of the Frio
points rise from north to south from about 99.50–99.60
m to about 99.80 m. Edgewood points were recovered
from three units between N145 and N151 in the
Western Block at elevations ranging from 99.50 to
99.80 m. Darl points were found on the western side
between N137 and N165 and on the eastern side in
N119 E121. The Conejo points came from adjacent
units N169 E100 and N168 E100 at elevations of
99.50 to 99.40 m and 99.40 to 99.30 m respectively. A
total of 5 typed arrow points, including 1 Chadbourne
and 4 Sabinal points, were also recovered from the
component. Despite these trends, the investigations
were unable to isolate components.

Late Archaic I Components
Beneath the Mixed Late Archaic II and Late Prehistoric
components was a poorly defined Late Archaic I
component. This lower component was only exposed,
but not thoroughly excavated, in a few test units and
backhoe trenches. Lying beneath the project APE, this
was not the focus of investigations. During the site
geomorphic study, deep backhoe trenches afforded a
few exposures of the deeper deposits. Though it cannot
be said with certainty, a Pedernales point (3200 to
2600 b.p.) recovered from Test Unit 1 at or near the
top of this component provides chronological data on
the terminus of the component, at about 2600 b.p. at
the latest. A Langtry point (4100 to 3200 b.p.) from
the eastern side and Nolan point (5200 to 4400/4100
b.p.) from Test Unit 4 provide additional chronological
information. These diagnostic artifact and radiocarbon
dates from near cultural features in Backhoe Trench 4
indicate the earliest contributing components date back
to the beginning of the Late Archaic I or perhaps into
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Table 8.4.

Late Archaic I and II Artifact and Feature
Assemblage from the Little Paint Site

Type
Small Basin-shaped Features

Count
2

Dart Point

40

Arrow Point

14

Untyped Projectile Point

5

Possible Point Fragment

7

Biface

109

Butted Biface

2

Chopper/Hand Axe

3

Hand Axe
Biface Knife

2
35

Flake Altered Knife

5

Drill

2

Perforator

2

Graver

5

Scraper/Graver

3

Scraper

27

Uniface

1

Modified Flakes
Antler Billet
Total

22
1
287

the Middle Archaic as indicated by radiocarbon dates
of 4480 and 6040 b.p. As noted, the components were
predominantly below the APE and consequently were
not substantially studied.

Correlating the Natural Strata and
Cultural Components
Correlating the natural strata and cultural components
provides a general framework of the formation
processes of the site. The Little Paint depositional
record shows trends that are not only evident in
many sites throughout Central Texas, but are perhaps
reflective of global climatic patterns. Several breaks
in the cultural chronology and physical stratigraphy
provide basic markers for partitioning the site. The
most significant natural and cultural breaks come
around 2500 and 600 b.p. Both of these are widely
observed in regional stratigraphic records, equating to
the 500 b.c. and a.d. 1300 contacts that Johnson and
Goode (1994:Figure 3) note on opposite margin of
the Edwards Plateau (Figure 8.7). The latter of these
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marks the advent of the Toyah component and is a
central focus here.
Based on diagnostics and radiocarbon dates from the
testing and data recovery phases, it is surmised that
at some time in the early Holocene the South Llano
River scoured the immediate area. Then, at some point
prior to 6040 b.p. or so, based on the earliest dates and
the Nolan point, the site terraces began to aggrade
as represented by Allostratigraphic Unit 3. The unit
likely began with relatively high-energy deposition
followed by a gradual process of occasional overbank
flooding, as well as input from occasional cultural
occupations over thousands of years. This unit likely
continued to aggrade until late Pedernales times
(post-2600 b.p. or so). No dense cultural strata were
clearly identified in these earlier deposits. These early
deposits represent a depositional context that might
be very conducive to isolable discrete archaeological
components, but as noted these were typically deeply
buried beyond the project’s depth of impacts (see
Figure 6.2). Consequently, they were not systematically
investigated.
Although still within Unit 3, based on the archaeological
data, around 2600 to 2500 b.p., there appears to have
been a very distinct change in the depositional regime,
perhaps coupled with an increased occupational
intensity. Since this contact was not intensively
explored, the dating of it is approximate, largely based
on known temporal affiliations below and above it. The
landform appears to have stabilized somewhat as the
rate of aggradation on the upper terrace substantially
decreased over two millennia from approximately
2600 to 600 b.p. Such gradual accumulations were not
conducive to stratigraphic separation of the cultural
components, creating a mixed record with a limited
potential for sorting out and defining associations
among the materials. Unit 3 likely continued to aggrade
through the early Late Prehistoric, about 1000/800
b.p. or shortly afterwards. The result is a dense zone
that contains Late Archaic and early Late Prehistoric
(Austin phase) materials in a 20- to 30-cm-thick layer.
The repetitive occupation on a non-aggrading to slowly
aggrading landforms created a palimpsest setting in
which overprinting substantially obscured the integrity
of the occupational sequence.
The most significant natural and cultural break comes
between approximately 800 and 600 b.p., after which
Toyah emerged. The earlier date is based on the
terminal dates of the Austin phase, which appears to
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be within the underlying Unit 3. During this time, there
appears to have been a catastrophic shift in climate
that is etched in the geomorphological sequence, floral
and faunal assemblages, climatic record, and cultural
chronology. These patterns are discussed in depth in
Chapter 11. The presence of large gravels and cobbles
either in or atop Unit 3 indicate high-energy deposition
and scouring, processes that may have truncated the
upper part of the pre-Toyah record (see Chapter 6).
Subsequent to the high energy scouring, a series of
strong floodwater pulses laid down Unit 4A, which
contains the Toyah component. This unit contains intact
depositional structures, namely both fine- and coarsegrained facies of the individual large magnitude floods.
The presence of a moderately well-developed soil
atop Unit 4A as Frederick notes in Chapter 6 suggests
a degree of landform stabilization after the period of

high-energy scouring and aggradation. The significance
of the high-energy pulse deposits is that they isolate
the Toyah component from the underlying prehistoric
components, creating a discrete assemblage.
The stratum containing the Toyah component began
to aggrade likely around 600 b . p . or later based
on radiocarbon dates. The occupational surface is
interpreted as an anthrosol to some degree, deriving
its characteristics in large part to the input of cultural
occupational debris. The integrity of the materials
indicates there were not substantial high-energy
flood episodes after or during the Toyah occupation.
Conversely, there was probably gradual cumulic input
that may have continued to historical times.

Structure of Occupational Surfaces:
Horizontal Patterning
Stratified sites have horizontal and
vertical dimensions. The former
aspect consists of components and
occupational surfaces that extend
across the landform from north
to south and east to west. The
horizontal aspects of a site reveal
contemporaneous behaviors, or
approximately so, and therefore
allow for the interpretation of the
internal processes and structure of
past societies. The latter, the vertical
dimension, has been the focus of
the chapter to this point. The strata
comprise successive occupations
that are ordered through time, from
bottom to top, in order of deposition
from earliest to latest—the law of
superposition. The vertical aspect
reveals change through time. The
concern here is horizontal patterning
to analyze related contemporaneous
behaviors and activities, specifically
in the Toyah component as the others
lack sufficient integrity to address
such issues.

Figure 8.7.

Johnson and Goode’s (1994:Figure 3) comparative
stratigraphy showing widespread regional unconformities,
some of which are also discerned on the Little Paint site.

As Collins (1995:373) notes, much
of the history of Central Texas
archaeology has focused on the
vertical aspects of sites, which
contributed to chronology building,
but recent interests in studying
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human behavior have fostered a shift towards
investigations of sites with cultural surfaces that
reveal discrete activities and spatial organization.
The principle objective in this line of research is to
identify horizontal patterns in an isolable component,
similar to a “living surface” that is identified with the
Toyah component. Accordingly, the primary objective
in this section is discerning patterns among artifacts
and features on the Toyah surface in an effort to define
and characterize occupational surfaces to support
arguments for behavioral patterning.
To the extent feasible, working around these formidable
obstacles, some patterns in the spatial distribution
can be hammered out that likely reflect behavioral
patterns. During the fieldwork, the excavations were
limited by the right-of-way, and, to the west beyond
the 2-m-wideswath of excavation units, an open field
stretched off for hundreds of meters. Many answers
regarding the horizontal patterns of the site lay in that
inaccessible field. It is quite literally a direction for
future research.

Little Paint Toyah Surface Patterns
During excavations, all formal tools and other pertinent
artifacts or feature components were point plotted
so that associations could be reconstructed. A few
artifacts were missed from time to time and recovered
in the screens, however, and accordingly there is a
discrepancy between the depicted materials shown
here and the recovered materials. For the current study,
the figures only depict data with specific point plotted
provenience that contribute to patterning.
Based on these data, Figure 8.8 shows the distribution
of materials on the surface. Three Toyah features were
clearly defined, Features 4, 5, and 6. Feature 7 is a Late
Archaic hearth, and Features 9 (in the Eastern Block)
and 8 lack sufficient data to clearly discern their form,
function, and temporal placement. Accordingly, the
analysis of site structure here keys on the three central
Toyah features in accordance with the behavioral
principles stated above.
Regarding a few observations about the features,
the excavation limits afforded a narrow window of
observation. Though the full nature of the patterns
would warrant broader exposures, the three features
that are exposed are in a slight arc, somewhat regularly
spaced. The arrangement does not exhibit overlapping
or intersecting features that clearly indicates sequential
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occupation of the same surface. Rather the regular
spacing is perhaps consistent with contemporaneous
activity areas. Binford’s (1983:Figure 60) drawing of
a Nunamiut Eskimo butchering camp offers a possible
analogous arrangement with similar spacing of cooking
features (Figure 8.9).
Keying on the site furniture, the three features, and the
artifact distribution shows a readily apparent trend. The
point-plotted tools tend to cluster around the features,
gradually declining in quantities to the east and west.
More than half of the point-plotted artifacts were found
in the 15 units (out of 62 data recovery units on the
western side) that contain or are immediately adjacent
to the three features. Consequently, at a very general
level, there appears to be a correlation between site
furniture and discard patterns of formal and informal
tools. In other words, there is some structural integrity
to the horizontal site patterning that warrants further
analysis.
Using the premises of Binford’s hearth model (Figure
8.10), an arbitrary 1-m circumference was drawn from
the margin of Features 4, 5, and 6 (Figure 8.8). The
intent was to capture the tools within the drop zone
that could reflect individual tool kits. Including the
feature content and all plotted artifacts in this radius,
Table 8.5 shows the tools in each of the drop zones.
There are some consistencies in each. Drop zones 4
through 6 are designated according to their respective
feature numbers.

Drop Zone Patterns and the
Identification of Tool Kits
To interpret these distributions in behavioral terms, a
couple of previously noted points are pertinent. Binford
(1978:345-346) notes that within the drop zone are
two types of artifacts—those that are dropped, which
are often smaller pieces such as bone splinters, and
those that are set down, like a coffee cup to use his
example. The set items are those intended for further
use. Accordingly, several Perdiz points, bifaces, and
end scrapers are found in every drop zone (Figures
8.11, 8.12, and 8.13). Cores, edge-modified flakes, a
hand-ax or chopper, drill, graver, or others tools, are
present in some but not all drop zones. Collectively,
these are interpreted as set items that were part of the
toolkit, which includes items that were being actively
utilized to accomplish a task, or objects being worked
on (such as points being hafted). As an observation,
the collection of tools in each drop zone is a somewhat
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Figure 8.8.

Overview of Western Block features and point plotted artifacts showing drop zone analytical
units.

redundant rather than mutually exclusive tool sets. This
suggests several individuals doing roughly the same
activities side-by-side rather than a complementary,
assembly line-like series of specialized tasks.
To further use ethnographic parallels, the last halfcentury of archaeology and cultural anthropology has
identified common spatial arrangements in huntergatherer societies that, with reasonable discretion,
can be applied to the archaeological past. On a wider
scale across the Western Block, the “drop-toss” zone
analyses indicate spatially segregated activity areas
around central loci in broad patterns similar to those
observed in contemporary small hunter-gatherer camps.
Lacking a more extensive view of the living surface,
the location of possible structures could not be clearly
discerned either directly or through the patterning of
materials at the Little Paint site. The features could
conceivably be interior hearths within structures, but
they would be small structures given the spacing. The
ethnographic record reveals somewhat similar spacing;
among the Efe of the Ituri Forest in central Africa the
distance between interior fires in adjacent huts was a
median of 4.5 m (Fisher and Strickland 1991:225).
However, comparative data among hunter-gatherers
show the Efe pygmy campsites are among the densest
in terms of campsite area per person, by a significant

margin (Fisher and Strickland 1991:228). Unless the
three features are some combination of interior and
exterior structure fires, the spatial arrangements would
suggest these do not represent residential spacing on
the living surface. Conversely, the spacing is more
reminiscent of the patterns depicted by Binford, as
noted above, for the Nunamiut hunting camp with
“adjacent activity areas.”
Based on cross-cultural hunter-gatherer evidence,
Wiessner (1974) notes that a forager residential base
often occupies about 250 m2. To the extent that the
bounds of the Toyah residential area can be determined
given the limited exposure, the main distribution of
the Toyah features and densest associated materials
measure approximately 10 to 12 m in diameter. If the
north-south dimensions identified in the excavations
provide an accurate diameter, the site area is about
0.01 hectares. Further investigations are needed to
clarify the actual site dimensions, and consequently
the inferences drawn from site size are only presented
here as testable hypotheses. Other caveats are also
heeded: estimating population size from the site area
through the application of cross-cultural comparisons
warrants “extreme caution” (Whitelaw 1991:149)
Nevertheless, Whitelaw’s (1991:144, Figure 2) study
of 112 ethnographic forager settlements shows that
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Figure 8.9.
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Binford’s (1983:Figure 60) depiction of adjacent activity areas on
a Nunamiut butchering site. Hearths are arranged in a moderately
consistent spacing of about 3 to 4 m apart.

on a site the size of the Little Paint site (circa 0.01
hectares), population ranges from approximately 6 to
about 28 persons with a median of about 12, which
could comprise several nuclear families or a couple
of extended families. Clearly, the limitations in
the extent of the excavations impose an enormous
caveat against placing too much interpretive weight
on these numbers. The terraces of the South Llano
River extend westward beyond the right-of-way for
a kilometer and may contain evidence of a much
more extensive Toyah site. However, such extensive
Toyah sites have never been clearly discerned, and
the suite of Toyah sites shows a pattern that is similar
to the Little Paint site.

Summary of Little Paint Site
Structure
The Little Paint site structure, to summarize,
includes horizontal and vertical aspects, reflecting
contemporaneous and diachronic dimensions.
The site began to aggrade rapidly sometime prior
to 6,000 years ago. Occasional Late Archaic I
occupations left deeply buried archaeological
strata, but these are well below the project impacts

Figure 8.10.

Binford’s (1983:Figure 89) model of drop/
toss zones.
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Table 8.5.

Point-plotted Tools in Toyah Feature Drop
Zones
Feature 4 Feature 5 Feature 6
Drop Zone Drop Zone Drop Zone

Perdiz

3

3

3

Cliffton

1

2

0

Possible Point Frags

2

1

0

Bifaces

11

2

8

Scrapers

2

2

4

Modified Flakes

0

1

2

Cores

0

3

2

Hand Axe or Choppers

1

0

1

Other

1 Drill

0

1 Graver,
1 Burnishing
Stone

Total

21

14

22

and were not thoroughly investigated. Subsequently,
significant natural and cultural breaks come around
2500 and 600 b.p., contacts that are widely recognized
in the regional geomorphological and archaeological
records. After 2500 b.p. deposition slowed quite a bit,
and multiple components dating to the Late Archaic II
and earlier phases of the Late Prehistoric are intermixed
within a dense zone. In contrast, the overlying Toyah
component is discrete and isolable. On this surface,
intact features are interpreted as site furniture that were
focal points of activity, providing a basis for inferring
site structure on the contemporary surface.
Structure is defined as the relationship among
attributes, which reveal something of the rules and
laws, whether cultural or natural, that govern their
arrangement. At varying scales, and in some parts
of the Little Paint site, the material record is an
archaeological landscape of undifferentiated and
intermixed surface debris deposited by repetitive
occupations over long periods of time. Associations
are obscure or entirely lacking; time is compressed on
a single surface; materials were continually reworked
and reconfigured through successive occupations. The
problem affects much more than the broad efforts to
construct regional culture chronology and culture
history, the ubiquitous compression of time undermines
very basic inferences of behavior at the micro-level,
such as in small activity areas. Those problems are
rife in the Mixed Late Archaic II and Late Prehistoric

deposits, but the overlying Toyah component is a
finer grained assemblage.
Clearly, the lack of broad areal exposures is a limiting
factor. The site extends an unknown distance onto
private property beyond the excavation area to
the west. That said, however, the organization
of features, artifacts, and other materials in the
Toyah component is interpreted along the lines
of ethnographic case studies as a small camp that
comprised several activity areas with fairly regular
spacing. Various activity areas and possibly tool
kits are evident in the patterns across a living
surface that likely formed over the course of a
single occupational episode. Occupational loci
reflect the use of space by the habitants of the site
as they processed foods, possibly animal resources
as evident from the faunal remains and relatively
minimal evidence of intensive processing of lowranked resources (such as heavily used ground-stone
or large cooking features).
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Figure 8.11A. Drop Zone 4 tools. Perdiz arrow points: a) Lot # 165, b) Lot # 170, c) Lot # 177; Cliffton arrow
point: d) Lot # 140; Possible point fragments: e) Lot # 169, f) Lot # 672; Drill: g) Lot # 148; Bifaces:
h) Lot # 648, i) Lot # 675; Knives: j) Lot # 670, k) Lot # 664, l) Lot # 666; End & Side Scrapers:
m) Lot # 355, n) Lot # 356.
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Figure 8.11B. Drop Zone 4 tools. Bifaces: a) Lot # 363.3, b) Lot # 660, c) Lot # 661, d) Lot # 665, e) Lot #
674, f) Lot # 667.

Site Structure and the Toyah Component

Figure 8.11C. Drop Zone 4 tool. Hand Axe: Lot # 673.
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Figure 8.12A. Drop Zone 5 tools. Perdiz arrow points: a) Lot # 139, b) Lot # 191, c) Lot # 237; Cliffton arrow
points: d) Lot # 138, e) Lot # 239; Possible point fragment: f) Lot # 391; End Scraper: g) Lot #
146; Retouched Flake: h) Lot # 700; Side Scraper: i) Lot # 703.
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Figure 8.12B. Drop Zone 5 tools. Bifaces: a) Lot # 693, b) Lot # 695; Cores: c) Lot # 701, d) Lot # 694, e) Lot
# 704.
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Figure 8.13A. Drop Zone 6 tools. Perdiz arrow points: a) Lot # 195, b) Lot # 198, c) Lot # 248; Graver: d) Lot #
710; End & Side Scrapers: e) Lot # 252, f) Lot # 721; End Scrapers: g) Lot # 714, h) Lot # 726;
Retouched Flakes: i) Lot # 715, j) Lot # 732.
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Figure 8.13B. Drop Zone 6 tools. Bifaces: a) Lot # 705, b) Lot # 706, c) Lot # 708, d) Lot # 711, e) Lot # 713, f)
Lot # 716, g) Lot # 719, h) Lot # 725.
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Figure 8.13C. Drop Zone 6 tools. Possible burnishing stone: a) Lot # 717; Hand Axe: b) Lot # 199; Cores: c)
Lot # 722, d) Lot # 724.

Chapter 9

Ceramics
Leslie G. Cecil
This chapter describes some of the manufacturing
choices of the Toyah potters at the Little Paint site.
These choices were ascertained through refiring
experiments and petrographic analysis of 10 sherd
samples and INAA analysis of six of the same samples.
For this chapter, two hypotheses are tested: 1) the Toyah
ceramics on the Little Paint site are locally produced;
and 2) the Little Paint assemblage composition will
resemble those in the “Classic Toyah” region and differ
significantly from those from non-Classic sites.

Methodology
In order to better understand the manufacturing
choices made by the Toyah during potting activities,
three kinds of analysis on a subsample of sherds
were conducted: estimation of firing temperatures;
petrographic analysis; and INAA analysis. All research
was conducted within the parameters set forth in the
TxDOT Ceramic Analysis Protocol.

Sampling Methodology
I was provided with the ceramics excavated from the
Little Paint site. Because the research design called
for subsampling, I conducted a systematic sampling
methodology restricted by size of the sherd. The
subsamples of 10 sherds for petrography and six
for INAA were selected after examining all surface
and paste characteristics of the total population. I
then divided the sherds into categories representing
differences in surface and paste characteristics.
Because sherds needed to be of sufficient size to
conduct refiring, petrography, and INAA analyses,
they could not be of a size less than 1.5 cm. After
that selection criterion was enforced, 10 samples
were selected representing the resulting variability.
These 10 samples and their characteristics are listed
in Appendix G-1.

Refiring Experimentation
Refiring procedures provide estimates as to the original
firing conditions and firing temperatures used in
prehistory. Additionally, when fragments of sherds
are all fired to a high temperature (in this case 750ºC),

I also can suggest if the same clays were being used
because similar clay types will refire to the same color.
Before refiring the sherds, I recorded the degree of
dark coring (Figure 9.1). I refired all 10 samples used
for petrographic analysis. I snapped off eight smaller
fragments from each of the 10 sherds used for this
study. Each fragment was placed into an electric kiln
with a constant atmosphere (oxidizing) and pressure.
The temperature was initially set at 275º C and the
sherds were soaked for 15 minutes to drive off any
ambient humidity. After 15 minutes, the temperature
was set to 300º C and the sherds were soaked for 15
minutes. After 15 minutes, one fragment from each
sample was taken out of the kiln and placed in a drying
oven set at 40º C to cool. This process was repeated at
400º C, 500º C, 550º C, 600º C, 650º C, 700º C, and
750º C. After all of the fragments had cooled, each
fragment was compared to the original non-refired
sherd sample. The temperature at which there were
changes in the pattern seen in the core and the surface
colors indicates the first temperature range above which
the sherd was originally fired.

Petrographic Analysis
Petrographic analysis allows the analyst to identify
minerals that are present in the clay pastes of different
vessels. Petrography allows analysis of many clay
materials and inclusions at one time. One can study “the
clay itself, natural inclusions in the clay, purposefully
added inclusions, and glazes or slips on the clay
surface” (Childs 1989:24).
Petrographic analysis has been adapted from geological
techniques of analysis for the study of soils and rocks
and is useful for archaeological ceramics because,
to a large extent, geological sources differ enough
regionally to allow for comparison of different
clays (Blatt 1992). These methods are applicable
to pottery analysis because pottery can be regarded
as metamorphosed sedimentary rock due to the
composition of a sherd consisting of clastic grains
imbedded in a clay paste which has been transformed
to “rock” through the process of firing (Bishop and
Rands 1982; Rice 1987b:376). Understanding these
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Figure 9.1.

Stylized cross-sections comparing variations in the appearance of firing cores (after Rye 1981:134):
1) Oxidized or reduced atmosphere with organics present in the core; 2) Oxidized firing with no
core; 3 and 4) Oxidized firing with diffuse core margins; 5) Oxidized firing, coloring due to position
in fire; 6 and 7) Reduced firing with no core; 8) Reduced firing demonstrating repeated rapid
cooling with a double core.

basic principles of geology plus other principles of
optical mineralogy, allows for the description of pottery
pastes and clays.
Although petrographic analysis is important to this
study, there are limitations. Thin-sectioning may
not produce the full mineralogical composition of
a pottery sample due to sampling error and because
the method of producing thin section slides involves
grinding and polishing of the sample (Orton et al.
1993). In addition to problems with sample preparation,
petrographic analysis alone cannot determine the type
of clay mineral in the sherd because of the refractive
characteristics of clay minerals. Because of these

limitations, petrography is often combined with x-ray
diffraction in order to obtain a full mineralogical
complement and INAA to obtain a full elemental
complement.
The 10 samples were cut with a wet saw for the
preparation of thin section slides. The sherds were
sent to Spectrum Petrographics where they were
embedded in an epoxy block. The most fragile sherds
were vacuum impregnated and then embedded in an
epoxy block. The block was cut in such a manner that
a thin section measuring .03 mm thick resulted. The
resulting thin section allowed me to identify minerals in
the clay paste with the use of a polarizing microscope.

Ceramics
The polarizing microscope is composed of a light
source, a polarizer, a condenser, a rotatable stage,
objective, slots for a quartz wedge, an analyzer, and
a Bertrand lens. Light originates from a light source
at the base of the microscope and passes through
the polarizer that aligns the light waves in a single
plane or direction. The polarized light then passes
through minerals on the rotatable stage and bends
them according to the mineral structure because each
mineral and inclusion transmits light differently and
is thus identifiable (McLaughlin 1977). The objective
magnifies the resulting light waves, and the light passes
through an analyzer. Analyzers allow light to vibrate in
a plane perpendicular to that of the first polarizer. When
the analyzer is in place (crossed nicols), birefringence
colors appear and can then be compared to published
charts to identify the mineral. If the crossed nicol
color, angle of extinction, and other mineralogical
characteristics are not sufficient in the identification of
the mineral, the Bertrand lens and condenser produce
interference figures that determine the mineral’s sign
(uniaxial or biaxial). Interference colors, in addition to
the techniques described above, allow identification of
most minerals.
Thin-sectioning provides one objective means of
classifying pottery pastes through the analysis of
mineral size, shape, roundness, and frequency. Mineral
size, shape, and roundness are established through a
comparison of various graphs and tables (see Figures
9.2–9.4) (Shackley 1975:44–51). The most common
geological method of determining the quantity of
minerals in a thin section is point counting. Point
counting determines the number of different minerals
along a predetermined area (for example, 10 mm) of
the length and width of the section (Chayes 1956).
Various studies have employed different methods for
counting the frequency of inclusions: Peacock (1973)
uses a random grain selection; Middleton et al. (1985)
use a variation of systematic sampling along linear
transects with tests of accuracy for different thinsection samples; and Dickenson and Shutler (1979) use
an area point count (all minerals, inclusions, and voids
are counted in the field of view). Middleton et al. (1985)
compared area counting to standard geological point
counting and determined that the number of minerals
counted was equal and the only difference was that area
counting resulted in a smaller mean mineral diameter.
Because mean diameter of minerals was not critical
and I obtained similar point counts with standard point
counts and area point counts (tested on five sherds of
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different matrices), I implemented area counting for
a field of view with 4X magnification (all thin section
images were taken at 5X magnification).
Before conducting an area count, I scanned the sherd
to determine the range of minerals and mineral sizes as
well as to note any details of manufacturing techniques
and slip thickness. After determining the types of
minerals present, I counted two standard image areas
to ensure that each area was representative of the sherd
as a whole and to detect changes in the clay paste. The
first counted area was located at the end of the slide
farthest from the rim and the second was determined
by rolling a die and moving the slide the corresponding
number of centimeters. For example, if I rolled a 5, I
moved the slide 5 cm and centered the microscope in
an area that filled the standard image. For each mineral
type, I measured the range of mineral sizes (the smallest
and the largest), the relative frequency as determined
by Figure 9.2, the degree of sorting as determined by
Figure 9.3, the mineral roundness as determined by
Figure 9.4, the number of minerals in the standard
image, the frequency of all of the minerals in the
clay paste as determined by Figure 9.2, and the clay
birefringence. Other abnormalities were also noted.

Neutron Activation Analysis
Pottery samples were prepared for INAA using
procedures standard at MURR. Fragments of about 1
cm2 were removed from each sample and abraded using
a silicon carbide burr in order to remove glaze, slip,
paint, and adhering soil, thereby reducing the risk of
measuring contamination. The samples were washed
in deionized water and allowed to dry in the laboratory.
Once dry, the individual sherds were ground into
powders with an agate mortar and pestle to homogenize
the samples. Archival samples were retained from each
sherd (when possible) for future research.
Two analytical samples were prepared from each source
specimen. Portions of approximately 150 mg of powder
were weighed into clean high-density polyethylene
vials used for short irradiations at MURR. At the same
time, 200 mg of each sample was weighed into clean
high-purity quartz vials used for long irradiations.
Individual sample weights were recorded to the nearest
0.01 mg using an analytical balance. Both vials were
sealed prior to irradiation. Along with the unknown
samples, Standards made from National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST) certified standard
reference materials of SRM-1633a (coal fly ash) and
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Figure 9.2.

Percent inclusion estimation chart (Orton et al. 1993:Figure A.4).

Ceramics

Figure 9.3.

Inclusion sorting chart (Orton et al. 1993:Figure A.6).

Figure 9.4.

Sphericity/roundedness estimation chart (Orton et al. 1993:Figure A.5).
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SRM-688 (basalt rock) were similarly prepared, as
were quality control samples (e.g., standards treated as
unknowns) of SRM-278 (obsidian rock) and Ohio Red
Clay (a standard developed for in-house applications).
Neutron activation analysis of ceramics at MURR,
which consists of two irradiations and a total of three
gamma counts, constitutes a superset of the procedures
used at most other INAA laboratories (Glascock 1992;
Neff 1992 2000). As discussed in detail by Glascock
(1992), a short irradiation is carried out through the
pneumatic tube irradiation system. Samples in the
polyvials are sequentially irradiated, two at a time, for
five seconds by a neutron flux of 8 x 1013 n cm-2 s-1. A
720-second count yields gamma spectra containing
peaks for nine short-lived elements: aluminum
(Al), barium (Ba), calcium (Ca), dysprosium (Dy),
potassium (K), manganese (Mn), sodium (Na), titanium
(Ti), and vanadium (V). The samples encapsulated in
quartz vials are subjected to a 24-hour irradiation at a
neutron flux of 5 x 1013 n cm-2 s-1. This long irradiation is
analogous to the single irradiation utilized at most other
laboratories. After the long irradiation, samples decay
for 7 days, and then are counted for 1,800 seconds
(the “middle count”) on a high-resolution germanium
detector coupled to an automatic sample changer. The
middle count yields determinations of seven medium
half-life elements, namely arsenic (As), lanthanum
(La), lutetium (Lu), neodymium (Nd), samarium (Sm),
uranium (U), and ytterbium (Yb). After an additional
3- or 4-week decay, a final count of 8,500 seconds is
carried out on each sample. The latter measurement
yields the following 17 long half-life elements:
cerium (Ce), cobalt (Co), chromium (Cr), cesium
(Cs), europium (Eu), iron (Fe), hafnium (Hf), nickel
(Ni), rubidium (Rb), antimony (Sb), scandium (Sc),
strontium (Sr), tantalum (Ta), terbium (Tb), thorium
(Th), zinc (Zn), and zirconium (Zr).
The element concentration data from the three
measurements are tabulated in parts per million using
the Excel spreadsheet program. Descriptive data for
the archaeological samples were appended to the
concentration spreadsheet. The data are also stored in
a dBASE/FOXPRO database file useful for organizing,
sorting, and extracting sample information.
The analyses at MURR produce concentration values
for 33 elements in most samples. Data for Ni in most
samples was below detection limits (as is the norm for
most New World ceramic analyses), and the element
was removed from consideration during the statistical

analysis. Because calcium has the potential to affect
(dilute) the concentrations of other elements in the
analysis, all samples were mathematically corrected to
compensate for any possible calcium included effects
(the data were examined before and after calcium
correction and the results were similar). The same
adjustment was made for all comparative datasets.
The following mathematical correction was used as it
has been proven to be effective in other calcium-rich
datasets (Cogswell et al. 1998:64; Steponaitis et al.
1988):
e’= 106 e / 106 − 2.5 c
where e′ is the corrected concentration of a given
element in ppm, e is the measured concentration of that
element in ppm, and c is the concentration of elemental
calcium in ppm. Following the calcium adjustment,
calcium levels were deleted from further analysis.
After the calcium correction, sodium and manganese
were also deleted. All further statistical analysis was
carried out on base-10 logarithms of concentrations on
the remaining 28 elements. Use of log concentrations
rather than raw data compensates for differences in
magnitude between the major elements, such as iron,
on one hand and trace elements, such as the rare earth or
lanthanide elements (REEs). Transformation to base-10
logarithms also yields a more normal distribution for
many trace elements.
The interpretation of compositional data obtained from
the analysis of archaeological materials is discussed in
detail elsewhere (e.g., Baxter and Buck 2000; Bieber
et al. 1976; Bishop and Neff 1989; Glascock 1992;
Harbottle 1976; Neff 2000) and are only summarized
here. The main goal of data analysis is to identify
distinct homogeneous groups within the analytical
database. Based on the provenance postulate of
Weigand et al. (1977), different chemical groups may
be assumed to represent geographically restricted
sources. For lithic materials such as obsidian, basalt,
and cryptocrystalline silicates (e.g., chert, flint, or
jasper), raw material samples are frequently collected
from known outcrops or secondary deposits, and the
compositional data obtained on the samples is used
to define the source localities or boundaries. The
locations of sources can also be inferred by comparing
unknown specimens (i.e., ceramic artifacts) to knowns
(i.e., clay samples) or by indirect methods such as the
“criterion of abundance” (Bishop et al. 1992) or by
arguments based on geological and sedimentological
characteristics (e.g., Steponaitis et al. 1996). The
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ubiquity of ceramic raw materials usually makes it
impossible to sample all potential “sources” intensively
enough to create groups of knowns to which unknowns
can be compared. Lithic sources tend to be more
localized and compositionally homogeneous in the
case of obsidian or compositionally heterogeneous as
is the case for most cherts.
Compositional groups can be viewed as “centers of
mass” in the compositional hyperspace described by
the measured elemental data. Groups are characterized
by the locations of their centroids and the unique
relationships (i.e., correlations) between the elements.
Decisions about whether or not to assign a specimen
to a particular compositional group are based on the
overall probability that the measured concentrations
for the specimen could have been obtained from that
group.
Initial hypotheses about source-related subgroups
in the compositional data can be derived from noncompositional information (e.g., archaeological
context, decorative attributes, etc.) or from application
of various pattern-recognition techniques to the
multivariate chemical data. Some of the pattern
recognition techniques that have been used to
investigate archaeological data sets are cluster analysis
(CA), principal components analysis (PCA), and
discriminant analysis (DA). Each of the techniques
has its own advantages and disadvantages, which may
depend upon the types and quantity of data available
for interpretation.
The variables (measured elements) in archaeological
and geological data sets are often correlated and
frequently large in number. This makes handling
and interpreting patterns within the data difficult.
Therefore, it is often useful to transform the original
variables into a smaller set of uncorrelated variables in
order to make data interpretation easier. Of the abovementioned pattern recognition techniques, PCA is a
technique that transforms the data from the original
correlated variables into uncorrelated variables most
easily.
PCA creates a new set of reference axes arranged in
decreasing order of variance subsumed. The individual
principal components (PCs) are linear combinations
of the original variables. The data can be displayed
on combinations of the new axes, just as they can be
displayed on the original elemental concentration axes.
PCA can be used in a pure pattern-recognition mode,
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(i.e., to search for subgroups in an undifferentiated
data set) or in a more evaluative mode (i.e., to assess
the coherence of hypothetical groups suggested by
other criteria). Generally, 12 compositional differences
between specimens can be expected to be larger for
specimens in different groups than for specimens in
the same group, and this implies that groups should
be detectable as distinct areas of high point density on
plots of the first few components.
It is well known that PCA of chemical data is scale
dependent (Mardia et al. 1979), and analyses tend to
be dominated by those elements or isotopes for which
the concentrations are relatively large. As a result,
standardization methods are common to most statistical
packages. A common approach it to transform the data
into logarithms (e.g., base 10).
One frequently exploited strength of PCA, discussed by
Baxter (1992), Baxter and Buck (2000), and Neff (1994,
2002), is that it can be applied as a simultaneous Rand Q-mode technique, with both variables (elements)
and objects (individual analyzed samples) displayed
on the same set of principal component reference
axes. A plot using the first two principal components
as axes is usually the best possible two-dimensional
representation of the correlation or variance-covariance
structure within the data set. Small angles between the
vectors from the origin to variable coordinates indicate
strong positive correlation; angles at 90 degrees
indicate no correlation; and angles close to 180 degrees
indicate strong negative correlation. Likewise, a plot of
sample coordinates on these same axes will be the best
two-dimensional representation of Euclidean relations
among the samples in log-concentration space (if the
PCA was based on the variance-covariance matrix)
or standardized log-concentration space (if the PCA
was based on the correlation matrix). Displaying both
objects and variables on the same plot makes it possible
to observe the contributions of specific elements to
group separation and to the distinctive shapes of the
various groups. Such a plot is commonly referred to as
a “biplot” in reference to the simultaneous plotting of
objects and variables. The variable inter-relationships
inferred from a biplot can be verified directly by
inspecting bivariate elemental concentration plots.
Note that a bivariate plot of elemental concentrations
is not a biplot.
Whether a group can be discriminated easily from other
groups can be evaluated visually in two dimensions or
statistically in multiple dimensions. A metric known
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as the Mahalanobis distance (or generalized distance)
makes it possible to describe the separation between
groups or between individual samples and groups on
multiple dimensions. The Mahalanobis distance of a
specimen from a group centroid (Bieber et al. 1976;
Bishop and Neff 1989) is defined by:
D2y,X = [y − X]t Ix[y − X]
where y is the 1 x m array of logged elemental
concentrations for the specimen of interest, X is the n x
m data matrix of logged concentrations for the group to
which the point is being compared with X being it 1 x
m centroid, and Ix is the inverse of the m x m variancecovariance matrix of group X. Because Mahalanobis
distance takes into account variances and covariances
in the multivariate group it is analogous to expressing
distance from a univariate mean in standard deviation
units. Like standard deviation units, Mahalanobis
distances can be converted into probabilities of group
membership for individual specimens. For relatively
small sample sizes, it is appropriate to base probabilities
on Hotelling’s T2, which is the multivariate extension
of the univariate Student’s t-test.
When group sizes are small, Mahalanobis distancebased probabilities can fluctuate dramatically depending
on whether or not each specimen is assumed to be a
member of the group to which it is being compared.
Harbottle (1976) calls this phenomenon “stretchability”
in reference to the tendency of an included specimen
to stretch the group in the direction of its own location
in elemental concentration space. This problem can be
circumvented by cross-validation; that is, by removing
each specimen from its presumed group before
calculating its own probability of membership (Baxter
1995; Leese and Main 1994). This is a conservative
approach to group evaluation that may sometimes
exclude true group members.
Small sample and group sizes place further constraints
on the use of Mahalanobis distance: with more
elements than samples, the group variance-covariance
matrix is singular thus rendering calculation of Ix (and
D2 itself) impossible. Therefore, the dimensionality of
the groups must somehow be reduced. One approach
would be to eliminate elements considered irrelevant
or redundant. The problem with this approach is
that the investigator’s preconceptions about which
elements should be discriminate may not be valid. It
also squanders the main advantage of multielement
analysis, namely the capability to measure a large

number of elements. An alternative approach is to
calculate Mahalanobis distances with the scores on
principal components extracted from the variancecovariance or correlation matrix for the complete
data set. This approach entails only the assumption,
entirely reasonable in light of the above discussion of
PCA, that most group-separating differences should
be visible on the first several PCs. Unless a data set
is extremely complex, containing numerous distinct
groups, using enough components to subsume at least
90 percent of the total variance in the data can be
generally assumed to yield Mahalanobis distances that
approximate Mahalanobis distances in full elemental
concentration space.
Lastly, Mahalanobis distance calculations are also
quite useful for handling missing data (Sayre 1975).
When many specimens are analyzed for a large
number of elements, it is almost certain that a few
element concentrations will be missed for some of
the specimens. This occurs most frequently when the
concentration for an element is near the detection limit.
Rather than eliminate the specimen or the element from
consideration, it is possible to substitute a missing
value by replacing it with a value that minimizes the
Mahalanobis distance for the 14 specimens from the
group centroid. Thus, those few specimens, which are
missing a single concentration value, can still be used
in group calculations.

Results
Toyah Firing Temperatures
Based on the refiring experiments described above,
it was determined that the pottery samples were fired
to temperatures between 300-600º C (see Appendix
G-1). One sample was fired to 300º C (SWC310),
seven samples were fired to 400º C (SWC301,
SWC303, SWC304, SWC305, SWC307–309), one
sample (SWC306) was fired to 500º C, and one sample
(SWC302) was fired to 600º C. In addition to this
information, it was determined that samples SWC304
and SWC309 were originally fired in a reducing
(without oxygen) atmosphere. It also appears that three
different kinds of clay were used in the manufacture
of these pottery samples because of the variability
in the sherd color when fired to 750ºC. Samples
SWC302–305 and SWC307–310 had refired Munsell
colors of 7.5YR7–8/4–6 suggesting the same clay.
Sample SWC301 had a refired color of 2.5YR7/4 and
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SWC306 had a refired color of 5YR6/4 suggesting that
these two samples may represent two additional clays.

Petrographic Analysis Results
As a result of the point counts, six basic paste groups
emerged (see below). While these sherds are typical
of Texas pottery (Central and East Texas) in that they
had bone temper, the presence of calcite and limestone
in some of the samples seems to be similar to those
sherds analyzed from other Toyah sites (BarkwellLove 2011; Johnson 1994; Robinson 2008) (Appendix
G-4). While these are general trends, the Little Paint
site sherds are different from the sites analyzed by
Barkwell-Love (2011) because of the high frequency
of bone and quartz inclusions in the pottery from the
Little Paint site. However, the Little Paint site Paste
Group 1b is similar to Barkwell-Love’s (2011) Paste
Group 10. The Little Paint site sherds in Paste Group 2
are unique because of the presence of the combination
of plagioclase, biotite, and. The Little Paint site sherds
are different from the Buckhollow Encampment sherds
because of the presence of calcite in the Little Paint
site sherds and the presence of microcline and general
feldspar in the Buckhollow Encampment sherds.
While there is a general trend in what is Toyah pottery
(bone, limestone, quartz inclusions), the smaller
differences could be the result a sand-based clay that is
close to a limestone bed close to the Little Paint site (as
in the South Llano Cretaceous limestone cap), and the
presence of small calcite and quartz minerals (as well
as biotite, iron, plagioclase, and organics) in the thin
sections could be a result of the composition of the clay
and the minerals were not culturally added. Obvious
culturally-added inclusions include the angular, larger
bone and euhedral calcite. The sample as a whole
demonstrates a wide range of variability.

Paste Group 1A
Three sherds (SWC301, SWC307, and SWC310) have
been placed into this petrographic group (Figure 9.5).
SWC301 and SWC307 are more similar to each other
than they are to SWC310, but SWC310 is included
in this group because of its lack of inclusions besides
bone, calcite, and quartz. The clay for this group is a
sandy clay that contains a high frequency of calcite
suggesting that it was weathered from a limestone
or mixed with weathered limestone. The small and
rounded nature of the calcite and quartz inclusions
indicates that they are part of the clay matrix and not
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culturally added. On the other hand, the high frequency
of bone inclusions that are angular were culturally
added. These three sherds have the same exterior color
surface and similar interior and core colors and were
all fired to 400º C.

Paste Group 1B
Two samples (SWC303 and SWC309) compose this
petrographic group (Figure 9.6). It is similar in nature
to Paste Group 1a; however, it has lower frequencies
of bone, calcite, and quartz. This group also has
limestone inclusions further suggesting that the clay
was weathered from/with a limestone source. The
surface and core colors vary between the two sherds,
but they both were fired at 400º C. SWC308 represents
Ceramic #1. This paste group most closely resembles
Paste Group 10 described by Barkwell-Love (2011).

Paste Group 2
SWC305 and SWC308 comprise the Paste Group 2
petrographic group (Figure 9.7). The clay matrix (high
quartz content) of these sherds suggests a sandy source
or mixing of clay with sand in a riverbed or other water
source. What is interesting about these two sherds is
the high quantity of different kinds of inclusions that
are natural to the clay. The presence of biotite and
plagioclase may suggest weathering from a different
kind of parent sedimentary rock than that that produced
the clays from Paste Groups 1 and 3. On the other
hand, the quartz inclusions may represent plutonic
quartz rather than metamorphic quartz because of the
presence of plagioclase; however, this is speculative
because the quartz minerals could not be analyzed
because of their random plane arrangement. Again,
the bone is culturally added. These sherds have similar
exterior surface, interior surface, and core colors and
were burnished. They were both fired to 400º C.

Paste Group 3
Paste Group 3 is represented by one sample (SWC
304), which also demonstrates a clay matrix filled
with sand (Figure 9.8); however, it lacks many of
the inclusions that are in Paste Group 2 suggesting
a different parent material (or from a different clay
source within a riverbed). Additionally, the presence
of chert (most likely native to the clay matrix) suggests
that this Paste Group may be distinguished from Paste
Group 2 based on the differences of inclusions. Again,
the bone is culturally added. This rim was originally
fired at approximately 400º C in a reducing atmosphere.
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Figure 9.5.

Petrographic thin sections for Paste Group 1A sherds: SWC301 (left), SWC307 (middle), and
SWC310 (right).

Figure 9.6.

Petrographic thin sections for Paste Group 1B sherds:
SWC303 (left) and SWC309 (right).

Figure 9.7.

Petrographic thin sections for Paste Group 2 sherds:
SWC305 (left) and SWC308 (right).

There is some evidence of a slip that is approximately
0.1-mm-thick (see thin section picture).
The slip color when refired to 750º C was red, but
that color may not have been the intended color of
the potter. If the vessel was intentionally blackened,
the slip color was meant to be black; however, if the
vessel fell into a smothering fire, the original slip color
would have been red.

Paste Group 4
Sample SWC302 represents another sandy clay (Figure
9.9); however, it is different from the other sandy pastes
in that hematite and angular (euhedral) calcite are

present (albeit in small quantities). The angular calcite
and bone were culturally added, but the hematite is
most likely a product of the clay. This was the highest
fired sherd that was sampled (600º C). I did not see
evidence of a slip in the thin section, but it could be
that the slip was not on the sampled section.

Paste Group 5
Sample SWC306 is similar to Paste Group 4 with
the addition of large, weathered limestone inclusions
(Figure 9.10). Given the rounded nature of the
limestone inclusions, they most likely represent
inclusions in the clay rather than something culturally
added to the clay. This sample is similar to Paste
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Figure 9.8.

Petrographic thin section for Paste
Group 3 sherd: SWC304.

Groups 2 and 3, but differs from those because it lacks
calcite, biotite, plagioclase, and hematite inclusions.
This sample most likely represents yet another clay
variation. This sample also demonstrated clay coil
joins. This sherd was fired to 500º C.

INAA Results
The sample size is too small for statistically valid
development of internal compositional groups. We
have compared the new data to the entire MURR
ceramic INAA database as well as reference groups
from Central Texas. Table 9.1 is a list of the current
samples along with some descriptive information.

Internal Variability
The six samples are very diverse in composition and
show variability comparable to the entire spread of

Figure 9.10.
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Petrographic thin section for Paste
Group 5 sherd: SWC306.

the six established Central Texas (CT) compositional
groups. A set of six samples submitted by Steve
Tomka (Ferguson and Glascock 2010) shows how
comparatively variable these samples are. There is
some indication that the six Tomka samples are actually
paired samples from three vessels, but the difference
in variability is still striking. Figure 9.11 is a typical
bivariate plot showing the six samples in the current
study against the samples submitted by Tomka.

Comparison with MURR Database
The samples were projected against the entire MURR
ceramic INAA database containing over 55,000
samples, producing surprisingly few close matches.
The only possible matches were a couple of samples
analyzed from Central Texas that belong to both the
CT1 and CT2 compositional groups. Assessment of
membership in the CT groups is described below.

Comparison with Central Texas
Compositional Groups

Figure 9.9.

Petrographic thin section for Paste
Group 4 sherd: SWC302.

At the request of Darrell Creel and Doug Boyd, the
entire Central Texas database currently is undergoing
a reinterpretation. Creel and Boyd have contributed
a number of new samples from the region, and the
previous groups established for the region have not
proven to have sufficient geographic correlation. Part
of the problem with the current CT groups may arise
from the inclusion of a large number of Caddo vessels
(a region with notoriously complex compositional
data), and Creel and Boyd are currently working to
eliminate likely Caddo vessels from the database. This
work is on-going and has not yet progressed to the

Table 9.1.
ANID

Basic Descriptive Information Available
Alternate ID (Lot #) State County Site Number Form Exterior Decoration

SWC301

614/333.3/293

Texas Kimble

41KM226

rim

burnished

SWC302

478/169

Texas Kimble

41KM226

body

red slipped

SWC303

498.3/353/167

Texas Kimble

41KM226

body

SWC304

152/143/151

Texas Kimble

41KM226

rim

SWC305

357.1.1/128/152

Texas Kimble

41KM226

body

SWC306

299.2/328/138

Texas Kimble

41KM226

body

Figure 9.11.

burnished/black
burnished

Bivariate plot of chromium and lanthanum (log base-10 ppm) showing the high compositional
variability in the SWC samples relative to the six Tomka samples. SWC samples are individually
plotted and labeled. The ellipse represents a 90% confidence interval for membership in the
group.

point where these samples can be interpreted in light
of the new groups.
The Central Texas reference groups developed by
Neff and Glascock (2002) are not easily separated,
and projections of new samples against the groups are
not clear in calculations based on either elemental or

principal component versions of the data. Bivariate
plots reveal some distinct differences between the
Little Paint site samples and groups CT3, CT5, and
CT6. Canonical discriminant analysis was used in an
attempt to exaggerate the compositional differences
between the CT groups and hopefully allow assignment
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of the Little Paint site samples. After eliminating
Groups CT3, CT5, and CT6, there is some frequent
overlap between the new samples and groups CT1,
CT2, and CT4 (Figure 9.12). SWC303 and SWC306
seem most closely related to CT. SWC304 frequently
plots with CT2. SWC301, SWC302, and SWC305 are
most similar to CT1. Neff and Glascock (2002) note
that CT2 samples are concentrated in the southeastern
portion of Central Texas, and it is surprising that only
one of the current samples seems related to this group.

Table 9.2.

The assignment of the samples to these Central
Texas reference groups is somewhat supported by
a Mahalanobis distance projection of the canonical
discriminant data (Table 9.2), but these assignments
are tentative at best. Hopefully the new analysis of the
Central Texas data will help assign the Little Paint site
to groups with more limited geographic distribution
and thus more meaningful provenance.

Figure 9.12.
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Probabilities of Group Membership Based
on Mahalanobis Distance Projection
Using a Canonical Discriminant Function
Analysis of the Six Central Texas
Reference Groups

ANID

ct1

ct2

ct3

ct4

ct5

ct6

SWC301

1.80

0.00

0.51

0.05

41.43

0.41

SWC302

26.39

0.74

13.00

0.77

41.26

2.31

SWC303

0.00

0.00

0.19

12.85

31.86

2.31

SWC304

0.00

7.96

0.92

0.09

18.69

8.13

SWC305

0.50

0.00

1.40

0.05

58.44

0.80

SWC306

0.02

0.09

3.40

11.91

21.31

5.93

Another recent Toyah phase project that included
nine ceramic samples from near San Marcos, Texas
(Ferguson and Glascock 2009), reveals a more diverse
pattern similar to the small sample from the Little

Bivariate plot of canonical discriminant functions 4 and 1 showing the similarity between the
Little Paint Site samples and Central Texas reference groups 1, 2, and 4. SWC samples are
individually plotted and labeled. The ellipses represent 90 percent confidence intervals for
membership in the groups.
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Figure 9.13.

Bivariate plot of chromium and rubidium (log base-10 ppm) showing the greater variability
in the SWC samples compared to the ZAT samples. The ellipses represent 90% confidence
intervals for membership in the groups.

Paint site. Figure 9.13 shows a plot of the two datasets.
There is not enough similarity between the two datasets
as seen in bivariate plots to justify further statistical
comparison.
The high variability in two Toyah phase datasets and
compositional consistency in another suggest some
possible explanations, but it is important to understand
that these are all small datasets and without more
detailed knowledge of the sampling strategy some
caution is warranted. Perhaps the site with great
similarity (the Tomka samples) is indicative of local
ceramic production with a consistent paste recipe.
In contrast, the two variable datasets (the ZAT and
SWC samples) are indicative of extensive exchange,
although local production cannot be ruled out.

Combining Petrographic and INAA Results
The variability noted in the petrographic analysis is
also demonstrated in the INAA results. Ferguson and
Glascock (2011:Figure 1) show that none of the six
samples from the Little Paint site chemically analyzed
cluster together (in non-cononical discriminate space),
nor are they strong members (statistically-significant)
of any of the other Central Texas chemical composition
groups, although some samples do plot within CT1,
CT2, and CT4.
Chemical data suggest that SWC301, SWC302, and
SWC305 are similar; however, petrographically
they represent three different paste groups (1a, 4,
and 2; respectively). They are all of a sandy matrix;
however, there are slight petrographic differences
that may suggest differences in choices made during
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manufacture. Since the chemical data were corrected
for calcium (taking out the affect of bone and calcite in
the matrix), what remains would be the differences in
minor inclusions and sand. While these differences are
observable from petrographic analysis, the chemical
data do not indicate this variability in these three
samples. On the other hand, the variability in minor
inclusions is demonstrated with the other samples
because they do not cluster together and could be
members of other Central Texas chemical groups in
canonical discriminate space.
Given that none of the samples can be strongly tied to
other Central Texas chemical compositional groups,
it would suggest that this reflects local variability.
Ferguson and Glascock (2011:9–10) suggest that
this variability could result from exchange or local
variability, but err on the side of trade because the
variability is similar to the entire spread of the Central
Texas Database, and there are other Toyah samples
that are not similar to these (Ferguson, personal
communication 2011). I respectfully disagree because
petrographically, these samples are similar to those
described by Johnson (1994) at the Buckhollow
Encampment (on the same drainage system) and
Robinson (2008) at the Varga site, and unlike others I
have analyzed. Although they are similar based on the
description, neither researcher provides petrographic
images, and the variation in mineral counts makes
it difficult to see if there is a one-to-one correlation
between the two sites. Nevertheless, the trends are
similar (see Table 9.1), but from these data alone I
cannot determine with any certainty the presence
of exchange. The data suggest that there is local
variability from a sandy/calcite rich clay source and
because the majority of the clays fire to the same color
(indicating the same kind of clay), I believe that this
variability is a result of potting choices made by the
potters at the Little Paint site rather than trade.
The variability may also reflect the differences in
social groupings within the Toyah archaeological
region. There are no clear trends demonstrated in
Appendix G-4. According to the proposed research
questions for this project, the Little Paint site “is
interpreted as a residential base camp, which is
defined archaeologically by high intra-assemblage
diversity….” Given the pottery that was analyzed
for this study and that examined by Barkwell-Love
(2011), Johnson (1994), and Robinson (2008), the
results definitely support this hypothesis. Three larger
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hypotheses were put forth in the report. These data
support the first hypothesis that the Toyah ceramics
were locally produced. While they have a large spread
and do not match any other samples according to the
chemical data, the Principal Component Analysis
figures (see Figures 9.14 and 9.15) of the Buckhollow
Encampment and Little Paint site suggest that they
have some of the same trends and the differences in
composition could very well be the difference between
up river (North Llano River) and down river (South
Llano River) clay sources. When the Little Paint site
samples are compared to those of sites 41ED28 and
41MN33 different trends are apparent (not close to any
of the Little Paint site samples) suggesting dissimilarity
of samples. Until the INAA database is reworked and/
or more Toyah ceramic samples and clays are submitted
for analysis, this may remain a debated hypothesis.
Nevertheless, the primary goal of this project is to
assess the potential for local production of the samples
from the Little Paint site. Such an assessment would
require a much larger sample, and the submission of
local raw materials to more securely determine local
vs. trade pottery. Even so, the high compositional
variability among the 10 samples suggests highly
variable local production. The samples show some
relationship to three of the established Central Texas
reference groups, but this assignment is tentative.
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Figure 9.14.

Principal Component Analysis of the pottery samples from the Buckhollow Encampment and
Little Paint sites.

Figure 9.15.

Principal Component Analysis of the comparative samples for the project and Little Paint site.
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Style, Function, and Evolution of Perdiz Points
Stephen M. Carpenter
To establish a significant theoretical undercurrent for
this chapter, the prime mover in cultural evolution is the
original or most effective force in directional change
(Service 1971:15). Far from being a constant, this
fundamental force is always in flux, an ever-changing
variable. The reasons for the origins of a technology
or social structure may not be the reasons for its
perpetuation. Societies can pivot quickly to confront
different circumstances. However, as captured in a
long-standing general principle (Romer’s Rule), the
initial value of innovation is conservative in nature in
so far as it allows the perpetuation of lifeways in the
face of shifting contexts.
Around the year a.d. 1250, there were widespread
and dramatic changes throughout the macro-regional
context surrounding Central Texas, including the
Eastern Woodlands, Plains, and American Southwest.
Within this larger context, in the consideration of the
Toyah assemblage and Perdiz points, the technological
toolkit may have developed to address a suite of social
and ecological possibilities and constraints. Ultimately,
however, it is quite likely the social arena was the prime
mover in the Toyah assemblage. As Bender (1985) and
many others have noted, technology, in its broadest
sense that includes organizational aspects, is structured
by social relations. This notion is woven through the
interpretations in this chapter and reemerges in the
final analysis.

social boundaries. The Perdiz point is distinctively
Toyah, however. Whereas, the basic triangular arrow
points, often with some combination of side and basal
notching, represent a widespread standardized form
found throughout the Mississippi River valley, Plains,
and Puebloan Southwest, the Perdiz is a singular
deviation from the ubiquitous form (Figure 10.1).
Although the point style is only one of many facets,
it is an important aspect that is central to a more
comprehensive approach to the Toyah assemblage.
The objectives here are to a first address variation in
Perdiz points from five regional sites: Buckhollow,
Janee, Flatrock Road, Varga, and Little Paint.
Subsequently, the analysis turns to the broader context
in order to identify influences from beyond the region.
If the study of variability among the points from
the five sites discerns strong affinities among the
groups, a consideration of which attributes overlap
and which do not could provide insights into stylistic
and functional characteristics. Specifically, if it can

Objectives in the Study of Perdiz
Points
Perdiz points, among the most iconic of all styles, have
always been the hallmark diagnostic artifact of the
Toyah archaeological assemblage. All other aspects
of the assemblage, including beveled knives such as
Haraheys, wide-bodied flake drills, bone-tempered
ceramics, bone beads, oliva or olivella shells, blade
technology, and end scrapers, are shared with Plains
Village groups to the north, including Antelope Creek
phase, Custer phase, and Washita River focus in Central
and Western Oklahoma and the Panhandle of Texas
(Bell 1984:315; Hofman 1984:296; Lintz 1984:333).
These are clearly cross-cutting linkages that transcend

Figure 10.1.

The distinctive Perdiz compared
to the basic triangular form from
assemblages to the northwest,
north, and northeast. From left to
right, Top row: Harrell, Washita,
Pueblo Side-Notched, and Bottom
row: Cahokia Cluster, Perdiz.
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be argued that certain aspects have no significant
variation, whereas as others do, an analysis of the
variables may reveal which ones are carriers of social
identity and which are bound by functional constraints.
Johnson (1994, 1995), for example, showed that there
was no meaningful difference in the length and width
between the Perdiz points in the Buckhollow and Las
Haciendas collections, but almost all other attributes
revealed significant distinctions. Consequently, quite
possibly these dimensions have less variation as a
result of functional constraints, whereas the other
aspects allow stylistic variation without jeopardizing
effectiveness. However, moving in that direction is
a highly complex undertaking that would rely on
theories that are beyond what has been established
in the research design. Nevertheless, our mandated
obligation is to simply present the variability within
and among the assemblages of five sites: Buckhollow,
Little Paint, Janee, Varga, and Flatrock Road. The data
are for future researchers to interpret. The interpretive
aspects of this chapter are focused on larger contexts.
The following brief review of the theoretical
underpinnings is followed by the data and analyses.
Subsequently, though direct comparisons to other sites
beyond the subgroup is not conducted, a macroscale
context of arrow points is presented to address larger
issues. In consideration of the trends at this macroscale
level, the data are perhaps best addressed using a
broader socio-political and economic construct rather
than a social identity one.

Implications and Middle Range
Theory
At a general level, there are two fundamental sources
of variability: style and function (O’Brien and Lyman
2003:16–19). The former pertains, as generally
conceived, to a preference for one way of doing things
when multiple, equally effective ways are possible
(Sackett 1977:370). The functional side of the equation
generally regards adapting to the constraints of the
particular circumstances. The debate on style versus
function has been long, and it endures because it
addresses recurrent questions in archaeology. While a
full discussion is beyond the scope of this chapter, the
development of thought on the matter can be traced
through Binford (1962, 1968; Dunnell 1978; O’Brien
and Holland 1996; O’Brien and Lyman 2003; Sackett
1977). Dunnell’s (1978) classic paper on the distinction
between style and function couched the terms in an

evolutionary framework: functional aspects affected
the fitness of the population, whereas style had no
detectable selective value at the time of origin. While
the selective utility of style is minimized from the
functional perspective, its importance in the social
arena, often as an identity marker, is widely recognized
(Bettinger et al. 2003:35–37; Conkey 1980; Sackett
1977; Weissner 1983) The debate has moved far
beyond these general concepts, but these are the basic
premises on the fundamental sources of all variation
within archaeological materials.
Considering these sources of variation, the underlying
concern with variability in Toyah assemblages,
including Perdiz points, is laid out by Ricklis and
Collins (1994), Wade (2003:219–221), and others. Is
the assemblage a functional toolkit applied by diverse
groups to exploit a particular resource, such as bison?
Or conversely, is the Toyah assemblage reflective of a
people, perhaps a broad alliance that included diverse
groups? The two aspects are not mutually exclusive.
The debate goes back to some of the earliest ideas
in attributing an ethnohistorical identity to the
Toyah assemblage. Kelley (1947b:121), based on
excavations at the Lehmann Rockshelter on the Llano
River, defined the Toyah assemblage and interpreted
it as “the immediately recognizable…widespread
cultural complex attributed to the Jumano Indians.”
This linkage derived from similar materials Kelley
(1947b) found at the La Junta de los Rios, which he had
previously ascribed to the Jumano and related groups.
As Wade (2003:221) notes, the Jumano occupied much
of the same areas as the Toyah assemblages are found,
primarily including the Concho and Llano Rivers as
well as much of the Trans-Pecos into Chihuahua.
However, Wade (2003) points out that Jumano was a
collective term that evidently referred to many related
groups such as the Gediondo, Cibolo, Machome,
Arcos Fuertes, Suma, and others. So variability within
toolkits across the broad expanse of the bounds of the
Toyah assemblages could reflect a techno-complex of
sorts that represented a wide array of choices that any
given community could employ in accordance with
the particular circumstances.
At the most basic level, the issue of stylistic variation
in Perdiz points relies upon discerning spatial and
temporal patterns. Theoretically, stylistic variation
is employed to impart social information “with the
appearance of a non-continuous component in the
human social world” (Conkey 1980:230). Based
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on the model of the Toyah social world previously
presented, social boundaries at varying levels would
have corresponding traces in the archaeological record,
but the question is if they would were at a resolution
sufficient to leave archaeological traces. Weissner’s
(1983:265–268) classic study of Kalahari San projectile
points show almost indiscernible stylistic variation at
the level of individuals, bands, or “band clusters,” but
very marked differences among language groups.
Researchers have noted a very abrupt distributional
boundary at the Red River, which Perdiz points seem
not to have crossed, suggesting a rather mutually
exclusionary social barrier (Arnn 2007:158, 210; Boyd
2001:11). As these researchers note, the ethnohistorical
record suggest this boundary corresponded with a
linguistic one, with Athapaskan-speaking groups to
the north (Boyd 2004:329). This would certainly fit
Weissner’s observations. These expectations then,
if applicable to the Toyah world, ought to appear at
boundaries between distinctive linguistic groups (such
as the Rockport/Karankawan sorts) employing the
Toyah “technocomplex” from those more culturally
enmeshed in the Toyah identity (i.e., Classic Toyah).
Such a notion is the basis for suggesting the points from
the sites of Buckhollow, Little Paint, Flatrock Road,
Janee, and Varga, under the operational hypothesis of
the occupants being from the same linguistic group,
would be relatively homogenous in terms of style.
If the analysis of stylistic variation is inconclusive or
flat out fails to show any significant differences across
space, there are several possible explanations. First,
culturally, the economic distributional patterns may
have crossed social boundaries, as noted, to such an
extent that spatial variation is overwritten and cannot
be discerned. Second, methodologically, the attributes
utilized for the study were of insufficient resolution
to reveal patterns. A variety of cultural factors and
sampling biases resulted in the inability to detect
spatial and temporal patterns. Those are some complex
considerations, but any serious interpretation would
have to confront them sooner or later.

The Data – Perdiz Points
The comparative analysis of Perdiz points is based on
data on all points recovered from five sites, including
Little Paint, Buckhollow, Flatrock Road, Varga, and
Janee. The statistical sample is fairly robust as an
overall population, comprising 201 specimens, but
two sites (Flatrock Road and Janee) have relatively
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low quantities, which can critically skew the results
in comparative studies. This is addressed in coming
sections.
On the collection of points, data were gathered in
accordance with the TxDOT projectile point recording
protocol. A total of 19 aspects of each point was
recorded (see Chapter 4). These aspects include 12
direct measurements, three ratios, and four qualitative
observations on symmetry of notches, barbs, and
blades, and on whether the point was unifacial or
bifacial (Appendix F). Additionally, for the purposes at
hand, the focus is on the more applicable quantitative
data, including 10 statistical categories (Table 10.1).
Some of the attributes, such as proximal basal width,
are not very applicable to contracting stemmed points
such as Perdiz, and consequently are not discussed
here, though the above-referenced appendix presents
the data if needed.
The data show general consistency among most sites
and variables, but also a few notable outliers that are
interpreted as the effects of sample size. The Flatrock
Road site yielded four Perdiz points. In such a small
collection, one deviant can skew the whole sample,
which is exactly what occurred with one small Perdiz.
Specimen 149 from the Flatrock Road site weighs 0.6
grams, which is a third to half the size of the other
three points, and is significantly smaller in almost all
dimensions. Accordingly, in the Table 10.1 matrix,
seven cells are readily apparent as statistical outliers—
six of these cells are Flatrock Road and directly
attributable to one specimen that is quite irregular.
Accordingly, Flatrock Road is not a statistically viable
population for comparative purposes and is removed
from significance calculations. The Janee site data are
likewise marginal, but are probably an adequate sample
size for comparative purposes.
Before addressing variability among the collections,
one caveat to address up front is the lack of clearly
defined temporal frameworks among the collections.
The newly run dates from the Buckhollow site (see
Chapter 5) yielded a cluster of conventional dates
from roughly 220 to 290 b.p., a much tighter cluster
than the dates reported in Johnson (1994:Table 39),
which ranged from 110 to 583 b.p. The Janee site
dates ranged from 140 to 600 b.p. (Appendix B), and
the Little Paint site dates ranged from 240 to 570 b.p.
Consequently, the collections may be a mix of Perdiz
styles from multiple groups centuries apart or relatively
contemporaneous. Until finer grained components
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Table 10.1. Comparative Statistics on Perdiz Points within Assemblages of Five Sites

Summary statistics
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are discerned at the five sites that are the focus of this
analysis, diachronic change as a source of variation
within the assemblages cannot be directly addressed.
In sites where contemporaneity within a particular
group of Perdiz can be shown, such as the 180 Perdiz
from a single burial at Las Haciendas, the degree of
intra-group (idiosyncratic) stylistic variation can be
more readily considered.
Regardless, with these limitations in mind, the trends
can be analyzed, though as noted the Flatrock Road data
are excluded for lack of sufficient sample size. The first
level of analysis is to determine which attributes reveal
the highest levels of variability. Standard deviation is
simply a description of the spread, or variance, of the
numbers, and is an apt calculation for the purposes at
hand. However, the coefficient of variation is a more
directly comparable statistic that normalizes standard
deviations among data with highly variable means.
Table 10.1 shows the basic statistics that address the
nature of the intersite variability.
The forces that affect the variables are myriad, but one
principle in considering sites from within a particular
region is that many extenuating circumstances will
remain constant to some degree among the comparative
sites. For example, lithic raw material availability
or ungulate biomass, both of which can have a
preponderant influence on technological organization,
are expected to be reasonably equitable among the sites.
If comparing the Little Paint site to a Rockport coastal
assemblage of Perdiz, it would be equally reasonable to
expect variation could be attributable to circumstantial
constraints, such as raw material availability. If these
considerations hold true, an analysis of the variables
may reflect basic intra-assemblage variability.

Attributes with High Variation
The attributes that show the highest standard deviations
among the sites are:
 Maximum length
 Maximum width position
 Distal shoulder angle

always dictated by barb or shoulder morphology. Based
on the data, the fundamental interpretation is that
these aspects of Perdiz points are the primary carriers
of stylistic variation. Such a statement is mitigated,
however, by possibilities of functional diversity within
the type. In other words, factors such as prey selection
may directly influence the shape of the barbs and
notches. Maximum length could be a stylistic variable,
but as noted from the outset of the chapter, other studies
have shown interregional consistencies in this category.
The maximum width position, a required measurement,
is largely a function of stem length and shoulder/barb
morphology.
Regarding maximum length, the Buckhollow and Little
Paint sites’ specimens are fairly similar, and both are
distinguished from Janee and Varga sites’ specimens,
which are shorter points. For the sake of comparison
with sites beyond the region, the means of complete
specimens from Las Haciendas (33.4 mm), Hinojosa
(22.9 mm), and the Rush sites (32.10 mm) indicate the
points in the Little Paint and Buckhollow samples are
distinctively long. The reasons behind the variability
in length could be related to a number of factors,
including a stylistic cluster on the North and South
Llano Rivers. However, the Flatrock Road (also on
the South Llano River) numbers do not support this.
Although excluded for low numbers, and disregarding
the one outlier in the collection, the Flatrock Road
Perdiz points are consistent with the Janee and Varga
sites’ points, indicating the Little Paint and Buckhollow
points are unusually long.
As noted, the barbs and notches, which are related
aspects, have high variance. The significance of
the variation, as with the length, would require
independent studies to address functionality and
other considerations. The salient point is simply the
identification of these attributes as those that allow
higher degrees of variability, some of which may be
stylistic.

Attributes with Low Variation
The attributes that show consistency throughout the
sites are:

 Proximal shoulder angle

 Maximum width

 Notch opening

 Length/width ratio

Except for maximum length, the categories with the
highest variability are related to notches and barbs.
In Perdiz points, maximum width position is almost
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 Distance from Proximal end to point of
maximum width
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 Neck width
 Thickness
 Weight

By order of consistency measured by standard
deviation, weight, thickness, length to width ratio,
distance from proximal end to point of maximum
width, neck width, and maximum width show the
greatest equity among the sites. Conceivably these
represent design elements with greater functional
constraints.

Summary of Variability
The data presented here and in Appendix F, indicate
the basic dimensions such as weight, width, thickness,
and stem width are the most standardized. Length is
the one basic dimension that is not among the more
constant of the variables. Otherwise, within the basic
measurable aspects, there is latitude for quite a bit of
formal variation, particularly in the shape of the barbs.
The various dimensions such as notch opening, and the
distal and proximal shoulder angles, are all related to
the shape of the barbs.
As noted, in interpretations of variability, a primary
field of inquiry has been in the distinction between
stylistic and functional aspects of lithic technology
(based on the seminal works of Binford 1968; Dunnell
1978; Sackett 1973, 1977). In the previously mentioned
literature, style is the arena for ethnic, idiosyncratic
(individual), or group identity markers. If variation is
an indication, the carriers of stylistic information in
the study group are in the morphology of the barbs.
Turning to the aspects that show the least intersite
variability, the basic dimension such as length,
width, thickness, and symmetry are functionally
constrained according to the premises. The study
of bilateral symmetry in Perdiz point notching
showed low variability in the position or depth of
notch (Appendix H). Accordingly, proportionality is
generally maintained.
Before turning to variability on the macroscale, to
place much interpretive weight on the assessment
of variability within the five-site group, two basic
issues would need to be resolved. First, the observed
variability can be explained by undetected spatial
and temporal divisions within the assemblages. For
example, one set of statistical outliers may date to
a . d . 1350 and another to a . d . 1650. Accordingly,

internal variability may be attributable to diachronic
change. Regardless, the premise should hold true that
what remains the same through time or space reflects
functional constraints. To refer back to the beginning,
however, the prime mover in point morphology may
have been constantly shifting.
A second issue that needs to be resolved, related to the
first, is whether functional considerations (such as prey
selection) can be ruled out in inferences of stylistic
variation. It is a basic epistemological problem—with
any degree of scientific rigor, how can attributes with
higher variability be shown to reflect emic (selfascribed) values? Attributes with high variability could
equally be the aspects that are adjusted for the function
at hand (e.g., small mammal versus large mammal).
The data indicate notching and measurements
associated with barbs show the preponderance of
variability, but the issue of distinguishing the source
of variability will be a long debate.

Evolution of Style – Perdiz Points in
a Supra-regional Context
One of the enduring questions regarding Toyah is that
of its origin. The assemblage seems to have emerged
rather suddenly and in full form, leaving a vague
evolutionary trail to allow archaeologists to clearly
tie it to a preceding people. In areas where there is
a discrete boundary between the preceding style and
Perdiz points, in situ derivation is unlikely. Conversely,
in areas where the Perdiz points blend into earlier
styles, the overlap in time, space, and form provide
evidence of evolutionary relationships. The intent here
is to use vagueness as an interpretive avenue to find
where Perdiz point overlaps other forms.
As discussed in Chapter 3, several theories have
been offered for the origins of Toyah. Shafer (1977)
suggested Toyah originated from the Southern Plains.
Mallouf (1999:85) suggests the remains at Cielo Bravo
and related sites support the notion that the historical
Jumanos descended from peoples who lived in the
area by a.d. 1250, and they had non-Athapaskan (not
Apache) origins from either the Southern Plains or
northeastern Chihuahua. Boyd (2004:329) suggested
the possibility of an endemic cultural development
such as the Blow Out Mountain assemblage could
reflect ancestral Toyah. Johnson (1994), based on a
series of technological subtleties, argued for origins
perhaps associated with Mogollon peoples or those
farther to the southwest. As commonly noted, any
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one line of evidence can point in one direction but be
entirely contradicted by another line of evidence, which
perhaps indicates a completely different direction of
influence. The Perdiz point is a single line of evidence,
but it is the preeminent diagnostic artifact of the Toyah
assemblage and consequently its stylistic origins are
worth considering.
To develop a context for the Perdiz style, all arrow
points defined by Turner et al. (2011) serve as the
main dataset. Augmenting this data, arrow points from
the Lower and Middle Mississippian area as defined
by Justice (1995) are included to address eastern
influences. From the west, the primary styles defined by
Justice (2002) that extend into central to eastern New
Mexico are also included. The temporal affiliations of
each type are those defined in the above references.
Regarding the spatial placement, Table 10.2 uses the
region that is the center of wider distribution. Perdiz
points, for example, are found far beyond Central
Texas, but are nevertheless designated as such for the
current purposes.
The total population was narrowed based on several
criteria. Points that lacked temporal specificity beyond
“Late Prehistoric” are not included. Additionally,
preforms are excluded. Speth’s (2004:352–353)
statistical analysis of the ubiquitous Fresno point
indicates it was clearly a preform, at least on the
Henderson site. Un-notched triangular arrow points
appear in almost all typologies in the various regions.
The distribution of Fresno points covers the entire
state of Texas and beyond and extends throughout the
Late Prehistoric period (Turner et al. 2011). To the
west, the Western Triangular is likewise pervasive in
time and space, as is the Late Woodland/Mississippian
Triangular Cluster to the east (Justice 1995:224–227).
Accordingly, all three of these forms are excluded for
multiple reasons. Additionally, Cliffton points have
been shown to be preforms in specific cases (e.g.,
Boyd 1997). Cliffton are not included in Turner et al.
(2011). Beyond what is listed in these sources, there
are many additional point types, many of which are
highly regionally specific, but the sources provide a
reasonably thorough and objective dataset.
Plotting the types in time and space provides a basis
for defining fundamental trends (Table 10.2). Using
a hierarchical approach to classification, the typevariety system can be placed within a larger category
similar to what some call type “clusters” (e.g., Justice
2002:3). These clusters consist of numerous types
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unified by core traits. Turning back to Table 10.2, we
define several such clusters, including the ScallornEdwards Corner Notched, Triangular, Expanding Stem,
and Contracting Stem clusters. Each of these clusters
putatively comprises multiple types that are variations
on a theme. Theoretically, interpretations derive from
the general principle that any two types that overlap in
time, space, and form are related in some way, likely
through cultural transmission. This forms the basis for
the definition of clusters here and in drawing a series
of inferences.

Triangular Cluster
To begin far away and long ago, the Avonlea point
of the northern Plains has been cited as the earliest
commonly recognized arrow point, dating to perhaps
a.d. 100 (Nassaney and Pyle 1999:253), but more
likely a.d. 220 to 660 (Perino 1968:6). This point type
is surmised to represent the spread of the bow and
arrow from subarctic Athabaskans moving southward
and is associated with communal bison hunting
(Nassaney and Pyle 1999; Perino 1968). The Avonlea
is a triangular point with shallow side notches (Figure
10.2). It is perhaps a prototypical point, and the basic
triangular form, with various permutations of side and
basal notches, became pervasive from the American
Southwest, Great Plain, and Eastern Woodlands.
Regionally, the Harrell, Garza, Maud, Turney, Talco,
Lott, Toyah, Washita, Pueblo Side-Notched, Cahokia
Cluster have a standardized triangular form.
Several triangular points are found in association with
Perdiz points, including Harrell, Garza, and Toyah.
At the Rush site, the highly contrastive styles (Perdiz
and Harrell) in clear association are interpreted as
evidence of distinct social groups participating in
communal bison hunting on the Southern Plains
(Quigg and Peck 1995:184–185). Following this same
line of reasoning, the co-occurrence of style offers
some evidence of osmotic or cooperative economic
relations. Conversely, the notable lack of Perdiz from
Antelope Creek phase sites can be inferred to reflect a
non-osmotic boundary. The salient point here is that in
many directions, triangular forms border Perdiz points.
These triangular points are highly contrastive and are
not considered part of the developmental lineage of
the contracting stem sorts.
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Scallorn-Edwards Corner Notched
Scallorn, Edwards, Sequoyah, and Anaqua points
have substantial overlap and are among the earliest
clearly identified arrow points in Central and South
Texas (Figure 10.3). Their spatial distribution goes
far beyond these Texas regions, and they are found
in the Midwestern and Southeastern United States
(Justice 1995:222; Nassaney and Pyle 1999) as well
as Southern Plains of the Texas Panhandle (e.g., Boyd
2004:314). Scallorn points are found on the Cahokia
site in Illinois as exotic points in a phase dating from
a.d. 900 to 1050 (Justice 1995:222). These points are
also diagnostic of part of the Fourche Maline in eastern
Oklahoma and western Arkansas (Galm 1984:215).
To the northeast in Oklahoma and Arkansas, Sequoyah
points are found in association with Scallorn points and
are morphologically quite similar (Justice 1995:223).
The two types overlap temporally, though Sequoyah
are shown to persist into later times. The west does
not show forms that would fall within this cluster,
indicating this is more of an eastern phenomenon.
Scallorn points in eastern Oklahoma, Arkansas, and
eastern Kansas are apparently found in earlier contexts
than in Texas (Nassaney and Pyle 1999:Table 4),
presumably indicating introduction into Central Texas
from that direction.
In searching for antecedents to Perdiz, the expanding
stemmed points of the Scallorn-Edwards Cluster
are morphologically very much at odds with the
contracting stemmed forms. Such distinctions tend to
support the general notion that there was a pronounced
discontinuity between the Austin and Toyah phases,
which is also
evident in most
other aspects of
the assemblages.
H o w ev er, the
typological
variation within
Scallorn, as noted
below, provides
possibilities
of continuities
between this type
Figure 10.2.

The Avonlea
point, a possible
prototypical
arrow point.
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and later forms. Specifically, several Scallorn variants
have been defined (Jelks 1962:27), and among these,
the eddy and coryell varieties blend into many of the
expanding stem types discussed below. As others have
noted, there is much room for reconsideration of the
Scallorn type as Jelks (1962) defines it.

Expanding Stemmed Cluster
Contemporaneous with Scallorn but generally
extending later, a variety of moderately expandingstemmed points emerge. Spatially, these extend into
Central Texas but are more common on the margins to
the north, west, and east. From west to east, Dolores,
Diablo, Deadman’s, Chadbourne, Sabinal, Cuney,
Alba, Friley, and Catahoula points reflect a spatially
continuous distribution of types with significant
overlap in stem morphology. Given the large size
of Chadbourne points, the type could possibly be
considered a small dart point. Temporally, based
on the published ranges of the points in the study,
the expanding-stemmed points in the macro-region
typically predate the contracting stem sorts. One salient
point here is that the vast majority of the Expandingstem cluster fades away prior to a.d. 1250. Only one
of the nine types in the cluster, the Cuney point, is
contemporaneous with Perdiz, though Diablo points
very slightly overlap the early dates for Perdiz.
The distinguishing characteristic points in this cluster
are still at odds with the stereotypical attributes of
contracting-stemmed Perdiz. However, the variability
within some of these types begins to overlap closely
related contracting stemmed forms. The close
relationship between Bonham and Alba, which almost
entirely eclipse one another in temporal and spatial
distribution and overlap in form, represents perhaps an
overlap in the evolutionary continuum or two invalid
types, which are, after all, etic constructs.

Figure 10.3.

Anaqua, Scallorn, and Edwards points
from left to right are contemporaneous,
spatially overlapping, corner-notched,
expanding stem forms.
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Contracting Stem Cluster
A review of commonly recognized contracting stem
points identified in Texas reveals five types that
fall within this category that includes Perdiz. Three
of these types, including Bonham, Livermore, and
Moran, predate Perdiz, but the Moran and Bonham
types continue right up to the origins of Perdiz. The
Bassett type is coeval with the later part of the Perdiz
chronological span. Fields and Gadus (2012:562,
566–570) show a strong continuity between Bassett and
Perdiz, defining an intermediary category of PerdizBassett. The continuity and chronological sequence
suggests Bassett may have been a later, regional
stylistic development from the associated Perdiz type.
The three contracting stem forms that immediately
predate a.d. 1250 overlap Perdiz in formal, space,
and time, and may well represent technological
antecedents. Collectively, the three styles occupied
almost the precise spatial distribution of the Perdiz
type, from Chihuahua and the Trans-Pecos (Livermore
points), through western Texas (Moran), Central Texas,
and into eastern Texas (Bonham). Just as Perdiz are
uncommon in the Lower Pecos, so too are the earlier
contracting stemmed points. If the illustrated points
in Turner et al. (2011) for Bonham are intermingled
with Perdiz, the search for where distinctions dissolve
into vagueness is certainly found between these types
(Figure 10.4). The degree of overlap between the
two types has likely led to typological problems in
the past. At the George C. Davis site, the remains of
a quiver of arrows in a Mound C burial dated to a.d.
1100 to 1280 contained what are classified as Perdiz
points (Baskin 1981:311; Shafer 1973:203, 207). The
specific date, as well as a suite of other dates from the
site, indicates mound construction ceased prior to the
commonly cited dates on the origin of Toyah, and so
the typological confusion contributes to chronological
ambiguity. Given that Perdiz points are often cited as
being found on Caddo sites, such as George C. Davis,
the currently known overlap between Bonham and
Perdiz indicates either a vague typological boundary
or evolutionary continuity.

Variation and Evolutionary Dynamics
of the Perdiz Style
The evolutionary perspective has recently become a
primary theoretical driving force in projectile point
study (see review by O’Brien and Lyman 2003). It is
primarily concerned with cultural processes whereby

a technology is spread through guided variation as
peoples acquire new patterns by directly copying
existing ones, but then modifying the behaviors
through a process of trial and error to suit their own
needs (Bettinger and Eerkens 1999:231). Therefore,
variation within any given type forms the basis for
directional change. Such a framework can be applied
to interpret the evolution of Central Texas arrow points.
The previously stated general theorem needs to be
added: any two classes that overlap in time, space, and
form are likely related in some way, probably through
cultural transmission. If true, there is plausibly a direct
relationship between the expanding stem cluster as
a whole and Perdiz, although blade technology may
have been an introduced technique that renders Perdiz
unique.
To turn back to the earliest commonly recognized
cluster in Central Texas, Edwards and Anaqua points
overlap with one variant of Scallorn. The Scallorn
type, however, covers a wide range of variation, and
much of that variability (notably the coryell and eddy
forms) grades into spatio-temporally contiguous forms.
For example, the distinctions between Deadman’s
and Scallorn points in Palo Duro complex sites are
rather obscure (see depiction by Boyd 2004:314–315).
Regardless, the Edwards type is often described
as the earliest form Henderson 2001:228; Hester
1978; Mitchell 1978, 1982; Sollberger 1978; Turner
et al. 2011:190). Some have hypothesized it was
introduced from the northeast (e.g. Johnson and Goode
1994:39–40). The wide, flaring base made by fine
corner notching was abandoned and subsequent forms
tended towards straight to less pronounced expanding
or square/rectangular stems. The range of variability is
entirely captured within the Scallorn type as currently
defined.
The Bonham-Alba continuum shows the variability
that straddles the gap from expanding-stemmed points
to contracting-stemmed points. As noted above, the
contracting-stemmed types Bonham, Moran, and
Livermore immediately predate Perdiz and cover much
of the same territory of the subsequent point type.
Turning back to the evolutionary considerations, it
may have been that Central Texas inhabitants or new
peoples brought the initial bow and arrow technology
in a form developed elsewhere. In time, the point
forms changed in accordance with regionally or
locally adaptive needs. The variability between two
types, Scallorn and Alba, is perhaps key to tracing
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diachronic change in regional arrow point morphology
from corner-notched expanding stem to contracting
stemmed types.
The precise constraints are undetermined, but some
have pointed to the possibility that contracting
stemmed varieties such as Perdiz are designed for
insertion into cane arrows. Several cane arrow shafts
and a hardwood foreshaft with a Perdiz stem from
the Kyle site, however, provide some of the scant
evidence on Toyah arrows (Jelks 1962:69). Based
on the findings, Jelks (1962:69) inferred a composite
arrow, which is presumably distinct from Plains
arrows, commonly thought to be one-piece wooden
shafts (Johnson 1994:273). Regardless of the hafting
considerations, looking solely at the formal aspects,
Perdiz and Bonham overlap. However, as Bordes
(1968:22) argued, technology rather than form is the
more valid basis of typology.

Chaine Operatoire – Technological
Analysis
The analytical process of the chaine operatoire,
literally the operational chain, is a reconstructive
analysis of the minute incremental processes whereby
raw materials are selected, modified to make tools or
other products, used, and discarded. The notion is based
on Leroi-Gourhan’s (1964) work, which was further
elaborated upon by Lemonnier (1986, 1992), among
others. The significance of this line of study is that it is
a unifying notion that takes into account all interrelated
behaviors and archaeological materials, including
cores, flakes, preforms, pressure flakers, implements of
percussion, and otherwise. The intent behind the study
is to get at fundamental behavioral differences, which
constitute the legitimate basis of cultural classification.
The chaine operatoire reveals technological style,
knowledge, skill, and intent, as well as the resulting
material expression of those processes (see review by
Shafer 2006a). As technological style is transmitted
through enculturation, commonalities show evidence
of societal interrelations.
For Perdiz points, the combined efforts of Johnson
(1994:79–80), Mallouf (1987:45–46), Ricklis
and Collins (1994:212–214), and Shafer (2006a)
provide a partial reconstruction of the Perdiz chaine
operatoire. Deferring to these works for more
detailed accounts, the emphasis here is to focus on a
couple of attributes of the Perdiz technological style
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that are behaviorally distinctive. In distinguishing
Bonham from Perdiz points, Shafer (2006a:17)
points out several technological stylistic attributes
that separate the two, including shape of preforms,
bifacial reduction, and stem margin recurvature. Of
significance here is that these distinctions represent
the technological innovations that were adopted with
the advent of Perdiz.
Shafer (2006a:17) considers flake rather than bifacial
preforms a difference in technological style between
Perdiz and Bonham-Alba. After the production of the
flake blank, Perdiz reduction is all pressure flaking.
Scallorn, Bonham-Alba, and almost all other preceding
forms were bifacial. One unifying characteristic,
however, between Bonham and Perdiz is that both have
the same preform, which is basically diamond-shaped
rather than triangular. Other expanding stemmed points
have triangular preforms, such as Fresno or Scallorn.
Shafer (2006a:17) defines Cliffton as both a BonhamAlba and Perdiz preform. Consequently, through the
preform stage, there appears to be continuity in the
reduction process between Perdiz and Bonham, but
less lateral blade recurvature and decreased bifacial
reduction are variables that were more distinct in
Perdiz production.

Blade Technology and the Chaine
Operatoire
One important issue regarding the manufacture of
Perdiz points is the role of blade technology. Johnson
(1994:v) defines “blade-derived barbed arrowheads”
as a hallmark of the Toyah assemblage. At a more
general level, blade technology has long been cited
as a distinction of the Toyah phase lithic reduction
behavior, though it is recognized to a lesser extent in
the preceding Austin phase (e.g., Shafer 2006b) and
used to infer technological continuity (Arnn 2007:410)
from the phases preceding Toyah technology. To this
point, the analysis has focused on quantifiable formal,
temporal and spatial aspects of point types, but the
rightful typological criteria should be behavioral
Bordes (1968:22) argued long ago. Accordingly, the
degree of blade technology in Perdiz point production,
as a distinguishing behavioral aspect, is a critical
consideration in both internal variability within the
type but as a linkage to or distinction from other types.
Blade technology is fairly rare in the entirety of
prehistory, and is typically employed in rather
uncommon circumstances. The paramount reason for
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Figure 10.4.

Perdiz and Bonham points juxtaposed to show formal overlap. In the top row, the four on the left
are Bonham and the four on the right are Perdiz. In the middle row, the four on the left are Perdiz
and the four on the right are Bonham. On the bottom row, the three on the left are Bonham and
the four on the right are Perdiz. Images adapted from Turner et al. (2011).

the technique is that it is the most efficient use of any
given mass of stone for producing the greatest length of
cutting edge (Collins 1999:10). The economics of the
situation place demands on the efficiency of stone tool
production. The Plains is a case in point. Movement out
onto lithic resource poor areas of the Southern Plains
using a highly mobile pattern in search of bison, or
other large game in the case of Paleoindians, creates
circumstances that mandate highly efficient use of
raw materials. Conversely, a base camp such as Little
Paint, which is surrounded by an abundance of lithic
resources, minimizes the need for highly formalized
technologies.
To clarify one point, there is a fine distinction between
blades and true blades, both of which are found in Toyah
assemblages. True blades derive from a comprehensive
technique of core and platform preparation that yield
flakes that are trapezoidal or triangular in cross-section
as a result of one or more central arises and negative
facets (Collins 1999:9). Additionally they are at least

twice as long as they are wide. Conversely, blades in
general are any flake twice as long as it is wide. The
additional stereotypical criterion for distinguishing a
blade flake from a flake is a central aris running the
length of it. Blade flakes are incidental to all forms of
reduction, and their production can be highly informal.
Blade technology was clearly used by Toyah to a
far greater degree than what is evident in earlier
assemblages, such as in the Austin or Blow Out
Mountain phases, but it is not ubiquitous or even
common in Perdiz production. This technology appears
to vary both geographically and perhaps temporally.
Highly formalized blade cores were not identified
at either the Buckhollow or Little Paint sites, and
Johnson (1994:172) notes that such formal cores
tend to only be found in caches rather than on open
sites. In most assemblages, the flakes used for the
production of Perdiz are not blades by any definition.
Lithic reduction, whether bifacial of unifacial, typically
entails significantly greater reduction of the lateral
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margin than the proximal or distal ends. For broad
Perdiz points, the initial flake requires a reasonable
breadth. In the Toyah component at the Mustang
Branch site, flake blanks identified as Perdiz preforms
have length to width ratios that range from 1.73 to
1.03, with an average of 1.36 (Ricklis and Collins
1994:213), far short of 2 to 1 ratio that defines blades.
The original unmodified flakes, prior to edge trimming
and breakage, likely had an even lower ratio. Ricklis
and Collins (1994:212) identify both blades and blade
cores, some of which are marginally formal, but the
Perdiz preforms are described as thinning flakes, not
blades.
In accordance with these considerations, as a
generalization, blades would likely require minimal
retouch or would otherwise yield narrow Perdiz points
(Figure 10.5). Two sites on the Concho River appear to
have a much greater emphasis on blade use for Perdiz
than the Llano River and San Saba sites. In comparing
the width of Perdiz points, widths within the five-site
dataset are significantly broader than those from sites
to the north. The average width of points from the five
sites ranges from 16.01 to 18.03 mm, with a five-site
average of 17.14 mm (Table 10.3). The points from
Component 4 on the Rush site, which appear to have
a more formal blade technology, average 13.96 mm in
width (Quigg and Peck 1995:86), perhaps reflecting
the more narrow width of blade over blade flakes. Site
41TG91 likewise has an assemblage with what appears
to be more blade technology in Perdiz forms. Though
there is no data on width of Perdiz points reported,
measurements of scaled photos show the 18 pictured
Perdiz have a width ranging from 10 to 20 mm, with
an average of 14.55 mm. The Hinojosa site in Jim
Wells County is the only other site identified in the
background review that has comparably narrow Perdiz
points, which average 14.44 mm (Johnson 1994:81).
Quite plausibly, a unifying characteristic in these
sites, is that blade technology was much more of a
technological strategy employed by groups on the
Plains, including the Gulf Coastal Plain. The notion
is perhaps reinforced by the Weaver-Ramage cache
in Kent County on the Rolling Plains (Tunnel 1989).
While it is not a Classic Toyah assemblage, it does
provide important components of the lithic reduction
sequence together in clear association. Along with a
lone Perdiz point were three bifaces, one core, eight
tested cobbles, 24 unifaces, 652 blades or blade
fragments, and 120 or more flakes (Tunnell 1989). The
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collection is a snapshot of Toyah lithic reduction, and
blade production was a central aspect. But, in areas
with greater availability of lithic resources, such as on
the Edwards Plateau, more of a blade-flake technology
was employed.
It is not clear if the differences are entirely explained
by functional adaptive constraints, or whether or not
different groups were involved in different regions.
The different scenarios are not mutually exclusive.
Regardless, additional study would be needed to
delineate spatio-temporal variation in the use of blade
technology in arrow point production. However, in
pushing towards addressing the fundamental research
objectives, the five sites studied show an overlap in
point width relative to at least two surrounding areas.
The lack of the early stage blade reduction on
occupational sites may reflect an embedded Toyah
lithic procurement strategy. The larger formal tools
made on blades (namely end scrapers) at the Little Paint
site were not produced at the site. Possibly, the very
late stages of scraper reduction were done at the site,
but the evidence of large blade cores and broken formal
blades is not there. An embedded lithic procurement
strategy would entail lithic procurement en route to any
given destination, such as a hunting foray. The resultant
signature is more expedient technology on residential
sites made of lower quality locally available materials,
but also late stage and discarded formal tools that were
produced elsewhere. The blade reduction occurred on
quarries, and only the blades were brought back to the
site. However, neither blade cores nor formal blades
were identified at the Little Paint site, indicating the
majority of the reduction was going on elsewhere.
Rather, it seems that small, rather informal cores were
being used to make blade-like flakes, not true blades,
for arrow point production.

Perdiz and the Prime Mover
As stated in the beginning of the chapter, technology,
in its broadest sense that includes organizational
aspects, is structured by social relations. Some aspects
of the broader social context are briefly presented
here to identify forces that affected the Perdiz point.
Research indicates the rise of mutualistic economic
relationships between Plains and Puebloan groups as
well as Plains and Mississippian or Eastern Woodland
groups around a . d . 1250 (Speth 1991; Spielman
1991; Vehik 1994). Uncertainty in both the social
context (including warfare) and agriculture as a
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reliable subsistence mainstay for ever-increasing
sedentary populations created a macroeconomic
context that increased the emphasis on trade
and information exchange. Groups such as the
Jumano were known as wide-ranging cultural
emissaries that operated within a sphere from the
Hasinai in east Texas to Puebloan groups in far
western Texas and beyond (Kelley 1955; Pertulla
1992:15–16; Wade 2003:228–231).
In this larger social context, the major design
elements for Perdiz points are two attributes
that function to cause broad lateral damage and
dislodge in the victim. The contracting stem
seems designed for insertion within a socketed
foreshaft and could dislodge when the shaft
was removed. One functional interpretation
follows from “the nearly universal observation
that war arrows had the head loosely attached
so the point would remain in the victim when
removal was attempted” (Christenson 1997:134).
Bound expanding stems firmly attached to the
foreshaft could be more easily removed, whereas
a contracting stemmed Perdiz, rather loosely
set within a socketed cane foreshaft, would
become fixed. As Christenson (1997:134) further
states, war arrows are frequently described as
barbed. The prominent barbs on Perdiz and
the contracting stem contribute to a concerted
functionality of embedding, although whether for
warfare or hunting is undetermined. However, it
has been argued that the rapid spread of bow and
arrow technology late in prehistory had little to
do with hunting efficiency, but for warfare and
interpersonal conflict (Blitz 1988:137). The bow
and arrow would be a decided advantage in group
conflict, and many have noted the notable rise in
evidence of violent death in Central Texas with
the advent of the Late Prehistoric (e.g., Johnson
and Goode 1994; Prewitt 1981:83).

Figure 10.5. Variation as a function of original flake
morphology in Solutrean blade versus nonblade technology. Perdiz blade versus nonblade blank production would expectedly yield
variation in final form and a strong distinction
in level of post-blank reduction. Adapted from
Geneste and Maury (1997:Figure 5).

The same line of reasoning is perhaps applicable
to bison hunting––it may have had more to do
with the macroeconomic sphere, mutualistic
trade relations than strictly subsistence. As Speth
(2004:425-426) has argued, bison hunting during
the times, from the thirteenth century onward, may
have been about hide and horn rather than preeminently
protein. Accordingly, the Toyah toolkit and particularly
the Perdiz point is perhaps best explained by the social
context, one that needed to confront the potential of

intergroup conflict but also tap into the macroeconomic
sphere in which bison products going both east and
west were highly valued.
Many have noted the coincidence of this Plains-like
assemblage with the preponderant increase of bison
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Table 10.3. Comparative Statistics on Perdiz Points Widths
Site

Total # of Perdiz Maximum Width
in Sample
(mm)

Citation

Hinojosa

154

13.2

Rush

10

13.96

Quigg and Peck (1995:Table 5.9, pg 86).
Complete points from Component 4 only.

41TG91

18

14.55

Creel (1990). No data provided in report, all
measurements taken from photos with scales
depicted.

Rainey Sinkhole

14

15.64

Henderson (2001)

Buckhollow

73

16.37

Johnson (1994:73)

Varga

53

16.50

Appendix F-4

Las Haciendas

133

17.1

Mallouf (1987:49)

Janee

7

17.38

Appendix F-5

Mustang Branch

6

17.66

Ricklis and Collins (1994:214)

Little Paint

64

17.91

Appendix F-1

Flatrock Road

4

18.03

Appendix F-3

Mallouf (1987:49)

Denotes sites in comparative analysis.

remains in the archaeological record at this time
(e.g. Baugh 1986; Creel et al. 1990; Dillehay 1974;
Huebner 1991; Ricklis 1992). The most parsimonious
interpretation is that bison return in large numbers and
subsistence strategies, along with technology, shift to
this resource as an economic mainstay (e.g., Dillehay
1974; Jelinek 1966). Others argue the connection is
not so straightforward (e.g. Speth 1991). Rather, the
increase in bison in archaeological assemblages is
not a direct reflection of the species’ prevalence on
the landscape, but rather of cultural filters, such as
an increase in the prey selection of bison (e.g., Speth
2004:425).
Whether prey selection or dramatic increase of bison on
the landscape, in either scenario bison became highly
ranked resources almost simultaneously in all regions
surrounding Central Texas. Theories regarding the
matter are varied. One theory, which is elaborate but
perhaps highly significant in understanding the Toyah
phenomenon, draws on a general model of the changes
that occurred around a.d. 1250 throughout much of the
region. Speth (2004), studying the Henderson site in
Southeastern New Mexico, presents a model regarding
Plains-Pueblo economic relationships that strongly
resembles many models put forth for Plains-Woodland
or Mississippian interactions farther to the east. As

Speth (2004) states, Puebloan agriculturally based
societies in the late 1200s to early 1300s underwent
radical changes, perhaps climatically induced by the
effects of the Medieval Warm Period, but also related
to a dramatic increase in warfare (LeBlanc 1997, 1999).
The cumulative conditions resulted in a high population
density with an uncertain economic basis. Speth
(2004:425) argues that the socio-political changes
at this time hit a critical threshold that supported the
development of mutualistic exchange relationships
with those who resided near bison herds. In an
intriguing twist, he also argues that the socio-political
dynamics may have worsened by the introduction of
a novel “shock weapon,” the recurved sinew-backed
bow described by early Spanish chroniclers as the
“Turkish” bow (Speth 2004:425). As Bush (Appendix
C, this report) discusses, Wade (2003:221, 248n44)
identifies a sub-group of the Jumanos in Central Texas
who were called the Good Bows (Arcos Buenos; also
Arcos Fuertes or Arcos Tuertos or Los que Hacen
Arcos). Their “twisted” bows were also referred to
as “Turkish” bows, a re-curved or double-curved
bow. The new projectile power rendered traditional
shields of basketry and wicker obsolete. Bison hide
shields (as seen among the Comanche and Apache)
replaced them as the only viable defense. As LeBlanc
(1999:107) states:
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The hides had to be heated, pounded, and shaped
to produce a tough shield, and it’s unclear whether
these production techniques would have required
the skills of specialists. But, if every adult male
needed such a shield, then the consequences for
exchange with the Plains people in order to obtain
buffalo hides must have been significant.

The ideas Speth (2004) offers far outrun the data to
support them, which he admits. But the basic idea is
one that resonates through many interpretations of the
changes that occurred at the time that Toyah first shows
up in the archaeological record. Around a.d. 1250 or so,
there is evidence of the development of the pervasive
intensification of mutualistic economic relationships
across many socio-political and economic boundaries.
The Henderson site revealed the rapid intensification of
long-distance communal bison hunting, which became
a central economic mainstay, at the same time as close
economic ties to Puebloan societies to the west (Speth
2004:426). Analogous processes were going on the
east, between Plains and Mississippian groups. The
Toyah phenomenon developed in this context.

Burden of Proof and Burden of
Eloquence
In legal debates, underlying assumptions and
presumptions dictate which side bears the burden
of proof. If innocence is the prevailing presumption,
the prosecutor bears the burden of proof. In general,
the status quo is the typical underlying assumption,
and anything new bears the greatest burden to show
otherwise. A burden of eloquence is the mandate that
any opinion or law be stated unambiguously so that it
can be pragmatically applied. Typological divisions
become fixed over time, rigid constructs that make it
difficult to see significant continuities that can reveal
underlying cultural relationships and evolutionary
processes. An objective of this chapter has been to
identify classes of arrow points that overlap in time,
space, and form, and thereby build a framework for
inferring technological relationships between Perdiz
and other classes.
Based on the broad contextual analysis of regional
stylistic evolution, Perdiz did not arrive in Central
Texas fully developed from elsewhere. The most
parsimonious explanation for the origins of Perdiz,
based on the current data presented in this chapter, is
that the contracting stem with broad sweeping barbs
is an indigenous development directly from preceding

forms such a Bonham and perhaps Moran and
Livermore. Several distinct technological innovations
emerged around a.d. 1250 that distinguish Perdiz. A
flake technology rather than biface reduction is the
main distinction between Perdiz and the preceding
Alba-Bonham, Scallorn, and other types. Blade
technology is commonly construed as an additional
technological distinction, but in the truest sense,
highly formalized blade reduction does not appear
to be a widespread integral part of the Perdiz chaine
operatoire. To reiterate a pervading notion that echoes
throughout this report, a single line of evidence reveals
only a single facet. The cumulative evidence needs
to be considered collectively to see the many facets
simultaneously. That said, Perdiz points are significant
in their technological, but equally importantly, iconic
aspects as one of the few distinctive styles of the
Toyah assemblage. Otherwise, almost all other parts of
the assemblage can be found in those of surrounding
groups.

Chapter 11

Toyah Assemblages
Stephen M. Carpenter
The term “assemblage” is often used in at least two
distinctive ways. In one sense (e.g., Willey 1953b:363–
364), the term refers to both the collective remains of a
particular site component, such as the Little Paint site
Toyah assemblage. In another, much broader, sense,
assemblage refers to the collective material remains
of a culture, phase, community, technocomplex, or
otherwise (Figure 11.1). So when Shafer (2006a:1)
says “the term ‘Prairie Caddo’ is the cultural tag used
as reference to the prairie assemblage,” he uses it in
the same way many do for “Toyah assemblage,” not a
specific site component collection.
A degree of flexibility is maintained here to use
“assemblage” in both ways. A central hypothesis in
the analysis of the Little Paint site is the proposition
that the assemblage composition on residential sites
would show discernible similarities among Classic
Toyah sites, but would differ significantly from
those in the non-Classic sites (based on Johnson’s
[1994:241–242] definition of Classic versus nonClassic Toyah). Assessing such distinction strikes at
the heart of the objective to breakdown the monolithic
Toyah assemblage to define finer subassemblages.

Figure 11.1.

In the case at hand, a subassemblage refers to the
collective remains from the five sites composing the
comparative collection. The five comparative sites
represent an arbitrary division, though grounded and
unified by continuity of ecological setting, namely the
Live-Oak-Mesquite Savanna of the Edwards Plateau.

Objectives and Methods in the Study
of Toyah Assemblages
Variation in the structure and content of an
archaeological assemblage is directly related to
the form, nature, and spatial arrangement of human
activities…we are forced to seek explanations
for the composition of assemblages in terms of
variations in human activities (Binford and Binford
1966:241).
The identification of shared attributes among formal
characteristics contributes to the definition of structural
components of archaeological assemblages and
societies. The basic objective is to define variation.
The implications of variability have a bit of a long
and contentious history. Variability has been inferred

A depiction of the meaning of assemblages and subassemblages. Figure adapted from Deetz
(1967).
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to indicate whether the differences indicate different
social groupings (e.g., Bordes 1953, 1978, 1984) or
simply differing toolkits adapted to differing situations
unreflective of social identities (e.g., Binford and
Binford 1966).
As noted, the overarching objective is to break
down the monolithic Toyah assemblage into finer
subassemblages. To a degree, the question draws a
distinction between an archaeological culture and
a technocomplex, the former being the collective
remains of a group of people and the latter being a
functionally-specific toolkit that transcends sociocultural boundaries. An assemblage analysis should
reveal “structural” (what remains the same under a
series of permutations) components of a technocomplex.
These aspects of the assemblage (likely unifacial end
scrapers, Perdiz points, beveled knives, flake drills, and
ceramics) pervade the Classic and non-Classic areas.
The objectives draw from assemblage-based
systematics that were most thoroughly developed in
Bordes’ (1961, 1968) work on Mousterian assemblage
types. Prewitt (1981, 1985) defined a basic trait
list for the Toyah archaeological culture, and Arnn
(2007:Table 9.1) has compiled comparative data
of specific Toyah site collections. Those studies
provide a basis for further comparative analyses of
sites. Assemblage comparisons are the foundations
of all currently configured archaeological cultures in
Texas, but defining subdivisions within a culture has
been problematic. The problem is comparability in
assemblage variability/diversity and distinguishing
definitive variables.

Little Paint Assemblage
Chapter 8 presented the basic parameters of the site
assemblage. A few salient points are reiterated here to
establish the pattern for comparison with the other four
sites. With all the usual caveats regarding the limitations
of the excavation area, the Little Paint assemblages
comprises three features, somewhat regularly spaced
in a slight arc, each surrounded by a concentration
of artifacts. Based on structural considerations, such
as the lack of overlapping or intersecting features or
indications of palimpsest processes, the regular spacing
is interpreted as contemporaneous activity areas,
each with a distinct tool kit. These were probably not
residential loci given the spacing.

The organization of features, artifacts, and other
materials in the Toyah component is interpreted
along the lines of ethnographic case studies as a small
camp that comprised several activity areas in a fairly
regular spacing. Various activity areas and possibly
tool kits are evident in the patterns across a living
surface that likely formed over the course of a single
occupational episode. Occupational loci reflect the use
of space by the inhabitants of the site as they processed
foods, possibly animal resources as evident from the
faunal remains and relatively minimal evidence of
intensive processing of low-ranked resources (such as
heavily used ground-stone or large cooking features).
Therefore, the site assemblage, as revealed in the
limited exposures on the Little Paint site, comprises
three or more activity areas centered on cooking
features surrounded by associated toolkits.

Comparative Site Assemblages
Drawing data from Arnn’s (2007:Table 9.1) compilation
of site data, additional information from cultural
resources reports, and additional information gathered
during the current study, Table 11.1 and Figure 11.2
provide the comparative quantities on the main lithic
data categories from the five sites. The Flatrock Road
site is a relative oddity compared to the other sites. The
site lacks many of the common artifact categories found
in most Toyah assemblages, such as beveled knives,
Cliffton points (or preforms), and drills. It also has a
remarkably high percentage of scrapers, almost three
times the percentage found on other sites. Whether the
counts from the Flatrock Road site are representative
of the total site assemblage or whether the sample
represents the capture of a small, unrepresentative
segment of the overall site assemblage is uncertain.
Regardless, it is not a viable statistical population for
many categories.

Differences Among Sites
The other four sites have all the common lithic tool
types found in most Toyah assemblages, including
beveled knives, Perdiz points and preforms, bifaces,
scrapers, drills, cores, gravers, spokeshaves, ceramics,
and flake tools. Excluding the Flatrock Road site for
lack of sufficient numbers in most categories, a few
trends are worth noting in the relative percentages of
the contributing tool types. The Janee and Buckhollow
sites have similar patterns, and these, in turn, tend to
contrast with the Varga and Little Paint sites’ patterns,
which have many similarities with one another
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Figure 11.2.

Graph of comparative site assemblages showing raw numbers.

(Figure 11.3). The former two have comparably
low percentages of Perdiz points, Cliffton preforms,
bifaces, and gravers/perforators/spokeshaves, but
high percentages of beveled knives and flakes tools
(Table 11.1). Little Paint and Varga site assemblages,
conversely, have more prominent arrow points, bifaces,
and gravers/perforators/spokeshaves, but comparably
low percentages of beveled knives and flake tools.
Categories such as cores, drills, and scrapers do not
show strong trends either way.
The meaning of the differences between the northern
two and southern two sites is not readily apparent,
and many of the differences are slight. Some of the
differences, however, are quite pronounced. For
example, on the Janee and Buckhollow sites, 35 and
46 percent of the assemblages, respectively, comprise
flake tools compared to 6 and 7 percent in the Varga
and Little Paint assemblages, a strong difference.
These differences are reinforced by an equal and
opposite contrasting trend in bifaces. On the Janee and
Buckhollow sites, 13 and 7 percent of the assemblages,
respectively, comprise bifaces compared to 29 and 36
percent in the Varga and Little Paint assemblages. At

the Janee and Buckhollow sites cutting implements
tend toward more informal technology (flake tools),
whereas the southern two sites have a strong emphasis
on bifacial technology. Other variations are much less
prominent, reflecting instead fairly minor differences.
There are some possible interpretive avenues to explain
these differences among sites, but most interpretations
require additional data to reinforce them to any
degree of confidence. Additionally, many extenuating
circumstances, such as logistical organization, raw
material availability, and functional differences
among site activities, are primary considerations that
would need to be interwoven into interpretations. For
example, the differences between biface versus flake
tool percentages suggest the southern two sites have
a technological signature of higher logistical mobility
(Parry and Kelly 1987), perhaps coupled with lower
availability of high-quality lithic resources (Andrefsky
1994), and a functionally more specific toolkit
geared towards large game (Tomka 2001). Such an
interpretation remains speculative and would require
substantiation in a more detailed analysis that ventures
beyond the current scope. Additionally, some of the

Toyah Assemblages

Figure 11.3.
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requisite data is lacking on these aspects of the five
sites. Given the geographic commonalities among the
sites, it can be generally assumed that environmental
factors would be roughly comparable within the fivesite group, but this is not necessarily so.

Variability Within Site Assemblages
Another trend worth noting is which categories show
high degrees of variability and which do not. The
underlying assumption is that those categories that
are more consistent and ubiquitous across the site
assemblages are core components of the assemblage
compared to the more situational tools that are
present or absent contingent upon circumstances.
Using the coefficient of variation as described
in Chapter 10, Perdiz points, cores, bifaces, and
scrapers, and arrow point preforms have the lowest
interassemblage variation among sites. In other
words, these artifact classes are the most consistently
represented (percentage-wise). Of these more
ubiquitous categories, Perdiz points are the most
consistent. At the opposite end of the spectrum, drills
are the most highly variable, followed by flakes tools,
beveled knives, and gravers/spokeshaves/perforators.
With the exception of beveled knives, degrees of
variability do appear to fall along lines of formal

versus informal tools. The most highly formalized,
such as Perdiz points, pervade the assemblages in
fairly consistent percentages. Situational or expedient
tools such as edge-modified flakes, on the other hand,
are present or absent to more widely varying degrees,
likely serving as useful indicators occupational
duration and site function.
To interpret these trends, as noted, a more
comprehensive approach is needed to address
extenuating circumstances such as raw material
availability, logistical mobility, and other factors, but
a general interpretation is ventured here. To establish
a few premises, assemblage variability is directly
associated with assemblage richness, which in turn
is largely or partially related to occupational duration
and perhaps group size (Shott 1986). The curated
assemblage is the basic toolkit brought to the site.
These transported assemblages have characteristics
of Binford’s (1979) “personal gear” or Kuhn’s (1994)
“mobile toolkits.” They are “maintainable” (Bleed
1986), emphasize utility relative to transport costs
(portability), and are anticipatory.
The effectiveness of the site location in terms of
economic objectives influences the length of time
at the site. If the locale is opportune and the sought
after resources are available (i.e., high “resource
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abundance”), the occupants remain to a point of
diminishing returns (Kelly 1992). For those using the
Toyah assemblages, evidence indicates a focus on
high-ranked resources—there is very little indication
of intensification of low-ranked resources like that
found in Archaic pattern as noted earlier. According to
these premises, if the foraging radius around the site
yielded sufficient resources, the assemblage reflects
an increased richness that includes the expansion of
the assemblage by increasing categories of informal
tools. Additionally, increased occupational duration is
evident by the accumulation of lithic raw materials on
sites. The Buckhollow site is perhaps the exemplar of
this pattern. One of the best candidates for a substantial
Toyah basecamp, the site shows, by far, the highest
percentage of flake tools, the quintessential informal
tool, and cores.
Accordingly, to circle back to the Bordes-Binford issue,
the variability among site assemblages is primarily
interpreted from a functional perspective. At the
first level of analysis, intersite variability is directly
related to mobility patterns. The consistent assemblage
components in the five sites indicate personal gear of
the Toyah toolkit likely comprised bifacial knives,
arrow points, and scrapers. Retooling on residential
sites is indicated by manufacturing failures and
preforms (Clifftons). Cores, specifically non-bifacial
cores, are also statistically consistent, but studies
have shown their utility-to-mass ratio makes them
inefficient for mobile toolkits (Kuhn 1994:430–435).
The common presence of cores is likely reflective of
an embedded procurement strategy as site locales are
commonly situated on or near lithic outcrops. The
highest variability is in informal technology. Some
sites have quite a bit of variation and others very little.

The primary determinant, at the basic analytical level,
is likely the premise that the assemblage size and
diversity directly correlate with occupational duration.

Ratios of Various Tool Types
To reinforce some of the differences between the
sites, but also to characterize the nature of the Toyah
assemblages in the comparative sites, ratios between
categories are often better representations of internal
organization than individual categories alone.
Regarding comparisons of preforms to completed
Perdiz points, excluding Janee and Flatrock Road
sites because of low numbers, the sites typically have
a 4 or 5:1 ratio (Table 11.2). Such a ratio is perhaps
reflective of the point production. If true, comparing
ratios on residential sites to other site types would
expectedly show marked differences. For example,
the Las Haciendas burial site yielded 180 Perdiz
points and no preforms or Clifftons (Mallouf 1987).
Occupation 4 of the Rush site, interpreted as a hunting
camp or bison processing area, yielded 16 Perdiz and
one Cliffton point (Quigg and Peck 1995:83). The
indication, therefore, is that arrow point production
was occurring at Little Paint and the other residential
sites, and for every preform there were 4 or 5 completed
Perdiz points. The latter number might be a little high
since there were undoubtedly late stage Perdiz point
manufacture failures, but it is likely a reasonable index.

The biface to core ratio has long been cited as an
indicator of mobility (see literature review by Kelly
1992) and some of the specific interpretations of
these ratios are addressed later in this report along
with functional considerations. The general premise
is that biface technology increases in accordance with
logistical mobility. The ratios of bifaces to cores at
Toyah sites show a range
Table 11.2. Summary of Ratios of Toyah Component Assemblages from Selected from 0.43 to 4:1 (Table
Sites
11.2). The average is 2.49:1.
The Flatrock Road site
Perdiz Points to
Formal Tools to
shows the highest ratio, and
Site
Preforms (Cliffton) Bifaces to Cores
Informal Tools*
the Buckhollow site shows
Janee
7.00
2.00
1.25
the contrary by quite a
Buckhollow
4.73
0.43
0.74
margin. If true that this ratio
Flatrock Road
NA
4.00
8.33
is directly attributable to
Varga
4.42
2.51
4.04
mobility, then the Flatrock
Road and Little Paint sites
were relatively shortLittle Paint
4.92
3.51
7.39
duration camps, while the
Average
5.27
2.49
4.35
*Informal tools include drills, flake tools, and gravers/perforators/spokeshaves. Formal
tools include all other categories listed in Table 11.1 except cores.

Toyah Assemblages
Buckhollow site was at the opposite end of the
spectrum.
The ratio of formal to informal tools is likewise
commonly interpreted in light of mobility patterns
along the lines discussed above for toolkits. Informal
tools as defined in this study include drills, flake tools,
and gravers/perforators/spokeshaves (Table 11.2).
Formal tools are points, beveled knives, bifaces, and
scrapers. The patterns in these ratios are strongly
parallel to the biface-core ratio. The sequence of
sites from highest to lowest is the same. The Flatrock
Road and Little Paint sites have the highest ratios,
followed by the Varga, Janee, and Buckhollow sites;
the Buckhollow site has a significantly lower ratio.
The average is 4.35 formal tools to each informal tool.
Buckhollow is the only site with more informal than
formal tools. If the same reasoning is applied to the
formal-informal tool ratio as to the biface-core ratio,
the Flatrock Road and Little Paint sites reflect shorter
duration camps, whereas the Buckhollow site was a
longer duration occupation.

A brief consideration of Outgroup
Sites
By using only sites within a specific ecological
zone and sites of comparable function (residential
sites), the intent is to isolate meaningful cumulative
characteristics of the adaptive patterns in one area
that could be compared to other areas. However, a
brief foray into broader comparisons illustrates some
of the salient patterns within the comparative sites.
Using several assemblage categories tabulated under
material culture in Arnn’s (2007:Table 9.1) data,
Table 11.3 shows the four comparative sites with
statistically viable numbers compared to residential
sites in a different drainage, but also different site types
(Rainey and Rush sites). The purpose is to identify
distinguishing characteristics.
The first level of analysis is comparison of assemblages
from the same site type, but from two different
drainages. The Rocky Branch, Currie, and East Levee
sites are residential sites along the Concho River.
The four comparative sites (excluding Flatrock Road
for lack of viable numbers) are residential sites from
drainages to the south, including San Saba, Llano,
and Nueces river sites in the Live Oak-MesquiteAshe Juniper Parks ecoregion. The Concho River is
in a different ecological region altogether. At first
glance, the four comparative sites tend to cluster
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together and are distinct from the Concho River sites
in the Perdiz point and scrapers, and to a lesser degree
beveled knives and drills (Figure 11.4). In almost all
cases, the formal tool categories represent a higher
percentage in the four southern sites. To some extent
these patterns are related to higher numbers of ceramics
in the northern (Concho River) sites, which push
downward the relative numbers on the lithic tools.
The presence or absence of ceramics is a factor in all
sites, and so the distinctions would be valid either way.
As depicted in the graph, the Concho River sites have
consistently lower percentages of formal tools (Perdiz
point, beveled knives, scrapers, and drills). The Rocky
Branch site is an exception in one category, scrapers,
where it has a substantially higher percentage than any
other residential site.
A second level of analysis is comparisons between
different site types. Two non-residential sites include
the Rush and Rainey sites, a hunting camp and
sinkhole, respectively. The Rainey site is described
as a residential site (Henderson 2001), but it is very
different from open terrace sites in most aspects of
its assemblage, likely reflecting a different range of
activities. Nevertheless, these two sites show very
strong differences from each other, and the two sites
generally bracket the residential sites. The Rush site
has low percentages of Perdiz points, beveled knives,
and drills, but unusually high numbers of scrapers.
Conversely, the Rainey sinkhole is quite high in Perdiz
points and drills, but low in the other categories,
particularly scrapers. In nearly all categories, one of the
two specialized sites mark the extremes in assemblage
categories, either the lowest or the highest. The Rainey
site has the highest percentages in the two hearth
categories, Perdiz points, and drills. The Rush site has
the lowest percentage of beveled knives and nearly the
lowest number of drills.
To firmly establish the perceived patterns in these
numbers, a systematic analysis would be needed to
determine the strength and significance of the clusters
and differences. The salient point here is comparisons
between the comparative sites (Varga, Little Paint,
Janee, and Buckhollow) and those outside this group
show possible distinctions, which may be attributable
to ecological differences or simple site functions.
Additionally, comparisons among site types, as
expected, reflect different emphases in tool categories,
offering some insight into which tools were used and
discarded where.
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Table 11.3. Summary of Archaeological Data for Selected Toyah Phase Sites in Central and South Texas
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Toyah Assemblages

Interpretation of Assemblages
Interpretation of the assemblages confronts several
thorny issues that have been central to archaeology
for some time. The main problem derives from the
meaning of variability, whether the differences indicate
different social groupings (e.g., Bordes 1953, 1978,
1984) or simply differing toolkits adapted to differing
situations unreflective of social identities (e.g., Binford
and Binford 1966). In the many analyses over the
years that addressed the differing sides of the BordesBinford debate, the general trend is that the different
assemblages were predominantly toolkits that reflected
different tasks rather than social groupings. For
example, Rolland and Dibble (1990), in a synthesis of
Paleolithic variability showed that much of Bordes’s
typological distinctions are the effects of factors such as
raw material availability, different reduction intensity,
seasonal differences, and variable availability of game,
rather than “ethnic traditions.” Their synthesis did,
however, hold open the possibility of distinct cultural
traditions represented by clusters of stylistic variants
(Rolland and Dibble 1990:492).
Accordingly, in an analysis of the variation in the
comparative sites, as well as in the other sites discussed
above, from an assemblage standpoint, the functional
argument would be the initial analytical position, the
default, until it can be argued otherwise. The high
degree of variability between site types (e.g., the Rush
site and residential sites) can readily be attributed to
functional differences. Likewise, the differences in
assemblages between the Concho River sites and those
to the south can equally be interpreted as reflecting
differing adaptations to different ecological settings.
That is certainly not to say that that cultural ecological
framework explains the Toyah assemblage, and that is
not the primary emphasis on the analyses of the Little
Paint site. However, for the purposes of explaining
variability of a functional toolkit, an ecological
adaptation model is apt.
Turning to a different problem, to address the
longstanding issue of whether Toyah represents
migration or diffusion, several aspects of the assemblage
come to bear. Burmeister (2000), in searching for
archaeological traces that distinguish migration from
diffusion, notes that any group that moves from its
homeland to a new area will undergo significant social
transformation (Burmeister 2000:540). Consequently,
simple differences in assemblages among different
areas still would not yield evidence to argue migration
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or diffusion. The resolution lies in which aspects of the
material record change or remain the same.
This last point is a key issue that is a pivotal point in
the final chapter, but warrants a brief discussion in the
current context. Certain aspects, such as domestic
pottery, are “culturally conservative” (Burmeister
2000:553). Consequently, for example, if Toyah and
Rockport groups adopted a shared technocomplex,
domestic ceramics would expectedly show respective
continuities, but there would be important distinctions,
as in fact there are. Conversely, highly functional,
simple and efficient forms are shared across boundaries
between heterogeneous groups, possibly explaining
the Toyah technocomplex. Though the technological
aspects are addressed later, from strictly the assemblage
standpoint, the overall comparison indicates quite
a bit of homogeneity within the study area (i.e., the
Live Oak-Mesquite Savanna) on all aspects of the
assemblage. The main point here is that, within the
limited group of comparative sites, there is no readily
discernible cultural boundary as is evident between
the Rockport and Classic Toyah assemblages. To
more comprehensively address the possibility of
subgroupings and address where the boundaries of
diffusion lie within the Classic Toyah region, drainage
basin comparisons appear promising. The differences
between the Concho River sites and those to the
south offer intriguing possibilities that warrant further
exploration.
The presence or absence of exotic (extralocal) materials
are further indicators of boundaries, mobility, and
interaction. In the comparative sites, there are few
exotic wares (Table 11.4). The Varga and Buckhollow
sites have a sherd or two that are described as exotic.
Comparing these numbers to sites on the eastern side of
the Edwards Plateau and Coastal Plain there is a stark
contrast. Sites in these other regions show substantial
percentages of ceramics considered non-Toyah by one
criterion or another. Other exotic materials, such as
marine shell and an obsidian flake, also show regional
variability, though the numbers are typically too low
to calculate significance.
A central point in these considerations is that the
study area sites show a degree of functional variability
in intersite assemblages, but external comparisons
indicate fairly homogenous compositions with
minimal overlap in what are considered non-Toyah
diagnostics. The Rush site is one of the few sites on
the western Edwards Plateau with even a marginally
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Figure 11.4.

Graph depicting various assemblage components as percentages of overall site assemblages
to reveal trends, commonalities, and differences in comparative assemblages. Data from Table
11.3.

notable number of exotic ceramics (4.5 percent)
(Table 11.4). This site (Component 4) also has
Harrell and Garza points among the Perdiz points.
Quigg and Peck (1995:183) interpret these findings to
indicate communal hunting among several culturally
distinct hunting groups, a general practice among
Southern Plains groups that has been documented in
the ethnohistorical literature. However, there is also
ethnohistorical evidence showing hunters carrying a
diverse range of arrow styles made by other groups
(e.g., Hitchcock and Bleed 1997:350). Nevertheless,
it is one of the few Toyah sites from the area with
overlapping assemblages probably reflecting intersocietal relations.

At the assemblage level then, the comparative sites
show no real distinctions, suggesting the area was
probably well within territorial boundaries of the
so-called Classic Toyah. To the south on the Gulf
Coastal Plain and in the eastern Edwards Plateau,
overlapping assemblages indicate relatively osmotic
boundaries, broadly overlapping territories regarding
some resources, such as game, and likely cooperative
relationships.

Conclusions
Arnn (2007:437) has recommended retiring the
term Toyah, replacing it with Tejas, which denotes
a spatially and temporally broad social field. It may

Toyah Assemblages
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Table 11.4. Summary of Toyah Ceramics and Exotic Materials in Select Toyah Sites
Marine Shell

Mussel Shell
Ornament/
Tool

Obsidian

318

0

0

0

0

41TG346, Rush Site

176

8

0

2

0

41TG91, East Levee Site

447

0

0

0

0

41CC131, Currie Site

700

0

0

0

0

41MN33, Janee Site

35

0

0

0

0

41KM16, Buckhollow Site

373

2

0

0

0

41BN33, Rainey Site

0

0

0

2

0

41KM226, Little Paint

207

0

1

0

1

41ED28, Varga Site

119

1

2

1

0

CeramicsBone-tempered

Ceramics Exotic

41RN169, Rocky Branch Site

Site

EDWARDS PLATEAU AND ROLLING PLAINS

BLACKLAND PRARIE AND LAMPASSAS CUT PLAIN
41HM51

0

44

0

0

6

41TV441, Toyah Bluff Site

22

15

0

0

0

41HY202-A, Barton Site, North

0

18

0

0

0

41HY209-T, Mustang Branch Terrace

395

85

0

0

0

41HY209-M, Mustang Branch Bluff

12

0

0

0

0

SOUTH TEXAS BRUSH COUNTRY
41JW8, Hinojosa Site

683

29

19

9

0

41LK201

1476

0

3

0

0

0

0

0

196

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

BLACKLAND PRARIE AND POST OAK BELT
41FY135, Sandbur Site, (Block A, Levels 1 & 2 only)

17

12

WESTERN GULF COASTAL PLAINS
41NU221, McKinzie Site, Zone I

1
MEXICO

Las Haciendas, Cairn Burial

0

* Data from Arnn 2007:Table 9.1. Rainey, Little Paint, McKinzie, Las Haciendas and Varga site data are added.

well be true that the Classic Toyah assemblage
represented the material expression of a certain set
of behaviors that operate within a broader social
sphere. The initial indications, based solely on the
assemblage characteristics at this point, is that the
Bordesian position of social groupings would be
difficult to discern in a functional toolkit. Stylistic
and technological attributes such as discussed in the
preceding chapter are likely the most viable aspects for
defining subdivisions within the broader assemblage.
Several layers of data are added to the following
interpretation in the subsequent chapters, but to
establish a basic premise, the cumulative assemblage

data indicate these were not groups occupying fixed
territorial ranges with a seasonal, cyclical mobility
pattern. They were likely moving among regions with
very high mobility ranges on par with those described
in the ethnohistorical record. Numerous signatures in
the archaeological assemblage support such a notion.
Toyah sites are very fine-grained assemblages and have
remarkably little evidence of palimpsest processes,
occupational redundancy, intensive processing of lowranked resources, or dense accumulations of secondary
discard. As Ricklis (1994:312) notes, “this is basically
in accord with the evidence from Toyah sites in general,
insofar as none of the loci on record clearly represent
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intensive, long-term occupations by people practicing
limited mobility.” Even the best candidates for general
base-camps, Ricklis (1994:312) continues, such as the
Rowe Valley and Buckhollow sites, showed minimal if
any overprinting that obscure the patterns of the prior
occupation. Toyah site assemblages indicate small
logistical groups moving through the landscape in a
highly mobile pattern, not returning on a seasonal basis
to the same sites.

Chapter 12

Context and Function
Stephen M. Carpenter
When….asking what [the] materials mean in terms of
the culture which produced them in the distant past….
four aspects of the data become important for the first
time: we can classify these aspects as the contextual,
the functional, the structural, and the behavioral (Deetz
1967:9–10).
There is actually a hierarchy within those four aspects,
and the first three contribute to the ultimate objective
of understanding human behavior. As structure
and behavior are addressed elsewhere, the concern
here is context and function. Though these aspects
are rather expansive terms, they are used here very
specifically, mainly regarding empirical aspects of
the archaeological record and its setting. Collectively,
context and function are designed to cover pertinent
data that form a basis for an understanding of the Little
Paint site, most notably the interpretations presented
in the following chapter. To a great extent, all aspects
overlap. For example, in terms of assemblages, the
contextual analysis weaves a web of relevance, and
functional considerations assess the meaning of the
contributing components leading to the overall context.
Nevertheless, a rather clear demarcation between the
topics is maintained, though in actuality they strongly
interdigitate.
In addressing context and function, each are considered
in ever-widening scales, arbitrarily defined as micro-,
meso-, and macro-levels. The objective is to trace out
wider threads that unravel the main perennial question
regarding Toyah origins, evolution, and demise. These
issues are largely within the behavioral realm, but
they are approached from a foundation of context,
function, and structure. The last of these was addressed
in Chapter 8, which was a turning point in shifting
from description to interpretation and from the site as
a whole to a focus entirely on the Toyah component.
This chapter, in turn, marks a shift to addressing the
broad patterns of prehistory, the bigger realm of which
the Little Paint site was a part. Through it all, it is still
the patterns and traits from the archaeological record
at the Little Paint site that ground the interpretations.
The salient cultural patterns on the site originated far

away from the South Llano River, but where, when, and
by whom are still unresolved issues regarding Toyah.

Context
Contextualism has seemingly died and come back to
life many times. So has functionalism for that matter.
Both endure because they address the most perennial
and resonant issues in archaeology. In contextualism’s
most recent incarnation, often associated with Ian
Hodder, the basic premise is that material culture “is
not merely a reflection of ecological adaptation or
sociopolitical organization but also an active element
in group relations that can be used to disguise as well
as to reflect social relations” (Trigger 1989:348). There
is a lot to unpack in such a simplistic overview, but
one instance serves to illustrate to a pertinent point.
It has been well documented ethnographically that
hostile groups can use the same technologies, often
crossing ethnic boundaries, to negate advantages.
Accordingly, the distribution of the Plains tool kit
components (beveled knives, end scrapers, bladelike technology, flake drills, etc.) may have little, if
anything, to do with cooperation or alliances. Even
within the Toyah shared area, such as between Classic
Toyah and Rockport, commonalities could conceal as
well as reveal relationships. Nevertheless, a common
thread in contextualism is that “archaeologists need
to examine all possible aspects of an archaeological
culture in order to understand the significance of
each part of it” (Trigger 1989:350). Accordingly, an
explicit theme in this report is to move on many fronts
simultaneously, never trusting a single line of evidence
to reveal anything more than a single facet. In the end,
that is the central tenet of contextualism.
Accordingly, the concern with context here is one of
largely trying to establish the circumstances of the
Little Paint site and its occupants. The three primary
contexts are:
 Time – cultural chronology
 Space – site distribution patterns
 Paleoenvironment – ecological backdrop
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A series of pertinent aspects of each are laid out here as
foundations for the synthesis in the following chapter.
As stated, a methodological tack is to interrelate the
micro- and macro-scales, circumventing the immediate
levels if needed.

Temporal Context
Chapters 5 and 8 provided the basic temporal parameters
of the Little Paint site and the other comparative sites.
The main focus here is to define how these dates fit into
the larger Toyah chronological framework. However,
to briefly reiterate the Little Paint site structure, there
are two major breaks in the stratigraphic profiles, one
around 2500 to 2600 b.p. and one around 600 to 700
b.p. The first was not systematically explored, but its
temporal position is based on diagnostic artifacts above
and below it. The second break is dated by a suite of
radiocarbon dates and artifacts. Both of these contacts
are common throughout the Central Texas geomorphic
record (Collins 1995, 2004; Johnson 1995:78–79;
Nordt 1992). The implication of such a ubiquitous
geomorphic marker is that these unconformities
on the Little Paint site were not simply localized
phenomena, but that they reflect regional patterns. And
these regional patterns, in turn, correlate with some of
the largest climatic changes ever documented in the
Holocene on a global scale. All caution is needed in
placing too much emphasis on correlations, which in
and of themselves are not clear evidence of causality.
But the multiple lines of evidence are interwoven
later in a broader interpretive context. An overarching
premise is that multiple scales (the local, regional,
and supra-regional, even global) were operating
simultaneously.
Regarding the cultural chronology, the Toyah
component on Little Paint dates from 240 to 570 b.p.,
or roughly a.d. 1380 to 1710. Looking at the dates
from the Janee and Buckhollow sites that were run as
part of this project, and throwing out the highest and
lowest, the collective dates on the three sites range from
140 to 620 years ago. Given the old wood problem,
the entire population is undoubtedly skewed towards
greater antiquity than is actually the case. Nevertheless,
conservatively, the dates on the western Edwards
Plateau as reflected in the data likely post-dated a.d.
1350, continuing until as late as a.d. 1750. The very late
date of 140 b.p. is not entirely implausible as indigenous
groups still were common through the early 1800s.
Whether they were Toyah is another matter.

The question is how do the dates on the western
Edwards Plateau fit into the larger temporal context
of Toyah chronology. Such a question is in part a
fool’s errand given the vagaries in radiocarbon data.
Radiocarbon dates from the 1950s and 1960s often
lack the precision or isotopic information to allow
correction. Nevertheless, certain trends are notable.
Prewitt (1985) theorized the Toyah phase entered from
north Central Texas and was in place by a.d. 1250 in
what he defined as the North Area, roughly centered
on a series of sites near and north of Waco, such as the
Kyle site and others in Hill County. From that point
in time and space, he posits a systematic progression
to Central and South Texas by a.d. 1350 and 1450,
respectively. The dates from the Kyle site, Bear Creek
shelter, and others in the vicinity appear to have among
the earliest dates, pushing Toyah back to around A.D.
1250 (see Ricklis 1994:Table 46). More recently, on
41ML162, a radiocarbon date of a.d. 1170 to 1280
associated with a Perdiz point, ceramic sherd, and bison
bones, adds further evidence (Scott et al. 2002:70).
Accordingly, there does seem to be some compelling
evidence for the early dates posited by Prewitt (1985)
for his Northern Area.
Ricklis’s (1994:301) analysis of the time-progressive
model, however, pulls in data that became available
subsequent to Prewitt’s work, and in so doing notes
“that Toyah sites date as early, or nearly as early, in
the southern area of their distribution, as they do to the
north.” In the end, Ricklis notes that the resolution of
the data, then (1985) and at the time of his study (1994),
is insufficient to clearly corroborate a time-progressive
model. Nevertheless, the cumulative data that Ricklis
compiled indicate the Kyle site cluster still seems to
show some of the earliest Toyah occupations, though
some sites on the coastal plain are nearly as old. To add
a note of caution, sites such as the Kyle site and nearby
Bear Creek shelter, which has the earliest of all Toyah
dates, were excavated when radiocarbon dating was
much less refined and accurate than it is now. The three
earliest dates at the Kyle site and Bear Creek Shelter
have standard deviations of 170, 170, and 105 years
(see Prewitt 1985:Table 1), quite high considering
current dates typically have a deviation of around 30 to
40 years. The 2-sigma error on the earliest Kyle Shelter
date is a staggering 600 years (cal a.d. 1003 to 1619), a
deviation that torpedoes confidence in its precision. To
compound the uncertainty, dates run back then (1950s
and 1960s), required large quantities (a “cigarette-pack
full” was the dictum) of carbon, which often meant a
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mixed sample of numerous contributing elements, but
often favoring larger chunks that tend towards longlived species. The current AMS methods that allow
individual pieces of carbonized plant parts significantly
increase accuracy in more ways than one. Clarification
on the early dates on these northern Toyah sites is
clearly needed, but dates such as those mentioned from
41ML162 may offer a degree of corroboration.
The question remains, where does the chronological
information from sites on the western edge of the
Edwards Plateau fit into the overall Toyah chronology?
If just objectively looking at the tabulated data provided
in Ricklis’s compilation of 48 Toyah dates, the earliest
dates on the upper Colorado River drainages come
from 41RN169, dating to about 567 and 580 b.p.,
or the late 1300s. All other dates from the western
Edwards Plateau are later. Based on the current data,
including those 34 new dates reported herein, in this
western margin, sites such as Buckhollow, Little Paint,
Janee, 41CC131, 41TG91, and Rush support that
rough timeline, indicating Toyah did not arrive until
a.d. 1350 or even later (see Ricklis 1994:302, Table
46; Prewitt 1985).
Dates from Rainey Sinkhole throw the entire picture
into a bit of chaos, dating the arrival of Toyah in the
southwestern margin of the Edwards Plateau between
a.d. 1186 and 1278 (Henderson 2001:282), or a.d.
1190 to 1240 according to Johnson’s (2001) analysis.
The centroids on these dates are in the early 1200s.
If true, it is earlier than anywhere else. However,
there were many problems with the dates. Johnson
(2001) was quite dismissive of the original batch of
radiocarbon results, suspecting insecticide may well
have contaminated the samples whether in the field or
in the lab. As a result, he concluded, “only one of the
19 assays (Beta-9323 which escaped contamination
because of its location), should ever be used for
archaeological dating” (Johnson 2001:339). Later
dating of additional samples may have adequately
addressed the contamination issue, and the dates noted
above are from the later, more reliable dates. However,
in light of the substantial issues with the site dates as a
whole, further corroboration is needed to address the
Rainey Sinkhole patterns.
Despite the many problems, at face value, the data
as a whole offer some support for earlier Toyah sites
along the Blackland Prairie from Hill County down
to the south Texas coastal plain. The basic corridor
proposed by Prewitt is lent some credence by the
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chronological data, but the specific timeframe of
southward progression is refuted by early dates in
the south. There is nevertheless a possibility that the
overall scenario is basically correct, though it moved
much faster than thought. The vagaries of past and
present radiocarbon dating result in non-detectable
geographic structures at the finer scales.

Paleoenvironmental Context
Chapter 2 presented broad-brushed trends in
the regional paleoclimate. To narrow in on the
Toyah timeframe, climate changes that occurred
around the advent of the Toyah era undoubtedly
reverberated throughout the socio-cultural context
of the times. Based on the cumulative data (Figures
12.1 through 12.3), there was a dramatic shift from
the Medieval Warm Period to the Little Ice Age
as the global climate cooled, and North American
glaciers advanced. The changes in the 1200s and
early 1300s were a worldwide phenomenon, and
historically it and other periods of rapid climate
change have been shown to “coincide with major
disruptions of civilization, illustrating the human
significance of Holocene climate variability”
(Mayewski et al. 2004:243). Foster (2012) notes
many changes in the cultural matrix throughout
North America during these centuries, from
population movement to subsistence economy
change to conflict. Nearly all models show a shift
around 600 years ago. The Greenland Ice Sheet
Project (GISP) is among the more stunning sets of
data in term of chronological resolution (in some
case yearly layers can be isolated), and likely
provides the best information on the timing of the
shift (Figure 12.1).
Of primary concern here is the Central Texas
expression of these global trends. In this regard,
two lines of evidence are among the more reliable
and chronologically precise: eastern Central Texas
bog pollen data (Bousman 1998) and Hall’s Cave
faunal data (Toomey et al. 1993). There are flaws in
each data set, most notably regarding the precision
of chronological control. Nevertheless, these are
among the best dated. The bog pollen data derives
from locations east of Central Texas. Hall’s Cave
is approximately 70 to 80 miles southeast of the
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Figure 12.1.

Mayewski et al.’s (2004:Figure 4) synthesis of global climate data showing abrupt changes around
600 years ago. The magnitude of change at the time was on par with some of the most dramatic
changes in the Holocene record.

Little Paint site. The importance of the two is that
they should provide complementary perspectives
in a way, one showing floral assemblage and the
other showing the correlating changes in the fauna.
The direct comparison of disparate data is not a
simple process. One must be re-scaled to allow
comparative trends in the data to be evident, all
while maintaining the integrity of the information.

versus grassland settings, for Central Texas
throughout the Holocene (Figure 12.4). The pollen
data show a dramatic decline in arboreal canopy
around 600 b.p. At the time of the advent of Toyah,
the Grand and Blackland Prairies expanded,
creating a widening grassland corridor on the
eastern margin of Central Texas, where many have
theorized a strong return of bison at the time.

Bousman’s (1998) synthesis of bog pollen data
shows canopy cover, and by proxy woodland

Toomey et al.’s (1993) interpretations are partially
based on the relative frequencies of two highly
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Figure 12.2.
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Compilation of ten different temperature paleoclimatic reconstructions showing shift from the
Medieval Warm Period to the Little Ice Age (www.globalwarmingart.com). Red vertical line marks
approximate advent of Toyah phase.

sensitive indicator species: the desert shrew (Notiosorex
crawfordi) and the least shrew (Cryptotis parva). The
former currently occupies the Edwards Plateau, while
the latter is found to the east. By charting the time
periods when the least shrew, which requires significant
moisture, was present in the Hall’s Cave depositional
record, this proxy data provide a basis for inferring
climatic settings (Figure 12.5). The data show shift
towards decreased effective moisture sometime after
about 1,000 years ago (Toomey et al. 1993:316). Finer
temporal resolution was difficult to discern after this
time in the Hall’s Cave record.
The cumulative data, therefore, show cooler, drier
conditions with decreased arboreal cover and
advancing grasslands. Tying the Central Texas data
into the macroscale patterns indicates the shifts at these
periods transcended local or even regional contexts
and probably represent fundamental adaptations in

response not only to localized affects, but also to
changes far from the immediate area. The abandonment
of the Four Corners area in the late 1200s to early
1300s is commonly considered to be at least partially
climate driven as the agricultural basis of society
collapsed with a series of devastating droughts (Plog
2008:152–153). Likewise, with the Little Ice Age and
glacial advances, increasingly inhospitable conditions
in the Northern Plains may have affected bison
distribution in the Southern Plains. Many researchers
have noted a pronounced increase in bison around a.d
1250 (Baugh 1986; Bozell 1995; Bryson and Murray
1977; Collins 1971; Creel et al. 1990; Dillehay 1974;
Drass and Flynn 1990; Greer 1976; Huebner 1991;
Jelinek 1966, 1967; Lensink 1993; Lynott 1980; Ricklis
1992; Tiffany 1982). These climatic effects rippled
through the landscape, changing both the sociocultural
and natural lay of the land.
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Figure 12.3.

Holocene temperature variation based on eight independent reconstructions. Variation is defined
relative to twentieth century average temperature. Black line represents the “consensus” or
average curve. Note the whiplash effect from the Medieval Warm Period to the Little Ice Age at
approximate advent of Toyah times, noted by vertical red line. (www.globalwarmingart.com).

Spatial Context – Site Distribution
Patterns
While the immediate site context has been addressed
in Chapter 6, the meso and macroscale contexts are
briefly addressed here. The Little Paint site falls into
site distribution patterns that define Toyah settlement.
The immediate setting of the Little Paint site is on the
first and second terraces immediately adjacent to the
South Llano River. An analysis of the site distribution
patterns of Toyah residential sites within the South
Llano River basin indicates they strongly correlate
with riparian corridors on trunk streams and their
major tributaries. Hester (2004), Arnn (2007:374386), and others have documented the association of
Toyah residential bases with landforms along riparian
corridors, suggesting strategic ecotonal positioning on
the landscape. Hester (2004:147) notes the residential
sites are almost exclusively near flowing water,
commonly atop natural levees paralleling stream beds.

Using data from the South Llano River basin, these
patterns can be further assessed. For the spatial context
of the Little Paint site, the drainage basin is divided
into several economic/ecological zones, which are
defined as follows: 1) riverine riparian sites located on
the major drainage alluvial terraces; 2) valley margins
which consist of settings such as rockshelters along
downcut faces, 3) upland slopes, and 4) uplands sites
situated on the plains and interfluvial projections
overlooking drainages in the area.
These divisions, like all ecological divisions, are
somewhat arbitrary, but are based on the precedence
of using soils as indicators of landscape position
(see Stafford 1994). One of the five principle factors
affecting soil differentiation is landscape position,
which in turn affects all other aspects such as biotic
communities. Consequently, the soil landscape position
is a good general indicator of ecological zone, which
translates into an economic resource zone in terms of
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fossil floodplains) (Table 12.3). Looking
only at Central Texas, floodplain sites are
significantly more common, comprising 84
percent of the Late Prehistoric site locales
(Table 12.4). In part, the increased focus on
floodplain settings in Central Texas is likely
the result a more contrastive ecological
zonation in the region between resource-rich
riparian zone and resource-poor uplands.
Regardless, the lack of upland Toyah sites
and the strong pattern towards stream-side
terraces is a pronounced attribute of Toyah
site distribution patterns. All five of the
comparative sites occupy similar settings like
those reflected in the Llano River basin. They
are immediately adjacent to streams.

Figure 12.4.

Bousman’s (1998:Figure 7) interpretation of
eastern Central Texas bog pollen showing retreat
of arboreal cover around the advent of Toyah
times.

hunter-gatherer ecology. The Soil Conservation Service
defines 20 different soil types in Kimble County, which
are further classified according to four landscape
settings, designated “soil landscape positions”
(Stafford 1994). Utilizing United States Department
of Agriculture (USDA) terminology, these settings
include: 1) “stream flood plains,” 2) “uplands,” 3)
“upland slopes,” and 4) “valley margins” (Blum 1982).
Each of these correspond to the landscape partitions as
numbered previously.
The 15 Toyah sites identified in the Kimble County
portion of the upper Llano River drainage basin were
assigned to a soil type to determine the distribution of
temporal components by landscape position (Figure
12.6). The results show rather strong patterns towards
occupation of riparian zones immediately adjacent
to trunk streams, notably in the Dev, Frio, and
Oakalla soils (Tables 12.1 and 12.2). Comparing the
patterns to Late Prehistoric site distribution patterns
in wider contexts, the strong focus on stream-side
settings is readily apparent. The statistics border
on obsolete, compiled from 1984 data, but they
provide a basic thumbnail sketch for comparative
purposes. Statewide statistics show approximately
58 percent of Late Prehistoric sites are located within
the floodplain (including active, active to fossil, and

Figure 12.5.

Toomey et al’s (1993:Figure
6a) interpretation of Hall’s
Cave faunal data showing
notable shift towards drier
grasslands during Toyah
times. Temporal resolution
is lacking to draw specific
correlations with data trends
and advent of Toyah.

Figure 12.6. Toyah site locations within the upper Llano River basin showing proximity of sites to drainages and lack of upland sites.
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Table 12.1. Toyah Components in the Upper Llano River Drainage Basin by Soil Landscape Position
Soil Name

Landscape
Position

Proportion of
# Toyah
Landscape (%) Components

Total %
of Toyah
Components

Cho gravelly loam

Valley margin

0.3

0

0.00%

Dev very gravelly loam

Stream floodplains

1.9

4

26.67%

Eckert soils

Upland

0.7

0

0.00%

Eckrant-Tarrant complex

Upland

0.5

0

0.00%

Frio silty clay loam

Stream floodplains

1.1

7

46.67%

Hext-Latom complex

Valley margin

1.8

1

6.67%

Kavett-Tarrant association

Upland

3.3

0

0.00%

Menard fine sandy loam

Valley margin

3.2

0

0.00%

Nuvalde clay loam, 0 to 1 percent
slopes

Valley margin

0.6

0

0.00%

Nuvalde clay loam, 1 to 3 percent
slopes

Valley margin

4.8

0

0.00%

Oakalla silty clay loam

Stream floodplains

0.4

2

13.33%

Oben-Hext complex

Valley margin

0.7

0

0.00%

Purves-Tarrant association

Upland

1.5

0

0.00%

Real-Brackett complex

Upland

3.1

0

0.00%

Rioconcho clay

Stream floodplains

0.4

1

6.67%

Shep clay loam

Upland slopes

1.2

0

0.00%

Speck clay loam

Upland

0.1

0

0.00%

Tarrant soils

Upland

65

0

0.00%

Tarrant-Rock outcrop

Upland

8.4

0

0.00%

Valera clay

Upland slopes

1.0

0

0.00%

100.00%

15

100.00%

Totals

River Basins – A Sharp Division
River basins are naturally occurring economic and
ecological corridors that often translate into human
territoriality. Peering through the wide dispersal
of Toyah sites, the data indicates very strong
patterns that correlate with drainage basins. Two
in particular, the Brazos and Colorado, provide a
study in contrasts. These two river basins cover
most of the Classic Toyah area of Central Texas,
with minor exceptions of some Gulf Coastal Palin
headwater drainages such as Nueces, Guadalupe,
and others. The Trinity River to the east falls
beyond the Toyah area, though Johnson (1994)
extends the shared area to cover a minor portion
in north Central Texas. However, he mentions no
sites in the area, and reviews of the area such as

by Story (1990) and Prikryl (1990) do not show
Toyah sites in the Trinity River basin. In defining
the spatial distribution of Toyah in Central Texas,
the Brazos and Colorado River basins encompass
the study area.
Brazos River Basin
SWCA conducted data recovery investigations on the
Cowdog Crossing site to investigate a possible Toyah
component in Fort Hood, which is within the Brazos
River basin of east Central Texas (Carpenter et al.
2010). An emphasis was placed on the site because few
if any clear Toyah components have been identified
on the fort. On the Cowdog Crossing site, earlier
test investigations yielded a radiocarbon date from
a hearth that was consistent with the Toyah phase or
interval, but no Toyah artifacts had been recovered
from the site. Nevertheless, the site seemed one of
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the best candidates to investigate Toyah in Fort Hood.
However, contrary to expectations, data recovery
excavations ultimately failed to yield any evidence of
Toyah on the site. Consequently, one of the few lines
of evidence for Toyah in the area proved false. This gap
in site distribution is fairly telling since over the last 60

years, more than 339 square miles of the base have been
systematically surveyed (Jackson 1994:21). Additional
studies over the last 20 years have resulted in the same
negative findings. The lack of Toyah is not a sampling
bias—it is not there to any substantive degree. The
same seems true in the San Gabriel River valley south
of Fort Hood. Major notable sites, such as
Table 12.2. Summary of Toyah Components in Upper Llano River the Siren and Wilson-Leonard sites have
Basin in Kimble and Sutton Counties by Soil Landscape no traces of Toyah (Carpenter et al. 2013;
Position
Collins 1998:282). The Loeve-Fox site
has a number of points called Perdiz, but
Toyah Components
% of Total
no other Toyah artifacts (beveled knives,
Soil Landscape Type
Landscape
#
%
ceramics, end scrapers, etc.), radiocarbon
dates, components, depositional units, or
Uplands
82.60%
0
0.00%
otherwise to verify Toyah (Prewitt 1982).
Valley margins
11.40%
1
7.14%
The Loeve-Fox site’s dates are much more
Upland slopes
2.20%
0
0.00%
consistent with the commonly accepted
date range for Bonham.
Stream floodplains
3.80%
14
92.86%
Totals

100.00%

15

100.00%

Table 12.3. Summary of Late Prehistoric Sites throughout State of Texas by Landscape Position
Soil Landscape Type

Total Late Prehistoric Sites*

Percentage of Total
Late Prehistoric Sites

Marine Plain

412

7.23%

Upland

1098

19.26%

Upland Edge

356

6.24%

Valley Wall

511

8.96%

Fossil Floodplain

822

14.42%

Active to Fossil Floodplain

1345

23.59%

Active Floodplain

1158

20.31%

Totals

5702

100.00%

*Based on 1984 statewide data in Biesaart et al. (1985:67).

Table 12.4. Summary of Late Prehistoric Sites throughout Central Texas by Landscape Position
Soil Landscape Type

Total Late Prehistoric Sites*

Percentage of Total
Late Prehistoric Sites

Marine Plain

0

0.00%

Upland

18

5.25%

Upland Edge

9

2.62%

Valley Wall

30

8.75%

Fossil Floodplain

31

9.04%

Active to Fossil Floodplain

93

27.11%

Active Floodplain

162

47.23%

Totals

343

100.00%

*Based on 1984 statewide data in Biesaart et al. (1985:98).
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The distribution
o f To y a h i n t h e
Brazos River
basin is a pivotal
issue that warrants
a bit of sustained
consideration
because it may hold
a key to the origins
and spread of the
assemblage. As
noted, some of the
earliest dates are
from a small area
north of Waco, and
a number of studies
have noted Toyah
presence in the
middle Brazos River
Figure 12.7. M c M i l l a n valley, but on closer
s i t e P e r d i z , inspection many
though lacking
of these so-called
p r o x i m a l
Toyah sites lack most
portion of base.
Adapted from aspects of the Toyah
M e h a l c h i c k assemblage. Similar
a n d K i b l e r to the Loeve-Fox
(2008:Figure site, data recovery
7.6).
excavations on four
sites in Waco Lake in
McLennan County
revealed what have been interpreted as Toyah
components on two of the four sites (Mehalchick and
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Kibler 2008). At the McMillan site, a Perdiz point
is surmised to indicate a Toyah component, though
none of the other parts of the Toyah assemblage
are present (Mehalchick and Kibler 2008:182).
The point is lacking its stem, making identification
somewhat tenuous (Figure 12.7). A grog-tempered
sherd was recovered, but no bone-tempered wares.
Evidence of Toyah on the other site from Waco Lake
is also tenuous. Three points identified as Perdiz
were recovered, though these are atypical of the
point type (Figure 12.8). As addressed in Chapter 10
and further discussed in the following chapter, the
question is whether atypical represents prototypical.
The recurvature on the blade margins common on all
five points is a relative rarity at the Little Paint site
and many others to the west (e.g., 14 percent at the
Buckhollow site [Johnson 1994:72] and 14 percent in
the Las Haciendas burial [Mallouf 1987:50]). However,
all other aspects of the Toyah assemblage are lacking.
The ceramics are notably Caddo wares (Mehalchick
and Kibler 2008:69). In previous excavations at the
Baylor site, Story and Shafer (1965:18–20) found 14
Perdiz points, six of which were atypical and eight of
which were similar to variants found at the Kyle site.
But in light of Shafer’s (2006a) subsequent use of the
Baylor site as one of the type assemblages for Prairie
Caddo, and the intertwining of Perdiz and Bonham,
the original typology might need reconsideration. In
summary of the Waco lake sites, Mehalchick and Kibler
(2008:370) note that “Caddoan wares dominate the
ceramic assemblages, and bone-tempered Toyah wares
are absent.” The salient point is that like the Loeve-Fox
site, the Waco Lake sites have what
are interpreted as Perdiz points, but
lack the Toyah assemblage.
Of the 34 sites investigated in
Belton Reservoir, four (41BL22,
41BL23, 41BL51, and 41BL65)
were listed as having Toyah
components (Shafer et al.
1964:Table 7). However, none
of the four sites yielded Toyah
ceramics, and it is unclear from the
report whether other aspects of the
Toyah assemblage were present.

Figure 12.8.

Baylor site Perdiz points recovered from the 2003
excavations. Adapted from Mehalchick and Kibler (2008:54,
62).

Story (1990) cites a number of sites
in the middle Brazos River valley
that have Toyah components,
including Brawley’s Cave near
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Meridian (Olds 1965); the Kyle site (Jelks 1962);
Pictograph, Buzzard, and Little Buzzard shelters in
Whitney Reservoir (Long 1961; Stephenson 1970); the
Dam, Five Goat, Opilinoid, and Windy sites in Hog
Creek Reservoir (Henry et al. 1980); the Baylor site
(Story and Shafer 1965); and the McDonald, Pilgrim,
Bailey, and Aldridge sites in Aquila Reservoir (Brown
1987:48–52). From the level of investigation and
reporting on most of these sites, it is difficult to clearly
ascertain if full Toyah assemblages were identified on
the sites, or if the identifications were largely based
on Perdiz points, which could be problematic. The
Kyle site is well-documented, however, and does
have what appears to be the full Toyah assemblage.
However, with a few exceptions, the majority of sites
on the Brazos River lack the full suite of assemblage
artifact categories.
Based on the site distribution patterns, Toyah
assemblages are exceedingly rare in the Brazos River
basin, at least east of the Edwards Plateau between the
Lampasas Cut Plain and Blackland Prairie. That begs
the question about the Kyle site cluster, among the few

Toyah sites in the Brazos River drainage. The Toyah
assemblage clearly appears to be at the Kyle site, but
on many sites in the middle Brazos River basin, only
portions of the Toyah assemblage are present, and what
is there is often described as atypical of the classic
Toyah styles. The background research identified no
major Toyah sites north of this cluster.

Colorado River Basin
Conversely, the Toyah assemblage is common
throughout the Colorado River basin and all of its
tributaries such as the Llano, San Saba, and Concho
Rivers. In rounding up the usual suspects of the more
prominent Toyah sites that most consistently show
up in comparative analyses, and sorting these by
river drainage basin, 14 of the 22 sites fall within the
Colorado River basin (Table 12.5). The next bestrepresented drainage basin is the Nueces drainage with
four sites, then the Guadalupe and Brazos drainages
with one each. It is certainly possible to drill down and
cite many more Toyah sites in each basin, such as noted
by Story (1990) above. However, in just looking at the
better-documented sites as a degree objective sampling,

Table 12.5. Drainage Basins of Major Toyah Sites
Site

Trinomial

Immediate Drainage

Rocky Branch Site

41RN169

Rocky Branch

Colorado

Treece et al. 1993

Rush Site

41TG346

North Concho

Colorado

Quigg and Peck 1995

East Levee

41TG91

South Concho

Colorado

Creel 1990

Currie Site

41CC131

Concho River

Colorado

Treece et al. 1993

River Basin

Citation

Janee Site

41MN33

San Saba

Colorado

Arnn 2007

Buckhollow Site

41KM16

North Llano

Colorado

Johnson 1994

Rainey Site

41BN33

Sabinal

Nueces

Henderson 2001

Flatrock Road Site

41KM69

South Llano

Colorado

n.d.

Little Paint Site

41KM226

South Llano

Colorado

this report

Varga Site

41ED28

Nueces

Nueces

Quigg et al. 2008

Finis Frost Site

41SS20

San Saba

Colorado

Green and Hester 1973

Toyah Bluff Site

41TV441

Onion Creek

Colorado

Karbula et al. 2001

Barton Site, North

41HY202

Onion Creek

Colorado

Ricklis and Collins 1994

Mustang Branch Site 41HY209

Onion Creek

Colorado

Ricklis and Collins 1994

Chiltipin Creek

near Nueces

Black 1986

Panther Springs Creek

Guadalupe

Black and McGraw 1985

Hinojosa Site

41JW8

Panther Springs Site 41BX228
Possum Creek Site

41LK201

Opossum Creek/Frio River

Nueces

Highley 1986

Sandbur Site

41FY135

Cedar Creek

Colorado

Kalter et al. 2005

Nueces

Ricklis 1988

McKinzie Site, Zone I 41NU221
Kyle Site

41HI1

Unnamed Tributary Canyon

Brazos

Jelks 1962

Smith Rockshelter

41TV42

Onion Creek

Colorado

Suhm 1957
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the trends are rather strong towards a settlement pattern
focused on the Colorado River.
Within the Colorado River basin, there appears to be
further subdivisions, at least two of which are notable.
First, there is a dense cluster of sites at the ecotonal
boundary near where the Colorado River emerges
from the Edwards Plateau. Sites such as Smith Shelter,
Mustang Branch, Barton, and Toyah Bluff are on side
tributaries near this ecotonal juncture. One interesting
aspect of these sites is that Smith Shelter and Mustang
Branch have Toyah assemblages with ceramics that
have strong characteristics of Caddo ceramics (Ricklis
and Collins 1994; Suhm 1955).
Secondly, there is a clear concentration of residential
sites near the headwaters of major tributaries such as the
Llano, San Saba, Concho, and the larger rivers to which
they contribute. Sites such as 41TG91, Buckhollow,
Little Paint, Janee, Flatrock Road, Finis Frost, Rush,
Currie, and Rocky Branch occupy these setting. A
second cluster is focused on the juncture where the
Colorado River drops out of the Edwards Plateau
onto the Blackland Prairie and a little south of there.
This area includes Mustang Branch, Barton, Smith
Rockshelter, Sandbur, and Toyah Bluff. Determining
whether there is such a bilobate distribution of sites on
the Colorado River, or it is a figment of sampling bias
or mere perception, would require a more sustained
analysis.

Function
Like structure or context, function is such a fundamental
aspect of archaeology that it pervades nearly all
theoretical approaches. At the core of the matter,
functionalism refers to the notion that things exist for
a reason, otherwise they cease to exist. Anything that
persists through time contributes to the perpetuation of
any and all systems of which it is a part. It is inherently
an integrative approach, integrating purposes, or
reasons for existing, from the immediate purpose of
features and artifacts, to the collective functions, to
their role in the operation of society. For example a
collection of artifacts such as scrapers for scraping,
arrow points for killing, knives for cutting, and drills
for drilling, operate collectively as a tool kit for
hunting, butchering, and hide processing. The overall
technology in turn is part of the subsistence economy
and broader human ecology, all of which constitutes
the business of survival.
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The big knock on functionalism is that there are
quite often equal and opposite forces, a dark side of
destruction and maladaptiveness. Entire technological
systems can continue far beyond all practical utility
and bring about the demise of a society. Sustained
and withering critiques have often come from social
theorists. At a social level, in what many see as a
direct refutation of functionalism as traditionally
conceived, many theories see socio-economic change
as often arising from inherent contradictions within any
system. Nevertheless, under the clear understanding
that it is not the theory of everything, but only one
aspect, though a mighty foundational one, a functional
analysis of the Little Paint site provides an important
integrative look at how individual artifacts contribute
to increasingly larger adaptive systems. This section
is organized into two general categories:
 Artifacts and features
 Site function

Functions of Features and Artifacts
There are several aspects of the Toyah lithic assemblage
that can be dissected to try to get at what the collective
toolkit was designed to do. The focus here is not so
much on a functional analysis of individual tool types,
though those are discussed, but rather on the collective
toolkit. Before going into the details, a hypothetical
scenario is offered to frame the debate and define the
issue. Both to the east and west of the Toyah realm,
ethnohistoric sources cite cases in which sedentary
groups (such as La Junta groups, agriculturalists on the
Pecos River, Hasinai, Nabedache) on a seasonal basis,
undertook long-range hunting expeditions in search of
bison (Bolton 1987:101–103; Griffith 1954:113–114;
Mallouf 1999:83; Perttula 1992:3; Speth 1991:27–28).
To consider the possibilities, as some have suggested,
could the entire Toyah assemblage be a functionallyspecific toolkit adopted on an ad hoc seasonal basis
rather than reflective of a distinct group of people?
The scenario is designed, in large part, to address, head
on, the differing sides of the Bordes-Binford debate,
which is discussed more fully below. The notion of
the Toyah assemblage as a technocomplex has been
widely discussed for some time, but many ascribe to
the implicit notion that there was at one time a group
that originated and introduced the complex across an
extant cultural matrix.
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To begin to address the scenario, the Little Paint Toyah
features and artifacts are briefly characterized here. The
assemblage is distinguished by:
 Emphasis on bifacial technology
 High formality of tools
 Relatively low diversity of feature types
 Informal burned rock features with low
investment of labor

Biface technology
Regarding the first of these characteristics, Table 12.6
shows the ratio of bifaces to cores in the Little Paint
Toyah component compared to a broader context.
Quite a few variables, such as raw material availability
(Andrefsky 1998:152), affect these ratios, but the
general trends show a correlation between mobility and
biface to core ratios. Parry and Kelly (1987), based on
data from five different archaeological regions in North
America, have shown that expedient core technology
increases as mobility decreases. Conversely bifaces
become more prominent as mobility increases. The
mechanism for this process is, they suggest, largely

related to costs of transport of raw materials relative
to costs of manufacturing. Highly mobile groups
tend to use bifaces (or highly formalized cores such
as polyhedral blade cores) as efficient, light-weight,
easily transportable tools that can serve a diversity
of functions, whatever circumstances may arise.
Conversely, “for relatively sedentary peoples who do
not move long distances residentially or logistically,
stone tools must only insure that some amount of usable
stone be available at the location where it is needed”
(Parry and Kelly 1987:300).
One if the central tools of the Toyah assemblage is
formal bifacial beveled knives, often called Harahey
knives, named after a village in Kansas sought by
Coronado in 1541 (lithicsnet.com/harahey.htm). They
are found in a wide swath of the Great Plains from
Missouri to Colorado and Nebraska to southern Texas.
The form was made by a wide variety of “Plains Indian
cultures, some having Caddoan affiliations” (lithicsnet.
com/harahey.htm). The knives are commonly found
with bison remains (Turner et. al 2011:222), and
Johnson (1994:103) among many others mince no
words in calling them “Harahey buffalo knives”. They
were multi-functional knives, with many angles that

Table 12.6. Comparative Biface:Core Ratio Data from Parry and Kelly (1987:Tables 12.1–12.4)

Archaeological Group

Sedentism/Mobility Pattern

Biface to Core ratio according
to Parry and Kelly (1987)

Oaxaca Archaic  

Quasi-sedentism

1.09

Oaxaca Formative

Sedentism

0.03

Black Mesa Archaic

Mobile hunter-gatherers

5.75

Black Mesa BMII

Quasi-sedentism

2.38

Black Mesa PI

Sedentism

0.45

Black Mesa PII

Sedentism

0.04

SW Colorado Archaic

Mobile hunter-gatherers

5.75

SW Colorado BMII

Early quasi-sedentism

2.83

SW Colorado BMIII

Quasi-sedentism

0.71

SW Colorado PI

Sedentism

0.95

SW Colorado PII

Sedentism

0.7

Chaco Preceramic

Quasi-sedentism

0.8

Chaco Puebloan

Sedentism

0.13

Knife River ND Paleo/EA

Mobile hunter-gatherers

3.52

Knife River ND Archaic

Mobile hunter-gatherers

2.92

Knife River ND Plains Village Sedentism

1.34

Little Paint Toyah Component Mobile hunter-gatherers

3.01*

*Includes all bifaces, including what are designated bifacial knives such as Harahey.
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formal from those that are
expedient, and then define
the specific uses of those
different technologies
in order to discern the
purposes.
With these caveats and
mitigating circumstances
in mind, the stone tool
assemblage from Little
Paint is analyzed in terms
of the relative proportions
of informal technology
in core and tool design
compared to the concurrent
relative contributions of
biface or highly formalized
core technology. The
results are then considered
Figure 12.9. Representative beveled knives from the Little Paint site showing
relative to other aspects
life cycle from a manufacturing failure, to one broken during use,
of the archaeological
to exhausted knife, from left to right. Illustrations by Lance Trask.
record such as subsistence
could be efficiently resharpened and served well in
remains, evidence of
skinning and butchering bison (Figure 12.9).
residential duration, and fluctuations in raw material
usage. At the Little Paint site, there seems to be a
Using this tool form as emblematic of the Toyah toolkit,
dichotomy between formal and expedient technologies.
the emphasis on formal bifacial technology has the
The differences likely distinguish immediate activities
earmarks of high mobility. Tomka (2001), however,
at the site versus the curated toolkit for activities to
points out situations that affect the validity of the
occur elsewhere. A few observations on the informal
Parry and Kelly model. Tomka (2001) argues that high
tools are worth making, but the brunt of this discussion
incidences of biface technology versus informal tools
is on the formal aspects of the site collection.
are not so much a matter of portability and mobility,
but rather of function. He notes that sedentary Plains
and Puebloan horticultural groups maintained a hunting
based economy, often on a seasonal basis, that required
a prominent biface technology according to functional
necessity. Bifaces, by far, were most effective for
processing bison and deer.

Formal and Informal Technology
Perhaps integrally related to biface reduction, the
formality of tools is largely considered to be associated
with the distinction between expedient and curated
technologies as defined by Bamforth (1986), Binford
(1973, 1977, 1979), and others. The former is often
“technologically simpler and formally less patterned”
(Bamforth 1986:38). Curated technologies, conversely,
are typically more technically sophisticated and formal.
Within the overall considerations of functionalism
here, the intent is to segregate the technologies that are

Informal Technology
At the Little Paint site, most features and several
artifact categories, such as cores and ground stone,
represent informal technologies. Ground stone can
be highly formal, but that is not the case at the Little
Paint site. Informal technology provides an informative
contrast to the formal in revealing behavioral areas
of less intensive use or less intensive investment
in design or planning. Regarding the features, the
functional range of feature types at the Little Paint
site is low, limited to slightly basin-shaped cooking
features. No fireplaces, large burned rock middens
or ovens, pit features, caches, or other feature types
were discerned. The Little Paint cooking features lack
the high investments of labor evident in many of the
Archaic slab-lined or pit cooking features.
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Core technology at the Little Paint site is notably
informal. There are no formal cores. Bifacial core
technology may have been prominent, but would be
difficult to discern if the end product of the reduction
was a curated tool form, such as beveled knives.
The cores, almost without exception, are minimally
reduced chunks of locally available material with very
little emphasis on efficient use of stone or platform
preparation. The Little Paint site occupants were
predominantly going for a few choice flakes and tossing
the cores, often without coming close to exhausting the
utilizable raw materials. There is one quasi-blade core
with opposing bi-directional platforms and flake scars,
but, in the realm of blade technology, the core is small
and quite informal.
The lack of formal core technology, then, begs the
question of how or where the flake production for the
formal end scrapers and Perdiz points occurred. The
sizes of the cores on the site are insufficient for the
production of the larger flakes used for end scrapers.
They may have been producing scrapers on another
site, or using an embedded procurement strategy in
which the flakes were either acquired during logistical
forays and shaped into final form at the Little Paint site,
or entirely produced elsewhere.

Formal Technology
A hallmark of Toyah technology is the formality of
tools, which represent a regular design, relatively high
labor input in production, and anticipatory use, which
are aspects of “personal gear” (Binford 1979:261) as
distinct from situational or expedient gear. Formal
bifaces such as the previously mentioned Harahey
knives, end scrapers, points, and other artifacts, all
formal personal gear, is designed for a long use-life,
allowing repetitive edge rejuvenation to extend a tool’s
utility. Accordingly, from a functional standpoint, the
core of the various lithic classes from the Little Paint
site suggests a system designed for maintainability as
defined by Bleed (1986). In addition to lithic tools,
ceramics are also considered a formal technology.
To what end does the formality serve, high mobility
as many models would suggest? Or, is it less a factor
of mobility than one of highly specialized economic
function, such as an intensive focus on hide and
horn? The function of two other Toyah tools forms
contributes to an overall picture.
Harahey knives, as discussed, are commonly surmised
to have been associated with bison butchering. End
scrapers are also commonly cited as being associated
with bison, for hide-processing (Figure 12.10).
Resembling Toyah scrapers, “on the Great Plains,
similar end scrapers were often hafted on L-shaped

Ground stone artifacts from the Little Paint site exhibit
little if any shaping and minimal evidence of use. The
same is true of the Buckhollow site’s ground stone. Of
the six, “mullers” (Johnson’s
[1994:151] term for manos)
found there, “with but a single
exception they are irregular in
form and size and are not much
like the uniformly shaped
manos commonly found in
Archaic-era living sites”
(Johnson 1994:151). Likewise,
the Little Paint manos exhibit
little or no intentional shaping
of the naturally-occurring
form, nor prominent facets
from extensive use. The typical
function of ground stone is the
processing of vegetal materials,
such as wild grains and nuts,
though other functions are
likely, such as grinding bone
for ceramic temper or minerals
Figure 12.10. Toyah end scraper from the Little Paint site showing many of the
for pigments.
classic attributes. Illustrations by Lance Trask.
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All pottery has some function or utility: the
terms utilitarian and functional are usually
used for contrast with elite, ceremonial,
nonutilitarian, display, or special-purpose
pottery. Elite pottery is usually found in
smaller quantities than utilitarian pottery
and is typically more finely made and more
elaborately decorated (labor intensive).
As Black and Dial (2005) state, “by and large,
the (Toyah) pottery was utilitarian—most
vessels were water jugs (ollas) or simple
bowls.” Typically, Toyah ceramics are lowfired (see Chapter 9), undecorated, thick, often
locally made (as in the case of the Little Paint
[this report] and Varga sites [Robinson 2008]).
Johnson’s (1994:206) analysis of Buckhollow
Figure 12.11. Flake drill from the Little Paint site. Drill widths pottery notes the informality of Toyah ceramic
and Perdiz stem widths generally correlate on technology. Whereas decorated high-grade
this and other sites. Illustrations by Lance Trask. wares are often innovative and employed in
circumstances of individuals taking part in
handles used by women for bison-hide processing.”
a group’s response to external interactions,
(Turner et al. 2011:246). The body of literature on
utilitarian wares often exhibit conservative patterns that
these scrapers extends far beyond Texas into the Plains
change little over time and reflect traditional internal
to the north. The two tools, therefore, Harahey knives
group practices (Rice 1987b:460). The Little Paint
and end scrapers, as commonly construed are formal
ceramics were likely used and discarded not far from
technologies associated with bison processing.
where they were manufactured, as indicated in Chapter
9, and form was likely closely wedded to function.
The flake drills are also distinctive artifacts of the
More is said on the function of Toyah ceramics in the
Toyah assemblage, less formal than drills in some
following section.
assemblages but formal tools nevertheless (Figure
12.11). Though they probably performed several
Ceramics technology is widely associated with
functions such as perforating hide, shell, and bone (see
sedentary agriculturalists. For a highly mobile hunterRicklis 1994:268, for example), it is quite likely some
gatherer group such as Toyah to incorporate ceramics
were very specifically designed for arrow production.
on such a regular basis defies general trends. Toyah
Padgett (1993) identified these artifacts as “foreshaft
ceramics were likely multifunctional, but a central use
socket drills.” Quigg and Peck (1995:98) noted that
was probably for “simmering bone to extract buffalo
drill width (5.5 mm) correlated with Perdiz point stem
grease” (Johnson 1994:188). All four vessel sherds
widths (average of 6.19 mm) at the Rush site. The
from the Mustang Branch site in Hays County that
two Toyah drills from the Little Paint site are 7.8 and
were submitted for organic residue analysis yielded
7.7 mm wide at the wider proximal end, becoming
both hemoglobin and saturated fats (Ricklis 1995:269).
gradually narrower, and the average Perdiz stem
“Fatty acids are relatively well represented, perhaps
width is 7.7 mm. The correlation between drill and
reflecting the use of pots in bone-grease rendering”
Perdiz stem widths on each site lends some credence
(Ricklis 1995:269). Two of the four sherds were
to Padgett’s (1993) designation. A more sustained
further subjected to a test to determine if the blood
study, particularly isolating small collections would be
was mammalian, and both were positive (Ricklis
needed to reinforce the functional relationship between
1995:269). Given the enormous quantity of bison
Perdiz point sockets and the distinctive drill type.
on the site, it was quite possible bison were being
Toyah ceramics are “utility wares” in accordance with
the definition by Rice (1987b:210):

rendered. Studies on the Rush site vessels also point
to bison. The carbon isotope analyses on five different
vessels indicated “that the residues scraped from the
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recovered vessels represent a mixture of bison bone
grease/fat and other minor ingredients” (Quigg and
Peck 1995:146). Johnson (1994:261) suggests the
same function for pots found at Smith Rockshelter in
Travis County.
Through a combination of direct and indirect
evidence, bison recurs through many of the functional
interpretations of the central aspects of the Toyah
assemblage. The general view of Toyah economy is
one marked by a highly residentially mobile foraging
strategy shifted towards a more narrow diet breadth,
focusing on high-ranking resources such as large game,
most notably bison (see for example Ricklis 1994:313).
However, such a view, though rather pervasive, is
not entirely conceded, particularly regarding the
prominence of bison in subsistence and trade. Others,
such as Arnn (2007), suggest smaller game like deer
rather than bison were more significant economic
resources. And as Kelley (1955:988) noted, “perhaps,
more important culturally than the bison products,
the salt, the bows and arrows, the turquoise and
cotton, the feathers, and shells made up the tangible
currency of trade.” These may well be correct, and to
a great degree the different views are not in any way
mutually exclusive. Bison, as a focus, may have been
one facet of many in the socioeconomic picture, but its
archaeological visibility is quite prominent.

Implications of Informal and Formal
Technologies
The intensification of formal tool use, maximizing uselife (exhausting) prior to discard, increased formality
of tool form, and a high quality of raw materials
reflect a “curated” toolkit designed for maintainability.
These patterns are a hallmark of mobility patterns
distinguished by short duration, low frequency
occupations with little time to “map on” to the local
landscape (Bamforth 1986; Binford 1979; Clarkson
2002; Kelly 1983, 1992; Parry and Kelly 1987; Shott
1986). Clearly the Toyah component has a blend of
expedient and informal tools, but in segregating the
two, the patterns become more apparent. The classic
elements of the Toyah assemblages represent a curated
toolkit. The informal, less distinctive attributes
of Toyah indicate short-duration, low frequency
occupations according to several lines of evidence.
High investment of energy in burned rock features,
such large ovens and middens, is widely interpreted
as an indicator of intensive processing of low-ranked

resources such as xeric succulents. No such features
were found on the Little Paint site, though several
rock-lined features on the site exhibited a degree
of formality. Feature formality with a high-energy
investment is interpreted as an archaeological signature
of long-range intent of repetitive occupation.
Regarding occupational frequency, highly redundant
residential occupancy of the same location should be
evident in several aspects of the archaeological record,
notably the formality and diversity of site furniture.
The presence of formal slab-lined features, which are
“elaborate and costly facilities for anticipated reuse,”
has been interpreted elsewhere as signature of repeated
occupations by the same group on a very regular basis
(Smith and McNees 1999:118). The reasoning goes,
and it is supported by a body of ethnographic data,
that a costly feature would not be built for a brief stay,
but rather is designed with long-range plans in mind.
The Little Paint site has several features but all reflect
fairly low investment of energy in their construction.
Toyah people were not mapping onto the landscape,
at least in the sense Binford (1980:10) referred to.
They were moving through en route to high-ranked
resources. To step way back momentarily, the
Paleoindian period, to which the Toyah kit is often
compared, was fundamentally a peopling phase in
which societies originating elsewhere brought in old
ways and old technologies. Archaic societies, on the
other hand, developed toolkits and strategies adapted to
their regionally specific contexts. In other words, they
mapped onto the landscape. Base Archaic residential
camps often have evidence of substantial burned rock
features and other abundant evidence of processing
low-ranked resources and high frequency occupation.
The dense accumulation of Archaic deposits just
below the Toyah component could be attributable
to geomorphic aggradation rates (i.e., landform
stabilization), but it is also just what is expected
of the archaeological signature of locally-adapted
groups. In contrast, evidence of intensive processing
of low-ranked resources (succulents, for example),
such as large cumulative burned rock middens and
formal ground stone tools, is lacking at the Little Paint
site, which largely mirrors the overall Toyah record.
Of course, the archaeological record reveals Toyah
groups exploited a remarkably wide array of resources.
Mussels, for example, appear in the Little Paint site
Toyah component.

Context and Function
Johnson (1994:267) argues the Toyah were conceivably
more like the ethnohistorical Sanan groups who
stayed in rather restricted annual prairie and savannah
ranges rather than the extremely ambulatory Cibolo
or Jumano groups. However, the archaeological
signature of the Little Paint site suggests otherwise,
they were more in line with the Cibolo or Jumano. If
they were a regionally adapted group that maintained
a more defined territory with seasonal transhumance,
it certainly seems there would be a very different
archaeological signature. There would still be a
dichotomy between the expedient and curated toolkit,
but the residential evidence should be more akin to
an Archaic assemblage with higher redundancy of
site occupation, accumulations of more intensively
used ground stone and burned rock, and diversity of
feature types.
Overall, based on the functional considerations of the
expedient and formal components of the Little Paint
assemblage, the site is interpreted along the lines
of patterns described in the ethnohistorical record.
Groups such as the Jumano, Cibolo, Caddo, and
Jornada Mogollon undertook long-range expeditions
for portions of the year, generally on a seasonal basis,
to exploit specific resources. That is not to say these
groups are related to the Toyah assemblage, only that
the patterns described here are well founded in the
historical record. The site assemblages in the studied
sites indicate the groups stayed long enough to exploit
targeted resources, but moved on before shifting to
the intensification of low-ranked resources as seen in
Archaic-like patterns.

Site Function
Comparisons among sites must account for functional
differences of site types. The reason for this goes back
to the classic Bordes versus Binford debates over
Mousterian assemblages. Bordes (1953; see also Binford
1983:88) argued that different assemblages represented
different ethnic or social groups. Conversely, Binford
(1973) largely undermined the notion of assemblage
differences as reflective of different social groups,
proposing instead the “functional” argument. Binford
(1973) charged that Bordes was simply looking at
different site types within a single cultural tradition.
Binford’s arguments have been validated to some
extent over the years. Many of Bordes’s lithic artifact
types have also been shown to be the same tool at
different stages of reduction (e.g., Dibble 1987). Both
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critiques are based on functional considerations and
attest to the need to sort out the larger settlement
system and operational chain of individual tools for
comparative purposes.
The Little Paint site is a residential site or base camp,
defined archaeologically by high intra-assemblage
diversity in both feature and artifact components,
representing both male and female, as well as various
age groups, activities (Binford 1980; Binford and
Binford 1966; Ebert 2001:131: Kelly 1983; Yellen
1976:71). If conventional wisdom is correct, ceramic
production and end scraper use, as well as male
oriented technologies such as arrow production, would
indicate both genders, and presumably nuclear families
at the Little Paint site. This was not strictly a logistical
group, which is often organized along sexual divisions
of labor, but rather groups of families, bands in all
likelihood.
The designation as a residential camp, to a large extent,
leads to a subsequent question, namely the nature
of the system of which it was a part. Site typologies
generally pertain to the study of settlement patterns, or
at least have in the past. All levels of social organization
have functionally distinct site types. The classic site
typology for hunter gatherers includes the residential
base and location for foragers, with several additional
site types for collections, including field camps,
stations, and caches (Binford 1980:10). Field camps
are a key site type, and are defined as the base stations
for group undertaking a specific task, a hunting camp
for example or mussel shell processing area. These
logistical camps are a paramount distinction between
foragers and collectors. Regardless, most all, including
Binford, concede this is a general model and in reality
there are many gradations. Each different site type has
a different archaeological signature (Table 12.7). The
salient point is that there are different site types related
to different settlement systems.
According to the archaeological signatures in Table
12.7, the Little Paint site has the earmarks of a
seasonal logistic base camp. The situational expedient
technology is from locally available raw materials,
highly specialized formal tools made from both
local and non-local materials, and there is some site
furniture. There is moderate assemblage diversity,
but comparisons between sites show high variability
in assemblages. To return to the hypothetical scenario
addressed previously, the Little Paint site could be
a seasonal logistical camp, perhaps a bison hunting

Long-term
Band Base Camp

High

Moderately low
occupational
Low occupational
redundancy, fineredundancy, finegrained assemblages grained assemblages

Stages of Lithic
Reduction

Archaeological
Visibility

Occupational
History

Site Furniture,
Caching

*Information taken from Binford (1980), Ebert (2001), Kelly (1992).

Minimal site furniture,
little or no caching
No site furniture

General
Technology
Expedient, broken, or
exhausted tools only

Personal and
situational tools,
mainly local raw
materials, broken/
exhausted curated
technology (bifaces
and cores)

Probably single
occupations, low
High visibility,
assemblage diversity,
high variability among
likely redundant
Depositional/
assemblages. Small
Post-depositional occupations, low
assemblage diversity sites.
Factors

Low

All stages of
manufacture, mainly
from locally available
materials

Lithic
Procurement Area

Common site furniture,
common caching of
raw materials, tootls
in differing stages of
Some site furniture
reduction

No site furniture

Situational gear
from local materials;
Highly specialized
technology such as Expedient, broken, or
bifaces, formal tools. exhausted tools only

No site furniture

Few or no formal or
expedient tools

High occupational
redundancy,
coarse-grained
assemblages

High

All tool forms, formal
and informal, discard
of all tool types,
abundant local and
nonlocal debitage from
all reduction stages.
Minimal economizing of
raw material.

Low occupational
redundancy, finegrained assemblages

Low

Early stages from
production of expedient
tools and very late stage
from curated personal Early stage
gear
materials

Traveling Camps

Redundant
occupations, highgrading, common
isolable reduction
areas

Low occupational
redundancy,
fine-grained
assemblages

High

Middle and late
stages

Logistical
Locations from
Long-term Base

Multiple occupations,
moderate
assemblage
Multiple occupations,
high assemblage
diversity, but high
diversity, caching, large interassemblage
Low assemblage
variability
diversity
continuous sites

High occupational
redundancy, coarsegrained assemblages

High

Early stages from
production of expedient
tools and very late stage
from curated personal All stages of lithic
gear
reduction

Short-term Foraging
Base
Foraging Location

Table 12.7. Archaeological Signature of Site Types
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camp. If so, the question turns to where these people
were coming from. If the Toyah kit is only a seasonal
adaptation, what are the assemblages on the base camps
in the other components of their system?

Summary
Contextual and functional considerations of the
Little Paint site establish a basis to address broader
issues regarding Toyah as discussed in the following
chapter. The site assemblage, chronology, setting, and
organization reflect patterns that are distinctive of
Toyah. With the dramatic changes from the Medieval
Warm Period to the Little Ice Age, bison evidently
became much more abundant than they once were in
the Southern Plains down onto the Gulf Coastal Plains.
Functional aspects of the Toyah toolkit reflect an
emphasis on bison, and the organization of technology
indicates an emphasis on logistical mobility.
In the early part of the Toyah time period, a series
of sites in the middle Brazos River valley perhaps
reflect directionality of influence, but the temporal
resolution is yet too poor to decisively conclude that.
For whatever the reason, Toyah occupation on the
Brazos River appears limited to a rather small area, and
quite possibly a short duration in the grand scheme of
things. The Colorado River, particularly the prominent
headwater drainages, but also its junction between the
Edwards Plateau and Blackland Prairie, was likely the
primary foci of their range based on site distribution
patterns. Some of the major rivers and tributaries on
the Gulf Coastal Plain were also occupied. Within this
larger context, the Little Paint site reflects a logistical
base camp for groups that were moving through, not
mapping onto, the landscape, evidently in pursuit of
highly ranked resources.
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Synthesis and a Revised Model of Toyah
Stephen M. Carpenter
The beginnings of anthropology are said to ultimately
trace back into antiquity when humans began to
speculate on their own nature, origins, and diversity
(Ingold 2010). Such inquiries are still fundamental
concerns of anthropology, including the sub-discipline
of archaeology. Along those lines, there are two
perennial issues regarding Toyah: origins and identity.
Where and when did the Toyah assemblage come from
and under what circumstances? Who were they––was
the assemblage a technocomplex (essentially a tool
kit) employed by diverse groups, or did it represent
the migration of a central ethnic group that spread
across the landscape? Did Toyah peoples continue into
history and become one of the groups in the written
record, such as the Jumano, or did they fade away just
at the dawn of history as Jelks (1962:99) and others
surmised?
As stated at the outset of the report, a general model
of Toyah society was set forth and tied to a series
of testable hypotheses. The model tended towards
the view of Classic Toyah as a technocomplex that
spread across a social matrix of hunter-gatherer bands
occupying relatively fixed territories and maintaining a
generalized subsistence strategy. The intent, then, was
to peer through the rather uniform Toyah assemblage
and discern distinct social entities within the unifying
material culture. The direction is consistent with recent
research directions pertaining to the Toyah assemblage.
However, during the course of analysis on the Little
Paint site, many of our initial assumptions, and in
fact the entire model, began to collapse under the
weight of the cumulative evidence. A revised model of
Classic Toyah emerged from the ruins of the original
conception. The bearers of the Toyah assemblage were
likely seasonal bison hunters, quite possibly including
agriculturalists from both east and west, that engaged
in communal hunting among constituent groups of a
macroeconomic sphere that extended from the Rio
Grande to eastern Texas. The archaeological record
does not support the notion of Toyah as generalized
foragers occupying fixed territories. Although the
assemblage appears to have emerged from a Caddo
material culture in a small area on the Brazos River,

an exclusory boundary soon developed and Classic
Toyah residential sites are relegated southward to the
Colorado River basin. This chapter pulls together the
evidence presented in the previous chapters to paint a
synthetic picture that addresses the revised model and
questions of Toyah origins and identity.
The overall process here is to work outwards from the
Little Paint site to wider contexts to trace the primary
assemblage characteristics back to technological
and stylistic origins. A driving premise in the effort
is largely based on Braudelian notions of structure.
Behavioral patterns in any given society perpetuate
through time and are intricately tied to processes
occurring simultaneously on multiple scales of time
and space.
This chapter is structured around the central questions
regarding Toyah origins and identity noted above, and
is ordered in several primary sections:
 Interpretation of Origins and Identity
 A Revised Model of Toyah
 The Broader Context and Macroregional
Forces
After briefly summarizing the Little Paint site and
salient findings, an interpretation of the origins of the
Classic Toyah assemblage is presented, leading to an
analysis of the identity of the bearers of the assemblage.
Subsequently, a synthesis presents a revised model. The
final section turns towards directions of future research.
The intent throughout is to juxtapose microscale (site)
patterns and the macro-regional context to address
the derivation and function of the Little Paint site
assemblage.

A Brief Summary of the Little Paint
Site

The Little Paint site is a multi-component prehistoric
residential camp on the terraces of the South Llano
River in Kimble County. The Toyah component
contained intact, well-preserved archaeological
deposits that were the primary focus of investigations.
Immediately underlying the Toyah component, a zone
of mixed Archaic deposits were fairly dense in some
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areas, but retained poor integrity within the areas that
would be directly impacted by the project. Below the
mixed Archaic zone, deeply buried Middle to Early
Archaic deposits were identified. These had a better
potential for significant isolable strata, but these deeper
deposits were beyond the project impacts and therefore
were not subject to mitigative efforts. Accordingly, data
recovery investigations focused almost entirely on the
discrete Toyah component, which, based on earlier
test excavations, conducted in August and September
2006, had previously been determined to be eligible
for listing on the NRHP and as a SAL.
The excavations exposed approximately 102 m2 of a
stratigraphically discrete Toyah component consisting
of rock-lined hearths, Perdiz points, Cliffton points, a
bone bead, bone-tempered ceramics, bifaces, scrapers
(notably end scrapers on blade-flakes), various informal
lithic tools, drills, awls, debitage, and faunal remains.
The excavations were limited to narrow strips along
the margins of the right-of-way, and consequently the
exposure affords only a narrow glimpse of the overall
site. For the most part, the component was 10 cm
thick, and accordingly the excavated volume was 10.2
m2. Based on the assemblage, the site is interpreted
as a Toyah logistical base camp as indicated by both
formal and informal tool forms and site furniture.
The component has good integrity, is vertically and
horizontally discrete, and contains a substantial amount
of archaeological materials. The suite of 15 radiometric
dates indicates intermittent Toyah occupations
between 240 and 570 years ago, a time range that
is generally consistent with the recognized span of
the Toyah assemblage. However, the site structure
suggests a single, discrete occupation with little if any
occupational redundancy, which would suggest that
some radiocarbon dates were run on long-lived species
that predate the actual Toyah occupation.
To briefly characterize the site assemblage, it contains
many of the classic elements of the Toyah toolkit,
reflecting many of the behaviors, such as bison
hunting, so often associated with the phase. However,
since the site yielded such a discretely isolable Toyah
component, one thing that is fairly apparent is the
degree to which a few of the stereotypical attributes
of the assemblage are actually minor players in the
material culture. For instance, blade technology, if
present at all on the site, is not formal and may be
largely incidental. There are several beveled knives,
mostly representing either early stage broken fragments
or exhausted final stage pieces. Classic end scrapers are

a prominent part of the site assemblage, and most were
made on blade-like flakes rather than true blades. The
most ubiquitous diagnostics of the Toyah assemblage,
namely Perdiz points and bone-tempered ceramics, are
well represented.
In summary, the Little Paint site is quite characteristic
of the Toyah assemblage. It has the classic elements,
including:
 Perdiz points
 Bone-tempered, utility ware ceramics, very
likely locally-made
 Broken or exhausted beveled knives
 Flake drills
 Minimal evidence of blade technology, though
there is some
 A marine shell pendant
 A bone bead
 Relatively low diversity of features
 Site furniture that reflects a low to moderate
investment of labor in cooking features
 Fairly fine-grained assemblages
 Minimal evidence of redundant site occupation
such as formal ground stone, caching, or
cumulic midden deposits.
Perdiz points and the ceramics seem to be fundamental
unifying characteristics of Toyah, but many of these
other aspects are equally important and diagnostic of
the assemblage. These findings from the site form the
basis for addressing much larger questions.

Interpretation of Toyah Origins and
Identity
Origins and identity are subjects that entail complex
developmental histories. The Toyah assemblage
emerged from certain precursors but diffused across
multiple boundaries and fundamentally changed at
each one. Nevertheless, origins reveal the enduring
identity and the underlying function of the Toyah
assemblage though time. Accordingly, origins are
addressed first, followed by considerations of identity.
The two issues substantially overlap in considering the
mechanisms of the assemblage’s spread.

Synthesis and a Revised Model of Toyah

Origins
Discussion of Toyah origins can be broken into two
distinct, but interrelated debates: 1) the geographic
and temporal origins; and 2) mechanisms of spread,
primarily involving differing perspectives of diffusion
versus migration. Tracing technological and stylistic
traits in central assemblage markers provides a basis
for addressing both issues.

Evidence in the Artifacts
In addressing origins of the Toyah assemblage, a
primary analytical tack is to use certain attributes to
trace common origins. Burmeister (2000:553) referred
to “culturally conservative” aspects, such as domestic
ceramics, that reveal sociocultural associations,
continuities, and interrelations. The identification
of “conservative,” or structural components allows
archaeologists to discern the enduring and fundamental
relationships among the obscuring variability. The
temper in ceramics is considered one of these, and
stylistic variation in arrow points is another. The
approach here is to consider ceramic tempering and
contracting arrow point stems each in turn, and then
intertwine the two.

Temper and the Genealogy of Toyah Ceramics
While stylistic traits such as decorative motifs on
ceramics were subject to greater and more frequent
change, “paste recipes…did not easily change, and
therefore span the more frequent shifts in style” (Galaty
2008:246; see also McNutt 1996). The notion that
certain aspects such as tempering are deep structures
that reveal more fundamental ties has been around for
quite some time. For example, for over a century, shell
tempering, more than any other attribute, has been the
central diagnostic attribute of the vast Mississippian
assemblage, unifying widely disparate groups, styles,
and site types (Jeter and Williams 1989:173, 178–180;
Phillips et al. 2003:445). Along these lines, considering
the context of the temper in Toyah ceramics provides
one line of evidence that contributes to the overall
picture. It points to directions of influence that
contradict other theorized directions regarding Toyah
ceramic affinities and origins.
In discussing Prairie Caddo ceramics, Shafer (2006a:25)
states:
Bone tempering is regarded here as an ancient
Caddoan technological style that spread into
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adjacent regions.....Bone tempering is a localized
phenomenon in North America, occurring only in
portions of the Trans-Mississippi South and central
and south Texas. However, bone tempering cannot
be regarded as uniquely Caddoan based on what
we currently know about the distribution in time
and space, despite the possibility that the style was
introduced via Caddo women.
Bone tempering is not part of the Southwestern ceramic
technology. As a fundamental hallmark of Toyah
ceramics, bone tempering points to affinities with the
east, though it is also found in types to the north such
as Nocona Plain (Prikryl 1990:80). In fact Prikryl
(1990:80) suggests “the use of similar calcareous
materials by other adjacent, contemporaneous
cultures (e.g., bone-tempered Leon Plain by Central
Texas groups) suggests a trait common to all of these
Late Prehistoric peoples who favored increased
bison utilization.” Although Johnson observed many
affinities between Buckhollow and Mogollon ceramics,
bone tempering was not among them, posing a problem
to his model of tying Toyah ceramics to the west. He
offers several possible scenarios, including independent
development. As Johnson (1994:274) states:
It must also be allowed that if Classic Toyah
potters came originally from hilly areas of
northeastern Mexico, western Texas, or eastern
New Mexico where feldspar and such had
commonly been used as clay additives, a shift to
a new additive would have been imperative when
they moved out onto plains, into the Edwards
Plateau, or out in onto the Gulf coastal lowlands.
Since ceramics constitute a primary line of evidence
for Johnson in linking Toyah to groups from the west,
his argument and evidence are worth considering in
some detail. Other than temper, Johnson’s (1994:274)
analysis of Toyah ceramics concluded that several
aspects such as the form of wares and a suite of
technological traits, some quite subtle, reflect
resemblances between Mogollon and Toyah pottery,
and that these ties are more than fortuitous. “It is
apparent, when seeking the roots for Toyah potting,
that Mogollon ceramic technology may be a blood
relative if not an actual genitrix” (Johnson 1994:275).
In forewarning against seeking origins to the east, he
also admonishes: “the culture historian seeking alien
parallels for Toyah ceramics and finishing methods
should not fall into the trap of thinking that a few
poorly crafted vessels in the Caddoan area show Toyah
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manufacturing quirks” (Johnson 1994:276). It is more
than just technological quirks, however. Quite a bit of
mounting evidence runs counter to Johnson’s theory.
The detailed analysis of technological affinities
between Toyah and Mogollon technologies, when
conducted with technologies to the north, east, and
south also reveal commonalities (Ricklis 1994:305).
Ricklis (1994:262–265; 1995:197) and others (e.g.,
Suhm 1955) note that Toyah ceramics on the eastern
margin of Central Texas have eastern traits. In the
eastern Toyah area, “a fair number of pots had brushed
exteriors, sometimes in rows of punctuations, both
attributes reminiscent in a general way of certain
pottery types further to the east in the Caddo area of
eastern Texas” (Ricklis 1995:197). Suhm (1955:224,
227) defined the Boothe Brushed type, based on vessels
from the Collins site in Travis County, as having a
paste with temper linking it to Leon Plain, but other
characteristics that show resemblances to Caddo utility
ware from eastern Texas. Boothe Brushed ceramics
were also found within the Toyah component on
the Mustang Branch site, and the evidence suggests
they were locally made by Toyah potters rather than
tradeware (Ricklis 1994:263–265).
The evidence of interdigitation between Central
Texas and Caddo ceramic technology is more than
merely formal or stylistic. Perttula et al.’s (2003:59)
instrumental neutron activation analysis of assemblages
from eastern Central Texas showed 22 sherds on
Edwards Plateau sites were made by Caddoan groups
in northeast Texas at different times between a.d. 1000
and 1700. Not only were technological traits, but the
actual pottery was moving between the Caddo area and
Central Texas. Of the five plain bone-tempered sherds
in Perttula et al.’s (2003:Table 9) sample from Central
Texas, four were interpreted as being made in Central
Texas and one from northeast Texas around the Sabine
River. Toyah wares in Central Texas are commonly
considered to be locally made (as is the case for the
Little Paint site), but similar wares were also made in
Caddo areas.
Further evidence comes from the Flatrock Road site
investigations (located a short distance downstream
from the Little Paint site) in which Barkwell-Love
(2011) conducted a comparative analysis between
Leon Plain and Caddo ceramics, looking specifically
at paste. A petrographic analysis was completed on
68 thin sections from 10 Caddo sites and 118 thin
sections of Leon Plain ceramics from 12 Toyah

sites. The results showed that Caddo ceramics were
primarily grog-tempered (85.29 percent), and Leon
Plain were primarily bone tempered (96.39 percent).
Of the 15 temper categories (excluding a “not grouped”
category) defined for the 186 thin sections, six of the
temper groups comprised both Leon Plain and Caddo
ceramics. It revealed there were differences between
Caddo and Toyah wares, but also a degree of overlap
in use of bone temper. Bone tempering was an aspect
of Caddo ceramic technology.
Accordingly, on each margin of the Toyah region,
there may well have been external stylistic influences
from the adjacent area as Ricklis (1994:305; 1995:197)
notes. Southern Toyah ceramics may blend into
Rockport ceramics; western ceramics may overlap
Mogollon ceramics traits; the eastern side may
incorporate Caddo aspects; and the northern area may
reflect Plains Village attributes. Ricklis (1994:306,
Figure 155) illustrates this point well, showing the
overlap of Caddo traits in the eastern Toyah area
and Rockport traits in the southern area. Johnson
(1994:276) categorically dismissed any pots that had
been defined as Toyah ceramics, but exhibited Caddo
traits, as “not part of the Classic Toyah ceramic arts.”
But such categorical exclusion precludes any such ties
from the outset and is flawed reasoning. If the entirety
of the observed variation in Toyah ceramics is taken
at face value, it would appear external stylistic and
technological influences were arriving from multiple
directions.
Paste formulas and temper allow us to peer through the
variability to strike at deeper cultural affiliations, and
the data points eastward. Technological devices may
spread across boundaries, but the paste is surmised
to be a more venerable indication of enculturation,
reflecting deeper social relationships (Galaty 2008:246;
see also Burmeister 2000:553 and Rice 1987b:461
for the conservative nature of domestic pottery and/
or utility wares). The spatio-temporal distribution of
Toyah bone tempering overlaps Caddo bone-tempered
ceramics, and to a lesser degree portions of the Plains to
the north (see review by Johnson 1994:273). However,
the only strong spatio-temporal co-occurrence is
between Toyah and Caddo. Based on the aforesaid
general principle that any two cultural phenomena
that overlap in time, space, and form are likely related
through cultural transmission, then there are just
grounds for a hypothetical link between Caddo and
Toyah ceramic technology. Overall, Toyah ceramics
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show influences from multiple directions, but the
fundamental characteristics reveal evolutionary ties
to eastern technologies. Johnson recognized that bone
tempering posed a problem to his model of tying Toyah
ceramics to the west. After pulling in the data on arrow
point styles, the two lines of evidence are considered
simultaneously.

Genealogy of Perdiz Points and Toyah Arrow
Technology
Like the temper or paste formula in ceramics, the basic
form of arrow points, whether stemmed or triangular
is also surmised to be a structural trait. The spread of
bow and arrow technology is generally charted by the
spread of either corner notched or triangular arrow
points (Nassaney and Pyle 1999:258). As detailed in
Chapter 10, in Central Texas corner notched points
appear to be the first arrow points, notably the Edwards
type followed by the Scallorn type. The latter extend
far up to the northeast to the central Mississippi River
Valley (Justice 1995; Nassaney and Pyle 1999). If the
various subtypes identified by Jelks (1962) and others
for Scallorn points hold true, the degree of variation in
this point type is extensive, blending into rectangularbased points. Simultaneous with these developments,
in the Eastern Woodland, Plains, and much of the
American Southwest, the triangular form became
widely standardized (Justice 2002:246,261; Pauketat
2004:83). The evolution of contracting stems in Perdiz
points is a fairly unique trajectory that is distinct from
surrounding forms.
The macroscale analysis of arrow points indicates
the most parsimonious explanation for the origins
of the Perdiz style is an endemic development from
earlier styles in the eastern range of the later Perdiz
form. The strong overlap in time, space, and form
between Bonham and Perdiz, the former disappearing
as the latter emerged, form a reasonable basis for
inferring relatedness through cultural transmission,
an evolutionary continuum. Points of the Jornada
Mogollon, such as those from the Firecracker Pueblo
in western Texas, are part of the standardized triangular
series (O’Laughlin 2001; O’Laughlin and Black 2001).
The abundant collection of arrow points from the
Henderson site (circa a.d. 1250 to 1450) on the middle
Pecos River has exclusively triangular points such as
Fresno, Washita, Garza, and Harrell (Speth 2004:352).
The Livermore point, as one of the only contracting
stemmed points in western Texas, could be pointed to
as a possible precursor to Perdiz. However, the known
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temporal duration of Livermore has them ending a
couple centuries prior to the emergence of Perdiz (see
Turner et al. 2011), although Mallouf (1999:62) carries
them to a.d. 1300, which would overlap the early dates
of Perdiz points.
Johnson (1994:277) asserts that Perdiz arrowheads
cannot be traced to the Plains to the north or any
other homeland unless it is far western Texas or
Chihuahua. Shafer’s (2006a) analysis of Bonham and
Perdiz, however, shows remarkable overlap in the
types, though there are distinctions. Cliffton points,
he states, are preforms for both Bonham and Perdiz,
and so fundamental aspects of the chain operatoire,
the technological production sequence, unite the two
forms. The salient point regarding Perdiz points is that,
like the ceramics, there are preceding technologies on
the eastern margin of Central Texas that show affinities
in formal and technological characteristics.

Of Ceramics and Arrow points – A Note on
Gender
One aspect of the analysis of ceramics and arrow
points that is worth noting is that the former is, in all
likelihood, a female-dominated technology and the
latter a male-dominated one. This sexual division of
labor is a generalization, but a well-supported one.
Worldwide ethnographic studies of hunter-gatherer
societies, in which domestic mode of production
prevails, ceramics are most commonly produced by
women (e.g., Rice 1987b:184). That is surmised to
hold true for the Texas groups. For the Caddo, as
described by Espinosa and Casañas, “the pottery was
made, as usual, by the women” (Bolton 1987:121).
The specific ethnohistorical record for Texas groups
is fairly consistent on the issue, and it is likely Toyah
women were the primary potters. Regarding arrow
production, ethnographic studies show weaponry such
as projectile technology is more commonly a male
pursuit (Nelson 1997:372–373). The implication of
these trends is that the Toyah camps were occupied
by both genders, likely nuclear families, rather than
gender-specific logistical groups.

Conflicting Perspectives of Toyah
Geographical Origins
A number of previously proposed scenarios attribute
the origins of Toyah to the west or southwest (Johnson
1994; Kelley 1947a, 1947b; Mallouf 1999), to the
northwest (Boyd 2004; Shafer 1977) of the Classic
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Toyah area (Figure 13.1). Prewitt (1985) proposed
origins to the northeast. The evidence cited above on
ceramics and Perdiz points is partially consistent with
the northeastern theory, but differs on some aspects.
Many of the theories from the southwest are associated
with the identification of the Jumano with the Toyah
assemblage, drawing from Kelley’s (1947a, 1947b)
original notion. Although the data presented here runs
counter to such origins, some of the arguments for
western origins are likely applicable to origins from
the northeast as well. Drawing from Speth (2004),
Mallouf (1999), and Kelley (1990), one possible
scenario synthesizes the main points of the western
origins theory and some of the supporting evidence.
As Speth (2004:424) notes, the sudden and marked
increase of bison in archaeological assemblages on
the Southern Plains around a.d. 1250 has long been
recognized. The common interpretation is that the

Figure 13.1.

record reflects a simple environmental correlation: as
bison increase on the landscape, there is an equal and
proportional increase of bison in the archaeological
record. Speth (2004:425) argues for an alternate
scenario. Following the abandonment of the Four
Corners area in the late 1200s to early 1300s, there was
a massive diaspora of formerly agricultural peoples
down into the central Rio Grande and Pecos River
valleys. Casas Grandes became the new center of
cultural interaction around a.d. 1250, before collapsing
around a . d . 1450. Within a matter of decades a
mutualistic economic pattern was established between
the Southern Plains and horticultural sedentary or semisedentary settlements. The debilitating droughts that
contributed at least in part to the abandonment of the
Four Corners area revealed the inability of agriculture
to sustain large sedentary populations. Accordingly,
economic diversification entailed either mutualistic
relations with Southern Plains groups, or the
movement of Southwestern groups out onto the
Plains to exploit deer, antelope, and bison. So
the dramatic rise in bison utilization, according
to Speth (2004:425–426), was not so much a
direct correlation with availability, but rather
was related to socioeconomic forces instead of
simple environmental factors. Could Toyah have
emerged from this context and represent these
groups?

Mallouf’s (1999:Figure 14) depiction of Toyah
origins and interaction spheres relative to the
La Junta phase and Cielo complex. White
arrows represent possible Toyah origins from
southern Plains to the north. Black arrows
represent origins from the south and west.

Kelley (1947a, 1947b), Kenmotsu (2001), and
others may well be correct in the notion that
“Jumanos were one of the regional variants of
the Toyah folk” (Kenmotsu 2001:36). However,
the evidence for western origins is not there. As
Ricklis (1994:315) noted, any theorized locus of
origin should reveal evidence of developmental
change from a preceding assemblage to that of
the Toyah. That evidence is simply not present
for the central assemblage components (such
as Perdiz points and bone tempered ceramics)
in the west and in Central Texas. In Central and
western Texas, Classic Toyah “appears full-blown
as if sprung from the brow of Zeus” (Johnson
1994:277). The sequence shows an exceedingly
abrupt change between the earlier Late Prehistoric
phases, such as Austin and Blowout Mountain,
and the succeeding Toyah phase. From an
evolutionary standpoint, as discussed in the prior
chapters, the technological variability in the
preceding cultural matrix to the west does not
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provide the traits selected for and represented in the
Toyah assemblage.
The artifact data discussed above points to the east
and northeast. Prewitt (1985:225–228) postulated
the spread of Toyah from north Central Texas down
the eastern flank of the Edwards Plateau (Figure
13.2). As discussed in Chapter 12, the chronological
framework for his temporal procession has not been
entirely supported, though there is some evidence of
earlier occupations in the Middle Brazos River basin.
What is postulated here deviates from Prewitt’s model
in asserting more eastern ties rather than farther to
the north. While core components of the assemblage
may have crossed sociocultural boundaries from the
Plains groups to the northeast, the compilers of the
Toyah toolkit appear to have come from the east. More
recently, Shafer (2006a) provided
a rather subtle reference to the
possibility that Toyah was in some
way related to the developments
associated with Prairie Caddo but
does not explicitly address the
possibility. In tracing back the central
elements of the Toyah assemblage at
the Little Paint site, many attributes
point to a confluence in a small area
on the northeastern margin of the
Toyah sphere.
Fundamental aspects of the western
model are likely applicable to the
Toyah assemblage regardless of locale
of origination. The development
of a macroeconomic context and
intensification of mutualistic
interactions likely prevailed around
a.d. 1250 at the interface between
the Henrietta and Caddo spheres on
the eastern margin of Central Texas.
Speth’s model therefore may reflect
broad adaptive tendencies that arose
under the circumstances of the times.
The emergence of the Tejas alliance
that Arnn (2012) writes of may be
the implementation of these patterns
on a pan-regional scale spanning
east to west between Caddoan and
Casas Grandes or Jornada Mogollon
outliers.

Figure 13.2.
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Mechanisms of Toyah Origins and Spread
The discussion of origins flows into one of the central
debates on Toyah—the mechanisms of its spread. There
are two basic processes that explain major shifts in the
archaeological record, demic diffusion (movement of
people) and cultural diffusion (movement of ideas)
(Collard et. al 2010:2515). Whether Toyah represented
an influx of new peoples or was a technocomplex
that diffused across many cultural boundaries is a
distinction that is difficult to resolve archaeologically.
Linguistic or genetic evidence typically offers better
data, but both are lacking for Toyah. Nevertheless, the
debate is “the kind of anthropological issue so rare in
the history of Texas archeology” (Collins 2004:123),
and several lines of archaeological evidence may
partially address the issue.

Prewitt’s (1985:Figure 8) model of Toyah progression
following a previously established corridor of cultural
influence in the preceding Austin phase.
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In arguing for the cultural diffusion of the Toyah
complex, Ricklis (1994:304) notes that the complex
“or at least its lithic component, was a tool kit
highly useful in the procurement and processing of
large game, particularly bison (Black 1986; Hester
1975:121–122; Mallouf 1987:66).” Within a culturalecological framework, these authors note that it was
largely a functional kit that readily spread across
cultural boundaries in response to an adaptive pattern
targeting large game (Ricklis 1994:311). Ricklis
(1994:304) further notes that bone-tempered pottery
may “do little to proffer a hypothetical sociocultural
unity upon Toyah” since the lithic assemblage clearly
went far beyond the limits of Leon Plain ceramics.
However, in light of the gender distinction noted
above, the discrepancy between the distribution of
Toyah ceramics and lithics may offer some insights.
It is not conclusive evidence by any means, but there
is a possibility that the simultaneous spread of both
male and female technologies may reveal where
demic diffusion occurred, although in this case on a
seasonal basis. Conversely, the lack of correspondence
in ceramics and Perdiz points, where the latter extend
far beyond the former, may suggest cultural diffusion.
Underlying assumptions include the notion that Toyah
ceramics were fundamentally utility wares rather than
trade wares and likely were primarily made and used
in residential settings, as appears to be the case in the
Little Paint site and most Classic Toyah sites. As such
they may well reflect the limits of seasonal residential
mobility of Toyah “folk” (in Johnson’s 1994 sense).
Nevertheless, the different distributions of different
aspects of the Toyah assemblage can be used as an
analytical method to define boundaries within the
broader “shared” area of the Toyah assemblage. For
example, the Cielo Complex has most of the Toyah
lithic assemblage, but is entirely lacking ceramics.
Could such an instance be a case of diffusion of a
technocomplex across social boundaries rather than
demic spread?
The extent of the Toyah assemblage likely occurred
through a combination of demic and cultural diffusion.
Distinguishing those boundaries is addressed more
fully in the following section on identity. If true that
both Perdiz and bone-tempered ceramics emerged
from precursors on the eastern margin of the Edwards
Plateau, the overlapping distribution of both across the
Edwards Plateau, mainly up the Colorado River valley
and the prairie along the southern margin of the plateau

may reflect the extent of actual demic spread. Cultural
diffusion appears to have occurred on the peripheral
areas in the Gulf Coastal Plain and areas to the west.
To turn back to the very origins of the Toyah
assemblage, aspects of the Plains lithic assemblage
clearly crossed cultural boundaries, likely around
a.d. 1250 on the northeastern margin of the Edwards
Plateau. Those who forged the Toyah material culture
adopted portions of a Plains toolkit such as beveled
knives, end scrapers, and blade technology, but not
all of it, such as arrow point style or ceramic type.
Similarly Rockport groups adopted certain parts of the
same assemblage, but also retained unique attributes.
So the recombination of traits was an incessant process
with a few central diagnostic attributes serving as
defining characteristics of “Toyah.”

Toyah Identity
Identity is often defined by the “other,” a selfascribed notion of inclusivity and exclusivity.
Consequently, placing Toyah within the context of
surrounding complexes, phases, or assemblages
clarifies distinguishing aspects as well as continuities.
Prior to drawing comparisons among archaeological
assemblages, a review of the evidence on origins
establishes a foundation for inferring identity. The
cluster of Toyah sites on the eastern margin of
Central Texas, which has among the earliest dates for
the assemblage, shows the combination of Classic
Toyah traits, all of which are directly discernible in
the variation in preceding technologies within that
immediate area. The incremental evolution of the
hallmark Toyah diagnostics is not discernible on the
western margin of the Toyah realm. On the eastern
margin, Perdiz arrowheads strongly overlap Bonham
arrowheads, to the point of rampant confusion, and
bone-tempered ceramics are part of the technological
variation of the traditions to the east, not the west. To
the west, there is an abrupt advent of Toyah, and there
is not the evidence of technological and assemblage
evolution that would be required in arguing for the
locus of origins. The western model could account
for some of the groups that were part of the larger
Toyah group, most notably the Jumano, but it would
need to be dramatically amended to explain all of
the data. To return to Kelley’s (1955:988) comment
that “perhaps, more important culturally than the
bison products, was the salt, the bows and arrows,
the turquoise and cotton, the feathers, and shells, that
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made up the tangible currency of trade.” Many of
these are obscure in the archaeological record, but
Southwestern materials such as turquoise and obsidian
are nonexistent or rare in Toyah assemblages (Kibler
2012). Accordingly the tangible currency suggests
lower level ties in that direction than to the east. From
this basis, assemblage comparisons further define
Toyah identity. It is nevertheless worth noting that
Moscoso reported turquoise and cotton among the
Caddo in northeastern Texas during a 1542 expedition
(Perttula 1992:16). Both of these items must have
originated from the southwest.

Cielo Complex and Toyah
To the southwest, the La Junta and Big Bend regions
appear to have a continuous occupation marked by
the Cielo Complex (a.d. 1250 to 1680) and the La
Junta (a.d. 1200 to 1400) and Concepcion (a.d. 1400
to 1683) phases (Mallouf 1999). These complexes or
phases are of significance since they contain much of
the Toyah lithic assemblage. As numerous researchers
have suggested, these complexes and phases perhaps
represent peoples associated with Toyah.
The commonalities and distinctions between the
Cielo complex and Toyah patterns are notable. Perdiz
points, Cliffton preforms, flake drills, end scrapers,
beveled knives, and other elements of the Toyah
toolkit are found on Cielo Complex sites and extend
into Chihuahua and Coahuila. However, there are very
pronounced distinctions as well. These include the
presence of architecture, horticulture, and the lack of
ceramics in Cielo complex sites. The site distribution
patterns of the Cielo Complex, high on ridges, are
almost the dialectic opposite from Central and South
Texas Toyah site patterns, which are immediately
streamside. To the extent that ceramics are a central
aspect of the Toyah assemblage, the Cielo Complex is
an “aceramic manifestation” (Mallouf 1999:65).
There was clearly interaction between Toyah and the
groups to the southwest. Kelley (1990) and others
strongly tie these groups to Casas Grandes or to the
Jornada Mogollon. Kelley (1990) postulates the La
Junta phase to be a Casas Grande outlier designed to
pull resources from peripheral areas to the core, very
much along the processes entailed in world systems
theory. Mallouf (1999) argues otherwise, suggesting
the La Junta groups were a relatively autonomous
group engaging in a mutualistic economic relationship
in many directions. In either case, the Cielo complex
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associations with La Junta tie Toyah into a westward
facing macroeconomic sphere, which collapsed around
a.d. 1450. The differences between Toyah and the Cielo
complex, though sharing a toolkit possibly adopted
for bison hunting, are profound as Mallouf observes.

Caddo and Toyah
Ties between Toyah and Caddo groups have long
been known, often most conspicuously denoted by
Perdiz points and other Toyah assemblage artifacts
on Caddo sites. The aforementioned developmental
and technological ties in several artifact categories
further serves as evidence of connections. The
identification of bois d’arc wood on the Janee site,
which Bush (Appendix C) attributes to east Texas
areas that would have been within the Caddo domain,
has been interpreted as providing ties between Caddo
and Toyah groups on the western edge of the Edwards
Plateau. However, Bush also recognizes a moderate
probability that bois d’arc could have been more
widespread and therefore more locally available. As a
brief background sketch, to the east of Central Texas,
the Caddo emerged as a distinct entity around a.d. 800
continuing through historic contact in the sixteenth
century. The Caddo period was marked by increasing
population levels, sedentism, and increasing social
complexity, including social ranking (Perttula 1992;
Story 1990). Cultigens, specifically maize, beans,
and squash, become significant in Caddo economies
around a.d. 1200, and maize agriculture intensifies
after a.d. 1300 to 1400 (Perttula 1992:14; 2004:383).
Mound-centered villages are grouped in three main
population centers in the Arkansas, Red, and NechesAngelina River basins and may have had ethnic or
tribal differences. Caddo ceramics are usually made
of sandy paste until about a.d. 1200 when shelltempered ceramics are introduced (Story 1990:247).
Of importance, as previously noted, bone, as well as
grog and grit are often found in Caddo ceramics. Other
characteristics that occur late in the Caddo period, such
as neck-banding and olla forms, along with evidence of
ceramic trade indicate interaction with pueblo groups
of the Upper Rio Grande (Jurney et al. 1989:29). The
Caddo macroeconomic sphere interdigitated with
Toyah and beyond into the American Southwest.
One important manifestation that has been theorized is
that of the Prairie Caddo. Shafer (2006a) proposed the
Prairie Caddo emerged around a.d. 1000 and moved
westward to form a “buffer” zone around the George
C. Davis site before the complex dissipated around a.d.
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1300. Archaeologically, many of the central Prairie
Caddo complex sites are also among the early Toyah
sites, such as the Kyle site. Generally, the Prairie
Caddo spatially overlaps the small area on the Brazos
River that also constitutes a rather isolated cluster of
the earliest Toyah sites, the only recognized cluster
in the Brazos River valley. More will be said on the
relationship between Toyah and Caddo momentarily,
but the material record shows quite an osmotic
boundary. The movement of the Caddo out onto the
plains and prairies during the Prairie Caddo era is a
possible developmental process that holds the key to
Toyah identity and origins.

Plains Village and Toyah
The Plains Village, or Village Farming period,
developed from the long cultural trajectory of the
preceding Woodland period. From about 1,200 to
400 years ago, agriculturalists established permanent
settlements ranging from small hamlets to larger
villages of up to 200 persons (Brooks and Bowman
2005:16–17). These groups relied on cultigens, mainly
corns, beans, and squash, as a primary economic basis.
However, their diets were substantially augmented by
hunting a variety of game such as deer and bison, as
well as gathering wild plants. Based on the Harrell
site in Young County, Texas, the Henrietta focus was
closely comparable to the Plain Village manifestations,
but this focus has not been sufficiently refined by later
studies. For the Elm Fork region of North Central
Texas, Prikryl (1990:80) defines the Late Prehistoric
I and II periods. The Late Prehistoric II (750 to 250
b.p.), comparable to the Henrietta complex as defined
by others, is distinguished by a Plains lithic tool
assemblage, with many forms similar to Toyah as well,
but predominantly Harrell, Fresno, and Washita arrow
points. Bison were an economic mainstay in the Late
Prehistoric II, and there is evidence of agriculture in
the forms of bison scapula hoes and bison tibia digging
sticks (Prikryl 1990:80).
West of the Henrietta complex, into the southern Plains
of the Texas Panhandle, the Garza complex developed
around a.d. 1300 (Boyd 2001:8; 2012). Whether this
complex was analogous to Plains Villagers to the east
is a possibility, though not entirely certain. Baugh
(1986) designated the Garza complex as a western
extension of the Wheeler phase of western Oklahoma,
though Boyd (2001) and others disagree. Regardless,
the residential sites depicted for the Garza complex are
entirely exclusive of the Toyah residential sites, just as

there is little if any overlap between Henrietta, other
Plains village complexes, and Toyah (Figure 13.3).
Likewise, the material assemblages rarely overlap
with the exception of a few points from time to time.
Clearly, all of these groups shared the main elements
of the so-called Plains tool kit, but other indications
are that boundaries were fairly formal between Toyah
and groups to the north, possibly reflecting strong
linguistic, social, and biological distinctions.

South Texas – Rockport and Toyah
On the Gulf Coastal Plain around a.d. 1250 to 1300,
a distinct archaeological assemblage emerged. The
Rockport phase is marked by a series of ceramic
types that are spatially limited to the central coast, but
also a lithic industry that incorporates much of the
Toyah assemblage (Ricklis 2004:172–175). Perdiz
points, unifacial end scrapers, a prismatic blade-core
technology, and thin bifacial knives (occasionally
alternately beveled) show a strong overlap between
the technologies of both groups. One of the few
distinctions between the Rockport and Toyah lithic
assemblages is in the form of perforator (Ricklis
2004:175). The former made relatively narrow
proximal ends, whereas Toyah drills tend to have a
wide proximal portion where it was held or hafted.
Rockport subsistence strategies clearly emphasized
maritime resources, though perhaps on a seasonal
basis. The relationship between Toyah and Rockport
is generally inferred to be one of two distinct peoples,
with Rockport adopting the Toyah lithic assemblages
about the same time bison became relatively abundant
on the coastal plain (Ricklis 2004:175). Marine
shell, most notably Oliva sayana, is part the Toyah
assemblage, but the extent of mutualistic economic
relationships between the inland and coastal groups is
not entirely certain. In the same interpretive vein used
in the prior discussion of using core aspects of ceramic
technology to infer relationships, Rockport and Toyah
ceramics remained distinct. The relationship between
Toyah and Rockport has been characterized as a classic
example of a technocomplex diffusing across cultural
boundaries (Ricklis 2004:175).

Regarding Physiological Evidence
Evidence on Toyah as a physical population, if there
was such a thing, remains rather vague, but some
new data are beginning to offer possible avenues of
interpretation. Ricklis (1994:316) specifies several
criteria to distinguish population migration from
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Figure 13.3.
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Garza residential sites, as depicted in Boyd (2001:Figure 4), and Toyah residential sites showing
mutually exclusive site distribution patterns.
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technological diffusion, including biological evidence.
Though some recent studies have offered some insights,
the requisite data are not yet available. Taylor and Creel
(2012) analyzed adult dentition of hunter-gatherer
populations in Texas and compared them to agricultural
Caddo and Mimbres Mogollon populations, reflecting
Southeastern and Southwestern cultural spheres,
respectively. Several aspects of their findings offer
insights into the cultural landscape. During the Late
Prehistoric, hunter-gatherer populations were distinct
from either the Caddo or Mogollon, indicating
relatively little gene flow.
Although Shafer’s (2006a) Prairie Caddo model
proposed Caddo hunting groups travelled to the
Edwards Plateau, and there is evidence of violence
associated with these incursions (e.g. Shafer 2006a:40),
the dental traits, however, showed no evidence in gene
flow related to the events (Taylor and Creel 2012).
The data would suggest the Central and Southwest
Texas Late Prehistoric hunter-gatherers were distinct
populations that may well have developed directly from
the local Archaic populations.
However, the lack of data regarding the people using
the Toyah toolkit, imposes limitations on using Taylor
and Creel’s (2012) study to directly address Toyah
related issues. There were no Southwest Texas or
West Central Texas data for the Late Prehistoric listed
in Table 1 of their report, and the Central Texas Late
Prehistoric lists a total population of five individuals
selected from 11 sites. The vast majority of the listed
sites are prominent Austin phase components. Arnn
(2012:78–79) notes that there are no known Toyah
cemeteries, and only two individual burials are
clearly attributed to Toyah, namely Rough Run in Big
Bend (Cloud 2002) and Las Haciendas in Chihuahua
(Mallouf 1987). Overall, Taylor and Creel’s (2012)
Late Prehistoric hunter-gatherer data in Central Texas
comprise five individuals compared to 75 in the Late
Prehistoric Gulf Coastal Plain, 227 for the Caddo,
and 101 for the Mimbres-Mogollon. Taylor and Creel
(2012:103) could not get access to any of the facilities
that contained eastern Mogollon collections, and so an
important piece of the puzzle for comparing Central
Texas groups to the peoples immediately westward was
not available. These data, or the lack of them, clearly
point out the need for better human osteological data
to sort out the Late Prehistoric population movements
and gene flow, most notably for the Toyah.

At this point there is not a clear picture based on the
physiological or genetic evidence. Taylor and Creel’s
study, if it had adequate collections could test the
alternate theories of Toyah origins. Other studies have
likewise had few remains from the latter part of the
Late Prehistoric to work with. Bement’s (1994) study
of Central Texas hunter-gatherer mortuary patterns
contained no Late Prehistoric burials. Prewitt’s
(1982:44–57) review of Central Texas burials and
cemeteries notes a total of three graves, possibly four,
with clear associations of Perdiz points, including two
sites in McLennan County and one in Bell County.
Perdiz points seemed to be the clear cause of death for
at least one burial, and so it may not represent Toyah,
but rather a group at odds with Toyah.

Summary of Toyah Identity
Boundaries are significant indicators in determinations
of identity. There appear to have been exclusive
boundaries between Garza, Henrietta, and other
Plains Village groups with the Toyah complex. There
may have been some cooperative arrangements such
as communal hunting (Boyd 2012; Quigg and Peck
1995). However, the overlap in material culture is
significantly less than for other groups bordering the
Classic Toyah area. The Cielo Complex (which may
be associated with the Jumano) and Rockport Complex
show important distinctions but also significant shared
characteristics with Toyah. There is also overlap
between Caddo and Toyah assemblages. Caddo,
Rockport, and Cielo Complex were separate identities
sharing major aspects of the Toyah assemblage, for at
least certain times of the year. But the technological
origins of the Toyah assemblage core diagnostics
point to the Caddo. As Arnn (2012:235) notes,
“archaeological evidence places Classic Toyah artifacts
in Hasinai funerary contexts in East Texas and Caddo
ceramics as far west as the Trans-Pecos.” The model
presented here suggests the reason Toyah materials are
in Caddo funerary contexts is that Toyah originated as
a seasonal manifestation of Caddo groups.

Synthesis and A revised Model of
Toyah
The Toyah archaeological signature, consistent with
the Little Paint findings where applicable, is framed
by the following core characteristics:
 The lack of cemeteries (Arnn 2012:79)

Synthesis and a Revised Model of Toyah
 Fine-grained assemblages with little evidence
of occupational redundancy. None of the Toyah
sites “on record clearly represent intensive,
long-term occupations by people practicing
limited mobility and largely restricted to single
locale and its environs” (Ricklis 1994:312)
 Informal and lightly-used ground stone (e.g.
Johnson 1994:151–154)
 16,000 percent increase in bison NISP (number
of identified specimens) from the preceding
Austin phase (Mauldin et al. 2010:74)
 Lack of any clearly discerned Toyah macroband camps (Johnson 1994:264–265)
 Lithic assemblage with the hallmarks of
specialized function and high mobility (e.g.
emphasis on bifaces and other formal tools)
(Ricklis 1994:236)
Fine-grained assemblages with little occupational
redundancy, lack of intensively used ground stone,
lack of substantial site furniture, absence of cemeteries,
and a tool kit marked by formal “curated” technology
(see definitions by Bamforth 1986; Binford 1979) are
hallmarks of highly mobile outside groups. These lines
of evidence indicate the bearers of the Classic Toyah
assemblage were not generalized foragers occupying
fixed territories. Rather, the cumulative data suggests
small, long-range, logistical bands with toolkits
evidently designed for specific resources (bison), likely
on a seasonal basis and returning to home territories
outside the Classic Toyah area. Given the overlap
of the technocomplex with the surrounding entities
noted above, communal hunting and development of
alliances as described by Boyd (2012:144–145) was
likely an integral part of the Toyah phenomenon. If
the gender biases in ceramic and lithic technologies
discussed previously hold true, the bands entailed both
males and females rather than specific, gender-oriented
task groups.
Cemeteries are often associated with the rise of
territoriality (Bement 1992:21–25; Binford 1971), and
there are no Toyah cemeteries. Burials with Perdiz
points are found both east and west of the Classic
Toyah area. For instance, in the six Caddo burials
that contain arrow points on the Pine Tree Mound
site in eastern Texas, all points are Perdiz (Fields and
Gadus 2012:364). In fact, Perdiz points are the most
common point type on Pine Tree Mound site, which
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was occupied by the Nadaco Caddo from 1300 to the
mid-1600s or later (Dockall and Fields 2012:566).
In the Las Haciendas and Rough Run burials in
Chihuahua and Big Bend respectively, large quantities
of arrow points were recovered from the two isolated
burials––of the total of 259 points, 244 were Perdiz
points (Cloud 2002; Mallouf 1987). Is the utter lack
of burials or cemeteries in the Classic Toyah region
simply a preservation issue or evidence of the lack of
fixed territories? The presence of cemeteries in Central
Texas from earlier times suggests the answers lie in
the social arena.
Based on these considerations, the Toyah phenomenon
is interpreted as a unifying toolkit used on a seasonal
basis by many different groups within an extensive
interaction sphere. Where seasonal data is available,
most Toyah sites indicate seasonal occupation in late
fall or early winter (Quigg and Peck 1995:i; Prewitt
2012:198; see also discussions by Johnson 1994:263;
Speth 2004:422). From an archaeological standpoint,
the Toyah assemblage is a technological façade that
conceals social identity. Some of the groups using the
assemblage were likely agriculturists during much
of the year (such as the Caddo, La Junta, and middle
Pecos River groups). The toolkit was designed for
high-ranked resources, but also likely adopted for the
dangerous social context encountered as various groups
converged on bison hunting grounds. A Perdiz point
embedded in a skeleton from the Bloom Mound site in
southeastern New Mexico is perhaps evidence of such
violent encounters (Speth and Newlander 2012:174–
175). Prewitt (2012:189) identifies other mortuary
remains from eastern Central Texas with evidence of
mortal wounds from Perdiz points. However, all scales
of cultural processes were in operation simultaneously.
The assemblage can be explained in relation to
immediate functions and specific contexts. At the
other end of the spectrum, the macroscale, communal
hunting facilitated transfer of information between
social and economic macrospheres to the east and west.
These cooperative alliances were certainly a force and
function of the Toyah phenomenon.

Evidence in the Archaeological and
Historical Record
Ethnohistorical accounts and interpretations of the
regional archaeological record provide case studies that
resemble the model presented here. Speth (2004:422)
interprets the record of the Henderson site (a semi-
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sedentery village occupied from about a.d. 1250 to
1400) on the middle Pecos River as indicating “that
during the late fall and winter months many of the
able-bodied adults left home for an extended period of
time to pursue bison.” The sites related to the seasonal
bison-hunting camps, likely including both genders, are
expected to have an archaeological signature similar
to Classic Toyah sites.

Texas, through Central Texas and western Texas, into
northeastern Chihuahua and Coahuila (Figure 13.4).
Numerous reviews of the historical literature have
addressed the extensive interaction sphere of the time
(e.g., Arnn (2012). Deferring to Arnn (2012), Wade
(2003) and others for a more substantive account,
certain salient aspects are noteworthy for the purposes
at hand.

In a similar interpretation, Mallouf (1999:74)
suggests the Cielo Complex represents one aspect,
a seasonal phase, of the same people as those
occupying the La Junta district. The La Junta phase
is a semi-sedentary, possibly sedentary, group of
agriculturalists. Mallouf (1999:74) suggests the Cielo
Complex could be ethnically and socially the same
people but in a different economic mode, perhaps
a seasonal shift towards bison hunting or a more
permanent shift in response to crop failure, hostilities,
or population pressure. The Jumanos may well be
tied to these groups. As Mallouf (1999) suggests, the
remains at Cielo Bravo and related sites support the
notion that the historical Jumanos descended from
peoples who lived in the area by a.d. 1250, and they
had non-Athapaskan (not Apache) origins from either
the Southern Plains or northeastern Chihuahua.

On the western extent of the broad alliance, from 1583
to 1683, numerous expeditions defined the Jumano
realm, which many have equated with Toyah as
extending from near Toyah Creek through the eastern
margin of modern New Mexico to the headwater
tributaries of the major Central Texas rivers, most
notably the Concho River (Wade 2003:72–74). Several
lines of evidence, however, indicate the distribution
of Jumano observed in the historical record deviated
from their original lands, which were on the Central
Texas drainage basin headwaters. Wade (2003:72),
for example, mentions the Jumano may have been
driven southward to the Concho River near San Angelo
by a drought that forced them from traditional areas
(perhaps on the Colorado River trunk stream headers).
Bolton (1911) cites a 1680s reference noting that the
Jumanos’ home range was in Central Texas, but “that
they are now living near the Rio Grande, having been
forced back by the Apache.” Accordingly, the historic
movements obscured original territoriality, but there
are vestiges of earlier patterns.

Turning to the historical record, similar to the Pecos
River groups described above by Speth, the practice
of agriculturalists becoming seasonal bison hunters
was a trait of the Caddo as well (Perttula 1992:3, 163,
226, 252). As Bolton (1987:101-103) described, the
Hasinai Caddo typically took extended bison hunting
trips during the winter into south Central Texas where
“Indians came a long distance every year, from the east
and from the west.” This tradition may have extended
back into prehistory for some time and is reflected
in the ethnohistorical records of Caddo as well as
archaeological record of Pecos River sites such as the
Henderson site discussed by Speth (2004).
During Alonso de Leon’s 1689 expedition to destroy
La Salle’s settlement, the Spanish first encountered the
Caddo, a group with the chief of the Nabedache, the
westernmost group of the Hasinai confederacy (Bolton
1987:56). The Nabedache were purportedly near the
Colorado River, indicating their presence far west of
their territory on the Neches River.
Looking to the larger extent of the Toyah assemblage,
the first chroniclers reveal a grand alliance extending
from the Caddo territory in Louisiana and eastern

Nevertheless, at the time, the Jumano defined
themselves as part of a large alliance, and the Hasinai
and other affiliated Caddo groups were clearly the
central power of this “great kingdom of Texas” (Bolton
1987:54). In 1683, the Jumano Don Juan Sabeata
named 33 groups that comprised the alliance, inviting
the Spanish to send an expedition to the “powerful king”
(Bolton 1987:54). The Caddo had evidently sent earlier
invitations to the Spanish as well (Wade 2003:74). In
1683–1684, Mendoza explored Central Texas, but did
not make it eastward to the Hasinai. Regardless, his
expedition provides important locational information
on Central Texas groups. The expedition observed
that the Apache were present across Central Texas by
then, probably arriving in the mid-1600s, substantially
changing the cultural landscape (Wade 2003:130–133).
The Toyah temporal span is often cited as ending at
a.d. 1650.
The salient point here is that the early historical
record shows the territory that corresponds with the
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Spanish map from 1728 showing the “Prov. de los Texas,” one of the few historical depictions.
The province extends from Coahuila to the Sabine River and beyond, a distribution that generally
corresponds with the east-west extent of Perdiz points. Adapted from Francisco Barreiro’s Plano
Corographico e Hydrographico de las Provincias….de la Nueva Espana (Hispanic Society of
America, New York).

Toyah assemblage was part of a large cultural sphere
at the beginning of the historic period. There was a
self-ascribed alliance that was strongly affiliated with
eastern groups rather than Plains or Southwestern
groups. Caddo groups were clearly ranging into Central
Texas on bison hunting forays. The question is when
did this alliance emerge? Does the early historical
configuration reflect patterns that were established with
the emergence of the Toyah around a.d. 1250 to 1300?

bison, and so the topic, as a foundation and point of
contention, warrants scrutiny. The view argued here
is that bison were the sine qua non for the Toyah
assemblage, its reason for being. It is perhaps a more
extreme view than commonly accepted. Of course,
Toyah peoples hunted deer and many other species,
but bison was the highest ranking resource, and its
pursuit was organizing principle behind the assemblage
and patterns.

Economics and the Significance of Bison

Evidence of the preponderant emphasis on bison by
the bearers of the Toyah assemblage comes from
several sources, including the faunal record, functional
assessment of the artifact assemblage discussed in
Chapter 12, and site distribution patterns. Regarding
the faunal record, Mauldin et al. (2010; 2012)
reviewed the data on bison presence or absence in 141
components on 77 Late Archaic and Late Prehistoric
site in Central Texas to determine diachronic trends
in bison exploitation. In comparing the Initial Late

“Bone-tempered pottery, Perdiz arrow points, and
bison-processing tools are the hallmarks of the Toyah
phase” (Boyd 2012:129). Such a perspective reflects
long-held notions of the essential Toyah assemblage
attributes. However, the preeminent role of bison
has recently been challenged on several fronts (Arnn
2012:75–76; Mauldin et al. 2012). The model presented
here is clearly contingent upon a central role for
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Prehistoric (e.g., pre-Toyah Austin phase) to the Toyah,
the data show the average NISP increases from 2.9 in
the Austin phase to 473.8 in the Toyah phase (Table
13.1). The Middle Late Archaic, as they define it, has an
NISP of 316.9, but otherwise Toyah shows exploitation
levels far beyond any other cultural period over the
last 4,000 years or so.

Callahan Divide created bottlenecks, but otherwise
herds would wander where grazing was best.
Starting at a simple level, the overlay of the cattle trails
atop the prominent Toyah sites discussed by Johnson
(1994) shows the initial trend, a seeming correlation
(Figure 13.7). To further assess these trends with more
robust data, comparison of two objective datasets

Table 13.1. Mauldin et al.’s (2010) Summary Statistics on Central Texas Bison Presence by Chronological
Periods and Components

Time Period

Bison
# of Components Present

Total
Percentage NISP Data Bison
with Bison Present NISP*

Average
Component
NISP

Terminal Late Prehistoric

53

44

83.0

36

17,057

473.8

Initial Late Prehistoric

20

8

40.0

8

23

2.9

Terminal Late Archaic

29

6

20.7

3

22

7.3

Middle Late Archaic

21

7

33.3

7

2218

316.9

Initial Late Archaic

18

7

38.9

4

24

6.0

* NISP is the number of identified specimens. Highlights indicate Toyah-related notable statistics.

provides a basis for testing the hypothesis. To avoid
Regarding site distribution patterns, the geographic
bias, inadvertent or otherwise, we take two datasets—
arrangement of sites indicates Toyah groups occupied
the major cattle trails as delineated in the historical atlas
strategic points along bison migratory routes. To
of Texas (Stephens and Holmes 1989) and Mauldin
analyze the data, a first level of analysis is the
et al.’s (2010) data on Terminal Late Prehistoric sites
correlation between Toyah sites and historic cattle
in Central and South Texas, a temporal and spatial
trails. The significance of cattle trails through Texas
purview that covers much of the Toyah realm. Mauldin
is that they followed well-defined migratory paths
herd animals had likely followed for
millennia. Bison and cattle have similar
subsistence requirements, and the
landscape structure imposes constraints
on viable routes. Accordingly, the
historic trails are proxy evidence of
prehistoric bison migration routes,
which are consistent with Ahr’s (1998)
reconstructions (Figure 13.5). This
pattern is supported by Mauldin et al.’s
(2010:Figure 8.6) distribution map
(Figure 13.6) of sites with bison remains
during the Toyah phase. It is important
to note, however, that these trails were
not narrow corridors, but rather broad
braided stream-like routes that could be
tens of kilometers wide (up to 25 miles
wide according to Charles Goodnight
[Haley 1936:437]). Certain features Figure 13.5. Ahr’s (1998) theorized bison movements and general
corridors through Texas as depicted by Dickens and
such as water resources of topographic
Weiderhold (2003:Figure 5). Mauldin’s distribution
choke points like Buffalo Gap on the
of sites with bison remains provides a degree of
corroboration.
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and Toyah sites can be possibly
explained by other factors, such
as reliable water resources.
However, it is only one line of
evidence. When considered with
the dramatic increase in bison
NISP on Toyah sites identified
by Mauldin et al. (2010; 2012)
and the functional interpretations
of the assemblage presented in
Chapter 12, the various lines
indicate a strong focus on bison.
The basis for the argument here is
not direct subsistence economics
but an equal measure of political
economics, basically the
development of a macroeconomic
sphere in which bison became
a much more highly ranked
item for trade purposes than it
otherwise would be for strictly
Figure 13.6. Mauldin et al.’s (2010:Figure 8.6) distribution map of bison
subsistence purposes. Sites such as
on “Terminal Late Prehistoric,” which equates with the Toyah
period in Central Texas. The data appears to strongly support 41HY209-T indicate butchering
a distinct biotic corridor along the eastern flank of the Edwards sites yielded a “significant surplus
of food relative to time and energy
Plateau.
invested” (Ricklis 1994:290).
Such a surplus might attest to
et al. (2010) include some sites that are not clearly
the
notion
that
large
game hunting among Toyah was
Toyah, but the intent here is to maintain objectivity
about much more than protein. Any interpretation of the
and not selectively pick and choose data. Accordingly,
significance of bison based on a narrow subsistencethe two datasets are juxtaposed as independent lines
focused or cultural ecological paradigm is doomed
(Figure 13.8) and the distance of each site from the
to underestimate the significance of the species in a
trails was measured (Table 13.2).
larger social arena. Bison hearts were frequently used
To assess whether there is a significant correlation
in Caddo ceremonies (Bolton 1987:158), an aspect that
between the migratory trails and Toyah sites, a simple
may seem trivial at first glance but is likely symbolic
but robust correlation test was done to compare
of the degree to which bison were interwoven into the
observed site locations to randomly generated points.
central core of their social life. The significance of
The hypothesis is that there is a significant difference
bison in area peripheral to the Toyah domain is perhaps
between the distance to trails from sites and random
an indicator of the animal’s economic importance.
points. The null hypothesis is that there would be no
The historic hide trade was extensive as noted by the
significant difference between the distance to trails
early French and Spanish chroniclers (Creel 1991). In
and random samples. A statistical test comparing the
later historical times, the settlement of the American
known site locations to random locations in the study
West was driven by the fur trade, which had a global
area indicates there is a significant correlation between
reach and was a direct continuity of Native American
Toyah site locations and historic cattle trails. At the
patterns (DeVoto 1998). Bison robes were the central
highest degrees of certainty, the null hypothesis is
commodity in the United States fur trade by 1833
rejected (Tables 13.3 and 13.4). The implication, by
(DeVoto 1998:8). Before the Anglo bison hunters,
proxy, is that Toyah sites were strategically located on
pelts were obtained from indigenous hunters. In
the bison migratory routes. Clearly, correlation is not
early ethnohistorical accounts, it is clear there was a
the same as causality. The correlation between trails
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Figure 13.7.

Johnson’s (1994:Figure 105) map of select important Toyah sites overlain by major cattle trails
as mapped in the Texas historical atlas (Stephens and Holmes 1989).
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Major cattle trails as depicted in the Texas historical atlas (Stephens and Holmes 1989) with
Mauldin et al.’s (2010) Terminal Late Prehistoric sites showing bison absence and presence.
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Table 13.2. Distance of Mauldin et al’s (2010) Terminal Late Prehistoric Sites From Historic Cattle Trails
Mauldin et al.’s
Site #

Distance (km) from
Cattle Trail

Mauldin et al.’s
Site #

Distance (km) from
Cattle Trail

8

63.0

12

77.4

9

66.0

13

80.2

7

51.9

52

84.1

48

12.4

14

38.3

49

13.5

38

78.5

5

17.7

42

47.2

6

12.6

43

55.5

11

14.5

44

46.9

39

3.9

45

54.0

47

67.8

35

32.2

18

35.8

36

42.2

17

37.5

40

57.2

15

34.2

46

67.4

16

18.5

41

62.7

32

5.4

37

56.7

30

17.2

22

13.8

1

26.7

26

16.7

51

11.9

29

23.3

50

23.5

28

33.8

19

37.9

25

34.1

20

32.1

27

43.5

21

34.5

76

130.8

75

13.4

3

39.1

72

2.2

24

6.3

67

11.9

23

24.7

68

10.0

63

166.9

70

10.9

66

181.3

robust and active trade between Central Texas groups
and groups to both the east and west. Creel (1991)
argues that widespread exchange networks were in
place by around a.d. 1300 throughout Texas and the
Southern Plains, and within this sphere bison hides
were among the paramount trade items. Returning to
theories discussed in Chapter 10, Speth (2004:425)
argued that the sociopolitical changes at this time hit
a critical threshold that supported the development
of mutualistic exchange relationships with those who
resided near bison herds. In an intriguing twist, he
also argued that the regional social context may have
drastically changed, in part by the introduction of the
recurved sinew-backed bow that rendered traditional
shields obsolete. As LeBlanc (1999:107) argues, the
hardened bison hide shields similar to those seen

historically among the Comanche and Apache would
be the only effective defense. If all adult males needed
a bison shield, commerce in hide would have increased.
As LeBlanc (1999:297) asserts, “bison hides apparently
became necessary for well-made shields, as was
buffalo sinew for the bows.” Espinosa noted the Caddo
shields were of bison hide (Bolton 1987:123). The
technological shift in weaponry coupled with the Little
Ice Age conditions likely created a prominent increase
in the need for access to bison, a need largely addressed
through east-west trade (LeBlanc 1999:297–299).
This widespread demand for bison hide is also
supported by many ethnohistorical observations. To
use the Caddo as an example, since evidence points to
significant trade relations between Central Texas and
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Table 13.3. Distance of Mauldin et al’s (2010)
Terminal Late Prehistoric Sites From
Major Historic Cattle Trails Per 10
Kilometer Increments
Approximate
% of Total
Distance (km) from Observed
Observed
Trail
# of Sites Expected Sites
0 to 10

5

2.79

9.43%

10 to 20

13

2.79

24.53%

20 to 30

3

2.79

5.66%

30 to 40

11

2.79

20.75%

40 to 50

4

2.79

7.55%

50 to 60

5

2.79

9.43%

60 to 70

5

2.79

9.43%

70 to 80

2

2.79

3.77%

80 to 90

2

2.79

3.77%

90 to 100

0

2.79

0.00%

100 to 110

0

2.79

0.00%

110 to 120

0

2.79

0.00%

120 to 130

0

2.79

0.00%

130 to 140

1

2.79

1.89%

140 to 150

0

2.79

0.00%

150 to 160

0

2.79

0.00%

160 to 170

1

2.79

1.89%

170 to 180

0

2.79

0.00%

180 to 190

1

2.79

1.89%

Total sites:53

the Caddo, bison pelts were a central part of the Caddo
material culture. In addition to shields, their beds were
made of buffalo skins (Bolton 1987:116), and both men
and women used deer and bison for their clothes. In the
winter, clothes and robes of bison were most common
(Bolton 1987:129). From Central Texas well into the
Plains, trade went both east and west (Vehik 1994:245,
246), but over time, “trade becomes more important
through time with earliest emphasis on trade to the east
with Caddoan societies” (Swenson 1986).
Caddo seasonally went out in large parties to hunt
bison, which historically did not venture into the
Hasinai regions (Bolton 1987:101–102; Dickens and
Weiderhold 2003; Wade 2003:155–156). The Caddo
had to go either west to between the Navasota and
Brazos Rivers or to the southwest between the San
Antonio and Brazos Rivers. According to Bolton’s
(1987:102–103) review of the evidence, including
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LaSalle’s account and those of the various Spanish
chroniclers, bison seemed to move along the eastern
and southern margins of the Edwards Plateau, perhaps
following the natural biotic corridor of the northern
Blackland Prairie that extends from the Red River
down to southwest of San Antonio. This pattern is
consistent with Ahr’s (1998) theorized bison routes and
Mauldin et al.’s (2010:Figure 8.6; 2012) distribution
map of sites with bison remains during the Toyah phase
(see Figures 13.5 and 13.6).
Most agree that the Toyah assemblage coincided
with an increase in bison on the landscape, but not
all agree there was a causal link between the two.
The hallmarks of the Toyah assemblage converge
in a narrow corridor on the eastern flank of Central
Texas where bison, contracting stemmed points, and
bone-tempered ceramics coincide. In Shafer’s (2006a)
Prairie Caddo model, bison are not a central aspect, nor
are the classic tools associated with bison processing,
such as beveled knives, end scrapers, and flake drills.
With the increased presence of bison around a.d. 1250
to 1300, a plausible scenario is the fairly rapid shift in
exploitation patterns, high grading from deer to bison
as quantities allowed, and adopting the bison toolkit
from the north. From this matrix, Toyah emerged.
The bearers of the Toyah assemblage were bison
hunters, but that does not mean they were always
hunting bison. As Geertz (1973:95) said, cows are
ruminants, but they are not always ruminating.
Paleoindians were big game hunters, but clearly they
had a broader subsistence strategy as well. Those using
the Toyah assemblage were bison hunters, although
perhaps only for a small portion of the year. Deer are
also common in Toyah components. Nevertheless, the
enormous increase in average bison NISP from the
Austin to Toyah phase sites that Mauldin et al. (2010;
2012) record, as well as a tremendous amount of other
evidence, attests to the central role of bison.

Revisions to the Spatial Limits of the Toyah
Realm
Looking solely at the spatial distribution of major
residential Toyah sites, as discussed in the preceding
chapter, several aspects are notable. The sites are
predominantly in the Colorado River basin, but in
somewhat of a bimodal distribution. There is a cluster
on the headwater drainages such as the Llano, San
Saba, and Concho Rivers on the ecotonal boundary
between the Plains and Edwards Plateau. There is
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Table 13.4. T-test (one-tailed, assuming equal variances) Statistical
Comparison of Ten Datasets of 51 Randomly Generated
Locales with the Observed 51-site Dataset of Late Prehistoric
II Sites in Central and South Texas
Sample

Distance, p =

Log, p =

1

0.03

0.08

2

1.05E-5

7.17E-5

3

5.37E-6

1.56E-5

County, several sites, including
the Kyle site, seem to denote an
isolated group (Figure 13.9). That
one cluster, which some consider
to have relatively early dates,
corresponds with the confluence
of multiple cultural influences.

Based on the prior discussion of
ceramics and Perdiz points, the
4
3.38E-5
5.77E-5
cluster of sites around the Kyle
5
0.02
0.09
site is where bone-tempered
6
0.00
0.00
ceramics, contracting stemmed
arrow points, and the Plains
7
8.18E-5
0.00
lithic assemblage, which are all
8
0.00
0.00
very much a part of the Henrietta
9
0.00
0.00
complex assemblage (e.g., beveled
10
0.01
0.06
knives, end scrapers, drills, blade
Average
0.01
0.02
technology, drills, etc.), were all
Significance Level
p < 0.01
p < 0.05
present prior to the emergence
of Toyah. However, while it
Description of methodology: The hypothesis is that there is a significant difference
appears the Caddo maintained
between the distance to trails from sites and random points. The null hypothesis
that territory for a while, at some
is that there is no significant difference between the distance to trails between the
point, the Henrietta complex
site and random samples.
pushed southward, as depicted
Three sites from Mauldin et. al’s (2010) data were removed as they are statistical
by Vehik (1994) (Figure 13.10),
outliers to the rest of the sample in terms of distance to trails. These were sites 63, perhaps pushing Toyah from the
66, and 76. This left 51 sites to look at. We created 1000 random points within the
area. The data is not clear on
search area as identified by boundary on the “bison distribution” map. From this
whether the Toyah presence in the
sample, 10 different samples of 51 random locations were chosen to compare to
middle Brazos River valley was
the site locations. Comparison of the 51 random points to the 51 site points were
made ten times times, each with a different random sample. This was done to
concurrent with Caddo control
confirm that the pattern was not unduly influenced by the selected random sample. of the area, and abandoned with
T-tests were done to evaluate the differences between these groups. The data
the Henrietta complex moving
were log-transformed to get closer to a normal distribution, but both raw distances
southward, is not clear. It is
and log distances return similar results. The one-tailed t-tests assume unequal
variances due to the difference in the spreads of the two datasets. The probability
notable, however, that the
values are tabulated here, along with the significance level.
Henrietta complex dominated
the Brazos River valley to the
north, where Toyah residential
also a cluster near the ecotonal boundary between
sites are rare or absent altogether.
where the Colorado River emerges from the Edwards
That exclusivity between the two might denote a nonPlateau onto the Gulf Coastal Plain. Sites such as Smith
osmotic cultural boundary. Although that area on the
Shelter, Mustang Branch, and Toyah Bluff are on side
middle Brazos River may be where all the components
tributaries near this ecotonal juncture. One interesting
of the Toyah assemblage are juxtaposed, it might not
aspect of these sites is that Smith Shelter and Mustang
have lasted.
Branch have Toyah assemblages with ceramics that
Turning back to the ethnohistorical record, early
have strong characteristics of Caddo ceramics (Ricklis
chroniclers noted Caddo on the Colorado River. The
and Collins 1994; Suhm 1955). They also extend along
Caddo were also noted moving down the trail later
the southern margin of the Edwards Plateau through
known as the Camino Real on the Colorado River
the Blackland Prairie and into the broader Gulf Coastal
and on a seasonal basis to “prime hunting grounds…
Plain. Toyah was not in the Brazos River basin, at least
between the Brazos and San Antonio River” (Bolton
on the Edwards Plateau, with one exception. In Hill
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T
address the basic issues regarding Toyah,
heir origins, demise, and circumstances
xistence, the intent here is to draw on a
er perspective, interconnecting the issues
lacing Toyah in a macroscale context. Any
up can only be understood in the context of
bigger system of which it is a part and over
ng historical development (longue durée).
“development…of any society is dependent
n its relations with other societies…cultures
open, not closed systems; and studies…that
to consider broader patterns of interaction
necessarily incomplete and partial” (Kohl
0:218). Economic interactions fundamentally
ct all aspects of social structure and behavior.
nges far from any immediate context can
e as much weight in explaining society as
direct circumstances of their daily existence.
s is essentially consistent with the larger
pective espoused by Krieger (1946) and
Figure 13.9. Kreiger’s (1946:Map 1) map with the lim
y
others, though increasingly regionalistic
Brazos River Toyah sites (blue circle).
pectives
have trended away from the approach
is at the juncture of Henrietta complex t
ecent years. Over the long term, there was a
north and Caddo domain to the east, w
ical emergence and decline of regional trade
extends outward to modern Waco. The a
works,
which could be remarkably extensive.
one of the only Caddo territories on the B
River.
his process, there are core and peripheral
societies, and the flow of goods usually goes
1987:103). Going back to the concept of the Tejas
from periphery to core. For example, historical sources
alliance at the cusp of history, the evidence indicates
mention wide trade networks in early history (Swanton
at least a degree of shared territoriality where the
1996:192) and a substantial focus on uses of all parts
Caddo could move up the Colorado River and to the
of bison, from hide to horn (Swanton 1996:249).
southwest along the southern margin of the Edwards
Consequently, as previously mentioned, to interpret
Plateau. If that pattern followed a well-worn path, it
Late Prehistoric bison hunting strictly in terms of
follows the scenario of the Toyah assemblage emerging
subsistence is to misunderstand a vital aspect of the
from the syncretism of technologies such as Bonham
intensification of the resource. The important point
and bone-tempered ceramics, meeting a confluence
here is that these economic systems become highly
of bison and a bison-related lithic technology coming
integrated, and once a group of people become tapped
down from the Henrietta complex and moving up
into the system, it quickly becomes the driving force
the Colorado River and Blackland Prairie along the
in all aspects of their society.
escarpment to the Nueces River. As Arnn (2012:224)
and Black (1997:169) pointed out, the Colorado River
The question for Toyah and Central Texas is what the
was both a travel route and cultural boundary at times
specific nature of the macroeconomic system was at the
in prehistory. That appears to be the case during Toyah
time of Toyah. Around a.d. 1250, there was profound
times.
change that swept through the cultural landscape in
the central portion of North America, including the
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Period to a close (Ollendorf 1993:175). This
drought was evidently widespread—the
Southwest also experienced devastating
droughts at the same time.

Figure 13.10. Vehik’s (1994:Figures 11.2 and 11.3) depiction of
the distribution of the Henrietta complex (hatched
area) around 1450 a.d. (top map) and around 1750
a.d. (bottom) showing push to the south of the
Norteno focus into the middle Brazos River formerly
occupied by Caddo and Toyah. Vehik’s study area is
the Southern Prairies and Cross Timbers depicted
by the bold line.

Southwest, Eastern Woodlands, and Plains. Central
Texas was peripheral to these changes, but it is argued
here the effects cannot be underestimated in the regional
chronology. In the American Bottom, the center of the
Mississippian world with Cahokia as its seat of power,
there were two long dry spells beginning “around
a.d. 1200…..back-to-back, each lasting 25 years”
that brought the warmer and moist Medieval Warm

On a macroscale, the effect of these
conditions brought about a collapse of
agricultural-based societies, which had
emerged as significant forces in patterning
the cultural landscape of the times. In the
east, Cahokia collapsed, though it had a
resurgence from a.d. 1275 to 1300, and
there followed a probable large scale
diaspora (emigrative dispersal) to the west
and southwest (Paukekat 2004:153–154).
Simultaneously, the entire Chaco system
also collapsed, followed by a likely
emigration far to the south to Casas Grandes
(Lekson 1999). The Puebloan societies,
which reached their highest levels of
organization in Pueblo III, likewise declined
markedly around a.d. 1250 to 1300, and “the
disintegration of many regional systems”
followed (Simmons et al. 1989:102). The
subsequent Pueblo IV timeframe from
a . d . 1300 to 1600 is generally seen as
one of abandonment, stylistic decline,
and contracting macroeconomic spheres
(Simmons et al. 1989:78). Another result of
the droughts was that the carrying capacity
of the Great Plains, the primary habitat
for bison, was greatly reduced, pushing
herds into peripheral areas. Consequently,
the close of the Medieval Warm Period
was a primary variable with profound
consequences to the subsistence basis
of society that rippled upward through
all levels of technological, political,
ideological and social organization. This
time period, beginning at a.d. 1250 or
thereabouts, was a watershed moment.

The effects of these changes closer to the
Toyah sphere entailed clear changes in
western Texas and the vicinity. Among the Jornada
Mogollon to the southwest, the increasingly formal
organization of settlements and society during the
long Formative Period from a.d. 200 to 1250/1300
came to an end (Miller and Kenmotsu 2004:238). The
El Paso phase from around a.d. 1200 to 1400 is the
terminal period of the Jornada Mogollon in western
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Texas (Miller and Kenmotsu 2004:238–40). To the
east, the George C. Davis site, “a major outpost on
the southwestern frontier of the Caddoan area for over
four centuries, until at least a.d. 1300” came to an end
(Story 1998:12).

River. The Eastern sphere was expanding its reach from
a.d. 1250 to historic contact.

All of these changes in the cultural landscape are
well represented in the archaeological record, but the
underlying causes and effects are difficult to discern.
Certainly, the environmental conditions were drivers,
but the patterns observed in the archaeological record
are in part to be understood by the cyclical emergence
and declines in regional “tribal” networks as defined
by Braun and Plog (1982) and macroeconomic
exchange spheres that had preponderant effects on
adaptive patterns. What is theorized here is that the
collapse of the major centers of power, but also the
collapse of the reliability of agriculture for sustaining
population growth, produced an economic sphere, as
Speth (2004:425) and a great many other point out, of
widespread complementary exchange relationships.
Full-scale agriculture may have been displaced by
horticulture with increased mutualistic ties among
hunter-gatherers and horticultural or agricultural
societies.

To turn back to Braudel’s use of the term “structure,”
he referred to organized behaviors, attitudes, and
conventions, as well as to physical structures (e.g.,
buildings and features) and infrastructure (such as
roads). He noted that it was often possible to go back
deep into the origins of settlement to identify the
establishment of basic patterns that, once created,
perpetuated through time. Structure has been used
here to trace technological and stylistic origins in
Perdiz points, ceramics, as well as site distribution
patterns. Historical roads and trails, which were likely
established far back in prehistory, are also likely
structural vestiges of well-established prehistoric
patterns.

The mechanisms of the core-periphery processes are
in part caused by ecological factors. Cobb (1991:180)
states the common view that “increased dependence
on horticultural and agricultural economies entails
increased subsistence risks brought about by an
artificial simplification of the landscape and reduced
mobility.” Sedentary groups, like those surrounding
Central Texas in late prehistory, perhaps exhausted
the landscape’s carrying capacity, which had been
reduced by the epic droughts of the mid-thirteenth
century. Accordingly, to offset risk in agricultural
subsistence, the need to diversify the subsistence base,
in part through the development of trade alliances and
long-range mobility, became an important adaptive
response. Central Texas is resource-rich with various
resources (such as lithic raw materials) that are difficult
to find in adjacent areas. In such a context, by most
accounts, as discussed in Chapter 3, the cultural
manifestations surrounding Toyah were undergoing
substantial changes around the a.d. 1250 to 1300. The
Southwestern sphere was in decline and was less of a
force on the grand social, political, and economic stage
than developments in the Mississippi River Valley,
including its prominent tributaries such as the Red

Braudelian Structure and World
Systems

Maintaining the Braudelian analytical tack, the main
historical roads traveled by the earliest Spanish and
French explorers were ancient routes. Early historical
records describe the Caddo traveling down what was
later designated the Camino Real, a well-worn route.
When the Spanish first followed the route, as Foster
(1997:22) states, “the Spanish leaders in 1689 were
following Indian guides who knew the Indian trail
out of Mexico and across southern Texas—a trail that
was an ancient route, marked with Indian petroglyphs
and cairns.”
Going back to earlier routes, Nicolás de LaFora’s 1771
map shows three routes through the Provincia de los
Tejas. The northern route apparently goes from the
La Junta area, northward and then eastward across
West Texas, past the headwaters of the Nueces River
to the San Saba, Llano, and Pedernales Rivers, before
continuing eastward (Figure 13.11). The southern
two routes are the Camino Real and La Bahia roads,
respectively, or the Upper and Lower Presidio Roads.
The routes were ones traveled by the early Spanish
expeditions, but they typically used existing roads or
trails previously established by Native Americans.
Figure 13.12 shows the locations of Jumano groups
described in the ethnohistorical record as compiled
by Kenmotsu (2001:25). In overlaying these over
historical roads, vestiges of the main intra-regional
routes such as the Camino Real and Chihuahua Trail
can be discerned. A large sweeping “Z” from the La
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Figure 13.11. Nicolás de Lafora’s 1771 Map of Spain’s frontier in Mexico and Texas showing Marquis de Rubi’s
expedition. Yellow box shows upper Colorado River drainage as enlarged below. Adapted from
Stephen F. Austin University collection on online at http://digital.sfasu.edu/cdm/singleitem/
collection/EastTexRC/id/98/rec/2

Figure 13.12. Distribution of location of Jumano groups cited in ethnohistorical literature. The cumulative evidence is overlain atop 1857 map showing
primary infrastructure of roads. Highlighted area denotes distribution of Toyah sites and Jumano groups corresponding with major routes.
Base map adapted from Bureau of Topographic Engineers Map of Texas and part of New Mexico.
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Junta area to the headwaters of the Colorado River,
then southward to the Gulf Coastal Plain and then
eastward toward the Caddo population centers was
likely transected by major conduits that emerge in the
first historical maps of the region and form central axes
in the distribution of the Toyah assemblage. These
major routes and a network of regionally specific
routes formed the nervous system for information,
commerce, and cultural diffusion of all sorts, as well
as demic diffusion.
The map of the Tejas alliance appears to follow and
perhaps dominate portions of both primary routes. The
distribution of Perdiz points extending from the George
C. Davis site to the La Junta area and into Chihuahua
is dissected by these routes. The alliance configuration
covers the central and eastern portions of the Camino
Real, up the western headwaters of the Colorado River
basin, and then extending southwest across the Pecos
to the La Junta area and into Chihuahua. If Braudel’s
notion of structure is grafted with world systems theory,
the control of this specific economic corridor may
have been the chess game of late prehistory. After the
collapse of Chacoan and Great Pueblo period around
a.d. 1250–1300 or so (Simmons et al. 1989:78, 93),
the center of power in the American Southwest shifted
to Casas Grandes (Plog 2008:173). Kelley (1990)
suggested the Puebloan La Junta groups, located not
far from Casas Grandes, were an ethnic outpost of this
center or Jornada Mogollon, drawing resources from
the periphery into Chihuahua. Historical figures such
as Juan Sabeata reveal the interconnections between
western groups as far as La Junta and Caddo groups to
the east (Kelley 1955). The Province of Tejas depicted
in Figure 13.4 connected eastern and western groups,
each of which was drawing resources and information
from Central Texas.
Behavior takes place over different time scales from the
brief immediacy (from seconds to hours) of particular
activities to long-term multi-generational cultural
processes (decades, centuries, and beyond). But to
reiterate a salient point, all scales of time operate
simultaneously. Activities of short duration on the
Little Paint site are part of enormous patterns that
evolved over centuries. Why the Toyah assemblage is
found on the South Llano River may well be tied to
individual group decisions as part of a larger social,
political, and economic sphere. Economically, those
using the Toyah assemblage may have tapped into
core-periphery economic and information dynamics,

which also served to establish intermediary links
between power centers to both the east and west.
Bison hide, horn, and protein were significant trade
items of the times, and consequently Toyah tapped into
these natural resources found along main commercial
corridors.

Synopsis
The convergent lines of evidence lead to one central
narrative regarding the origins and nature of the Toyah
phenomenon. Looking at the two central unifying
characteristics of the assemblage, commonalities in
technology and style point to the eastern margin of the
Edwards Plateau. At the end of prehistory, evidence
clearly shows Caddo groups regularly extending into
the Colorado, Trinity, and Brazos river basins. Between
about a.d. 1000 to 1300 or so, Shafer (2006a) theorized
the presence of the Prairie Caddo, with arrow point
styles and ceramic technology that interdigitates with
Toyah in time, space, and form. Toyah seems to emerge
almost instantaneously at the end of this Prairie Caddo
period. Quite possibly, at a critical point, perhaps with
the resurgent presence of bison at around a.d. 1250
that has been documented throughout Central Texas
and the Southern Plains, the technological assemblage
shifted fairly rapidly, and these groups on the eastern
flank of Central Texas began to move up the ecological
corridors of the Colorado River and its major
tributaries. If bison, always a highly ranked resource,
became a more consistently available resource, even on
a seasonal basis, a technology better suited to exploit
and process the resource may have been adopted from
areas to the north, which had long ago adapted to bison
exploitation. The headwater drainages such as the
Concho, San Saba, and Llano Rivers at the ecotonal
margin of the Southern Plains and the Edwards Plateau,
where bison may have been even more reliable, were
the central loci of Classic Toyah. The events originated
from a backdrop of climatic changes associated with
the end of the Medieval Warm period and advent of
the Little Ice Age.
In Krieger’s (1946:Map 1) map, the aforementioned
area on the middle Brazos River basin was a western
extension of the Caddo domain (Figure 13.13). Sites
such as the Chupik site and several others around
Waco are firmly Caddo assemblages. There is a spatiotemporal overlap in Toyah and Caddo assemblages
in that area. Toyah either originated in that context
or immediately succeeded Caddo in that area, but

Figure 13.13. Summary map of interpretation of Toyah evolution overlain on Krieger’s (1947:Map 1) map.
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occupation of the area likely did not last long. If Vehik
(1994) is correct, the Henrietta Complex at some point
pushed southward, likely forcing Toyah beyond the
Brazos River basin. At the headwaters of the Brazos
River, the Garza complex residential sites have a
distribution that is exclusive from the distribution
of Toyah residential sites. Arrow point distributions
overlap, but residential sites do not.
The archaeological signature indicates long-range
logistical groups occupying strategic locales on
bison migratory routes. The Archaic-like pattern of
generalized foragers occupying fixed territories does
not appear to fit the Toyah patterns. In the migration
versus diffusion debate on the origins and spread of
the Toyah assemblage, the model of seasonal bison
hunting fits neither but also supports aspects of both.
If there was an original “folk” (in Johnson’s [1994]
terms) attributable to the Toyah phenomenon, it was
likely Caddo affiliated groups, possibly the Prairie
Caddo. According to historical sources, the Caddo were
clearly the dominant force in the broad Tejas alliance
depicted on early maps. Development of the alliance
entailed the spread of the Toyah technocomplex across
several boundaries, including the Rockport and Cielo
phases or complexes. The widespread adoption of the
toolkit indicates it was effective. The Toyah pattern
can be assessed in terms of a subsistence economy
perspective, but the sociopolitical arena is an equally
significant driver in the spread of the assemblage.
The rise of macroeconomic spheres, alliances, and
mutualistic ties was an important adaptation to
the many uncertainties of the last few centuries in
prehistory.

A Parting Shot – Warfare
Warfare, when it becomes prominent in the cultural
landscape, can be a driving force in all aspects of
evolutionary change. After a.d. 1200 or so, warfare
in eastern North America and Plains rose to a level
of “violence hitherto unknown in the history of the
continent” (Pauketat 2004:156). Earlier warfare was
commonly a low-frequency activity often related to
status in which small groups would raid an enemy, in
part to gain status through surgical strikes. But there
appears to have been a distinct and rapid change.
Drawing from the Plains far north of Central Texas,
Paukekat (2004:156–157) cites a case that illustrates
the extreme acceleration of all-out violence:

At the 7 hectare Crow Creek site, scores of lodges
had occupied the steep loess bluffs overlooking the
Missouri River. An earlier fortification at this site
had been allowed to deteriorate, leaving the village
unprotected. At some point, the residents sensed a
new threat and began work on a fortification ditch
and new bastioned palisade wall. However, before
work could be completed, the enemy attacked.
Most of the men, women, and children of the
village were massacred. At least 486 bodies…
This extreme example marks a trend of a dramatic
increase in warfare around a.d. 1200 to 1300 that
was found throughout the Mississippian, Plains, and
American Southwest spheres (LeBlanc 1997, 1999;
Pauketat 2004:156). Though there is no evidence of
warfare at these levels in Central Texas, “the demise
of quite a few people found in Scallorn-era cemeteries
was due to a peppering of arrows” (Johnson and Goode
1994:40). In the Late Prehistoric, the archaeological
visibility of violence in Central Texas rises sharply.
The lack of Toyah-era graves or cemeteries mutes
the evidence during the later times, but there is some
evidence as Prewitt (2012:189) points out.
Substantial work would be needed to tie technological
and social changes seen in Toyah times to a context of
violence, but it is worth considering in future studies.
Two possible responses to perceived threats include a
shift in technology and intensification of cooperative
alliances. As noted earlier in this report, many have
theorized the spread of arrow technology was spurred
not by hunting, but rather by warfare. The advantages
of the bow versus atlatl in hunting is a widely
debated issue with no clear consensus, but in warfare,
particularly on a large scale, the groups without
bows and arrows are at a disadvantage. As discussed
in Chapter 10, many of the defining characteristics
of the Perdiz point are ideal for warfare. As with
technology, increased violence likely incurred changes
in social fabric, most prominently by placing increased
emphasis on alliances. In early historic times, the Tejas
alliance appears to have served this function in an effort
to confront the Athapaskan invasion. Nevertheless,
the social milieu, whether warfare, political economy,
or otherwise, increasingly trumped the immediate
ecological conditions as the prime mover in Toyah
evolution and demise.
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Appendix B

Darden Hood, Director (mailto:mailto:dhood@radiocarbon.com)
(This is a copy of the letter being mailed. Invoices/receipts follow only by mail.)
FROM:

October 2, 2007
Dr. James Abbott
Texas Department of Transportation
Cultural Resource Management
FROM: Darden Hood, Director (mailto:mailto:dhood@radiocarbon.com)
Environmental Affairs Division
(This
is a11th
copy
of the letter being mailed. Invoices/receipts follow only by mail.)
125 East
Street
Austin, TX 78701
October 2, 2007
RE: Radiocarbon Dating Results For Samples 41KM226-127-C1, 41KM226-129-C2, 41KM226-131-C3,
Dr.
James Abbott 41KM226-133-C6, 41KM226-142-C8, 41KM226-143-C9, 41KM226-174-C14,
41KM226-128-C5,
Texas
Department of41KM226-186-C16,
Transportation
41KM226-180-C15,
41KM226-212-C20, 41KM226-269-C21, 41KM226-292-C22,
Cultural
Resource
Management
41KM226-214-C23, 41KM226-347-C26, 41KM226-396-C27
Environmental Affairs Division
125 East
Dear
Jim:11th Street
Austin, TX 78701
Enclosed are the radiocarbon dating results for 16 samples recently sent to us. They each
RE: Radiocarbon
For Samples
41KM226-127-C1,
41KM226-129-C2,
41KM226-131-C3,
provided
plenty ofDating
carbonResults
for accurate
measurements
and all the analyses
proceeded normally.
As usual,
41KM226-128-C5,
41KM226-133-C6,
41KM226-142-C8,
the method of analysis
is listed on the report
with the results41KM226-143-C9,
and calibration data41KM226-174-C14,
is provided where
41KM226-180-C15,
41KM226-186-C16, 41KM226-212-C20, 41KM226-269-C21, 41KM226-292-C22,
applicable.
41KM226-214-C23, 41KM226-347-C26, 41KM226-396-C27
As always, no students or intern researchers who would necessarily be distracted with other
Dear
Jim: and priorities were used in the analyses. We analyzed them with the combined attention of
obligations
our entire professional staff.
Enclosed are the radiocarbon dating results for 16 samples recently sent to us. They each
providedIfplenty
of carbon
forquestions
accurate about
measurements
and all
the analyses
proceeded
As usual,
you have
specific
the analyses,
please
contact us.
We are normally.
always available
to
the
method
of
analysis
is
listed
on
the
report
with
the
results
and
calibration
data
is
provided
where
answer your questions.
applicable.
Our invoice is enclosed. Please, forward it to the appropriate officer or send VISA charge
As always,
noyou.
students
or internifresearchers
who
would necessarily
be distracted
other
authorization.
Thank
As always,
you have any
questions
or would like
to discuss with
the results,
obligations
and
priorities
were
used
in
the
analyses.
We
analyzed
them
with
the
combined
attention
of
don’t hesitate to contact me.
our entire professional staff.
Sincerely,
If you have specific questions about the analyses, please contact us. We are always available to
answer your questions.
Our invoice is enclosed. Please, forward it to the appropriate officer or send VISA charge
authorization. Thank you. As always, if you have any questions or would like to discuss the results,
don’t hesitate to contact me.
Sincerely,

Radiocarbon Dating Results

Dr. James Abbott

Report Date: 10/2/2007

Texas Department of Transportation
Sample Data

Material Received: 8/30/2007
Measured
Radiocarbon Age

13C/12C
Ratio

Conventional
Radiocarbon Age(*)

Beta - 234348
220 +/- 40 BP
-23.2 o/oo
250 +/- 40 BP
SAMPLE : 41KM226-127-C1
ANALYSIS : AMS-Standard delivery
MATERIAL/PRETREATMENT : (charred material): acid/alkali/acid
2 SIGMA CALIBRATION :
Cal AD 1520 to 1580 (Cal BP 430 to 370) AND Cal AD 1630 to 1680 (Cal BP 320 to 270)
Cal AD 1770 to 1800 (Cal BP 180 to 150) AND Cal AD 1940 to 1950 (Cal BP 10 to 0)
____________________________________________________________________________________
Beta - 234349
250 +/- 40 BP
-25.4 o/oo
240 +/- 40 BP
SAMPLE : 41KM226-129-C2
ANALYSIS : AMS-Standard delivery
MATERIAL/PRETREATMENT : (charred material): acid/alkali/acid
2 SIGMA CALIBRATION :
Cal AD 1530 to 1560 (Cal BP 420 to 390) AND Cal AD 1630 to 1680 (Cal BP 320 to 270)
Cal AD 1740 to 1800 (Cal BP 210 to 150) AND Cal AD 1940 to 1950 (Cal BP 20 to 0)
____________________________________________________________________________________
Beta - 234350
380 +/- 40 BP
-26.1 o/oo
SAMPLE : 41KM226-131-C3
ANALYSIS : AMS-Standard delivery
MATERIAL/PRETREATMENT : (charred material): acid/alkali/acid
2 SIGMA CALIBRATION :
Cal AD 1440 to 1640 (Cal BP 510 to 310)
____________________________________________________________________________________

360 +/- 40 BP

Beta - 234351
560 +/- 40 BP
-24.5 o/oo
SAMPLE : 41KM226-128-C5
ANALYSIS : AMS-Standard delivery
MATERIAL/PRETREATMENT : (charred material): acid/alkali/acid
2 SIGMA CALIBRATION :
Cal AD 1300 to 1430 (Cal BP 650 to 520)
____________________________________________________________________________________

570 +/- 40 BP

Beta - 234352
530 +/- 40 BP
-24.9 o/oo
530 +/- 40 BP
SAMPLE : 41KM226-133-C6
ANALYSIS : AMS-Standard delivery
MATERIAL/PRETREATMENT : (charred material): acid/alkali/acid
2 SIGMA CALIBRATION :
Cal AD 1320 to 1350 (Cal BP 630 to 600) AND Cal AD 1390 to 1440 (Cal BP 560 to 510)
____________________________________________________________________________________
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Dr. James Abbott

Sample Data

Report Date: 10/2/2007

Measured
Radiocarbon Age

13C/12C
Ratio

Conventional
Radiocarbon Age(*)

Beta - 234353
420 +/- 40 BP
-24.9 o/oo
420 +/- 40 BP
SAMPLE : 41KM226-142-C8
ANALYSIS : AMS-Standard delivery
MATERIAL/PRETREATMENT : (charred material): acid/alkali/acid
2 SIGMA CALIBRATION :
Cal AD 1430 to 1520 (Cal BP 520 to 430) AND Cal AD 1590 to 1620 (Cal BP 360 to 330)
____________________________________________________________________________________
Beta - 234354
350 +/- 40 BP
-25.9 o/oo
SAMPLE : 41KM226-143-C9
ANALYSIS : AMS-Standard delivery
MATERIAL/PRETREATMENT : (charred material): acid/alkali/acid
2 SIGMA CALIBRATION :
Cal AD 1450 to 1650 (Cal BP 500 to 300)
____________________________________________________________________________________

340 +/- 40 BP

Beta - 234355
330 +/- 40 BP
-23.4 o/oo
SAMPLE : 41KM226-174-C14
ANALYSIS : AMS-Standard delivery
MATERIAL/PRETREATMENT : (charred material): acid/alkali/acid
2 SIGMA CALIBRATION :
Cal AD 1440 to 1640 (Cal BP 510 to 310)
____________________________________________________________________________________

360 +/- 40 BP

Beta - 234356
460 +/- 40 BP
-25.3 o/oo
SAMPLE : 41KM226-180-C15
ANALYSIS : AMS-Standard delivery
MATERIAL/PRETREATMENT : (charred material): acid/alkali/acid
2 SIGMA CALIBRATION :
Cal AD 1410 to 1470 (Cal BP 540 to 480)
____________________________________________________________________________________

460 +/- 40 BP

Beta - 234357
440 +/- 40 BP
-24.9 o/oo
SAMPLE : 41KM226-186-C16
ANALYSIS : AMS-Standard delivery
MATERIAL/PRETREATMENT : (charred material): acid/alkali/acid
2 SIGMA CALIBRATION :
Cal AD 1420 to 1490 (Cal BP 530 to 460)
____________________________________________________________________________________

440 +/- 40 BP

Radiocarbon Dating Results

Dr. James Abbott

Sample Data

Report Date: 10/2/2007

Measured
Radiocarbon Age

13C/12C
Ratio

Conventional
Radiocarbon Age(*)

Beta - 234358
520 +/- 40 BP
-24.1 o/oo
530 +/- 40 BP
SAMPLE : 41KM226-212-C20
ANALYSIS : AMS-Standard delivery
MATERIAL/PRETREATMENT : (charred material): acid/alkali/acid
2 SIGMA CALIBRATION :
Cal AD 1320 to 1350 (Cal BP 630 to 600) AND Cal AD 1390 to 1440 (Cal BP 560 to 510)
____________________________________________________________________________________
Beta - 234359
1830 +/- 40 BP
-24.6 o/oo
SAMPLE : 41KM226-269-C21
ANALYSIS : AMS-Standard delivery
MATERIAL/PRETREATMENT : (charred material): acid/alkali/acid
2 SIGMA CALIBRATION :
Cal AD 80 to 250 (Cal BP 1870 to 1700)
____________________________________________________________________________________

1840 +/- 40 BP

Beta - 234360
240 +/- 40 BP
-21.3 o/oo
SAMPLE : 41KM226-292-C22
ANALYSIS : AMS-Standard delivery
MATERIAL/PRETREATMENT : (charred material): acid/alkali/acid
2 SIGMA CALIBRATION :
Cal AD 1470 to 1660 (Cal BP 480 to 290)
____________________________________________________________________________________

300 +/- 40 BP

Beta - 234361
330 +/- 40 BP
-25.8 o/oo
SAMPLE : 41KM226-214-C23
ANALYSIS : AMS-Standard delivery
MATERIAL/PRETREATMENT : (charred material): acid/alkali/acid
2 SIGMA CALIBRATION :
Cal AD 1460 to 1660 (Cal BP 490 to 290)
____________________________________________________________________________________

320 +/- 40 BP

Beta - 234362
470 +/- 40 BP
-25.7 o/oo
SAMPLE : 41KM226-347-C26
ANALYSIS : AMS-Standard delivery
MATERIAL/PRETREATMENT : (charred material): acid/alkali/acid
2 SIGMA CALIBRATION :
Cal AD 1410 to 1470 (Cal BP 540 to 480)
____________________________________________________________________________________

460 +/- 40 BP
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Dr. James Abbott

Sample Data

Report Date: 10/2/2007

Measured
Radiocarbon Age

13C/12C
Ratio

Beta - 234363
480 +/- 40 BP
-25.5 o/oo
SAMPLE : 41KM226-396-C27
ANALYSIS : AMS-Standard delivery
MATERIAL/PRETREATMENT : (charred material): acid/alkali/acid
2 SIGMA CALIBRATION :
Cal AD 1410 to 1460 (Cal BP 540 to 490)
____________________________________________________________________________________

Conventional
Radiocarbon Age(*)
470 +/- 40 BP
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C A L IB R A T IO N O F R A DI OC A R B ON AG E T O C ALE N D A R Y E A R S
(Variab les : C1 3/C1 2=-23.2:lab . m ult =1 )
L ab orato ry n umb er:

Beta-2 343 4 8

Co nven tio n al radi oca rbo n a g e:

25 0 ±40 B P

2 Sig ma ca libra ted res ults:
(9 5% pro ba bil ity)

Cal
Cal
Cal
Cal

AD
AD
AD
AD

15 2 0
16 3 0
17 7 0
19 4 0

to
to
to
to

15 8 0
16 8 0
18 0 0
19 5 0

(Cal
(Cal
(Cal
(Cal

B P 4 3 0 to 37 0 ) a nd
B P 3 2 0 to 27 0 ) a nd
B P 1 8 0 to 15 0 ) a nd
B P 1 0 to 0 )

In tercept d ata
Int ercep t of rad iocarbo n age
wi th cali brati on curve:
1 Sig m a calib rat ed resu lt :
(6 8% pro bab il ity)
380

Cal AD 1 6 5 0 (C al BP 3 0 0)
Cal AD 1 6 4 0 to 1 66 0 (C al BP 310 to 2 8 0)
C har re d m a ter ial

250±4 0 B P

360

340
320

R adiocarbon a ge (BP)

300
280

260

240
220

200
180

160
140

120
100
1450

15 00

1550

160 0

1 650

170 0
1 750
Ca l A D

180 0

1 850

1900

1 950

Referen ces:

D ata bas e us e d
IN T CA L0 4
Ca lib rat ion D ata bas e
IN TC A L04 Ra di oc arb on A ge Ca li bra tio n
In tC al0 4: C ali bra ti on Is sue of Ra dio ca rbo n (Vo lum e 4 6, n r 3, 200 4).
Ma th em a tic s
A S i mp li fi e d A ppr oac h t o C ali bra ti ng C 14 D ate s
T al m a, A. S ., Vo ge l, J . C., 199 3, R adi oc arb on 35(2), p31 7-322

B e ta A na lytic R adi oca rbon D a ting Lab orato ry

4 9 8 5 S .W . 7 4 th C o urt , M ia mi, F lo rid a 3 3 1 55 • Tel : ( 30 5 ) 6 67 - 5 1 67 • Fa x : ( 3 05 ) 6 6 3- 0 9 6 4 • E -M ai l: b et a @ rad io c a rbo n .c om

2 000

300
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C A L IB R A T IO N O F R A DI OC A R B ON AG E T O C ALE N D A R Y E A R S
(Variab les : C1 3/C1 2=-25.4:lab . m ult =1 )
L ab orato ry n umb er:

Beta-2 343 4 9

Co nven tio n al radi oca rbo n a g e:

24 0 ±40 B P

2 Sig ma ca libra ted res ults:
(9 5% pro ba bil ity)

Cal
Cal
Cal
Cal

AD
AD
AD
AD

15 3 0
16 3 0
17 4 0
19 4 0

to
to
to
to

15 6 0
16 8 0
18 0 0
19 5 0

(Cal
(Cal
(Cal
(Cal

B P 4 2 0 to 39 0 ) a nd
B P 3 2 0 to 27 0 ) a nd
B P 2 1 0 to 15 0 ) a nd
B P 2 0 to 0 )

In tercept d ata
Int ercep t of rad iocarbo n age
wi th cali brati on curve:
1 Sig m a calib rat ed resu lt s:
(6 8% pro bab il ity)
380

Cal AD 1 6 6 0 (C al BP 2 9 0)
Cal AD 1 6 4 0 to 1 67 0 (C al BP 310 to 2 8 0) an d
Cal AD 1 7 8 0 to 1 79 0 (C al BP 160 to 1 6 0)
C har re d m a ter ial

240±4 0 B P

360

340
320

R adiocarbon a ge (BP)

300
280

260

240
220

200
180

160
140

120
100
1450

15 00

1550

160 0

1 650

170 0
1 750
Ca l A D

180 0

1 850

1900

1 950

Referen ces:

D ata bas e us e d
IN T CA L0 4
Ca lib rat ion D ata bas e
IN TC A L04 Ra di oc arb on A ge Ca li bra tio n
In tC al0 4: C ali bra ti on Is sue of Ra dio ca rbo n (Vo lum e 4 6, n r 3, 200 4).
Ma th em a tic s
A S i mp li fi e d A ppr oac h t o C ali bra ti ng C 14 D ate s
T al m a, A. S ., Vo ge l, J . C., 199 3, R adi oc arb on 35(2), p31 7-322

B e ta A na lytic R adi oca rbon D a ting Lab orato ry

4 9 8 5 S .W . 7 4 th C o urt , M ia mi, F lo rid a 3 3 1 55 • Tel : ( 30 5 ) 6 67 - 5 1 67 • Fa x : ( 3 05 ) 6 6 3- 0 9 6 4 • E -M ai l: b et a @ rad io c a rbo n .c om

2 000
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C A L IB R A T IO N O F R A DI OC A R B ON AG E T O C ALE N D A R Y E A R S
(Variab les : C1 3/C1 2=-26.1:lab . m ult =1 )
L ab orato ry n umb er:
Co nven tio n al radi oca rbo n a g e:
2 Sig ma ca libra ted res ult:
(9 5% pro ba bil ity)

Beta-2 343 5 0
36 0 ±40 B P
Cal A D 14 4 0 to 16 4 0 (Cal B P 5 1 0 to 31 0 )
In tercept d ata

Int ercep t of rad iocarbo n age
wi th cali brati on curve:
1 Sig m a calib rat ed resu lt s:
(6 8% pro bab il ity)

500

Cal AD 1 4 9 0 (C al BP 4 6 0)
Cal AD 1 4 6 0 to 1 53 0 (C al BP 490 to 4 2 0) an d
Cal AD 1 5 6 0 to 1 63 0 (C al BP 390 to 3 2 0)
C har re d m a ter ial

360±4 0 B P

480

460
440

R adiocarbon a ge (BP)

420
400

380

360
340

320
300

280
260

240
220
1420

144 0

14 60

1 480

1500

152 0

15 40
Ca l A D

1560

1580

160 0

1 620

1640

Referen ces:

D ata bas e us e d
IN T CA L0 4
Ca lib rat ion D ata bas e
IN TC A L04 Ra di oc arb on A ge Ca li bra tio n
In tC al0 4: C ali bra ti on Is sue of Ra dio ca rbo n (Vo lum e 4 6, n r 3, 200 4).
Ma th em a tic s
A S i mp li fi e d A ppr oac h t o C ali bra ti ng C 14 D ate s
T al m a, A. S ., Vo ge l, J . C., 199 3, R adi oc arb on 35(2), p31 7-322

B e ta A na lytic R adi oca rbon D a ting Lab orato ry

4 9 8 5 S .W . 7 4 th C o urt , M ia mi, F lo rid a 3 3 1 55 • Tel : ( 30 5 ) 6 67 - 5 1 67 • Fa x : ( 3 05 ) 6 6 3- 0 9 6 4 • E -M ai l: b et a @ rad io c a rbo n .c om

1 660
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C A L IB R A T IO N O F R A DI OC A R B ON AG E T O C ALE N D A R Y E A R S
(Variab les : C1 3/C1 2=-24.5:lab . m ult =1 )
L ab orato ry n umb er:
Co nven tio n al radi oca rbo n a g e:
2 Sig ma ca libra ted res ult:
(9 5% pro ba bil ity)

Beta-2 343 5 1
57 0 ±40 B P
Cal A D 13 0 0 to 14 3 0 (Cal B P 6 5 0 to 52 0 )
In tercept d ata

Int ercep t of rad iocarbo n age
wi th cali brati on curve:
1 Sig m a calib rat ed resu lt s:
(6 8% pro bab il ity)

700

Cal AD 1 4 0 0 (C al BP 5 5 0)
Cal AD 1 3 2 0 to 1 35 0 (C al BP 630 to 6 0 0) an d
Cal AD 1 3 9 0 to 1 42 0 (C al BP 560 to 5 4 0)
C har re d m a ter ial

570±4 0 B P

680

660
640

R adiocarbon a ge (BP)

620
600

580

560
540

520
500

480
460

440
420
1260

12 80

130 0

1 320

13 40

Ca l A D

1360

1 380

140 0

1420

Referen ces:

D ata bas e us e d
IN T CA L0 4
Ca lib rat ion D ata bas e
IN TC A L04 Ra di oc arb on A ge Ca li bra tio n
In tC al0 4: C ali bra ti on Is sue of Ra dio ca rbo n (Vo lum e 4 6, n r 3, 200 4).
Ma th em a tic s
A S i mp li fi e d A ppr oac h t o C ali bra ti ng C 14 D ate s
T al m a, A. S ., Vo ge l, J . C., 199 3, R adi oc arb on 35(2), p31 7-322

B e ta A na lytic R adi oca rbon D a ting Lab orato ry

4 9 8 5 S .W . 7 4 th C o urt , M ia mi, F lo rid a 3 3 1 55 • Tel : ( 30 5 ) 6 67 - 5 1 67 • Fa x : ( 3 05 ) 6 6 3- 0 9 6 4 • E -M ai l: b et a @ rad io c a rbo n .c om

1 440
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C A L IB R A T IO N O F R A DI OC A R B ON AG E T O C ALE N D A R Y E A R S
(Variab les : C1 3/C1 2=-24.9:lab . m ult =1 )
L ab orato ry n umb er:
Co nven tio n al radi oca rbo n a g e:
2 Sig ma ca libra ted res ults:
(9 5% pro ba bil ity)

Beta-2 343 5 2
53 0 ±40 B P
Cal A D 13 2 0 to 13 5 0 (Cal B P 6 3 0 to 60 0 ) a nd
Cal A D 13 9 0 to 14 4 0 (Cal B P 5 6 0 to 51 0 )
In tercept d ata

Int ercep t of rad iocarbo n age
wi th cali brati on curve:
1 Sig m a calib rat ed resu lt :
(6 8% pro bab il ity)

660

Cal AD 1 4 2 0 (C al BP 5 4 0)
Cal AD 1 4 0 0 to 1 43 0 (C al BP 550 to 5 2 0)

C har re d m a ter ial

530±4 0 B P

640

620
600

R adiocarbon a ge (BP)

580
560

540

520
500

480
460

440
420

400
380
1280

13 00

132 0

1 340

13 60

Ca l A D

1380

1 400

142 0

1440

Referen ces:

D ata bas e us e d
IN T CA L0 4
Ca lib rat ion D ata bas e
IN TC A L04 Ra di oc arb on A ge Ca li bra tio n
In tC al0 4: C ali bra ti on Is sue of Ra dio ca rbo n (Vo lum e 4 6, n r 3, 200 4).
Ma th em a tic s
A S i mp li fi e d A ppr oac h t o C ali bra ti ng C 14 D ate s
T al m a, A. S ., Vo ge l, J . C., 199 3, R adi oc arb on 35(2), p31 7-322

B e ta A na lytic R adi oca rbon D a ting Lab orato ry

4 9 8 5 S .W . 7 4 th C o urt , M ia mi, F lo rid a 3 3 1 55 • Tel : ( 30 5 ) 6 67 - 5 1 67 • Fa x : ( 3 05 ) 6 6 3- 0 9 6 4 • E -M ai l: b et a @ rad io c a rbo n .c om

1 460
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C A L IB R A T IO N O F R A DI OC A R B ON AG E T O C ALE N D A R Y E A R S
(Variab les : C1 3/C1 2=-24.9:lab . m ult =1 )
L ab orato ry n umb er:
Co nven tio n al radi oca rbo n a g e:
2 Sig ma ca libra ted res ults:
(9 5% pro ba bil ity)

Beta-2 343 5 3
42 0 ±40 B P
Cal A D 14 3 0 to 15 2 0 (Cal B P 5 2 0 to 43 0 ) a nd
Cal A D 15 9 0 to 16 2 0 (Cal B P 3 6 0 to 33 0 )
In tercept d ata

Int ercep t of rad iocarbo n age
wi th cali brati on curve:
1 Sig m a calib rat ed resu lt :
(6 8% pro bab il ity)

560

Cal AD 1 4 5 0 (C al BP 5 0 0)
Cal AD 1 4 4 0 to 1 47 0 (C al BP 510 to 4 8 0)

C har re d m a ter ial

420±4 0 B P

540

520
500

R adiocarbon a ge (BP)

480
460

440

420
400

380
360

340
320

300
280
1400

142 0

14 40

1 460

1480

150 0

15 20
Ca l A D

1540

1560

158 0

1 600

1620

Referen ces:

D ata bas e us e d
IN T CA L0 4
Ca lib rat ion D ata bas e
IN TC A L04 Ra di oc arb on A ge Ca li bra tio n
In tC al0 4: C ali bra ti on Is sue of Ra dio ca rbo n (Vo lum e 4 6, n r 3, 200 4).
Ma th em a tic s
A S i mp li fi e d A ppr oac h t o C ali bra ti ng C 14 D ate s
T al m a, A. S ., Vo ge l, J . C., 199 3, R adi oc arb on 35(2), p31 7-322

B e ta A na lytic R adi oca rbon D a ting Lab orato ry

4 9 8 5 S .W . 7 4 th C o urt , M ia mi, F lo rid a 3 3 1 55 • Tel : ( 30 5 ) 6 67 - 5 1 67 • Fa x : ( 3 05 ) 6 6 3- 0 9 6 4 • E -M ai l: b et a @ rad io c a rbo n .c om

1 640
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C A L IB R A T IO N O F R A DI OC A R B ON AG E T O C ALE N D A R Y E A R S
(Variab les : C1 3/C1 2=-25.9:lab . m ult =1 )
L ab orato ry n umb er:
Co nven tio n al radi oca rbo n a g e:
2 Sig ma ca libra ted res ult:
(9 5% pro ba bil ity)

Beta-2 343 5 4
34 0 ±40 B P
Cal A D 14 5 0 to 16 5 0 (Cal B P 5 0 0 to 30 0 )
In tercept d ata

Int ercep ts of radi ocarb on ag e
wi th cali brati on curve:

1 Sig m a calib rat ed resu lt :
(6 8% pro bab il ity)
480

Cal AD 1 5 2 0 (C al BP 4 3 0) an d
Cal AD 1 5 9 0 (C al BP 3 6 0) an d
Cal AD 1 6 2 0 (C al BP 3 3 0)
Cal AD 1 4 7 0 to 1 64 0 (C al BP 480 to 3 1 0)
C har re d m a ter ial

340±4 0 B P

460

440
420

R adiocarbon a ge (BP)

400
380

360

340
320

300
280

260
240

220
200
1420

144 0

14 60

1 480

1500

152 0

15 40
Ca l A D

1560

1580

160 0

1 620

1640

Referen ces:

D ata bas e us e d
IN T CA L0 4
Ca lib rat ion D ata bas e
IN TC A L04 Ra di oc arb on A ge Ca li bra tio n
In tC al0 4: C ali bra ti on Is sue of Ra dio ca rbo n (Vo lum e 4 6, n r 3, 200 4).
Ma th em a tic s
A S i mp li fi e d A ppr oac h t o C ali bra ti ng C 14 D ate s
T al m a, A. S ., Vo ge l, J . C., 199 3, R adi oc arb on 35(2), p31 7-322

B e ta A na lytic R adi oca rbon D a ting Lab orato ry

4 9 8 5 S .W . 7 4 th C o urt , M ia mi, F lo rid a 3 3 1 55 • Tel : ( 30 5 ) 6 67 - 5 1 67 • Fa x : ( 3 05 ) 6 6 3- 0 9 6 4 • E -M ai l: b et a @ rad io c a rbo n .c om

1 660
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C A L IB R A T IO N O F R A DI OC A R B ON AG E T O C ALE N D A R Y E A R S
(Variab les : C1 3/C1 2=-23.4:lab . m ult =1 )
L ab orato ry n umb er:
Co nven tio n al radi oca rbo n a g e:
2 Sig ma ca libra ted res ult:
(9 5% pro ba bil ity)

Beta-2 343 5 5
36 0 ±40 B P
Cal A D 14 4 0 to 16 4 0 (Cal B P 5 1 0 to 31 0 )
In tercept d ata

Int ercep t of rad iocarbo n age
wi th cali brati on curve:
1 Sig m a calib rat ed resu lt s:
(6 8% pro bab il ity)

500

Cal AD 1 4 9 0 (C al BP 4 6 0)
Cal AD 1 4 6 0 to 1 53 0 (C al BP 490 to 4 2 0) an d
Cal AD 1 5 6 0 to 1 63 0 (C al BP 390 to 3 2 0)
C har re d m a ter ial

360±4 0 B P

480

460
440

R adiocarbon a ge (BP)

420
400

380

360
340

320
300

280
260

240
220
1420

144 0

14 60

1 480

1500

152 0

15 40
Ca l A D

1560

1580

160 0

1 620

1640

Referen ces:

D ata bas e us e d
IN T CA L0 4
Ca lib rat ion D ata bas e
IN TC A L04 Ra di oc arb on A ge Ca li bra tio n
In tC al0 4: C ali bra ti on Is sue of Ra dio ca rbo n (Vo lum e 4 6, n r 3, 200 4).
Ma th em a tic s
A S i mp li fi e d A ppr oac h t o C ali bra ti ng C 14 D ate s
T al m a, A. S ., Vo ge l, J . C., 199 3, R adi oc arb on 35(2), p31 7-322

B e ta A na lytic R adi oca rbon D a ting Lab orato ry

4 9 8 5 S .W . 7 4 th C o urt , M ia mi, F lo rid a 3 3 1 55 • Tel : ( 30 5 ) 6 67 - 5 1 67 • Fa x : ( 3 05 ) 6 6 3- 0 9 6 4 • E -M ai l: b et a @ rad io c a rbo n .c om

1 660
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C A L IB R A T IO N O F R A DI OC A R B ON AG E T O C ALE N D A R Y E A R S
(Variab les : C1 3/C1 2=-25.3:lab . m ult =1 )
L ab orato ry n umb er:
Co nven tio n al radi oca rbo n a g e:
2 Sig ma ca libra ted res ult:
(9 5% pro ba bil ity)

Beta-2 343 5 6
46 0 ±40 B P
Cal A D 14 1 0 to 14 7 0 (Cal B P 5 4 0 to 48 0 )
In tercept d ata

Int ercep t of rad iocarbo n age
wi th cali brati on curve:
1 Sig m a calib rat ed resu lt :
(6 8% pro bab il ity)

600

Cal AD 1 4 4 0 (C al BP 5 1 0)
Cal AD 1 4 3 0 to 1 45 0 (C al BP 520 to 5 0 0)

C har re d m a ter ial

460±4 0 B P

580

560
540

R adiocarbon a ge (BP)

520
500

480

460
440

420
400

380
360

340
320
1405

1410

1415

1420

142 5

143 0

14 35

14 40
14 45
Ca l A D

1 450

1 455

1460

1465

1470

Referen ces:

D ata bas e us e d
IN T CA L0 4
Ca lib rat ion D ata bas e
IN TC A L04 Ra di oc arb on A ge Ca li bra tio n
In tC al0 4: C ali bra ti on Is sue of Ra dio ca rbo n (Vo lum e 4 6, n r 3, 200 4).
Ma th em a tic s
A S i mp li fi e d A ppr oac h t o C ali bra ti ng C 14 D ate s
T al m a, A. S ., Vo ge l, J . C., 199 3, R adi oc arb on 35(2), p31 7-322

B e ta A na lytic R adi oca rbon D a ting Lab orato ry

4 9 8 5 S .W . 7 4 th C o urt , M ia mi, F lo rid a 3 3 1 55 • Tel : ( 30 5 ) 6 67 - 5 1 67 • Fa x : ( 3 05 ) 6 6 3- 0 9 6 4 • E -M ai l: b et a @ rad io c a rbo n .c om
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C A L IB R A T IO N O F R A DI OC A R B ON AG E T O C ALE N D A R Y E A R S
(Variab les : C1 3/C1 2=-24.9:lab . m ult =1 )
L ab orato ry n umb er:
Co nven tio n al radi oca rbo n a g e:
2 Sig ma ca libra ted res ult:
(9 5% pro ba bil ity)

Beta-2 343 5 7
44 0 ±40 B P
Cal A D 14 2 0 to 14 9 0 (Cal B P 5 3 0 to 46 0 )
In tercept d ata

Int ercep t of rad iocarbo n age
wi th cali brati on curve:
1 Sig m a calib rat ed resu lt :
(6 8% pro bab il ity)

580

Cal AD 1 4 4 0 (C al BP 5 1 0)
Cal AD 1 4 3 0 to 1 46 0 (C al BP 520 to 4 9 0)

C har re d m a ter ial

440±4 0 B P

560

540
520

R adiocarbon a ge (BP)

500
480

460

440
420

400
380

360
340

320
300
1400

1410

1 420

14 30

14 40

14 50
Ca l A D

146 0

1470

1480

1490

Referen ces:

D ata bas e us e d
IN T CA L0 4
Ca lib rat ion D ata bas e
IN TC A L04 Ra di oc arb on A ge Ca li bra tio n
In tC al0 4: C ali bra ti on Is sue of Ra dio ca rbo n (Vo lum e 4 6, n r 3, 200 4).
Ma th em a tic s
A S i mp li fi e d A ppr oac h t o C ali bra ti ng C 14 D ate s
T al m a, A. S ., Vo ge l, J . C., 199 3, R adi oc arb on 35(2), p31 7-322

B e ta A na lytic R adi oca rbon D a ting Lab orato ry

4 9 8 5 S .W . 7 4 th C o urt , M ia mi, F lo rid a 3 3 1 55 • Tel : ( 30 5 ) 6 67 - 5 1 67 • Fa x : ( 3 05 ) 6 6 3- 0 9 6 4 • E -M ai l: b et a @ rad io c a rbo n .c om
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C A L IB R A T IO N O F R A DI OC A R B ON AG E T O C ALE N D A R Y E A R S
(Variab les : C1 3/C1 2=-24.1:lab . m ult =1 )
L ab orato ry n umb er:
Co nven tio n al radi oca rbo n a g e:
2 Sig ma ca libra ted res ults:
(9 5% pro ba bil ity)

Beta-2 343 5 8
53 0 ±40 B P
Cal A D 13 2 0 to 13 5 0 (Cal B P 6 3 0 to 60 0 ) a nd
Cal A D 13 9 0 to 14 4 0 (Cal B P 5 6 0 to 51 0 )
In tercept d ata

Int ercep t of rad iocarbo n age
wi th cali brati on curve:
1 Sig m a calib rat ed resu lt :
(6 8% pro bab il ity)

660

Cal AD 1 4 2 0 (C al BP 5 4 0)
Cal AD 1 4 0 0 to 1 43 0 (C al BP 550 to 5 2 0)

C har re d m a ter ial

530±4 0 B P

640

620
600

R adiocarbon a ge (BP)

580
560

540

520
500

480
460

440
420

400
380
1280

13 00

132 0

1 340

13 60

Ca l A D

1380

1 400

142 0

1440

Referen ces:

D ata bas e us e d
IN T CA L0 4
Ca lib rat ion D ata bas e
IN TC A L04 Ra di oc arb on A ge Ca li bra tio n
In tC al0 4: C ali bra ti on Is sue of Ra dio ca rbo n (Vo lum e 4 6, n r 3, 200 4).
Ma th em a tic s
A S i mp li fi e d A ppr oac h t o C ali bra ti ng C 14 D ate s
T al m a, A. S ., Vo ge l, J . C., 199 3, R adi oc arb on 35(2), p31 7-322

B e ta A na lytic R adi oca rbon D a ting Lab orato ry

4 9 8 5 S .W . 7 4 th C o urt , M ia mi, F lo rid a 3 3 1 55 • Tel : ( 30 5 ) 6 67 - 5 1 67 • Fa x : ( 3 05 ) 6 6 3- 0 9 6 4 • E -M ai l: b et a @ rad io c a rbo n .c om
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C A L IB R A T IO N O F R A DI OC A R B ON AG E T O C ALE N D A R Y E A R S
(Variab les : C1 3/C1 2=-24.6:lab . m ult =1 )
L ab orato ry n umb er:

Beta-2 343 5 9

Co nven tio n al radi oca rbo n a g e:

18 4 0± 40 BP

2 Sig ma ca libra ted res ult:
(9 5% pro ba bil ity)

Cal A D 80 to 2 5 0 (Ca l B P 1 8 70 to 1 7 00 )
In tercept d ata

Int ercep t of rad iocarbo n age
wi th cali brati on curve:
1 Sig m a calib rat ed resu lt :
(6 8% pro bab il ity)

19 80

Cal AD 1 4 0 (C al BP 18 1 0)
Cal AD 1 2 0 t o 23 0 (C al BP 1 8 30 to 17 2 0)

C har re d m a ter ial

1840 ±40 B P

19 60

19 40
19 20

R adiocarbon a ge (BP)

19 00
18 80

18 60

18 40
18 20

18 00
17 80

17 60
17 40

17 20
17 00
40

60

80

100

120

140

C al A D

160

180

200

220

240

Referen ces:

D ata bas e us e d
IN T CA L0 4
Ca lib rat ion D ata bas e
IN TC A L04 Ra di oc arb on A ge Ca li bra tio n
In tC al0 4: C ali bra ti on Is sue of Ra dio ca rbo n (Vo lum e 4 6, n r 3, 200 4).
Ma th em a tic s
A S i mp li fi e d A ppr oac h t o C ali bra ti ng C 14 D ate s
T al m a, A. S ., Vo ge l, J . C., 199 3, R adi oc arb on 35(2), p31 7-322

B e ta A na lytic R adi oca rbon D a ting Lab orato ry

4 9 8 5 S .W . 7 4 th C o urt , M ia mi, F lo rid a 3 3 1 55 • Tel : ( 30 5 ) 6 67 - 5 1 67 • Fa x : ( 3 05 ) 6 6 3- 0 9 6 4 • E -M ai l: b et a @ rad io c a rbo n .c om
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C A L IB R A T IO N O F R A DI OC A R B ON AG E T O C ALE N D A R Y E A R S
(Variab les : C1 3/C1 2=-21.3:lab . m ult =1 )
L ab orato ry n umb er:
Co nven tio n al radi oca rbo n a g e:
2 Sig ma ca libra ted res ult:
(9 5% pro ba bil ity)

Beta-2 343 6 0
30 0 ±40 B P
Cal A D 14 7 0 to 16 6 0 (Cal B P 4 8 0 to 29 0 )
In tercept d ata

Int ercep t of rad iocarbo n age
wi th cali brati on curve:
1 Sig m a calib rat ed resu lt s:
(6 8% pro bab il ity)

440

Cal AD 1 6 4 0 (C al BP 3 1 0)
Cal AD 1 5 2 0 to 1 59 0 (C al BP 430 to 3 6 0) an d
Cal AD 1 6 2 0 to 1 65 0 (C al BP 330 to 3 0 0)
C har re d m a ter ial

300±4 0 B P

420

400
380

R adiocarbon a ge (BP)

360
340

320

300
280

260
240

220
200

180
160
1440

146 0

14 80

1 500

1520

154 0

15 60
Ca l A D

1580

1600

162 0

1 640

1660

Referen ces:

D ata bas e us e d
IN T CA L0 4
Ca lib rat ion D ata bas e
IN TC A L04 Ra di oc arb on A ge Ca li bra tio n
In tC al0 4: C ali bra ti on Is sue of Ra dio ca rbo n (Vo lum e 4 6, n r 3, 200 4).
Ma th em a tic s
A S i mp li fi e d A ppr oac h t o C ali bra ti ng C 14 D ate s
T al m a, A. S ., Vo ge l, J . C., 199 3, R adi oc arb on 35(2), p31 7-322

B e ta A na lytic R adi oca rbon D a ting Lab orato ry

4 9 8 5 S .W . 7 4 th C o urt , M ia mi, F lo rid a 3 3 1 55 • Tel : ( 30 5 ) 6 67 - 5 1 67 • Fa x : ( 3 05 ) 6 6 3- 0 9 6 4 • E -M ai l: b et a @ rad io c a rbo n .c om
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C A L IB R A T IO N O F R A DI OC A R B ON AG E T O C ALE N D A R Y E A R S
(Variab les : C1 3/C1 2=-25.8:lab . m ult =1 )
L ab orato ry n umb er:
Co nven tio n al radi oca rbo n a g e:
2 Sig ma ca libra ted res ult:
(9 5% pro ba bil ity)

Beta-2 343 6 1
32 0 ±40 B P
Cal A D 14 6 0 to 16 6 0 (Cal B P 4 9 0 to 29 0 )
In tercept d ata

Int ercep ts of radi ocarb on ag e
wi th cali brati on curve:

1 Sig m a calib rat ed resu lt :
(6 8% pro bab il ity)
460

Cal AD 1 5 3 0 (C al BP 4 2 0) an d
Cal AD 1 5 6 0 (C al BP 3 9 0) an d
Cal AD 1 6 3 0 (C al BP 3 2 0)
Cal AD 1 4 9 0 to 1 64 0 (C al BP 460 to 3 1 0)
C har re d m a ter ial

320±4 0 B P

440

420
400

R adiocarbon a ge (BP)

380
360

340

320
300

280
260

240
220

200
180
1420

144 0

14 60

1 480

1500

152 0

15 40
Ca l A D

1560

1580

160 0

1 620

1640

Referen ces:

D ata bas e us e d
IN T CA L0 4
Ca lib rat ion D ata bas e
IN TC A L04 Ra di oc arb on A ge Ca li bra tio n
In tC al0 4: C ali bra ti on Is sue of Ra dio ca rbo n (Vo lum e 4 6, n r 3, 200 4).
Ma th em a tic s
A S i mp li fi e d A ppr oac h t o C ali bra ti ng C 14 D ate s
T al m a, A. S ., Vo ge l, J . C., 199 3, R adi oc arb on 35(2), p31 7-322

B e ta A na lytic R adi oca rbon D a ting Lab orato ry

4 9 8 5 S .W . 7 4 th C o urt , M ia mi, F lo rid a 3 3 1 55 • Tel : ( 30 5 ) 6 67 - 5 1 67 • Fa x : ( 3 05 ) 6 6 3- 0 9 6 4 • E -M ai l: b et a @ rad io c a rbo n .c om
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C A L IB R A T IO N O F R A DI OC A R B ON AG E T O C ALE N D A R Y E A R S
(Variab les : C1 3/C1 2=-25.7:lab . m ult =1 )
L ab orato ry n umb er:
Co nven tio n al radi oca rbo n a g e:
2 Sig ma ca libra ted res ult:
(9 5% pro ba bil ity)

Beta-2 343 6 2
46 0 ±40 B P
Cal A D 14 1 0 to 14 7 0 (Cal B P 5 4 0 to 48 0 )
In tercept d ata

Int ercep t of rad iocarbo n age
wi th cali brati on curve:
1 Sig m a calib rat ed resu lt :
(6 8% pro bab il ity)

600

Cal AD 1 4 4 0 (C al BP 5 1 0)
Cal AD 1 4 3 0 to 1 45 0 (C al BP 520 to 5 0 0)

C har re d m a ter ial

460±4 0 B P

580

560
540

R adiocarbon a ge (BP)

520
500

480

460
440

420
400

380
360

340
320
1405

1410

1415

1420

142 5

143 0

14 35

14 40
14 45
Ca l A D

1 450

1 455

1460

1465

1470

Referen ces:

D ata bas e us e d
IN T CA L0 4
Ca lib rat ion D ata bas e
IN TC A L04 Ra di oc arb on A ge Ca li bra tio n
In tC al0 4: C ali bra ti on Is sue of Ra dio ca rbo n (Vo lum e 4 6, n r 3, 200 4).
Ma th em a tic s
A S i mp li fi e d A ppr oac h t o C ali bra ti ng C 14 D ate s
T al m a, A. S ., Vo ge l, J . C., 199 3, R adi oc arb on 35(2), p31 7-322

B e ta A na lytic R adi oca rbon D a ting Lab orato ry

4 9 8 5 S .W . 7 4 th C o urt , M ia mi, F lo rid a 3 3 1 55 • Tel : ( 30 5 ) 6 67 - 5 1 67 • Fa x : ( 3 05 ) 6 6 3- 0 9 6 4 • E -M ai l: b et a @ rad io c a rbo n .c om
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C A L IB R A T IO N O F R A DI OC A R B ON AG E T O C ALE N D A R Y E A R S
(Variab les : C1 3/C1 2=-25.5:lab . m ult =1 )
L ab orato ry n umb er:

Beta-2 343 6 3

Co nven tio n al radi oca rbo n a g e:

47 0 ±40 B P

2 Sig ma ca libra ted res ult:
(9 5% pro ba bil ity)

Cal A D 14 1 0 to 14 6 0 (Cal B P 5 4 0 to 49 0 )
In tercept d ata

Int ercep t of rad iocarbo n age
wi th cali brati on curve:
1 Sig m a calib rat ed resu lt :
(6 8% pro bab il ity)

600

Cal AD 1 4 4 0 (C al BP 5 1 0)
Cal AD 1 4 2 0 to 1 45 0 (C al BP 530 to 5 0 0)

C har re d m a ter ial

470±4 0 B P

580
560

540

R adiocarbon a ge (BP)

520
500

480
460

440
420

400
380

360
340

320
1390

1400

1410

1420

1430
Ca l A D

1 440

1450

1 460

Referen ces:

D ata bas e us e d
IN T CA L0 4
Ca lib rat ion D ata bas e
IN TC A L04 Ra di oc arb on A ge Ca li bra tio n
In tC al0 4: C ali bra ti on Is sue of Ra dio ca rbo n (Vo lum e 4 6, n r 3, 200 4).
Ma th em a tic s
A S i mp li fi e d A ppr oac h t o C ali bra ti ng C 14 D ate s
T al m a, A. S ., Vo ge l, J . C., 199 3, R adi oc arb on 35(2), p31 7-322

B e ta A na lytic R adi oca rbon D a ting Lab orato ry

4 9 8 5 S .W . 7 4 th C o urt , M ia mi, F lo rid a 3 3 1 55 • Tel : ( 30 5 ) 6 67 - 5 1 67 • Fa x : ( 3 05 ) 6 6 3- 0 9 6 4 • E -M ai l: b et a @ rad io c a rbo n .c om
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Radiocarbon Dating Results

June 3, 2011
Dr. James Abbott
Texas Department of Transportation
Cultural Resource Management
Environmental Affairs Division
125 East 11th Street
Austin, TX 78701
RE: Radiocarbon Dating Results For Samples 41KM226 812 CA, 41KM226 813 CB
Dear Dr. Abbott:
Enclosed are the radiocarbon dating results for two samples recently sent to us. They each
provided plenty of carbon for accurate measurements and all the analyses proceeded normally. As usual,
the method of analysis is listed on the report with the results and calibration data is provided where
applicable.
As always, no students or intern researchers who would necessarily be distracted with other
obligations and priorities were used in the analyses. We analyzed them with the combined attention of
our entire professional staff.
If you have specific questions about the analyses, please contact us. We are always available to
answer your questions.
Our invoice has been sent separately. Thank you for your prior efforts in arranging payment. As
always, if you have any questions or would like to discuss the results, don’t hesitate to contact me.
Sincerely,

Digital signature on file

Page 1 of 4
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Appendix B

Dr. James Abbott

Sample Data

Report Date: 6/3/2011

Measured
Radiocarbon Age

13C/12C
Ratio

Conventional
Radiocarbon Age(*)

Beta - 299319
4410 +/- 30 BP
-20.8 o/oo
4480 +/- 30 BP
SAMPLE : 41KM226 812 CA
ANALYSIS : AMS-Standard delivery
MATERIAL/PRETREATMENT : (organic sediment): acid washes
2 SIGMA CALIBRATION :
Cal BC 3340 to 3080 (Cal BP 5290 to 5030) AND Cal BC 3060 to 3030 (Cal BP 5010 to 4980)
____________________________________________________________________________________
Beta - 299325
6030 +/- 40 BP
-24.4 o/oo
SAMPLE : 41KM226 813 CB
ANALYSIS : AMS-Standard delivery
MATERIAL/PRETREATMENT : (charred material): acid/alkali/acid
2 SIGMA CALIBRATION :
Cal BC 5040 to 4840 (Cal BP 6990 to 6790)
____________________________________________________________________________________

6040 +/- 40 BP

Radiocarbon Dating Results

CALIBRATIO N O F RAD IOC ARB ON AG E TO C ALENDAR YEARS
(V aria bles: C1 3/C1 2= -2 0.8 :lab. m ult=1 )
La bo ra to ry nu m ber:

Beta -2 99 31 9

Co nv en tion al r ad io ca rb on ag e:

4 480 ±3 0 B P

2 Sigm a ca lib ra ted results:
(95 % prob ab ility )

Ca l BC 3 34 0 to 30 80 (C a l BP 5 29 0 to 50 30 ) a nd
Ca l BC 3 06 0 to 30 30 (C a l BP 5 01 0 to 49 80 )
In tercep t data

In tercep ts o f radiocarbo n a ge
with c alibration cu rv e:

Cal BC 3 27 0 (Ca l BP 52 20) and
Cal BC 3 24 0 (Ca l BP 51 90) and
Cal BC 3 11 0 (Ca l BP 50 60)

1 Sigm a calib rated resu lts:
(68 % prob ab ility)

4 580

Cal BC 3 33 0 to 32 10 (C al BP 52 80 to 5 16 0) a nd
Cal BC 3 18 0 to 31 50 (C al BP 51 30 to 5 10 0) a nd
Cal BC 3 13 0 to 30 90 (C al BP 50 80 to 5 04 0)

448 0±30 BP

Orga nic s ed im ent

4 560
4 540

Radiocarbon age (BP)

4 520
4 500
4 480
4 460
4 440
4 420
4 400
4 380
4 360
340 0

3 350

330 0

3 250

32 00
C al BC

3150

31 00

3050

Re fe re nce s:

Databa se used
I NTC AL0 4
Calibratio n Da ta base
IN TC AL04 R adiocarb on A ge Ca libra tion
I ntCal04 : C alib ration Issu e o f Ra diocarbo n ( Vo lu me 46, nr 3 , 2 00 4).
Mathem atics
A Sim plified A pp roa ch to Calibratin g C 14 Dates
Ta lm a, A. S., Vo gel, J. C., 19 93 , R ad io ca rb on 35 (2), p3 17 -32 2

Be ta Ana lytic Ra dioca rbon Dating Lab ora to ry
4 98 5 S.W . 74 th Co u rt , M ia m i, F lo rid a 33 1 5 5 • Tel : (3 05 )6 67 -51 6 7 • F a x: (3 0 5 )6 6 3 -0 9 6 4 • E -M a il: b eta @ ra d io ca rb o n.co m
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CALIBRATIO
N O F RAD IOC ARB ON AG E TO C ALENDAR YEARS

(V aria bles: C1 3/C1 2= -2 4.4 :lab. m ult=1 )
La bo ra to ry nu m ber:

Beta -2 99 32 5

Co nv en tion al r ad io ca rb on ag e:

6 040 ±4 0 B P

2 Sigm a ca lib ra ted result:
(95 % prob ab ility )

Ca l BC 5 04 0 to 48 40 (C a l BP 6 99 0 to 67 90 )
In tercep t data

In tercep t of rad io ca rb on age
with c alibration cu rv e:
1 Sigm a calib rated resu lts:
(68 % prob ab ility)

6 180

Cal BC 4 94 0 (Ca l BP 68 90)
Cal BC 4 99 0 to 49 00 (C al BP 69 40 to 6 85 0) a nd
Cal BC 4 86 0 to 48 60 (C al BP 68 10 to 6 81 0)

604 0±40 BP

C harred m ate ri al

6 160
6 140
6 120

Radiocarbon age (BP)

6 100
6 080
6 060
6 040
6 020
6 000
5 980
5 960
5 940
5 920
5 900
506 0

50 40

5 020

5000

498 0

49 60

4940
C al BC

492 0

49 00

4 880

4860

48 40

Re fe re nce s:

Databa se used
I NTC AL0 4
Calibratio n Da ta base
IN TC AL04 R adiocarb on A ge Ca libra tion
I ntCal04 : C alib ration Issu e o f Ra diocarbo n ( Vo lu me 46, nr 3 , 2 00 4).
Mathem atics
A Sim plified A pp roa ch to Calibratin g C 14 Dates
Ta lm a, A. S., Vo gel, J. C., 19 93 , R ad io ca rb on 35 (2), p3 17 -32 2

Be ta Ana lytic Ra dioca rbon Dating Lab ora to ry
4 98 5 S.W . 74 th Co u rt , M ia m i, F lo rid a 33 1 5 5 • Tel : (3 05 )6 67 -51 6 7 • F a x: (3 0 5 )6 6 3 -0 9 6 4 • E -M a il: b eta @ ra d io ca rb o n.co m
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Radiocarbon Dating Results

September 20, 2011
Dr. James Abbott
Texas Department of Transportation
Cultural Resource Management
Environmental Affairs Division
125 East 11th Street
Austin, TX 78701
USA
RE: Radiocarbon Dating Results For Samples 41KM16 26 C1, 41KM16 38 C2, 41KM16 67 C3,
41KM16 105 C4, 41KM16 110 C5, 41KM16 344 C7, 41KM16 368 C8, 41KM16 369 C9, 41KM16 471
C10, 41KM16 472 C11, 41KM16 F4B C12, 41MN33 1W3 C1, 41MN33 1E4 C2, 41MN33 3W4 C3,
41MN33 34 C4, 41MN33 4E4 C5, 41MN33 NN5 C6, 41MN33 NN6 C7, 41MN33 NN6 C8
Dear Dr. Abbott:
Enclosed are the radiocarbon dating results for 19 samples recently sent to us. They each
provided plenty of carbon for accurate measurements and all the analyses proceeded normally. As usual,
the method of analysis is listed on the report with the results and calibration data is provided where
applicable.
As always, no students or intern researchers who would necessarily be distracted with other
obligations and priorities were used in the analyses. We analyzed them with the combined attention of
our entire professional staff.
If you have specific questions about the analyses, please contact us. We are always available to
answer your questions.
Our invoice is enclosed with the mailed report copy. Please, forward it to the appropriate officer
or send VISA charge authorization. Thank you. As always, if you have any questions or would like to
discuss the results, don’t hesitate to contact me.
Sincerely,

Digital signature on file
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Dr. James Abbott

Report Date: 9/20/2011

Texas Department of Transportation
Sample Data

Material Received: 9/13/2011
Measured
Radiocarbon Age

13C/12C
Ratio

Conventional
Radiocarbon Age(*)

Beta - 305751
220 +/- 30 BP
-23.9 o/oo
240 +/- 30 BP
SAMPLE : 41KM16 26 C1
ANALYSIS : AMS-Standard delivery
MATERIAL/PRETREATMENT : (charred material): acid/alkali/acid
2 SIGMA CALIBRATION :
Cal AD 1640 to 1670 (Cal BP 310 to 280) AND Cal AD 1770 to 1800 (Cal BP 180 to 150)
Cal AD 1940 to 1950 (Cal BP 10 to 0)
____________________________________________________________________________________
Beta - 305752
160 +/- 30 BP
-26.7 o/oo
130 +/- 30 BP
SAMPLE : 41KM16 38 C2
ANALYSIS : AMS-Standard delivery
MATERIAL/PRETREATMENT : (charred material): acid/alkali/acid
2 SIGMA CALIBRATION :
Cal AD 1670 to 1780 (Cal BP 280 to 170) AND Cal AD 1800 to 1950 (Cal BP 150 to 0)
Cal AD 1950 to 1960 (Cal BP 0 to 0)
____________________________________________________________________________________
Beta - 305753
220 +/- 30 BP
-23.5 o/oo
240 +/- 30 BP
SAMPLE : 41KM16 67 C3
ANALYSIS : AMS-Standard delivery
MATERIAL/PRETREATMENT : (charred material): acid/alkali/acid
2 SIGMA CALIBRATION :
Cal AD 1640 to 1670 (Cal BP 310 to 280) AND Cal AD 1770 to 1800 (Cal BP 180 to 150)
Cal AD 1940 to 1950 (Cal BP 10 to 0)
____________________________________________________________________________________
Beta - 305754
260 +/- 30 BP
-25.9 o/oo
250 +/- 30 BP
SAMPLE : 41KM16 105 C4
ANALYSIS : AMS-Standard delivery
MATERIAL/PRETREATMENT : (charred material): acid/alkali/acid
2 SIGMA CALIBRATION :
Cal AD 1540 to 1540 (Cal BP 420 to 400) AND Cal AD 1630 to 1670 (Cal BP 320 to 280)
Cal AD 1780 to 1800 (Cal BP 170 to 150) AND Cal AD 1950 to 1950 (Cal BP 0 to 0)
____________________________________________________________________________________
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Dr. James Abbott

Sample Data

Report Date: 9/20/2011

Measured
Radiocarbon Age

13C/12C
Ratio

Beta - 305755
2060 +/- 30 BP
-24.4 o/oo
SAMPLE : 41KM16 110 C5
ANALYSIS : AMS-Standard delivery
MATERIAL/PRETREATMENT : (charred material): acid/alkali/acid
2 SIGMA CALIBRATION :
Cal BC 170 to 10 (Cal BP 2120 to 1960)
____________________________________________________________________________________

Conventional
Radiocarbon Age(*)
2070 +/- 30 BP

Beta - 305756
250 +/- 30 BP
-22.9 o/oo
280 +/- 30 BP
SAMPLE : 41KM16 344 C7
ANALYSIS : AMS-Standard delivery
MATERIAL/PRETREATMENT : (charred material): acid/alkali/acid
2 SIGMA CALIBRATION :
Cal AD 1520 to 1590 (Cal BP 430 to 360) AND Cal AD 1620 to 1660 (Cal BP 330 to 290)
____________________________________________________________________________________
Beta - 305757
240 +/- 30 BP
-25.3 o/oo
240 +/- 30 BP
SAMPLE : 41KM16 368 C8
ANALYSIS : AMS-Standard delivery
MATERIAL/PRETREATMENT : (charred material): acid/alkali/acid
2 SIGMA CALIBRATION :
Cal AD 1640 to 1670 (Cal BP 310 to 280) AND Cal AD 1770 to 1800 (Cal BP 180 to 150)
Cal AD 1940 to 1950 (Cal BP 10 to 0)
____________________________________________________________________________________
Beta - 305758
200 +/- 30 BP
-23.9 o/oo
220 +/- 30 BP
SAMPLE : 41KM16 369 C9
ANALYSIS : AMS-Standard delivery
MATERIAL/PRETREATMENT : (charred material): acid/alkali/acid
2 SIGMA CALIBRATION :
Cal AD 1640 to 1680 (Cal BP 310 to 270) AND Cal AD 1740 to 1800 (Cal BP 210 to 150)
Cal AD 1940 to 1950 (Cal BP 20 to 0)
____________________________________________________________________________________
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Dr. James Abbott

Sample Data

Report Date: 9/20/2011

Measured
Radiocarbon Age

13C/12C
Ratio

Conventional
Radiocarbon Age(*)

Beta - 305759
290 +/- 30 BP
-25.0 o/oo
290 +/- 30 BP
SAMPLE : 41KM16 471 C10
ANALYSIS : AMS-Standard delivery
MATERIAL/PRETREATMENT : (charred material): acid/alkali/acid
2 SIGMA CALIBRATION :
Cal AD 1500 to 1600 (Cal BP 440 to 350) AND Cal AD 1610 to 1660 (Cal BP 340 to 290)
____________________________________________________________________________________
Beta - 305760
300 +/- 30 BP
-26.1 o/oo
280 +/- 30 BP
SAMPLE : 41KM16 472 C11
ANALYSIS : AMS-Standard delivery
MATERIAL/PRETREATMENT : (charred material): acid/alkali/acid
2 SIGMA CALIBRATION :
Cal AD 1520 to 1590 (Cal BP 430 to 360) AND Cal AD 1620 to 1660 (Cal BP 330 to 290)
____________________________________________________________________________________
Beta - 305761
280 +/- 30 BP
-24.6 o/oo
290 +/- 30 BP
SAMPLE : 41KM16 F4B C12
ANALYSIS : AMS-Standard delivery
MATERIAL/PRETREATMENT : (charred material): acid/alkali/acid
2 SIGMA CALIBRATION :
Cal AD 1500 to 1600 (Cal BP 440 to 350) AND Cal AD 1610 to 1660 (Cal BP 340 to 290)
____________________________________________________________________________________
Beta - 305762
450 +/- 30 BP
-24.9 o/oo
SAMPLE : 41MN33 1W3 C1
ANALYSIS : AMS-Standard delivery
MATERIAL/PRETREATMENT : (charred material): acid/alkali/acid
2 SIGMA CALIBRATION :
Cal AD 1420 to 1460 (Cal BP 530 to 490)
____________________________________________________________________________________
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450 +/- 30 BP

Radiocarbon Dating Results

Dr. James Abbott

Sample Data

Report Date: 9/20/2011

Measured
Radiocarbon Age

13C/12C
Ratio

Conventional
Radiocarbon Age(*)

Beta - 305763
400 +/- 30 BP
-25.1 o/oo
400 +/- 30 BP
SAMPLE : 41MN33 1E4 C2
ANALYSIS : AMS-Standard delivery
MATERIAL/PRETREATMENT : (charred material): acid/alkali/acid
2 SIGMA CALIBRATION :
Cal AD 1440 to 1520 (Cal BP 510 to 430) AND Cal AD 1590 to 1620 (Cal BP 360 to 330)
____________________________________________________________________________________
Beta - 305764
450 +/- 30 BP
-25.2 o/oo
SAMPLE : 41MN33 3W4 C3
ANALYSIS : AMS-Standard delivery
MATERIAL/PRETREATMENT : (charred material): acid/alkali/acid
2 SIGMA CALIBRATION :
Cal AD 1420 to 1460 (Cal BP 530 to 490)
____________________________________________________________________________________

450 +/- 30 BP

Beta - 305765
340 +/- 30 BP
-25.4 o/oo
SAMPLE : 41MN33 34 C4
ANALYSIS : AMS-Standard delivery
MATERIAL/PRETREATMENT : (charred material): acid/alkali/acid
2 SIGMA CALIBRATION :
Cal AD 1460 to 1650 (Cal BP 490 to 300)
____________________________________________________________________________________

330 +/- 30 BP

Beta - 305766
170 +/- 30 BP
-26.8 o/oo
140 +/- 30 BP
SAMPLE : 41MN33 4E4 C5
ANALYSIS : AMS-Standard delivery
MATERIAL/PRETREATMENT : (charred material): acid/alkali/acid
2 SIGMA CALIBRATION :
Cal AD 1670 to 1780 (Cal BP 280 to 160) AND Cal AD 1790 to 1960 (Cal BP 160 to 0)
____________________________________________________________________________________
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Dr. James Abbott

Sample Data

Report Date: 9/20/2011

Measured
Radiocarbon Age

13C/12C
Ratio

Conventional
Radiocarbon Age(*)

Beta - 305767
380 +/- 30 BP
-24.5 o/oo
390 +/- 30 BP
SAMPLE : 41MN33 NN5 C6
ANALYSIS : AMS-Standard delivery
MATERIAL/PRETREATMENT : (charred material): acid/alkali/acid
2 SIGMA CALIBRATION :
Cal AD 1440 to 1520 (Cal BP 510 to 430) AND Cal AD 1580 to 1630 (Cal BP 370 to 320)
____________________________________________________________________________________
Beta - 305768
650 +/- 30 BP
-28.2 o/oo
SAMPLE : 41MN33 NN6 C7
ANALYSIS : AMS-Standard delivery
MATERIAL/PRETREATMENT : (charred material): acid/alkali/acid
2 SIGMA CALIBRATION :
Cal AD 1300 to 1410 (Cal BP 660 to 540)
____________________________________________________________________________________

600 +/- 30 BP

Beta - 305769
500 +/- 30 BP
-23.1 o/oo
530 +/- 30 BP
SAMPLE : 41MN33 NN6 C8
ANALYSIS : AMS-Standard delivery
MATERIAL/PRETREATMENT : (charred material): acid/alkali/acid
2 SIGMA CALIBRATION :
Cal AD 1330 to 1340 (Cal BP 620 to 610) AND Cal AD 1400 to 1440 (Cal BP 560 to 510)
____________________________________________________________________________________
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Radiocarbon Dating Results

CALIBRATIO N O F R AD IO CARB O N AG E T O C AL EN DAR Y EAR S
(V ariab les: C 1 3/C 1 2 =-2 3 .9:lab . m u lt=1 )
L ab or atory n u m ber:
C o nv entio na l r ad ioc arb on a ge:
2 Sig m a calibra ted resu lts:
(9 5% p ro bab ility )

B eta-305 75 1
2 4 0± 3 0 B P
C a l A D 16 40 to 167 0 (C al B P 3 1 0 to 2 8 0) a nd
C a l A D 17 70 to 180 0 (C al B P 1 8 0 to 1 5 0) a nd
C a l A D 19 40 to 195 0 (C al B P 1 0 to 0 )
Intercep t data

Inte rcep t o f rad io carbo n ag e
w ith ca libratio n curv e:
1 Sig m a calibra ted resu lt:
(6 8% p roba bili ty)
34 0

C al A D 16 6 0 (C al BP 2 90)
C al A D 16 5 0 to 1 66 0 (C al B P 3 00 to 28 0 )

24 0± 30 B P

C h arre d m a te ria l

32 0
30 0

Radiocarbon age (BP)

28 0
26 0
24 0
22 0
20 0
18 0
16 0
14 0
12 0
15 50

16 00

165 0

170 0

17 50

C al AD

1 80 0

1 85 0

1 90 0

1 950

R eferen ces:

Da ta ba se us ed
INT C AL 0 4
Ca libration D atab a se
IN TC A L0 4 R adiocarbo n A g e C alibratio n
IntCa l04 : Ca libratio n Issu e o f Ra d io ca rb on (V olum e 4 6, n r 3, 2 004 ).
M ath em atics
A S im p lifie d A pp ro a ch to C a lib ra ting C1 4 Da te s
T a lm a, A . S ., V o gel, J. C., 19 9 3, R ad io ca rb o n 3 5(2), p 31 7 -3 22

Beta Analytic R ad io carbo n Datin g Lab orato ry
4 98 5 S.W . 7 4 th C o urt, M ia mi, Florida 3 3 15 5 • Te l: (3 0 5)66 7 -5 16 7 • F ax : (3 0 5)66 3 -0 96 4 • E -M a il: beta@ rad ioca rb on .co m
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Appendix B

CALIBRATIO N O F R AD IO CARB O N AG E T O C AL EN DAR Y EAR S
(V ariab les: C 1 3/C 1 2 =-2 6 .7:lab . m u lt=1 )
L ab or atory n u m ber:

B eta-305 75 2

C o nv entio na l r ad ioc arb on a ge:

1 3 0± 3 0 B P

2 Sig m a calibra ted resu lts:
(9 5% p ro bab ility )

C a l A D 16 70 to 178 0 (C al B P 2 8 0 to 1 7 0) a nd
C a l A D 18 00 to 195 0 (C al B P 1 5 0 to 0 ) and
C a l A D 19 50 to 196 0 (C al B P 0 to 0)
Intercep t data

Inte rcep ts o f rad io carb on age
w ith ca libratio n curv e:

1 Sig m a calibra ted resu lts:
(6 8% p roba bili ty)

24 0

C al
C al
C al
C al
C al

AD
AD
AD
AD
AD

16 9 0
17 3 0
18 1 0
19 2 0
19 5 0

(C al
(C al
(C al
(C al
(C al

C al
C al
C al
C al
C al

AD
AD
AD
AD
AD

16 8 0
17 1 0
18 0 0
19 1 0
19 5 0

to
to
to
to
to

BP
BP
BP
BP
BP

1 71 0
1 74 0
1 88 0
1 94 0
1 95 0

2 60) an d
2 20) an d
1 40) an d
3 0) an d
0)
(C al
(C al
(C al
(C al
(C al

BP
BP
BP
BP
BP

2 70 to 24 0 ) and
2 40 to 21 0 ) and
1 50 to 60 ) and
4 0 to 2 0) an d
0 to 0 )

13 0± 30 B P

C h arre d m a te ria l

22 0
20 0

Radiocarbon age (BP)

18 0
16 0
14 0
12 0
10 0
80
60
40
20
16 00

165 0

17 00

17 50

1 80 0
C al AD

1 850

190 0

1 950

R eferen ces:

Da ta ba se us ed
INT C AL 0 4
Ca libration D atab a se
IN TC A L0 4 R adiocarbo n A g e C alibratio n
IntCa l04 : Ca libratio n Issu e o f Ra d io ca rb on (V olum e 4 6, n r 3, 2 004 ).
M ath em atics
A S im p lifie d A pp ro a ch to C a lib ra ting C1 4 Da te s
T a lm a, A . S ., V o gel, J. C., 19 9 3, R ad io ca rb o n 3 5(2), p 31 7 -3 22

Beta Analytic R ad io carbo n Datin g Lab orato ry
4 98 5 S.W . 7 4 th C o urt, M ia mi, Florida 3 3 15 5 • Te l: (3 0 5)66 7 -5 16 7 • F ax : (3 0 5)66 3 -0 96 4 • E -M a il: beta@ rad ioca rb on .co m
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Radiocarbon Dating Results

CALIBRATIO N O F R AD IO CARB O N AG E T O C AL EN DAR Y EAR S
(V ariab les: C 1 3/C 1 2 =-2 3 .5:lab . m u lt=1 )
L ab or atory n u m ber:
C o nv entio na l r ad ioc arb on a ge:
2 Sig m a calibra ted resu lts:
(9 5% p ro bab ility )

B eta-305 75 3
2 4 0± 3 0 B P
C a l A D 16 40 to 167 0 (C al B P 3 1 0 to 2 8 0) a nd
C a l A D 17 70 to 180 0 (C al B P 1 8 0 to 1 5 0) a nd
C a l A D 19 40 to 195 0 (C al B P 1 0 to 0 )
Intercep t data

Inte rcep t o f rad io carbo n ag e
w ith ca libratio n curv e:
1 Sig m a calibra ted resu lt:
(6 8% p roba bili ty)
34 0

C al A D 16 6 0 (C al BP 2 90)
C al A D 16 5 0 to 1 66 0 (C al B P 3 00 to 28 0 )

24 0± 30 B P

C h arre d m a te ria l

32 0
30 0

Radiocarbon age (BP)

28 0
26 0
24 0
22 0
20 0
18 0
16 0
14 0
12 0
15 50

16 00

165 0

170 0

17 50

C al AD

1 80 0

1 85 0

1 90 0

1 950

R eferen ces:

Da ta ba se us ed
INT C AL 0 4
Ca libration D atab a se
IN TC A L0 4 R adiocarbo n A g e C alibratio n
IntCa l04 : Ca libratio n Issu e o f Ra d io ca rb on (V olum e 4 6, n r 3, 2 004 ).
M ath em atics
A S im p lifie d A pp ro a ch to C a lib ra ting C1 4 Da te s
T a lm a, A . S ., V o gel, J. C., 19 9 3, R ad io ca rb o n 3 5(2), p 31 7 -3 22

Beta Analytic R ad io carbo n Datin g Lab orato ry
4 98 5 S.W . 7 4 th C o urt, M ia mi, Florida 3 3 15 5 • Te l: (3 0 5)66 7 -5 16 7 • F ax : (3 0 5)66 3 -0 96 4 • E -M a il: beta@ rad ioca rb on .co m
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Appendix B

CALIBRATIO N O F R AD IO CARB O N AG E T O C AL EN DAR Y EAR S
(V ariab les: C 1 3/C 1 2 =-2 5 .9:lab . m u lt=1 )
L ab or atory n u m ber:

B eta-305 75 4

C o nv entio na l r ad ioc arb on a ge:

2 5 0± 3 0 B P

2 Sig m a calibra ted resu lts:
(9 5% p ro bab ility )

Cal
Cal
Cal
Cal

AD
AD
AD
AD

15 40
16 30
17 80
19 50

to
to
to
to

154 0
167 0
180 0
195 0

(C al
(C al
(C al
(C al

BP
BP
BP
BP

4 2 0 to 4 0 0) a nd
3 2 0 to 2 8 0) a nd
1 7 0 to 1 5 0) a nd
0 to 0)

Intercep t data
Inte rcep t o f rad io carbo n ag e
w ith ca libratio n curv e:

C al A D 16 5 0 (C al BP 3 00)

1 Sig m a calibra ted resu lt:
(6 8% p roba bili ty)
36 0

C al A D 16 4 0 to 1 66 0 (C al B P 3 10 to 29 0 )

25 0± 30 B P

C h arre d m a te ria l

34 0
32 0

Radiocarbon age (BP)

30 0
28 0
26 0
24 0
22 0
20 0
18 0
16 0
14 0
14 50

1 50 0

15 50

1 600

165 0

1 700
175 0
C al AD

18 00

1 850

19 00

1 950

R eferen ces:

Da ta ba se us ed
INT C AL 0 4
Ca libration D atab a se
IN TC A L0 4 R adiocarbo n A g e C alibratio n
IntCa l04 : Ca libratio n Issu e o f Ra d io ca rb on (V olum e 4 6, n r 3, 2 004 ).
M ath em atics
A S im p lifie d A pp ro a ch to C a lib ra ting C1 4 Da te s
T a lm a, A . S ., V o gel, J. C., 19 9 3, R ad io ca rb o n 3 5(2), p 31 7 -3 22

Beta Analytic R ad io carbo n Datin g Lab orato ry
4 98 5 S.W . 7 4 th C o urt, M ia mi, Florida 3 3 15 5 • Te l: (3 0 5)66 7 -5 16 7 • F ax : (3 0 5)66 3 -0 96 4 • E -M a il: beta@ rad ioca rb on .co m
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CALIBRATIO N O F R AD IO CARB O N AG E T O C AL EN DAR Y EAR S
(V ariab les: C 1 3/C 1 2 =-2 4 .4:lab . m u lt=1 )
L ab or atory n u m ber:

B eta-305 75 5

C o nv entio na l r ad ioc arb on a ge:

2 0 70 ± 3 0 B P

2 Sig m a calibra ted resu lt:
(9 5% p ro bab ility )

C a l B C 1 7 0 to 1 0 (C a l B P 212 0 to 19 6 0)
Intercep t data

Inte rcep t o f rad io carbo n ag e
w ith ca libratio n curv e:
1 Sig m a calibra ted resu lts:
(6 8% p roba bili ty)

2 18 0

C al BC 6 0 (C al BP 2 01 0 )
C al BC 1 50 to 14 0 (C al B P 2 10 0 to 2 0 90 ) and
C al BC 1 10 to 40 (C a l B P 20 60 t o 19 9 0)

2 07 0±3 0 BP

C h arre d m a te ria l

2 16 0
2 14 0

Radiocarbon age (BP)

2 12 0
2 10 0
2 08 0
2 06 0
2 04 0
2 02 0
2 00 0
1 98 0
1 96 0
1 80

16 0

1 40

12 0

100
80
C a l B C/AD

60

40

20

R eferen ces:

Da ta ba se us ed
INT C AL 0 4
Ca libration D atab a se
IN TC A L0 4 R adiocarbo n A g e C alibratio n
IntCa l04 : Ca libratio n Issu e o f Ra d io ca rb on (V olum e 4 6, n r 3, 2 004 ).
M ath em atics
A S im p lifie d A pp ro a ch to C a lib ra ting C1 4 Da te s
T a lm a, A . S ., V o gel, J. C., 19 9 3, R ad io ca rb o n 3 5(2), p 31 7 -3 22

Beta Analytic R ad io carbo n Datin g Lab orato ry
4 98 5 S.W . 7 4 th C o urt, M ia mi, Florida 3 3 15 5 • Te l: (3 0 5)66 7 -5 16 7 • F ax : (3 0 5)66 3 -0 96 4 • E -M a il: beta@ rad ioca rb on .co m
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CALIBRATIO N O F R AD IO CARB O N AG E T O C AL EN DAR Y EAR S
(V ariab les: C 1 3/C 1 2 =-2 2 .9:lab . m u lt=1 )
L ab or atory n u m ber:
C o nv entio na l r ad ioc arb on a ge:
2 Sig m a calibra ted resu lts:
(9 5% p ro bab ility )

B eta-305 75 6
2 8 0± 3 0 B P
C a l A D 15 20 to 159 0 (C al B P 4 3 0 to 3 6 0) a nd
C a l A D 16 20 to 166 0 (C al B P 3 3 0 to 2 9 0)
Intercep t data

Inte rcep t o f rad io carbo n ag e
w ith ca libratio n curv e:
1 Sig m a calibra ted resu lts:
(6 8% p roba bili ty)

38 0

C al A D 16 4 0 (C al BP 3 10)
C al A D 15 4 0 to 1 54 0 (C al B P 4 20 to 40 0 ) and
C al A D 16 3 0 to 1 65 0 (C al B P 3 20 to 30 0 )

28 0± 30 B P

C h arre d m a te ria l

36 0
34 0

Radiocarbon age (BP)

32 0
30 0
28 0
26 0
24 0
22 0
20 0
18 0
16 0
14 80

1 500

15 20

1 540

15 60

1 580
C al AD

16 00

1 620

16 40

1 660

R eferen ces:

Da ta ba se us ed
INT C AL 0 4
Ca libration D atab a se
IN TC A L0 4 R adiocarbo n A g e C alibratio n
IntCa l04 : Ca libratio n Issu e o f Ra d io ca rb on (V olum e 4 6, n r 3, 2 004 ).
M ath em atics
A S im p lifie d A pp ro a ch to C a lib ra ting C1 4 Da te s
T a lm a, A . S ., V o gel, J. C., 19 9 3, R ad io ca rb o n 3 5(2), p 31 7 -3 22

Beta Analytic R ad io carbo n Datin g Lab orato ry
4 98 5 S.W . 7 4 th C o urt, M ia mi, Florida 3 3 15 5 • Te l: (3 0 5)66 7 -5 16 7 • F ax : (3 0 5)66 3 -0 96 4 • E -M a il: beta@ rad ioca rb on .co m
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CALIBRATIO N O F R AD IO CARB O N AG E T O C AL EN DAR Y EAR S
(V ariab les: C 1 3/C 1 2 =-2 5 .3:lab . m u lt=1 )
L ab or atory n u m ber:
C o nv entio na l r ad ioc arb on a ge:
2 Sig m a calibra ted resu lts:
(9 5% p ro bab ility )

B eta-305 75 7
2 4 0± 3 0 B P
C a l A D 16 40 to 167 0 (C al B P 3 1 0 to 2 8 0) a nd
C a l A D 17 70 to 180 0 (C al B P 1 8 0 to 1 5 0) a nd
C a l A D 19 40 to 195 0 (C al B P 1 0 to 0 )
Intercep t data

Inte rcep t o f rad io carbo n ag e
w ith ca libratio n curv e:
1 Sig m a calibra ted resu lt:
(6 8% p roba bili ty)
34 0

C al A D 16 6 0 (C al BP 2 90)
C al A D 16 5 0 to 1 66 0 (C al B P 3 00 to 28 0 )

24 0± 30 B P

C h arre d m a te ria l

32 0
30 0

Radiocarbon age (BP)

28 0
26 0
24 0
22 0
20 0
18 0
16 0
14 0
12 0
15 50

16 00

165 0

170 0

17 50

C al AD

1 80 0

1 85 0

1 90 0

1 950

R eferen ces:

Da ta ba se us ed
INT C AL 0 4
Ca libration D atab a se
IN TC A L0 4 R adiocarbo n A g e C alibratio n
IntCa l04 : Ca libratio n Issu e o f Ra d io ca rb on (V olum e 4 6, n r 3, 2 004 ).
M ath em atics
A S im p lifie d A pp ro a ch to C a lib ra ting C1 4 Da te s
T a lm a, A . S ., V o gel, J. C., 19 9 3, R ad io ca rb o n 3 5(2), p 31 7 -3 22

Beta Analytic R ad io carbo n Datin g Lab orato ry
4 98 5 S.W . 7 4 th C o urt, M ia mi, Florida 3 3 15 5 • Te l: (3 0 5)66 7 -5 16 7 • F ax : (3 0 5)66 3 -0 96 4 • E -M a il: beta@ rad ioca rb on .co m
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Appendix B

CALIBRATIO N O F R AD IO CARB O N AG E T O C AL EN DAR Y EAR S
(V ariab les: C 1 3/C 1 2 =-2 3 .9:lab . m u lt=1 )
L ab or atory n u m ber:
C o nv entio na l r ad ioc arb on a ge:
2 Sig m a calibra ted resu lts:
(9 5% p ro bab ility )

B eta-305 75 8
2 2 0± 3 0 B P
C a l A D 16 40 to 168 0 (C al B P 3 1 0 to 2 7 0) a nd
C a l A D 17 40 to 180 0 (C al B P 2 1 0 to 1 5 0) a nd
C a l A D 19 40 to 195 0 (C al B P 2 0 to 0 )
Intercep t data

Inte rcep t o f rad io carbo n ag e
w ith ca libratio n curv e:
1 Sig m a calibra ted resu lts:
(6 8% p roba bili ty)

32 0

C al A D 16 6 0 (C al BP 2 90)
C al A D 16 5 0 to 1 67 0 (C al B P 3 00 to 28 0 ) and
C al A D 17 8 0 to 1 80 0 (C al B P 1 70 to 15 0 ) and
C al A D 19 5 0 to 1 95 0 (C al B P 0 to 0 )

22 0± 30 B P

C h arre d m a te ria l

30 0
28 0

Radiocarbon age (BP)

26 0
24 0
22 0
20 0
18 0
16 0
14 0
12 0
10 0
15 50

16 00

165 0

170 0

17 50

C al AD

1 80 0

1 85 0

1 90 0

1 950

R eferen ces:

Da ta ba se us ed
INT C AL 0 4
Ca libration D atab a se
IN TC A L0 4 R adiocarbo n A g e C alibratio n
IntCa l04 : Ca libratio n Issu e o f Ra d io ca rb on (V olum e 4 6, n r 3, 2 004 ).
M ath em atics
A S im p lifie d A pp ro a ch to C a lib ra ting C1 4 Da te s
T a lm a, A . S ., V o gel, J. C., 19 9 3, R ad io ca rb o n 3 5(2), p 31 7 -3 22

Beta Analytic R ad io carbo n Datin g Lab orato ry
4 98 5 S.W . 7 4 th C o urt, M ia mi, Florida 3 3 15 5 • Te l: (3 0 5)66 7 -5 16 7 • F ax : (3 0 5)66 3 -0 96 4 • E -M a il: beta@ rad ioca rb on .co m
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CALIBRATIO N O F R AD IO CARB O N AG E T O C AL EN DAR Y EAR S
(V ariab les: C 1 3/C 1 2 =-2 5 :lab . mu lt=1)
L ab or atory n u m ber:
C o nv entio na l r ad ioc arb on a ge:
2 Sig m a calibra ted resu lts:
(9 5% p ro bab ility )

B eta-305 75 9
2 9 0± 3 0 B P
C a l A D 15 00 to 160 0 (C al B P 4 4 0 to 3 5 0) a nd
C a l A D 16 10 to 166 0 (C al B P 3 4 0 to 2 9 0)
Intercep t data

Inte rcep t o f rad io carbo n ag e
w ith ca libratio n curv e:
1 Sig m a calibra ted resu lts:
(6 8% p roba bili ty)

40 0

C al A D 16 4 0 (C al BP 3 10)
C al A D 15 3 0 to 1 56 0 (C al B P 4 20 to 39 0 ) and
C al A D 16 3 0 to 1 65 0 (C al B P 3 20 to 30 0 )

29 0± 30 B P

C h arre d m a te ria l

38 0
36 0

Radiocarbon age (BP)

34 0
32 0
30 0
28 0
26 0
24 0
22 0
20 0
18 0
14 80

1 50 0

1 520

154 0

1 560

C al AD

15 80

1 60 0

16 20

164 0

R eferen ces:

Da ta ba se us ed
INT C AL 0 4
Ca libration D atab a se
IN TC A L0 4 R adiocarbo n A g e C alibratio n
IntCa l04 : Ca libratio n Issu e o f Ra d io ca rb on (V olum e 4 6, n r 3, 2 004 ).
M ath em atics
A S im p lifie d A pp ro a ch to C a lib ra ting C1 4 Da te s
T a lm a, A . S ., V o gel, J. C., 19 9 3, R ad io ca rb o n 3 5(2), p 31 7 -3 22

Beta Analytic R ad io carbo n Datin g Lab orato ry
4 98 5 S.W . 7 4 th C o urt, M ia mi, Florida 3 3 15 5 • Te l: (3 0 5)66 7 -5 16 7 • F ax : (3 0 5)66 3 -0 96 4 • E -M a il: beta@ rad ioca rb on .co m
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Appendix B

CALIBRATIO N O F R AD IO CARB O N AG E T O C AL EN DAR Y EAR S
(V ariab les: C 1 3/C 1 2 =-2 6 .1:lab . m u lt=1 )
L ab or atory n u m ber:
C o nv entio na l r ad ioc arb on a ge:
2 Sig m a calibra ted resu lts:
(9 5% p ro bab ility )

B eta-305 76 0
2 8 0± 3 0 B P
C a l A D 15 20 to 159 0 (C al B P 4 3 0 to 3 6 0) a nd
C a l A D 16 20 to 166 0 (C al B P 3 3 0 to 2 9 0)
Intercep t data

Inte rcep t o f rad io carbo n ag e
w ith ca libratio n curv e:
1 Sig m a calibra ted resu lts:
(6 8% p roba bili ty)

38 0

C al A D 16 4 0 (C al BP 3 10)
C al A D 15 4 0 to 1 54 0 (C al B P 4 20 to 40 0 ) and
C al A D 16 3 0 to 1 65 0 (C al B P 3 20 to 30 0 )

28 0± 30 B P

C h arre d m a te ria l

36 0
34 0

Radiocarbon age (BP)

32 0
30 0
28 0
26 0
24 0
22 0
20 0
18 0
16 0
14 80

1 500

15 20

1 540

15 60

1 580
C al AD

16 00

1 620

16 40

1 660

R eferen ces:

Da ta ba se us ed
INT C AL 0 4
Ca libration D atab a se
IN TC A L0 4 R adiocarbo n A g e C alibratio n
IntCa l04 : Ca libratio n Issu e o f Ra d io ca rb on (V olum e 4 6, n r 3, 2 004 ).
M ath em atics
A S im p lifie d A pp ro a ch to C a lib ra ting C1 4 Da te s
T a lm a, A . S ., V o gel, J. C., 19 9 3, R ad io ca rb o n 3 5(2), p 31 7 -3 22

Beta Analytic R ad io carbo n Datin g Lab orato ry
4 98 5 S.W . 7 4 th C o urt, M ia mi, Florida 3 3 15 5 • Te l: (3 0 5)66 7 -5 16 7 • F ax : (3 0 5)66 3 -0 96 4 • E -M a il: beta@ rad ioca rb on .co m
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16 80

Radiocarbon Dating Results

CALIBRATIO N O F R AD IO CARB O N AG E T O C AL EN DAR Y EAR S
(V ariab les: C 1 3/C 1 2 =-2 4 .6:lab . m u lt=1 )
L ab or atory n u m ber:
C o nv entio na l r ad ioc arb on a ge:
2 Sig m a calibra ted resu lts:
(9 5% p ro bab ility )

B eta-305 76 1
2 9 0± 3 0 B P
C a l A D 15 00 to 160 0 (C al B P 4 4 0 to 3 5 0) a nd
C a l A D 16 10 to 166 0 (C al B P 3 4 0 to 2 9 0)
Intercep t data

Inte rcep t o f rad io carbo n ag e
w ith ca libratio n curv e:
1 Sig m a calibra ted resu lts:
(6 8% p roba bili ty)

40 0

C al A D 16 4 0 (C al BP 3 10)
C al A D 15 3 0 to 1 56 0 (C al B P 4 20 to 39 0 ) and
C al A D 16 3 0 to 1 65 0 (C al B P 3 20 to 30 0 )

29 0± 30 B P

C h arre d m a te ria l

38 0
36 0

Radiocarbon age (BP)

34 0
32 0
30 0
28 0
26 0
24 0
22 0
20 0
18 0
14 80

1 50 0

1 520

154 0

1 560

C al AD

15 80

1 60 0

16 20

164 0

R eferen ces:

Da ta ba se us ed
INT C AL 0 4
Ca libration D atab a se
IN TC A L0 4 R adiocarbo n A g e C alibratio n
IntCa l04 : Ca libratio n Issu e o f Ra d io ca rb on (V olum e 4 6, n r 3, 2 004 ).
M ath em atics
A S im p lifie d A pp ro a ch to C a lib ra ting C1 4 Da te s
T a lm a, A . S ., V o gel, J. C., 19 9 3, R ad io ca rb o n 3 5(2), p 31 7 -3 22

Beta Analytic R ad io carbo n Datin g Lab orato ry
4 98 5 S.W . 7 4 th C o urt, M ia mi, Florida 3 3 15 5 • Te l: (3 0 5)66 7 -5 16 7 • F ax : (3 0 5)66 3 -0 96 4 • E -M a il: beta@ rad ioca rb on .co m
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335

336

Appendix B

CALIBRATIO N O F R AD IO CARB O N AG E T O C AL EN DAR Y EAR S
(V ariab les: C 1 3/C 1 2 =-2 4 .9:lab . m u lt=1 )
L ab or atory n u m ber:
C o nv entio na l r ad ioc arb on a ge:
2 Sig m a calibra ted resu lt:
(9 5% p ro bab ility )

B eta-305 76 2
4 5 0± 3 0 B P
C a l A D 14 20 to 146 0 (C al B P 5 3 0 to 4 9 0)
Intercep t data

Inte rcep t o f rad io carbo n ag e
w ith ca libratio n curv e:
1 Sig m a calibra ted resu lt:
(6 8% p roba bili ty)

56 0

C al A D 14 4 0 (C al BP 5 10)
C al A D 14 3 0 to 1 45 0 (C al B P 5 20 to 50 0 )

45 0± 30 B P

C h arre d m a te ria l

54 0
52 0

Radiocarbon age (BP)

50 0
48 0
46 0
44 0
42 0
40 0
38 0
36 0
34 0
14 15

14 20

1 425

1 43 0

143 5

144 0
C al AD

144 5

14 50

14 55

1 460

R eferen ces:

Da ta ba se us ed
INT C AL 0 4
Ca libration D atab a se
IN TC A L0 4 R adiocarbo n A g e C alibratio n
IntCa l04 : Ca libratio n Issu e o f Ra d io ca rb on (V olum e 4 6, n r 3, 2 004 ).
M ath em atics
A S im p lifie d A pp ro a ch to C a lib ra ting C1 4 Da te s
T a lm a, A . S ., V o gel, J. C., 19 9 3, R ad io ca rb o n 3 5(2), p 31 7 -3 22

Beta Analytic R ad io carbo n Datin g Lab orato ry
4 98 5 S.W . 7 4 th C o urt, M ia mi, Florida 3 3 15 5 • Te l: (3 0 5)66 7 -5 16 7 • F ax : (3 0 5)66 3 -0 96 4 • E -M a il: beta@ rad ioca rb on .co m
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Radiocarbon Dating Results

CALIBRATIO N O F R AD IO CARB O N AG E T O C AL EN DAR Y EAR S
(V ariab les: C 1 3/C 1 2 =-2 5 .1:lab . m u lt=1 )
L ab or atory n u m ber:
C o nv entio na l r ad ioc arb on a ge:
2 Sig m a calibra ted resu lts:
(9 5% p ro bab ility )

B eta-305 76 3
4 0 0± 3 0 B P
C a l A D 14 40 to 152 0 (C al B P 5 1 0 to 4 3 0) a nd
C a l A D 15 90 to 162 0 (C al B P 3 6 0 to 3 3 0)
Intercep t data

Inte rcep t o f rad io carbo n ag e
w ith ca libratio n curv e:
1 Sig m a calibra ted resu lt:
(6 8% p roba bili ty)

50 0

C al A D 14 6 0 (C al BP 4 90)
C al A D 14 5 0 to 1 48 0 (C al B P 5 00 to 47 0 )

40 0± 30 B P

C h arre d m a te ria l

48 0
46 0

Radiocarbon age (BP)

44 0
42 0
40 0
38 0
36 0
34 0
32 0
30 0
28 0
14 00

1 420

1 44 0

14 60

1 480

1 50 0

152 0
C al AD

15 40

1 560

158 0

16 00

16 20

R eferen ces:

Da ta ba se us ed
INT C AL 0 4
Ca libration D atab a se
IN TC A L0 4 R adiocarbo n A g e C alibratio n
IntCa l04 : Ca libratio n Issu e o f Ra d io ca rb on (V olum e 4 6, n r 3, 2 004 ).
M ath em atics
A S im p lifie d A pp ro a ch to C a lib ra ting C1 4 Da te s
T a lm a, A . S ., V o gel, J. C., 19 9 3, R ad io ca rb o n 3 5(2), p 31 7 -3 22

Beta Analytic R ad io carbo n Datin g Lab orato ry
4 98 5 S.W . 7 4 th C o urt, M ia mi, Florida 3 3 15 5 • Te l: (3 0 5)66 7 -5 16 7 • F ax : (3 0 5)66 3 -0 96 4 • E -M a il: beta@ rad ioca rb on .co m
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Appendix B

CALIBRATIO N O F R AD IO CARB O N AG E T O C AL EN DAR Y EAR S
(V ariab les: C 1 3/C 1 2 =-2 5 .2:lab . m u lt=1 )
L ab or atory n u m ber:
C o nv entio na l r ad ioc arb on a ge:
2 Sig m a calibra ted resu lt:
(9 5% p ro bab ility )

B eta-305 76 4
4 5 0± 3 0 B P
C a l A D 14 20 to 146 0 (C al B P 5 3 0 to 4 9 0)
Intercep t data

Inte rcep t o f rad io carbo n ag e
w ith ca libratio n curv e:
1 Sig m a calibra ted resu lt:
(6 8% p roba bili ty)

56 0

C al A D 14 4 0 (C al BP 5 10)
C al A D 14 3 0 to 1 45 0 (C al B P 5 20 to 50 0 )

45 0± 30 B P

C h arre d m a te ria l

54 0
52 0

Radiocarbon age (BP)

50 0
48 0
46 0
44 0
42 0
40 0
38 0
36 0
34 0
14 15

14 20

1 425

1 43 0

143 5

144 0
C al AD

144 5

14 50

14 55

1 460

R eferen ces:

Da ta ba se us ed
INT C AL 0 4
Ca libration D atab a se
IN TC A L0 4 R adiocarbo n A g e C alibratio n
IntCa l04 : Ca libratio n Issu e o f Ra d io ca rb on (V olum e 4 6, n r 3, 2 004 ).
M ath em atics
A S im p lifie d A pp ro a ch to C a lib ra ting C1 4 Da te s
T a lm a, A . S ., V o gel, J. C., 19 9 3, R ad io ca rb o n 3 5(2), p 31 7 -3 22

Beta Analytic R ad io carbo n Datin g Lab orato ry
4 98 5 S.W . 7 4 th C o urt, M ia mi, Florida 3 3 15 5 • Te l: (3 0 5)66 7 -5 16 7 • F ax : (3 0 5)66 3 -0 96 4 • E -M a il: beta@ rad ioca rb on .co m
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14 65

Radiocarbon Dating Results

CALIBRATIO N O F R AD IO CARB O N AG E T O C AL EN DAR Y EAR S
(V ariab les: C 1 3/C 1 2 =-2 5 .4:lab . m u lt=1 )
L ab or atory n u m ber:

B eta-305 76 5

C o nv entio na l r ad ioc arb on a ge:

3 3 0± 3 0 B P

2 Sig m a calibra ted resu lt:
(9 5% p ro bab ility )

C a l A D 14 60 to 165 0 (C al B P 4 9 0 to 3 0 0)
Intercep t data

Inte rcep ts o f rad io carb on age
w ith ca libratio n curv e:

C al A D 15 2 0 (C al BP 4 30) an d
C al A D 15 8 0 (C al BP 3 70) an d
C al A D 16 3 0 (C al BP 3 20)

1 Sig m a calibra ted resu lt:
(6 8% p roba bili ty)
44 0

C al A D 14 9 0 to 1 64 0 (C al B P 4 60 to 31 0 )

33 0± 30 B P

C h arre d m a te ria l

42 0
40 0

Radiocarbon age (BP)

38 0
36 0
34 0
32 0
30 0
28 0
26 0
24 0
22 0
14 40

1 460

1 48 0

150 0

152 0

15 40
15 60
C al AD

1 580

160 0

16 20

16 40

R eferen ces:

Da ta ba se us ed
INT C AL 0 4
Ca libration D atab a se
IN TC A L0 4 R adiocarbo n A g e C alibratio n
IntCa l04 : Ca libratio n Issu e o f Ra d io ca rb on (V olum e 4 6, n r 3, 2 004 ).
M ath em atics
A S im p lifie d A pp ro a ch to C a lib ra ting C1 4 Da te s
T a lm a, A . S ., V o gel, J. C., 19 9 3, R ad io ca rb o n 3 5(2), p 31 7 -3 22

Beta Analytic R ad io carbo n Datin g Lab orato ry
4 98 5 S.W . 7 4 th C o urt, M ia mi, Florida 3 3 15 5 • Te l: (3 0 5)66 7 -5 16 7 • F ax : (3 0 5)66 3 -0 96 4 • E -M a il: beta@ rad ioca rb on .co m
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Appendix B

CALIBRATIO N O F R AD IO CARB O N AG E T O C AL EN DAR Y EAR S
(V ariab les: C 1 3/C 1 2 =-2 6 .8:lab . m u lt=1 )
L ab or atory n u m ber:

B eta-305 76 6

C o nv entio na l r ad ioc arb on a ge:

1 4 0± 3 0 B P

2 Sig m a calibra ted resu lts:
(9 5% p ro bab ility )

C a l A D 16 70 to 178 0 (C al B P 2 8 0 to 1 6 0) a nd
C a l A D 17 90 to 196 0 (C al B P 1 6 0 to 0 )
Intercep t data

Inte rcep ts o f rad io carb on age
w ith ca libratio n curv e:

1 Sig m a calibra ted resu lts:
(6 8% p roba bili ty)

24 0

C al
C al
C al
C al
C al

AD
AD
AD
AD
AD

16 9 0
17 3 0
18 1 0
19 3 0
19 5 0

(C al
(C al
(C al
(C al
(C al

C al
C al
C al
C al
C al
C al

AD
AD
AD
AD
AD
AD

16 8 0
17 2 0
18 0 0
18 4 0
19 2 0
19 5 0

to
to
to
to
to
to

BP
BP
BP
BP
BP

1 70 0
1 77 0
1 82 0
1 88 0
1 94 0
1 95 0

2 60) an d
2 20) an d
1 40) an d
2 0) an d
0)
(C al
(C al
(C al
(C al
(C al
(C al

BP
BP
BP
BP
BP
BP

2 70 to 25 0 ) and
2 30 to 18 0 ) and
1 50 to 13 0 ) and
1 10 to 70 ) and
4 0 to 1 0) an d
0 to 0 )

14 0± 30 B P

C h arre d m a te ria l

22 0
20 0

Radiocarbon age (BP)

18 0
16 0
14 0
12 0
10 0
80
60
40
20
16 00

165 0

17 00

17 50

1 80 0
C al AD

1 850

190 0

1 950

R eferen ces:

Da ta ba se us ed
INT C AL 0 4
Ca libration D atab a se
IN TC A L0 4 R adiocarbo n A g e C alibratio n
IntCa l04 : Ca libratio n Issu e o f Ra d io ca rb on (V olum e 4 6, n r 3, 2 004 ).
M ath em atics
A S im p lifie d A pp ro a ch to C a lib ra ting C1 4 Da te s
T a lm a, A . S ., V o gel, J. C., 19 9 3, R ad io ca rb o n 3 5(2), p 31 7 -3 22

Beta Analytic R ad io carbo n Datin g Lab orato ry
4 98 5 S.W . 7 4 th C o urt, M ia mi, Florida 3 3 15 5 • Te l: (3 0 5)66 7 -5 16 7 • F ax : (3 0 5)66 3 -0 96 4 • E -M a il: beta@ rad ioca rb on .co m
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20 00

Radiocarbon Dating Results

CALIBRATIO N O F R AD IO CARB O N AG E T O C AL EN DAR Y EAR S
(V ariab les: C 1 3/C 1 2 =-2 4 .5:lab . m u lt=1 )
L ab or atory n u m ber:

B eta-305 76 7

C o nv entio na l r ad ioc arb on a ge:

3 9 0± 3 0 B P

2 Sig m a calibra ted resu lts:
(9 5% p ro bab ility )

C a l A D 14 40 to 152 0 (C al B P 5 1 0 to 4 3 0) a nd
C a l A D 15 80 to 163 0 (C al B P 3 7 0 to 3 2 0)
Intercep t data

Inte rcep t o f rad io carbo n ag e
w ith ca libratio n curv e:

C al A D 14 6 0 (C al BP 4 90)

1 Sig m a calibra ted resu lt:
(6 8% p roba bili ty)

50 0

C al A D 14 5 0 to 1 49 0 (C al B P 5 00 to 46 0 )

39 0± 30 B P

C h arre d m a te ria l

48 0
46 0

Radiocarbon age (BP)

44 0
42 0
40 0
38 0
36 0
34 0
32 0
30 0
28 0
14 20

1 440

1 46 0

148 0

150 0

15 20
15 40
C al AD

1 560

158 0

16 00

16 20

R eferen ces:

Da ta ba se us ed
INT C AL 0 4
Ca libration D atab a se
IN TC A L0 4 R adiocarbo n A g e C alibratio n
IntCa l04 : Ca libratio n Issu e o f Ra d io ca rb on (V olum e 4 6, n r 3, 2 004 ).
M ath em atics
A S im p lifie d A pp ro a ch to C a lib ra ting C1 4 Da te s
T a lm a, A . S ., V o gel, J. C., 19 9 3, R ad io ca rb o n 3 5(2), p 31 7 -3 22

Beta Analytic R ad io carbo n Datin g Lab orato ry
4 98 5 S.W . 7 4 th C o urt, M ia mi, Florida 3 3 15 5 • Te l: (3 0 5)66 7 -5 16 7 • F ax : (3 0 5)66 3 -0 96 4 • E -M a il: beta@ rad ioca rb on .co m
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Appendix B

CALIBRATIO N O F R AD IO CARB O N AG E T O C AL EN DAR Y EAR S
(V ariab les: C 1 3/C 1 2 =-2 8 .2:lab . m u lt=1 )
L ab or atory n u m ber:
C o nv entio na l r ad ioc arb on a ge:
2 Sig m a calibra ted resu lt:
(9 5% p ro bab ility )

B eta-305 76 8
6 0 0± 3 0 B P
C a l A D 13 00 to 141 0 (C al B P 6 6 0 to 5 4 0)
Intercep t data

Inte rcep ts o f rad io carb on age
w ith ca libratio n curv e:

1 Sig m a calibra ted resu lts:
(6 8% p roba bili ty)
70 0

C al A D 13 2 0 (C al BP 6 30) an d
C al A D 13 5 0 (C al BP 6 00) an d
C al A D 13 9 0 (C al BP 5 60)
C al A D 13 1 0 to 1 36 0 (C al B P 6 40 to 59 0 ) and
C al A D 13 8 0 to 1 40 0 (C al B P 5 70 to 55 0 )

60 0± 30 B P

C h arre d m a te ria l

68 0
66 0

Radiocarbon age (BP)

64 0
62 0
60 0
58 0
56 0
54 0
52 0
50 0
48 0
12 80

1 290

1 30 0

131 0

13 20

13 30

1 340

1 35 0
C al AD

136 0

13 70

13 80

13 90

1 400

1 41 0

R eferen ces:

Da ta ba se us ed
INT C AL 0 4
Ca libration D atab a se
IN TC A L0 4 R adiocarbo n A g e C alibratio n
IntCa l04 : Ca libratio n Issu e o f Ra d io ca rb on (V olum e 4 6, n r 3, 2 004 ).
M ath em atics
A S im p lifie d A pp ro a ch to C a lib ra ting C1 4 Da te s
T a lm a, A . S ., V o gel, J. C., 19 9 3, R ad io ca rb o n 3 5(2), p 31 7 -3 22

Beta Analytic R ad io carbo n Datin g Lab orato ry
4 98 5 S.W . 7 4 th C o urt, M ia mi, Florida 3 3 15 5 • Te l: (3 0 5)66 7 -5 16 7 • F ax : (3 0 5)66 3 -0 96 4 • E -M a il: beta@ rad ioca rb on .co m
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14 20

Radiocarbon Dating Results

CALIBRATIO N O F R AD IO CARB O N AG E T O C AL EN DAR Y EAR S
(V ariab les: C 1 3/C 1 2 =-2 3 .1:lab . m u lt=1 )
L ab or atory n u m ber:
C o nv entio na l r ad ioc arb on a ge:
2 Sig m a calibra ted resu lts:
(9 5% p ro bab ility )

B eta-305 76 9
5 3 0± 3 0 B P
C a l A D 13 30 to 134 0 (C al B P 6 2 0 to 6 1 0) a nd
C a l A D 14 00 to 144 0 (C al B P 5 6 0 to 5 1 0)
Intercep t data

Inte rcep t o f rad io carbo n ag e
w ith ca libratio n curv e:
1 Sig m a calibra ted resu lt:
(6 8% p roba bili ty)

64 0

C al A D 14 2 0 (C al BP 5 40)
C al A D 14 0 0 to 1 43 0 (C al B P 5 50 to 52 0 )

53 0± 30 B P

C h arre d m a te ria l

62 0
60 0

Radiocarbon age (BP)

58 0
56 0
54 0
52 0
50 0
48 0
46 0
44 0
42 0
13 10

1 320

1 330

134 0

135 0

13 60

13 70
1 380
C al AD

1 39 0

140 0

14 10

14 20

1 430

R eferen ces:

Da ta ba se us ed
INT C AL 0 4
Ca libration D atab a se
IN TC A L0 4 R adiocarbo n A g e C alibratio n
IntCa l04 : Ca libratio n Issu e o f Ra d io ca rb on (V olum e 4 6, n r 3, 2 004 ).
M ath em atics
A S im p lifie d A pp ro a ch to C a lib ra ting C1 4 Da te s
T a lm a, A . S ., V o gel, J. C., 19 9 3, R ad io ca rb o n 3 5(2), p 31 7 -3 22

Beta Analytic R ad io carbo n Datin g Lab orato ry
4 98 5 S.W . 7 4 th C o urt, M ia mi, Florida 3 3 15 5 • Te l: (3 0 5)66 7 -5 16 7 • F ax : (3 0 5)66 3 -0 96 4 • E -M a il: beta@ rad ioca rb on .co m
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Appendix B

Radiocarbon Samples by Species Supplied by James T. Abbott, TxDOT Staff Geoarcheologist
SAMPLE

PROVENIENCE

MATERIAL

WEIGHT (g)

41KM16 26 C1

N1485 W425 at 1861.74 m

Ulmus charcoal

41KM16 38 C2

N1485 W470 Level 3, Feature 4C

Quercus charcoal

41KM16 67 C3

N1515 W620 67 C3

charcoal

0.73

41KM16 105 C4

N1535 W615, 1861.5-1862.0 m

Ulmus charcoal

0.07

41KM16 110 C5

N1535 W615, 1861.515-1861 m

Quercus charcoal

0.58

41KM16 344 C7

N1670 W550 Level 3

Ulmaceae charcoal

0.02

41KM16 368 C8

N1680 W545 Level 2

Quercus charcoal

0.04

41KM16 369 C9

N1680 W545 Level 2

Acacia charcoal

0.14

41KM16 471 C10

N1845 W365 Level 2

Quercus charcoal

0.35

41KM16 472 C11

N1845 W365 Level 2

charcoal

0.48

41KM16 F4B C12

Fea 4B (originally Fea 15)

Quercus charcoal

1.61

41MN33 1W3 C1

N1040 E992 Level 3 99.9-99.8 m, West Cell, Fea 2

Acacia sp. Charcoal

0.03

41MN33 1E4 C2

N1040 E992 TP1 Level 4 99.8-99.7 m, East Cell, Fea 2B

Maclura charcoal

0.28

41MN33 3W4 C3

N1038 E988, TP3, Level 4, Fea 4 or 8?

Quercus charcoal

41MN33 34 C4

N1038 E988, TP3, Level 4 99.8-99.7 m, Feature 4

Ptelea sp. charcoal

0.03

41MN33 4E4 C5

N1039 E997 Level 4

Ulmus charcoal

0.56

41MN33 NN5 C6

N1037 E989 Level 5

Ptelea sp. charcoal

0.17

41MN33 NN6 C7

N1036 E994 Level 6, Feature 9

Carya sp charcoal

0.99

41MN33 NN6 C8

7/19 N1037 E992 Level 6

Ptelea sp. charcoal

0.17

0.47
13.82

Appendix C
Plant Identification from the Janee (41MN33) and
Buckhollow (41KM16) Sites
Leslie L. Bush, Ph.D., R.P.A.
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Appendix C

Introduction
Twelve botanical samples from the Buckhollow Site
(41KM16) and eight samples from the Janee Site
(41MN33) were submitted for identification. The sites
are less than thirty miles apart, and both are large Toyah
residential base camps on major streams. Buckhollow
is located on the North Llano River and Janee on the
San Saba River. The purpose of the analysis is twofold:
1) to identify plant remains from the Jannee and
Buckhollow sites prior to radiocarbon dating and 2) to
gain an understanding of the plants used at the site and
their implications for the immediate site environment.

Laboratory Methods
Because they were designated for possible radiocarbon
dating, all samples were subject to full radiocarbon
protocols in the laboratory. Samples were sorted on
freshly cleaned glassware and handled only with latex
gloves and metal forceps. Screens used to size-sort
material were cleaned between samples. Contact with
paper was avoided. Only one radiocarbon sample was
open at a time in the laboratory. Writing instruments
used for data recording of radiocarbon samples were
plastic mechanical pencils.
Identification procedures were the same for all samples.
Samples with large amounts of sediment and charcoal
flecking were placed on a No. 10 mesh (2 mm screen).
Materials that did not pass through the mesh were sorted
into botanical items and soil clumps (“contamination”).
Materials that passed through the 2mm mesh were
examined under a stereoscopic microscope at 7-28 X
magnification for material other than wood charcoal,
then bagged and labeled as “residue.” No material other
than wood charcoal was found in the samples.
Genus or species identification was attempted for
up to twenty wood charcoal fragments from each
sample, or all fragments if fewer than twenty were
present. Uncarbonized and semi-carbonized specimens
were also identified to aid in the interpretation of the
carbonized remains. Fragments were snapped to reveal
a transverse section and examined under a stereoscopic
microscope at 28-180 X magnification. When
necessary, tangential or radial sections were examined
for ray seriation, presence of spiral thickenings, types
and sizes of intervessel pitting, and other minute
characteristics that can only be seen at the higher
magnifications of this range. When identification was
complete, weights were measured on an Ohaus Scout II

200 x 0.01 g electronic balance, counts were recorded,
and all material was bagged and labeled for curation.
Botanical materials were identified to the lowest
possible taxonomic level by comparison to materials
in the Macrobotanical Analysis comparative collection
and through the use of standard reference works (Core
et al. 1979; Davis 1993; Hoadley 1990; InsideWood
2004-onwards; Martin and Barkley 2000; Panshin and
de Zeeuw 1980). Plant nomenclature follows that of
the PLANTS Database (USDA, NRCS 2011).

Preservation
Preservation of Carbonized Plants
Charcoal preservation in central Texas is typically
poor. Although charcoal itself is chemically stable
and has high preservation potential, the absence or
poor preservation of charcoal in similar alkaline
environments such as Herculaneum and the River Aisne
area of northern France has long puzzled archeologists
(Braadbaart et al. 2009). Recent experiments have
investigated the effects of alkaline environments
on charcoal (Braadbaart et al. 2009). Although the
interactions between temperature of carbonization, soil
permeability, density, and wood charcoal anatomy are
complex, it is clear that chemically mediated changes
in macromolecular structure contribute to the physical
processes that cause fragmentation of charcoal.
Alkaline environments and sandy soils are among
the factors that contribute to charcoal fragmentation
(Braadbaart et al. 2009). Soils at both sites in this
study are limestone-derived, though not sandy (Soils
datbase). For this reason, recognizable charcoal may
be underrepresented at these sites.

Preservation of Uncarbonized Plants
Uncarbonized and semi-carbonized wood were
recovered from Sample C-4 at Buckhollow. In all
except the driest areas of North America, uncarbonized
plant material on open-air sites can be assumed to be
of modern origin unless compelling evidence suggests
otherwise (Lopinot and Brussell 1982; Miksicek
1987:231). Kimball County receives an annual average
of 22.5 inches (571 mm) of precipitation (NFIC 1987),
but it is not arid enough that routine preservation
of uncarbonized plant remains on open sites can be
expected. The uncarbonized and semi-carbonized
wood from Sample C-4, all identified as Acacia spp.,
is interpreted as modern. The fully carbonized Acacia
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wood from that context should be interpreted with
caution since it may reflect the recent burning even that
produced the semi-carbonized Acacia. Material from
Sample C-12 was observed to have a faint brown tinge
that can indicate incomplete carbonization, and these
specimens should be interpreted with caution as well.

Results
Results of identifications are given in Table B.1
(Buckhollow) and Table B.2 (Janee). Ancient plants
recovered from both sites consisted entirely of wood
charcoal.

Interpretations
Plant Communities
Activities at the Janee site – at least those uncovered
by the limited excavations – focused on a large burnedrock feature, two smaller hearths, and a midden (Arnn
2007:401). Wood charcoal from these contexts is
interpreted as fuel wood. As discussed below, one
fragment of exotic wood is an exception. Feature types
at the Buckhollow site are similar to those at Janee, and
wood charcoal from that site is also interpreted as fuel.
The presence of a brush windbreak or other structure
is suspected at Buckhollow based on the patterning of
artifacts around a hearth, but remains of this structure
were apparently not preserved (TBH 2005).
Archeological fuel wood indicates the trees in the
immediate vicinity of a site and, by extension, other
members of the plant communities. Plant communities
can be reconstructed in general terms using samples
where the archeological context indicates the wood
charcoal represents fuel wood. Archeological theories
known variously as the “firewood indifference
hypothesis” or the “Principal of Least Effort”
predict that firewood should reflect in a relatively
straightforward manner the local environment at the
time of occupation (Asch and Asch 1986; Shackelton
and Prins 1992). Self-pruning trees may be overrepresented archeologically, and species intended for
other uses may be under-represented archeologically
(Asch and Asch 1986; Dufraisse 2008). In addition,
ethnohistorical sources indicate that Native Americans
were well aware of the burning properties of different
woods and exploited them accordingly (e.g., Gilmore
1933:139; Zigmond 1981:57). Nonetheless, the
broad assumption of firewood indifference can be
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followed except when archeological evidence indicates
otherwise.
Wood charcoal assemblages at Buckhollow and Janee
show use of both riparian and upland zones. As John
Arnn points out, Toyah residential sites are often
situated to take advantage of such ecotonal situations
(Arnn 2007:374). The 133 wood charcoal fragments
examined for identification from the Buckhollow are
shown in Figure B.1. These fragments do not include
the uncarbonized and semi-carbonized specimens from
sample C-4, but they do include eight fragments from
sample C-12 that are very nearly, but not entirely black
in color. At Buckhollow, the upland woods acacia and
live oak make up 82 percent of identified specimens.
Riparian woods such as pecan, ash and cedar elm are
present but make up only six percent of identified
specimens.
A smaller sample of wood charcoal was available
from Janee, where 63 wood charcoal fragments were
examined for identification (Figure B.2). Janee has
relatively more riparian woods, with pecan being the
most common wood at 34 percent of the assemblage.
Acacia and live oak make up only 28 percent of
identified specimens.

Fuelwood Qualities
High quality fuel woods dominate the assemblage
from Buckhollow. Oaks and acacias have similar
qualities as fuel. The wood can be difficult to start,
but it burns at very high heat, produces few sparks and
makes excellent coals. For earth oven cooking, coaling
properties are probably most important attributes of
the fuel. Acacia wood is more difficult to split than
oak, but this may not have mattered if dead wood was
collected from the ground.
At Janee, where the wood assemblage contains
more riparian woods, the fuel qualities of the most
common wood, pecan, are good but not outstanding.
Pecan burns at moderately high heat, makes good but
not outstanding coals, starts with moderate ease and
produces few sparks. Most of the pecan wood is from
a single context at Janee, so it may be over-represented
in the sample examined here. Oaks were the next most
common type of wood at Janee, making up 22 percent of
identified specimens. Hoptree was relatively common,
making up nineteen percent of the assemblage. Hoptree
wood has a high specific gravity, indicating it would
burn at high heat (Elias 1980; Reynolds and Pierson

Sample #
C-1
C-1
C-1
C-1
C-1
C-2
C-2
C-2
C-3
C-3
C-3
C-3
C-3
C-4
C-4
C-4
C-4
C-4
C-4
C-4
C-4
C-5
C-5
C-6
C-7
C-7
C-7
C-8*
C-8*
C-8*
C-8*
C-9
C-10
C-10
C-10
C-10

Lot #
26
26
26
26
26
38
38
38
67
67
67
67
67
105
105
105
105
105
105
105
105
110
110
341
344
344
344
368
368
368
368
369
471
471
471
471

Northing
1535/1485
1535/1485
1535/1485
1535/1485
1535/1485
1549/1485
1549/1485
1549/1485
1640/1515
1640/1515
1640/1515
1640/1515
1640/1515
1535
1535
1535
1535
1535
1535
1535
1535
1485/1535
1485/1535
1670
1670
1670
1670
1680
1680
1680
1680
1680
1845
1845
1845
1845

Westing
625/425
625/425
625/425
625/425
625/425
630/470
630/470
630/470
570/620
570/620
570/620
570/620
570/620
615
615
615
615
615
615
615
615
425/615
425/615
550
550
550
550
545
545
545
545
545
365
365
365
365

Feature #
422
422
422
422
422
420
420
420
16
16
16
16
16
114
114
114
114
114
114
114
114
14
14
2
2
2
2
4
4
4
4
4
1
1
1
1
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

Level
2
2
2
2
2
3/1
3/1
3/1
2/1
2/1
2/1
2/1
2/1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
7/2
7/2
1861.5-1862.0
1861.5-1862.0
1861.5-1862.0
1861.5-1862.0
1861.5-1862.0
1861.5-1862.0
1861.5-1862.0
1861.5-1862.0
1861.15-1861.0
1861.15-1861.0

Depth
1861.74
1861.74
1861.74
1861.74
1861.74

Type
Wood Charcoal
Wood Charcoal
Wood Charcoal
Wood Charcoal
Wood Charcoal
Wood Charcoal
Wood Charcoal
Residue
Contamination
Residue
Wood Charcoal
Wood Charcoal
Wood Charcoal
Residue
Contamination
Uncarbonized Wood
Wood Charcoal
Semi-carbonized Wood
Wood Charcoal
Wood Charcoal
Wood Charcoal
Wood Charcoal
Wood Charcoal
Bone
Wood Charcoal
Wood Charcoal
Wood Charcoal
Wood Charcoal
Wood Charcoal
Wood Charcoal
Wood Charcoal
Wood Charcoal
Contamination
Residue
Wood Charcoal
Wood Charcoal

Table B.1: Materials Identified in Carbon Samples from the Buckhollow Site 41KM16

Hardwood
Acacia sp.

Ulmaceae
Acacia sp.
Hardwood
Quercus subg. Lobatae
Ptelea trifoliata
Acacia sp.
Baccharis neglecta
Acacia sp.

Acacia sp.
Acacia sp.
Acacia sp.
Ulmus crassifolia
Quercus sp.
Not examined
Quercus fusiformis
Carya illinoinensis

Acacia sp.
Fraxinus sp.
Not examined

Botanical Name
Ulmus crassifolia
Acacia sp.
Carya illinoinensis
Hardwood
Prosopis glandulosa
Quercus fusiformis
Not examined

Count Weight (g)
2
0.47
1
0.07
1
0.04
1
0.05
1
0.06
20
13.82
170
5.86
3.71
20.42
36.84
Acacia
19
0.37
Ash
1
0.01
Not examined
138
0.73
35.32
46.36
Acacia
1
0.01
Acacia
17
9.12
Acacia
2
0.12
Cedar elm
2
0.07
Oak
1
0.06
Not examined
506
61.88
Plateau live oak
7
0.58
Pecan
1
0.06
1
0.07
Hackberry/elm family
2
0.02
Acacia
2
0.01
Hardwood
1
0.01
Red group oak
1
0.04
Hoptree
1
0.04
Acacia
1
0.03
Povertyweed
1
0.06
Acacia
2
0.14
1.82
1.41
Hardwood
2
0.12
Acacia
12
0.85

Common Name
Cedar elm
Acacia
Pecan
Hardwood
Mesquite
Plateau live oak
Not examined
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1040
1040
1040
1040
1040
1040
1040
1040
1038
1038
1038
1038
1038
1039
1037
1037
1037
1036
1036
1036
1036
1037
1037
1037
1037
1037

C-1
C-1
C-1
C-2
C-2
C-2
C-2
C-2
C-3
C-4
C-4
C-4
C-4
C-5
C-6
C-6
C-6
C-7
C-7
C-7
C-7
C-8
C-8
C-8
C-8
C-8

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
3
3
3
3
4

Northing

Sample Unit
Number
992
992
992
992
992
992
992
992
988
988
988
988
988
997
989
989
989
994
994
994
994
992
992
992
992
992

Westing
2?
2?
2?
2B
2B
2B
2B
2B
above 4 or 8?
4
4
4
4
1?
5
5
5
9?
9?
9?
9?
7 or 19?
7 or 19?
7 or 19?
7 or 19?
7 or 19?

Feature #
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
5
5
5
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

Level
99.90-99.80
99.90-99.80
99.90-99.80
99.80-99.70
99.80-99.70
99.80-99.70
99.80-99.70
99.80-99.70
99.80-99.70
99.80-99.70
99.80-99.70
99.80-99.70
99.80-99.70
99.80-99.70
99.74-99.64
99.74-99.64
99.74-99.64
99.70-99.65
99.70-99.65
99.70-99.65
99.70-99.65
99.70-99.65
99.70-99.65
99.70-99.65
99.70-99.65
99.70-99.65

Depth

Table B.2: Materials Identified in Carbon Samples from the Janee Site 41MN33

Wood Charcoal
Wood Charcoal
Residue
Wood Charcoal
Wood Charcoal
Wood Charcoal
Wood Charcoal
Residue
Wood Charcoal
Wood Charcoal
Wood Charcoal
Wood Charcoal
Residue
Wood Charcoal
Wood Charcoal
Wood Charcoal
Residue
Contamination
Wood Charcoal
Wood Charcoal
Residue
Wood Charcoal
Wood Charcoal
Wood Charcoal
Residue
Contamination

Type

Common Name
Mesquite
Acacia
Bois d'arc
White group oak
Hardwood
Pecan
Plateau live oak
Acacia
Hardwood
Hoptree
Elm
Hoptree
Red group oak

Pecan
Not examined
Hoptree
Plateau live oak
Acacia/Mesquite

Botanical Name
Prosopis glandulosa
Acacia sp.
Maclura pomifera
Quercus subg. Quercus
Hardwood
Carya illinoinensis
Quercus fusiformis
Acacia sp.
Hardwood
Ptelea trifoliata
Ulmus sp.
Ptelea trifoliata
Quercus subg. Lobatae

Carya illinoinensis
Not examined
Ptelea trifoliata
Quercus fusiformis
Acacia/Prosopis spp.

2
2
1

20
19

2
5
1

1
2
3
5

1
10
2
2

2
2

0.02
0.03
0.60
0.03
0.28
0.03
0.02
0.98
0.12
0.02
0.03
0.03
2.57
0.56
0.17
0.03
0.25
12.35
0.99
0.12
12.82
0.17
0.04
0.01
1.48
1.14

Count Weight (g)
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1942). Since its growth habit is a shrub rather than a
tree, however, the smaller-diameter wood may have
been better used for kindling than coals.

Exotic Wood (Bois d’arc; Maclura
pomifera)
A single fragment of bois d’arc wood charcoal was
recovered from sample C-2, Feature 2-B at the Janee
Site. Bois d’arc is not believed to have grown near
the site, and this fragment is unlikely to have arrived
at Janee intended as fuelwood. Although bois ‘darc
wood is very dense, producing high heat and good
coals, it also produces so many sparks that it makes
a distinctly unpleasant firewood (Graves 1919). As
its name indicates, the wood is best known as a high
quality material for bow making (Hamilton 1982).
Work to maximum load, a measure of the combined
strength and toughness of wood under bending stresses,
provides a quantitative indicator of why bois d’arc
makes such excellent bows (Table B.3). In addition, the
tree sprouts after cutting (coppice growth), providing
straight branches for working into bows (Carey 1994;
Coder 1999; Starr et al. 2003). The
specialized use of bois d’arc wood,
its unusual history and its unexpected
presence at the site merit extended
discussion.
Widely-cited secondary sources indicate
an extensive Pleistocene range for
the genus Maclura in North America
(e.g., Barlow 2000; Peattie 2007;).
Examination of the primary sources,
however, shows how very few fossil
records exist for the Moraceae, the
family to which bois d’arc belongs.

Hugo Martínez-Cabrera and colleagues
report fossil woods from early Miocene
sediments in Baja California that may
be ancestral to Maclura tinctoria, the
species of Maclura found today in the
Caribbean, Mexico and Central and
South America (Martínez-Cabrera et al.
2006). Theodore Delevoryas identifies
“a multiple fruit, most closely allied to
the Moraceae” from Upper Cretaceous
deposits in South Dakota (Delevoryas
1964:584). Maclura pomifera is listed
as present in fossil wood from the
Don Beds in Ontario (Coleman 1933;
Terasmae 1960; Woodcock 1989). Fossil
Maclura is known outside North America as well (e.g.,
Cheng et al. 2011).
Identification of bois d’arc from fossil specimens,
including archeological specimens, typically faces
several difficulties, the most important of which is
that identification is not usually made from the entire
plant but from one or more parts of it. Delevoryas had
access to the fruit, but the other references to fossil
Moraceae above are identifications based on wood.
Maclura pomifera wood is ring-porous and packed
with tyloses. It can be separated from mulberry (Morus
spp.) and black locust (Robinia pseudoacacia), which
share these characteristics, by the presence of vestured
intervessel pits (in Robinia) or crystals (in Maclura)
or on the basis of ray seriation (the number of cells
across the widest point in a ray). Mulberry wood has
the widest rays, typically 7-8 seriate (Hoadley 1990),
while black locust rays are usually 3-5 seriate and bois
d’arc’s are 2-4 seriate. The Maclura specimen at Janee
has rays that are usually 2-3 seriate, with the largest
rays being 4-seriate. Wood tissue of Maclura tinctoria,
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the Central American species, is diffuse-porous and
easily distinguishable from the other three in transverse
section at low magnification.

continent under Holocene conditions, it apparently did
not do so until it was extensively planted in the second
half of the nineteenth century.

However spotty and imprecise the records, it does
seem that the range of Maclura pomifera extended into
what is now southern Canada during the Pleistocene
and Maclura tinctoria (or its ancestor) was present
in Mexico. Historic records that explicitly refer
to Maclura pomifera date to the early years of the
nineteenth century, by which time its range seems to
have been restricted to a small area in (or including)
northeast Texas. Daniel Janzen and Paul Martin
propose that Maclura’s shrinking distribution over
the Holocene is due to the extinction of its preferred
dispersal organisms, which they theorize were
Pleistocene megafauna such as horses and camels
(Janzen and Martin 1982). This hypothesis has the
virtue of explaining several oddities about bois
d’arc. The large fruits are poorly dispersed by the
small animals that are attracted to them today (Smith
and Perino 1981). The larger animals (i.e., bison)
available to disperse the fruit during the Holocene
apparently cannot consume the fruit because they lack
upper incisors (Barlow 2000). Although the tree can
grow over a very wide swath of the North American

Since bois d’arc is clearly capable of growing over a
much larger range than it did in the early nineteenth
century, and Native Americans quickly adopted
tree crops such as peaches (Gremillion 1993), the
question of why Native Americans (apparently) did
not plant this economically valuable tree deserves
serious consideration. Frank Schambach, one of the
few researchers who has approached the question,
proposes a radically restricted range for bois d’arc
trees that came under the control of a group that
monopolized the resource for economic and political
advantage (Schambach 1995). Ann Early reviews
historic accounts and General Land Office Records
and concludes that bois d’arc range in the early historic
period extended at least into the Little Missouri
River valley if not the Arkansas River valley (Early
2000:108). She suggests that Caddo agricultural plots
provided optimal growing conditions for casuallyintroduced bois d’arc fruits (Early 2000:110).

Archeologist David Jurney (1995) and historian Del
Weniger (1996) have reconstructed the early historic
and late prehistoric range of bois d’arc
trees in Texas using historical accounts
Table B.3: Work to Maximum Load (WML) statistics for common woods
and General Land Office records prior
or their close relatives in Central Texas (from Alden 1995)
to 1860. Weniger restricts the range
of bois d’arc to twelve counties in
WML (in-lbf/in3)
northeast Texas (Weniger 1996:Figure
Common name
Botanical name
Dry
Green
2). Jurney comes to very nearly the
Bois d'arc
Maclura pomifera
no data
37.9
same conclusion but couches it in
Cedar elm
Ulmus crassifolia
18.6
20.0
more satisfying ecological terms by
Black walnut
Juglans nigra
10.7
14.6
naming the streams along which he
Celtis spp.
Hackberry
12.8
14.5
believes the major populations of bois
Sugar maple
Acer saccharum
16.5
13.3
d’arc were dispersed: the East Fork of
Diospyros spp.
Persimmon
15.4
13.0
the Trinity and one tributary, Rowlett
Live oak
Quercus virginiana
18.9
12.3
Creek; the North Fork Sulphur River
Green ash
Fraxinus pennsylvanica
13.4
11.8
and some tributaries; and Bois D’Arc
Arbutus spp.
Madrone
8.8
11.2
Creek, a tributary of the Red River in
Silver maple
Acer saccharinum
8.3
11.0
Fannin and Lamar Counties, Texas
Post oak
Q uercus stellata
13.2
11.0
(Jurney 1995). In the absence of
Black willow
Salix nigra
8.8
11.0
Ilex
spp.
Holly/Yaupon
10.7
10.8
Pleistocene megafauna, water is
Rhus spp.
Sumac
8.4
10.8
believed to have become the main
Bigleaf maple
Acer macrophyllum
7.8
8.7
dispersal agent of bois d’arc fruits.
Southern red oak
Sycamore
Cottonwood
Mesquite

Quercus falcata
Platanus occidentalis
Populus deltoides
Prosopis spp.

9.4
8.5
7.4
no data

8.0
7.5
7.3
no data

The earliest historic reference to bois
d’arc is believed to be that of Henri
Joutel, who notes a bow-making
tradition near the Great Bend of the
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Red River in 1687. He indicates that the wood is of
excellent quality for bowmaking (“du bois très proper
à en faire [les arcs]”), that people travel great distances
(50 or 60 leagues) to obtain the bows and that the tree
grows in quantity in the area. Neither the wood nor
the tree from which it came are named or described,
however, either in the most recent English translation
(Forster 1998:248) or in the French printed editions
(de Michel 1713:282, Margry 1879:412, 424). Joutel’s
omission is odd since he was the son of a gardener
and took the trouble to describe a sweetgum tree that
La Salle had marked near the Trinity River (Foster
1998:202, fn22; Harrisse 1872:165). It seems likely
that Joutel did not actually encounter a bois d’arc tree
himself but only the bows or talk of the bows. Early
points out it is even possible that the entire bowtrading episode was inserted into Joutel’s original
manuscript by the editors from Henry de Tonti’s
account of the expedition or a forged account falsely
attributed to Tonti that circulated in Paris prior to 1713
(Delanglez 1985; Early 2000:102). The episode seems
plausible, however, given the early nineteenth century
distribution of bois d’arc, the suitability of bois d’arc
for bow making (Hamilton 1982), and a history of
bois d’arc bows in the area as evidenced by an Early
Caddo bow made from bois d’arc excavated at Mounds
Plantation in Caddo Parish, Louisiana (Webb and
McKinney 1963).
After 1803, historic references to bois d’arc become
numerous. Meriwether Lewis famously sent bois d’arc
samplings (which had been transplanted at an Osage
village) to President Thomas Jefferson in 1804, with
a note that their original source was 300 miles away,
presumably on the Red River (Jurney 1995; Turner
2009). William Dunbar and George Hunter reported
bois d’arc in the Ouichita River valley in 1804 (Early
2000:103; Jurney 1995). Peter Custis saw a very large
specimen near Natchitoches in 1806 that was probably
transplanted (Flores 1984:260). Anthony Glass
described the first large wild stands in 1807 on the Red
River, including the population on Bois D’Arc Creek
that Schambach believes was the post-Pleistocene
remnant population (Early 2000:106; Jurney 1995). In
1810, John Bradbury reported that the cost of a bow
made from bois d’arc for Arikara Indians was a horse
and a blanket. He described war clubs made of the same
wood (Bradbury 1817:159-160). Prince Maximilinan
of Wied-Neuwied reported that Blackfeet Indians of
Montana bartered for bois d’arc bows in the 1830s
(Peattie 2007:387). On September 8, 1853, Lieutenant

A. W. Whipple encountered a group of Kiowas on
the Llano Estacado with outstanding bois d’arc bows
(Whipple 1856:32).
The Prairie Farmer magazine was instrumental in
greatly expanding the range of bois d’arc in the last
half of the nineteenth century, when it began to promote
the tree as a hedge plant (Turner 2009). Bois d’arc
place names can be found today throughout much of
the United States, reflecting the success of the planting
program. In fact, visitors to the Janee site usually travel
Bois D’Arc Road to reach it. Reports of bois d’arc’s
reproductive success once escaped from cultivation
are mixed. Starr and colleagues argue that bois d’arc
should be considered invasive in Hawai’i (Starr et al.
2003). They note bois d’arc is already prohibited as
an invasive plant in Elburn, Illinois, and it has become
a pest in Italy (Starr et al. 2003). Clearly, bois d’arc
is a good pioneer species, but whether it is capable
of persisting in a more mature landscape is unclear
(Burton 1990; Coder 1999; Smith and Perino 1981).
Bois d’arc is not a constituent of any mature forest
association (Burton 1990; Smith and Perino 1981:30),
which again implies an early successional status, as
do its germination requirements for soil contact and
full sun. Sources agree that even mature bois d’arc
is shade intolerant (Carey 1994; Smith and Perino
1981). Bois d’arc stands are were being shaded out by
oaks in Hueston Woods State Park in Ohio as of 1981
(Snith and Perino 1981). Although its taproot makes
bois d’arc relatively drought tolerant once established,
even springs in West Texas may not provide enough
moisture for long-term survival: Of the twelve West
Texas stands of bois d’arc known in the 1930s, only
seven were alive in 2009 (Roberts 2011).
Shade intolerance and a lack of dispersal mechanisms
seem to be the most important limiting factors in bois
d’arc reproduction, but other characteristics may come
into play as well. Bois d’arc stems are dioecious,
meaning that each individual has either male or female
flowers but not both. The tree is wind-pollinated, so
male and female stems must be close enough that
pollination can occur. Female stems can produce sterile
fruit in the absence of pollination, so simply planting
a fruit may not result in germination. Fertilized fruits,
however, can contain both male and female seeds, so
a stand of male and female stems can theoretically be
established with a single fruit (Burton 1990; Carey
1994; Coder 1999; Smith and Perino 1981; Starr et
al. 2003).
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Status of the Janee Bois d’arc
Specimen.
Bois d’arc’s recent history of extensive planting
combined with a very restricted range for much of
the Holocene considerably complicates efforts to
understand archeological occurrences of the plant,
except possibly in extreme northeast Texas and
adjacent states. Four logical possibilities exist for the
wood charcoal fragment at Janee, with varying degrees
of probability:
1. It is not bois d’arc.
2. It is not ancient.
3. Bois d’arc was present in West Texas during Toyah
times
a. as a Pleistocene refuge plant.
b. as a Holocene planting by Native Americans.
4. Bois d’arc was a trade item from East Texas.
1. It is not bois d’arc. As noted above, bois d’arc
wood can be difficult to separate from black locust.
Identification is made here on the basis of ray seriation.
Although both bois d’arc and black locust are exotic to
Central Texas, the greater proximity of bois d’arc and
the historical presence of bois d’arc bows in Central
Texas are also consistent with its identification here.
Probablity: low.
2. It is not ancient. It is possible that the bois d’arc wood
charcoal fragment represents a historically-planted
tree part that was burned in a campfire or wildfire. The
specimen was taken from a cultural feature interpreted
as prehistoric, which argues against a modern campfire.
Although on off-site soil samples were not taken
to check for evidence of wildfires, the bois d’arc
specimen came from excavation Level 4, whereas
wildfires typically carbonize only material on or very
near the ground surface. The possibility remains that
the charcoal fragment was brought to Level 4 through
bioturbation. Probability: low.
3a. Bois d’arc was present in West Texas during Toyah
times as a Pleistocene refuge plant. Anomalous stands
of bois d’arc are known in Trans-Pecos Texas, for
example in the Chisos Mountains and various locations
around Marathon, Texas (Roberts 2011; Turner et al.
2003, Simpson 1999:195; Powell 1998:100-101).
The West Texas climate is generally too dry for bois
d’arc, so these stands are of necessity associated with
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springs or other water sources. Some Chisos Mountain
plants, notably pinyon pine, are believed to represent
species that have managed to survive in small patches
of microclimates to which they are well-suited (refugia)
since Pleistocene times. The bois d’arc populations in
these locations do not have indicators of great antiquity
in these locations, however. Botanists collecting
the specimens have not indicated morphological
differences between the West Texas and East Texas
specimens that could be expected to have accumulated
over a separation of a dozen millennia. The Chicos
Mountains specimens were collected in the 1930s
and the identification re-checked by Dr. B. L. Turner
in 2006 (TEX-LL 2007). Linguistic evidence also
argues against great antiquity for these stands. The
only Spanish name for bois d’arc known to the author
indicates an exotic origin for the plant: Naranjo Chino.
Finally, bois d’arc populations are less numerous and
contain fewer individuals than the more certain refugia
populations of pinyon (Thomas Alex, pers. comm.,
9/6/11). Probability: low.
3b. Bois d’arc was present in West Texas during Toyah
times as a Holocene planting by Native Americans.
Bois d’arc trees fruit for only about 75 years (Burton
1990; Coder 1999) and the oldest known trees are
less than 200 years old (Smith and Perino 1981).
Transplanted bois d’arc populations in West Texas
must therefore have reproduced several times if they
represent Late Prehistoric plantings. Many historicallyknown stands of bois d’arc died in the drought of the
1950s, suggesting the trees would not have survived
over many centuries in West Texas. The population at
Bois D’Arc Springs in the Chisos Mountains, however,
was documented in 1937, survived the drought of the
1950s, and was still alive in the current drought as
of July 2011 (Thomas Alex, pers. comm., 9/6/11). In
addition, stands of bois d’arc are reported to always
be located along historic Native American trails (e.g.,
Simpson 1999). Were these trees and perhaps similar
stands planted for bow use by Late Prehistoric people?
Or introduced incidentally by horses along trails? At
least in the Chisos Mountains, the bois d’arc stands
are not located near the historic trails, which skirted
around the mountains and not through the remote
canyon where the springs are located. In addition, the
wood from these bois d’arc stands, located far from
their optimal habitat, is small and brittle, ill-suited to
bow-making (Thomas Alex, pers. comm., 9/6/11).
Accidental introduction of bois d’arc by horses also
seems unlikely, at least until after 1800 when bois d’arc
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became more common outside northeast Texas. The gut
rate of a horse is approximately twelve to twenty-four
hours (Town and Country Veterinary Hospital, pers.
comm., 9/9/11), so a horse that ate a bois d’arc fruit
near Texarkana would have excreted the seeds long
before it reached the Chisos Mountains.1 Deliberate
planting by Native Americans is more probable but still
unlikely. Recall that bois d’arcs are dioecious, windpollinated, require exposed soil for germination, full
sun, and a lot of moisture. Anyone deliberately trying to
establish a bois d’arc population in West Texas would
have to put in a lot of effort – and manage to deposit a
fertile fruit at exactly the right spot for optimal growth
– for the fairly slim chance of a reward in bow wood
ten to fifteen years in the future (see also Early 2000).
Probability: moderate.
4. Bois d’arc was a trade item from East Texas.
According to historic accounts, bois d’arc bows were
extremely valuable and widely traded across a wide
swath of the North American continent. For the Menard
area, historic accounts also suggest the identity of
the traders and the routes they traveled into northeast
Texas where the bows or their raw material would
have been available. Arnn emphasizes the frequency
and routine nature of travels by Jumanos between La
Junta and Caddo villages in northeast Texas (Arnn
2007:218, 420, Figure 10:2). Exotic items other than
bois d’arc were recovered from Janee and also from
the Buckhollow site. Both produced exotic arrowpoints
(Arnn 2007:361), and Buckhollow yielded two exotic
ceramic sherds (Arnn 2007:359). Arnn proposes a
continuity between the Late Prehistoric Toyah in this
area and historic Jumano traders. Mariah Wade notes
that one sub-group of the Jumanos were known as
the Good Bows (Arcos Buenos; also Arcos Fuertes
or Arcos Tuertos or Los que Hacen Arcos) (Wade
2003:221, 248n44). The “twisted” bows of this group
are also referred to as “Turkish” bows; the term
apparently describes a re-curved or double-curved
bow. Double-curing does not necessarily make for
a good bow (Hamilton 1982:6) but use of bois d’arc
wood often does. Given the known location of large
bois d’arc populations in northeast Texas and the early
historic evidence that Jumano traders with good bows
traveled through the Janee site area, it seems likely that
1 A crude model for the spread of bois d’arc via horses assumes a) a horse
could travel 75-100 miles before depositing the seeds, b) bois d’arc stands
produce fruit after ten years (Burton 1990), and c) horses became common
around A.D. 1700, The resulting spread rate would result in bois d’arc
stands in West Texas between A.D. 1800 and 1850, prior to most European
settlement but after the collapse of Toyah/Jumano/Caddo trade systems.

the bois d’arc fragment at Janee came from northeast
Texas, in the form of a bow or stave intended for bowmaking. Probability: high.

Summary
Plant material designated for radiocarbon dating from
the Buckhollow and Janee sites consists entirely of
wood charcoal. Although samples sizes are small, the
two sites appear to exhibit differences in wood charcoal
composition, with Buckhollow having more upland
taxa and Janee more riparian trees. A single fragment
of bois d’arc wood charcoal at the Janee site is best
interpreted as a trade item from East Texas.
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Geoarchaeological Investigations at the Little Paint Site
APPENDIX D
PROFILE DESCRIPTIONS

Backhoe Trench 4
Comment:

See Figure 6.3. Trench exposed burned rock at four different depths (10 cm, 75-82 cm, 137
cm, and ~260 cm) and radiocarbon ages obtained from the trench place the lowest two
occupations between approximately 6100 and 4000 years BP.

Zone

Horizon

Depth
(cm)

1

Ap

0-25

2

AC

25-33

3

A

33-64

4

ABk

64-100

5

Bk

100-147

6

2Akb

147-162

7

2Bk

162-185

8

2C

185-208

9

2C

195-200

Description
Black (10YR 2/1, m) loam to clay loam, friable,
moderate medium to coarse subangular blocky
structure, abrupt smooth boundary, violently
effervescent, possibly disturbed, contains a few burnt
rocks.
Black-very dark gray (10YR 2.5/1, m) very gravelly clay
loam, very friable, moderate fine subangular blocky
structure, abrupt smooth boundary, violently
effervescent, >30% coarse fragments, distinct thin
gravel bed.
Black (10YR 2/1, m) clay loam to loam, very friable,
weak medium to fine subangular blocky structure,
gradual smooth boundary, violently effervescent, few
(1%) calcium carbonate filaments near base of zone,
fewer than 10% coarse fragments which are scattered
throughout the zone.
Brown (7.5YR 4/2, m) clay loam, very friable, weak to
moderate medium subangular blocky structure, gradual
smooth boundary, violently effervescent, common (35%) calcium carbonate filaments, burnt rock and lithic
debetage were observed scattered in this zone at a
depth of 75 cm below the ground surface.
Brown (7.5YR 4.5/3, m) clay loam to silty clay loam,
very friable, moderate fine subangular blocky structure,
abrupt smooth boundary, violently effervescent, many
(10-15%) calcium carbonate filaments, a few burned
rock were observed scattered in this deposit at a depth
of approximately 137 cm, a bulk sediment sample
collected from near the base of this zone at 140-145 cm
depth yielded an age of 4480±30 years BP (Beta2969319)
Dark brown (7.5YR 3/2, m) silty clay loam, very friable,
moderate fine prismatic structure parting to moderate
fine angular blocky structure, clear smooth boundary,
violently effervescent, common (7%) calcium carbonate
filaments.
Brown (7.5YR 4/3, m) silty clay loam, very friable, weak
medium subangular blocky structure, gradual smooth
boundary, violently effervescent, common (5-7%)
calcium carbonate filaments.
Brown (7.5YR 4/3, m) clay loam, very friable, weak
medium subangular blocky structure, violently
effervescent.
Brown (7.5YR 4/2, m) very gravelly sandy clay loam,
friable, massive, abrupt smooth boundary, 30-50%
coarse fragments, this thin gravel bed pinches out
within the trench.

1

Interpretation
Allostratigraphic Unit 4a

Allostratigraphic Unit 4a
?

Allostratigraphic Unit 3

Allostratigraphic Unit 3

Allostratigraphic Unit 3

Allostratigraphic Unit 3

Allostratigraphic Unit 3

Allostratigraphic Unit 3

Allostratigraphic Unit 3
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Zone

Horizon

Depth
(cm)

10

3Ab

208-233

11

3AC

233-243

12

4Ab

243-275

13

4AC1

275-305

14

4AC2

305-330

15

4C

330340+

Description
Dark brown (7.5YR 3/2, m) silty clay to clay, friable,
moderate medium to fine subangular blocky structure,
clear smooth boundary.
Brown (7.5YR 4/3, m) silty clay loam, very friable, weak
fine subangular blocky structure, abrupt smooth
boundary, thin sandier bed within a clear buried Ahorizon.
Dark brown (7.5YR 3/2, m) silty clay, very friable, strong
medium to fine subangular blocky structure, clear
smooth boundary, violently effervescent, a prehistoric
occupation within the middle of this zone was dated to
6040±40 years BP (Beta-299325) by a piece of
charcoal collected from a basin shaped burned rock
hearth that was found in the side wall of the trench.
Brown (7.5YR 4/4, m) silty clay to silty clay loam, very
friable, weak coarse subangular blocky structure, clear
smooth boundary, violently effervescent.
Brown (7.5YR 4/3, m) clay loam, very friable, moderate
medium to coarse subangular blocky structure, clear
smooth boundary, violently effervescent, 5-10% coarse
fragments consisting of rounded limestone gravel
scattered throughout.
Very gravelly loam, very friable, massive, violently
effervescent, >60% coarse fragments.

2

Interpretation
Allostratigraphic Unit 3

Allostratigraphic Unit 3

Allostratigraphic Unit 3

Allostratigraphic Unit 3

Allostratigraphic Unit 3

Allostratigraphic Unit 3
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Backhoe Trench 2
Comment: See Figure 6.7
Zone

Horizon

Depth
(cm)

1

Ap

0-32

2

A

32-54

3

AC

54-59

4

C

59-63

5

AC

63-66

6

C

66-69

7

AC

69-77

8

AC

77-90

9

C

90-120

10

2Bk

120-190

Description
Very dark gray (10YR 3/1, m) gravelly loam, friable,
weak to moderate coarse subangular blocky structure,
abrupt smooth boundary, violently effervescent, 1020% coarse fragments which are matrix supported.
Black (10YR 2/1, m) silt loam to loam, friable, strong
fine subangular blocky structure, abrupt smooth
boundary, violently effervescent, 1-3% coarse
fragments, few faint beds visible in places, and a few
burned rock were observed about 32 cm below
surface at the top of this zone that may be in
secondary context.
Very dark gray (10YR 3/1, m) silty loam to silty clay
loam, friable, moderate fine prismatic structure, abrupt
smooth boundary, violently effervescent.
Very dark grayish brown-dark grayish brown (10YR
3.5/2, m) loam, very friable, moderate fine angular
blocky structure, abrupt smooth boundary, violently
effervescent.
Very dark gray (10YR 3/1, m) silty clay, friable, strong
fine prismatic structure parting to strong fine angular
blocky structure, abrupt smooth boundary, violently
effervescent.
Dark grayish brown (10YR 4/2, m) loam, very friable,
abrupt smooth boundary, weak to moderate medium
subangular blocky structure, abrupt smooth boundary,
3-5% coarse fragments.
Black to very dark gray (10YR 2/1 to 10YR 3/1, m)
sandy clay, firm, strong medium to coarse angular
blocky structure, abrupt smooth boundary, violently
effervescent, this bed drapes a prehistoric occupation
at a depth of 77 cm that contained burned rock and
debitage.
Very dark gray (10YR 3/1, m) loam, friable, weak very
coarse subangular blocky structure to massive, abrupt
irregular boundary, violently effervescent, 1-3%
coarse fragments, a few burned rocks and pieces of
debitage were observed at the base of this zone.
Very dark grayish brown-dark grayish brown (10YR
3.5/2, m) gravelly to very gravelly loam, friable,
massive, abrupt irregular boundary,violently
effervescent, 30-75% coarse fragments which are
clast supported.
Very dark grayish brown (10YR 3/2, m; 10YR 4.5/2, d)
loam to silty clay loam, friable, moderate medium
subangular blocky structure, common (3-5%) calcium
carbonate filaments, violently effervescent.

3

Interpretation
Fill associated with road
construction

Allostratigraphic Unit 4a;
Local Bed E

Allostratigraphic Unit 4a;
Local Bed C
Allostratigraphic Unit 4a;
Local Bed D
Allostratigraphic Unit 4a;
Local Bed C
Allostratigraphic Unit 4a;
Local Bed D

Allostratigraphic Unit 4a;
Local Bed C

Allostratigraphic Unit 4a;
Local Bed B

Allostratigraphic Unit 4a;
Local Bed A

Allostratigraphic Unit 3

Geoarchaeological Data and Profile Descriptions

N162/E123–126
Comment: See Figure 6.8 for the depth and relative stratigraphic position of each zone.
Zone

Depth
(cm)

Horizon

1F
(fine)

Ap

--

1C
(coarse)

Ap

--

1U
(undifferentiated)

Ap

--

2

A

--

3

A

--

4

AC

--

5

A

--

6

AC

--

7

AC

--

Description
Very dark gray (10YR 3/1, m) loam to clay
loam, very friable, strong fine granular
structure, abrupt smooth boundary, violently
effervescent, zone comprises a series of
relatively thin fine textured beds that are
interbedded with coarser, more gravelly
beds, >3% coarse fragments.
Very dark gray (10YR 3/1, m) slightly gravelly
to gravelly loam to clay loam, very friable,
massive, abrupt smooth boundary, violently
effervescent, 10-35% coarse fragments, zone
comprises a series of coarser textured beds
that pinch to the east, and that are interbeded
with zone 1F.
Very dark gray (10YR 3/1, m) slightly gravelly
loam to clay loam, very friable, massive to
weak fine subangular blocky structure, same
as Zones 1C and 1F, but where bedding was
not clear.
Black (10YR 2/1, m; 10YR 2.5/1, d) clay,
friable, strong medium prismatic structure
parting to strong fine angular blocky
structure, clear smooth boundary, violently
effervescent.
Black-very dark gray (10YR 2.5/1, m; 10YR
3.5/1, d) silty clay, friable, strong fine
prismatic structure parting to strong fine
subangular blocky structure, clear smooth
boundary, violently effervescent, one of two
thin beds that pinch out on the west side of
these units and thicken and continue to the
east toward the river.
Very dark gray (10YR 3/1, m; 10YR 5/2, d)
silt loam to silty clay loam, very friable, strong
fine prismatic structure parting to strong fine
subangular blocky structure, abrupt smooth
to very broadly wavy boundary, violently
effervescent, like zone 3, this slightly coarse
bed pinches out to the west and continues to
the east outside this unit.
Black (10YR 2/1, m; 10YR 2.5/1, d) clay to
silty clay, friable, strong fine prismatic
structure parting to strong fine subangular
blocky structure, clear smooth boundary,
violently effervescent, this zone and zone 2
merge together west of the point that zones 3
& 4 pinch out.
Very dark brown (10YR 2/2, m; 10YR3/1, d)
silty clay, friable, moderate medium
subangular blocky structure, clear smooth
boundary, violently effervescent, few to
common (3-5%) calcium carbonate filaments.
Very dark brown (10YR 2/2, m; 10YR3/2, d)
loam, very friable, weak medium prismatic
structure parting to weak medium subangular
blocky structure, violently effervescent.

4

Interpretation

Introduced Fill

Introduced Fill

Introduced Fill

Allostratigraphic Unit 4a;
Local Bed E

Allostratigraphic Unit 4a;
Local Bed C

Allostratigraphic Unit 4a;
Local Bed D

Allostratigraphic Unit 4a;
Local Bed C

Allostratigraphic Unit 4a;
Local Bed B

Allostratigraphic Unit 3?
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N118 (Column 1)
Comment: See Figure 6.9 for illustration of this profile and the relatively position of the different zones.
Zone

Horizon

Depth
(cm)

1

Ap/C

--

2

Ap/C

--

3

Ap/C

--

4

Ap/C

--

5

Ap/C

--

6

2Ab

--

7 fine

AC

7
coarse

AC

8

C

--

9

C

--

10

C

--

11

AC

--

Description
Very dark grayish brown (10YR 3/2, m) silty clay, firm,
strong fine subangular blocky structure, abrupt smooth
boundary, violently effervescent.
Very dark grayish brown (10YR 3/2, m) very stony clay,
firm, single grain, abrupt smooth boundary, violently
effervescent, approximately 60% coarse fragments which
are mostly angular crushed limestone.
Very dark gray (10YR 3/1, m) very gravelly silty clay,
friable, massive, abrupt smooth boundary, violently
effervescent, approximately 40-60% coarse fragments
which are rounded alluvial gravel.
Very dark gray (10YR 3/1, m) sandy clay, friable,
massive to weak coarse subangular blocky structure,
abrupt smooth boundary, violently effervescent, 3-5%
matrix supported coarse fragments which are primarily
rounded alluvial gravel.
Black (10YR 2/1, m) loam, friable, moderate coarse
subangular blocky structure, abrupt smooth boundary,
violently effervescent, few to common (3-5%) calcium
carbonate filaments, few discontinuous coats on ped
faces, approximately 7% coarse fragments which are
rounded alluvial gravel.
Black to very dark gray (10YR 2/1 to 10YR 3/1, m) loam,
extremely hard, strong coarse prismatic structure parting
to strong coarse subangular blocky structure, abrupt
wavy boundary, violently effervescent, many (7%)
calcium carbonate filaments, few discontinuous calcium
carbonate coats on ped faces, few (1%) coarse
fragments.
Very dark gray (10YR 3/1,m) loam, firm, strong medium
prismatic structure, abrupt smooth boundary, violently
effervescent, common (5-7%) calcium carbonate
filaments, zone 7 consists of alternating fine and coarse
thin beds, both of which are loams, but contain differing
amounts of sand; Zone 7 fine contains the Toyah
occupation surface, and is in between two slightly
coarser textured beds; Zone 7 thickens to the east and
pinches to the west.
Grayish brown (10YR 5/2, m) loam, loose to very friable,
single grain to massive, abrupt wavy boundary, violently
effervescent, common (5-7%) coarse fragments, few
coarse fragments.
Very dark gray (10YR 3/1, m) clay loam to sandy clay
loam, fining upwards, friable, weak coarse subangular
blocky structure, abrupt irregular boundary, violently
effervescent, few (1-3%) calcium carbonate filaments.
Very dark gray (10YR 3/1, m) gravelly sandy clay loam,
loose to very friable, single grain, abrupt irregular
boundary, violently effervescent.
Very dark gray (10YR 3/1, m) sandy clay loam, very
friable, single grain, abrupt smooth boundary, violently
effervescent, few (3%) calcium carbonate filaments.
Very dark gray (10YR 3/1, m) clay loam, very friable,
weak coarse subangular blocky structure, violently
effervescent.

5

Interpretation
Introduced Fill

Introduced Fill

Introduced Fill

Introduced Fill

Introduced Fill/colluvium

Allostratigraphic Unit 4a;
Local Bed E

Allostratigraphic Unit 4a;
Local Bed C

Allostratigraphic Unit 4a;
Local Bed D
Allostratigraphic Unit 4a;
Local Bed B
Allostratigraphic Unit 4a;
Local Bed A
Allostratigraphic Unit 3?
Allostratigraphic Unit 3?

Geoarchaeological Data and Profile Descriptions

Unit N129 E120 (Column 2)
Comment: See Figure 6.10 for the depth and relative stratigraphic position of each zone.
Depth
(cm)

Zone

Horizon

1

Ap

--

2

A

--

3

AC

--

4

A

--

5

AC

--

6

A

--

7

AC

--

8

C

--

Description
Black (10YR 2/1, m) clay loam, friable, weak coarse
subangular blocky structure, abrupt smooth to wavy
boundary, violently effervescent.
Black (N 2.5/0 to 10YR 2/1, m) clay loam, friable, strong
coarse prismatic structure parting to strong medium
subangular blocky structure, abrupt smooth boundary,
violently effervescent.
Very dark grayish brown (10YR 3/2, m) sandy clay
loam, friable, weak fine subangular blocky structure,
abrupt smooth boundary, violently effervescent.
Very dark gray (10YR 3/1, m) clay loam, friable, strong
coarse prismatic structure, abrupt smooth to wavy
boundary, violently effervescent.
Very dark grayish brown (10YR 3/2, m) clay loam,
friable, weak to moderate prismatic structure, abrupt
wavy boundary, violently effervescent.
Very dark grayish brown (10YR 3/2, m) clay loam,
friable, weak coarse subangular blocky structure,
abrupt smooth boundary, violently effervescent.
Very dark grayish brown-dark brown (10YR 3/2.5, m)
sandy loam, friable, weak medium subangular blocky
structure, abrupt irregular boundary, violently
effervescent.
Very dark gray (10YR 3/1,m) gravelly clay loam, loose
to friable, single grain, violently effervescent.

Interpretation
Introduced Fill
Allostratigraphic Unit 4a;
Local Bed E
Allostratigraphic Unit 4a;
Local Bed D
Allostratigraphic Unit 4a;
Local Bed C
Allostratigraphic Unit 4a;
Local Bed D
Allostratigraphic Unit 4a;
Local Bed C
Allostratigraphic Unit 4a;
Local Bed B
Allostratigraphic Unit 4a;
Local Bed A

N166/E100–102
Comment: See Figure 6.4
Zone Horizon
1a
Ap

Depth
(cm)
0-32

1b

AC

32-38

2

A

38-50

3

A

50-80+

Description
Dark gray (10YR 4/1, m) loam to sandy clay loam, friable,
weak to moderate fine to medium subangular blocky
structure, abrupt wavy boundary, violently effervescent, 35% coarse fragments which are matrix supported
limestone gravel.
Gray (10YR 5/1, m) sandy loam, very friable, weak fine
subangular blocky structure, violently effervescent, abrupt
wavy boundary, 1-3% coarse fragments mostly <1 cm
rounded limestone gravel, pinches to the east towards the
road, and is of variable thickness parallel to river/road.
Dark gray-dark grayish brown (10YR 4/1.5, m) loam,
friable, weak to moderate very coarse prismatic structure
parting to moderate medium subangular blocky structure,
abrupt smooth to very gently wavy boundary, violently
effervescent, <1% coarse fragments, this zone contains
the Toyah occupation but no cultural materials were
observed in the wall of the test units that were described.
Black (10YR 2/1, m) clay loam to sandy clay loam, friable,
moderate very coarse prismatic structure parting to
moderate medium subangular blocky structure, <1%
coarse fragments, few (1-3%) calcium carbonate filaments.

6

Interpretation
Allostratigraphic Unit 4a

Allostratigraphic Unit 4a

Allostratigraphic Unit 4a

Allostratigraphic Unit 3
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Appendix E
Little Paint Site (41KM226) Specimen Inventory
(Refer to DVD)

Appendix F
Lithic Analysis Data for All Comparative Sites
(Refer to DVD)

Appendix G
Ceramic Analysis Supporting Data
(Refer to DVD)
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Assessing Perdiz Point Symmetry vs. Asymmetry Study
Christian Hartnett and Mercedes C. Cody

Introduction

Methods

On behalf of TxDOT, SWCA gathered data on the symmetry of Perdiz arrow points from five sites in western
Central Texas, including Buckhollow (41KM16),
Janee (41MN33), Flatrock Road (41KM69), Varga
(41ED28), and Little Paint (41KM226) sites. The data
was gathered in accordance with the techniques and
methods defined by TxDOT, as revised in a meeting on
May 17, 2011. The objectives and methods described
here are taken from the “Instructions for Assessing
Perdiz Point Symmetry” included in Work Authorization 577 19 SA002.

The symmetry of a total of 214 projectile points was
assessed for this study. These included 201 Perdiz and
13 Cliffton arrow points from the five comparative sites
mentioned above. The initial step included determining which faces represent the dorsal face and ventral
face. If a dorsal or ventral face could not be determined
the faces were designated Side A and Side B. This
was referred to when digitally scanning points and
throughout each step of the analysis. The digital scans
were printed to perform the analysis, including a scale,
and labeled appropriately for tracking purposed. Two
methods (M-1 and M-2) were developed and utilized
for this study, and are discussed below.

Perdiz arrow points exhibit substantial morphological
variation and have an extensive spatial distribution
suggesting production by numerous different groups
across a wide geographic area. Although the majority
of the morphological variation can be attributed to the
average use-life of a projectile point (such as breakage and/or resharpening of stems, barbs, and points),
variation not related to use-life may be due to stylistic
differentiation among various culture groups in the region. These points were created on a flake or blade with
notches, barbs, and a contracting stem, and according
to Bettis and Arnn (2010), the stem barb notches are
the most unchanging manufacturing feature of this projectile point type. Therefore, the comparative study is
focused on the variation in the symmetry or asymmetry
of stem barb notches in relation to the dorsal, ventral,
or bifacial characteristics of the flake or blade body,
hypothesized to provide social technical information.
The methods and template for this study were developed by Alan Bettis and John Arnn, TxDOT archaeologists, as macroscopic techniques for assessing symmetry and/or asymmetry of digitally scanned Perdiz
arrow points for comparative studies. The analysis
was conducted on Perdiz arrow points from Toyah
components at the five sites in order to determine the
extent of variability in the study area and create a data
base suitable for comparing Perdiz arrow point data
from this area with Perdiz point data from other areas
in the region (Texas).

Method #1 (M-1)
This method is best employed with complete projectile
points, but can also be utilized with incomplete partial
points. If a projectile point is incomplete, theoretically
intersecting lines or rays may be used to project the
morphology of the blade with the vertex of the rays
indicating the most likely orientation of the blade. A
central axis must then be determined. This was accomplished by measuring the widest part of the stem
and dividing it in half. Then one or two width measurements at random sections on the blade segment were
taken (not at the shoulders or barbs) and divided in half.
The vertices were then connected, and a line or ray
was plotted between the vertices to derive the central
axis on a scan of the projectile point (Figure H.1). In
instances when the vertices were not aligned, the ray
or line was aligned to split the differences.
The template developed for this study was copied using a color photo copier at 100 percent magnification
onto a transparency for use during the analysis (Figure
H.2). The transparency was overlaid on the scan of
the projectile point. The template’s vertical axis was
lined up with the projectile point’s central axis, and
the template’s horizontal axis was lined up with the
projectile point’s uppermost notch or shoulder. A visual
assessment of whether the blade, stem and notches are
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distal point or central axis fell between
the whole numbers designated on
the template upon overlaying such;
2) assigning number values to the
grid on the template (e.g. 0.5, -0.5,
1.0, -1.5) relating to the stem barb
notches and the difference between
them upon overlaying the template’s
horizontal axis along the scan of the
projectile point’s uppermost notch; 3)
these were the values to be recorded
& included in separate columns for
blade, stem barb notches, and stem
symmetry and/or asymmetry in the
study spreadsheet.

Figure H.1

Example showing the determination of the central
axis on a scan of Perdiz arrow points included in
the symmetry vs. asymmetry study utilizing the
methodology developed by Alan Bettis and John Arnn,
TxDOT archeologists.

symmetrical or asymmetrical was then made. If the
point of the blade, or the projected point of the blade,
was offset from the template’s vertical axis it is considered asymmetrical to the left or right. If within the
“blue zone” it is considered mildly asymmetrical and
if within the “yellow zone” it is considered moderately
asymmetrical. If the notches line up on the horizontal
axis, they are symmetrical, and if one is off the axis,
they are asymmetrical. If the stem was mostly present
it was assessed in the same manner as the blade.

Method #2 (M-2)
For this method the projectile point was again placed
on the aforementioned template aligning the stem barb
notches along the horizontal axis in the same manner
discussed above. Where the distal point of the projectile
point or the distal point of the projectile point’s central
axis fell on the vertical axis was then recorded in negative or positive integers. This data was recorded for the
stem as well if most of it was present.
Upon completion of the initial phase of analysis, revisions to the original methods were made in a meeting
on May 17th, 2011. The revisions included: 1) further
refining the blade and stem symmetry and/or asymmetry measurements to negative or positive half increments (e.g. 1.5, -1.5, etc) if the location where the

Results and
Recommendations

Table H.1 through H.6 provides an
overview of the results and statistical
analyses. Tables H.7 through H.11
provide the raw results for each of
the site collections. Overall, the data
shows the majority of points are symmetrical in each
of the measured attributes, but there is asymmetry in
all categories. Comparing the three attributes (blade,
stem, and notch), the notches show the highest percentages of asymmetry.
A statistical examination was made of the symmetry
metrics for those projectile points in the data set where
all three measurements of symmetry were able to be
taken (n=133). Of this data set, mean, median, and
mode for all three metrics (blade, notch, and stem
symmetry) are all close to 0 (Table H.5). This coarse
view of the data suggests that, in general, that blades,
notches, and stems are generally symmetrical. Looking
deeper into the data, the skewness of both blade and
stem are within acceptable parameters (i.e. between
-0.5 and 0.5) to consider the data to be normally distributed, and centered on the mean, in this case 0. This
further suggests that, overall, stems and blades of the
points measured are generally symmetrical. Notch
symmetry, however, is highly skewed to the right.
These above metrics, however, are problematic given
the methodology used. Firstly, the symmetry measurement is categorical and ranges in half numbers from -2
to 2, which doesn’t lend itself to easy statistical testing
using descriptive math. Secondly, in order to make a
measurement of symmetry, two axes were drawn, and
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Table H.1.
Site

Summary of Blade, Stem, and Notch Symmetry vs. Asymmetry
Blade

Stem

Asymmetric Symmetric

N/A

Notch

Asymmetric Symmetric

N/A Asymmetric Symmetric

N/A

Total

41KM226

10

58

9

9

50

18

20

46

11

77

41KM16

4

48

21

2

33

38

11

39

23

73

41KM69

1

3

0

0

4

0

0

4

0

4

41ED28

5

36

12

6

25

22

11

30

12

53

41MN33

0

6

1

1

3

3

1

5

1

7

Total

20

151

43

18

115

81

43

124

47

214

Table H.2.

Summary of Blade Symmetry vs. Asymmetry Results
Blade

Site

Asymmetric Asymmetric
Asymmetric Asymmetric Asymmetric
Symmetric
to Left
to Left
to Right
to Right
to Right
N/A
(0.0)
(-1.0)
(-0.5)
(0.5)
(1.0)
(1.5)

Total

41KM226

2

5

58

1

2

0

9

77

41KM16

0

1

48

2

1

0

21

73

41KM69

0

1

3

0

0

0

0

4

41ED28

0

2

36

2

0

1

12

53

41MN33

0

0

6

0

0

0

1

7

Total

2

9

151

5

3

1

43

214

Asymmetric
to Right
(1.5)

Asymmetric
to Right
(2.0)

N/A

Table H.3.

Summary of Stem Symmetry vs. Asymmetry Results
Stem

Site

Asymmetric
to Left
(-2.0)

41KM226

0

4

5

50

0

0

18

77

41KM16

0

0

0

33

1

1

38

73

41KM69

0

0

0

4

0

0

0

4

41ED28

1

2

3

25

0

0

22

53

41MN33

0

0

1

3

0

0

3

7

Total

1

6

9

115

1

1

81

214

Table H.4.

Asymmetric
to Left
(-1.0)

Asymmetric
to Left
(-0.5)

Symmetric
(1.0)

Total

Summary of Notch Symmetry vs. Asymmetry Results
Notch

Site

Symmetric
(0.0)

Asymmetric
(0.5)

Asymmetric
(1.0)

Asymmetric
(1.5)

Asymmetric
(2.0)

N/A

Total

41KM226

46

9

7

1

3

11

77

41KM16

39

6

4

1

0

23

73

41KM69

4

0

0

0

0

0

4

41ED28

30

6

5

0

0

12

53

41MN33

5

1

0

0

0

1

7

Total

124

22

16

2

3

47

214
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Descriptive Statistics

Blade Symmetry

Notch Symmetry

Mean

-0.008Mean

Standard Error

Stem Symmetry
0.230Mean

0.022Standard Error

-0.063

0.038Standard Error

0.032

Median

0Median

0Median

0

Mode

0Mode

0Mode

0

Standard Deviation

0.251Standard Deviation

0.425Standard Deviation

0.366

Sample Variance

0.063Sample Variance

0.181Sample Variance

0.134

Kurtosis

8.952Kurtosis

3.960Kurtosis

Skewness

0.348Skewness

1.998Skewness

2Range

2Range

Range

16.435
0.077
4

Minimum

Minimum

0Minimum

-2

Maximum

1Maximum

2Maximum

2

Sum

Sum

Count

128Count

Largest(1)

Smallest(1)

Confidence Level(95.0%)

-8

128Count

1Largest(1)

Smallest(1)

Table H.6.

29.5Sum

0.044Confidence Level(95.0%)

128

2Largest(1)

2

0Smallest(1)

-2

0.074Confidence Level(95.0%)

0.064

Regression Statistics

Regression Statistics
Multiple R

0.359

R Square

0.129

Adjusted R Square

0.122

Standard Error

0.235

Observations

128

ANOVA
df
Regression

SS

MS

1

1.031

1.031

Residual

126

6.961

0.055

Total

127

7.992

Coefficients

Standard Error

t Stat

F
18.671

P-value

Significance F
0.000

Lower
95%

Upper
95%

Lower
95.0%

Upper
95.0%

Intercept

0.008

0.021

0.360

0.720

-0.034

0.049

-0.034

0.049

Stem Symmetry

0.246

0.057

4.321

0.000

0.134

0.359

0.134

0.359
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Table H.7.

Little Paint Site (41KM226) Perdiz (n=64) and Cliffton (n=13) Assessing Arrow Points Symmetry
vs. Asymmetry Study Results Raw Data

Projectile Point Type
(PP Type)

Specimen Identification
(Specimen)

Perdiz

7.4

Dorsal (Bifacial)

0.0

0.0

n/a

UI No.

Face

Blade
Notches
Stem
Symmetry Symmetry Symmetry

Perdiz

7.5

Dorsal

0.0

0.0

-0.5

Cliffton

8.1*

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Perdiz

41.1

Dorsal

0.0

1.0

0.0

Perdiz

42.1

Dorsal

0.0

n/a

0.0

Cliffton

91.1

Dorsal

0.0

0.0

0.0

Perdiz

104

Dorsal

0.0

0.0

n/a

Perdiz

106.1

Dorsal

0.0

0.0

0.0

Perdiz

106.2

Dorsal

0.0

0.0

0.0

n/a

n/a

n/a

Perdiz

106.3

Dorsal

Perdiz

107.1

Dorsal

Perdiz

119.1

Dorsal

0.0

0.0

0.0

Perdiz

119.2

Dorsal

0.0

0.5

0.0

Perdiz

416

Cliffton

542.4

Perdiz

403

Perdiz

409

150

0.0

Dorsal

-0.5

n/a

Dorsal

n/a

n/a

n/a

137

Dorsal (Bifacial)

0.0

0.0

n/a

143

Dorsal

0.0

0.0

0.0

Perdiz

410

144

Dorsal (Bifacial)

0.0

0.0

0.0

Perdiz

397

131

Dorsal

0.0

0.0

0.0

Perdiz

284.4

92

Dorsal

n/a

n/a

n/a

Perdiz

228

95

Dorsal

0.0

0.5

0.0

Perdiz

568.3

132

Dorsal

0.0

0.0

0.0

Perdiz

405

139

Bifacial A

0.0

n/a

0.0

Perdiz

577.3

147

Dorsal

0.0

0.0

-0.5

Perdiz

404

138

Dorsal

n/a

2.0

n/a

154

Cliffton

420

Cliffton

603.2

Cliffton

399

Perdiz

300.5

Dorsal

0.0

2.0

0.0

Dorsal

0.0

0.0

0.0

133

Dorsal

0.0

1.0

0.0

118

Dorsal

0.0

0.0

0.0

Perdiz

301.4

89

Dorsal

n/a

n/a

n/a

Perdiz

202

69

Dorsal (Bifacial)

0.0

0.0

0.0

Perdiz

311.10

Dorsal

n/a

n/a

n/a

Cliffton

151

Dorsal

0.0

0.0

0.0
n/a

18

Perdiz

349.3

99

Dorsal

0.0

0.0

Perdiz

233

101

Dorsal

0.0

0.0

Perdiz

234

102

Dorsal (Bifacial)

0.0

1.0

0.0

Perdiz

147

14

Dorsal

0.0

1.0

0.0

Perdiz

150

17

Dorsal

0.5

0.0

0.0
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Little Paint Site (41KM226) Perdiz (n=64) and Cliffton (n=13) Assessing Arrow Points Symmetry
vs. Asymmetry Study Results Raw Data (continued)

Projectile Point Type
(PP Type)

Specimen Identification
(Specimen)

UI No.

Face

Perdiz

161

28

Dorsal

Blade
Notches
Stem
Symmetry Symmetry Symmetry
0.0

0.0

0.0
0.0

Cliffton

140

5

Dorsal

1.0

2.0

Cliffton

359.6

130

Dorsal

0.0

0.0

Perdiz

366.8

Dorsal

0.0

0.0

0.0

Perdiz

177

Dorsal

0.0

0.0

0.0

44

Perdiz

368.4

45

Dorsal

0.0

0.5

0.0

Perdiz

164

31

Dorsal

0.0

0.0

-0.5

Perdiz

165

32

Dorsal

0.0

0.5

0.0

Perdiz

170

37

Dorsal

0.0

0.5

0.0

Perdiz

371.3

39

Dorsal

0.0

0.0

0.0

Perdiz

371.5

42

Dorsal

0.0

0.0

n/a

Perdiz

190

57

Bifacial A

n/a

n/a

n/a

Cliffton

138

3

Dorsal

0.0

1.0

0.0

Perdiz

139

4

Dorsal

n/a

n/a

n/a

Perdiz

237

105

Dorsal

0.0

0.0

0.0

Perdiz

394.7

106

Dorsal

0.0

0.5

n/a

Cliffton

239

107

Dorsal

0.0

0.0

0.0

Perdiz

191

58

Dorsal

0.0

0.0

n/a

Perdiz

427.5

27

Dorsal

0.0

0.0

n/a

Perdiz

428.6

29

Dorsal

1.0

0.5

0.0

Perdiz

428.7

30

Dorsal

0.0

0.0

0.0

Perdiz

195

62

Dorsal

0.0

0.0

0.0

Perdiz

198

65

Dorsal

-0.5

0.0

-0.5

Perdiz

436.3

2

Dorsal

0.0

0.5

0.0

Cliffton

436.2

Dorsal

0.0

1.0

0.0

Perdiz

437.5

6

Dorsal (Bifacial)

0.0

0.0

0.0

Perdiz

248

116

Dorsal

0.0

0.0

n/a

Perdiz

442.4

22

Dorsal

-0.5

0.5

0.0

Cliffton

185

52

Dorsal

0.0

0.0

0.0

Perdiz

469.5

77

Dorsal

0.0

0.0

0.0

Perdiz

472.5

53

Dorsal (Bifacial)

0.0

0.0

0.0

Perdiz

187

54

Dorsal

0.0

0.0

0.0

Perdiz

475.2

Dorsal

-0.5

0.0

0.0

Perdiz

183

50

Dorsal (Bifacial)

0.0

0.0

0.0

Perdiz

180

47

Dorsal

-0.5

1.0

0.0

Perdiz

499.4

129

Dorsal

0.0

0.0

0.0

Perdiz

501.6

60

Dorsal (Bifacial)

0.0

0.0

0.0

1.5

-0.5

0.0

0.0

0.0

Perdiz

203

70

Dorsal

Perdiz

510.3

71

Dorsal

*Specimen values not included because classified as Cliffton arrow point subsequent to study.
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Table H.8.

Buckhollow Site (41KM16) Perdiz Arrow Points (n=73) Assessing Symmetry vs. Asymmetry
Study Results Raw Data

Projectile Point Type
(PP Type)

Specimen Identification
(Specimen)

SWCA
Distinguisher

Face

Perdiz

No Prov.

[1]

Dorsal (Bifacial)

0.5

0.0

0.0

Perdiz

No Prov.

[2]

Dorsal

0.0

1.0

0.0

Perdiz

Absolute Zero Symbol

[1]

Dorsal (Bifacial)

0.0

0.0

0.0

Perdiz

Absolute Zero Symbol

[2]

Dorsal

0.0

0.0

0.0

Perdiz

Absolute Zero Symbol

[3]

Bifacial A

n/a

n/a

n/a

Perdiz

Absolute Zero Symbol SW

Dorsal

0.0

0.0

n/a

Perdiz

F4

Dorsal

0.0

1.0

0.0

Perdiz

Absolute Zero Symbol F8

Dorsal

n/a

n/a

n/a

Perdiz

F10 L4

Dorsal

n/a

n/a

n/a

Perdiz

F18 L3

Dorsal

0.0

0.0

n/a

Perdiz

Punk

Dorsal

0.0

0.0

0.0

Perdiz

7

Dorsal

0.0

0.5

0.0

Perdiz

23

[1]

Dorsal

0.0

0.0

n/a

Perdiz

23

[2]

Dorsal

n/a

n/a

n/a

Perdiz

46

Dorsal (Bifacial)

0.0

0.0

n/a

Perdiz

47

Dorsal

0.0

0.0

0.0

Perdiz

51

Dorsal

0.0

0.0

2.0

Perdiz

55

Dorsal

0.0

0.0

n/a

[1]

Blade Sym- Notches
metry
Symmetry

Stem Symmetry

Perdiz

55

[2]

Dorsal

0.0

0.0

0.0

Perdiz

55

[3]

Bifacial A

n/a

n/a

n/a

Perdiz

53

Bifacial A

n/a

n/a

n/a

Perdiz

Absolute Zero Symbol 56

Bifacial A

n/a

n/a

n/a

Perdiz

104 (23B)

Dorsal (Bifacial)

n/a

n/a

n/a

Perdiz

106 (15A)

Dorsal (Bifacial)

0.0

0.0

n/a

Perdiz

112

Dorsal

n/a

n/a

n/a

Perdiz

125

Dorsal

0.0

1.0

0.0

Perdiz

142 (2)

Dorsal

0.0

n/a

0.0

Perdiz

146

Dorsal

0.0

0.0

0.0

Perdiz

156 (4C)

Dorsal

n/a

n/a

n/a

Perdiz

155

[1]

Dorsal

n/a

n/a

n/a

Perdiz

155

[2]

Dorsal

0.0

0.0

0.0

Perdiz

159 (4)

Dorsal

0.0

0.0

0.0

Perdiz

162 (31)

Dorsal

0.0

0.5

0.0

Perdiz

166 (2)

Dorsal

0.0

0.5

0.0

Perdiz

166 (3)

Dorsal

n/a

0.0

n/a

Perdiz

189

[1]

Dorsal

0.0

0.0

0.0

Perdiz

189

[2]

Dorsal

0.0

0.0

0.0

Perdiz

189

[3]

Dorsal

n/a

n/a

n/a

Perdiz

193

[1]

Dorsal

n/a

n/a

n/a
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Buckhollow Site (41KM16) Perdiz Arrow Points (n=73) Assessing Symmetry vs. Asymmetry
Study Results Raw Data (continued)

Projectile Point Type
(PP Type)

Specimen Identification
(Specimen)

SWCA
Distinguisher

Face

Perdiz

193

[2]

Dorsal

0.0

0.0

0.0

Perdiz

194

Bifacial A

0.0

0.0

n/a

Perdiz

205

Dorsal

n/a

n/a

n/a

Perdiz

207

Dorsal

-0.5

0.0

0.0

Perdiz

210

Dorsal

0.0

1.5

n/a

Perdiz

198

[1]

Dorsal

0.5

0.5

n/a

Perdiz

198

[2]

Dorsal

0.0

0.0

0.0

Perdiz

202

Dorsal

1.0

0.0

1.5

Perdiz

231

Dorsal

n/a

n/a

n/a

Perdiz

256B

Dorsal

n/a

n/a

n/a

Perdiz

264

Dorsal

n/a

n/a

n/a

Perdiz

330

Bifacial A

0.0

0.0

0.0

Perdiz

331?

Dorsal

n/a

n/a

n/a

Perdiz

Absolute Zero Symbol 338?

Dorsal

0.0

0.0

0.0

Perdiz

333

[1]

Dorsal

n/a

n/a

n/a

Perdiz

333

[2]

Dorsal (Bifacial)

0.0

0.0

0.0

Perdiz

340

Dorsal

0.0

0.0

0.0

Perdiz

343 (2)

Dorsal

0.0

0.0

n/a

Blade Sym- Notches
metry
Symmetry

Stem Symmetry

Perdiz

355?

Bifacial A

0.0

0.5

0.0

Perdiz

359

Dorsal

0.0

n/a

n/a

Perdiz

369

Bifacial A

0.0

0.0

0.0

Perdiz

370

Bifacial A

0.0

0.0

n/a

Perdiz

376

Dorsal (Bifacial)

0.0

0.0

0.0

Perdiz

388

Dorsal

0.0

0.0

0.0

Perdiz

457 Absolute Zero Symbol

Dorsal

0.0

0.0

n/a

Perdiz

457

Dorsal

0.0

n/a

0.0

Perdiz

469

[1]

Dorsal

0.0

0.5

0.0

Perdiz

469

[2]

Dorsal (Bifacial)

0.0

0.0

0.0

Perdiz

469

[3]

Dorsal

0.0

1.0

n/a

Perdiz

468

Dorsal

n/a

n/a

n/a

Perdiz

470

[1]

Bifacial A

0.0

0.0

n/a

Perdiz

470

[2]

Bifacial A

0.0

0.0

n/a

Perdiz

480

[1]

Dorsal

0.0

0.0

n/a

Perdiz

480

[2]

Dorsal

0.0

0.0

0.0
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Table H.9.

Flatrock Road Site (41KM69) Perdiz Arrow Points (n=4) Assessing Symmetry vs. Asymmetry
Study Results Raw Data

Projectile Point Type
(PP Type)

Specimen Identification
(Specimen)

Face

Blade
Symmetry

Notches
Symmetry

Stem
Symmetry

Perdiz

77

Dorsal

0.0

0.0

0.0

Perdiz

117

Dorsal

0.0

0.0

0.0

Perdiz

119

Dorsal (Bifacial)

0.0

0.0

0.0

Perdiz

149

Dorsal

-0.5

0.0

0.0

Table H.10. Varga Site (41ED28) Perdiz Arrow Points (n=53) Assessing Symmetry vs. Asymmetry Study
Results Raw Data
Projectile Point Type
(PP Type)

Specimen Identification
(Specimen)

Face

Blade
Symmetry

Notches
Symmetry

Stem
Symmetry

Perdiz

108-013

Dorsal

n/a

n/a

n/a

Perdiz

158-021

Bifacial A

0.0

0.0

0.0

Perdiz

159-024

Dorsal

0.0

0.0

n/a

Perdiz

159-025

Bifacial A

0.0

0.0

0.0

Perdiz

176-015

Dorsal

0.0

0.0

Perdiz

271-016

Bifacial A

0.0

0.0

0.0

Perdiz

302-021

Bifacial A

n/a

n/a

n/a

Perdiz

335-010

Bifacial A

n/a

n/a

n/a

Perdiz

348-011

Bifacial A

n/a

n/a

n/a

Perdiz

405-015

Dorsal

0.0

0.0

0.0

Perdiz

405-016

Bifacial A

0.0

0.0

0.0

Perdiz

441-016

Bifacial A

0.0

0.0

0.0

Perdiz

482-010

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Perdiz

489-010

Dorsal

0.0

0.0

n/a

Perdiz

504-013

Dorsal (Bifacial)

n/a

n/a

n/a

Perdiz

525-010

Dorsal

n/a

n/a

n/a

Perdiz

526-010

Dorsal

0.5

1.0

0.0

Perdiz

533-017

Dorsal

0.0

0.0

0.0

Perdiz

602-017

Dorsal

0.0

1.0

0.0

Perdiz

602-018

Dorsal

-0.5

0.0

0.0

Perdiz

726-010

Dorsal

0.0

0.5

-0.5

Perdiz

726-011

Bifacial A

0.0

0.0

0.0

Perdiz

781-012

Dorsal

0.0

0.0

0.0

Perdiz

782-016

Dorsal

0.0

0.0

0.0

Perdiz

815-010

Dorsal

0.0

0.0

n/a

Perdiz

825-010

Dorsal

n/a

n/a

n/a

Perdiz

851-014

Dorsal

n/a

n/a

n/a

Perdiz

862-020

Dorsal (Bifacial)

0.0

0.0

0.0

Perdiz

863-012

Dorsal (Bifacial)

0.0

0.0

0.0
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Table H.10. Varga Site (41ED28) Perdiz Arrow Points (n=53) Assessing Symmetry vs. Asymmetry Study
Results Raw Data (continued)
Projectile Point Type
(PP Type)

Specimen Identification
(Specimen)

Face

Blade
Symmetry

Notches
Symmetry

Stem
Symmetry

Perdiz

876-013

Dorsal

0.0

1.0

0.0

Perdiz

881-018

Dorsal

0.0

0.0

n/a

Perdiz

885-022

Dorsal (Bifacial)

0.0

0.0

0.0

Perdiz

903-028

Dorsal

1.5

0.0

n/a

Perdiz

930-016

Dorsal

0.0

0.0

0.0

Perdiz

939-013

Dorsal (Bifacial)

0.0

0.5

0.0

Perdiz

945-016

Dorsal

0.0

0.0

-0.5

Perdiz

949-016

Dorsal

0.0

0.0

-0.5

Perdiz

988-013

Dorsal

-0.5

0.0

-2.0

Perdiz

989-020

Dorsal (Bifacial)

0.0

1.0

Perdiz

992-016

Bifacial A

0.0

0.0

0.0

Perdiz

999-020

Dorsal (Bifacial)

0.0

0.0

n/a

Perdiz

1008-017

Dorsal

0.0

0.0

n/a

Perdiz

1021-011

Dorsal

n/a

n/a

n/a

Perdiz

1031-013

Bifacial A

n/a

n/a

n/a

Perdiz

1098-010

Dorsal

0.5

1.0

0.0

Perdiz

1100-016

Dorsal (Bifacial)

0.0

0.5

0.0

Perdiz

1125-017

Dorsal

0.0

0.5

0.0

Perdiz

1137-012

Dorsal

0.0

0.5

0.0

Perdiz

1162-011

Dorsal

n/a

n/a

n/a

Perdiz

1176-010

Dorsal

0.0

0.5

n/a

Perdiz

1214-010

Dorsal

0.0

0.0

n/a

Perdiz

1215-010

Dorsal

0.0

0.0

0.0

Perdiz

1256-005-010

Dorsal

0.0

0.0

n/a

Table H.11. Janee Site (41MN33) Perdiz Arrow Points (n=7) Assessing Symmetry vs. Asymmetry Study
Results Raw Data
Projectile Point Type
(PP Type)

Specimen Identification
(Specimen)

Face

Blade
Symmetry

Notches
Symmetry

Stem
Symmetry

Perdiz

S1

Dorsal

0.0

0.0

0.0

Perdiz

S2

Dorsal

0.0

0.0

-0.5

Perdiz

S3

Dorsal

0.0

0.0

n/a

Perdiz

S4

Dorsal

0.0

0.0

0.0

Perdiz

S5

Dorsal

0.0

0.0

0.0

Perdiz

S6

Dorsal

n/a

n/a

n/a

Perdiz

S7

Bifacial A

0.0

0.5

n/a
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the horizontal axis was drawn based on the vertical one.
Consequently, the two are not independent variables.
Given the categorical nature of the data, examining
the relationship between variables using multiple
regression analysis provided a slightly more effective method. It was examined whether the symmetry of the blade was affected by the stem or notch
symmetry. Based on these results, it was found that
there is no relationship between blade symmetry and
notch symmetry. However, there is some relationship
between blade and stem symmetry. Moreover, blade
symmetry could be used to predict stem symmetry,
albeit with a 12 percent accuracy (R Square = 0.12).
As seen in the results below, a general equation can
be constructed for predicating the blade symmetry by
y=0.007582721+0.246323529x.
In assessing the methodology, there is one possible
flaw that renders the results suspect. Symmetry on the
notches is defined by an arbitrary mid-line axis that is
drawn relative to mid-points from tip to base. If the
stem and blade are asymmetrical to one direction or the
other, so is the axis. That may be the underlying reason
for the relationship between blade and stem symmetry.
For the first site, 41ED28, there are five specimens with
asymmetrical blades and six points with asymmetrical
stems, a total of 11 matching the number of points with

Figure H.2.

asymmetrical notches. The numbers do not add up so
precisely on the others, but further study is needed to
assess the methodology along these lines before much
validity can be placed in the results.
Towards the refinement of the methodology, some
observations are worth noting. Measurements are more
difficult when dealing with an inherently irregular
shape that can widely vary between specimens. The
resulting metrics from the current methodology is not
necessarily replicable or documentable, and therefore
strays from the scientific method to which measurement and analysis are supposed to adhere.
In analyzing the various points in this study it became
apparent that there might be a different avenue of approach, namely borrowing from the mathematics of
shape analysis and the computational and data management power of Geographic Information Systems (GIS).
Only cursory inquiries were made into this potential
avenue of analysis. The main goals were to create a
measureable recreation of the point and attempt to
characterize its structure.

An Alternative Method
Digitization of artifacts such as projectile points is not
a novel concept and can be accomplished through any
number of means. The approach outlined below was
developed as a simple method
using software and computing techniques that are readily
available to the researchers. The
results of this method are also
easily stored, distributed, and
analyzed. SWCA selected a
sample of complete Perdiz and
Clifton points to demonstration
the digitization process. The
method outlined below utilized
ESRI’s ArcGIS software, however, this method is adaptable
to any number of GIS or CAD
software packages.

Template developed by Alan Bettis and John Arnn, TxDOT
archeologists, for symmetry assessment of Perdiz arrow
points included in the symmetry vs asymmetry study.

A digital camera was mounted to
a copy stand to provide a stable
but adjustable base for image
acquisition. Using a level, the
camera was leveled with respect
to pitch and roll to negate any
parallax effect in the resulting
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images. Each projectile point was then placed on a
2-mm grid background and photographed in high
resolution and stored in a jpeg format (Figure H.3).
Each image was then georeferenced into real space
to allow for accurate computer measurement. To accomplish this, a computer generated 2-mm grid was
used to match up with the 2-mm background grid in
each image. Georeferencing was accomplished using
ArcGIS’s standard georeferencing tools (Figure H.4).
The outline of each point was then traced using ArcGIS’s standard editing tools resulting in a vector image
of each point. Vectorization can be achieved through
any number of means, including the use of ESRI’s
ArcScan or other third party GIS applications (Figure
H.5). The resulting vector image now lends itself to
any number of measurement techniques that can be
digitally recorded, replicated, and distributed. Additionally, basic measurements such as maximal length/
width and area can be calculated to a high degree of
accuracy by the computer.
In addition to basic measurements, the vector image
can be subjected to more complex mathematical shape
analysis algorithms. One method explored by SWCA
looks at the internal structure of the point and how it relates to its overall shape and design. A main contention
with the TxDOT method for recording projectile points
is its basis on Elston’s (1977) protocols, which show
analysis of geometrically symmetrical points that can
be fitted about
perpendicular
central axes.
The main issue
is that handmade stone
tools are inherently irregular
polygons and
cannot be fitted to a Cartesian grid in the
same manner
as proposed
by Elston et
al. (1977). As
a result, subjective “best
guesses” are
Figure H.3. Example of
required to fit
photographed
the point to
Perdiz arrow point.
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Elston’s idealized shapes
for measurement. The inherent irregularity of stone
projectile
points therefore requires
an alternate
approach to
shape analysis.
Instead of trying to force a
regular grid
onto a shape
that is inherFigure H.4. Example of
ently irregular,
georeferenced
we propose a
Perdiz arrow point.
holistic approach. By
looking at the projectile point as an artifact, it may be
more effective to examine it from a purely mathematical perspective by using the internal geometry of each
individual point to guide measurement. One such way
is the processes of skeletonization and determining
the mathematical medial axis each projectile’s vector
image.
The medial axis of a 2-dimensional object is the set of
all points having more one closest point on the object’s
boundary (Blum 1967). The medial axis of a plane
curve S is the locus of the centers of circles that are
tangent to curve S in two or more points, where all such
circles are contained in S. (It follows that the medial
axis itself is contained in S.). The result or “skeleton”
is a thin version of the shape that represents the internal
structure equidistant to the shapes external boundaries
and emphasizes both the topological and geometric
properties of the original shape. It can also be utilized
as a representation of the shape or as means for shape
reconstruction. A simple method for constructing the
skeleton of any projectile point through GIS means is
by constructing Thiessen polygons from the vectorized projectile point boundaries previously described.
Creation of Thiessen polygons is achievable through
any number of GIS processes in ArcGIS or related third
party extensions such as ET Tools.
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The resulting data shows the medial axis and how it
relates to various parts of the projectile point (Figure
H.6). Firstly, what quickly becomes apparent through
the application of this method to the Perdiz and Clifton points is that the long axis from tip to base is not
a straight line as described in Elston et al. (1977) but
rather a meandering line determined by the irregularities of the handmade stone tool. Secondly, the structure
of the point also becomes apparent. We can clearly
identify those portions of the projectile points that
make up stems, barbs, shoulders, etc. and describe them
mathematically in terms of their distance to the medial
axis and not in terms of judgmentally fitting the point
to Elston et al.’s (1977) idealized points.

Figure H.5.

Example of digitized Perdiz arrow
point.

At this time, the above described method for digitization and subsequent shape analysis is untested and
has been applied only to a small number of individual
points and point types. Further study is warranted
to test whether 1) the method of data acquisition is
practical from a time/cost perspective, 2) the method
of shape analysis is applicable to projectile points of
any type, and 3) the data gleaned from this analysis
provides meaningful cultural information.

Figure H.6.

Autogenerated axis based on actual
point morphology compared to
arbitrary axis (red line).

Assessing Perdiz Point Symmetry vs. Asymmetry Study
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Appendix I
An Energy-Dispersive X-Ray Fluorescence Analysis of
Obsidian Artifacts from the Little Paint Site (41KM226),
Central Texas
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Appendix J
Interim Report: Significance Testing of Site 41KM226,
Kimble County, Texas
(Refer to DVD)

